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1

Q 1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
v

This report documents the Individual Plant Examination (IPE) for Severe Accident
,

'

Vulnerabilities performed on the Hope Creek Generating Station (HCGS).

1.1 Ilackground And Objectives

The HCGS IPE report was prepared in accordance with the United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's (NRC's) Generic Letter GL 88-20 (Reference 1-1) and the submittal guidance
furnished in NUREG-1335 (Reference 1-2). The NRC referenced several NRC and industry
reports (References 1-3 through 1-13) in NUREG-1335 (Reference 1-2) that provide
perspective and background for specific IPE tasks. The NRC requested (Reference 1-1) that
the HCGS IPE determine vulnerabilities to severe accidents and cost-effective safety
improvements that could reduce or eliminate the important vulnerabilities.

This IPE is an integrated systematic examination of the HCGS for plant spuific risk
contributors. The HCGS IPE objectives are:

1. Develop an overall appreciation of severe accident behavior.

2. Develop a clear understanding of the more likely severe accident sequences for the
HCGS.p

V
3. Gain a qualitative and quantitative understanding of core damage and radioactive

material releases.

4. Generate an accurate baseline assessment of core damage frequency for the HCGS.

5. Develop methods and models necessary for safety and economic evaluations of planned
plant improvements.

6. Increase PSE&G's capability to perform and maintain Probabilistic Risk Assessments
independently.

7. If necessary, reduce the overall probability of core damage and radioactive material
release by appropriate modifications to procedures, software and hardware that would
assist in prevention of severe accidents or in mitigation of their effects.

IGeneric Letter GL 88-20 identifies three approaches for performing the IPE:

1. A Level I Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) plus a containment performance
analysis, based upon the current design, that addresses severe accident )
phenomenological issues. l

2. The IDCOR system analysis methods.

1-1
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3. Other system examination methods acceptable to the NRC staff. '

PSE&G's IPE is based upon a PRA approach (Level I and II). The small event tree and large |
fault tree methodology is used in the HCGS PRAs. The Level I PRA examines core damage !

vulnerabilities. It was updated using procedures presented in NUREG/CR-2300 (Reference 1-5) |
to provide for its integration with the back-end (Level 2 PRA) analysis. The Level II PRA |
examines fission product release from the containment. The Level II PRA examines severe |

accident phenomenological issues and is based on the guidelines set forth in NSAC-159

(Reference 1-14). |

|

The PRA approach was chosen because it provides models wCh can be revised to incorporate |
design, operational, procedural and phenomenological updates. PSE&G has developed a !

Programmatic Standard (Reference 1-15) to updat: the HCGS PRA as required to support
operations, design changes, and severe accident management planning. PSE&G has the ;

trained staff and necessary computer software to effectively implement this program onsite. |

|
1.2 Plant Familiarization

l

The HCGS is owned * and operated by PSE&G. The station is located on the southern part of
Artificial Island on the east bank of the Delaware River in Lower Alloways Creek Township,
Salem County, New Jersey.

|
The site is located approximately 15 miles south of the Delaware Memorial Bridge,18 miles

| south of Wilmington, Delaware,30 miles southwest of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and 7.5
miles southwest of Salem, New Jersey. The station is located on approximately 300 acres
of a 700 acre site owned by PSE&G. Artificial Island is also the site of the Salem 1 and 2
generating stations. Figure 1-1 shows the geographic location of Artificial Island, and Figure
1-2 shows an overall view of the plant.

The HCGS employs a General Electric boiling water reactor (BWR/4) and is operated at a core
thermal power of 3293 MW (100% steam flow) with a gross electrical output of approximately
1118 MWe and net electrical output of approximately 1067 MWe.

The HCGS dual barrier containment system consists of a pressure suppression primary
containment system and a secondary containment system consisting of a dome-shaped reactor
building.

The reactor building (or secondary containment) is a concrete-reinforced structure which houses
the primary containment system, and the fuel storage area. It is capable of containing any
radioactive materials released into it subsequent to a design basis loss of coolant accident
(LOCA) so that offsite doses remain below 10CFR100 requirements. Figure 1-3 shows the
HCGS primary and secondary containments. The HCGS reactor building is equipped with
blowout panels to limit internal pressures during specific accidents. The primary containment
system consists of a drywell housing the reactor and a suppression pool. There are vacuum

i
| * Atlantie Electric owns 5% of HCGS

|
1-2
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.

iG breakers between the suppression pool and drywell (eight - one in each vent pipe), and between

V the reactor building and suppression pool (two pairs) to ensure integrity of the primary
containment.

The Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCSs) at the HCGS are similar to the ones used
in the NUREG-1150 reference plant, Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station (PBAPS)
(Reference 1-16). A brief explanation of some important safety systems and certain plant-
specific designs, features, and procedures follows:

1. There are four Residual Heat Removal (RHR) subsystems with one pump in each
loop and one heat exchanger in two of the four loops. Loop "B" of RHR can be
operated in the shutdown cooling (SDC) mode via the remote shutdown panel. The
four primary modes of the RHR system are: 1) to provide Low Pressure Coolant
Injection (LPCI), 2) to provide Suppression Pool Cooling, 3) to provide Shutdown
Cooling, and 4) to provide a Containment Spray. Procedures for using the Reactor
Water Cleanup (RWCU) system for decay heat removal are in place, although no
credit has been taken for them in the IPE.

2. The HCGS is equipped with two high pressure steam driven pumps: The High
Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) and the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC)
pumps. The turbine of each of these pumps exhausts into the torus. The HPCI and
RCIC pumps trip when the torus pressure (turbine exhaust pressure) exceeds 140.0

Os PSIG and 25 PSIG, respectively. The (HPCI) system injects 3000 gpm through the
Feedwater system and 2600 gpm through the Core Spray (CS) system sparger. RCIC
injects 600 gpm through the Feedwater System.

3. The Core Spray System (CSS) has two loops with two pumps in each loop. The CSS
pumps take their suctions from the torus; however, they can be manually aligned to
take suction from the Condensate Storage Tank (CST). The CSS Loop A spray
spargers are shared with HPCI and Standby Liquid Control (SLC).

4. The Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) is an ECCS utilizing five of 14
Target Rock Safety Relief Valves (SRVs).

5. The Standby Liquid Control (SLC) system injects to the vessel automatically when
initiated by the Redundant Reactivity Control system (RRCS) in response to
Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS) scenarios. It can also be initiated
manually.

6. There are four Emergency Diesel Generators (EDGs) at the HCGS.

7. There is a connection point at RHR Loop B for Station Service Water (SSW) System -
injection or containment flooding. In addition, both the diesel-driven and motor-driven

dp fire pumps can be connected to the RHR system to provide additional alternate methods
ofinjection to the RPV. Loop B of the RHR system can divert flow to the reactor
vessel head spray line.

1
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8. The HCGS is equipped with a twelve-inch hard pipe vent which originates from the top
of the torus. This vent can be opened remotely from the control room with battery
power. The vent can also be operated locally, in the absence of any electric power.
HCGS is also equipped with a six-inch hard pipe vent, which is used for Integrated
12ak Rate Testing (ILRT). Some credit is given to this pipe for containment venting
through both the drywell and the torus. The HCGS is also equipped with ducts, which
can be used for venting; however, no credit is taken for them in the IPE.

9. There are three trains of feedwater/ condensate, each containing one feedwater pump,
one secondary pump and one primary condensate pump in series, which can inject to
the vessel.

10. The Control Rod Drive (CRD) pumps are powered by the Class lE electrical buses,
through two in-series breakers (one Class 1E and one non-Class lE). Upon receipt of
a LOCA signal, the Class 1E breaker trips and the non-Class IE breaker opens on
undervoltage.

11. The blowout panels in various locations of the reactor building protect the primary
containment against high external pressure.

12. The HCGS primary containment has an internal design pressure of 56.0 PSIG, a
maximum calculated internal design pressure of 58.0 PSIG with an allowable maximum
internal design pressure of 62.0 PSIG (110 percent of design pressure based on the h
ASME code). The primary containment maximum external design pressure is 3 PSID,
and its design temperature is 340 F.

13. The Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) are based on Revision 4 of the Boiling
Water Reactor Owner's Group (BWROG) Emergency Procedure Guidelines (EPGs)

(Reference 1-23).

Plant walkdowns constituted an important part of the plant familiarization effort. Plant
walkdowns were performed by the PRA analyst assigned to the individual system in all cases.
When information from various data sources, such as drawings or specifications, could not be
independently confirmed, it was supplemented by HCGS SROs, system engineers, or other
cognizant engineering personnel. Plant system engineers and other engineering personnel are
intimately familiar with the plant configuration and continually perform "walkdowns" as part
of their daily responsibilities. Both system engineers and senior reactor operators (SROs)
performed detailed reviews of all plant system and accident sequence models. The walkdown
process became more formalized for the Level II portion of the IPE.

1.3 Overall Methodoloey

1.3.1 Introduction |

O|The application of probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) to the evaluation of reactor systems
provides a method of estimating the likelihood of undesired events such as core melt and i

l
!

|
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(q radionuclide release and of determining their consequences. The methodology used in the

C/ HCGS study employed fault trees and event trees in a manner similar to the approach used in
the Reactor Safety Study (Reference 1-18) and the NRC sponsored Luerim Reliability
Evaluation Program (IREP). Fault trees are a set oflogic diagrams describing potential
hardware failure modes, software errors, and human errors that could disable a system or
group of systems. These logic diagrams are evaluated numerically by available computer
programs. The analysis begins with the definition of accident sequences and the selection of
accident initiators. The " defense-in-depth" concept used in U. S. nuclear plant design makes it
very probable that any given accident sequence will be prevented or terminated before it can
cause an undesired event, such as core damage.

The complexity of systems used in nuclear plants necessitates diagrams which show the
progression of accident sequences. These diagrams are called event trees. The quantification
of accident sequences depends on the probabilities at each decision point in the event tree. The
probabilities at the decision points (nodes) of the event trees are determined using fault trees
prepared to model the system, software, and human reliabilities. Component failure rates,
human error rates, and software error rates are obtained from a database using plant specific
and generic data. Event tree and fault tree analyses constitute a formalized deductive
technique which provides a systematic approach to investigating possible modes of occurrence
of an undesired event. The fault tree model of a plant or system has been used as a logical
method of displaying and quantifying component and system inter-relationships.

The methodology used to perform the HCGS IPE consisted of a Level I PRA, for front-end
analysis, and a Level II PRA for the back-end analysis. This methodology and the resultant
submittal fully complies with the requirements of GL 88-20 (Reference 1-1) and NUREG-1335
(Reference 1-2). The HCGS Level I PRA is based upon the large fault tree /small event tree
approach of NUREG/CR-2300 (Reference 1-5). The HCGS Level II PRA is based on the
methodology described to NSAC-159 (Reference 1-14).

1.3.2 Front-End Analysis

In the HCGS Level I PRA, system level fault trees, in response to potential initiating events,
are used to quantify the individual system unavailabilities. The fault tree models include:

Hardware failures.

Software errors.

Human errors (e.g., operations and maintenance).

Dependent failures (e.g., cascade and common mode failures).

Unavailability due to test and corrective or preventative maintenance.

Flow diversion.

Support Systems.

'q The event trees are used to define the principal accident sequences to be evaluated. In the

y/ event tree process, all safety functions which are required to mitigate an event are identified.
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The systems capable of accomplishing those safety functions are identified as the event tree i

headings. Functional fault trees of each system provide the integration of systems for the
quantification of event tree nodes.

Various tasks involved in the analysis are listed below, and their interrelationships are shown
in Figure 1-4. |

|

Plant familiarization !.

Initiating event identification and quantification.

Event tree development.

Fault tree development.

Dependent failure analysis.

Human reliability analysis.

Data development, based on current industry data and plant-specific data.

System quantification.

Accident sequence (core damage) quantification.

External and spatially-dependent internal event analysis (focusing on internal floods).

Uncertainty and sensitivity (including importance calculations) analysis.

1.3.3 Back-End Analysis

The HCGS Level II PRA uses logic models in the form of linked event trees integrated
in a large Containment Event Tree (CET) to display the logic. The term " linked" means that
there are common events among the trees. This methodology is consistent with the Electric
Power Research Institute (EPRI) Generic Methodology [ Generic Framework for Back-End
(Level II) Analysis], NSAC-159 (Reference ?-14).

The software used for the CET analysis was the EVNTRE code (Reference 1-17).

The HCGS CET utilizes various questions which are, for the most part, common to all Plant
Damage States (PDS). Split fractions are assigned to each question based on:

Plant data.

Hand calculations.

Severe accident analysis.

Engineering judgment and experts' opinions.

The severe accident phenomenological issues documented in! .

NUREG-1150 (Reference 1-16), NUREG/CR-4551 (Reference 1-20),

and NUREG/CR-5331 (Reference 1-21).

The code used for severe accident analysis was the Modular Accident Analysis Prograre
(MAAP) (Reference 1-22) Version 3.0B, Revision 8.1. This coda 1 used for predicting the
timing of the thermal hydraulics parameters, such as pressure and temperature rise. It is also

used to determine the Decontamination Factors (DF) and Release Fractions (RF) in the
containment. Selected outputs from MAAP are inserted into the HCGS CET to predict the
release category.

|
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/ - A source term algorithm is incorporated into the CET to determine the release fractions of the
key radionuclide groups for each PDS. The five radionuclide groups evaluated in the HCGS
IPE are (1) Noble gases, (2) Iodine, (3) Cesium, (4) Tellurium, and (5) Strontium. This
algorithm estimates source terms based upon sequence-dependent RFs and DFs input.
Through a careful selection and detailed examination of the top events in the CET, insight is
gained on many variables including:

Reactor Depressurization (DP).

Early Reactor Injection (INJ).

Vessel Failure (VF).

Early Containment Failure (CFE).

Early Suppression Pool Bypass (EPOOL).

Drywell Spray (DWSpry).

I2te Reactor Injection (L-INJ).

Debris Coolability (DCOOL).

Late Containment Failure (CFL).

Late Suppression Pool Bypass (LPOOL).

Fission Product Retention (FPR).

Reactor Building Natural Deposition (RB).

Containment Venting (VENT).

Release for Five Source Terms (NG, I, Cs, Te & Sr).

G
'U 1.4 Summary Of Maior Findings

The Internal Events Core Damage Frequency for the HCGS is 4.58E-5/yr. This is
approximately one order of magnitude higher than the reported CDFs for the NUREG-1150
studies for Peach Bottom and Grand Gulf (References 1-26 and 1-27). Major differences are
attributable to differences in the data utilized in the HCGS study and the high level of detailed
analysis of HCGS support systems. Loss of offsite power sequences contribute 73.8% to the
CDF, while the contribution to the Peach Bottom CDF was 46.6%. The notable difference in
results is derived from the conservatism in the HCGS IPE analysis with respect to the design of
the SSW/S ACS systems. A plan to re-evaluate this conservatism is discussed in Section 1.4.3.
Transients account for a greater contribution to HCGS CDF than the Peacu Bottom CDF,
although this contribution is a relatively small 14.8%. Differences are attributable to the
detailed modeling of HCGS support systems such as HVAC. The ATWS contribution of only
1.6% is notably smaller than the Peach Bottom contribution of 42.6%. This is attributed to
HCGS's automatic Standby Liquid Control System. Special Initiators are minor contributors in
both studies. Unresolved Safety Issue A-45, Decay Heat Removal Due to Internal Events, is
not a concern at HCGS as evidenced by the low contribution of Loss of Decay Heat Removal
sequence (1.2% to the total HCGS Internal Events CDF). The resolution of USI A-45 is
presented in Section 3.4.3.

g Interfacing System Loss of Coolant Accidents (ISLOCA) contribute only 1.7E-9 events / year to!

y the HCGS CDF. This is over 4 orders of magnitude less than the internal events CDF,
emphasizing its low importance. Internal flooding only contributes 5.5E-7 events / year or
1.2% of the total internal events plus internal flooding CDF.

1-7 5
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|
|

l

! Finally, the containment analysis indicated the capability of the HCGS containment was typical
of the Mark I design, with no unique vulnerabilities.

1.4.1 front-End Analysis

The following safety features and vulnerabilities were identified by the Hope Creek Front-End
Analysis:

Numerous room heatup calculations have demonstrated that only a few rooms are
susceptible to HVAC system failures. Of the 52 rooms studied, only 12 were found to

*

be susceptible to risk important failures. Heatup time ranged from 5 to 24 hours.

Operator simulator observations highlighted excellent human performance reliability*

and PSE&G's effective operator training program.

HCGS design substantially limits the CDF due to internal flooding to a negligible level,*

5.5E-7/yr which represents the sum of all segrnces.

The contribution to the HCGS CDF due to ISLOCA sequences is nearly four orders
of magnitude lower than the internal events CDF. Results of a plant-specific ISLOCA

*

study (Reference 1-28) indicate that overpressurizations of low pressure systems outside
containment are primarily dominated by hardware failures. O
The automatic initiation of the Standby Liquid Control (SLC) system by RRCS limits+

the ATWS contribution to only 1.6% of the internal events CDF.

The availability of the hard pipe vent system greatly improves HCGS's ability to
remove decay heat during severe accidents. This vent can be manually operated in the

*

absence of any support systems.

Special initiators (such as loss of the SSWS/ SACS or the loss of the Instrument Air
System) contribute slightly over 3% to the internal events CDP. This contribution is

*

minimized by the high level of redundancy and separation designed into support

systems at HCGS.

The largest contribution to the internal events was over 70% from station blackout
events. This results from conservative heat sink models which require two out of two

*

SACS and SW pumps per subsystem (loop) for successful heat removal to allow for
diesel generator operation. A plan to address this conservatism is suggested in
Section 1.4.3.

The only vulnerability identified at the HCGS was the inability to supply long-term*

cooling to critical rooms upon HVAC system failures. A risk-based procedure

(Refe 129) has been developed to address this item and is credited in the IPE
dnalys{ence -is.
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1.4.2 Enk-End Analysis

The following findings were made based on the Level II PRA:

Due to the dominance of the long-term Station Blackout (LT-SBO) sequences, the*

sensitivity study showed little variation to most of the parameters considered. This was )

especially true of changes to engineered safety system availability. The frequency of j

high early and medium early releases are 9.42E-6/yr and 6.14E-6/yr, respectively. !

!

The results were found to be very sensitive to AC power recovery assumptions. If AC.

power is always recovered early, the early high release frequency decreases from 21 %
to 4% of the total CDF, while the late high release category decreases from 7% to
1.4%. If, on the other hand, early AC power recovery never occurs, the frequency of j

an early high release increases to 32% of the CDF, while the frequency of a late high j

release increases to 11 %.

The results were found to be relatively insensitive to the availability and us of drywell*

sprays. If sprays are always available, and are always used late, the frequency of the
early high and medium-high release categories decrease to 18% and 7.5% (from 19%
and 14%), respectively. Again, the drywell sprays are not very important because of
the unavailability of AC power in many sequences. If the CDF were not dominated by j

SBO sequences, the sprays would be more important. However, a sensitivity analysism
indicated that if the fire pumps were used for containment spray, the early high and j

!medium high release frequencies would be significantly reducul.
:

The FRVS is a system unique to the HCGS which will circulate air and filter*

radionuclides with high efficiency. However, the results were found to be relatively !

insensitive to the availability and effectiveness of the FRVS. This is due to two !
the high frequency of early containment ruptures (DW shell melt-through) !reasons:

and the lack of AC power to operate the system. The FRVS will not function if either
'

condition occurs.

The results were found to be sensitive to two uncertainties in ex-vessel phenomena:*

drywell shell melt-through and debris coolability. Both of these are related to
.

uncertainties in the rate of heat loss from the core debris to an overlying water pool. (
1

Currently, there is significant uncertainty regarding heat transfer to the water:

- If drywell shell melt-through is assumed not to occur, the frequency of an early
release decreases significantly from 62% (some of these are early releases
during venting) to 29%.12te containment failures increase as there is a greater !

'

opportunity for either late overpressure, temperature, or sump failure. In
addition, the frequency of an early high and early medium-high release
decreases to 8% and 4% (from 21% and 14%, respectively).

If the ex-vessel core debris is assumed to be coolable whenever water is present,-

the frequency of an early or late medium-high release goes almost to zero since

1-9



sequences with uncoolable core debris and water present now have coolable
debris and no releases from core-concrete interaction. These sequences are

shifted primarily into the early or late low release category. The early high and
late high release categories are almost unaffected by debris coolability
assumptions because these high releases occur primarily in sequences without
water injection.

The core damage frequency and radionuclide release characteristics of the HCGS is*

expected to be improved by reducing the frequency of LT-SBO and/or increasing the
probability of AC power recovery. These sequences currently dominate the CDF, the
containment failure frequency, and the early high release frequency.

1.4.3 Euecestions for Plant Imorovement

PSE&G will review and finalize the SACS and SSW system analysis to remove modeling
ccnservatisms. The most notable contributors to the HCGS CDF are Loss of Offsite Power
sequences ultimately leading to loss of all AC power. These sequences contribute over 70% to
the CDF. In fact, the reason for this is highlighted in the Importance Results provided in
Section 3.4.1.2. As presently modeled SACS and SSW system failures result in diesel

,

generator failures. The IPE utilizes a conservative success criteria of two-out-of-two SSW and
SACS subsystems being required for successful operation of the respective loop. However,
yet unverified calculations indicate this underestimates the ability of these systems. To fully
understand the amount of design margin in the SACS and SSW systems, PSE&G has h
developed a detailed model for the operation of these systems. Preliminary results indicate
that, with operator intervention, each SACS loop can function with only onc pump. This may
potentially reduce the Station Blackout contribution by as much as 50%. Therefore, PSE&G
intends to complete evaluations to define the operational margins of these support systems.
PSE&G will also consider developing procedures for operating the SACS system for severe
accidents (beyond design basis). Once these revisions are completed, the HCGS PRA models
will be adjusted to reflect actual conditions.
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2.0 EXAMINATION DESCRIPTION

U
2.1 INTRODUCTION

The Hope Creek Generating Station (HCGS) is operated by Public Service Electric and Gas
Company (PSE&G) and is located approximately 18 miles south of Wilmington, Delaware and
30 miles southwest of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The HCGS employs a General Electric
boiling water reactor (BWR) designed to operate at a rated core thermal power of 3,293 MWt
(100% steam flow) with a gross electrical output of approximately 1,118 MWe and net
electrical output of approximately 1,067 MWe. The unit.uses a Mark 1 containment and a
natural draft cooling tower. The HCGS began commercial operation in December 1986.

This submittal represents the first tier documentation of the Individual Plant Examination (IPE)
for the HCGS. It was developed in response to GL88-20 (Reference 2-1). It provides the
methodology used to perform and the results of comprehensive, plant-specific Level I and Level
II Probabilistic Risk Assessments (PRAs) used. to meet the front-end analysis and back-end
analysis requirements of the generic letter and Unresolved Safety Issue No. USI A-45,

A PRA may be defined as a comprehensive, logical, and structured methodology that identifies
and quantitatively evaluates potential significant accident sequences. The significant accident
sequences of interest in this study begin with a disturbance of the plant from its initial status of
steady-state power operation, followed by safety system failures and operator errors that can

( result in significant core damage, containment failure, or radionuclide release.

The results of the Level I PRA include an overall core damage frequency (with associated
uncertainty bounds) for the HCGS, frequencies for individual core damage sequences, and
combinations of component failures and human errors resulting in each core damage sequence.
Both Internal Events and Internal Flooding are addressed. These results can be used to
evaluate the relative safety of the plant and to help identify improvements in safety.

Furthermore, this report details a Level II PRA of the HCGS to assess the containment
response to severe accidents.

The end products of the back-end analysis include: (1) a set of release categories which
characterize the radionuclide releases into the environment, (2) a quantification of the mean
frequency of each release category, and (3) an evaluation of the sensitivities associated with 1

the risk dominant release categories. The release categories constitute the endpoints of the
Level II PRA and provide a measure of the potential consequences of severe accidents.
Another important product of the back-end analysis is the identification of individual accident
sequences whose frequencies exceeded the screening frequency prescribed in NUREG-1335
(Reference 2-2). This product is especially important because it is the key to the development
ofinsights into plant safety characteristics and will form part of the basis for accident

|
management activities. l

(.
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2.1.1 Backeround 0
Recognizing the importance of developing a plant-specific model for assessing plant risk and j

developing the capability to develop and manipulate risk models, PSE&G performed a level I
PRA. The initial HCGS levelI PRA was performed over an 18-month period from August
1988 through January 1990. The Internal Events Analysis was completed first so that the
evaluation of Internal Flooding could benefit from the previously generated risk models.
Because GL88-20 and the IPE submittal guidance in NUREG-1335 (Reference 2-2) were not
issued until November 23,1988 and August 1989 respectively, the study was performed and
documented in accordance with the guidance provided in NUREG/CR-2300 (Reference 2-4)

and the IREP Procedures Guide (Reference 2-5).

PSE&G responded in writing to Supplement No.1 to GL88-20 (Reference 2-6) on November 1,
1989 (Reference 2-7). In that letter, PSE&G noted that it had initiated its PRA Program in
advance of receiving IPE guidance because of its desire to produce a risk-based tool that could
be used during the plant modification process and aid in the prioritization of resources. It also
identified its intention to use the I2 vel I PRA to satisfy the front-end analysis requirements of

GL88-20 (Reference 2-1).

However, to provide the most current data within the IPE and for internal studies, the HCGS
Level I PRA was updated. The update was initiated in August 1990 and completed by the end
of the year. The scope of the update included verification that system risk models still
accurately reflected current configurations, reviewing and revising scoping assumptions,
adding containment isolation events, and requantifying the entire model.

After completing the update of the Ixvel I PRA, a detailed, plant-specific assessment of risk
due to Interfacing Systems Loss-of-Coolant Accidents was completed (Reference 2-8).
The results of that study were integrated into the updated Level I PRA.

By the middle of 1991, work was initiated on a Level II PRA to meet the back-end analysis
requirements of GL88-20 (Reference 2-1). The completion of a plant-specific, probabilistic
containment capacity assessment was included within this effort (Reference 2-9).

A plant-specific analysis was undertaken in accordance with its desire to develop and maintain a
state-of-the-art risk assessment. The Level II PRA was performed in accordance with the back-
end analysis guidelines of NUREG-1335 (Reference 2-2) and was completed by the end of 1992.

After the completion of the original Level I PRA, risk models were used on occasion for the
prioritization of resources for resolution of plant discrepancies, review of design
modifications, evaluations of Technical Specifications, and in support of Justifications for
Continued Operation (JCO).

An independent review of a draft version of the HCGS IPE submittal report was completed
in 1993. The review identified modeling conservatisms and noted that many recent changes
were made to the plant configuration which were not represented in the analysis. In letter

2-2
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No. NLR-N93-118 (Reference 2-3), PSE&G notified the NRC that the July 1993 submittal
date would not be met. It stated, "... It became apparent during the review of the draft HCGS
IPE by the Independent Review Team and Station personnel that the draft product did not meet
our standards and that the July 1993 date was no longer attainable. It was decided that a
schedule extension was necessary." A revised submittal date of April 1994 was accepted by
the NRC. A recovery plan was formulated to update both Level I and Il PRA models.
Additionally, all system- and procedure-related modeling was reviewed by HCGS Technical
Department engineers and Senior Reactor Operators to assure modeling conservatisms would
be minimized. The report revisions were reviewed by the Independent Review Team and
HCGS personnel throughout the recovery effort. The fmdings from these reviews, as well
as a description of the reviews, is provided in Section 5.

|

| The IPE submittal presents a summary of the updated Level I and II PRA analyses,along with
a description of the review process, a description ofinsights learned through the IPE process,
as well as PSE&G management plans for the future use of the HCGS PRAs, and the insights
gained through the IPE process.

2.1.2 Motivation and Obiectives

PSE&G's PRA program was initially motivated by the desire to have a comprehensive and
structured basis to improve plant safety. This basis is needed to plan how to meet internal

p safety goals. Additionally, developed risk models continue to be maintained to support
i planned maintenance activities as well as potential severe accident management activities.

Specific objectives of the HCGS PRA program were the following:

1. Generation of an ac' curate baseline assessment of plant risk for the HCGS in terms of
core damage frequency and release frequencies.

2. Development of methods and models that are necessary to evaluate plant improvements
from safety and economic perspectives.

l
13. Attainment of the capability to maintain the analysis and to perform PRA evaluations

independently.

In addition, it has been an immediate goal of the PRA program to fulfill the requirements of
GL88-20 by performing an IPE consistent with the guidance provided in NUREG-1335 for
each commercial nuclear power plant. Within that framework, PSE&G shared the following
objectives of the IPE with the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

1. To develop an appreciation of the behavior of potential severe accidents at the HCGS.

2. To understand the more likely severe accident sequences that could occur at the HCGS.

3. To gain a more quantitative understanding of the overall probabilities of core damage and
fission product release.

2-3
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4. If necessary, to reduce the overall probabilities of core damage and fission product release
by modifying hardware and procedures that would help prevent or mitigate severe
accidents at the HCGS.

Finally, PSE&G agrees with the statement in GL88-20 that "... The maximum benefit from
the IPE would be realized if the licensee's staff were involved in all aspects of the examination
to the degree that knowledge gained from the examination becomes an integral part of plant
procedures and training program." Therefore, it has been an objective to involve the
maximum number of PSE&G personnel in all activities associated with the IPE and to
minimize the use of contractor support. Utilization of the results of the IPE in design review,
procedure review, and personnel training continues to be part of the on-going PRA program
maintained by PSE&G.

Compliance with the preceding objectives will be discussed in Section 2.2 and throughout this
submittal.

2.1.3 Oreaniza_ tion of HCGS IPE Submittal

As part of the NRC's submittal guidance for IPEs (Reference 2-2), a standard table of contents
for the utility submittal was presented. This standard table of contents is shown as Table 2-1.
The NRC's motivation for providing a standard table of contents for the utility submittal was
to indicate in general terms what should be provided, especially for utilities that had not g
developed PRAs for their plants. The NRC has since clarified that the standard table of
contents was a guide and that utilities who already possessed PRA reports for their plants,
written to a different format, need not rewrite their reports to satisfy the IPE guidance.
However, due to the size of the HCGS Level I PRA, it was believed that the review of the IPE
would be expedited by condensing the complete Level I PRA such that information extraneous
to the submittal guidance would be removed. The results of the Level II PRA are included
essentially in total.

Section 1.0 follows the exact format described in the standard table of contents.

Section 2.0 has been arranged in accordance with the standard table of contents. Detailed
subsections have been included to insure that all relevant information is provided and is easily

identifiable.

Section 3.0 generally follows the standard table of contents with the following exceptions:

Section 3.1.4 of the standard table of contents has been excluded because it is not*

applicable to the linked fault tree modeling approach. Variations in support system
configurations due to initiating events are identified in the system description.

Section 3.3.6 of the standard table of contents was omitted because support system states.

were not used in the quantification of the front-end analysis. Quar.tification of support
system states does not apply to a linked fault tree (i.e. small event tree-large fault tree)
methodology.
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( Section 4.0 provides all the data requested in the submittal guidance and follows the standard
\ table of contents.

,

l

Section 5.0 presents the comments of the IPE Independent Review Team organized m
accordance with NRC guidance, along with the responses of the PSE&G staff.

Section 6.0 describes insights from the IPE process in terms of identification of plant safety
features and risk reduction raggestion.s.

Section 7.0 abstracts the results of the Level I and II PRAs from Sections 3.4 and 4.7.

2.1.4 Study Team and PSE&G Participation

The HCGS IPE was a cooperative effort. In accordance with the previously described
objectives, PSE&G utilized contractor support to train PSE&G staffin PRA technologies with
emphasis on hands-on training. This philosophy was maintained throughout the IPE process.

PSE&G provided overall coordination of the original HCGS Level I PRA from its
Probabilistic Risk Assessment Group, provided engineers to support the study, performed
portions of the PRA tasks, and reviewed the results. A contractor provided technical
direction, PRA expertise and training, and assisted PSE&G in performing major portions of
the initial analyses for the HCGS. A subcontractor provided support for human reliabilityw

v) analysis. As noted previously, all system and procedural models were reviewed by HCGS
personnel.

Most work on the PRA was performed onsite at the HCGS. This arrangement provided easy
access to the unit and to plant personnel. In addition, the onsite presence maximized the
technology transfer.

A contractor provided leadership in a plant-specific containment bypass study and Level II
Probabilistic Risk Assessment.

The plant-specific containment bypass analysis included Interfacing System Loss of Coolant
Accidents (ISLOCA) and containment isolation failures. Although a contractor provided the
primary leadership and performed all evaluations of human error, technical assistance was
provided by a full-time PSE&G engineer.

The Level II PRA for the HCGS was completed with the support and the technical guidance of
a contractor. PSE&G provided one full-time engineer to directly support the effort and one
half-time engineer to develop and utilize a HCGS specific Modular Accident Analysis Program

(MAAP) model.

The containment capacity analysis (Reference 2-9) was completed by a contractor.

2-5
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2.2 CONFORMANCE WITII GENERIC LETTER 88-29 AND SUPPORTING
MATERIAL

The NRC has issued GL88-20 (Reference 2-1) to all licensees holding operating licenses and
construction permits for nuclear power reactor facilities. By this generic letter, the NRC has
requested that each utility perform a plant-specific systematic examination of each facility's
vulnerabilities to severe accidents and submit the results to the NRC. The generic letter
includes several specific guidelines for performing the IPE. The sections that follow address
the conformance of the HCGS IPE to each of the specific requests.

Supplement No.1 (Reference 2-6) announced additional submittal guidance in the form of
NUREG-1335 (Reference 2-2). Supplement Nos. 2 and 3 (References 2-10 and 2-11)
provided insights which may be used in the IPE. Compliance with Supplement No. I will be
addressed in Section 2.2.10. Supplements Nos. 2 and 3 are not specifically addressed, but
were utilized in the completion of relevant analyses.

! As requested by the NRC, PSE&G has responded to Supplement 4 of Generic Letter 88-20
(Reference 2-12) with a separate plan and schedule. This information is provided in PSE&G

Letter No. NLR-N91207 (Reference 2-13). The details of the HCGS IPE of External Events
are not addressed further in this report.

2.2.1 NRC Objectives / General Intent

O
As noted in Section 2.1.2, the purposes for performing individual plant examinations, or IPEs,
are stated in the Generic Letter as follows:

1. to develop an appreciation of severe accident behavior,

2. to understand the most likely severe accident sequences that could occur,

3. to gain a more quantitative understanding of the overall probabilities of core damage and
fission product releases, and

4. if necessary, to reduce the overall probabilities of core damage and fission product releases
by modifying, where appropriate, hardware and procedures that would help prevent or
mitigate severe accidents.

Within the context of the IPE, it is difficult to identify specific " proofs" that PSE&G has
developed an appreciation of severe accident behavior. PSE&G has completed this plant-
specific examination of the HCGS. PSE&G personnel including trainers, operators, and
system engineers were involved throughout the study, as described in Section 2.1.4. A
representative from the Probabilistic Risk Assessment Group has been assigned to the
Emergency Response Team to provide insights into severe accident management. PSE&G
has an appreciation of severe accident behavior based on plant-specific analyses relative to h
the HCGS. Therefore, PSE&G has met the first stated objective relative to the HCGS.

|
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Clearly, the evaluation of core damage sequences and release scenarios with their frequencies
demonstrates that PSE&G has met the second and third objectives relative to the HCGS. This
information is highlighted in Sections 3.4, 4.7, 6 and 7.

With regard to the fourth stated purpose of the IPE, PSE&G has identified certain plant
procedure modifications for potential risk reduction and has made progress on their
implementation. Suggestions for improvement are described in Section 6 of this report.
Therefore, PSE&G has met the fourth stated purpose of the IPE.

2.2.2 Examination Process

The HCGS IPE has been prepared primarily by PSE&G staff engineers knowledgeable in plant
systems. PRA engineers have devoted several man-years to the IPE effort, and consultants
have been used primarily for technology transfer. In addition, various portions of the liCGS
IPE have been reviewed by HCGS system engineers, and variou , calculations and analyses
which form the analytical basis for this IPE have been independectly reviewed. Section 5 of
this report describes the IPE independent review process. In additien, Sections 2.1.1 and
2.1.4 address the review process.

In conclusion, NRC expectations hai.e been fully satisfied. Due to its nature, it is nearly
impossible to complete a PRA without plant-specific knowledge of system configurn4ns and

(s operation without generating visible defects. Furthermore, the number and types of review

( performed give PSE&G high confidence that the HCGS IPE will provide a firm basis for
Severe Accident Management as well as other plant betterment activities.

As stated in GL88-20, through participation in the IPE process, utility staff engineers are
expected to:

1. examine and understand the plant emergency procedures, design, operations, maintenance,
and surveillance to identify potential severe accident sequences for the plant;

2. understand the quantification of the expected sequence frequencies;

3. deterrnine the leading contributors to core damage and unusually poor containment |
performance, and determine and develop an understanding for their underlying causes; I

4. identify any proposed plant improvements for the prevention and mitigation of severe
accidents;

5. examine each of the proposed improvements, including design changes as well as changes
in maintenance, operating, and emergency procedures, surveillance, staffing, and training
programs; and

O 6. identify which proposed improvements will be implemented and their schedule.U
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The first expectation has been met as a result of the plant-specific efforts completed by
PSE&G personnel, such as data collection, system modeling, human error identification and
quantification, and basic event and risk model quaification. Furthermore, PSE&G PRA
engineers became very familiar with emergency operating pmcedures during the execution of
both the Level I and II PRAs for the HCGS.

It has always been an objective of PSE&G to be able to modify its PRA models without the
benefit of contractor support. To this end, PSE&G personnel have performed the
quantification of both the Level I and IAvelII models. Contractors have only been used to
provide instruction for sequence quantification. PSE&G fully complies with the second
expectation.

Identification of leading contributors to core damage frequency and containment failure is
provided in Sections 3.4 and 4.7, respectively. Important contributors are identifiable either
by inspection of the cutsets or through the sensitivity and importance studies performed for
both the front and back-end analyses described in this report. Therefore, PSE&G fully
complies with the third expectation.

Section 6 describes the insights gained from the IPE process. It identifies safety features and
a procedural modification to decrease plant risk. However, no conditions of unusually high
risk of core damage nor unusually poor containment performance were identified. Therefore,
PSE&G is in full compliance with the last three expectations.

2.2.3 External Events

PSE&G has included an examination of internal flooding in this IPE. The examination of
externally initiated events, e.g., seismic, internal fires, high winds, external floods, and
transportation accidents will be performed separately as part of the IPEEE Program. A
separate schedule for completion of the IPEEE has been sent to the NRC (Reference 2-13).

As a result of performing the IPE, PSE&G has developed various information and data which
will be used for the IPEEE analyses. Information obtained from plant walkdowns is expected
to be directly useful in performing the IPEEE, and the plant-specific compon nt failure
rate / outage data and plant system dependency matrices may be used for IPEEE if probabilistic
analyses are to be performed for any of the external events. Similarly, the accident sequence
event trees, the functional fault trees and the deterministic transient analyses may also be
applied to the IPEEE effort.

2.2.4 Methods of Examinail_o_n

The HCGS IPE was completed utilizing the first approach described in Section 4 of GL88-20
(Reference 2-1). As described in Section 2.1.1, the original HCGS Level I PRA was
performed in accordance with the instructions provided in NUREG/CR-2300 (Reference 2-4).
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The HCGS Level I PRA was updated in 1990 and again in 1993 to certify that the PRA was
based on the most current design.

Key tasks in the update of the HCGS Level I PRA were the following:

1. Dependency Table Development

2. Additional Plant-Specific Data Collection and Implementation 1

3. Review of System Models

4. Common Cause Failure Enhancement

5. Containment Isolation System Analysis

6. Human Reliability Analysis of Additional Actions

7. Investigations of Key Internal Event Contributors and Dependencies

8. Investigations of Key Internal Flooding Contributors

9. HCGS PRA Requantification

10. Revision to HCGS PRA Documentation l

The back-end analysis for the HCGS IPE was completed with a Level II PRA. The NSAC-
159 methodology (Reference 2-14) was used to quantify the frequency of containment failure
and release. This methodology addressed all NRC guidance both in GL88-20 (Reference 2-1)
and NUREG-1335 (Reference 2-2). Therefore, PSE&G has fully complied with Section 4 of
the generic letter.

2.2.5 Resolution of Unreviewed/ General Safety Issues

In part 5 of GL88-20 (Reference 2-1), the NRC suggests that Unresolved Safety Issue (USI)
A-45, entitled " Shutdown Decay Heat Removal Requirements," be addressed as part of the

,

IPE. PSE&G's analysis of decay heat removal capability is contained in Section 3.4.4 of this
'

report. Section 6 also provides a discussion of vulnerabilities and safety features including any
which may be related to decay heat removal. PSE&G has reviewed Appendix 5 of the generic
letter. As suggested in the Appendix, special attention was given to the modeling of human
errors. Therefore, PSE&G has responded to USI A-45 via this IPE submittal.

2.2.6 PRA Benefits

As described in Section 2.1.2, PSE&G initiated the first HCGS Level I PRA prior to the' '

issuance of GL88-20 (Reference 2-1). PSE&G had already identified PRA as the centerpiece
of various plant improvement activities. The studies which supported the IPE process will

2-9
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provide further benefit in the form of a sound technological base for plant betterment ,

activities, which may improve the overall cost-effectiveness of plant operation. Current PRA
uses consist of the following:

Development of a risk-based method of evaluating proposed design changes and reviewing.

Design Change Packages.

Development of a method for improving technical specifications from the perspectives of.

safety, plant availability, and ease of operation.

Assistance to the ongoing Maintenance Rule Program by providing models and data..

Assistance in the resolution of other USIs and Generic Safety Issues (GSIs)..

Assistance in developing JCO letters and miscellaneous licensing documentation to support.

plant operation.

Review and prioritizatiod of plant discrepancies..

PRA is a permanent part of HCGS Engineering and Operations.

2.2.7 Severe Accident Seauence Screenine

Appendix 2 of the Generic Letter provides a list of screening criteria for assessing dominant
sequences for IPE reporting. The review of the accident sequences for the HCGS against these
criteria are contained in Section 4.

2.2.8 Use of IPE Results

Part 8 of GL88-20 states the NRC's expectation that licensees will " move expeditiously to
correct any identified vulnerabilities that it determines warrant correction." Section 3.4 of this
submittal provides a description of implemented changes, and Section 6.0 provides
suggestions for future activities.

2.2.9 Documentation of IPE Results

The documentation of the HCGS IPE ccmforms to the "two-tier" approach recommended in the
GL. This IPE report represents the first tier, and the numerous recorded calculation packages
retained by PSE&G are the second tier of documentation.

For the original HCGS Level I PRA all of the documentation listed in Appendix 4 has been
developed and maintained except walkdown reports. Because the PRA was initiated prior to
the issuance of GL88-20, only data developed during the numerous and varied walkdowns was
recorded within the system notebooks.

,

'
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pl When the voluminous Level I PRA was updated, it was decided to maintain that document as
the primary Tier-Il documentation. Drawings reviewed during the update are maintained byv
the PRA Group in accordance with NRC direction. The PRA document is being updated to |
reflect the latest modeling provided in the IPE report.

For the Ixvel II PRA, Tier-II documentation is maintained as a notebook of relevant hand
calculations and data (Reference 2-15), the documentation of the containment capacity analysis ,

I(Reference 2-9), a notebook describing the HCGS MAAP parameter File (Reference 2-16),
and the output of various MAAP analyses maintained on magnetic media.

2.2.10 Comoliance with Submittal Format Reantrements

A description of the format of this IPE submittal is provided in Section 2.1.3. As explained in i

that Section, only sections not relevant to the linked-fault tree modeling approach were
excluded. In all other cases, the only additional changes were additions of rnaterial to expedite
the review of this submittal.

I

2.3 GENERAL METHODOLOGY l

1
2.3.1 Front-End Analysis j

The front-end analysis portion of the Hope Creek Generating Station (HCGS) Level I I
1

probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) involved the following:

1. Plant Familiari= tion

2. Initiating Event Identification and Quantification

3. Event Tree Development

4. Fault Tree Development

5. Dependent Failure Analysis

6. Human Reliability Analysis

7. Data Development

8. Accident Sequence (Core Damage) Quantification

9. Internal Flooding Analysis

10. Uncertainty and Sensitivity (Including Importance Calculations) Analysis,

x
The interrelationships of these tasks are shown in Figure 1-4. Each of these tasks is described
subsequently.
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2.3.1.1 Plant Familiarization

The initial systems analysis task performed for the HCGS PRA was plant familiarization.
This task involved the initial familiarization of the study team with the HCGS design and
documentation, including current HCGS operator lesson plans. As indicated in Figure 1-4,
there were no PRA tasks that provided input to this task. However, outputs from this task
were used in the initiating event identification and quantification, event tree development, fault
tree development, and external and spatially dependent internal event analysis tasks.

The main result of the plant familiarization task was the identification of the systems to be
modeled in the HCGS PRA and the dependencies among these systems. The systems included
both frontline (coolant injection, decay heat removal, and others) and support (electrical, cooling
water, and others). Tables 3.2-3 and 3.2-4 in Section 3.2.2 contain information on the

r

dependencies between systems. Although various systems may depend on support systems such
as room cooling or compressed air for certain modes of operation, for purposes of the HCGS
PRA some of these dependencies did not need to be considered.

2.3.1.2 Initiatine Event Identification And Ouantification

Methodologies used in the initiating event analysis task may be grouped into those relating to
identification and those relating to quantification. The methodology used for identification is
referred to as a comprehensive engineering evaluation (Reference 2-4). Identification of
initiating events was performed on both a generic and a plant-specific basis. The generic
sources for initiators included the following:

1. EPRI NP-2230 (Reference 2-17)

2. NUREG/CR-3862 (Reference 2-18)

3. Licensee Event Report (LER) Search

4. Past Probabilistic Risk Assessments (PRAs)

5. The Reactor Safety Study (Reference 2-19)

Review of these sources resulted in a list of initiating events that are potentially applicable to
the HCGS design.

The second step in the identification of initiating events was a detailed study of the HCGS
design and experience. This step was used to identify HCGS-specific initiators not already
identified in the generic review and to evaluate those initiators identified in the first step that
are applicable to the HCGS. The two steps described above were applied to both the transient
and the loss of coolant accident (LOCA) classes of initiators. O

|
|
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3 Various quantification methodologies were used, depending on the type ofinitiator. Plant-
(V specific data were used wherever possible.

The relationship of the initiating event analysis task to other systems analysis tasks is shown in
Figure 1-4. The basic input to this task was from the plant familiarization task. The event
tree analysis task interacted with the initiator task. Finally, interaction also occurred with the
fault tree development, database, and accident seqt ence quantification tasks to quantify the
initiator frequencies.

Output from the initiating event analysis task, a list of initiating event categories and
frequencies that are applicable to the HCGS, was input to the event tree analysis task.

2.3.1.3 Event Tree Development

In the PRA Procedures Guide (Reference 2-4), two general philosophies for development of
event trees are described:

1. development of functional event trees, and

2. expansion of the functions into systems, or development of event sequence diagrams,
which are then organized into event trees.

The first method is normally associated with the small event tree and large fault tree approach.
This approach uses small event trees containing approximately 5 to 15 top events, resulting in
possibly 50 to several hundred sequences. Accident sequences are then quantified by linking
fault trees of failed systems (and accounting for system successes, whenever appropriate). The
fault trees are normally large because they contain all support systems (e.g., electrical and
cooling) required for operation of the system in question.

In contrast, the other general event tree development philosophy described above is normally
associated with large event trees and small fault trees. Such an approach involves many more
event tree top events, resulting in thousands to hundreds of thousands of accident sequences.
Fault trees for this approach are normally small because support systems and dependencies
with other systems are modeled separately.

The small event tree and large fault tree approach was chosen for the HCGS Level I PRA
mainly for the following reasons:

1. The small event trees are relatively easy to understand and result in a small number of
accident sequences.

2. Changes to event trees or fault trees to reflect system or procedure changes are easier to

p identify and implement.

(./
Initiating events were identified for the HCGS. These events were then grouped into distinct
categories for input to the event tree development task.
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Event trees were developed by first identifying the functions that must be fulfilled to reach a
stable shutdown state. In general, the functions required are similar for all initiating event
categories developed into event trees. Functions of concern include reactivity control
(shutdown), maintenance of primary system integrity, maintenance of primary system coolant
inventory, core decay heat removal, and containment pressure and temperature control.
Certain functions are broken down into early and late phases.

Several initiating event categories were developed with different philosophies. These
categories are the following:

1. Imss ofInstrument Air System

2. Loss of Reactor Auxiliaries Cooling System

3. Imss of Station Service Water / Station Auxiliaries Cooling System

4. Loss of Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning

5. Interfacing System IAss of Coolant Accident (LOCA)

6. Internal Flooding

7. Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS)

Success criteria for each of the event trees for the HCGS were developed and are provided

| later in this report. These enteria indicate both the systems that can fulfill each function and
the success criteria; e.g., one of two pumps. Success criteria were based on plant-specific
thermal hydraulic models. Some success criteria are best estimates.and were based on the
following sources:

|
1. PRAs of Peach Bottom (Reference 2-20), Brunswick (Reference 2-21), Limerick

j (Reference 2-22), Shoreham (Reference 2-23), and Grand Gulf (Reference 2-24).
I

2. General Electric Boiling Water Reactor Owners Group (BWROG) " Emergency Procedure

Guidelines" (Reference 2-25).

| 3. "Radionuclide Release Calculations for Selected Severe Accident Scenarios"
(Reference 2-26).

4. HCGS Updated " Final Safety Analysis Report" (Reference 2-27).

Success criteria are discussed in detail in Section 3.1.1.4.

Actual construction of the HCGS event trees was accomplished mainly by reviewing the h
HCGS Emergency Operating Procedures (Reference 2-28). Event tree top events were
generally placed in a temporal order. No attempt was made to minimize the number of
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e accident sequences by reordering the top events. Reordering would make the event trees less
( clear. Additional sources used in the event tree construction task included the Peach Bottom,

Brunswick, Limerick, Shoreham and Grand Gulf PRAs.

In general, the event trees were constructed to model accident sequences to the point at which
either significant core damage occurred or a stable hot shutdown (operational condition 3) was
achieved. The time required to reach a stable hot shutdown state can vary from several hours
to perhaps longer than a day, depending on the initiating event and the combination of system
successes and failures for each sequence. In general, a time frame of 24 hours following an
initiating event was chosen for representation in the event trees.

To characterize core damage sequences for Level II analyses (core damage progression,
containment response, and radionuclide behavior analyses, and containment event tree
development), the containment performance model was developed in the form of linked event
trees. The dependencies between the event trees that represent the different phenomena
considered are fully treated. This is consistent with the EPRI Generic Methodology
(Reference 2-14). However, the fault tree models for the CET top events have been replaced
with event tree models. The CETs consider all of the relevant events and phenomena included
in the EPRI Generic Methodology. These events and phenomena were identified based on an in-
depth review of the analysis of Peach Bottom 2 (Reference 2-20). Thirteen subtrees, one
supporting the quantification of each CET top event have been developed. Some of the subtrees
have sub-subtrees for specific phenomena. These are discussed in Section 4. The linked

d subtrees (and sub-subtrees) are solved simultaneously using the EVNTRE (Reference 2-29) j

software. ;

Certain accident sequences leading to core damage can be recovered. Recovery in this sense
implies regaining the use of a system or component that was initially unavailable or bypassing
a failed system or component such that core damage is averted. Some recovery actions may be
mceled in the system fault trees; others might be shown explicitly in the event trees, while
ihe remainder can be added to core damage sequence cutsets in the quantification task. In .

general, component-level recoveries that are described clearly in the Emergency Operating
'

Procedures and can be performed from the control room were modeled in the system fault
trees. Most system-level recovery events were modeled in the event trees. Component-level
recoveries performed outside the control room and certain system-level recovedes were |

applied in the quantification task. |

The relationship of the initiating event analysis task to A i systems analysis tasks is shown in
Figure 1-4. The basic input to this task was from th pLmt familiarization task. The event tree
analysis task interacted with the initiator task.

2.3.1.4 Eault Tree Development

The purpose of the HCGS PRA fault tree development task was to identify and model failures
of the safety systems (and, in some cases, nonsafety systems) contained in the event trees.
These models support the quantification of the event tree sequences. The interrelationship of
the fault tree development task with other tasks is shown in Figure 1-4.
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Fault tree analysis is a disciplined and deductive methodology for the identification of system
failure causes. An undesired top event is defined, and then the credible faults leading to the
top event are deduced. The fault tree is used to develop and depict the logical
interrelationships of basic events (faults) that can lead to the top event. Use of the fault tree
methodology is recommended by both the Interim Reliability Evaluation Program Procedures
Guide (Reference 2-5) and the PRA Procedures Guide (Reference 2-4) for the modeling of
system failures. Detailed information on fault tree methodology is presented in the Fault Tree

Handbook (Reference 2-30).

The inputs required for the fault tree development task came from the event tree development
and plant familiarization tasks. The event tree headings indicate the systems, human actions,
components, and states that are important in the mitigation of various initiators. From the
event tree development task, the event tree top events were identified. Of all the event tree top
events (and initiating events), some were evaluated by developing fault trees or combinations
of fault trees. Other event tree top events not evaluated by using fault trees are discussed in
Section 3.1.1.

Some top events in Section 3 were based on failures of systems such as AC and DC power,
SSWS, and Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning (HVAC). These systems are required
to support operation of the frontline systems identified by the event tree top events. The
dependencies between frontline and support systems are identified in Section 3.2.2.

The output from the fault tree development task, fault tree models for top events identified in
the event trees, was the major input to the accident sequence quantification task. In addition,
the fault tree models supported the data development task, the human reliability task, and the

|
dependent failure analysis task. (Strictly speaking, the fault tree development task relationship
to these three tasks is interactive). Finally, the outputs from the fault tree development taskl

| were used as inputs to the external and spatially dependent internal event analysis.

| Fault trees for the HCGS were developed following detailed guidelines outlined in the
document HCGS PRA System Fault Tree Develonment Handbook (Reference 2-31).

| Guidelines from this document are summarized below.

The fault trees developed for the HCGS were developed down to the component level.
Examples of components include various types of valves (e.g., manual, motor-operated, and
pneumatic) and pumps (motor-driven and turbine-driven), electric relays, switches, circuit
breakers, motors, fuses, and instrumentation. The level of definition is consistent with the
level of definition of the database developed.

In general, passive failures such as piping leakage and cable open or short circuits were not
modeled because such event probabilities are considered to be much lower than cther events
modeled. Plugging of locked-open valves and internal leakage of locked-closed valves were
modeled wherever appropriate. Finally, flow diversion paths up to and including the first
closed valve were modeled wherever appropriate.
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Sources ofinformation used in developing the HCGS system fault trees included training
materials, the updated Final Safety Analysis Report (Reference 2-27), plant P& ids, electrical
diagrams, plant walk-throughs, and discussions with system engineers and senior reactor
operators. For the purpases of the HCGS PRA fault tree development, the design was frozen
as of August,1993.

Human errors modeled in the fault trees included miscalibration, failure to return components
to their normal state after tedng or maintenance, and operator errors during an accident.

Test outages were modeled in the system fault trees. Normally test outage for a system or
subsystem was modeled as a separate event (included in a combined test and maintenance
outage event). Test outage events were not included for cases in which the system is
automatically realigned upon demand. Test outages as modeled in the fault trees can result in
multiple system test outages which may be a violation of the technical specifications. In the
quantification of the fault trees, minimal cutsets containing such violations were eliminated
from the results.

Maintenance outages (at a system or train level) while the plant is in operating condition 1 or 2
were modeled. In general, maintenance outage was modeled as a separate event (combined
with test outage). By modeling maintenance outages in this manner, multiple maintenance
outages that could be identified as violations of the technical specifications were easily
removed from the quantification results.

Dependent failures were modeled in the system fault trees. A thorough discussion of
dependent failure modeling is presented in Section 3.3.4 of this report.

The basic event labeling scheme used in the HCGS PRA is similar to that used in the

NUREG/CR-4550 effort (Reference 2-24). A basic event label identifies the level to which
each event was modeled; e.g., train, pipe segment, individual component, or human error.
The failure mode of the basic event is also identified in the event name. A variety of failure
modes were defined to permit flexibility in system modeling. The nature of an event's failure
mode can be either specific or general, as is appropriate for each system and each basic event.

The event labeling system is illustrated below:

XXX - YYY - ZZ - AAAAA

where:

XXX = a three-letter code denoting the system to which the basic event either
belongs or is related (Table 2-2).

YYY = a three-letter code denoting the level of modeling corresponding to the

event (Table 2-3).
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ZZ = a two-letter code denoting the failure mode associated with the event

(Table 2-4).
'

AAAAA = an alphanumeric event descriptor.

The last five spaces were used to specifically identify individual components according to their
numbering on the system schematics; e.g.,01,1234, OA, IB. Other types of basic events
(e.g., pipe segment failures or train failures) were also identified according to their
designations in the system models. When such specific identification was not applicable, a
descriptive abbreviation of the event's nature was used.

A list of general guidelines and assumptions used in the HCGS PRA fault tree development is
shown in Table 2-5.

2.3.1.5 Dependent Failure Analysis

Dependent failure events have historically been significant contributors in probabilistic risk
assessments. Two redundant failure events are said to be dependent if the combined failure
probability of both events is greater than the product of the two individual failure probabilities.
The existence of such dependent failures can greatly increase the frequencies of accident
sequences leading to core damage. Neglecting dependent failure events can result in
underestimation of the frequency of core damage.

Dependent failure analysis is not an isolated task in a PRA. Figure 1-4 indicates that
interaction occurs with many of the other PRA tasks. InWaction occurs with the event tree
and fault tree development tasks and with the huma- ;aability task. Also, interaction occurs

| with the spatially-dependent failure task, which is actually a subset of all dependent failures.
Finally, the outputs of the dependent failure analysis task are inputs for the data development

,

| task and the accident sequence quantification tasks.
|

| The remainder of the section deals with the classification of various types of dependent

| failures, the identification of those types that have been modeled in the HCGS PRA, the
; development of beta and gamma factors for parametric modeling of dependent failures,
'

guidelines for the spatially-dependent (physical interaction) failure task, and a review of
historically-identified dependent failures.

The PRA Procedures Guide (Reference 2-4) lists the types of dependent failures that should be
included in a comprehensive systems analysis. The nine types are:

1. Common-cause initiating event dependencies resulting from external and internal initiating
events that increase the failure probability of multiple systems. Examples of such events
are fires, floods, earthquakes, and loss of offsite power.

2. Intersystem dependencies resulting from events or failure causes that create interdependencies
among the various safety and support systems. Such intersystem dependencies include:
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I a. Functional dependencies, which are dependencies among systems that result from plant
design philosophy or system capabilities and limitations. An example is a frontline
system dependency on a support system for successful operation.

b. Shared-equipment dependencies, which are dependencies resulting from the sharing of
components, subsystems, or support systems.

c. Physical interaction dependencies, which are failure mechanisms similar to those for
type 1 that can cause multiple system failures but that are not initiating events. Such
failure mechanisms are often related to environmental stresses, and normally occur as a

result of common locations.

d. Human interaction dependencies, which are system dependencies due to human actions,
including errors of omission, commission, and recognition. This category also includes
operator, maintenance, and calibration errors, as well as design and construction errors.

3. Intercomponent dependencies resulting from events or failure causes that create
interdependencies among components within a system. Types of intercomponent
dependencies include:

a. Functional Dependencies

O
C/ b. Shared-Equipment Dependencies

c. PhysicalInteraction Dependencies

d. Human Interaction Dependencies

The last four types of dependencies, 3a through 3d, are similar to 2a through 2d except that
the dependencies usually occur within a single system.

In addition to these nine types of dependent failures, a tenth has been added for this study.
This tenth category is denoted as 3e and represents other component dependencies not covered
by 3a through 3d.

The dependencies modeled in the HCGS PRA are discussed in the following paragraphs. The
format follows the order previously described. Recommended methods for analyzing the
various types of dependencies are taken from Reference 2-4, and are indicated in Table 2-5.
Methods used in the HCGS PRA are indicated in the discussion for each type of dependent

failure.

Type 1 events, common-cause initiating event dependencies, can be divided into external event
and internal event classes. The HCGS PRA includes a comprehensive screening analysis of

( internal flooding events. With respect to intemal events, initiating event and system
- dependencies have been explicitly modeled in the event trees. For example, dependencies
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resulting from the loss of offsite power initiators have been modeled explicitly both in the
appropriate event tree and in the system fault tree models used for the bss of offsite power
event tree. Support system failures that are initiating events and affect safety systems have
been identified and have been included in the event sequence calculations.

Intersystem functional dependencies have been modeled in several ways. Functional
dependencies between frontline systems in the event trees have been modeled in the event tree
structure.

The other type of intersystem function dependency, frontline or support system dependence on
other support systems, is modeled in the individual frontline system fault trees. All significant
support systems have been included in the fault trees.

Intersystem shared-equipment dependencies have also been modeled in the HCGS PRA. The
use of a consistent component and subsystem naming scheme and the merging of frontline
safety system fault tree models to obtain accident sequence cutsets ensures that shared-
equipment dependencies have been identified and quantified correctly. Components within a
system that have a different system identifier (letters one through three) in their event codes
are generally shared by other systems.

Physical interaction dependencies include those resulting from internal flooding events and
those resulting from internal events. Physical interaction dependencies, including those
resulting from fire, external flood, and seismic events, will be addressed as part of the IPE of
External Events.

Finally, a number of intersystem human interaction dependencies have been modeled in the
HCGS PRA. Operator failures to initiate systems have been included in the system models or
event trees and have been quantified.

Intercomponent dependencies have been modeled within the system fault trees. Functional and
shared-component dependencies identified by the fault tree analysts were modeled explicitly
within the system fault trees. Human interaction dependencies were examined as part of the
human reliability analysis task. Also some of these types of events are covered by the beta and
gamma factors used in the parametric modeling of similar component dependent failures.

These approaches helped to identify the HCGS-specific design susceptibilities to dependent
failures. As a complement to tnis explicit identificaGon and modeling of dependent failures,
a parametric method was used to account for potential dependent failure mechanisms not
already modeled in the fault trees. A discussion of the parametric method is presented in
Section 3.3.4.1

2.3.1.6 Human Reliability Analysis

The human reliability analysis (HRA) task of a PRA involves the identification, modeling, and
quantification of human actions affecting core damage sequences. The relationship of the
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HRA task to other PRA tasks is shown in Figure 1-4. Interaction occurs with four tasks:
event tree development, fault tree development, dependent failure analysis, and external and
spatially dependent internal event analysis. The outputs of the HRA task, probabilities for all
human actions contained in the plant models and a model for accident sequence recovery, are I

inputs to the accident sequence (core damage) quantification task. |

The HCGS HRA was divided into two subtasks: analysis of human errors before an accident, i

and analysis of human (operator) errors during an accident. Furthermore, the operator errors |
during an accident were subdivided into three types: normal operator actions to manually start
or align components (modeled in the system fault trees), operator actions modeled as top
events in the event trees, and recovery events applied to the event sequence cut sets. Each
type of human error is discussed in the following sections.

1

In general, the HCGS HRA tasks used the following references:

1. " Handbook of Human Reliability Analysis With Emphasis on Nuclear Power Plant
Operations" (Reference 2-32)

2. " Systematic Human Action Reliability Procedure (SHARP)" (Reference 2-33)

3. " Post Event Human Decision Errors: Operator Action Tree / Time Reliabihty Correlation"

A (Reference 2-34)

U
4. " Risk Methods Integration and Evaluation Program (RMIEP) Methods Development:

A Data-Based Method for Including Recovery Actions in PRA, Vol.1: Development
of the Data Pased Methodology" (Reference 2-35)

5. " Accident Sequence Evaluation Program Human Reliability Analysis Procedure"

(Reference 2-36)

6. "A Human Reliability Analysis Approach Using Measurements for Individual Plant

Examination" (Reference 2-37)

Quantification of all human error events modeled in the HCGS PRA was performed on a
screening basis, and then any dominant events that arose from the accident sequence
quantification were re-evaluated on a more detailed basis. The screening methodologies for
various types of human errors are described in Section 3.3.3. Human error events that were
re-evaluated because of their initial dominance are also described in that Section.

2.3.1.7 Data Develonment

The HCGS PRA data development task involved four tasks:

1. Development of a generic database.
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2. Collection of plant-specific data.

3. Quantification of the system fault tree basic events.

4. Quantification of special event tree top events that were not developed into fault trees.

Each of these four tasks is discussed in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2.

The relationship of the data development task to other PRA tasks is shown in Figure 1-4.
Inputs came from the initiating event identification task and the dependent failure analysis.
Interaction occurred with the event and fault tree development tasks. Data development

outputs were inputs to the accident sequence quantification task.
~

2.3.1.8 Accident Seouence (Core Damane) Ouantification

Development of HCGS accident sequence models and data to support these models has been
discussed previously. Evaluation of these models is discussed in the section on accident
sequence quantification. Specifically, every accident sequence leading to core damage, as
indicated in the event trees, was evaluated either by calculation or by comparison with other
sequences. In addition, any initiating event leading directly to core damage was evaluated.
The accident sequence quantification task involved several steps, as follows:

O
1. Accident sequence cutset generation.

2. Cutset modification, as necessary.

3. Recovery analysis.

4. Analysis of results.

Each of these steps is discussed subsequently.

The relationship of the quantification *.ask to other PRA tasks is shown in Figure 1-4.
Essentially all of the tasks provide input to the quantification. Results were input to the
external and spatially dependent internal event analysis and uncertainty and sensitivity analysis.

2.3.1.8.1 Accident Sequence Cutset Generation

The RELMCS code (Reference 2-38) was used to evaluate the core damage sequences modeled
in the event trecs. Frontline systems were merged with their respective support systems to
obtain equations representiag the basic event combinations leading to failure of the frontline
systems. These equations then were combined (AND gate logic) to evaluate unique
combinations of system failures found in the event trees. Actual core damage cutsets were then
obtained by adding the appropriate initiating events and other event tree top events (failures),
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accounting for system successes, removing illegal combinations of testing and maintenance (TM)
outage events, removing other operationally impossible cutsets, and applying recovery factors
where appropriate.

Several of the event tree top events represent combinations or variations of the system fault
trees.

In general, the quantification was performed such that cutsets with a frequency less than 1.0E-
10 per year were truncated. This cutoff value is sufficiently low to result in accurate estimates
of overall core damage fn:quency and important plant damage state frequencies. With a
truncation value of 1.0E-10 per year, accident sequences with frequencies greater than 1.0E-8
per year were not significantly affected by the cutoff. However, sequences with listed
frequencies of less than 1.0E-8 per year may be underpredicted because of truncation of the
event tree top events.

System successes in accident sequences were accounted for by using special procedures
available with the quantification code. Specifically, cutsets were generated for the failure of
the systems that were successful. These cutsets then were deleted from the accident sequence
cutsets in question.

2.3.1.8.2 Cutset Modification

Combinations of Test and Maintenance (TM) events in the accident sequence cutsets that
violate the Technical Specifications were removed. For example, HPCI and RCIC systems
Technical Specifications indicate that only one system can be unavailable at a time because of
TM. (If more than one system is unavailable, the unit must be in hot shutdown within 13
hours.) Because these fault trees have TM events modeled for each of the systems, cutsets
appear that include combinations of two systems unavailable because of TM. These cutsets
were removed. These were removed with a special fault tree during the quantification process.

The accident sequence cutsets remaining after accounting for system successes required further
"

manipulation. Some cutsets physically did not make sense and were eliminated. For example, .

'

one train of the SACS might be unavailable because of maintenance while the other train fails
to start. Because the SACS is a normally operating system (at least one of two trains must be
operating), a train would not be taken out for maintenance before the other train was started
and was operating successfully. These operationally impossible cutsets arise because the fault
trees were created using only AND and OR gates, with no attempt to model all types of j
conditional events. It was much more efficient to keep the fault tree structures fairly universal
and to review the resulting system or sequence cutsets for these operationally impossible cases.
These operationally impossible cutsets were found only in normally operating systems.

!2.3.1.8.3 Recovery Analysis

O The final modifications to the core damage sequence cutsets involved the application of recovery
events, where appropriate. These events were added based on an examination of the actual
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failures in each cutset, with appropriate timing considerations (which varied from sequence to
sequence). In addition to the recovery events applied to individual cutsets, recovery actions also
appear in the event trees, applied to entire sequences, and in the fault trees.

2.3.1.9 Internal Floodine Analysis

This analysis considered potential internal flooding events occurring in the reactor building, in
the turbine building, or in the service water intake building. For the case when the internal
flood occurs in the reactor building or in the intake building, the turbine building (including
the secondary side of the balance of plant) is not directly affected. Therefore, the turbine trip

|
event tree logic was used to quantify the impact of the internal flooding initiating event on the
core damage frequency. For the internal flood in the turbine building, the secondary side of
the balance of plant may be affected, and the MSIV closure event tree logic was used. The
rooms in which internal flooding can be considered an initiating event, were identified in the
section of the initiating events. In this context, a room is defined as one or more rooms,
which are isolated from other rooms by means of watertight isolation (like watertight doors).
For each room exposed to internal flooding, a separate event tree was used, in which the
specific room flooding is defined as the initiating event, followed by the failure of the

! equipment which is present in this room and failure of additional specific equipment when the

| flood is propagated to other rooms. Therefore, despite the fact that the event tree logic looks
the same (like that of the turbine trip), each internal flood event tree was different, because the
initiating event was different and the equipment impacted by the common cause flood was
different.

2.3.1.10 Uncertainty And Sensitivity Analysis

The results of quantification of front-end accident sequences are considered to be mean
frequencies obtained by using mean values for the initiating events, fault tree basic events,
dependent failures, human errors, and others. However, the mean frequency results present an
incomplete picture. The remaining part of the picture is the uncertainty associated with each
mean frequency. The relationship of the uncertainty and sensitivity analysis to other PRA
tasks is shown in Figure 1-4.

The PRA Procedures Guide (Reference 2-4) indicates that three major types of uncertainties
are involved in PRA results: data, completeness, and analysis-related. The data-related
uncertainties result from plant-to-plant, component-to-component, and year-to-year " random"
variations in initiating event frequencies and fault tree component failure rates. Also,
dependent failure events, human errors, and event tree top events not developed into fault trees
are considered to have a random nature and associated uncertainties. These types of
uncertainties can be estimated. The resulting uncertainty distributions can then be propagated
through the sequence cutset expressions to obtain resulting uncertainty distributions for the
core damage frequencies. This type of analysis has been performed.

Uncertainties related to completeness concerns are much more difficult to estimate.
Completeness cannot be proven in PRAs; however, several things can be done to ensure
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completeness to the maximum extent possible. These include the use of recommended
methodologies for each PRA task, the use of experienced PRA practitioners in the study, and
participation from and review by plant personnel. All three have been followed in the HCGS
PRA. Therefore, completeness concerns have been minimized in the study. (Most
incompleteness in PRA studies results in additional, usually unknown, contributions to the I

overali core damage. However, it is believed that by following the suggestions outlined, the
incompleteness contributions to uncertainty can be reduced below data-related and modeling-

related uncertainties.)

Finally, analysis uncertainties involve such areas as success criteria, event tree structure, fault
tree structure, and others. In general, such uncertainties are evaluated most appropriately by
performing sensitivity studies. Results from such studies are discussed in Section 3.4.1. l

2.3.2 Back-End Analysis

The back-end analysis portion of the HCGS IPE involved the following:

1. Containment Bypass Review And Interfacing Systems less Of Coolant Accident Analysis

2. Screening for Level II and Front-End to Back-End Interfaces

3. Accident Sequence Binning!

4. Emergency Operating Procedure Review and Human Reliability Assessment

5. Containment Event Tree (CET) Development and End State Definition

6. Plant Feature, Containment and Containment System Review

7. Containment Capacity Analysisi

|
8. Accident Progression and Radionuclide Release Analysis

|

9. Equipment Operability and Survivability Assessment

10.CET Quantification and Sensitivity / Uncertainty Analyses

11. Radionuclide Release Category Definition

12. Compilation of Results and Identification of Safety Features and Vulnerabilities

f

|
13. Development of Risk Reduction Strategies

1

14. Independent Review
,

)
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15. Documentation

Each of these tasks, as well as their relationship to other tasks, is described subsequently.

2.3.2.1 Contalmnent Bypass Review and Interfacine Systems Loss of Coolant Accident
(ISLOCA) Analysis

This task included a complete evaluation of potential containment bypass paths and an
interfacing system LOCA scenario analysis.

First, a survey of all potential paths, using walkdowns and drawings, for material to bypass the
containmem and escape outside of containment was completed. These paths included contact
of high pressure water from the reactor vessel with low pressure piping, seals, gaskets and
relief valves. The survey also covered (a) all systems with penetrations through containment
and into the reactor vessel, (b) all systems which penetrate containment and are connected to
systems which connect with the reactor vessel, and (c) all systems connected to the reactor
vessel which also are connected to a system which penetrates containment.

Next, a screening criteria was developed for discarding paths with little potential for bypassing
containment. High pressure piping or sufficiently redundant combinations of closed valves and
check valves were used as the criteria (Reference 2-8). Subsequently, initiating event
frequencies were developed for all paths which survive the screening process.

Plant and operator responses to the initiating event were then modeled using event trees,
human action review and analysis, fault rees, and appropriate thermal hydraulic analysis. The
fault tree and event tree models were quantified and a description of the conditions in the
reactor and auxiliary buildings during core melt was made.

2.3.2.2 Screening for Level II and Front-End to Back-End Interface

The purposes of this task were to ensure a clean interface in the tracing of sequences between
the Level I and Level II models and to provide critical information that was needed to ensure
that NUREG-1335 (Reference 2-2) reporting criteria had been met. This task includes the
following:

Identification of the Level I systematic sequences that are to be included for the Level II.

analysis and reported to the NRC in accordance with Section 2.1.6 of NUREG-1335

(Reference 2-2).

Identification of the PDSs that characterize the Level I sequences in a manner that.

smoothly interfaces with I2 vel II.
;

Delineation of the important front-end and back-end dependencies of the CET top events |-
'

with front-end top events in accordance with Appendix 1 of GL88-20 (Reference 2-1).
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(g) These task activities involved the review of the results of the Level I quantification to identify
f

and characterize those systematic sequences whose mean frequencies exceed the criteria noted
in Section 2.1.6 of NUREG-1335. They included a description of the PDSs used to assign end
states to those Level I sequences that result in core damage. A list was developed for each ;
sequence that identified the initiating event, the top events (or cutsets) that failed, the sequence
frequency, the specific NUREG-1335 criteria that are satisfied, and the PDS to which the
sequence is assigned. This table appears in Section 4. It also documented the required front-
end to back-end cross-checking information identified in Appendix 1 of GL88-20. Most of the
aspects addressed in Appendix 1 of the generic letter have been captured in well-defined PDS
definitions.

Since the HCGS sequences were most conveniently expressed in systematic terms, the new
criteria would apply. Any systematic sequence which meets one or more of the following
criteria was included in the Level II analysis:

"Any systemic sequence that contributes 1E-7 or more per reactor year to core damage.".

"All systemic sequences within the upper 95 percent of the to'al core damage frequency.".

"All systemic sequences within the upper 95 percent of the total containment failure.
;

frequency."

" Systemic sequences that contribute to a containment bypass frequency in excess of IE-8.

lper reactor year."

"Any systemic sequence that the utility determines from previous applicable PRAs or by.

utility engineering judgment to be an important contributor to core damage frequency or |
poor containment performance."

i"The total number of unique sequences to be reported ... should not exceed the 100 most.

significant sequences."

The mean accident sequence frequencies were used for screening.

|
2.3.2.3 Accident Seonence Binninn l

|
.

GL88-20 (Reference 2-1) stipulates that only sequences which pass the screening criteria
require radionuclide release calculations. This task determined the sequences for which such
calculations have been reported to the NRC. It was achieved via two subtasks.

Grouping the risk-significant Level I sequences based on system or component failures that.

had the potential to impact the CET results.

( Combining these initial sequence groups, based on implied timing and combinations of.

failures that actually altered the CET results.
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Differences within the groups that had negligible impact on the CET results were essentially
deleted. Once the screening criteria had been applied, a total of five Level II initiators were
defined.

2.3.2.4 Emereency Operatine Procedure (EOP) Review and Human Reliability

Assessmenf i

|

This task included the following:

Review of the HCGS's Emergency Operating Procedures to identify human actions for*

applicability to post core melt containment and system response.

Incorporation of applicable human actions into the CET..

Incorporation into the CET of other obvious recovery actions, such as recovery of offsite.

power and manual initiation of equipment, that are not derived from scenario-specific
considerations.

This task involved reviewing the Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP) for their
applicability in the CET. Those mitigation actions that are in existing procedures were
incorporated into the initial CET. Any other obvious mitigation or recovery actions that are of
a general (nonscenario-specific) nature (e.g., manually initiating equipment that failed to
automatically actuate, or delayed recovery of onsite power) were also documented and
included in the initial CET. At this stage of the Level II analysis, recovery acdons that are
covered by existing procedure were included in the initial CET. The human error rates of
these procedurized actions were quantified subsequently. After the CET was quantified and
the results were combined with the Level 1 PDS frequencies, the results were carefully
reviewed to determine the risk significant accident scenarios. At this stage, further recovery
actions by the plant operators or the emergency response organization were evaluated on a
scenario-specific basis. These actions were not covered by existing procedures because they
are beyond the design basis, but were evaluated qualitatively and, whenever appropriate,
quantitatively.

Assessment of the allowed time for operator actions was divided into two phases. The first
phase included activities associated with procedural recovery actions; the second phase
included activities associated with non-procedural recovery actions that would be under
consideration for risk reduction. The assessment generally involved thermal-hydraulic
analyses to determine the progression of containment pressure and temperature and a
comparison of these with the containment capacity information to assess time for operator
actions. The thermal-hydraulic results were obtained from the PSE&G MAAP analyses,
scoping hand calculations, or other related studies.

Finally, human error probabilities were calculated. Supporting activities included: O
Interview of PSE&G operations staff personnel to help evaluate the performance-shaping=

factors.
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(o) Quantification of human error rates using the same method as employed in the HCGS.

^' Level I PRA.

This task began by quantifying the human error probabilities for actions covered by existing
procedures. Once the baseline risk was evaluated, the second phase of this task quantified the
expected frequency and the associated uncertainties of those risk-significant mitigation actions
not covered by procedures that arejudged to be significant and practical. This often required
further discussions and interviews with the cognizant PSE&G personnel. The actions were
incorporated into th: CET, and the resulting analysis is documented in the HCGS IPE
submittal. Again, supporting MAAP analyses were sometimes required.

2.3.2.5 Containment Event Tree (CET) Development and End State Definition

This task consisted of the following:

Development of a comprehensive CET that included all currently n eaningful containment.

challenges, as recognized by the NRC-sponsored NUREG/CR-4550 (Reference 2-20)
analyses for other BWRs (Peach Bottom and Grand Gulf). The CET included provisions to
evaluate relevant operator mitigative actions as well as equipment survivability under
beyond design basis conditions.

Development of a release category assignment logic structure that indicated the releasep() category assignment logic for each CET sequence.

=

This task essentially was the development of the HCGS-specific CETs with a description of how
the CET sequences are assigned to a specific release category.

The containment performance logic model for the HCGS is developed in the form of linked
event trees. In this context the term " linked" means that there are common events among the
event trees that have been developed to reflect each aspect of containment raponse. The
events and phenomena included in the EPRI methodology were identified based on an in-depth
review of the analysis of Peach Bottom Unit 2 (Reference 2-20). These events and phenomena
are pertinent to BWRs with Mark I containments. Any HCGS-specific design features that
would affect accident progression or containment performance were documented and
incorporated as appropriate. The CET generally was constructed chronologically, beginning at
the onset of core damage and ending in either an intact containment or a containment failure
with release category assignment. The containment capacity analysis was used to differentiate
containment failure characterizations (i.e., a controlled leak versus a large uncontrolled break)
By its very nature, the CET generally addressed phenomenological issues but also included
relevant operator mitigations actions.

|
2.3.2.6 Plant Feature. Containment and Containmmt System Review j

This task satisfied the plant data requirements in NUREG-1335 (Reference 2-2) and provides
the information collection needed to begin various Level II PRA tasks. It was achieved via |
two subtasks: |
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Development of simplified containment geometry drawings, by review of plant.

drawings and plant walkdowns, to demonstrate understanding of the containment design
features which influence severe accident progression and containment capacity.
Examples of features to investigate were:

- Post-melt debris flow paths for high pressure core melt scenarios

- Post-melt debris collection locations for low pressure core melt scenarios

- Water flow paths for coolability of collected debris.

Identification, description, and summary in tabular form of plant features and*

| containment systems which may impact CET top events, their failure probability,
accident progression phenomena, and potential for radionuclide release.

2.3.2.7 Containment Caoacity Analysis

In support of the back-end analysis conducted for the HCGS containment structure to estimate
the probability of radioactive release from the containment during a hypothetical severe
accident, a detailed evaluation of the capacity of the HCGS containment structure for elevated
temperature and pressure loadings was completed. Consistent with the nature of the
probabilistic safety assessment, the evaluation methodology is based on estimating the capacity
of the containment structure in terms of probabilistic parameters for a number of possible
modes of failure.

Several potential failure modes were investigated for the containment in which failure was
defined as incipient leakage or a breach of the pressure boundary. The potential failure modes
examined included membrane failures of the drywell shell, failure of the drywell head flange
seal, failure of the vent line from the drywell to the suppression chambers, failure of the
suppression chamber shell, and failure at penetrations. These failure modes were evaluated for
temperature conditions well in excess of the accident temperature. Median (50th percentile)
failure pressures and their associated variabilities were estimated. Using these values, the
probability of failure were estimated as a function of pressure for the controlling failure )

modes. Leak areas were also estimated for those failure modes that do not result in !

catastrophic failure.

For the investigation it was assumed that the failure pressures associated with all modes of
failure could be treated as quasi-static (i.e., pressure rise times of at least several seconds are

,

assumed). Effects such as dynamic amplification of the pressure pulse on the containment

| shell or internal pressure wave loading on cables and equipment were not considered. In
addition, all temperatures in the materials were assumed to correspond to steady-state
conditions.

O
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; 2.3.2.8 Accident Progression and R.adionuclide Release Analysis

'

This task investigated the pre- and post-melt accident progression to gain sufficient information
to provide plant specific qualifications of the HCGS CET. Timing of events gained from this
task is an important input to the human action quantification. This task also provided estimates
of plant specific radionuclide releases for categorization as release categories and as a measure
for evaluation of potential plant improvements and risk reduction strategies. The
investigations used MAAP coupled with separate effects analyses, prior analyses available in
the literature, and some verification analyses using other codes.

It proved advantageous to use MAAP to provide timing for crucial recovery actions and insight
into crucial phenomenological questions in the Ixvel I study. For example, it was necessary to
know the allowed time for successful recovery actions during a station blackout.

This task was divided into five subtasks:

Development of a plant-specific MAAP parameter file for HCGS.

'

Completion of cases to support the following:.

- accident progression knowledge in the vessel, in the containment,

p and in the reactor building

O
- operator action studies relating to core cooling

- operator action studies relating to containment, reactor building,
and auxiliary building integrity

- sensitivity studies to resolve outstanding NRC/IDCOR issues
concerning MAAP.

Performance of separate effects calculations to develop specific knowledge in areas.

needed to quantify the CET and to defend the use of MAAP.

Completion of base and sensitivity cases with MAAP to determine the radionuclide.

releases for the CET end states and defend the use of decontamination factors. This
subtask also includes the cases required for containment bypass events from Task 1.

Completion of MAAP cases to support the quantification of the probability of recovery.

actions.

2.3.2.9 FeLujpment Operability and Survivability Assessment'

p This task addressed the concern of NUREG-1335 (Reference 2-2) to pay "particular attention
to equipment vulnerability and survivability" when taking credit for such equipment in the
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CET quantification. The equipment was assessed at the same temperature, pressure, humidity,
radiation, and other environmental conditions as predicted in the accident progression analysis.

Because formal environmental qualification requirements are not applicable to the IPE, when
credit is taken for equipment in severe accidents, an assessment must be made of the ability of
the equipment to perform the function for the period of time it is required. Some evidence of
the ability of the equipment in withstanding potentially harsh post-melt environments was
developed. In addition, if a person is required to operate, initiate, or turn-off equipment, then
evidence that the person can function in the environment is offered. i

|

Environmentally induced failures were either directly (or indirectly) modeled in the CET. A |

supporting discussion of the equipment operability is provided in Section 4.0. Discussion of i

human actions, including stress factors is provided within the discussion of the quantification
of CET top events.

This task consisted of the following:

Definition of equipment whose smvivability is required and definition of the.

environmental conditions under which it is to be assessed. Environments were based
on MAAP analyses outputs.

Judgmental assessment and support of the probability of equipment survivability during.
,

each sequence.'

Model the equipment failures or human errors within the CET..

2.3.2.10 CET Ouantification and Sensitivitv/ Uncertainty Analyses

This task involved CET quantification and any sensitivity and uncertainty studies. The CET
was quantified for each PDS grouping. In general, the CET top event split fractions (i.e., the
conditional probability of failure at each node in the event tree) varied for the particular PDS

! grouping evaluated as well as the sequence-specific status of prior top events; i.e., whether

| previous events have succeeded or failed. Due to the complexity of the split fraction
evaluation and assignment task, only relevant, publicly available information was used (e.g.,|

NUREG-4550, Volumes 4 and 6 - References 2-20 and 2-24), along with the results of HCGS-
specific MAAP analysis done by PSE&G and the results of the HCGS containment capacity

| analysis.

This task consisted of the following:

Mean value quantification of the comprehensive CET for each key PDS grouping..

Development of release category frequencies associated with the specialized models.

for significant containment bypass sequences. h
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Requantification of CET for sensitivity investigations..

lSensitivity analysis of release category frequency for significant release categories..

Rea.;onableness checks of quantification..

Performance of MAAP runs for base case and sensitivity analysis..

2.3.2.11 Radionuclide Release Category Definitis

A total of nine radionuclide release categories were generated. The radionuclide release
categories were distinguished by the timing of the release and by the magnitude of the release
to the environment.

Two categories of radionuclide release times are considered in the CET: early release and late
release. An early release is assumed to occur within two to four hours of when a General
Emergency would have been declared. A late release is assumed to occur after four hours
after a General Emergency would have been declared.

The magnitude of radionuclide release is categorized in terms of five levels of release: high,
medium-high, medium, low, and low-low. These levels are designated by numbers 1 through 5,
where I refers to a high level of release, and 5 refers to a low-low level of release. Levels are~

assigned based on the magnitude of the iodine and tellurium releases calculated for each accident
sequence.

A source term algorithm was ge:ierated for the HCGS IPE, which is comprised of correlations
that relate release fractions and decontamination factors in a self-consistent fashion to calculate
environmental release fractions.

2.3.2.12 Comoilation of Results and Identification of Safety Features and Vulnerabilities

This task included the compilation of results in accordance with the NUREG-1335 (Reference
2-2) requirements. It answers the question, "What is the baseline risk?" A deccription of the
dominant Level II sequences and the dominant joint Level I/ Level II sequences was
developed. A comparison of results with other published studies to determine the relative
strengths and vulnerabilities of the HCGS was also made. Sequences that were prominent
(either by being much lower or higher in frequency or consequence) relative to similar studies
were reviewed in detail. Dominant sequences which exhibited a significantly higher frequency
or consequence than similar sequences in other plants were candidates for further investigation.
Such investigation took two forms. The first was a re-examination of the assumptions,
approximations, and calculations to find errors, omissions, and conservatisms to be removed.

The second was performed when a sequence continued to be an outlier after the analysis had
been re-examined. An investigation into risk reduction strategies and plant improvements was
then performed.'
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2.3.2.13 Develonmen_i_of Risk Reduction Stratenin

This task includes the following:

Development of specific risk reduction strategies..

Revisions of the risk models to reflect each strategy..

Requantification of the risk models to estimate the change in risk associated.

with the strategies.

In essence, this task was a set of sensitivity analyses that investigate the potential effect of
suggested plant hardware and/or procedure modifications.

The previous tasks involved the development of a mature risk model, quantification of the
model [with necessary iterations to incorporate " analytical fixes" (as opposed to hardware or
procedural changes)], presentation of results, and discussions of the insights gained (both the
HCGS-specific beneficial safety features and any vulnerabilities that might have been
uncovered). This task involved a collaborative effort between the PSE&G Engineering and
Plant Betterment Department and HCGS staff to transcend from the analytical stage into the
design improvement and/or accident management stage. Consultants provided technical
insights from their experiences in performing PRAs on similar plants. This involved a careful
evaluation of the Level I and Level II models and results to identify potential design or
procedure changes to reduce either the likelihood of core damage or, if core damage occurs,
the onsite and/or offsite consequences. PSE&G personnel reviewed the identified insights and
developed risk reduction responses which were then independently reviewed. Only one plant
modification was implemented, as described in Section 3.4.2.

2.3.2.14 Independent Review

This task provided for the independent review of the HCGS IPE. The review of the IPE was
in two parts. The first was an ongoing senior level review of the team's technical work. This
was performed by the team leader and his consultants. The second was a more formal
independent review performed near the end of the study. The review team was composed of
PSE&G personnel and a consultant who did not participate in the technical study. The reviews
focused on the accuracy of the plant representation, the methodology, the data, the dominant
accident sequer ~ e and their contributors, the identified strengths and vulnerabilities, the risk
reduction strategies to be recommended, and the clarity of reporting. The background of the
reviewers along with a description of their activities is provided in Section 5.

2.3.2.15 Documenlation

| This task included the writing and production of this report which conforms to the -

| requirements of GL88-20 and NUREG-1335 (References 2-1 and 2-2). It also included the h
|

preparation of complete, detailed records of all IPE tasks for internal use and as technical
' backup (Tier II) information to the NRC submittal. Four subtasks were involved:
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Preparation of internal PSE&G documentation of IPE tasks..

Publishing of a preliminary report for PSE&G internal review..

1

Preparation and publishing of the final report for NRC submittal...

Maintenance of supporting (Tier H) documentation..

2.3.3 Identification And Assessment of Specific Safety Features or Vulnerabilities and
|

Develooment of Potential Plant Imorovements
'

This aspect of the IPE was addressed for two instances:

1. Identification of vulnerabilities (and safety features) directly through the front-end
and back-end analyses, and

2. Prioritization of discrepancies as part of PSE&G's discrepancy reporting process.

In the first instance, the methodology described in Section 2.3.2.13 was invoked. For the
second, a formal process would be initiated as described in PSE&G Procedure No. NC.DE-
AP.ZZ-0018(Q) (Reference 2-39). This process would include an assessment of the

A discrepancy on the core damage frequency. Based on this assessment, the impact of

V vulnerabilities for immediate response would be identified.

2.4 INFORMATION ASSEMBIl

Several major sources of plant-specific information were used in the HCGS IPE. These
included the following:

1. Hone Creek Generatine Station. Updated Final Safety Analysis Reoort

(Reference 2-27)

2. System Descriptions and Configuration Baseline Documentation (CBDs)

3. Operator Lesson Plans

4. Plant and System Drawings

5. Emergency Operating Procedures

6. Reactor Operators, Training Personnel, and System Engineers

7. Plant and System Walk-Throughs

O
.

'
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Because the HCGS is continually being modified, a cutoff date for design changes had to be
chosen. The HCGS configuration was frozen as of August 1993.

For the back-end analysis portion, the design was also frozen as of August 1993.

Many additional sources ofinformation were used throughout the PRA effort. These sources
included the following:

1. PRA Studies of Other Plants

2. PRA Procedures Guides

3. Data Compilations and Analyses

4. Reports Concerning Specific PRA Tasks

5. PRA Computer Codes

These sources either are generic or apply to other plants. Their use in the HCGS IPE is
indicated in the individual task methodology (Section 2) or performance (Sections 3 and 4)
write-ups.

O2.4.1 Data Gatherine Anoroach

As previously described, the HCGS Level I PRA was performed in accordance with the
provisions of the PRA Procedures Guide (Reference 2-4). Initially, data was segregated into
System and Data Notebooks. Although they were comprehensive in nature, they were
eventually replaced by the Hope Creek Generating Station Probabilistic Risk Assessment
(Reference 2-3) and Systems Configuration Baseline Documents (CBDs) as the primary Tier II
documentation for the HCGS IPE.

The HCGS PRA is currently being revised to reflect the updated information in the IPE
analysis. This report will contain all the same material plus detailed Tier II documentation,

,

| such as the specific evaluation of HEP and Room Heatup calculations. Although these have

| not been assembled by April 1994, it is planned to have them available by July 1994. All of
'

the Tier II documentation which will appear in the PRA document has been supplied to
internal reviewers and is available for inspection.

! Tbc HCGS PRA documents specific references used in both the Level I and II analyses.

|

|
Data used in the development of the plant-specific MAAP input parameter file was assembled
into a controlled engineering evaluation. The containment capacity analysis (Reference 2-9)
and its supporting calculations are documented in the same manner. MAAP computer results
will be maintained in accordance with the Programmatic Standard (Reference 2-41) described
in Section 2.4.6. Finally, all other supporting calculations used in the back-end analysis are

I compiled into a separately maintained report (Reference 2-15).
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O 2.4.2 Review of Other Probabilistic Risk Assessments
V

Various PRAs were reviewed throughout the IPE process. The specific uses of data from
these documents are described in Section 2, although the references are provided in Sections 3
and 4. For identification of vulnerabilities, the NUREG4550 reports for Peach Bottom and
Grand Gulf were the primary references (References 2-20 and 2-24). Although publicly
available I.PE results from other BWRs were also reviewed as described in Section 3.4.1.5.

2.4.3 Plant-Specific Documentation

In addition to the HCGS UFSAR (Reference 2-27), the following data sources were consulted:

1. System Piping and instrumentation drawings

2. Elementary wiring diagrams

3. Electrical one-line diagrams

4. System logic diagrams

5. Detailed system descriptions or Configuration Baseline Documentation (CBDs)

(O
() 6. Normal and emergency operating procedures

7. Technical specifications

8. Test and maintenance procedures

9. Operator lesson plans

Specific references including revision version and dates appear in Sections 3 and 4.

I

2.4.4 Eneineerine. Operations and Trainine Department Support of the ILCGS IPE

Performance of the PRA tasks was aided by close cooperation from appropriate HCGS
personnel, including senior reactor operators (SROs), system engineers, and trainers. This
close cooperation ensured that the initial HCGS Level I PRA models accurately represented the i

'

plant. Of special note is the fact that the fault tree modeling for each system was reviewed by
I

the HCGS system engineers and SROs.

During the updcte of the Level I PRA and throughout the back-end analysis, operators,
trainers, and HCGS system engineers were consulted.

O I
v i

1
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2.4.5 Plant Walkthrough

During the original HCGS Level I PRA, plant walkdowns were performed by the PRA analyst
assigned to the individual system when information from various data sources, such as
drawings, could not be supplemented or confirmed by onsite plant system engineers or other
cognizant engineering personnel. Such personnel were intimately familiar with the plant
configuration because they often performed "walkdowns" as part of their daily responsibilities.

Walkdowns in support of the 12 vel I PRA update were per formed by a PSE&G PRA analysts
and consultants for each system analyzed. The scope of the walkdown included the following:

,

1. Areas identified by the Internal Flooding Analysis

2. Areas impacted by HVAC failures

3. ECCS equipment areas

4. The HCGS Control Room

2.4.6 Maintenance of Tier U Documentation

Because PSE&G intends to use PRA for various plant improvement projects, it has developed
a programmatic standard to define the guidelines for an on-going PRA Program, including
maintenance of relevant data. The PRA Programmatic Standard (Reference 2-41) addresses
the following:

PRA Program Scope.

PRA Document Maintenance.

Human Reliability Analysis.

Analysis of External Events.

PRA Software Utilization and Maintenance.-
i

The Programmatic Standard was issued in April 1993. It covers maintenance of the Level I
and II PRAs, databases, system and event sequence analyses, and all documentation including
software documentation.

,

!
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TABLE 2-2 SYSTEM IDENT1HERS

System Identifier (XXX) System Name

ACP AC Power System

ADS Automatic Depressurization System

CAR Control Area Air Conditioning System

CAS Control Air System

CHS Chilled Water System

CIS Containment Isolation System

CNS Primary Condensate and Feedwater System

CRH Control Rod Drive (Hydraulics)

CSS Core Spray System _

CWS Circulating Water System

DCP DC Power System

DGS Diesel Generator System

EAS Control Room Emergency Filtration (CREF)

ESF Engineered Safety Features

HCS Hydrogen Control System

HPI High-Pressure Coolant Injection System

IAS Instrument Air System

IGS Primary Containment Instrument Gas System

LPI Low-Pressure Coolant Injection System g
PCS Power Conversion System

RAC Reactor Auxiliaries Cooling System

RCI Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System

RCS Reactor Coolant System

RHS Residual Heat Removal System

RPS Reactor Protection System

RWC Reactor Water Cleanup

SAC Safety Auxiliaries Cooling System

SLC Standby Liquid Control System

SRV Safety / Relief Valves - Pressure Relief

SSWS Station Service Water System

TBS Turbine Bypass System

UVI Alternate Injection Systems

VAS Auxiliary Building Ventilation System

VCA Control Area Air Conditioning System

VCS Containment Ventilation System

VDG Diesel Generator Area Ventilatio. Systemn

VSW Switchgear Area Ventilation System

O
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TABLE 2-3

EVENT AND COMPONENT TYPE IDFRTIF1tRS

Identifier (YYY) Component / Event

ACT Actuation Train
ACU Air Cleaning Unit / Air Handling Unit
ACX Air Cooling Heat Exchanger
AHU Air Heating Unit
AOV Air-Operated Valve
BAC Electrical Bus - ac
BAT Battery
BDC Electrical Bus - de
BDD Back-Draft Damper
BRK Circuit Breaker
CAL Calculational Unit
CBL Electrical Cable
CHG Charger (Motor Generator)
CHL Chiller Unit
CKV Check Valve
CND Signal Conditioner
CRH Control Rods (Hydraulically-Driven)
DCT Ducting
DGN Diesel Generator
DPT Differential Pressure Sensor / Transmitter Unit
DRP Supply Drain Pot, Exhaust Drain Pot
ECT Exciter Regulator
EDP Engine-Driven Pump
EPV Explosive Valve
FAN Motor-Driven Fan
FLT Filter
FPS Flow Process Switch
FST Flow Sensor / Transmitter Unit
FUS Fuse
HDV Hydraulic Valve
HRU Hydrogen Recombiner Unit
HTR Heater Element
HTX Heat Exchanger
ICC Instrumentation and Control Circuit
INV Inverter
ISL Instrument Sensing Line
ISO Electric Isolation Device

r- LOG Logic Unit
- LPS Level Process Switch

LPW Local Power Supply
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Table 2-3
Event And Component Type Identifiers (Continued)

Identifier (YYY) Comnonent/ Event

LST Level Sensor / Transmitter Unit
LSW Limit Switch
MDC Motor-Driven Compressor
MDP Motor-Driven Pump
MGN Motor-Generator Unit
MOD Motor-Operated Damper
MOV Motor-Operated Valve
NOZ Nozzle
NST Neutron Flux Sensor / Transmitter Unit
ORF Orifice

] PHT Pipe Heat Tracing
PIP Piping
PND Pneumatic / Hydraulic Damper
PPS Pressure Process switch
PRV Power-Operated Relief Valve

'

PST Pressure Sensor / Transmitter Unit
REC Rectifier f

RLY Relay and Contactor Unit
RST Radiation Sensor / Transmitter Unit
SCV Stop-Check Valve
SDT Steam-Driven Turbine
SOV Solenoid-Operated Valve

SPE Special Event
SPV Spring Diaphragm (Pressure Regulating) Valve
SRV Safety / Relief Valve

STR Strainer
TAC AC Electrical Train ,

TCV Testable Check Valve
TDC DC Electrical Train
TDP Turbine-Driven Pump
TFM Transformer
TNK Tank
TPS Temperature Process Switch
TST Temperature Sensor / Transmitter Unit
TSW Transfer Switch
TXX Bistable Trip Unit
XDM Manual Damper
XHE Operator Action
XVM Manual Valve
ZST Physical Position Sensor / Transmitter Unit
ZSW Manual Control Switch
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TABLE 2-4

FAILURE MODE IDENTIFIFJtS

Code (ZZ) Failum Mode

Va1ves, Dampers, Relays, Circuit Breakers and Switches (Demand Failures):
FT Fails to Transfer
OO Normally Open, Remains Open

(Fails to Close)
OC Normally Open, Fails Closed

(Fails to Remain Open)
CC Normally Closed, Remains Closed (Fails to Open)
CO Normally Closed, Fails Open

(Fails to Remain Closed)

Valves, Filters, Orifices, Heat Exchangers, Piping, and Nozzles (Time Failures): ;

PG Plugged ;

IL Internal Leakage

Pumps, Motors, Diesels, Turbines, Fans and Compressors:
FS Faii to Start (Demand Failure)O FR Fail to Continue Operating (Time Failure)

Sensors, Signal Conditioners, and Bistable (Time Failures):
HI Fail High
LO Fail Low
NO No Output

Segments, Trains, and Miscellaneous Agglomerations-
LF Loss of Flow, No Flow (Time Failure)
AF Actuation Fails (Demand Failure)
LP IAss of Power, No Power (Time Failure)
VF Failure (for miscellaneous fault agglomerations)

(Demand Failure)
SA Spurious Actuation (use CO or OC for valves

and dampers) (Demand Failure)

Batteries, Buses, and Transformers (Time Failures):
LP Loss of Power, No Powe
ST Shon
OP Open

O
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Table 2-4

Failure Mode Identifiers (Continued)

Code (ZZ) Failure Mode

Tanks, Pipes, Seals, Tubes, Valves, Pumps, Ducts, Dampers, and Fans (Time

Failures): -

LK Leak (only used in exceptional cases)

RP Rupture (only used in exceptional cases)

Human Errors (Demand Failures):
_

FO Failure to Operate

MC Miscalibrate

RE Fail to Restore from Test or Maintenance

Normal Operations (unavailable because of a planned activity (Demand Failure):
TM Test or Maintenance

O

,

9
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TABLE 2-5

FAULT TREE DEVELOPMENT GENERAL GUIDELINES

Assumptiun

1. In general, spurious actuation or trip events were not modeled. (The system
operational history was reviewed to verify that such events had not occurred in
the past.)

2. In general, piping and valve ruptures were not modeled. (The system operational
history was reviewed to verify this.)

3. Plugging of valves or piping was not modeled unless one of the following was true:
- The valve or pipe is not flow tested.
- The interval between flow tests is several years or more.
- The valve or pipe is in a " dirty" system (seawater, borated water, etc). ,

|

4. Tabular OR gates were not used.

5. Only AND and OR gates were used. Only basic, developed, and undeveloped events
were used.

6. For valves, the following were considered to be part of the basic event for valve failure:
- mechanical valve body,
- driver (operator),
- local I&C circuitry (mounted on or near the valve body), and
- limit or torque switches.

7. For pumps, the following were considered to be part of the basic event (s) for pump failure:
- mechanical pump body,
- driver,
- localI&C circuitry (mounted on or near the pump body),
- torque switches, and
- local self-cooling systems.

8. Opernor failure to restore (mispositioning) events were not modeled if any of the
following were tiue:
- Auto-realignment of the component occurs when the system is demanded.
- Testing following maintenance would indicate a failure to restore.
- The component is not aligned away from its normal position during maintenance.
- Mispositioning is annunciated in the control room or is checked each shift or daily.

O .

|
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Table 2-5

Fault Tree Development General Guidelines (Continued)

Assumntion
|

9. Test outage contributions were not modeled if any of the following were true:
- No testing is allowed while the plant is in modes 1 or 2.
- Auto-realignment occurs if the system is demanded.
- The system or channel or component is in a fail-safe condition during the test. For

example, the component is not aligned away from its normal position during the test.
Another example is an RPS channel being put in the trip position during a test.

10. The following types of human errors were modeled:
- restoration errors following tests or maintenance,
- calibration errors,
- manual initiation (from the control room) of systems, and
- other normal manual actions outlined in system operating procedures and performed

from the control room.

I1. Dependent failures were, in general, modeled explicitly in the fault trees.

12. Diversion paths with pipe diameters less than one-third that of the primary path were
ignored for once-through systems. For closed systems all significant diversion paths
were considered.

13. For each component which receives an automatic actuation signal, the actuation failure
was divided into a developed event (top event in an actuation fault tree) and an
undeveloped event (all other actuation and control circuitry associated with the
components). The undeveloped event was designated by ICC-AF in the event
identifier.

14. For large motor-driven pumps, the circuit breaker between the motive power bus and
the pump was modeled as a separate basic event. For small pumps and valves, the
motive power circuit breaker was lumped into the component instrumentation and
control undeveloped event. (In the latter code, the circuit breaker is normally closed,
and power to the component is controlled by contacts.)

O
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3.0 FRONT-END ANALYSIS

This chapter describes the methods and results of evaluating the frequency of accident
sequences which result in severe core damage at HCGS. The accident sequences which have
the potential to cause core damage represent the input for the containment performance
analysis given in Chapter 4.

3.1 Accident Seauence Delineation .

Practically speaking, there are an infinite number of potential arrangements or combinations
of failed / successful equipment and human actions in a nuclear power plant. Most of these
success / failure combinations will not result in core damage. However, a small fraction of the
success / failure combinations may result in severe core damage. The objective of this section
is to delineate the core damage sequences in a measurable way. The approach selected in
this report, and fully described in Chapter 2, is based on delineating the accident sequences
according to their initiating events. After defining an accident sequence initiating event, this
approach combines (links) the fault trees for the event-tree top events (failed and/or successful
functional system headings) to form a new set of events, which are the core damage accident
sequences.

.

3.1.1 Initiatine Events Identification and Ouantification

This section describes the methodology that was used to identify and quantify the initiating
events for HCGS. An initiating event is defined as an anomalous event that requires or
causes a plant shutdown and challenges the plant safety systems. For such events, subsequent
failures in safety systems could result in core damage and radionuclide release from the fuel.
Only the internal initiating events which arise from failures within the plant are considered.
External events such as earthquakes, external flooding, fire, and turbine missiles are excluded.

At the time of the initiating event, the reactor is assumed to be in a steady state at full power
operation. Initiating events occurring during shutdown or refueling were not considered, nor
were those events concerned with sources of radioactivity other than the core.

3.1.1.1 Initiatine Events Identification

The methodology used for initiating event identification is described in NUREG/CR2300
(Reference 3.1.1-1). The identification process was performed in two steps, first on a generic
basis and second on a plant-specific basis. The generic sources for identifying and quantifying
initiating events included a survey of U.S. boiling water reactor (BWR) experience. This
survey included EPRI NP-2230, NUREG/CR-3863, LER search covering 1984 through 1989,
and previously performed PRA studies (Brunswick, Shoreham, Limerick, Peach Bottom,
Grand Gulf). As a result of the first step, 55 initiating events were identified as potentially
applicable to HCGS.

O
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Many initiating events have an identical or very similar impact on the plant. Therefore,
similar events were grouped into two classes: transients and LOCAs. A transient event is
defined as any event which does not cause a direct breach in the primary cooling system
boundaries of the reactor. The transient category may be further divided into general and
special initiators. The special initiators generally involve failures in support systems that result
in a plant trip and adversely affect one or more safety systems. A LOCA initiating event is
defined as any event which involves a breach (small, intermediate, or large) of the primary
cooling system boundaries of the reactor. The LOCA category may be further subdivided into
LOCAs within containment and interfacing system LOCAs (ISLOCAs).

An internal flooding study was conducted to identify flooding events which would necessitate a
plant shutdown with the potential for core damage. Internal flooding differs from LOCA or
ISLOCA in that the flooding water source does not originate (directly or indirectly) in the
primary reactor coolant system.

The second step in idec lifying initiating events included the performance of a detailed study of
HCGS design and plant operating experience. This task was further divided into two subtasks:
evaluation of the initiators identified in the first step to determine their applicability to HCGS,
and identification of HCGS-specific initiators not previously identified during the generic
industry review. A key aspect of the analysis was to determine whether peculiar features of
the plant could pose potential challenges to plant systems if these systems failed to operate as
designed.

O
The data base collected for Hope Creek covers the entire available operational e.xperience,
starting from 1986, when Hope Creek was connected to the grid, and ending on July 31,1993.
The study validated for HCGS the general trend in the industry of reduction of the frequency
of inadvertent trips (initiating events).

In addition, all support systems for HCGS were examined to determine if loss of each support
system would cause a plant trip and concurrently degrade one or more of the systems required
to mitigate the event (e.g., HPCI, RCIC). Such a search was used to identify plant-specific
"special initiators" or "special transients." However, if any of the events discussed below
cause only an administrative shutdown, particularly after multiple days, due to a limiting
condition for operation (LCO) in an orderly manner (i.e., manual shutdown), then such an
event is not treated as a special initiator in this study. The search for special initiators, based
on Hope Creek's design, included review of the following notential special initiators:

Service Water Systems:

Station Service Water
Safety Auxiliaries Cooling System
Turbine Auxiliaries Cooling System
Reactor Auxiliary Cooling System

| O
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fm Power Systems:

V Class lE AC Bus Systems
Class IE DC Bus Systems

Compressed Gas System:
Instrument Air / Service Air System
Instrument Gas System

HVAC Systems:

Diesel Room HVAC
Switchgear Room Cooling i

SACS Room Cooling )
|Control Room Cooling

Control Equipment Room Cooling
Class 1E Panel Room Supply
Emergency Area Coolers
Service Water Intake Structure Ventilation
Traveling Screen Motor Room Ventilation
Steam Tunnel Cooling supplied by Turbine Building Chilled Water
Reactor Building Ventilation
Turbine Building Ventilation / Chilled Water

Control Area Chilled Water (for numerous HVACs)
Safety Related Panel Room Chilled Water

The following summarize the results of this review.

Service Water

Procedure HC.OP-AB.ZZ-0122(Q) addresses operational response to Service Water
malfunctions. The procedure basically calls for reducing reactor power and heat loads in an
attempt to keep the plant on-line while the malfunction is corrected. The one exception notes
that if RACS must be isolated to repair a leak, the unit must be shut down. However, if the
entire system were to be lost and expected to be non-recoverable for some time, operators
would need to initiate a forced shutdown of the plant because of the concern for RACS, SACS
and TACS heatups. Particularly, operators woulu monitor heat loads and eventually begin a
shutdown. Since the Delaware river is the ultimate heat sink for the entire plant, the loss of
this system would clearly affect multiple mitigating systems at the same time. Thus, loss of
Service Water is treated as a special initiator.

SACS

Procedure HC.OP-AB.ZZ-0124(Q) addresses malfunctions in this system. The procedure
states that if both SACS loops are lost and cannot be restored, scram the reactor. Operators
would monitor heat loads and initiate a forced shutdown as required to avoid equipment
damage. Hence, loss of this system calls for an eventual trip (loss of TACS would also be
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induced, probably leading to a trip) and the SACS loss would also affect many mitigating
systems. Loss of SACS is, therefore, a special initiator. However, note that the CRD and
RACS would still be initially available (to differentiate this event from t!.e loss of Service
Water) since these systems are not cooled by SACS.

TACS

Procedure HC.OP-AB.ZZ-0148(Q) addresses TACS malfunctions. The procedure clearly calls
for a trip on a complete and sustained loss of TACS. Hence, such a loss meets the trip portion
of the definition to be a special initiator. However, TACS failure affects only the secondary
side of the plant and cooling to the station air compressors. There are still many mitigating
systems not affected. The instrument air still has a backup using the emergency instrument air
compressor. Hence, loss of TACS does not significantly affect mitigating capability to shut
down fro n a loss of TACS, so this is not considered a special initiator. Loss of TACS can
instead be treated as a loss of the secondary side of the plant (ir,cluding loss of condensate since
the secondary condensate pumps require cooling from TACS) which is already covered as a
transient initiator.

RACS

Procedure HC.OP-AB.ZZ-123(Q) addresses RACS malfunctions. The procedure indicates the
need to scram and shutdown within 10 minutes to avoid reactor recirculation pump seal
damage. Based on the expected quick isolation of the Gaseous Radwaste System, condenser

,

| back pressure could increase, but this should be easily controlled using the mechanical vacuum
pumps. Hence, this event is similar to a turbine trip. RACS cools CRD which is credited in'

the PRA as a possible RPV injection source. Because both a reactor scram will occur and
CRD operability is affected, loss of RACS is treated as a special initiator.

Class 1E AC Bus Systems NOTE: Non-Class IE AC systems do not support mitigating
systems such as HPCI, LPCI, etc., and so were included in the Turbine Trip initiator.

|

| Because of the typical independence of Class 1E divisions in nuclear plants and the typically
I low frequencies of losing an AC bus, the search for special initiators has usually involved

examining the loss of one division of AC (at most) at any one time. Much of the AC system
bus loading has been reviewed to see if loss of any one division of AC power (e.g., loss of
4160 VAC Div. A) would cause a scram, since obviously such a loss would affect at least one

| train of many mitigating systems. A systematic search of the loads on each bus has identified
only one possibility in which one division loss of AC would induce a possible scram at Hope
Creek. Other plants have found that this could occur due to isolation or failure of air or other
systems that could cause leakdown of the air to the scram pilot valves, thereby causing rod
drift into the core or, for example, degraded drywell cooling so that a high drywell pressure
could occur. No such causes of a trip have been found at Hope Creek due to a single division
failure. The one exception is unit substation 480V-10B420. Loss of this particular AC
supply, by itself, can cause a diversion of RACS flow around the heat exchangers, thereby
leading to a loss of RACS cooling. IAss of RACS has been identified as a special initiator

3.1-4
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as mentioned above. Ioss of this particular substation does not significantly impact otherO systems in the plant and, hence, it is virtually a loss of RACS. Additionally, the frequency of
loss of this substation is relatively low compared with the loss of RACS frequency. Because
the effects ofloss of this substation can be treated as part ofloss of RACS, loss of this power
supply will not be a significant contributor to core damage as compared to other turbine trip
initiators or loss of RACS. Hence, such a loss is not treated as a special initiator in the HCGS
I"E. Nevertheless, because of uncertainties in the ability to review every possible circuit in
the plant to assure a scram would not occur, this is examined in a sensitivity analysis in
Sec' ion 3.4.1.4.

Class 1E DC Eas Systems

Similar discussion as for the AC system is applicable here. A sensitivity analysis is performed
in Section 3.4.1.4.

Instrument Air / Service Air

Procedure HC.OP-AB.ZZ-0131(Q) addresses loss of these systems. As the procedure indicates,
total loss of this interconnected system would lead to such events as control rods drifting in, loss
of condensate /feedwater, slow closure of outboard MSIVs, etc., resulting in a reactor scram.
Because such a loss would concurrently affect one pneumatic supply used for containment
venting (there is also a set of backup nitrogen bottles) and fail one of the two RPV injection

O headers for CRD (the charging water header would still be available), loss of Instrument / Service
Air is treated as a special initiator. |

|Instrument Gas

Procedure HC.OP-AB.ZZ-0133(Q) addresses this loss. The concern associated with this
malfunction is the closure of inboard MSIVs and the ability to operate SRVs long-term. In
this case, however, there is a very easy and proceduralized recovery action which is to
manually valve in the instrument air (this is a backup to instrument gas) which would prevent
any trip situation from ultimately occurring because of MSIVs drifting closed. Operators are
required to monitor drywell oxygen concentration for this lineup. Also, loss of instrument gas
does not really fail any mitigating system since the SRVs can still be used for a considerable
time period by cycling different valves, using accumulator-supplied nitrogen. Based on the
high likelihood of recovering from this event and the limited effect on SRV operability, loss of
Instrument Gas is not considered ,a special initiator.

Diesel Room HVAC
I

These systems cool the diesel generators when required; however, the diesels are required
only under loss of normal power conditions. Hence, if a diesel room cooling system were to
fail as an initiator during normal operations, no plant trip would occur. At most, an LCO-

O forced shutdown in a controlled manner would occur but with offsite power still available.
Hence, there would be no loss of AC power and so no mitigating systems would be affected.
Therefore, this is not a special initiator.

3.1-5
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Switchgear Room Cooling

This is made up of four separate and independent HVAC sub-systems much like Qe AC/DC
divisions. Any one failure would at most affect only one division of power and, based on the
findings, is not a concern. It will take multiple failures of switchgear room coolingI

panicularly due to common-cause mechanisms, to be of concern. Furthermore, based on
room heatup calculations and review of the system, loss of switchgear room cooling is
expected to be dominated by loss of all fans or the combination of loss of control area chilled,

l water and loss of fresh air intake. As such, loss of Switchgear Room Cooling is treated as a
special initiator, but as part of a more global initiator called loss of HVAC.

SACS Room Cooling

Room heatup calculations show a high probability that SACS pumps can operate without
SACS room cooling for at least a day or longer. Loss of this room cooling is, therefore, not a
special initiator and is already bounded by the loss of SACS itself.

Control Room Cooling

Procedure HC.OP-AR.ZZ-0019(Q) addresses Control Area HVAC malfunctions and notes|
l that easy recoverable actions are proceduralized involving opening doors, opening panels, and

| providing temporary forced ventilation if all control ventilation is lost. A calculation also
indicates that several hours (at least 3 hours) would be available before a signincant concern!

might arise, even if no actions were taken. If both control room ventilation subsystems
become inoperable as defined in Technical Specification 3.7.2, then commencement of a
reactor shutdown is required as defined by Technical Specification 3.0.3. Technicali

l Specifications (3/4.7.2) requires commencing shutdown of the plant within one hour after the
event if cooling were not restored. If the main control room became uninhabitable due to high
temperature, procedure HC.OP-AB.ZZ-0130(Q), Control Room Evacuation, would be carried
out involving shutdown from the remote shutdown area. The easy detection and recovery of
this event, the time to perform recovery or repair actions, and the last resort recovery action

! all suggest this need not be treated as a special initiator since the shutdown would be done in a
controlled fashion without significant effects on mitigating system operability.

Control Equipment Room Cooling

The effects of Loss of Control Equipment Room Cooling are bounded by the more serious loss
of switchgear room cooling and so are not treated as a different special initiator.

Class 1E Panel Room Supply |
|

This system serves several areas such as, inverter, battery, battery charger. In particular,
some normal plant operating controls and such systems as S ACS, HPCI, and RCIC could be
affected by high temperature in the relay room below the control rooms in about one-half day, h
Hence, based on the potential for subsequent loss of room cooling-induced failures of the

1
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Q equipment served by this system, loss of this system is considered to be a special initiator,
b Loss of this system or its supporting Safety-Related Panel Chilled Water System in conjunction

with loss of fresh air intake for the panel room HVAC would have similar effects on the plant.
,

'

Hence, the potential loss of either system is treated as the same initiator as part of the more
global loss of HVAC event.

Equipment Area Coolers
|

With the exception of SACS, these coolers serve systems not normally operating and so loss of
any one these systems during normal operation would no: induce a short-term trip, but at most
a controlled shutdown. SACS room heatup calculations show no failures within 24 hours.
Therefore, these equipment area coolers are not treated as special initiators.

Service Water Imake Structure Ventilation

Service Water pump room heatup calculations show that the small amount of air infiltration
available without ventilation and with all SSW pumps running, leads to equipment
qualification limits being exceeded in approximately 8 hours. Compared with the loss of SSW {
itself, which affects plant systems within one hour, loss of ventilation is a much slower acting

-

event easily detected and can be mitigated by providing air flow to the room. Hence, this
event is bounded by the loss of SSW initiator, and so loss of this ventilation system will not be
treated as a special initiator.

Traveling Screen Motor Room Ventilation

Assessment of heat loads, room size and configuration show that this event is not likely to
cause loss of SSW function and is bounded by the loss of SSW itself, which will have a more
immediate impact on the plant. Hence, loss of this ventilation system is not a special initiator.

Steam Tunnel Cooling / Turbine Building Chilled Water

Loss of steam tunnel cooling can potentially cause an MSIV closure on high temperature
(160 F) but this is the only effect. This is included in the geaeral MSIV closure initiator, and
so loss of Steam Tunnel Cooling is not a special initiator. The MSIV closure initiating event
frequency includes the contribution of the potential failure of the steam tunnel cooling.
However, this is a negligible contribution (approximately one percent, or less) to the total
frequency of the MSIV closure.

Reactor Building Ventilation

If the normally operating RBVS were to be totally lost, temperatures in the reactor building j

would rise somewhat but not likely affect equipment in the reactor building (such equipment as
.

q RACS pumps, CRD pumps, MCCs of many systems). Room heatup calculations show that

Q some confined areas served by this system do not rise in temperature significantly.
Additionally, such an event would be detected and alarmed, and an operational recovery action

1
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is called for involving start of the FRVS which could independently provide the necessary g|
cooling. In fact, tests are performed monthly at the plant in which the reactor buildmg is W
cooled for 20 hours at a time using FRVS. Hence, no trip of the plant or adverse conditions
would be expected unless both systems were to fail. Therefore, loss of RBVS is not
considered a special initiator.

Turbine Building Ventilation / Chilled Water

Loss of this system (or the turbine building chilled water as a support) would affect only
balance of plant equipment (without backup), leaving other mitigating. systems unaffected.
These effects are adequately covered by other non-special initiators such as turbine trip, etc.
Also, the large size of the turbine building and the ability to open the building to the
environment will likely prevent high temperatures in this area. Hence, the loss of this system
is not treated as a special initiator.

Control Area Chilled Water
!

This system was mentioned earlier under the Switchgear Room discussion. The Control Area
Chilled Water serves numerous rooms' HVAC equipment. Loss of refrigeration by this system
concurrent with loss of fresh air intake which provides some cooling, could cause simultaneous
multiple room heatups, thereby potentially causing a plant trip due to equipment failure or
Technical Specification requirements (e.g., Control Room HVAC) as a result of rising
temperatures, as well as room heatup-induced failures of mitigating system equipment such as h
multiple switchgear for AC power possibly within a day time period. Such a wide-spread
potential effect (similar to the wide-spread effects caused by a loss of service water) provides
justification to examine loss of Control Area Chilled Water as part of the global loss of HVAC
event.

Safety-Related Panel Room Chilled Water

See discussion under Panel Room Supply.

SUMMARY OF SPECIAL INITIATORS

The resulting special initiators are, therefore, loss of Service Water, loss of SACS (loss of
SSW or SACS are grouped together into a " loss of heat sink" type event), loss of RACS, loss
of Instrument / Service Air, loss of Switchgear/ Class IE Panel Room Supplies (including loss of
Safety-Related Panel Room Chilled Water and loss of Controlled Area Chilled Water). Loss
of the HVAC/ Chilled Water systems are combined into a single " loss of HVAC" event.

It should be noted that some of the special initiators considered here are not necessarily
always initiating events if the loss is not sustained for a sufficiently long period. For example,
a short-term loss of the SACS subsystem may not require immediate manual shutdown. If
SACS is recovered soon enough, support systems will not overheat, and a trip will not occur h
(or be necessary). Nevertheless, the present study conservatively assumes that each loss is
sufficiently long to result in a special initiating event.

3.1-8
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Loss of Coolant Accidents

The LOCA search for the HCGS was divided into two categories: LOCAs inside and outside
containment. For LOCAs within containment, LOCA events can be divided according to the
size of the break. NEDO-24708A (Reference 3.1.1-2) indicates that liquid pipe breaks up to
approximately 0.005 ft2 (1. inch diameter) can be handled by RCIC. A large LOCA is defined
as a steam or liquid pipe break large enough to cause apid vessel depressurization. Based on

2NEDO-24708A, steam and liquid pipe break sizes larger than 0.3 ft (8-inch diameter) were
considered to be large LOCAs. Intermediate LOCAs are liquid pipe breaks of the range 0.005

2 2to 0.3 ft and steam pipe breaks of the range 0.1 to 0.3 ft . Another category of LOCA is the
excessive LOCA. The excessive LOCA is defined as a LOCA event beyond the capability of
the ECCS, For HCGS, the only case of ' xcessive LOCA is a large reactor vessel rupture.e

ISLOCAs are another type of LOCA, and are located outside the containment. An ISLOCA is
one in which the barriers between the high pressure reactor coolant system and an adjoining
low pressure system fail, permitting the high pressure reactor cooling water to enter the low
pressure system. The primary importance of the ISLOCA sequences is that they have the
potential to create a direct release pathway from the reactor cooling system to the environment
(through the reactor building).

A survey of HCGS high-to-low pressure piping interfaces was performed (Reference 3.1.1-3)
for the purpose of determining interfaces that could reasonably contribute to the risk of

G ISLOCAs or that could bypass the containment. " Low pressure" piping systems are
susceptible to rupture if they are opened to reactor coolant at high pressure. Seventy interfaces
were identified from the survey. Nine interface.s were deemed to warrant further analysis and
consisted of seven RHR lines (including injection, suction, and return lines), and two CSS
injection lines. These interfaces were evaluated quantitatively.

Other LOCAs outside containment (e.g., main steam line), with failure to isolate were deemed i

too improbable as compared to the nine ISLOCAs, and so were not analyzed further.

Internal Flooding

Records of previous flooding events were reviewed to ascertain the types of flood scenarios
which have occurred previously in United States nuclear plants. The actual Hope Creek plant
operating e .perience was reviewed over the same time frame as the study database. No
internal flood event caused a unit trip or disabled safety-related equipment during normal
power operation. All of the areas of the plant were reviewed and evaluated for internal
flooding (Reference 3.1.1-7). This study also identified all equipment by building, elevation,
room numbers, design and expected maximum flood levels.

Modeling of flooding events identified sources of flooding which include leaking pipes, heat
exchangers, tanks, gaskets, valve stems, pumps which are running during normal plant )

operation, and isolation valves used during TM activity.

I

|
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The following assumptions were made concerning modeling of flood initiators:

Pipe lengths (from which the frequency of rupture was calculated) and pipe diameters.

were determined from the piping isometric diagrams.

Tank ruptures were assumed to result in the complete spilling of tank contents.*

The analysis of isolation valve leakage was limited to TM activity of pumps, and*

excluded that of valves, heat exchangers, gaskets and other pipe fittings.

Any flooding event whose source is the reactor system that could be classified as a*

small, medium, or large LOCA is not evaluated in this section. This includes smaller

j instrumentation lines as well as sections of the RWCU system which are not isolated

| from the reactor system. Any such event is modeled directly in the event trees
described in Section 3.1.2, which are based on actual historical operational experience.'

3.1.1.2 Initiatine Events Categorization

To optimize the event tree development efforts, the initiating events identified for Hope Creek
were grouped into categories. Grouping was accomplished by examining each of the following
initiating events for its effects on the plant:

1. Trip signals expected following the initiator, h
| 2. Plant systems required to respond to the initiator, and

3. Effect of the initiator on the availability of plant systems required to respond.

!

| Final initiating event categories for HCGS are shown in Table 3.1.1-1. The un' ce
'

characteristics of each category are also listed in the table.

The events considered for the flood initiators fall into three categories:

A. Equipment submergence,

B. Water spray, and

C. Inadvertent actuation of fire sprinkler systems.

|
The initiating events which occurred at Hope Creek are listed in Table 3.1.1-2. This table
also shows the initiating event category to which they belong.

O
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3.1.1.3 Initiatine Events Ouantification
1u

Initiating events were quantified individually. Then the results were summed to obtain event j
category frequencies. Quantification of the individual initiators involved five listed distinct 1

cases:

1. General transients,

2. Special transients,

3. LOCAs,

4. Interfacing system LOCAs, and

5. Internal flooding.

Each of them is discussed individually.

For the general transients, a generic frequency distribution was determined, based on
NUREG/CR-3862 (Reference 3.1.1-4). However, Hope Creek trip events (general transient
events) covering operation through July 31,1993 were summarized and used, because it
reflected better plant-specific experience. The HCGS loss of power (LOP) frequency wasp

'd calculated from data taken from NSAC-182 (Reference 3.1.1-5).

It should be noted that the special transient initiating events are generally rare events. It is not
practical to estimate their occurrence frequencies only from experience data. Therefore, the
special transients were quantified on a case-by-case basis by quantifying the fault trees for
these systems (SSW, SACS, etc.) characteristic of a year's exposure time to obtain a yearly
frequency estimate.

LOCAs inside containment were assigned frequencies based on a survey of past PRAs and
EPRI analyses. Table 3.1.1-3 summarizes the LOCA frequencies for HCGS and presents, as a
means of comparison, LOCA initiator frequencies used in previously performed BWR PRAs.
A dedicated analysis was performed for HCGS to evaluate the occurrence frequencies of
ISLOCA initiating events outside containment. Seventy potential interfacing LOCA paths
were identified, and sixty-one were screened out. The remaining nine ISLOCA paths include
those associated with the high pressure RCS water entering the RHR or CSS systems via either
the suction line or at least one of the RHR or CSS injection lines. These are the so-called V
sequences as defined in WASH-1400. The ISLOCA initiating events flow paths are defined as i

the following:

1. Core spray pump BP206/DP206 discharge line,

Ag 2. Core spray pump AP206/CP206 discharge line,

|
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j 3. RHR pump AP202 discharge line (LPCI), O

4. RHR pump BP202 discharge line (LPCI),

5. RHR pump CP202 discharge line (LPCI),

6. RHR pump DP202 discharge line (LPCI),

RHR pump AP202/BP202 suction from reactor recirculation Loop B suction header (SDC),7.

RHR pump BP202 return line to recirculation Loop B (SDC). and8.

RHR pump AP202 return line to recirculation Loop A (SDC).9.

Internal flooding initiating event frequencies were calculated individually for each room
exposed to the hazard ofinternal flooding. Initiated floods may be isolated by the operators
before plant equipment is damaged. For this analysis, a 30 minute period following the
initiation of the flooding event was allowed for the operators to attempt to isolate the flood.
Table 3.1.1-4 summarizes all these Hope Creek room numbers (first column), their respective
total flood initiating event frequencies (second column), a 30 minute isolation failure (third
column) and the unisolated flood frequency.

The integrated results from the initiating event frequency analysis are summarized in Table 3.1.1-5.h
3.1.1.4 Success Criteria

After the occurrence of an initiating event, the successful shutdown of the reactor depends on
the success and failure combinations of a large number of equipment components and human
actions. For each initiating event, success criteria represent the minimum combination of
systems, trains, loops, components or human actions that will accomplish the necessary
functions to prevent core damage. These functions appear typically as event headings in the
event trees. Seven functional event headings were used for the HCGS IPE. They are:

1. Reactivity control, to stop the chain reaction in
the core, and reduce the power to decay heat levels.

2. Reactor primary coolant system integrity,

3. High pressure primary coolant inventory control.

Early containment pressure and temperature control.4.

5. Reactor vessel depressurization. O
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6. Low pressure primary coolant inventory control.

7. Ieng term heat removal via either PCS or containment pressure and |

temperature control.

The outcome of the successful or failed status of these top functions determine if the core is
damaged or not. The criterion used to determine core integrity or core damage is water level
sufficiently low that average core temperatures predict significant clad oxidation, and clad i

damage and the onset of fuel melt. This is typically expected to occur when the sustained
vessel level is approximately 1/3 core height using the MAAP code modeling. Large !
uncertainties can exist regarding the phenomenology associated with core degradation and the |

acceptance criteria may not be universally applied under every possible scenario. However,
the criteria were conservatively chosen, so that the impact of the success criteria on the core
damage frequency is limited. To reduce the uncertainties, specific success criteria were
defined for each initiating event. Success criteria for each individual initiating event and their
justifications are given in the next sections. Thejustifications are based on system flow
capabilitics, success criteria used in other PRAs where applicable similarities exist, and a
number of MAAP calculations. The success criteria tables (Tables 3.1.1-6 to 3.1.1-19) show
where uncertain criteria were validated by MAAP calculations.

3.1.1.4.1 Turbine Trip Success Criteria

Success criteria for a turbine trip, which is a transient with PCS available, are shown in
Table 3.1.1-6.

For reactivity control to be successful, sufficient rods must be inserted within approximately ;

1/2 minute. At least several rods would have to fail to insert in order to fail to shut down the j

unit. If this function fails, then an ATWS state exists, for which a separate set of success
criteria apply (see Section 3.1.1.4.14).

Reactor coolant system integrity involves two separate concerns: automatic opening of SRVs
when pressure increases, and automatic reclosing of the SRVs after the pressure is reduced.
Failure to open SRVs on demand is very unlikely, due to the high redundancy and separation
between the SRVs and the small number of open valves required. For scenarios with PCS
available, two open valves, out of 14, are sufficient to avoid reactor overpressurization (per

MAAP calculation).

High pressure inventory control is normally accomplished by one out of three feedwater trains.
If the initiating event included the loss of one or two of the feedwater trains, then the
redundancy of feedwater is decreased. However, the probability ofloosing the rest of the
feedwater due to high level trip and/or cperator errors is significantly larger than due to the
reduction in the redundancy of the feedwater trains. Moreover, if a lower number of

'n feedwater trains is available the risk of excessive increase in reactor level diminishes. If

V feedwater is unavailable, successful injection by the turbine driven RCIC or HPCI pumps is
acceptable. HPCI and RCIC initiation is automatic, with manual backup. MAAP calculations
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show that after approximately 2 hours, 2 CRD pumps with enhanced flow is sufficient, at high
or low pressure, to maintain coolant inventory. CRD needs manual alignment and initiation.

Early containment pressure and temperature control are not required for this transient, because
no fluid is expected to accumulate in the containment, and most of the decay heat is being
transferred to the condenser; therefore, there is no challenge to the containment.

Reactor depressurization, if required, is successful if the turbine bypass valves are open to the
main condenser. Based on MAAP calculations, rapid depressurization is successful if two out
of 14 SRVs are opened manually allowing for low pressure injection.

Low pressure inventory control is successful if one out of three condensate trains, or one out
of four LPCI/RHR loops, or one out of two core spray loops (with two pumps per loop) is
successful. LPCI and core spray initiate automatically, with manual backup. CRD can
maintain level after other successful injection (see CRD discussion above).

In addition, 2 of 2 condensate transfer pumps cross-tied to LPCI or core spray with a diesel or
motor-driven fire pump cross tied to LPCI, can together provide sufficient flow for long term
make-up. Note that because it will take time to align these alternate makeup water sources for
injection, or because of their relatively low flow rating, these systems are credited only long
term cooling. While service water cross-tied through LPCI could be used, credit is
conservatively not given in the analysis.

O
Long term heat removal is achieved through normal heat removal to the condenser or one out
of two RHR pumps in the SPC or CSC mode, or containment venting. To get to cold
shutdown the SDC mode of RHR could be used, but is not credited here to make the modeling
simpler and since achievement of successful hot shutdown status is sufficient for the present
IPFlPRA purposes.

3.1.1.4.2 Loss of Condenser (Vacuum) Success Criteria

Success criteria for a loss of condenser vacuum, which is a transient with PCS initially
unavailable, are shown in Table 3.1.1-7. The success criteria for this transient are similar to
those of a turbine trip with the following exceptions or clarifications:

Reactor coolant system integrity requires more SRVs to open to relieve pressure when the
MSIVs are closed. MAAP estimates are that at least 5 SRVs, out of 14, must open.

| Initial high pressure inventory control can be accomplished by the turbine driven RCIC or
HPCI pumps only, because steam flow is shut off from the turbine driven feedwater pumps,
due to the MSIV closure and feedwater cannot be used. CRD is still available to maintain
level with 2 pump enhanced flow after approximately 2 hours. Secondary condensate pumps
are available at 700 psig reactor pressure for RPV water level control.

O
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( Early containment pressure and temperature control is challenged as a result of SRV discharge
to the pool, but not enough to cause failure before RHR is initiated. Hence this function is'

considered unnecessary.

If high pressure inventory control is not successful, reactor vessel depressurization can be
achieved either with HPCI in full flow test mode (which is the normal, slow depressurization)
or with two out of 14 SRVs opened manually (which is an eme gency, faster depressurization).
Turbine bypass valves cannot be used in this case, because the MSIVs are closed.

Ieng term heat removal is achieved through one out of two (A or B) RER pumps in the SPC
or CSC mode, or containment venting. PCS is not available for this initiator.

3.1.1.4.3 MSIV Closure Success Criteria

Success criteria for MSIV closure, which is a transient with PCS initially unavailable, are
shown in Table 3.1.1-8. The success criteria for this transient are identical to the loss of
condenser vacuum. The probability of recovering the power conversion system, which
includes reopening a main steam path to the condenser and use of the condensate system, is
conservatively assumed to be the same for MSIV closure as for loss of condenser vacuum
initiating events,

3.1.1.4.4 Loss of Feedwater Success Criterian
U

Success criteria for loss of feedwater are shown in Table 3.1.1-9. The success criteria for
this transient are similar to the turbine trip with the following exceptions or clarifications:

High pressure inventory control is accomplished by the turbine driven RCIC or HPCI pumps.
CRD can maintain level after about 2 hours.

If feedwater is quickly recovered and no MSIV closure occurs, the normal power conversion
system will remain available for heat removal. If MSIV closure occurs, the reactor heat is
transferred to the suppression pool, and RHR in SPC or CSC mode will be needed for
containment heat removal.

3.1.1.4.5 Stuck Open Safety / Relief Valve Success Criteria

Success criteria for a stuck open safety / relief valve (SORV), which at Hope Creek is a
transient with PCS available, are shown in Table 3.1.1-10. The success criteria for this
transient are similar to those of a turbine trip with the following exceptions or clarifications:

The reactor coolant integrity is not maintained. However, contrary to LOCAs, no immediate
harsh environment is created in the containment although some temperature rise in the
suppression pool is expected.

O
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Since at Hope Creek the MSIVs are expected to remain open, high pressure inventory control
can be accomplished by feedwater, HPCI or RCIC. However, since these are all steam driven
systems, they will eventually isolate (HPCI at 100 psi, RCIC at 64.5 psi) due to loss of
primary steam pressure from the SORV. Note that condensate will be available once pressure
has decreased below 600-700 psig.

Reactor vessel depre .mrization can be achieved easier because of the already stuck open valve.
If more rapid depressurization is required, such as if all high pressure cooling water were to
fail, additional SRVs can be opened.

While energy transfer to the pool is greater, earlier in this event, no immediate challenge to
containment is expected before RHR can be initiated, especially since the MSIVs remain open.

3.1.1.4.6 Loss of Offsite Power Success Criteria

Upon occurrence of a loss of offsite power, immediate attempts are made to restore offsite
power and to supply emergency onsite power via four diesel generators. The following must
be considered for this event:

1. MSIVs close, because ofloss of power to MSIV solenoids. Additionally, condenser
vacuum is lost, because of loss of power to the circulating water pumps and other
equipment.

G
2. HPCI and RCIC rely on DC power for starting and control. This DC power is

supplied by the station batteries. Battery life is assumed to be 4 hours (minimum), if
charging by AC sources is lost. Therefore, HPCI and RCIC are assumed to fail during
a SB0 of more than 4 hours.

3. The probabilities to recover offsite power and/or diesel generators are based on data in
NSAC-182.

( Considering these assumptions, the success criteria for a loss of offsite power, which is a

|
transient with PCS initially unavailable, are shown in Table 3.1.1-11. The success cdteria
for this transient are similar to those of MSIV closure with the following exceptions orI

clarifications:

Rapid reactor depressurization, if needed (e.g., if level decreases below TAF), is successful if
at least two out of 14 SRVs is opened. During SBO, long term operation of HPCI and RCIC
are affected by battery depletion, containment back pressure on turbine exhausts (particularly
RCIC), and high pool temperature if the pool is used for suction. Without RHR, containment
pressure could compromise the required differential pressure across the SRV pilot, thereby
causing SRV closure. Additionally, battery depletion can also cause failure to maintain an
SRV open since DC power is required. Note that the pressure safety function of the SRV is
not affected even if DC power is lost.
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7 Only condensate and condensate transfer are directly affected by the loss of offsite power. If
(V SBO occurs, all other low pressure inventory control is unavailable, except for the fire water

system. However, by itself, sufficient flow from fire water is uncertain, because of the loss of
pump head through small pipes and connections. Therefore, during SBO, no credit is taken
for the fire water in the IPE. j

l

Once offsite or onsite power is recovered, long term heat removal is achieved through normal
heat removal through the condensate system, or one out of two RHR loops in SPC or CSC
mode, or through centainment venting. However, the availability of the RHR loops depend on |

the boundary conditions dictated by the timing of the recoveries. |
i

D xing SBO, only containment venting is available for containment heat removal. ;

The maximum successful period of coolant injection duri'g a SBO is assumed to be 6 hours,
which is the designed depletion time of the batteries.

3.1.1.4.7 Large LOCA Success Criteria

Various size loss of coolant accidents were defined in section 3.1.1.1 (Initiating events
identification). Success criteria for a large LOCA are shown in Table 3.1.1-12.

q For reactivity control to be successful, sufficient rods must be inserted within approximately

Q 1/2 minute. At least several rods would have to fail to insert into the core in order to fail to
shut down the unit. If this function fails, then an ATWS state exists, for which a separate set
of success criteria apply (see section 3.1.1.4.14).

Reactor coolant system integrity is lost for LOCA initiating events. A harsh environment will
be created at the break location, due to the loss of primary coolant inyt.. tory.

High pressure inventory control is not applicable, because of a rapid depressurization of the
reactor coolant system. Feedwater is also not available because of MSIV closure (at -129").

Early containment pressure and temperature control are required for this transient, because the
inventory loss is expected to accumulate in the containment. This is achieved by the pressure
suppression system using the torus /drywell vacuum breakers.

Reactor depressurization is successful during a large LOCA.

I.ow pressure inventory control is successful if one out of four LPCI loops or one out of two
core spray loops is successful. Condensate is conservatively not credited as a continuous low
pressure injection source since makeup to the hotwell is not sufficient to maintain NPSH for
the condensate pumps. Condensate is credited as an intermittent source of water following
other successful injection, once the required flow rate is small and hotwell level is likely to be

f maintained.
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Long term heat removal is achieved through one out of two RHR loops in SPC or CSC modes
or containment venting.

3.1.1.4.8 Intermediate LOCA Success Criteria j

Success criteria for an intermediate LOCA are shown in Table 3.1.1-13. The success criteria |

for this accident are similar to those of a large LOCA with the following exceptions or

clarifications:

Feedwater is again assumed to be unavailable because of MSIV closure at -129". HPCI can be
used initially, because the system has sufficient flow capacity to successfully supply enough
inventory to the reactor system. However, HPCI will soon fail (within less than fifteen
minutes) due to loss of steam pressure.

No credit is given to RCIC, because it has insufficient coolant flow makeup capacity to
compensate for the intermediate size loss of coolant initiating event.

Reactor depressurization is achieved during an intermediate LOCA by the LOCA itself. If
rapid depressurization is nceded (e.g., if HPCI failed) then manual opening of one or two out
of 14 SRL may be needed; particularly if the break is a water leak instead of a steam leak.
Hence two SRVs are conservatively assumed to be required.

h3.1.1.4.9 Small LOCA Success Criteria

Success criteria for a small LOCA are shown in Table 3.1.1-14. The success criteria for this
accident are similar to those of a turbine trip transient with the following exceptions or
clarifications:

Reactor coolant system integrity is not maintained for a small LOCA initiating event. A harsh
environment will be created at the break location, and a small loss of primary coolant

inventory occurs.

High pressure inventory control, through feedwater, HPCI, or RCIC is assumed to be
successful only for a limited time, until the pressure vessel depressurizes below the design
limit of the turbine driven pumps.

Note that pressure suppression is assumed to be required like the other LOCAs and CRD
is not credited for injection due to uncertainties in the required flow rate depending on the
size and location of the break.

The power conversion system may remain available during a small LOCA, and hence it is )
credited for long term heat removal because it will likely remove sufficient heat to avoid a ,

significant challenge to containment. !

O'
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(~] If the small LOCA is a recirculation pump seal LOCA, the success criteria are similar to those
V of the turbine trip initiating event.

3.1.1.4.10 Loss of Instrument / Service Air Success Criteria

IAss of instrument / service air is a special initiator because (a) it affects multiple systems
(e.g., control rods, outboard MSIVs, condensate /feedwater) that will cause a scram and MSIV
closure, and (b) it affects one path for CRD injection as well as use of feedwater/ condensate,
containment venting, and backup to long term SRV operation.

The success criteria for this event are shown in Table 3.1.1-15 and are identical to that for the
MSIV closure event except (a) condensate is not credited for injection, and (b) containment
venting must be performed using the backup nitrogen bottle or manually. Also note that one
pathway for CRD long-term injection is failed because of loss of air to the cooling water
header flow control station, but the charging water header is still potentially available.
Additionally, MSIV reopening and restoration of the balance-of-plant is not feasible without
restoration of air.

3.1.1.4.11 Lo: of RACS Success Criteria

Total loss of RACS is a special initiator in that loss of RACS (a) requires a scram within 10

g minutes to avoid recirculation pump seal damage, and (b) it prevents use of CRD injection

V since the CRD pumps require lube oil cooling via RACS.

Success criteria for a loss of RACS is idcntical to that for turbine trip, except CRD injection
for long term inventory control can not be used. The success criteria are shown in Table
3.1.1-16,

3.1.1.4.12 Loss of Station Service Water (SSW) or SACS Success Criteria

Loss of either service water or SACS as special initiators can be treated virtually identically
although there may be sequence timing differences as well as one subtle difference. The
sequence timing differences exist because of the potentially different times for heat-up of the l

plant loads depending on whether SSW or SACS is lost initially. The one subtle difference is |

that CRD and SSW for injection may be able to be operated for a while when SACS is lost I

(i.e., SSW is available and RACS is available for CRD pump cooling). However, effects of
the loss of SACS on room cooling makes the long-term viability of CRD and SSW operation
indeterminate.

Therefore to simplify the analysis, both SSW loss and SACS loss are treated the same way and
without credit for long term SSW and CRD use. Table 3.1.1-17, therefore, provides the
success criteria for both loss of SSW and loss of SACS. These criteria are identical to that for
MSIV closure except (a) CRD, SSW, and condensate operation are not credited, (b)p() containment venting will require use of the nitrogen bottles or manual operation since loss of
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air and power occur due to loss of compressor cooling followed by battery depletion, (c) RHR
cooling is not viable due to loss of the heat exchangers as a heat sink, and (d) loss of cooling |

can ultimately affect long-term operation of nearly all the mitigating systems in the plant. |

|

3.1.1.4.13 Loss of HVAC Success Criteria

In this study, the general term of " Loss of HVAC" is def'med as the loss of Class IE panel
room HVAC or the loss of all switchgear room HVAC. As described by the initiating event
section, loss of these systems can have eventual adverse effects on several systems because of
loss of room cooling to various inverter, battery and charger, relays and other electrical
equipment rooms. A reactor trip could potentially be induced because of equipment heat-up
and spurious operation or failure, or because the operators quickly shutdown the plant as room
temperatures rise. Such an event would likely start as a turbine trip event but if not recovered,
could lead to mitigating system failures, due to electrical rooms heat-up causing potential
failure of electrical equipment.

Table 3.1.1-18, therefore, shows the success criteria as being the same as a turbine trip but
with the overall caveat that systems can fail in the long term due to electrical equipment
failures.

3.1.1.4.14 ATWS Success Criteria

Two cases are identified for anticipated transients without scram: 1) Feedwater available with
MSIVs open (turbine trip type transients) and 2) MSIV closure transients (MSIV closure or

! loss of condenser vacuum, when feedwater is unavailable ). In the former case when
,

feedwater is available, level control is achieved, with no need of HPCI, and the initial power
spike will be small. The automatic / manual actuation of SLC will successfully shutdown the
plant.

The second case of MSIV closure ATWS is more of a concern, and the success criteria of
Table 3.1.1-19 are focused on this initiating ' event. The MSIV closure ATWS is of a greater
concern at Hope Creek because of the following reasons:

1. The first result of the MSIV closure ATWS is a power spike and a pressure increase
which may require a number of SRVs to open, depending on the magnitude and
duration of the power increase.

2. The feedwater is not available leaving only HPCI and RCIC for control level.

3. It is assumed that the operators are exposed to substantial stress during the first few
minutes of an ATWS seque.na. They must control level with high pressure means, and
they must inhibit ADS, to aWid rapid system depressurization. The normal flow of
HPCI must be modified as soon as possible (HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0322), to avoid HPCI

,

| injection inside the shroud, via the core spray flow path.
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O Success criteria for MSIV closure anticipated transients without scram are shown in Table
V 3.1.1-19 and are described in the following paragraphs.

For reactivity control to be successful after the initial failure of suffkient rod insertion within
approximately 1/2 minute, both recirculation pump trips must be successful along with either
fast restoration of rod insertion or poison injection by two out of two SLC pumps. At Hope
Creek, SLC pumps are initiated automatically by the RRCS or manually.

Reactor coolant system integrity involves two separate concerns: opening of SRVs when
pressure increases, and reclosing the SRVs after the pressure surge is over. For MSIV closure
ATWS events, both concerns have a significantly higher impact than for other initiating
events. Recirculation pump trip also has a depressurization effect on the primary system
because it lowers the reactor power.

The demands on SRVs to open and to close will follow the power and pressure fluctuations.
Due to the highly redundant SRVs (14), it is still expected, similar to other trusients, that
opening of SRVs on demand has a high probability of success during the first few minutes of
an ATWS. However, contrary to other transient scenarios, the failure probability of SRVs to
reclose is higher, due to the high number of demands.

High pressure inventory control is achieved by the RCIC pump or the HPCI pump through the
flow path outside the shroud. Both pumps are turoine driven'.

Early containment pressure and temperature control are required because of the high
temperature expected in the suppression pool (because of numerous open SRVs). The control
is achieved by using one out of two RHR loops operating in the SPC or CSC mode. This
means pressure suppression operates and SRV tail pipes remain intact and wetwell/drywell
vacuum breakers reclose.

Automatic reactor depressurization by the ADS system needs to be inhibited in the early stages
of the event, which requires a successful human action. Normal cooldown by the operators is
required in the late stages of the event, after the boron weight has been injected.

Low pressure inventory control, with special emphasis on level control, is successful if one out
four LPCI, one out of two core spray loops (with two pumps per loop), or one out three
condensate trains, or two out of two condensate transfer pumps and the Diesel fire pump can
be used. Because of high pool temperature, core spray suction will need to be switched to the
CST for continuous operation.

Iong term heat removal is achieved through the power conversion system (if recovered), or
RHR, or through containment venting.

O
V
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3.1.2 Event Tree Develonment

This section delineates the system and operator response that may follow the initiating events
in functional event trees. Event trees are pictorial representations of significant plant responses
to the initiating event categories, which were described in the last section. Each path in the
event tree results in either an undamaged or a damaged core. Minor and local core damage
that does not represent a safety risk is assumed in the analysis to represent an undamaged
core. Event trees are developed by starting with an initiating event category and branching to
the right as various safety functions are questioned for success or failure. Branches of the
event trees leading to core damage are called core damage sequences and they are quantified to
obtain core damage frequency estimates. A full description of the methodology of event tree
analysis is given in Chapter 2 of this report.

In Section 3.1.1, fifty-five initiating events were identified for HCGS. These events were then
grouped into fifteen distinct categories for input to the event tree development task (including
internal flooding and interfacing system LOCAs). The Hope Creek initiating event frequencies
grouped in representative categories are listed in Table 3.1.2-1. O
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O Event trees were developed by first identifying the functions that must be fulfilled to reach a |
V stable shutdown state. In general, the functions required are similar for all initiating event

categories. Functions of conurn include reauivity control (shutdown), maintenance of reactor
coolant system integrity, maintenance of reactor coolant system inventory, core decay heat
removal, and containment pressure and temperature control.

The event tree analysis defines the possible paths of an accident through the success and failure
states of principal plant functions. The functions are defined in terms of systems and the
systems in terms of components, including human actions. One of the essential elements of an
event tree analysis is the determination of the success criteria, which represent the minimum
complement of operable equipment and human a;tions required to accomplish each safety
function.

The HCGS event tree analysis used the success criteria described in Section 3.1.1.4. These
criteria indicate both the systems that can fulfill each function and the success criteria (e.g.,
one of two pumps). These success criteria are best estimates and were based on the following
sources:

1. PRAs of other plants,

2. General Electric Owners Group " Emergency Procedure Guidelines" !
iA (Reference 3.1.2-1),

V
3. "Radionuclide Release Calculations for Selected Severe Accident Scenarios"

(Reference 3.1.2-2),

4. HCGS Updated FSAR (Reference 3.1.2-3),

5. HCGS-specific thermal-hydraulic analyses performed for this study.

Construction of the HCGS event trees included a review of the HCGS Emergency Operating
Procedures (Reference 3.1.2-4). In general, the event trees were constructed to model
accident sequences to the point at which either significant core damage occurred or at least a
stable hot shutdown was achieved. A time frame of 24 hours following an initiating event was
chosen for representatiort in the event trees with a few exceptions such as loss of long-term
heat removal. Long-term heat removal from the containment may take multiple days before
either a core damage or safe state is achieved.

Certain accident sequences potentially leading to core damage can be recovered. Recovery
implies regaining the use of some system or component that was initially unavailable or
bypassing a failed system or component to avert core damage. For example, the loss of offsite
power or the loss of HVAC (which also leads to SBO) are initiating event categories that have

o the potential to lead directly to core damage, if not recovered. Therefore, the event tree for

b these categories deal mainly with recovery of the failed systems. If the systems are not
recovered within a certain time period, core damage is assumed to occur. If recovery is
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successful, then the sequence is considered to be successfully mitigated. Component or system ,

'
level recoveries that are described clearly in the Emergency Operating Procedures were treated
either in the system fault trees or as functional top headings in the event tree or as additional
events added into the sequence cutsets.

A list of event tree top events is presented in Table 3.1.2-2. The sequences are tracked to
either successful hot or cold shutdown, or to the point where a challenge exists to the core.
Note that all sequences' outcomes belong to one of the following groups:

1. Undamaged core (safe shutdown); containment may or may not be damaged;

2. Core is damaged; occurrence frequency is calculated;

3. Sequence transfer (a sequence which strongly resembles another sequence analyzed

at the transfer address).

E3.1.2.1 Event Tree Model Descrintions

The following subsections contain detailed discussions of each event tree. Within each
subsection, the following are discussed:

1. Initiating event category, 9
2. Accident sequence characterization,

3. Event tree construction.

The first event tree (turbine trip) is discussed in full detail. The rest of the subsections include
only details specific to the individual event trees, that were not discussed in the turbine trip
subsection.

3.1.2.1.1 Event Tree Model of the Turbine Trip Transient

1) Initiatine Event Description

The turbine trip initiating event causes the closure of the turbine stop valves and, therefore, a
turbine trip. This event will cause a reactor scram and a reduction in the steam flow from the-

reactor vessel. The feedwater control system will adjust to the reduced demand for feedwater

makeup.

2) Accident Secuence Characterization

A turbine trip results in a reactor trip. This transient involves a minimal challenge to the
reactor shutdown systems. Feedwater/ condensate flow will be sufficient to achieve hot h
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O shutdown. Alternately, RCIC, HPCI, reactor depressurization and low pressure injection
V systems, together with containment heat removal, can also achieve a safe shutdown condition.

Success criteria for the turbine trip transient are given in Table 3.1.1-6.

3) Event Tree Construction

The event tree for the turbine trip transient is shown in Figure 3.1.2-1. Forty-two sequences
are shown, of which 20 do not lead to core damage; 4 transfer to another event tree. Each
of the functional event headings listed across the top of the event tree are discussed below.

T_urbine Trip Initiator Gvent Tt)

There are a large number of potential causes of turbine trips. The grouping of all initiating
events which were included in the category " turbine trip" is presented in Table 3.1.1-1.

Reactivity Control Gvent C)
|

|

This event refers to a reactor scram required during a transient. A scram can be either
automatic or manual, and it should occur within approximately 30 seconds of the transient. A
scram will successfully shut down the plant unless several rods fail to insert into the core. If a
sufficient number of control rods fails to insert into the core (indicated by the "down" branch

r under the C event), the sequence becomes an Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS)

( and transfers to an event tree developed to explicitly evaluate plant and operator response to a
failure of rods to insert. The ATWS event tree is described in Section 3.1.3.7. Success
(indicated by the horizontal line to the next event) implies a sufficient number of control rods
inserted to shut down the fission process.

HVAC Gvent Hve)

Top event Hvc represents continued availability of the HVAC function, which is achieved via
switchgear and Class 1E panel room HVAC systems. If there is no loss of HVAC after the '

turbine trip initiating event, the systems, subsystems and components serviced by HVAC are
not degraded by the common-cause failure of HVAC. PCS is not directly impacted by failure
of HVAC. Ifloss of HVAC occurs after the turbine trip, various systems, subsystems and
components may fail due to the common-cause failure of HVAC. This scenario is then
described later by the HVAC special event tree (see Section 3.1.3).

Offsite Power Gvent E)

Top Event E represents continued availability of offsite power after a turbine trip has occurred.
If there is no loss of offsite power after the turbine trip initiating event, PCS is not lost due to
direct impact of this event. If a loss of power (LOP) occurs after the turbine trip, the MSIVs
close, and a demand is placed on the diesel generators. This scenario is then described by the

O LOP event tree in Section 3.1.2.1.6.
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Safetv/ Relief Valves Onen vent M)

The turbine generator is assumed to trip during all transient initiators. Closure of the turbine
stop valves as a result of the turbine trip causes a pressure transient throughout the reactor
coolant system.

The safety relief valves (SRVs) provide ASME boiler code protection against overpressure of
the RPV. If the main steam line SRVs and the turbine bypass valves fail to open during this

pressure transient, the RCS pressure limits may be exceeded, and a system rupture (i.e., large
LOCA) is conservatively assumed to occur. Therefore, failure of event M is transferred to the
large LOCA event tree.

All Safetv/ Relief Valves Reclose mvents P and P2)
~

Success of event P implies the closing of all open SRVs after they have successfully prevented
RPV osapressurization. The failure of these valves to reclose impacts plant performance in'

the following ways:

1. The heat load caused by the stuck open SRVs represents a challenge to the RHR

system to remove the additional heat from the suppression pool.

2. There is a potential for the power conversion system (PCS) to be ineffective as a hmeans of removing decay heat because steam flow that would normally go to the
condenser via the turbine bypass valves is now goiag to the suppression pool via

the SRVs.

3. Reactor coolant system will be depressurized, resulting in gradual degradation of the
turbine-driven high pressure injection systems. The decrease in the RPV pressure will

cease if the SRV closes.

4. A greater demand on required reactor coolant flow rate may. occur to keep the
core covered.

Treatment of event P considers the fact that the likelihood of a stuck open SRV (SORV) to

occur and to persist is low, but not negligible. The likelihood of a SRV to reclose is affected
by the type of SRVs installed and by the setpoints of the valves. HCGS uses the improved
two-stage Target Rock SRVs and the higher, preferable, SRV setpoints. The value used in this
analysis for the conditional probability of a SRV failing to reclose is 2E-3 per demand. For
the turbine trip transient, three demands (cycles) are assumed.

Success of the P event implies that all valves successfully reclosed. Failure indicates that at
least one SORV exists. Should P fail, the P2 event indicates whether more than one SORV

exists. The probability of multiple SORVs to occur and remain open is very low, but possible h(it has occurred in BWR operation experience). Success of the P2 event implies that only one
SORV has occurred and has logic similar to the S2 event tree in the non-seal LOCA part.
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O Failure implies that two SORVs exist. This size LOCA can be approximated by the S1 event,

V so failure of P2 has a similar logic as the S1 event tree, with successful reactor
depressurization, but without the harsh environment created by LOCA. I

Feedwater Available vent 01

This top event heading addresses the availability of the feedwater system as a high pressure .

injection source. Following a turbine trip, the feedwater-condensate system together with the !
steam flow through the turbine bypass valves represent the normal PCS method of maintaining
reactor coolant inventory and decay heat removal. Availability of feedwater flow to the core
requires the following:

a) At least one train of the condensate-feedwater system is operable and able to
deliver water from the condenser hotwell to the reactor vessel. This requires that
one primary and one secondary condensate pump, along with one feedwater pump
in the train, be available.

b) Steam must be available from the reactor to the feedwater pump turbines through
the main steam isolation valves.

c) To maintain condenser vacuum, at least one of the main condenser circulating

g water pumps must be available to deliver cooling water to the main condenser;

V also at least one of the steam jet air ejectors or one of the mechanical vacuum
pumps must be available.

Note that if Q is successful, it is assumed that the entire PCS remains available and so decay
heat is being transferred to the main condenser and, ultimately, the environment.

The initial reactor water level rise following the turbine trip has a subsequent attempt by
feedwater control to restore level to normal. This will cause a subsequent level increase,
which may lead to a feedwater system trip on high level (Level 8), but only if the operator
fails to control the feedwater and does not respond in time. If the feedwater system trips, the
operator must recover feedwater to prevent automatic ECCS actuation when RPV water level
reaches I2 vel 2. Due to the fact that feedwater is a normally operating system with which the
operators are extremely familiar, the feedwater system represents an important and relatively
reliable capability for maintaining reactor coolant inventory. If feedwater is not recovered, the
vessel water level will decrease to I2 vel 2, where HPCI and RCIC systems will receive
initiation signals.

Failure of this event implies that feedwater has been lost as a high pressure injection source
so that other injection is required. On a failure of feedwater, RHR cooling is required only if
HPCI or RCIC is used for high pressure injection. If primary and secondary condensate pumps
are available, pressure will be decreased to allow condensate pumps to feed vessel (at

O approximately 600-700 psig). Provided at least one primary condensate pump is operating,
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and automatic hotwell level control back and forth to CST remains in operation. Changes in
condenser hotwell level have a negligible effect on condenser vacuum, provided the steam jet

air ejectors on mechanical vacuum pumps remain in operation.

High Pressure Coolant vent U)

If feedwater is not available, the high pressure injection systems RCIC and/or HPCI can

operate over a wide range of RCS pressures and are capable of providing makeup to the RPV
until pressure decreases to the point that inlet turbine pressure is approximately 100 psig for
HPCI and 65 psig for RCIC. The RCIC and HPCI systems are reactor steam turbine driven,
and despite the difference in their injection rates, successful initiation and operation of either
of the systems is sufficient to maintain reactor water level following a turbine trip. It should

-

be noted that if both HPCI and RCIC fail immediately after the feedwater failure (after scram),
the lower flow rate of CRD as a high pressure makeup source cannot avoid core damage
without additional injection sources. Based on MAAP calculations, high pressure CRD is
credited in this analysis only if previous high pressure injections systems were successful for
approximately two hours. However, with successful depressurization, the condensate or LPCI
or CSS systems will successfully sustain reactor water level control. Note that in a SORV
scenario (P fails), eventual depressurization is expected so that if U is successful, low pressure
injection (V event) is assumed to be required following HPC1/RCIC shutoff on low pressure.

Reactor Depressuri7ation Gvent_D

In the event that the high pressure syster , .aavailable to .naintain adequate coolant

inventory, the RPV can be depressurizet core spray, LPCI, or condensate can be'

employed to establish low pressure coolant mjecdon.

The principal method of depressurization is to relieve steam via the main turbine bypass valves
to the main condenser. Other methods of depressurization are the use of HPCI in full flow test

or the operator taking manual control of the SRVs.

Success of this event is described as the timely depressurization of the reactor vessel after

failure of high pressure injection. If the SRVs are used, at least two valves must be opened for
success.

Alternate methods of depressurization are through the RCIC lines, Steam Jet Air Ejector
(SJAE), feedpump turbines, RWCU, or the main steam line drains. While these alternate
depressurization features are viable methods, they involve more operator actions. The
equipment failure probability associated with the bypass valves and the SRVs is already so
low, credit for these alternate methods of depressurization is not required in the IPE.

IAw Pressure Coolant Makeup mvent V)

Successful depressurization provides the opportunity to inject into the RPV with low pressure
systems. Among these systems are core spray, LPCI, and the condensate. Other relatively
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p low flow systems which cannot restore and maintain water level early in the event are not
V explicitly discussed here.

|The core spray system (CSS), with an operating range of 0 to 380 psig, and the low pressure
coolant injection system (LPCI), with an operating range of 0 to 340 psig, initiate after receipt
of a low water level signal (-129"). However, water is not injected to the RPV unless pressure
is below the pumps shutoff head. The condensate system can inject water into the reactor
through the feedwater pumps, starting at approximately 700 psig of reactor pressure. This
system is normally operating and has a high likelihood of being available, provided that
coolant inventory can be maintained in the condenser hotwell. Success of this event implies
that at least one of these systems is supplying injection to the RPV per the requirements of the
success criteria presented in Table 3.1.1-6.

Containment Heat Removal mvent W)

This event represents the removal of decay heat either directly from the reactor vessel or from
the containment. This removal of heat occurs through the PCS-condensate system or through
the shutdown cooling (SDC) mode or the suppression pool cooling (SPC) mode of the Residual
Heat Removal (RHR). As described in Section 3.1.1.4.1, the SDC mode is not modeled in
the IPE to simplify certain modeling interactions.

The RHR system can be employed successfully to remove the containment heat load if a flow
path from the containment torus through at least one RHR heat exchanger can be established.
. Alignment of RHR requires manual action. In addition, the SACS system must provide
cooling water to the corresponding RHR heat exchanger. The use of the PCS as a method
of containment heat removal is possible if at least one main steam line path and a returning
condensate path can be maintained to exhaust steam to the condenser, and there is not a large
diversion of reactor decay heat directly to the suppression pool. As described under the Q

'

event, the PCS is assumed to be available if Q is available, and unavailable if Q fails.

Containment Ventine vent W l)

This event evaluates the situation where the containment integrity is threatened because of
failure of the normal containment heat removal features, but the core has sufficient coolant
makeup. The EOPs of Hope Creek instruct the operator to vent the suppression chamber when
its pressure reaches 65 psig, regardless of the cor.dition of the core.

Success of this event is defined as the controlled venting of the containment to remove heat
and pressure (per EOP) from the containment.

Failure of containment venting after failure of other methods of heat removal leads to
containment failure due to overpressurization. Containment failure causes an uncontrolled

n release of the pressure and heat and may impact core cooling capability because of flushing

V of the pool and adverse environmental conditions in the reactor building. If venting fails,
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forced closure of the SRVs is postulated due to inadequate differential air supply between the g
accumulators and the containment atmosphere. This causes repressurization of the RPV and W
thus inability to use low pressure injection systems.

It should be noted that the hard pipe venting system is successful even if power is lost because
it is possible to manually operate the system.

Long-term Coolant Makeup EvenLUvl

This event evaluates the availability of continued coolant injection following failure of early
successful core cooling. Failure of early successful core cooling systems can be caused by
such events as those discussed above under the W1 discussion or because an uncontrolled
depressurization of the reactor coolant system (e.g., SORV) forces HPCI and RCIC (turbine-
driven systems) to be isolated. This event is particularly important following W or W1 failure
when containment challenges are severe and operability of core injection systems can
be affected.

Which systems are applicable to the Uv event depends on the particular sequence being
examined and, hence, which systems are still available and capable for long-term makeup.
Table 3.1.2-2 summarizes all the possible Uv combinations used in all the event trees. The
event trees themselves depict which Uv combination applies to the sequences where Uv is
evaluated. In each case, success of the Uv event indicates successfullong-term c6oling of the
core (even though containment might be failed). Otherwise, failure of Uv results in core
damage.

3.1.2.1.2 Event Tree Model of the Loss of Condenser Vacuum Transient

1) Initiating Event Description

The normal condenser pressure range is between 1 and 4 inches of HgA. When the condenser
vacuum decreases to 7.5 inches HgA, the main turbine trips, which initiates a reactor scram.
Further loss of condenser vacuum causes automatic isolation of the MSIVs at 21.5" HgA.
When the condenser vacuum decreases to 22.9 inches HgA, the bypass valves close.

2) Accident Sequence Characterization.

A loss of condenser vacuum causes a main turbine trip, a reactor feed pump trip, a closure of
all the MSIVs and bypass valves, and results in a reactor trip. From this point on, the accident
sequence characterization is similar to that of the closure of all the MSIVs. With the reactor
isolated from the main condenser, the decay heat is removed from the reactor by discharging
the steam via the SRVs to the suppression pool. It is expected that these relief valves will
open early in the sequence to limit the pressure rise, then these valves sequentially reclose as
the stored energy in the vessel is dissipated into the suppression pool. Six SRV opening
demands are modeled in the of this transient.

1
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The combination of discharge to the torus and loss of feedwater flow will cause the vessel
water level to decrease. At the Level 2 setpoint, both RCIC and HPCI are automatically
initiated. The initiation of the RCIC and HPCI systems may occur within one minute of the
feedwater trip to restore water level. It should be noted that if both HPCI and RCIC fail
immediately after MSIV closure, the lower flow rate of CRD as a high pressure makeup
source cannot avoid core damage without additional injection sources. However, with
successful depressurization, the LPCI and CSS systems will successfully sustain reactor water
level control. Containment heat removal is normally achieved by the RHR system for this
initiating event. Should RHR fail for these sequences, the MSIVs and turbine bypass valves
must reopen and perhaps repairs performed on the initiating fault before PCS can be used to
remove decay heat. Additionally, the operator is required by procedure to vent the
containment as a last means to control containment energy addition, if needed.

The loss of condenser vacuum initiator deserves a separate investigation from the turbine trip
(through a separate event tree), because:

1. It may result in isolation of the condenser,

2. The frequency of the initiating event is relatively high,

3. The mechanisms which result in loss of vacuum may not be readily repairable.

(O 3) Event Tree Construction/

The event tree for the loss of condenser vacuum transient is identical in appearance to the
event tree of the MSIV closure transient. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity, the event tree
of loss of condenser vacuum was combined to the MSIV closure event tree, which is described

in the next section.

3.1.2.1.3 Event Tree Model of the MSIV Closure Transient

This section presents the event tree model for accident sequences which may occur as a result
of MSIV closure, caused by failures related directly to the MSIV equipment or its control.
While other accident sequence initiators may also lead to a closure of the MSIVs (as e planned
precaution), these cases are treated within their respective event trees, such as loss of HVAC,
large LOCA, loss of offsite power, etc. However, as mentioned previously, the MSIV closure
event tree represents also the loss of condenser vacuum event tree (due to their identical
appearance and similar characterization).

1) Initiatine Event Description

A closure of the MSIVs causes an immediate scram to counteract the effects of a positive

,f- reactivity insertion from void collapse under high vessel pressure.
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2) Accident Seauence Characterization

MSIV closure results in a reactor scram and turbine trip. Steam flow to the feedwater turbines
is terminated, leading to feedwater coastdown. High reactor pressure causes the actuation of
safety relief valves to control RPV pressure, further depleting RPV water inventory. With the
reactor isolated from the main condenser, the decay heat is removed from the reactor by venting
the steam via the SRVs to. the suppression pool. It is expected that approximately six SRVs will
be demanded to open early in the sequence to limit the pressure rise, then these valves
sequentially reclose as the stored energy in the vessel is dissipated into the suppression pool.

The combination of steam venting and loss of feedwater flow will cause the vessel water level
|

| to decrease. At the Level 2 setpoint, both RCIC and HPCI are automatically initiated. The
initiation of the RCIC and HPCI systems may occur within one minute of the feedwater trip to
restore water level. It should be noted that if both HPCI and RCIC fail immediately after
MSIV closure, the lower flow rate of CRD as a high-pressure makeup source cannot avoid
core damage without additional injection sources. Based on MAAP calculations, high pressure
CRD is credited in this analysis only if previous high pressure injection systems were
successful for approximately two hours. However, with successful depressurization, the LPCI
and CSS systems will successfully sustain reactor water level control. Containment heat
removal is normally achieved using the SPC or CSC mode of the RHR system for this

I initiating event. Should RHR fail for these sequences, the MSIVs and turbine bypass valves
must be reopened and perhaps repairs performed on the initiating fault before PCS can be used
to remove decay heat. Additionally, the operator is required by procedure to vent the
containment to control containment energy addition, if needed.

3) Event Tree Construction

The event tree for the MSIV closure transient is shown in Figure 3.1.2-2. Forty sequences are
shown, of which eighteen do not lead to core damage. Three transfer to other event trees.
The functional event headings listed across the top of the event tree are similar to those of the
turbine trip event tree. However, the individual functional events will link a different set of
system fault trees according to the specific success criteria for the MSIV closure transient,

| which are given in Table'3.1.1-8.

3.1.2.1.4 Event Tree Model of the Loss of Feedwater Transient

1) Initiating Event Descriqtion

| The normal reactor vessel water level is approximately 16 feet above the top of the active fuel
(TAF). A loss of feedwater leads to a sharp reduction in the coolant makeup rate.
Consequently, core subcooling decreases and causes a reduction in the core power level and
pressure. When RPV water level drops to Level 3, the reactor protection system actuates to
scram the reactor.

O
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p 2) Accident Sequence Characterizafign

G
Loss of feedwater results in a reactor scram and a turbine trip. The electrohydraulic control
(EHC) logic opens the bypass valves to allow steam flow to the condenser. At Level 2, the
EOC-RPT will trip the reactor recirculation pumps if not bypassed before ATWS-RPT, and
the HPCI and RCIC systems start.

The initiation of the RCIC and HPCI systems may occur within less than one minute of the
feedwater trip to restore water level. It should be noted that if both HPCI and RCIC fail
immediately after the loss of feedwater, the reduced flow rate of CRD as a high pressure
makeup source cannot prevent core damage without additional injection sources. Based on
MAAP calculations, high pressure CRD is credited in this analysis only if previous high
pressure injection systems were successful for approximately two hours. However, with

I reactor depressurization, the low pressure injection systems can also sustain reactor water level
I control. Containment heat removal is normally achieved for this transient through the PCS

(since the turbine bypass valves are open) or through the CSC mode or the SPC mode of the
RHR. Should RHR fail for these sequences, the operator is required by procedure to vent the

| containment to control containment energy addition.

3) Event Tree Construction

q The event tree for the loss of feedwater transient is shown in Figure 3.1.2-3. Fifty-three

Q sequences are shown, of which 26 do not lead to core' damage. Four transfer to other event
trees. The functional event headings listed across the top of the event tree are similar to those
of the turbine trip event tree. However, the individual functional events will combine a
different set of system fault trees, according to the specific success criteria for the loss of
feedwater transient, which are given in Table 3.1.1-9.

3.1.2.1.5 Event Tree Model of Inadvertent Open Relief Valve (IORV) Transient

1) Initiating Event Description

The opening of an SRV allows steam to be discharged into the suppression pool. The sudden
increase in the rate of steam flow leaving the reactor vessel causes a depressurization transient.
The pressure regulator senses the reactor vessel pressure decrease and regulates the turbine
control valves to stabilize reactor vessel pressure at a slightly lower value. Reactor power
settles at nearly initial power level. Initially, makeup systems response to an IORV event will
be similar to the demand caused by a medium LOCA event. However, reactor scram is
initiated by the operators if the open SRV cannot be closed within two minutes.

2) Accident Seauence Characterization

i Inadvertent open relief valve (with failure to reclose in 2 minute) results in a manual reactor

Q scram and turbine trip. Once the reactor is shut down, the IORV event is treated similar to the
'

! turbine trip transient. However, since the reactor has been at full power and has been
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discharging steam into the suppression pool, the pool temperature will be elevated. This may
decrease the time allowed for initiation of RHR and result in high containment pressure, loss
of makeup to the reactor, and eventual core damage. However, reduced feedwater flow will
be sufficient to achieve a safe shutdown condition. Alternately, RCIC, HPCI, reactor
depressurization and low pressure injection systems, together with containment heat removal,
will also achieve a safe shutdown condition.

3) Event Tree Construction

The event tree for the inadvertent open relief valve transient is shown in Figure 3.1.2-4.
Twenty-four sequences are shown, of which nine do not lead to core damage. Two transfer
to other event trees. The functional event headings listed across the top of the event tree are
similar to those of the turbine trip event tree. However, the individual functional events will
link a different set of system fault trees, according to the specific success criteria for the loss
of feedwater transient, which are given in Table 3.1.1-10.

3.1.2.1.6 Event Tree Model of Loss of Offsite Power Translent

1) Initiating Event Description

The loss of offsite power (LOP) initiating event is a loss of normal AC power. As a result
of the loss of power, the reactor protection system de-energizes resulting in a reactor scram.

O
2) Accident Secuence Characterization

Loss of offsite power results in a reactor scram and turbine trip and MSIV closure. AC power
is required for long-term operation of systems required to maintain the reactor in a shutdown

| condition. If offsite power is unavailable, these systems require power from the 4160 VAC
~

emergency diesels. Therefore, the diesel generators are expected to start automatically per
design on loss of offsite power and provide power to their respective emergency buses within
10 seconds following the start signal. Operator actions are required only if a diesel generator
fails to start or load. In parallel with the potential efforts made to start and align the
emergency diesel generators, efforts are made to recover offsite power.

Without offsite power, feedwater is unavailable since the condensate pumps as well as the
circulating water pumps responsible for maintaining condenser vacuum are all powered by
these non-Class lE buses. RCIC and HPCI have steam driven pumps and rely on DC power
for startup and control. If none of the AC sources (offsite or diesels) can be recovered, a
station blackout (SBO) situation arises. In an SBO all the power in the station, both DC and
AC, is originated from the energy stored in the batteries, which is calculated to be sufficient
for at least four hours. After depletion of the batteries, HPCI and RCIC are assumed to fail.
Unrecovered failure of HPCI and RCIC during a station blackout is assumed to cause core
damage.

O'
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p Successful EDG operation or offsite power recovery would provide the operator many options,

( for reestablishing coolant injection, including CSS and LPCI if the reactor is successfully
depressurized. Only one RHR and core spray pump can be loaded on a vital bus powered by a
diesel generator.

In the absence of offsite power, containment heat removal can be achieved through RHR or
containment venting. The PCS is unavailable during a LOP. If offsite power is recovered or
onsite emergency power is available, the transient scenario is similar to the MSIV closure.

3) Event Tree Construction

Two approaches are available for the loss of offsite power event tree analysis. One is to
develop an event tree similar to other MSIV closure transients and apply the power and system
recoveries at the cutset level. The second approach, the time-phased approach, is used to
separate different operator and system responses that are dependent on the successful recovery
of onsite and offsite power and other systems. The first approach is implemented.

The event tree for the loss of offsite power initiated transient is shown in Figure 3.1.2-5.
Forty-one sequences are shown, of which fifteen do not lead to core damage. Four are
transfers to other event trees. Most of the functional event headings listed across the top of the
event tree are similar to those of the turbine trip event tree, with the exception of the EDG top
event, which represents the start of the emergency diesel generators upon loss of offsite power.p

Q However, the individual functional top events will link a different set of system fault trees
according to the specific success criteria for the loss of offsite power transient, which are given
in Table 3.1.1-11. The following sections describe explicitly the top events EDG and the
other LO'P-specific event headings.

HVAC (Event Hvc)

Top event Hvc represents continued availability of the HVAC function, which is achieved via
switchgear and panel room cooling after the loss of offsite power has occurred. If there is no
loss of HVAC after the initiating event, the systems, subsystems, and components serviced by
HVAC are not degraded by the common cause failure of HVAC. The offsite and onsite power
itself depends on the HVAC, and this dependency is kept explicitly in the fault trees and the
event tree. Ifloss of HVAC occurs after LOP, various systems, subsystems, and components
may fail due to the common cause failure of HVAC. This scenario is then described later in
the discussion of the HVAC special event tree (see Section 3.1.3).

Availability of Diesel Generators (Event EDG)

This event includes the failure of all four diesel generators and leads to the initial station
blackout scenario.

It should be noted that there are various combinations with one or two diesel generators
available, but they will fail due to additional failures of support systems (for example SACS).
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In these cases, a station blackout scenario develops. These scenarios are identified
automatically by the quantification program and are printed in the cutsets.

In the initial station blackout sequences, recovery of offsite power and diesel generators is
questioned by the PRA analyst for each individual cutset.

Hieh Pressure' Coolant Gvent U)

The requirements for successful high pressure coolant injection are similar to a MSIV closure
initiated event, in that HPCI and RCIC can supply adequate inventory makeup to the reactor.
HPCI and RCIC are designed to be able to start and run initially without any AC dependency,
and they use DC power for control and auxiliary systems for room cooling. The following
considerations affect the availability of auxiliary systems required for coolant injection
following a LOP:

Battery availability (DC power)*

Room cooling requ',rements (HPCI/RCIC Isolation on high temperature )*

High suppression pool temperatures due to lack of containment heat removal may have*

an adverse effect on the RCIC pump seals leading to the release of steam into the RCIC
area. This in turn may also cause isolation or electrical malfunction if RCIC suction is
from the suppression pool. In the longer term, high suppression pool temperature may

j also have an adverse impact on the HPCI and RCIC pump bearing failure. Additionally,
EOP instructions may lead the operator to depressurize upon reaching the heat capacity
temperature limit (HCTL) causing the loss of HPCI and RCIC.

Reactor D_epressurization mvent X)

Reactor depressurization is strongly sequence dependent because the reliabilities associated
with automatic and manual depressurization may vary substantially among the sequences
analyzed. The following itemt re of particular importance in evaluating the conditional
probability of failure to depressurize:

Automatic ADS would be inhibited in the case of station blackout.*

The emergency operating procedures direct the operator to depressurize when the HCTL*

is reached.

RCIC operation may terminate sooner if depressurization occurs due to the high*

exhaust back-pressure trip (25 psig). Since RCIC isolates on low pressure, it is not
credited for long-term makeup supply to the core.

Under station blackout conditions, the SRV pneumatic supply is maintained by safety-*
|
| related accumulators.
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Without suppression pool cooling, the containment pressure may rise sufficientlyO e

(80 to 85 psi) to compromise the required differential pressure across the SRV pilot
valves. However, at a containment pressure of 65 psi, the EOPs direct the operators
to begin suppression chamber venting. Containment venting can be performed from the
Control Room if battery power is available.

Low Pressure Coolant Makeup vent V)

Low pressure ECCS pumps require 4160 VAC power, which is available from the emergency
buses supplied by either offsite power or the diesel generators. There is a direct dependency
between the low pressure ECCS system's success, diesel availability, and the ability to

| depressurize the primary system.

Containment Heat Removal mvent W)

Containment heat removal is a long-term function that must take into account the following
considerations specific to the LOP initiating event:

The PCS is unavailable in the absence of offsite power due to the loss of electric driven*

pumps and condenser vacuum.

The RHR and SACS pumps and valves depend upon the emergency AC power sources.+

For the short-term station blackout (i.e., for less than four hours), the containment heat*

removal is not required when examined on a realistic basis (see also 10 CFR 50.63, the

station blackout rule).

Containment Venting mvent Wl)

Venting can be performed during station blackout. The initiation of venting can be remotely
controlled provided batteries are available, or manual (performed locally).

Long-term Coolant Makeup mvent Uv)

This event is similar to the Uv top event, described in the turbine trip event tree. However,
LOP and SBO specific nodal equation assignments are used as defined in Table 3.1.2-2.

3.1.2.1.7 Event Tree Model of Small LOCA

1) Initiatine Event Description

The small break LOCA is characterized by slow or no reactor vessel depressurization and a
l gradual inventory loss from the vessel. However, immediately after the postulated small break

in the primary system inside containment, drywell pressure will increase. The increase in
drywell pressure will actuate the reactor protection system, and the reactor will scram.I
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2) Accident Seouence Characterization

A small break LOCA results in a reactor scram and turbine trip. High drywell pressure (1.68
psig) causes a loss of the feedwater pumps due to LOCA Level 1 load shed of MCCs for lube
oil pumps. This load shed can be overridden from the control room and feedwater pumps
placed back in service. The increase in drywell pressure will also start the diesel generators
and initiate ECCS. However, these small break LOCA events are within the capacity of RCIC
(600 gpm) and, in most cases, the excess capacity of the feedwater system will compensate for
the loss in reactor vessel inventory. On a small LOCA with high drywell pressure and no
level decrease to -38", RCIC must be started manually. However, the HPCI system will begin
injecting water into the vessel within 30 seconds of the high drywell initiating signal. The
operator will take manual control of the makeup systems later to maintain pressure level and
proceed to cold shutdown. If the operator does not take manual control of HPCI within a few
seconds after initiation, the reactor level could rapidly rise to Level 8 and cause a trip of both
HPCI and feedwater. If the water level outside the shroud reaches the low water level trip
setpoint, the recirculation. pumps trip and the RCIC system starts to provide additional makeup
to the vessel. RCIC and HPCI will both automatically reinitiate if Level 2 is subsequently
reached.

It should be noted that most of the small LOCAs observed in the BWR industry were seal
LOCAs, which could be isolated. Therefore, specific top events in the small LOCA event tree
were developed to address this issue.

O
3) Event Tree Construction

The event tree for the small LOCA initiating event is shown in Figure 3.1.2-6. Thirty-six
sequences are shown, of which 14 do not lead to core damage. Four are transfers to other
event trees. The functional event headings listed across the top of the event tree are similar to
those of the turbine :rg event tree (with the exception of the top events S3, Iso, and D).
However, the indiv. dual functional events will link a different set of system fault trees,
according to the specific success criteria for the small LOCA transient, which are given in
Table 3.1.1-14. Description of small LOCA specific event headings follow.

Small LOCA initiator mvent S2)

Small LOCA is defined as a break in the primary system for which the RCIC makeup
capability is sufficient to maintain adequate coolant inventory. This can be approximated by

2 2pipe breaks of less than 0.005 ft for a liquid line and less than 0.1 ft for a steam line (refer
to Section 3.1). |

|

Seal LOCA mvent S3) I

Event S3 represents the probability that the small LOCA is, in fact, a seal LOCA.

O
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i

Isolation of a Seal LOCA Gvent Iso)q
b

Event Iso represents the pr6oability that the seal LOCA is isolated a short time after its
occurrence.

Pressure Suppression Event D)

Event D represents the initial containment pressure control during a LOCA. During a LOCA,
the high energy primary fluid is released directly to the drywell. The drywell and torus are )

interconnected by downcomer vents which direct the steam and air from the drywell to the
torus after a postulated LOCA. The steam is condensed in the torus, which limits the pressure
rise in the drywell. Event D represents the probability that this pathway and the passive pool
system fail, including the chance that the vacuum breakers will be non-functional due to the
severe environment and stresses to which they may be exposed during a LOCA. A failure of
this passive system could result in rapid pressurization of containment above the design limits.
Vacuum breakers are provided to allow a return flow path for noncondensibles from the torus 3

to the drywell. The vacuum breakers have been constructed to pass sufficient flow through the {
system to maintain a 1 psig/sec depressurization rate in the torus atmosphere following a
containment design basis accident with drywell spray actuation. Each vacuum breaker system j

consists of a check valve to prevent a potential backflow bypass path between the drywell and i

the torus air space. This torus bypass mechanism would severely reduce the torus's !

effectiveness in LOCA mitigation. The pressure suppression event represents the requirementf%

C for the downcomers to pass steam from the drywell to the torus. Failure of this equipment
could result in a breached containment. j

Contajnment Heat Removal vent W)

Similar to the discussion for the turbine trip transient, temperature and pressure control of
containment can be fulfilled by a number of systems. The considerations not discussed with j

regard to the transient event tree models include.

i

Temperature Can. trol. After a small break LOCA with a slow rise in drywell pressure and !e

successful pressure suppression, operators would override the drywell cooling isolations |
and place drywell cooling fans back in service. This action is directed by the Emergency ;

Operating Procedures. This will not be successful in the long term due to loss of cooling j
to chilled water and RACS, but will help in the short term. '

Pressure Control. Pressure suppression through the downcomers and into the suppression*

pool may not be important for small LOCAs. This is because the slow containment )
pressurization allows sufficient time for operator action to depressurize the RPV directly !

to the suppression pool or use containment sprays to condense the accumulated steam in j

the drywell. Both actions can prevent containment overpressurization caused by pressure j

suppression functional failure. In addition to the consideration of pressure suppression, |

long-term containment heat removal can be successfully employed to mitigate containment |
pressurization, j

:

!
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Secuences with MSIVs Onen. If the MSIVs are open and the main condenser ise

available (PCS available), the challenges to the containment pressure integrity will be
less severe. This is because a large percentage of the steam flow will be diverted from

being vented to the suppression pool, and there is a much lower likelihood of a
containment challenge. However, if the small LOCA results in a drywell pressure
increase above 1.68 psig, the MSIVs will eventually close on loss of air. The high
drywell pressure signal isolates the containment instrument gas to the inboard MSIVs
and also causes an isolation of TACS. This will cause a loss of the station air
compressors and an eventual loss of instrument air to the outboard MSIVs. The
emergency instrument air compressor will fail due to the isolation of the service water
to the RACS heat exchanger.

Seauences with MSIVs Closed. If the flow of steam is not relieved to the main
-

*

condenser (PCS unavailable), then it is discharged to the suppression pool causing the
water temperature to rise. If suppression pool cooling is not effective, the containment
temperature and pressure will also begin to increase. The status of the MSIVs after a
small LOCA is questioned on the system fault tree level.

3.1.2.1.8 Event Tree Model of Intermediate (Medium) LOCA

1) Initiating Event De-scription

The intermediate (medium) LOCA is characterized by slow vessel depressurization (but faster h
than during a small LOCA) and a gradual inventory loss from the vessel. However,
immediately after the postulated break in the RCS inside containment, drywell pressure will
increase. The increase in drywell pressure and subsequent lowering of RPV inventory will
actuate the reactor protection system, and the reactor will scram.

2) Accident Sequence Characterization

A medium LOCA results in a reactor scram and turbine trip. Drywell pressure exceeding 1.68

psig will also start the diesel generators and initiate ECCS. However, these intermediate size
LOCA events are considered initially within the capacity of HPCI (5600 gpm) although it will
isolate on low steam pressure. The HPCI system will begin injecting water into the vessel
within 30 seconds of the high drywell pressure initiating signal. Heat removal from the
reactor is accomplished via flow out of the break. This is a passive function and will be
assured as long as water inventory is maintained in the vessel. A combination of high and low
pressure coolant systems will assure long-term water inventory makeup and core protection.

Drywell pressure control is achieved by steam quenching in the suppression pool or by drywell
sprays. As steam generation continues in the reactor, there is a continuing need to provide
containment heat removal and prevent containment overpressurization.

O

|
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A 3) Event Tree Construction
U

The event tree for the intermediate LOCA initiating event is shown in Figure 3.1.2-7. Thirty-
one sequences are shown, of which 12 do not lead to core damage. Two are transfers to other
event trees. Description of medium LOCA specific event headings follow (i.e., those that are
unique to this use). Otherwise, the events are the same as described earlier.

Intermediate (Medium) LOCA initiator (Event S1)

A medium LOCA is defined as a break in the primary system for which the HPCI
makeup capability is initially sufficient to maintain adequate coolant inventory. This can

2be approximated by pipe breaks between 0.005 and 0.1 ft for a liquid line, and between
0.1 and 0.3 ft2 for a steam line (refer to Section 3.1).

Pressure Suopiession (Event D)

Event D represents the initial containment pressure control during a LOCA. During a LOCA
the high energy primary fluid is released directly to the drywell. The drywell and torus are
interconnected by downcomer vents which direct the steam and non-condensibles from the
drywell to the torus after a postulated LOCA. The steam is condensed in the torus, which
limits the pressure rise in the drywell. Event D represents the probability that this pathway
and the passive pool system fail, including the chance that the vacuum breakers will be

O nonfunctional due to the severe environment and stresses to which they may be exposed during
a LOCA. A failure of this passive system could result in rapid pressurization of containment
above the design limits. Vacuum breakers are provided to allow a return flow path for
noncondensibles from the torus to the drywell. The vacuum breakers have been constructed to
pass sufficient flow through the system to maintain a 1 psig/sec depressurization rate in the
torus atmosphere following a containment design basis accident with torus spray actuation.
The pressure suppression event represents the requirement for the downcomers to pass steam
from the drywell to the torus. Failure of this equipment could result in a breached
containment.

HPCI System (Event Ul)

The size of the intermediate LOCA is such that HPCI, with its high flow rate, can initially
reflood the primary system. However, after less than about 15 minutes of operation it is
expected that HPCI will no longer be functional because of the severe depressurization that
will occur as a result of this size break. Hence, low pressure injection must then be used to
continually supply water to the RPV. Success of HPCI provides early injection and additional
depressurization of the primary system.

Reactor Depressurization (Event X)

This event is similar to that described earlier, except only one SRV is required to sufficiently
lower pressure in the RPV to allow for rapidly restoring and maintaining water level by the
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low pressure injection systems. This additional depressurization is required only if HPCI fails
to initially reflood the system and depressurize the primary system as a result of adding cold
water to the primary system, and exhausting steam from the turbine exhaust to the suppression
pool. Otherwise, successful PCS operation precludes the need for SRVs in order to use low
pressure injection.

Low Pressure Coolant Makeup mvent VI)

High capacity systems are required to provide adequate makeup. This event represents
the success or failure of LPCI and CSS per the success criteria provided in Table 3.1.1-13.
Condensate is conservatively not credited for this initiator since makeup to the hotwell is
considered insufficient to maintain condensate as a continuous injection source.

,

Containment Heat Removat mvent W)

This event is like that previously described for transients with the containment spray cooling

I (CSC) mode of RHR included, along with the SPC mode, in this event. This is because the
i CSC mode can have an early direct and continuous effect on decreasing containment

| temperature and pressure by quickly condensing the steam exiting the break location. Success

,

of this event implies that either mode of RHR is operable using an RHR heat exchanger and
SACS cooling for heat removal.!

I Lonn-Term Coolant Makeup mvent Uv) h
For the intermediate LOCA, possible credit for the Uv event is given to only high capacity
systems, which survived the severe environmental conditions in the suppression pool or the
reactor building which can occur when containment heat removal is failed. These systems
are the LPCI, core spray, and condensate. Due to the large amount of small piping and
hoses involved, the use of fire water for vessel injection is not credited during intermediate
or large LOCA,

1
1 3.1.2.1.9 Event Tree Model of Large LOCA

1) hiiliatine Event Descrip_li_QB

The Hope Creek evaluation considers the following two types oflarge LOCA initiators:

1
A break of the recirculation line (a water line break).

'

*

A break in piping above the core (a steam line break).*

If the large steam line break LOCA occurs outside the containment, the MSIVs will close and
isolate the steam flow path to the environment, external to the containment. Failure of the
MSIVs to close on a steam line break LOCA is considered as a containment bypass failure. h
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('] The large LOCA is characterized by rapid vessel depressurization and rapid inventory loss |

() from the vessel. Immediately after the postulated break in the primary system inside :

containment, drywell pressure will increase. This increase in drywell pressure and the I
'

decreasing water level in the RPV will actuate the reactor protection system, and the reactor
will be scrammed.

2) Accident Seapence Characterization |

A large LOCA results in a reactor scram and turbine trip. The increase in drywell pressure
and low RPV water level will start the diesel generators and initiate ECCS. The large break |
LOCA events are not within the capacity of HPCI and/or RCIC, and feedwater will not be
available due to expected MSIV closure. Reactor depressurization is accomplished via flow
out of the break. If the break is not isolated, only low pressure coolant systems will assure
long-term water inventory makeup and core protection.

Some subtle differences exist between the two types of large LOCA initiators mentioned in
the previous subsection.

A steam line break results in a less immediate coolant inventory loss than a large break in the
recirculation line, but causes rapid depressurization of the RPV allowing low-pressure ECCS
to make up water inventory almost immediately following the break. A steam line break will

- not spill makeup water from the RPV before the core is flooded, while a recirculation line

( break can spill water before the core is completely covered.

The recirculation line break causes a rapid loss of vessel inventory. The uncovered portion of
the core is cooled by the natural circulation of steam generated in the water-covered region of
the core. The core remains adequately cooled by the low pressure systems.

Containment heat removal is achieved by RHR or by containment vent system. The PCS is
assumed to be unavailable during large LOCA.

The two types of large LOCAs are treated in the same event tree model in the probabilistic
analysis While there could be some minor timing and other thermal response differences in
core cooling for steam line versus water line LOCAs, these differences are not judged to
significantly alter the calculated values of the accident sequences.

3) Event Tree Construction

The event tree for the large LOCA initiating event is shown in Figure 3.1.2-8. Seventeen
sequences are shown, of which six do not lead to core damage. Two are transfers to other
event trees. The functional event headings listed across the top of the event tree are virtually
identical to those of the medium LOCA event tree. Note, however, that the rapid
depressurization caused by this initiator precludes HPCI success, nor is manualg

() depressurization needed to ensure successful low pressure coolant injection. Description
oflarge LOCA specific event headings follow.
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Large LOCA Initiator mvent A) O
A large LOCA is defined as a break in the primary system for which the HPCI makeup
capability is insufficient to maintain adequate coolant inventory. This can be approximated
by pipe breaks larger than 0.3 ft for both liquid and steam lines (refer to Section 3.1).2

All other events are similar to those described for the intermediate LOCA.

3.1.2.2 References

3.1.2-1 BWR O'wner's Group Emergency Procedure Guidelines, Revision 4: NEDO-31331.

3.1.2-2 Radionuclide Release Calculations For Selected Severe Accident Scenarios.
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, July 1986.
NUREG/CR-4624, Volume 5.

i
3.1.2-3 " Hope Creek Generating Station Final Safety Analysis Report." Public Service'

Electric And Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge, NJ, Revision 3, April 11,1991.

3.1.2-4 " Hope Creek Generating Station Emergency Operating Procedures."
Public Service Electric And Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge, NJ.

3.1.3 Snecial Event Trees

Several initiating event categories, or classes of accidents, were developed into event trees
which address the unique aspects of these events. These categories are the following:

1. Specialinitiators includingi

a) Complete loss of Instrument Air System,

b) Complete loss of RACS,

c) Complete loss of SSW/ SACS,

d) Complete loss of Class IE Panel Room HVAC or Switchgear Room HVAC
(globally re.ferred to as loss of HVAC).

2. Interfacing system loss of coolant accident (ISLOCA).

3. Internal flooding.

4. ATWS.

The following subsections provide the special features included in the development of these
event trees.
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3.1.3.1 Event Tree Model of less of Instrument / Service Air System 1

Compressed gas systems provide the function of providing the motive force for pneumatic
valves and/or valves which " fail safe" during an accident. A variety of valves require
compressed air as a support system.

The instrument air system (IAS) at Hope Creek includes two service air compressors (run and
standby) and an emergency instrument air compressor., which is automatically actuated upon
low instrument air pressure. Note that if a station air compressor is removed from service, a-

diesel air compressor is normally installed temporarily. As described in Section 3.1.1.1, a
total and sudden loss of all air is considered important a; a special initiator because the loss of
air would cause control rod drift, outboard MSIV closure, and affect feedwater/ condensate,
CRD, and limit containment venting activation choices.

While very similar to an MSIV closure event, the loss of air event was treated as a unique
initiating event because of these additional effects. Furthermore, reopening of the MSIVs to
establish long term heat removal is hampered by the need to recover air. Consequently, the
loss of IAS requires the operator to deal with several degraded systems.

1) Initiating Event Description

Upon a complete loss of the instrument air system, control rod drift and slow closure of the
pd outboard MSIVs will occur, which will first initiate a reactor trip followed by a turbine trip.

Multiple control rod drifts also require the operators to scram the reactor manually.

2) Accident Sequence Characterization

The framework for the loss of IAS event tree is derived from the model developed for
treatment of the MSIV closure scenarios.

3) Event Tree Construction

The event tree for the loss of IAS transient is shown in Figure 3.1.3-1. This tree is virtually
identical to the MSIV closure tree. The discussion of the MSIV closure event tree describes
the functional events and their relationships, without explicit consideration for the
unavailability of the IAS. The unavailability of IAS is considered in the component-specific
dependencies on air in the fault trees. The next significant effect on the event tree is that
condensate is not credited (due to its dependency on air for flow injection / control to the RPV)
for either Event V or as part of the Uv event. Recovery of condensate post-initiator is treated
in Section 3.3.3.

3.1.3.2 Event Tree Model or less of R ACs

RACS provides either primary (reactor building and radwaste auxiliaries) or backup (turbine
building chilled water) cooling to various equipment in the plant. Of particular importance is
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its primary cooling function for the reactor recirculation pumps and the CRD pumps, as
discussed in Section 3.1.1.1. Because of these two dependencies on RACS, loss of RACS is

treated as a special initiator.

1) Initiatine Event Descriptiqa

Upon a total loss of RACS, a forced shutdown within 10 minutes would occur to prevent
reactor recirculation pump damage. Additionally, as noted in the procedure for loss of RACS,
isolation of gaseous radwaste is expected with possible loss of condenser vacuum. Should this
occur, MSIV closure would result. However, as discussed in Section 3.1.1.1, operation of
the mechanical vacuum pumps is expected and this would prevent loss of vacuum. The IPE,
therefore, treats this initiator similar to a turbine trip event, but also considers inoperability of
the CRD pumps.

2) Accident Secuence Characterization

The framework for the loss of RACS event tree is derived from the model developed for
treatment of the turbine trip scenarios.

3) Event Tree Construction

The event tree for the loss of RACS is shown in Figure 3.1.3-2. This ' ree is virtually identicalt
to the turbine trip tree. The discussion of the turbine trip event tree described the functional h
events and their relationships, but without explicit consideration for the unavailability of
RACS. The most significant impact is that CRD injection as a long-term injection source is
not credited as part of the Event Uv because of its dependency on RACS for pump cooling.

3.1.3.3 Event Tree Model of Loss of SSW/ SACS

As described in Section 3.1.1.1, SSW and SACS provide ultimate cooling to essentially all
heat loads within the plant. SACS (including TACS) generally cools PCS equipment, chillers,
ECCS pump rooms, RHR pumps and heat exchangers, diesel generators, instrument gas
compressors, etc. SSW, in turn, cools SACS as well as RACS. Hence, complete loss of
SACS or SSW represents a loss of heat sink which will force a manual shutdown or an
eventual scram wldle, at the same time, affecting nearly all equipment in the plant. Hence,
loss of these systems are special initiators.

1) Initiatine Event Descrintion

A complete loss of SSW or SACS would result in close monitoring of the plant heat load
temperatures by the operational staff. If recovery is not almost immediately achieved, the
plant would be administratively scrammed. Failure to do so would stilllead to an eventual
scram because the corresponding loss of TACS would cause heatup of balance of plant loads.

O
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p 2) Accident Sequence Characterization |

V l

Upon a loss of either SSW or SACS and the resulting shutdown of the plant, loss of heat
removal to various pumps, heat exchangers, and chiller equipment as well as loss of TACS
and other mitigating equipment failures could occur within a fairly short time frame after the
initiator event. These subsequent effects will cause heatup of equipment associated with the
power conversion system (main steam /feedwater/ condensate) possibly causing the inability to
maintain the condenser as a heat sink. Depending on the ability to maintain condenser vacuum
and hotwell level, subsequent MSIV closure could also occur. The inability to cool the RHR
heat exchangers and RHR pumps further worsens the event by causing a loss of heat removal
by either the PCS or RHR. Other pump systems not directly dependent on SSW or SACS
(e.g., HPCI, RCIC, Core Spray) will operate until containment conditions or low level in the
condensate storage tank causes failure of these systems, if not mitigated. Hence, loss of either
SSW or SACS ultimately takes on the characteristics of a loss of heat removal type accident.

3) Event Tree Construction

The event tree for the loss of SSW/ SACS event is shown in Figure 3.1.3-3. The event tree
logic and functional events are nearly identical to those described for the MSIV closure
transient event tree. While MSIV closure may not occur immediately following the event, the
loss of SSW/ SACS has been conservatively modeled as such to address uncertainties regarding
(a) how long the operators might continue to operate the plant while equipment heatup occurs

dn in hope of restoring SSW/ SACS, and (b) the uncertainties regarding when the condenser may
be lost. Hence, the event tree looks quite similar to the MSIV closure event tree with the
primary differeace being that the "W" event (heat removal via RHR) is assumed failed. The
Uv events in the tree also account for the loss of SSW/ SACS effects on long-term operability
of equipment.

3.1.3.4 Event Tree Model of Loss ofIE Panel Room HVAC or Switcheear Room HVAC
(globally referred to as loss of HVAC)

As described in Section 3.1.1.1, these systems serve numerous room cooling needs throughout
the plant, primarily involving electrical equipment room HVAC. Similar to the SSW/ SACS
discussion, loss of either of these systems is likely to cause the need for a forced manual
shutdown of the plant or a scram due to failed equipment as a result ofloss of HVAC.
Additionally, loss of HVAC could affect a variety of mitigating systems. Hence, these are
special initiators.

1) Initiatine Event Descriotions

Similar to loss of SSW/ SACS discussion in that room heatups would be monitored and if the
loss of HVAC equipment is not restored, shutdown would eventually have to occur or it would
be induced.

b
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2) Accident Seouence Characterization

The losses of these systems have been previously described ir. Section 3.1.1.1. For the loss of
Switchgear Room HVAC, room heatup calculations suggest that the AC switchgear room
temperatures could be expected to rise sufficiently above equipment qualification limits in
about 20 hours causing possible failures of this equipment. The cascading effects of a loss of
switchgear equipment would cause the plant to respond in a way similar to a station blackout ,

event (albeit with a time delay for the room heatups to occur) and, hence, this event ultimately
looks like a loss of power and hea t sink event.

Similarly, if loss of the Class 1E Panel Room HVAC occurs, electrical equipment failures
could occur in about 12 hours particularly in the relay room below the control room as well as
other areas which affect SACS and other system operation. These electrical equipment failures

-

could cause loss of equipment control and/or power. Possible SACS loss causes the effects
mentioned for the loss of SSW/ SACS initiator. Hence, this event looks like a delayed loss of

power and/or other system operability which also leads to loss of heat removal.

To simplify the modeling of these very complex interrelationships, the IPE treats these events
as a " Loss of HVAC" event which is treated as a loss of power / heat sink event and, hence,
looks similar to a station blackout. The timing delays, however, allow for the recovery of the

lost HVAC systems before loss of power / heat sink occurs.

3) Event Tree Construction

Since losses of these systems (treated as a loss of HVAC) ultimately can lead to a loss of

power / heat sink, the event tree model (Figure 3.1.3-4) appears the same as the Station
Blackout portion of the Te (Loss of Power) event tree. This is a simple model for what is
actually a complex sequence of events involving time delay for room heatups to occur. These
tiining delays and credit for recovery actions, such as restoring HVAC, and opening room
doors, will oe appropriately treated in the quantification of these sequences.

3.1.3.5 Event Tree Analysis of Interfacine System Loss of Coolant Accident

Interfacing system loss of coolant (ISLOCA) is defined as a class of accidents in which a break
occurs in a system connected to the reactor coolant system, causing a loss of inventory.
Subsequent breaks of the low pressure system may cause a harsh environment and additional
common cause failures.

ISLOCAs which occur outside containment are of special concern because of offsite

radiological concerns and because RCS inventory is not retrievable (it is lost for long-term
core cooling).

After screening out improbable core damage contributors, the low-pressure system interfn
which are potentially susceptible to an interfacing LOCA during power operation are th(
following:
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Core Spray Discharge Lines for pumps AP206/BP206/CP206/DP206,*

RHR Injection Lines for pumps AP202/BP202/CP202/DP202,*

RHR shutdown cooling suction line,*

RHR shutdown cooling return to reactor recirculation loops A/B,*

RHR vessel head spray line.*

Figure. 5 and 3.1.3-6 provide the Hope Creek valve configuration at the high to low
pressure u.. mace for each of the identified potential ISLOCA pathways. The evaluation
of Hope Creek core damage frequency from an ISLOCA event is based on the valve
configuration for a single line in each of the potential ISLOCA pathways.

The ISLOCA event tre muence diagrams are initiated by the low pressure system
overpressurization anc te le the possible accident and core melt progression scenarios that
could cause release 01 m.onuclides bypassing containment. Event trees were constructed in
Reference 3.1.3-1 for the interfacing pathways. These event trees are presented in Figures
3.1.3-7 to 3.1.3 19.

1) Initiatine Event Description

As a result of an IST ^CA event, the pressure indicators for the low pressure system and the
alarms would alert i ntrol room operators. Upon receiving an alarm indicating leakage
through the high/ low pressure interface, operators are guided by Technical Specifications to
commence a shutdown and to be in HOT SHUTDOWN in 12 hours. Conditions in the reactor
building would require actions to be taken in accordance with the OP-EO.ZZ-0103, Reactor
Building Control. If only one area is affected, a reactor scram is required only if a room is '
being flooded and the break cannot be isolated. A small ISLOCA may not cause operators to
scram the reacitor.

If the ISLOCA is not identified by the operator, the reactor will eventually trip on low level.
However, depending on the size of the ISLOCA, a low level scram may not occur because
normal feedwater flow will increase to provide proper makeup.

2) Accident Sequence Characterization

With the exception of the break location and potential containment bypass, ISLOCA is
characterized in a similar way to a large or medium LOCA.

3) Eyent Tree Construction

Separate event trees were developed for ISLOCA leaks (approximately 100 gpm)'and for
ISLOCA breaks (greater than 150 gpm). ISLOCA event trees are similar, and full documentation
is in Reference 3.1.3-1.
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Core Spray Discharge Line ISLOCA Initiator Gvent FOP)

| As stated in Reference 3.1.3-1, the ISLOCA initiating events are very rare events and no
statistical data from the industry can be used. Therefore, an initiating event fault tree was
constructed, which modeled both hardware failures such as valve leakage / rupture and human
failures such as valve mispositioning due to maintenance and surveillance activities.

! No Rupture ofIAw Pressure Pipine mvent R)

As a result of the initiating break at the high to low pressure interface, the low pressure piping
and valves are exposed to a higher pressure than design, and a secondary rupture may occur.
The degree to which the low pressure system integrity is affected following overpressurization
depends on the design capacity of the relief valves on the low pressure system, and the
characteristics of the system piping and other components such as flanges, seals, bolts, etc.
This top event addresses the concern of this secondary rupture of the low pressure system.

No Irak of Low Pressure Piping mvent Li

More probable than a secondary break, first a secondary leak will develop in the low pressure
system. This top event addresses the concern of this secondary leakage.

Early Isolation of Low Pressure Pipine mvent IS1)

O.

After the ISLOCA event is identified, the operators will try to isolate the break. The Hope
|

Creek EOPs direct the operators to control secondary containment conditions within a
prescribed envelope as defined in OP-EO.ZZ-0103, Reactor Building Control There are
numerous indications that are potentially available to the operator such as:

Reactor Building high temperature,*

Reactor Building high pressure differential,: *

Reactor Building high local radiation,e

Reactor Building high water level,*

-

1
Reactor Building high HVAC exhaust radiation, i

| *

:

Refueling floor high HVAC exhaust radiation,*

Interfacing System high pressure.*

The isolation of the ISLOCA event is done by the operators through the inboard and outboard
MOVs. This top event addresses this recovery action, which includes both human and
equipment constituents.

.
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Hieh Pressure Coolant Makeup mvent U)

If the ISLOCA failure is a rupture and is not isolated, the reduction in reactor pressure and/or
environmental conditions would disable the HPCI, RCIC, and feedwater pumps which are all
turbine driven.

Reactor Depressurization mvent X)

The EOPs call for the operators to depressurize the RPV under severe environmental
conditions in the reactor building or during low RPV water level. Either or both of these will
be present during the postulated ISLOCA event. This event is treated in a way similar to the
depressurization top event of the LOCA event trees.

Low Pressure Coolant Makeup mvent V)

If the break is large during an ISLOCA in the low pressure portion of CSS, the reactor will
rapidly depressurize. At low reactor pressure LPCI can be injected to the RPV.

The opposite core spray loop of two CSS pumps can also be used to provide makeup.

During an ISLOCA in the low pressure portion of LPCI, all four CSS pumps can be used
to provide makeup flow to the vessel. In addition, the unaffected LPCI loops can be usedg

d to provide injection.

During an ISLOCA in the RHR shutdown cooling line, both CSS loops, as well as the RHR
pumps not being used for shutdown cooling (CP202 and DP202), can be used to provide
makeup.

During the ISLOCA in the RHR shutdown cooling return to reactor recirculation loops A and
B, all four CSS pumps as well as the RHR pumps not affected by ISLOCA and not used for
SDC (CP202 and DP202) can be used to provide makeup.

During an ISLOCA in the RHR vessel head spray line, all four CSS pumps as well as the PJIR
pumps not used for vessel head spray (AP202, CP202 and DP202) can be used to provide
makeup.

Other Makeup Sources mvent O)

If coolant makeup cannot be provided using available ECCS, non-ECCS systems such as the
cross connection from the SSWS or control rod drive injection can be used to prevent core
damage. The ability of non-ECCS systems to inject successfully .r.to the reactor is dependent
on the local environment and the mitigating measures taken by operator in response to the
accident.
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Late Isolation of Imw Pressure Pipine (Event IS2) O
This top event node is the assessment of whether the pathways can be isolated after blowdown.
This isolation can result in avoidance of containment bypass even though damage may still

result.

3.1.3.6 Event Tree Analysis of Internal Floodine

The discussion of the analysis of internal flooding is provided in Section 3.3.9. As described
in Section 3.3.9, the turbine trip and the MSIV closure event trees were used to model internal
flooding in various flood areas. Therefore, it was unnecessary to include the individual
flooding event trees in the Report. _

3.1.3.7 Event Tree Analysis of Anticinated Transients Without Scram

1) Initiating Event Description

ATWS Event Tree Evaluation

One of the functional requirements for successful accident mitigation is the ability to insert
sufficient negative reactivity into the core to bring the reactor sub-critical. This section
focuses on those low frequency event sequences in which an initiator, principally an
anticipated transient, occurs with a subsequent failure to insert the control rods. Other
initiators, such as LOCAs or other transient initiated accident sequences, coupled with the
failure of the reactivity control function are of low frequency (negligib'.e) compared to the
dominant ATWS sequences discussed herein.

The response of plant systems and the operating staff to a postulated failure to insert control
rods following an anticipated transient potentially involves the operation of normally operating
and standby safety systems. This response is generally similar among BWRs. The basic
functions that satisfy the requirements for a safe and successful shutdown are:

RCS pressure control,*

coolant injection and RCS inventory control,e

reactivity control, ande

containment heat removal.*

The ATWS event can be divided into two distinct parts for discussion and analysis. These are:

Prevention: This includes those system features designed to assure that the control rods*

will be inserted when required.

b
i

1
'
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Mitigation: This includes the systems or features designed to provide a diverse methodA *

V of reactor shutdown if the control rods cannot be inserted.
1

Particular features which are considered in the assessment of the plant's capability to fulfill |

these functions and prevent or mitigate an ATWS event, are presented below:

Safety-grade level sensors in the scram discharge volume plus a scram discharge volume*

design consistent with the BWR Owner's Group recommendation after their examination
of the Browns Ferry partial scram incident;

ARI circuitry and solenoid valves;*

RPT;*

ADS Inhibit Switch;*

Standby Liquid Control (SLC) system which satisfies the NRC SLC capacity*

requirements per 10CFR50.62;

Operating procedures to deal explicitly with incidents involving failure of control rods to*

insert (i.e., reactivity control failure) based upon the BWR Owner's Group Emergency

Q Procedure Guidelines (Rev. 4);
Nj

A Hardened Plant Vent which aids in primary containment pressure control. This vent is*

described in Section 3.2.1.8.

These design and operational features are incorporated into the ATWS event model and the
system level fault trees describing each function. The following assumptions were also
incorporated in the ATWS modeling:

a) The ATWS event is assumed to occur at reactor full power.

b) The occurrence of a recirculation pump trip is assumed to reduce core power to
approximately 40% of full power. Failure of the recirculating pumps to trip is
assumed to result in overpressurization of the reactor vessel leading to vessel
nipture and core damage.

|

c) Reduction of vessel level (initial level control) to the TAF while at high pressure is
assumed to additionally reduce the core power to approximately 20% of full power.
There is a high uncertainty regarding the core power at TAF. A range of 15% to 25%
is used in various published PRAs.

(] d) No credit is given for the high pressure CRD flow during the initial level control since
V the flow rate is insufficient to maintain the reactor level above TAF. Depressurization

and use of low pressure systems would be required by the procedere.
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e) Operation of all core cooling systems using the pool for suction in loss of RHR type g
sequences is assumed to fail in the long term because of high pool temperature (200 F). W
High pool temperature causes loss of CSS /LPCI, and HPCI/RCIC turbine lube oil failure
after suction switchover to the pool, or HPCI/RCIC loss of steam pressure when
depressurizing for HCTL.

f) Long-term failure of RHR also makes successful long-term core cooling vulnerable to
eventual failure because of closure of SRVs upon high containment pressure (affects low
pressure injectio$.

g) LOCA initiated events with a subsequent ATWS do not require explicit event tree
analysis due to low frequency of occurrence. However, ATWS-induced LOCAs are
considered in this analysis.

2) Accident Sequence Characterization

After an ATWS event occurs, subsequent to an initiating event, efforts are made (following the
EOPs) to reduce core power and to cool the core and the containment. The condenser may or
may not be available as a heat sink (power conversion available) depending on the transient.
For these transients, the severit3 of the accMent is driven by the initiating event itself.
However, if MSIVs are closed, feecimer and power conversion are unavailable, and the
severity of the accident is driven by the ATWS event.

For an MSIV closure type ATWS, a large number of operator actions are needed in a short
period of time (within the first five minutes). Manual scram is attempted, alternate rod
insertion (ARI) is tried, recirculating pumps are tripped, automatic depressurization is
inhibited and HPCI flow inside the shroud is isolated. At Hope Creek, SLC may be actuated
automatically, but manual actuation of SLC may occur even before the automatic actuation
setpoint is triggered. The operator also controls the level in the reactor.

i

|

| The ATWS part of the accident is terminated when an adequate amount of boron is

! continuously present in the reactor, either in the form of control rods, borated solution, or

| borated precipitate. At this time the accident is driven again by the initiating event.
i

Success criteria for ATWS are given in Table 3.1.1-19.

3) Event Tree Construction
|

To describe more effectively the specific details related to the ATWS events, two event trees
were constructed, one representing the group of transients which result in MSIV closure
(event tree called Ta), and one representing the group of transients where MSIVs remain open

(called Tat).

The .ATWS event tree Ta is shown in Figure 3.1.3-11. Seventy-eight sequences are shown, of h
which 20 do not lead to core damage. Three sequences represent uncertain damage states of
the core and are called " vulnerable."
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p The ATWS event tree Tat is shown in Figure 3.1.3-12. Ninety-six sequences are shown, of
d which 33 do not lead to core damage. Four sequences represent uncertain damage states of the

core and are called " vulnerable." Eight sequences represent transfers to the Tam event tree.
The ATWS specific functional event headings listed across the top of the event tree are
discussed below.

Event Tree Model Description

The following principal mitigating events are discussed as they apply to accident sequences
initiated by a postulated ATWS:

RPS Electrical and Mechanical Failure Gvents CE and CM): The mechanical redundancy
of the control rod drive mechanisms makes the common-mode failure of multiple adjacent
control rods unlikely; however, an estimate of the probability has been based on the NRC
staff accepted value from NUREG-0460. The electrical diversity in sensors, logic, and scram
solenoids help to reduce the potential for common-mode failures leading to failure of multiple
control rods to insert due to an electrical common-mode failure. An estimate for this failure
mode is also based upon NUREG-0460. The split between mechanical and electrical failures
is based upon available BWR precursors.

The mechanical function is shown first only for ease of construction of the event tree.

q Additional branches are required to describe the logical possibilities; however, there is no

V difference in the quantification or qualitative understanding.

Recirculation Pumn Trip Gvent RPT): The recirculation pumps provide a method of changing
core reactivity without changing the control rod position. Positive reactivity can be inserted by
increasing the recirculation pump flow. The recirculation pumps automatically trip on either
high reactor pressure or low reactor water level. The RPT is effective in rapidly inserting
sufficient negative reactivity into the core to limit the power and pressure rise following an
ATWS to within acceptable limits. At Hope Creek, the reactor power will drop to
approximately 40% to 50% following an RPT from a 100% power turbine _ trip ATWS.

Failure to trip (manually or automatically) the Recirculation Pumps (RPT) following a turbine
trip from 100% power is assumed to lead to high RCS pressures greater than 1500 psi.
Without RPT, the core power remains approximately 100%; approximately 25% power is
removed by the turbine bypass valves, and 25 % power is removed by the SRVs. The
remaining power, approximately 20% to 50% power will represent the power source of the
pressure increase in the RCS. Level control at TAF is assumed to be unsuccessful under these
circumstances. It is then assumed that a breach in the primary system would occur, (i.e., a
large LOCA); low pressure injection would automatically initiate, causing recriticality and
containment pressure would rise and would not be mitigated, leading directly to a challenge to
the containment. ]

Od Alternate Rod Insertion (ARI) Gvent K): ARI is a functionally diverse system to the electrical
I

portion of the RPS. It incorporates a number of changes including additional sensors, logic,
;
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and solenoid valves to provide added assurance that the postulated electrical failures will not
prevent control rod insertion.

Adequate Pressure Control mvent M): The large number of safety relief valves at Hope Creek
provide a high level of confidence that there will be sufficient relief valve capacity to avoid
excessive pressures inside the reactor system following an ATWS. Given the ATWS initiator,
failure of 'M' is assumed here to imply that a LOCA would result. The LOCA is assumed to
result in replenishing coolant inventory from the low pressure systems. This cold unborated
water is assumed to cause recriticality, possibly leading to containment failure. Successful
pressure control is a function of the number of challenges and the number of SRVs required to
open per challenge.

High Pressure Coolant Makeun mvent U): Following a MSIV closure, the turbine driven
feedwater system is unavailable for coolant injection. Therefore, HPCI or RCIC are necessary
for successful coolant injection, i.e., a high pressure coolant injection source is necessary to
avoid the high-volume low-pressure system from injecting and diluting the boron in the vessel.
Therefore, the calculated reliability of the coolant injection function is based upon the HPCI
and RCIC fault tree models.

,

| 3.1.3.8 References

3.1.3-1 " Hope Creek Generating Station ISLOCA Evaluation Report." ERIN Engineering,

|
Doc. No. C101-91-02-288. April 14,1992. h|

|

| 3.1.3-2 " Hope Creek Generating Station Probabilistic Risk Assessment," Section 3.10.3.1.
Public Service Electric And Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge, NJ.

3.1.3-3 " Hope Creek Generating Station Probabilistic Risk Assessment," Appendix N.
Public Service Electric And Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge, NJ.

3.1.3-4 " Hazards Evaluation Program." Bechtel: Design Criteria 10855-D7.3.

|

|
|

,
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The ATWS event tree Tat is shown in Figure 3.1.3-12. Ninety-six sequences are shown, of
which 33 do not lead to core damage. Four sequences represent uncertain damage states of the
core and are called " vulnerable." Eight sequences represent transfers to the Tam event tree.
The ATWS specific functional event headings listed across the top of the event tree are
discussed below,

Event Tree Model Description

The following principal mitigating events are discussed as they apply to accident sequences
initiated by a postulated ATWS:

RPS Electrical and Mechanical Failure mvents CE and CM): The mechanical redundancy
of the control rod drive mechanisms makes the common-mode failure of multiple adjacent
control rods unlikely; however, an estimate of the probability has been based on the NRC
staff accepted value from NUREG-0460. The electrical diversity in sensors, logic, and scram
solenoids help to reduce the potential for common-mode failures leading to failure of multiple
control rods to insert due to an electrical common-mode failure. An estimate for this failure
mode is also based upon NUREG-0460. The split between mechanical and electrical failures
is based upon available BWR precursors.

The mechanical function is shown first only for ease of construction of the event tree.

7s Additional branches are required to describe the logical possibilities; however, there is no
difference in the quantification or qualitative understanding.6

a
Recirculation Pump Trio mvent RN): The recirculation pumps provide a method of changing
core reactivity without changing the control rod position. Positive reactivity can be inserted by
increasing the recirculation pump flow. The recirculation pumps automatically trip on either
high reactor pressure or low reactor water level. The RFl' is effective in rapidly inserting
sufficient negative reactivity into the core to limit the power and pressure rise following an
ATWS to within acceptable limits. At Hope Creek, the reactor power will drop to
approximately 40% to 50% following an RPT from a 100% power turbine trip ATWS.

.

Failure to trip (manually or automatically) the Recirculation Pumps (RPT) following a turbine
trip from 100% power is assumed to lead to high RCS pressures greater than 1500 psi.
Without RPT, the core power remains approximately 100%; approximately 25% power is
removed by the turbine bypass valves, and 25% power is removed by the SRVs. The
remaining power, approximately 20% to 50% power will represent the power source of the
pressure increase in the RCS. 12 vel control at TAF is assumed to be unsuccessful under these
circumstances. It is then assumed that a breach in the primary system would occur, (i.e., a
large LOCA); low pressure injection would automatically initiate, causing recriticality and
containment pressure would rise and would not be mitigated, leading directly to a challenge to
the containment.

(V~')
Alternate Rod Insertion (ARI) vent K): ARI is a functionally diverse system to the electrical

'

portion of the RPS. It incorporates a number of changes including additional sensors, logic,
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and solenoid valves to provide added assurance that the postulated electrical failures will not
prevent control rod insertion.

Adequate Pressure Control (Event M): The large number of safety relief valves at Hope Creek
provide a high level of confidence that there will be sufficient relief valve capacity to avoid
excessive pressures inside the reactor system following an ATWS. Given the ATWS initiator,
failure of 'M' is assumed here to imply that a LOCA would result. The LOCA is assumed to
result in replenishing coolant inventory from the low pressure systems. This cold unbarred
water is assumed to cause recriticality, possibly leading to containment failure. Successful
pressure control is a function of the number of challenges and the number of SRVs required to
open per challenge.

Hich Pressure Coolant Makeup (Event U): Following a MSIV closure, the turbine driven
feedwater system is unavailable for coolant injection. Therefore, HPCI or RCIC are necessary
for successful coolant injection, i.e., a high pressure coolant injection source is necessary to
avoid the high-volume low-pressure system from injecting and diluting the boron in the vessel.

,

Therefore, the calculated reliability of the coolant injection function is based upon the HPCI

| and RCIC fault tree models.

!
| 3.1.3.8 References

3.1.3-1 " Hope Creek Generating Station ISLOCA Evaluation Report." ERIN Engineering,
Doc. No. C101-91-02-288. April 14,1992.

3.1.3-2 " Hope Creek Generating Station Probabilistic Risk Assessment," Section 3.10.3.1.
Public Service Electric And Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge, NJ.

1

l

3.1.3-3 " Hope Creek Generating Station Probabilistic Risk Assessment," Appendix N.
Public Service Electric And Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge, NJ.

3.1.3-4 " Hazards Evaluation Program." Bechtel: Design Criteria 10855-D7.3.
.

|
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Table 3.1.1-1

IICGS INITIATING EVENT CATEGORIES

EPRI NP-2230
Initiatine Event Catecory Initiatine Events Included Transient Desienator Comments

General Transients
1. Turbine trip Ut) 1. Electric load rejection BWR1 Events cause closure of turbine control and/or stop valves.

Turbine bypass is assumed to be available and MSIVs are
assumed to be open.

3. Turbine trip BWR3

6. Inadvertent closure of one MSIV BWR6

7. Partial main steam isolation valve BWR7 |
' closure i

w
u 1

|

@ 14. Recirculation control failure - BWR14
increasing flow

,

i

15. Recirculation control failure - BWR15
decreasing flow

16. Trip of one recirculation pump BWR16

17. Trip of all recirculation pumps BWR17

18. Abnormal startup ofidle BWR18
recirculation pump

19. Recirculation pump seizure B%%19

20. Feedwater -Increasing flow at BWR20
power

21. Imss of feedwater heater . BWR21

_ _ - - . - _ ..

_ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Table 3.1.1-1 (Continued)

IICGS INITIATING EVENT CATEGORIES
Page 2 of 6

EPRI NP-2230

Initiatine Event Caterory Initiatine Events included Transient Desirnator Comments

23. Trip of one feedwater o mndensate BWR23

pump

7,. Feedwater low flow at power B%R24

25. Low feedwater flow during startup BWR25

or shutdown

26. High feedwater flow during startup BWR26

or shutdown

M
27. Rod withdrawal at power BWR27{
28. High flow due to rod withdrawal BWR18

29. Ynadvertent insertion of rod or rods BWR29

30. Detected fault in reactor protection BWR30

system

32. Loss of auxiliary power (Ioss of BWR32

auxiliary transformer)

33. Inadvertent startup of HPCI/LPCI BW133

34. Scram due to plant occurrences BWR34

35. Spurious trip via instrumentation, BWR35

reactor protection system fault

36. Manual scram - no out of tolerance BWR36

condition

O 9 O
- ,
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Table 3.1.1-1 (Continued)

11 CGS INITIATING EVENT CATEGORIES
Page 3 of 6

EPRI NP-2230
bitiatine Event Cateeory Initiatine Events included Transient Designator Comments

37. Cause unknown BWR37

2. Loss of condenser (Tc) 2. Electric load rejection with turbine BWR2 This transient precludes the use of the condenser as a heat
bypass valve failure sink.

4. Turbine trip with turbine bypass BWR4
valve failure

8. Loss of normal condenser vacuum BWR8
L
g 10. Pressure regulator fails closed - BWRIO

13. Tarbine bypass valves cause None
increased pressure (closed)

3. Total main steam isolation 5. Main steam isolation valve closure BWR5 PCS is isolated due to MSIV closure.
valve closure (T )m

9. Pressure regulator fails open BWR9

12. Turbine bypass fails open BWR12

4. . Total loss of feedwater (T ) 22. Loss of all feedwater flow BWR22 less of all feedwater occurs. No recovery of feedwater ist
assumed to be possible. Reactor trip occurs as a result of
low level in the reactor vessel. No immediate automatic
reactor trip occurs.

5. Stuck open safety / relief 11. Inadvertent openmg of a safety / relief BWR11 Manual trip will occur in 2 minutes; if not, then automatic
valve (T;) valve (stuck) trip will occur at low reactor pressure (less than 756 psi).

L___-_.._______________________. - -- - - ._ __________i--
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Table 3.1.1-1 (Continued)

HCGS INITIATING EVENT CATEGORIES
Page 4 of 6

EPRI NP-2230
Initiatine Event Caterory Initiatine Events Included Transient Desienator Ccmments

Loss-of-Offsite-Power
6. less-of-Offsite-Power 31. less-of-offsite-power BWR31 Total loss of all offsite electric power sources. Reactor

trip occurs from deenergizing the RPS and MSIV closure
occurs.

Special Initiators
7. less of de bus 38. Loss of dc vital bus None Not applicable at Hope Creek Generating Station (HCGS).

8. Loss of ac vital bus 40. less of ac vital bus None Impact on Loss of RACS special initiator.
5"

{ 9. Loss of service water 41. less of a service water system None Specialinitiator for HCGS.

10. Loss of ufety auxiliaries 44. Loss of safety auxiliary cooling None Special initiator for HCGS.
cooling system. system

11. less of reactor auxiliaries 41. less of a service water system None Special initiator for HCGS.
cooling system

12. less ofinstrument/ service 43. Loss of air None Special initiator for HCGS.
air

13. less of Panel Room Supply 42. less of HVAC None Special initiator for HCGS.

14. Loss of Controlled Area 42. less of HVAC None Special initiator for HCGS
Room Cooling

15. Loss of Switchgear Room 42. less of HVAC None Special initiator for HCGS
Cooling

16. Partial loss of reactor vessel 45. Partial loss of reactor vessel water None Several channels still available. Can be treated as part of
water level measurement level measurement system Turbine Trip initiator.
system

O O O
--- -
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Table 3.1.1-1 (Continued)

IICGS INITIATING EVENT CATEGORIES
Page 5 of 6

EPRI NP-2230
Initiatine Event Catecory Initiatine Events Included Transient Desienator Comments

17. Partial loss of compressed 46. Partial loss of compressed gas None

gas system system

LOCA
18. Small LOCA inside 39. Leakage in primary system other None

containment (S )(< 0.005 than SRV (above Technical2

ft2 for liquid, < 0.1 ft2 for Specification limit)

steam)
- 47. Small LOCA iraide containment (S2) None Reactor trip occurs as a result of high drywell pressure or[
g (< 0.005 ft2 for liquid, < 0.1 ft2 low level in the reactor vessel. RCIC is capable of

for steam) providing adequate coolant makeup.

19. Intermediate LOCA inside 48. Intermediate LOCA inside None This is similar to Ca:egory 18 but RCIC is not adequate

containment (S ) (0.005 to containment (0.005 to 0.3 ft2 for fortoolant makeup.i
0.3 ft2) for liquid,0.1 to steam)

0.3 ft2 for steam)

20. Large LOCA inside 49. Large LOCA inside containment None Reactor trip occurs as a result of high drywell pressure or

containment (A)(> 0.3 ft2) (> 0.3 ft2) low level in the reactor vessel. The primary coolant
system depressurizes rapidly and remains depressurized.

21. Reactor vessel rupture (X) 50. Reactor vessel rupture None Reactor trip results from high drywell pressure or low
level in the reactor vessel. The break size is large enough
such that coolant level cannot be maintained in the reactor
vessel. Such an event is assumed to lead directly to core
damage.

_ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ - _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - - - . - _ _ _ _ - - - _ - - _ _ - - -______- _ -_-_-__



Table 3.1.1-1 (Continued)

IICGS INITIATING EVENT CATEGORIES
Page 6 of 6

EPRI NP-2230
Initiatine Event Catecory Initiatine Events Included Transient Desienator Comments

LOCA (Outside Containmen0
22. Steam line LOCA outside 51. Steam line LOCA outside None

containment (A,t) containment with failure of MSIVs
to close

23. Feedwater/ condensate 52. Feedwater or condensate LOCA None
LOCA outside Containment with failure of check valves to close

24. RHR suction line LOCA 53. Interfacing system LOCA for RHR None

[ outside containment. suction

&
" 25. RHR discharge or return 54. Interfacing system LOCA for RHR

line interfacing LOCA discharge

26. Core Spray discharge line 55. Interfacing system LOCA for Core
interfacing LOCA Spray

O O O
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Table 3.1.12

IlOPE CREEK INTTIATING EVENTS DATA BASE

LER # Initiating Event Description IE Group (fron: IE Category (from

Table 3.1.13) Table 3.1.1-1)

86 - 65 Partial Loss of FW 23 Ti
86 - 60 Partial Loss of FW 23 T
86 - 85 Turbine Trip 3 Tt

86 - 92 Spurious Low /High Level of Load Reject 1 T
87 - 13 Imkage 39 T:
87 - 17 Turbine Trip 3 T:
87 - 34 Loss of FW (Control) 22 Tr
87 - 37 Loss of Condenser Vacuum 8 Tc

87 - 39 Turbine Trip 3 T:
87 - 47 Inadvertent Open Relief Valve 11 Ti
87 - 51 Spurious Grounding 35 Ti
88 - 12 MSIV Closure After Manual Scrum 5 Tm
88 - 13 Partial Loss of FW 23 Ti

'

88 - 15 Manual Scram No Out of Tolerance 36 Tt
88 - 22 Turbine Trip 3 T:
88 - 27 Loss of Feedwater Flow 22 Tr
88 - 29 Load Reject and Turbine Trip 1 T:
89 - 17 CRD HCU Electrical 34 T:
89 25 Turbine Trip 3 T
90 - 1 Turbine Trip 3 Ti
90 - 3 less of FW (Marsh Fire) 22 (External) Tf
90 - 24 , Seagle MSIV Closure 6 T
90 - 28 Torbes Trip 3 Ti.

91 - 5 Partial Loss of FW 23 T
91 - 8 Partial Loss of FW 23 T
92 6 Suppression Pool - Vacuum Breakers Failed 35 Ti
92 13 Manual Scram - Recire. Fans Failed 35 Ti

.93 4 Turbine Tiip 3 Ti

3.1-63
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Table 3.1.1-3
i

SURVEY OF PRA LOCA FREQUENCIES (MEAN) PER YEAR

!

LOCA
Type Brtmswick Peach Bottom Grand Gulf Shoreham Limerick WASII-1400 IICGS

Small 3.0E-2 2.7E-3 3.0E-3 8.0E-3 1.0E-2 2.7E-3 2.8E-2 *

Intermediate 3.0E-3 8.0E-4 8.0E-4 3.0E-3 2.0E-3 8.0E-4 3.0E-3

Y
| { Large 3.0E-4 2.7E-4 2.0E-4 7.0E-4 4.0E-4 2.7E-4 7.0E-4

* includes contribution from recirc pump seal LOCAs of 2.0E-2/ year

|

|

|

I

O O O
- -- --
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1

C) 1 ,te 3.1.1 4

FLOOD FREQUENCIES BY ROOM

TOTAL
FLOOD 30 MINUTE UNISOLATED

INITIATOR ISOLATION FLOOD
ROOM FREOUENCY FAILUREI FREOUENCY

110 2.0E-3 1.2E-3 2.4E-6
4104 3.1E-2 1.2E-3 3.7E-5
4105 3.1E-2 1.2E-3 3.7E-5
4107 3.7E-2 1.2E 3 4.4E-5
4108 2.0E-5 1.2E-3 2.4E-8
4109 3.6E-2 1.2E-3 4.3E-5
4110 2.6E-2 1.2E-3 3.1E-5
4111 9.8E-2 1.2E-3 1.2E-4
4113 3.6E-2 1.2E-3 4.3E-5
4114 3.7E-2 1.2E-3 4.4E-5
4116 3.1E-2 1.2E-3 3.7E-5
4118 3.1E-2 1.2E-3 3.7E-5
4201 7.2E-2 1.2E-3 8.6E-5
4202 5.6E-2 1.2E-3 6.7E 5
4203 6.7E-6 1.2E-3 8.0E-9
4215 2.3E-5 1.2E-3 2.8E-8

O 4301 7.2E-2 1.2E-3 8.6E-5
4303 7.2E-2 1.2E-3 8.6E-5
4309 5.6E 2 1.2E-3 6.7E-5
4310 7.2E-2 1.2E-3 8.6E-5

NOTE:

1: The flood isolation failure rate within the 30 minute time frame was determined w'.th the use of
the method for group 1 items for 30 minutes.

,

O
.
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hTable 3.1.1-5

IICGS INITIATING EVENT FREQUENCIES

,

Initiatine Event Descrintion Freauencies

T, Turbine Trip 4.0

Tr Loss of Condenser Vacuum 1.8E-1

T, less of Feedwater 5.5E-1

Tm MSIV Closure 1.8E-1

T; Inadvertent Open SRV 3.8E-2

| Tm.for, IAss of Service Water / SACS 2.1E-4

T,,, Loss of RACS 1.0E-2

Thy Ioss of HVAC 2.4E-3

T;,, Loss ofInstrument Air / Service Air 1.0E-2

T, Loss of Offsite Power 3.4E-2

S, Small LOCA 2.8E-2

Intermediate LOCA 3.0E-3S i

A Large LOCA 7.0E-4

l ISLOCA ISLOCA 1.0E-3 (Leakage)
i 1.0E-5 (Rupture)

Tn Internal Flooding 7.0E-1
Failure to isolate within 30 minutes 1.0E-3

|
1

|

|

|
|

|

9
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Table 3.1.1-6

Turbine Trio (TJ Success Criteria

f Reactor Cooling Iligh Pressure Early Cont. Reactor Law Pressure
| Reactivity System Inventory PresJTemp. Vessel Inventory Img Term
I Contml Integrity Control Control Deoressurization Control Heat Removal

Sufficient rods Open at least 2*/14 1/3 feedwater pump Not Required Turbine bypass 1 out of 3 Normal Heat Removal
inserted (at most 5/14) injectin valves open to the condensate trains MSIV open & Power

SRVs when main condenser Conversion through {

(RPS or manual pressure increases or or Condensate
trip within 1/2 or
minute) and RCIC pump 1 out of 4 LPCI or

injecting 2*/14 SRVs open loops inject
i all SRVs reclose. A or B RiiR pump in

' when pressure is cr or SPC or CSC mode

h normal|

HPCI pump Core Spray injection or
injecting 1/2 loops with

2 pumps / loop" Containment
or venting

or
2*/2 CRD pumps
injecting. 2*/2 CRD pumps
(applicable injecting.
afler 2 hours *) (applicable

after 2 hours *)

or

2/2 Condensate
transfer pumps and
Diesel fire pump"*

Assumption validated by MAAP calculation.*

In the long term, suction must be from CST, if suppression pool is approaching HCTL.**

Long term only, following other successful injection.***

.
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Toble 3.1.1-7

Ioss of Condenser Vacuum (T3 Success Criteria

Reactor Coolant liigh Pressure Early Cont. Reactor I.aw Pressure

Reactivity System Inventory PresIremp. Vessel Inventory long Term

Control Integrity Controi Control Detiressuriration Control IIcat Removal

SufTicient rods Open at least 5*/14 RCIC pump injecting Not Required IIPCIin full flow I out of 4 LPCIloops A or B RIIR pump
test mode inject in SPC or CSC mode

inserted (RPS or (at most 8/14)
manual trip within SRVs when or

or or or
1/2 minute) pressure increases

IIPCIpump injectmg
and 2*/14 SRVs open Core Spray injection Containment venting

or 1/2 loops with

all SRVs reclose 2 pumps / loop ** or

when pressure is Feedwaterw
L normal (if at least I steam or PCS through

h path is reopened condensate (afler

and feedwater is I out of 3 reopening

recovered) condensate trains the MSIVs)

or or

2*/2 CRD pumps 2*/2 CRD pumps

injecting. injecting.

(applicable (applicable

after 2 hours *) after 2 hours *)

or

2/2 Condensate
transfer pumps and
Diesel fire pump ***

Assumption validated by MAAP calculation.*

In the long term, suction must be from CST, if suppression pool is approaching HCTL.**

Long term only, following other successful injection."*

O O O
.

_ - .
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I Table 3.1.1-8

MSIV Closure (T ) Success Criteria

| Reactor Coolant liigh Pressure Early Cont. Reactor Iow Pressure
| Reacthity System Inventory Pres / Temp. Vessel Inventory lang Term

Control Interrity Control Control Deriressurlistion Control IIcat Removal

i
SufHeient rods Open at least 5/14 RCIC pump injecting Not Required IIPCIin full flow I out of 4 LPCIloops A or B RHR pump in

Jinserted (RDS or (at most 8/14) test mode inject SPC or CSC mode
manual trip within SRVs when or
1/2 minute) pressure increases or or or 1

iIPCI pump mjecting I

and 2*/14 SRVs open Core Spray injection Containment venting
or 1/2 loops with 2

w all SRVs reclose pumps / loop * * or
L when pressure is Feedwater
h normal (if at least I steam or (PCS through

path is reopened condensate, after
and feedwater is 1 out of 3 reopemng |

recovered) condensate trains the MSIVs)

or or

2*/2 CRD pumps 2*/2 CRD pumps
injecting. injecting.
(applicable (applicable
after 2 hours *) after 2 hours')

or

2/2 Condensate
transfer pumps and
Diesel fire pump ***

Assumption validated by MAAP calculation.*

In the long term, suction must be from CST, it' suppression pool is approaching HCTL.**

Long term only, following other successful injection.***

- - _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - -
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Table 3.1.1-9

less of Feedwater (T,) Success Criter_in

Reactor Cooling Iligh Pressure Early Cont. Reactor Low Pressure
Resetivity System Inventory PresJTemp. Vessel Inventory long Term
Control Integrity Control Control I)coressuriration Control IIcat Removal

Sufficient rods Open at least 2/14 RCIC pump Not Required Turbine bypass valves 1/3 condensate trains Normal Heat Removal
inserted (at most 5/14) injecting open to the main and MSIVs remain if MSIVs remain open

SRVs when condenser and MSIVs open. (Power Conversion
(RPS or manual pressure increases or remain opened. through Condensate)

trip within I!2 or

minute) and ilPCI pump or or
injecting 1 out of 4 LPCI

[ all SRVs reclose. 2*/14 SRVs open loops inject A or B RIIR pump in
4 when pressure is or SPC or CSC mode
O normal or

Feedwater or
(if feedwater is Core Spray injection
recovered, and MSIVs 1/2 loops with Containment
remain open) 2 pumps / loop ** venting

or or

2*/2 CRD pumps 2*/2 CRD pumps
injecting. injecting. (applicable
(applicable after 2 hours )
after 2 hours,)

or

2/2 Condensate
transfer pumps and
Diesel fire pump ***

Assumption validated by MAAP calculation.*

** In the long term, suction must be from CST, if suppression pool is approaching HCTL.
Long term only, following other successful injection.***

O O O
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Table 3.1.1 10

Stuck Open Safety / Relief Valve (Td Success Criteria

Reactivity Reactor Coolant Iligh Pressure Early Cont. Reactor lew Pressure
Control System Inventory Pres / Temp. Vessel Inventory long Term

Interrity Control Control Depressurfration Control liest Removal

Suflicient rods Not Applicable 1/3 feedwater Not Required * Turbine bypass valves I out of 3 condensate PCS tluough
inserted (RPS or (stuck open SRV pumpr injecting" open to the main trains inject condensate,
manual trip within results in loss of condenser if MSIVs remain
1/2 minute) integrity, but without or or open.

the harsh environment or
of other LOCAs) HPCI pump 1 out of 4 LPCIloops or

$ injecting * * 1/14 SRVs open inject
p A or B RIIR pump in

or or SPC or CSC mode

RCIC* Core Spray Injection or
pump injecting" 1/2 loops with

2 pumps / loop ** Containment venting

or

2/2 Condensate
transfer pumps and
Diesel fire pump ***

Assumption validated by MAAP calculation.*

In the long term, suction must be from CST, if suppression pool is approaching HCTL.**

Long term only, following other successful injection.***

;
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Table 3.1.1-11

Loss of Offsite Power (T.) Success Criterf a*

Reactor Coolant Illgh Pressure Early Cont. Reactor tow Pressure

Reactivity System Inventory Pres 3 Temp. Vessel Inventory long Term
Control Integrity Control" Control Depressurization" Cont rol* * IIcat Removat**

Sufficient rods Open at least 2/14 RCIC pump injecting Not Required 2/14 SRVs open 1/4 LPCIloops inject A or B RIIR pump
in SPC or CSC

inserted (RPS or (at most 8/14)
manual trip within SRVs when or or mode

1/2 minute) pressure increases
IIPCI pump i tjet '.ng Core Spray injection or

and 1/2 loops with 2

or pumps / loop Centainment venting

all SRVs reclose (During SBO: via
w

or nitrogen bottles ory when pressure is 2/2 CRD pumps

d normal injecting. manual operation)
1/3 condensate(applicable
trains"'after 2 hours)

or
or

PCS through

2/2 CRD pumps condensate (*" and
injecting. (applicable reopening the

after 2 hours) MSIVs)

or

2/2 Condensate
transfer pumps"*
and Diesel fire pump
(long term only)

Upon occurrence of a loss of offsite power, immediate attempts are made to restore offsite power and to supply emergency*

onsite power via four diesel generators.
** The ability to operate AC driven systems in a subsequent station blackout (SBO)is precluded until power is recovered. Long

term operability of HPCI, RCIC and SRVs are also challenged in SBO type scenarios.
* * * Systems operable after recovery of offsite power.

O O O
___ __ l )
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Table 3.1.1-12

Larne LOCA (A) Success Criteria

Reactor Cooling liigh Pressure Early Cont. Reactor 14w Pressure
Reactivity System Inventory PresJTemp. Vessel Inventory Long Terni

.

'

Control Intearity Control Control Deoressurization Control flest Removal;
,

!

Sufficient rods Not Applicable Not Applicable * Pressure suppression Depressurized I out of 4 LPCIloops A or B RilR pump
inserted (RPS (LOCA results (Insufficient steam system operates during large LOCA injecting in SPC or CSC*
or manual trip in loss ofintegrity) pressure or passively *. mode.
within 1/2 flow capacity)

*
_

or *

minute) (including at least l' or - ;
wetwell/drywell Core spray injection:
vacuum breaker 1 out of 2 loops with Containment

*

!d opens when 2 pumps per loop ** venting

'.
$ demanded, and none
W are stuck open, or

before LOCA '

occurs) Condensate 1/3
injection paths *

.I

;

.

i

Assumption validated by MAAP calculation.
'

*

In the long term, suction must be from CST, if suppression pool is approaching HCTL.**

Long term only, following other successful injection.***

i

.
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Table 3.1.1-13

Intermediate LOCA (SI) Success Criteria

Reactor Cooti ; Iligh Pressure Early Cont. Reactor Lo w Pressure

Reactivity System Inventory Presa Temp. Vessel Inventory Long Term

Control Integrity Control Control Deoressurization Control IIcat Removal

Sufficient rods Not Applicable llPCI pump Pressure suppression Depressurized I out of 4 LPCIloops A or B RilR pump

inserted (RPS (LOCA results in injecting *. system operates by HPCI injecting in SPC or CSC*

or manualtrip loss ofintegrity) (Successful for passively *. mode.

within 1/2 a limited time or or

minute) until vessel (includmg at least l' or

derressurizes). wetwell/drywell 2/t4 SRV open. I out of 2 CSS loops

[ vacuum breaker (To ensure with 2 pumps per Containment

la opens when sufficiently rapid loop * * venting
# demanded, and none depressurization),

are stuck open, or
before LOCA
occurs) Condensate 1/3

injection paths"*

Assumption validated by MAAP calculation.*

In the long term, suction must be from CST, if suppression pool is approaching HCTL.**

Long term only, following other successful injection."*

O O O
_ _ -_
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Table 3.1.1-14

Small LOCA (S2) Success Criteria

'

Reactor Cooling Iligh Pressure Early Cont. Reactor IAw Pressure
Reactivity System laventory Pres / Temp. Vessel Inventory Long Term
f2ntIg] Interrity Contro' Control Deoressurization Control IIcat Removal

Sufficient rods Not applicable 10 feedwater Pressure suppression Turbine bypass valves Condensate 1/3 A or B RIIR pump
inserted (Rps (LOCA results in pump injecting system operates open to the main injection paths. in SPC or CSC*
or manual trip loss ofintegrity) passively *. condenser mode

within 1/2 or (Including no more or
minute) than 1* or orw

L liPCI pump wetwell/drywell I out of 4 LPCIloops
y injecting vacuum breaker fails 2' '14 SRW open inject Containment

to reclose if or venting
or demanded during

cooldown). Core Spray injection
RCIC pump 1/2 loops with
injecting * 2 pumps / loop **

(liigh pressure or
systems are
successful for 2/2 Condensate
a limited time transfer pumps and
until vessel Diesel fire pump"*
depressurizes).

|
,

Assumption validated by MAAP calculation.*

In the long term, suction must be from CST, if suppression pool is approaching HCTL.**

Long term only, following other successful injection. |***

!

1
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Table 3.1.1-15

Loss of Instrument / Service Air (Tg,.) Success Criteria

Reactor Coolr-t Illgh Pressure Early Cont. Reactor Iew Pressure
Reactivity System Inventory Pres 1 Temp. Vessel Inventory long Term
Control Integrity Control Control Depressurization Control IIcat Removal

Sufficient rods Open at least 5/14 RCIC pump injecting Not Required 2*/14 SRVs open 1 out of 4 LPCI loops A or B RIIR pump in
inserted (RPS or (at most 8/14) inject SPC or CSC mode
manual trip within SRVs when or

1/2 mmute) pressure mcreases or or
- IIPCI pwnp injecting
y and Core Spray injection Containment venting

or 1/2 loops with 2 via mtrogen bottles or
all SRVs reclose pumps / loop" manual operation
when pressure is 2*/2 CRD pumps
normal injecting. or

(applicable
after 2 hours *) 2*/2 CRD pumps

injecting.
(applicable

after 2 hours *)

or

2/2 Condensate
transfer pumps and
Diesel fire pump"*

Assumption validated by MAAP calculation.*

In the long term, suction must be frotr CST, if suppression pool is approaching HCTL.**

Long term only, following other successful injection.***

U _ ______ - __



Table 3.1.1-16

Loss of RACS fT,,c) Success Criterie

Reactor Coolant liigh Pressure Early Cont. Reactor Imw Pressure

ReactMty System Inventory Pres > Temp. Vessel Inventory Imag Term
Control Integrity Control Control Depressurization Control IIcat Removal

Sufficient rods Open at least 5/14 1/3 feedwater pump Not Required 2*/14 SRVs open 1 out of 3 A or B RHR pump in

inserted (RPS or (at most 8/14) injecting condensate trains SPC or Csc rrode
manual trip within SRVs when

1/2 minute) pressure increases or or or
l'

3 and RCIC pump 1 out of 4 LPCI loops Contairunent venting

injecting inject"

all SRVs reclose or
when pressure is or or

normal PCS through

HPCI pump Core Spray injection condensate (after

injecting 1/2 loops with 2 reopening
pumps / loop" the MSIVs)

er

2/2 Condensate
transfer pumps and
Diesel fire pump"*

I

!

Assumption validated by MAAP calculation.*

In the long term, suction must be from CST, if suppression pool is approaching HCTL.**

Long term only, following other successful injection.***

_____--________m__-_____ _ -_ __ - _ e - - - _-_ __ - _ _ _ _ _ _ m_ -- - - _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ - . _ _ - . _
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Table 3.1.1-17

loss of Service water or SACS fT,, or T,,c) Success Criteria

Reactor Coolant liigh Pressure Early Cont. Reactor lew Pressure
Reactisity System inventory Pres 3 Temp. Vessel Inventory lang Term
Control Inteerity Control Control Depressurization Control IIcat Removal

Sufricient rods Open at leae 5/14 RCIC pump Not Required 2*/14 SRVs open 1 out of 4 LPCIloops Containment venting

inserted (RPS or (at most 8'14) injecting" inject" (via nitrogen bottles
manual trip within SRVs when or manual operation)

_!d 1/2 minute) pressure increases or or

4
o and IIPCI pump Core Spray injection

injecting" 1/2 loops with 2

all SRVs reclose pumps / loop"
when pressure is
normal or

2/2 Condensate
transfer pumps and
Diesel fire pump "*

Assumption validated by MAAP calculation.*

Short term only until loss of service water / SACS causes delayed failure.**

Long term only, following other successful injection.***

O O O
. .
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Table 3.1.1-18

less ofIIVAC (Thvc) Success Criteria"
(IE Panet Room IIVAC/ Chilled Water or less of Control Area Chilled Water)

Reactor Coolant Illgh Pressure Early Cont. Reactor law Pressure
Reactivity System Inventory Pres /remp. Vessel Inventory Long Term
Control Intestrity Control Control Depressurization Control IIcat Removal

Sufficient rods Open at least 5/14 1/3 feedwater pump Not Required Turbine bypass valves 1/4 LPCIloops inject Normal PCS through
inserted (RPS or (at most 8/14) injecting open to the main condensate (if at least
manual trip within SRVs when condenser or one steam path is
1/2 minute) pressure increases or open)

or Core Spray injection
and RCIC pump 1/2 loops with 2 or

[ injecting 2/14 SRVs open Pumps / loop

4 all SRVs reclose A or B RHR pump in
* when pressure is or or SPC or CSC mode

normal

11PCI pump 1 out of 3 or
condensate trainsinjecting

Containment venting

or or via nitrogen bottles
or manual operation.

2/2 CRD pumps 2/2 CRD pumps

injecting. (applicable

(applicable after 2 hours)

after 2 hours)
or

2/2 Condensate
transfer pumps and
Diesel fire pump **.

All systems are eventually subject to failure if room cooling loss is not recovered and electrical equipment failures occur.*

Specific system effects are addressed by the detailed dependency modeling in the fault trees.
Long term only, following other successful injet . ion.**
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Table 3.1.1-19

ATWS fra) Success Criteris

Reactor Cooling Iligh Pressure Early Cont. Reactor Low Pressure
Remetivity System inventory Pres / Temp. Vessel Inventory Long Term
Control Integrity Control Contin! Deoressurisation Control lkat Removal

Successful trip Open sufScient 1/3 feedwater pump PCS (Note 1). Early I out of 4 LPCIloops PCS (Note 1).
of the recirculation number of SRVs injecting (N .te 1). INHIBIT ADS inject

| pump (RFT). (between 8 and 14) or or
to prevent vessel or and ort

( and overpressurization A or B RHR pump A or B RIIR pump in
! RCIC pump injecting in SPC or CSC mode. Slow, manual Core Spray injection SPC or CSC mode

either and depressurization 1/2 loops with 2

. fast restoration or (This means pressure after poison pumps / loop (Note 2). orj,

! k of rod insertion All SRVs reclose. suppression operates injection is

(ARI) HPCI pump injecting and SRV tail pipes completed or Containment ventingO'

and through FW Gow path remain intact an i
or (once level is low). wetwell/drywell I out of 3

Recirculation pump vacuum breakers condensate trains

Poison injection trip (RFT). reclose)
orby 2/2 SLC

pumps initiated
2/2 Condensateautomatically or

manually transfer pumps and
Diesel fire pump
(Note 3).

Notes

1. PCS is considered unavailable for the following transient initiators:
Tc, Tm, Tf, Te, A, S1, Tias, Trac, Tsac.

2. In the long term, suction must be from CST, if suppression pool is approaching
IICTL.

3 Long term only, following other successful injection.

|

9 O O
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Table 3.1.2-1

IIOPE CREEK ANTICIPATED INITIATING EVENT FREQUENCIFS
GROUPED IN REPRESENTATIVE CATEGORIES

Transients Frecuenev
ver reactor year

1. Turbine Trip (Tt*)
(1, 3, 6, 7, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30,32, 4.0
33,34,35,36,37,39) "

2. Loss of Condenser Availability (Tc*)
( 2, 4, 8,10,13) " 1.8E-1

3. MSIV Closure (Tm*)
(5, 9,12) * * 1.8E-1

4. Loss of Feedwater (Tf*)
(22) " 5.5E-1 )

5. Stuck Open Safety /Relicf Valve (Ti*) |

(11) " 3.8E-2 i

6. Manual Shutdown included in Tt

O 7. Loss of Offsite Power (Tc*) 3.4E-2

(31) "

Frequency

LOCAs ver reactor year

1. Small LOCA inside Containment (S2) 2.8E-2

(includes recire pump seal contribution of 2.0E-2)
(39, 47)"

2. Intermediate LOCA inside Containment (S1) 3.0E-3

(48) "

3. Large LOCA inside Containment (A) 7.0E-4

(49) * *

4. Reactor Vessel Rupture (Ro) Negligible ***

(50) "

5. Steam Line LOCA outside Containment (Unisolated) Negligible

(51) **

6. Interfacing System LOCAs 1.0E-3 (Leakage)

(53, 54, 55) " 1.0E-5 (Rupture)

Acronym used in the event trees for this initiating event.*

Numbers indicate initiator category in reference to Table 3.1.1-1.**

The frequency of RV rupture beyond the capability of ECCS systems is considered negligible.*
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hTable 3.1.2-1 (cont'd.)

IIOPE CREEK ANTICIPATED INITIATING EVENT FREQUENCIES
GROUPED IN REPRESENTATIVE CATEGORIES|

l

Freauency

Special Initiators per reactor year

1. Loss of one 4 Kv Bus (TAC) N/A***
(40) "

2. Loss of one DC Bus (TDC) N/A"*

(38) **

3. Loss of Service Water (Tsw) 2.0E-2

j (41) "

4. Loss of Safety Auxiliary Cooling (Tsac) 1.6E-3

(44) **

| 5. Loss of Reactor Auxiliary Cooling (Trae) 1.0E-2

(41) "

! 6. Loss of Panel Room Supply or Chilled Water (Tprs)

9.0E-2or

Loss of Controlled Area Chilled Water (Teac)
(42) **

7. Loss ofInstrument Air (Tia) 1.0E-2
,

l (43) "

I 8. Partial Loss of Reactor Water Level Measurement System (Tivl) N /A* * "

(45) **

9. Partial Loss of Compressed Gas (Tigs) N/A***
(46) **

: 10. Internal Flooding (Til) 7.9E-1

| Failure to isolate within 30 minutes 1.0E-3

Acronym used in the event trees for this initiating event.*

Numbers indicate initiator category in reference to Table 3.1.1-1.**
|
|

|
These events either do not cause a reactor trip, or they do not result in the loss of a safety system."*

Therefore, these events are not considered specialinitiators. ,

i
I

Loss of any one set oflevel instruments should not induce a trip. |""

Less of multiple channels could cause a trip and affect auto-initiation of ECCS.
Multiple channelloss is unlikely and manual ECCS is still possible.

|
Additionally, EOPs call for RFV flooding iflevel is uncertain. |

' All these factors were considered in the determination not to treat this event as a unique initiator.

|
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! b Table 3.1.2-2d
EVENT TREE TOP EVENTS AND EQUATION ASSIGNMENTS

Top Applicable Functional Fault Gate to Solve
Event Top Event Description Initiator Equation Tree

Designator

A large LOCA Large LOCA A IE-TOP LARGE-LOCA
C Reactor protection system (RPS) All but ATWS C C-TOP C-TOP
Ce RPS Electrical ATWS CE ATWS TOP RPS-ELECT
Cm RPS mechanical ATWS CM ATWS-TOP RPS-MECil
C2 Boron injection by SLC ADVS C2 SLC SLCl
D Vapor suppression large LOCA and D D-TOP VAPOR-SUPP-

Medium LOCA FAILS
D Vapor suppression Small LOCA D-S2 D-TOP D-S2

E less of offsite power Transients E E-TOP ACP-FAILS-OFFSIT
E less of offsite power LOCA E-LOC E-TOP ACP FAILS-OFFSIT
Edg Power supply by emergency diesel Loss of offsite EDG EDG-TOP ACP-FAILS-EDO

generators power

Edg Power supply by emergency diesel Iarge LOCA and EDG-LOC EDG-TOP ACP-FAILS-EDG
generators Medium LOCA

H Water level control by the operator ATWS H-HIGH ATWS-TOP H HIGH
H Water level control by the operator ATWS H-LOW ADVS-TOP H-LOW
Hvc Availability of HVAC Transients HVC llVAC ROOM-COOL

m Hvc Availability of HVAC LOCA HVC-LOC HVAC ROOM-COOL
L Hvc Availability of HVAC less offsite power HVC-LOP HVAC ROOM-COOL

Hvc Availability of HVAC less of SACS /SW HVC-LOP HVAC ROOM-COOL
Int Inhibit HPCI via CS by the ATWS INI ATWS-TOP INHIBIT-HPCI-CS

operator

In2 Inhibit ADS by the operator ATWS IN2 ATWS-TOP INHIBIT-ADS
Iso Isolation of seal LOCA Small LOCA ISO SEALLOCA SEAL-ISOL
K ARI ATWS Y ATWS-TOP ARI
M SRVs open on demand (2 out of Transients M-2 M-TOP SRV-FAIL-OPEN

14) _

M SRVs open on demand (8 out of ATWS M-ATWS ATWS-TOP SRVS-FTO
14)

Msv Operator bypasses MSIV closure ATWS MSV-1 ATWS-TOP MSIV-CLOSURE-1
with no SORV

'Msv MSIV closure with one SORV ATWS MSV-2 ATWS-TOP MSIV-CLOSURE-2
Msv MSIV closure with two SORVs ATWS MSV-3 ATWS TOP MSIV-CLOSURE-3
P One SRV closes S2, Tt, Tf P P-TOP SRV-1-CLOSE-

DMD3
,

P One SRV closes Tm, Te, Thv, P-TM P-TOP SRV-1-CLOSE- j
Tia, Tra, Tsa DMD6 |

P One SRV closes ATWS P-ATWS ATWS-TOP SRV-1-CLOSE- )
'ATWS

P2 Two SRVs close Tt,Tf P2 P-TOP SRV-2-CLOSE-
DMD3

O l
|

1
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Table 3.1.2 2

EVENT TREE TOP EVENTS AND EQUATION ASSIGNMENTS
(Continued)

Top Applicable Functional Fault Gate to Solve
Event Top Event Description Initiator Equation Tree

Designator

P2 Two SRVs close Tm, Te, Tia, P2-TM P-TOP SRV-2-CLOSE-
Thv, Tra, Tsa DMD6

P2 Two SRVs close Inadvertent SORV P2-1 P-TOP SRV-2-CLOSE-
DMD3

P2 Two SRVs close ATWS P2-ATWS ATWS-TOP SRV-2-CLOSE-
ATWS

Q High pressure injection / feedwater Tt,Ti Q Q-PCS Q-PCS
Q High pressure injection / feedwater ATWS Q-ATWS Q-PCS Q-PCS

Q Recovery of feedwater less of feedwater _ QR Q-PCS Q-PCS

Q High prmsure injection / feedwater Small LOCA Q Q-PCS Q-PCS
Q High pressure injection / feedwater less of RACS Q-RA QTT QTT
Rpt Recirculation pump trip ATWS, RPT ATWS-TOP RECIRC-PMP-TRIP
St Medium break LOCA Medium LOCA St IE-TOP MED-LOCA
S2 Small break LOCA Small LOCA S2 IE-TOP SMALL-LOCA
S3 Seal LOCA Small LOCA S3 SEALLOCA SEAL-LOCA
Ser Manual scram ATWS SCR ATWS-TOP MAN-SCRAM
Tat Turbine trip ATWS ATWS TAT ATWS-IE TAT
Tal Turbine trip ATWS ATWS TAl ATWS-IE TAI
Ta MSIV closure ATWS ATWS TA ATWS-lE TAM
Ta2 MSIV closure ATWS ATWS TA2 ATWS-lE TAM
Te Loss of offsite power less offsite power TE IE-TOP LOSP

Tf Imss of feedwater Loss of feedwater TF IE-TOP LOSS-FW
Thv less of HVAC less of HVAC THV IE-T OP LOSS-HVAC
Ti Inadvertent open SRV Inad. open SRV TI IE-TOP INAD-OPEN-SRV
Tia Loss of instrument air Loss of inst. air TIA IE-TOP LOSS-IA
Tm MSIV closure or loss of condenser Tm / Tc TM IE-TOP MSIV-CLOSE

vacuum
Tra less of RACS Loss of RACS TRA IE-TOP LOSS-RACS
Tsa less of SACS or SW Iess SACS / SW TSA IE-TOP LOSS-SACS-SW
Tt Turbine trip Turbine trip TT IE-TOP TURB-TRIP
U High pressure injection by Tt, Tm, Ti U U-TOP HPI-RCI-Fall

HPCI or RCIC
U High pressure injection by ATWS U-ATWS U-TOP HPI-RCI-Fall

HPCI or RCIC
U High pressure injection by Loss of HVAC U-HV U-TOP HPI-RCl-Fall

HPCI or RCIC
U High pressure injection by less of instr. air U-IA U-TOP HPI-RCI-FAIL

HPCI or RCIC
U High pressure injection by Small LOCA U-LOC U-TOP HPI-RCI-FAIL

HPCI or RCIC
U High pressure injection by loss offsite power U-LOP U-TOP HPI-RCI-Fall

HPCI or RCIC
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Table 3.1,2-2

EVENT TREE TOP EVENTS AND EQUATION ASSIGNMENTS
(Continued)

Top Applicable Functional Fault Gate to Solve

L Event Top Event Description Initiator Equation Tree
!' Designator

U High pressure injection by loss of RACS U-RA U-TOP HPI-RCI-FAIL
HPCI or RCIC

U High pressure injection by Loss of SACS /SW U-SA U-TOP HPI-RCI-FAIL
HPCI or RCIC

UI High pressure injection by HPCI Loss of feedwater UI HPCI HPCII
UI High pressum injection by HPCI Medium LOCA UI-LOC HPCI HPCII

' UI High pressure injection by HPCI Si and Te U1-LCLP HPCI HPCII
U2 High pressure injection by RCIC Loss of feedwater U2 RCIC RCICI
Uv Ieng term make-up water Loss offsite power UV-1 UV-TRAN UV-01
Uv Long term make-up water Loss offsite power UV-2 UV-TRAN UV-02
Uv long term make-up water Tt, Tm, Tf,Te,Tia UV-3 UV-TRAN UV-03
Uv leng term make-up water Loss offsite power UV-4 UV-TRAN UV-04
Uv long term make-up water Loss offsite power UV-5 UV-TRAN UV-05
Uv Long term make-up water Tt, Tm, Tf,Te,Tia UV4 UV-TRAN UV-06
UV long term make-up water less SACS / SW UV-oS UV-TSASW UV-06
Uv Long term make-up water Tt, Tm, Tf, Ti UV-7 UV-TRAN UV-07

( Uv long term make-up water less of instr. air UV-7-IA UV-TRAN UV-07
Uv Long term make-up water IAss SACS / SW UV-7S UV-TSASW UV-07
Uv Long term make-up water Loss RACS UV-8 UV-SPEC UV-8
Uv long term make-up water Tt, Tm, Tf, Ti UV-9 UV-TRAN UV-9
Uv Long term make-up water less of instr. air UV-9-IA UV-TRAN UV-9
Uv Long term make-up water Imss SACS / SW UV-9? UV-TSASW UV-9
Uv long term make-up water Tt, Tm, Tf, Ti UV-10 UV-TRAN UV-10
Uv long term make-up water Loss SACS / SW UV-10S UV-TSASW UV-10
Uv long term make-up water Tt, Tm, Tf, Ti UV-Il UV-TRAN UV-11
Uv Imag term make-up water loss SACS / SW UV-11S UV-TSASW UV-Il

Uv Long term make-up water Loss offsite power UV-12 UV-TRAN UV-12
Uv Long term make-up water Tt, Tm, Tf UV 13 UV-TRAN UV-13
Uv long term make-up water Imss SACS / SW UV-13S UV-TSASW UV-13
Uv long term make-up water loss RACS UV-15 UV-SPEC UV-15
Uv long term make-up water Tt, Tm UV-16 UV-LOCA UV-16
Uv Long term make-up water Large/Med LOCA UV-16-LC UV-LOCA UV-16
Uv Long term make-up water Loss SACS / SW UV-16S UV-TSASW UV-16
Uv Long term make-up water Loss of instr. air UV-17 UV-SPEC UV-17
Uv Long term make-up water Small LOCA UV-18 UV-LOCA UV-18
Uv Long term make-up water Small LOCA UV-19 UV-LOCA UV-19
Uv long term make-up water Loss ofinstr. air UV-19-IA UV-LOCA UV-19
Uv Long term make-up water Loss RACS UV-20 UV-SPEC UV-20
Uv Long term make-up water Loss of instr. air UV-21 UV-SPEC UV-21
Uv long term make-up water Small LOCA UV-22 UV-LOCA UV-22

O Uv Long term make-up water loss RACS UV-22-RA UV-LOCA UV-22
Uv long term make-up water Small LOCA UV-23 UV-LOCA UV-23
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Table 3.1.2-2

EVENT TREE TOP EVENTS AND EQUATION ASSIGNMENTS
(Continued)

Top Applicable Functional Fault Gate to Solve

Event Top Event Description Initiator Equation Tree
Designator

Uv Long term make-up water Loss RACS UV-23-RA UV-LOCA UV-23

Uv Long term make-up water Tt,Tm UV-24 UV-LOCA UV-24

Uv Long term make-up water large/Med LOCA UV-24-LC UV-LOCA UV-24

Uv tong term make-up water Loss SACS / SW UV-245 UV-TSASW UV-24

Uv long term make-up water large/Med LOCA UV-25 UV-LOCA UV-25

Uv Long term make-up water Loss of instr. air UV-25-IA UV-LOCA UV-25
~

Uv Long term make-up water Loss RACS UV-25-RA UV-LOCA UV-25

Uv Long term make-up water A, SI, Tia, Tra UV-26 UV-LOCA UV-26

Uv Long term make-up water ADVS UV-27 UV-ATWS UV-27

Uv Long term make-up water ATWS UV-28 UV-ATWS UV-28

Uv long term make-up water ADVS UV-29 UV-ATWS UV-29

Uv long term make-up water ATWS UV-30 UV-ATWS UV-30

Uv Long term make-up water A DVS UV-29L UV-ATWS UV-29

Uv Long term make-up water ATWS UV-30L UV-ATWS UV-30

V Low pressure injection Tt, Tm, Tf, Ti V V-TOP CNS-LPI-Cs-FAILS

V Low pressure injection Small LOCA V-LOC V-TOP CNS-LPI-CS-FAILS

V Low pressure injection loss of RACS V-RA V-TOP CNS-LPI-CS-FAILS

V low pressure injection less of SACS /SW V-S V-TOP CNS-LPI-CS-FAILS

V Low pressure injection Tt, Tm, Ti VI VI-TOP LPI-CS-FAILS-V I

V law pressure injection less offsite power V l-LOP V!-TOP LPI-CS-FAILS-V 1

V low pressure injection Large/Med LOCA VI-LOC V l-TOP LPI-CS-FAILS VI

V Low pressure injection Large/Med LOCA VI-LCLP VITOP LPI-CS-FAILS-V i

W Containment heat removal Tt, Tm, Tf, Ti, W W TOP CSC-SPC-FAILS-W

Tia, Tra

W Containment beat removal LOCA W-LOC W-TOP CSC-SPC-FAILS-W

W Containment heat remova! Loss offsite power W-LOP W-TOP CSC-SPC-FAILS-W

W Containment heat removal Large/Med LOCA W-LCLP W-TOP CSC-SPC-FAILS-W

WI Containment vent Tt, Tm, Tf, Ti W1 CONTVENT CONTVENT

WI Containment vent Loss ofinstr. air Wi-IA CONTVENT CONTVENT

WI Containment vent LOCA Wi-LOC CONTVENT CONTVENT

W1 Containment vent Loss offsite power Wl-LOP CONTVENT CONTVENT

W1 Containment vent Large/Med LOCA Wl-LCLP CONTVENT CONTVENT

W1 Containment vent less of RACS Wl-RA CONTVENT CONTVENT

W1 Containment vent Loss of SACS /SW Wl-S CONTVENT CONTVENT

X Depressurization of the RPV Tt, Tm, Tf, Ti X RXDP RXDP

X Depressurization of the RPV ATWS X-ATWS RXDP RXDP

X Depressurization of the RPV Loss of instr. air X-1A RXDP RXDP

X Depressurization of the RPV Small/Med LOCA X-LOC RXDP RXDP

X Deprescrization of the RPV Loss offsite power X-ATWS RXDP RXDP

X Depressurization of the RPV Medium LOCA X-LCLP RXDP kXDP

X Depressurization of the RPV less of RACS X-RA RXDP RXDP
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|
|

'fuRB AEACT HVAC Opst SWs Am AIL t FW HPCI APV t.NI. COHT CONT LONO
'

TRIP MTY Aves Pwr OPEN $RVs $RVs RCIC DE. C3. HEAT VENT TERM
CONT Avad Close Close PRES CN REMV MU

T1 C kke f M P P2 Q U X Y W W1 Uw Sequence |POS| FREQUENCY |p -

1. 11 OK
h 2. MQ OK

3. TIQW OK
*'3 4. TtoWUV CD

W'
$. TtOWW1 OK

6. TtCWW1Uv CD
U

T. TtCU OK
N 4. TIQUW OK |

W 10 9. TIQUWUw CD |W'
10. T10VWW1 OK I

N'3 11. TtOUWW1Uw CD
V

12 TtOUV CD
* 11ftOUX CD

P 14 TtP OK
D 15. TIPQ OK

N 16. ftPQW OK
W 10 17. TtPOWUw CD

W' 14 TIPOWWI OK
b'" 19 TtPOWW1Uv CD

# 20, TIPOV OK
N'I St. TIPOVUV CD

W 2 TtPOVW OK
N'? ?3 TtPQVWUw CD

' ?4. TIPOVWW1 OK
4 ?S TIPQVWW1Uv CD

d
?6. TtPQU OK

N ??. TIPOUW OK
N-0 ?s TtPQuWUv CD

W'
?9 TIPQUWW1 OK

N'' 30. TtPOUWW1Uv CD
# 3t itPOLN CD

*
??. TIPOUX CD

M
?3. TtPP2 OK

h u TIPP2W OK
N''' " TIPP2WUw CD

W' M T1PP2WW1 OK' N44 ?T. TtPP2WW1Uv CD
A M. TtPP2V CDW

". ftM Tm To A
[ '0. TtE Tm to to

WC
' t. T1Hvc Tm To Thv

C
'2. TIC Tm To Tat

Figure 3.1.2-1: Event tree of the turbine trip laitiator.
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O
jkIlY RIAc~rWAC Cttst SRVs Ab All. ) hPO RP) 11 0. GNT Coht IANC
CEE IVI"Y Asad Pwr CPt!I 3RVs SRVs ROC Dg- C3. HF.AT VUT TutM
or Tc CCL had dose Oose PRIS CN RD(V NU

Tm C Hw ! N P P2 U' I V V VI Uv | Sequence | PDS| Frequency j

I. Tm og
y

I og
b.13 1 Tary' CD

,,
4. Tmnl og

N'8 5.Tantw Cp
g

L TmU og
y

pg, 7. ImUV
og

s. TmUru, CD
,,

9. TmVYY! og

!0. TmVYTIUv CD
y

!I. TmUV CD
y

!2. TmUX CDp.tv
!1TmP og

y
!4. TmPT og

- -10 !i ImPTU' CD
,,

!$.TmPY11 og
b-I t !?. fmPnly, CD

y
!8. TmPY og

N~' 19. TmPVU, CD
,

'O. TmPYf og

' ?!. TmPyrUv CD
,,

Y TmPVTYI og

. fmPYIflUv CD
n

?4. TmPU og
y

5 TmPW og

W10?8.TmPUTUr CD
,,

- '7. TmPUni og

D TmPUYrive Q
y

| ''. TmPUV CD
y

" TmPUI CD
'

pg.7y
?!. TmPP2 og

g
?1 TmPP2Y og

,

! D". ImPP2YU, CD

| 9. TmPP2YYi og,

"b. TmPP2n1Uv CD
y,

" TmPP2Y CD-

W.2
77. Tan! Tm To A

E ".Tm! Tra g
HYC 79. TrJive Trn Thve

C 't. Tec Tra saa

Figure 3.1.2-2: Event tree of the MSIV closure initiator.
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.

IES Af>C less Ofst SRVs SRV5 ; HPO itCIC FY RPV LPCI. CONI CDC WNGf} fift! al Peer OPD CD2 IRVs RfCVD CE- C3. HDT VDT TERM*
ff CDr7 HV4C close PRES CN RDV VT WV

,

3 C He t M P P2 UI U2 Qt I T T tl Uv | sequence |PD3|PREQUDCY|

1. 3 OK
NR

2. TfQt OK
N

1 UQtf OK

D*l3 .TfQtTV, CD4
'I

5. TfQRTTI OK
W6

4. TfQRTTIUv G
L't -n

T. TrVI OK
N

8. T!UIT ' OK

Dd 9. DUIVUv CD
'I

!0. T!UITVI OK
U*3 fl. HUITV!Uv CDE'M

!2. T!UTU2 OK
N 11 T!UlUff CE

D'd !4. TIU!U27Ur CD
'l

. !S. UUlU2TTI OK

U*3 !8. T!Ulu2VTID CD
U

!T. T!UlU2V CD
I

!!. TfUlU21 CD
P-77

!s, up og
RR

M UPQR OK
N

?l. TfPQtt OK

D T!PQRTU, CD
'I

E T!PQltTvl OK

D. T!PQRTTIUv CD'I
1 nPQtf OK

D. T!PQtfJv CD
'

h T!PQRTT
'7 OK

HPQtYvUv CD
'l

. a nPQRml OK

D*' " TfPQRTTTIUr CD
UI

5!. T!PUI OK
N " WPUlf OK

D T!PUITUv G
'l M OK

b. IfPUlvTI. T!PUITTIUv CD
'l '** IfPUIV DE

M*' 'T. UPUlVU, CD

.

'
58. UPUITT OK

E'.l 39.T!PUIYvUv G
'l

. '0. TfPUlVTTI Of

U~I 'l. ?!PUlffflUv GW
'1 BPUlU2 f4

N
'3. UPUlU2T OK

Ud '4.T!PU!U27Uv CD
'I

'5. T!PUlU2TTI DK

NS 't.T!PUlU2TTIUr CD
U

!7. T!PUlU27 CD
I

18. T!PUlU2K CDN-II
'9. T!PP2 fra $1W
M T!W CD segligible -

E

M-3 St. t fra I
C *1 TfHve fra HVAC

5111C Trn Tam

Maure 3.1.2-3: Event tree of the loss of feedwaterinitiator.
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INAD REACT Loss Ofst SRVs SRVs LOSS HPCI RPV LPCI, CONT CONT LONG
OPEN IVITY of Powr OPEN CLOSE FW RCIC De- CS, ifEAT VENT TERM

SRV CNTL IIVAC pres. CN REHV HU
T1 C live E H P2 Q U X V W WI Uv Sequence | PDS[hr'ekuency |

1. Ti

2. TiQ OK

3. T1QW OK
-10 4. TiQWUV CD

dl
5. TlQWW1 OK

NV-11 6. TiQWW1Uv CD#
7. TiQV ox

NV-7 8. TiQVUV CD
; #

9. TiQVW OK
Y~7

10. TIQVWUV CD
W1

11. T1QVWW1 OK
Y-9w 12. TiQVWW1Uv CDy

13. TiQU OK$
14. TiQUW OK

-10
15. TiQUWUv CD

R1
16. TIQUWW1 OK

V-11
17. TiQUWW1Uv CD

18. TIQUV CD*
19. TIQUX CD
20. TiP2 Trn S1
21. TiH Negligible8
22. TIE Trn TeFlyc

23. TillvcC
24. TIC Trn Ta-Tm

i

Figure 3.1.2-4: Event tree of the inadverten open relief valve initiator,
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1

f1D2 toss On- Rt.AC" SRys 32Vs 2 HPG RPW LPQ. CONT CONT LDNC

OPTS of Site IVTTY OPS CW2 SRY: ROC 02 C3. HEAT YDT illUI
- Pvt HVAC DCs C|m, CIDSE PRES 3 RDIV WU

Te Hve DC C M P P2 U ! V V VI Uv Sequence |PDS|Preth

I. Te CX

[V-LOP L Tef OK

Ih!E1 TevW CD

vi-tDP 4,y,yyj g
M-4U . TeVVIUv G$

U-tDP 6. Teu OK
IV-IDP T. TeUT OK

Ihf9 8. TeUVUs G
'l-W g. TeUrvi - OK

Ult. TeUV11Uv G
vi-!DP

!!. TeUY G
t-lDP St ieUS Q

P3 !17eP OK.

|V |DP 34. TePV OK

E::1915. TePTUv G
Wi-tDP !6. TePTTI OK

p-SU ,7,pyygg, G37
VI-lDP !$. TePT OK

E*.1915. TePYUr G
v-tDP M.TePYr OK

,

M I.TePYVU, G
vi-lDP a._ y,pyryg og

F-b TerVVYlUw G
U-IDP '4. TePU Ot

IV-lDP % TePVT Of

E-iE26. TePVvUv G
vi-tDP ,7,7,pyygg og

P-54a TePtert!Uv G
VI-lDP se_t,pyy Q

X-IDP "_ TePL,1 Q
P2-3 ?!.TePP2 * Tra 31

W *?. Teu CD llegliche
'

C

". Tec
. Trn Tam

DC-tDP M TeGG CD
i IlJ-IDP Si TeDCll CD

P-3 " TeDCP CD

IV-|DP " TeDCPU G.

P2-3 " TcGCPP2 Tra !!
W $9. TeDCX G NeglioWe

C
'O. TeDCC CD NeglicWe

N '. t. TcHx Trn llVAC

Fyptre 3.1.2-5: Event tree of the loss of offsite power initiator.
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SWL loss leu SRVs liot Seal RPS VAP0k ff HPCI, RPV ll'CL CONT CONT L%C
ICJ.AK Ofst of dose Sul bol SUPP Sin ROC DE- C3. HEAT VDT TERM

14C4 Powr HVAC thCA SY3 PRESS OD REWOV FV WU

S2 I Hvc P $3 ho C D Q U X V V VI l|V Sequence |1S|fREQUDCY/fR|

1. 52 OK
bS2

. 2. S2Q OX

EW 3. S2Qf OX

LEE 4 S2Qvtv CD

II'W 5.32Q*VI OK

b 6. S2QVilW CD

M 7. S2QV CD
Y

U'W
8. S2QU OK |N-W
9 S2QUV OK i

bl0. S2QUTUV CD
'I

II. S2QUYll OK

bl2. RQUIYlVV CD
'' W

13. S2QW CD
I-W

I4. S2QUX CD
D'S2

15. S2D CD
r-32

16. S2C CD
I3 !7. 52S3 Trn R

I'8
. I5. S2S31:e 01

,

g-52 !g 3:33i,,q og

| N-W
20 S2331soQv OX

N'I8'

?! S2331soQvDV CD
3I-W

22. S2531 oQvfI OK

D'I8'3. $2331soQtflW CD'-W
24. S2S31soQV CD

U~W
5 S2331soQU ON

N'W 26. S2S31soqUT ON

b27. 32331soQUVW CD
'l-W

~8. S2S31soQUvil CK
'

b-I9
29 S2S31soQUYVlW CD

V-W
30 S2331soQt'V CD

I'W 31 S2331soqU1 CD
D--T 32,3:331 sod CD

I'E
33. S2S31 soc CD

f 34 S2P Trn !!
H" 5 S2}}ve Trn fine

I 26. S:t fra E

Figure 3.1.2-6: Event tree of the small LOCA initiator.
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_.

( O
MED RPS HVAC Offat EDG VAPOR HPINJ RPV LPCI CONT CONT LONG lBREAK Avall Pwr Avail SUPP HPCI DE- CS HEAT VENT TERMLOCA Avail SYS SYS PRESS REMOV WW MU

S1 C Hvc E Edg D U1 X V1 W W1 UV Sequence
|PDS|FREQUbHCh/hR]

1. S1 OKN-LOC 2. S1W OKhv-16 3. S1WUV CD
W1-LOC 4. S1WW1 OKhv-24 '

5. S1WW1UV CDV1-LOC
6. SIV1 CD01-LOC i-

7. Slul OKN-LOC
8. S1U1W OK

NV-16 9. SIU1WUV CD
W1-LOC

10. S1U1WW1 OKhv-24 11. SIU1WW1UV CDVI-LOC
12. S1UIV1 CDX-LOC
13. SIUlX CDD
14. SID CD l

.

E-LOC
U. 15. S1E OK-LCLP r

$3 hv-25
16. SIEW OK
17. S1EWUV CD

W1-LCLP
18. SIEWW1 OK

hv-26 19. SIEWW1UV CDVI-LCLP
20. SIEV1 CDU1-LCLP
21. SIEUI OKh-LCLP 22. SIEU1W OK

hv-25 23. SIEU1WUV CD
'

W1-LCLP |
i 24. SIEU1WW1 OK !

hV-26 25. SIEU1WW1UV CD hV1-LCLP
26. SIEU1V1 CD Negl IX-LCLP
27. SIEUlX CD NeglD
28. SIED CD NeglEDG-LOC

HVC-LOC 29. SIEEdg CD Negl
30. S1Hvc Trn ThvcC
31. SIC Trn Tam

;
,

t

Figure 3.1.2-7: Event tree of the intennediate LOCA initiator.
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LC68 NEACT HVAC Coat SHYs Ad Adi-1 HPCa RPV LPCB CONT CONT LONG ,

of - MTY Aved Pwr OPEN SRVs SRVs RC4C DE. CS HEAT VENT TERM |

LAS CNTL Aved Ckse Close PRES REMV MU

The C | Hvc E M P P2 U X V1 W W1 Uw Sequence |PDS| Frequency |

i r. OK
N 2. Thew OK

W-21 3. TheWUW CD
W14A 4 TieWW1 OK

N4 6. TlaWWIW CD
LJ4A 6. NU OK

f TaaVW OK
))V 17

|6. TlaVWUv CD
W14A 9 TmWWW1 OK l

b ~10. TieUWW1Uw CD
V' 11. TWN1 CD

N 12. flauX CD
P-TM 11 TleP OK

14 TlePW Ok
N''I 1$ hPWUv CD I

W'4A 16. TlaPWW1 OK
N''W17, TlePWW1Uw CD

IV' is TlePV1 OK
19 TlePVIUV CD !'IM

^W ?O TlaPVtW OK
kN.74A ?1. TlePV1WUV CO

W'4A 22. YlePV1WWI OK
^?3 TiaPV1WW1Uw CD

WA 24 TmPU OK
! N ?S TlePUW OK

N'' I '6. TlePUWUw CD
""A 7. TlePUWW1 OK

NM'S. flePUWW1UwCD
V' '9 TlePOV1 CD

X4^ e.TlaPUX CD '

|
P2 @ 31 TlePP2 OK

N l32 TlePP2W OK
M3 TlePP2WUv CD

W'4A 34 TlePP2WW1 OK
W 26 35 NPP2WW1Uw CO

U 36 N PP2V1 CD
37. TmM CD I

E 38 TiaE Tm To To |# 39. TlaHwc Tm To Thw
C 'O MC Tm To Tat

Figure 3.1.3-1: Event tree of the loss of IAS Initiator.
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M

LOSS REACT HVAC Cest SRVs AR AN-1 FW HPCI RPV LPCI. CONT CONT LONG

ofRA MTif Aves Pwr OPEN SRVs SRVs RCic DE. CS. HEAT VENT TERM

CS CONT Avad Close Close PRES CN REMV MU

Tra C Hvc E M P P2 Q U X V W W1 W Sequence |POS| FREQUENCY |
i

1. Tra OK

.

2. TsaQ OK
N 3. TraQW OK

4 TraQWW CD
** 5. TraQWW1 Ok

N4 6 TraQWW1Uw CD
LW 7 TraQU OK

h 8. TraQUW OK
W42A . TraQUWW CDg

WW 10. TraQUWW1 OK
N4%1. TrnOUWW1W CD

N 12. TraQUV CD
XAA 13. TraQUX CD

P.TM 14 Trap OK
W

.

15 TraPQ OK
W 16. TraPQW OK

W-22A17. TraPOWW CD
WW 13. TrePQWW1 OK

"N43#19. TraPQWW1W CD
W M TraPOV OK

IN-15 ?1. TraPOVW CD
W M TraPQVW OK

W45 h3 TraPQVWW CD
WW

, ?4 TraPOVWW1 OK
W 15 25 TraPOVWW1Uv CD

UAA M.TraPQU OK
h ?7. TraPQUW OK

W42426 TraPQUWW CD
WW 3 TraPOUWW1 OK

N43*vi TraPQUWW1W CD
N ?). TrePQUV CD

XAA ?? TraPoux CD
P2-TM ?? TraPP2 OK

W u TraPP2W OK

b454J5 TraPP2WUv CD
WW 36 TraPP2WW1 OK

$137. TraPP2WW1Uw CD
VAA M TrePP2V CD

M-2 39 Tram CD
E 'O. TraE Tm To To

HVC 41. TraHvc Tm to Thv
C '2. Trac Tm To Tal

Figure 3.1.3-2: Event tree of the loss of RACS initiator.
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LCdB 8tEACT HVAC ors 1 SfNs Aa A41 HPCI RPV CS CONT LONG
SW1S MTY Aves Pwr OPEN GRVs SRVs RCIC DE. VENT TERM
ACS CNTL Ave # Ctana Cbea PRES MU

Tse C Hvc E M P P2 Us X Vs W1 Uv Saquenca |POS| Frequency |

O
1.Tse OK

~

2.Tsauw CD
"I4 3. TsaW1 OK

O 4 TsaW1Uv CD
6.Tseus OK

OS 6. Tsausuv CD
WI4 7 TsausWl CD

## 8.TsausVs CD
* O TuWX CD

P-*
. 10 TsaP OK
IUV 103 11. TsePUw CD

W'4 12 TsaPW1 OK
kN-11S 13 TsaPW1Uw CD

#4 14 TsaPVs OK
IN-FS 15. TsaPVsUw CD

d'4 16. TsePVsW1 OK
N* 17. TsePVsW1Uv CO

#8A 18. TsePUs OK
10S 19. TsaPUsuv CD

"'4 N TsaPUsW1 OK
IN 115 ?1. TsePUsW1UV CD

#4 M. TsaPUsVs CD
* ?3. TsaPUsX CD

24.TsaPP2 OK
16s 25. TsaPP2Uw CD

#14 26. TsaPP2W1 OK
-28827. TsaPP2W1Uv CD

#4 - ~; APP 2Vs CD
-29 Tsau CD

30 TsaE TRN To E
?) TsaHvc TRN TO Hvc

g
32. TsaC TRN To Ts.Tm

,

e

:

Figure 3.1.3-3: Event tree of the loss of SSW/ SACS initiator.
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|

|

I

)LOSS REACT SRVs All All-1 HPCI
of IVITY OPEN SRVs SRVs RCIC

HVAC CNTL Close Close

Thv C M P P2 U Sequence PDS

1. Thv CD
N-W 2. ThvU CD

P-TM 3. ThvP CD
N-W 4. ThvPU CD

P2-TM 5. ThvPP2 CD
M-2 6. ThvM CD

C 7. ThvC CD

Figure 3.1.3-4: Event tree of the loss of IIVAC initiator.
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ISLOCA Valve Configuration Used
Interfacm.g Valve Configuration In ISLOCA Initiating Event

,

System Pathway,

Fault Tree Development

Vi|R PUHP

1115CilARGE LINE NX - ~ " ~ ~ ~ - ^ - | RitR P..np1)P202 ,
DP202
""" '3"

1b 70 f Y(LPC D ru4tD P6A
, PSV-r025D

I

ksIR PiIMP
ReR Punp |BP202 RY ,

D!$l4ARGE i INC I
-- BP202

(L PC D r041B P6B f017B II b [7
----

PS V-f 025B Rtw Punp,

r04tD P6A ro 71)PitR PUMP |w
L AP202 | 1 RtR Pung

AP202
$ DIStifARGE LINE |

'

g
(LPE D f041A Pt-C IOl7A Y

| PSV-F025A
,

I

|RiiR PUMP-

lilSCHARGE 1.lNE
~~~-

| [
: (LPC I) C041C P6D F017C Y

| Psv-r025c
!

i

i

Figure 3.1.3-5

! Piping And Valve Arrangement Associated With The PJIR ISLOCA Flowpaths
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| Figure 3.1.3-12: Event tree of the turbine trip ATWS initiator.
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Figure 3.1.3-12: (continued) |
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3.2 System Analysis

The purposes of this_section are to present a description of systems analyzed in the HCGS IPE,
as well as a description of how the systems were analyzed. The HCGS IPE was performed
using the large linked fault tree, small event tree approache By using the linked fault trees, all

I
system dependencies are modeled'directly in the system fault trees.

Section 3.2.1 presents a description of each system analyzed in the HCGS IPE along with its
simplified diagram. For each system, an extensive fault tree was created which includes
component failures, instrumentation failures, human failures, test and maintenance
unavailabilities, and system dependencies. These fault trees are maintained as Tier II
information, and have not been included in this report. Information about the data that were
used in the system analyses, along with descriptions of the actual quantification process are
provided in Section 3.3.

Section 3.2.2 presents the dependency matrix for all support systems and front-line systems
used in the HCGS IPE. As was mentioned previously, each system dependency is modeled
directly in the system's fault tree, thereby insuring that no dependencies are lost in the system
analysis.

3.2.1 System Descrintions

This section presents the descriptions and simplified diagrams of all front-line and support
systems considered in the HCGS IPE.' Each of the following subsections is devoted to a
system, and for each system, the system function, description, and operation are discussed.
Also presented for each system is a brief description of the system fault tree.

The front-end of the HCGS IPE was performed using the large linked fault tree, small event
tree approach. By using the linked fault trees, all system dependencies are modeled directly in
the system fault trees. i

|

For each system described in Section 3.2.1, a fault tree was developed. Fault tree analysis is a
disciplined and deductive methodology for the identification of system failure causes. An

l

undesired top event is defined and then the credible faults leading to the top event are deduced.
The fault tree is used to develop and depict the logical interrelationships of basic events (faults)
which can lead to the top event. Use of the fault tree methodology is recommended by both the l

'

Interim Reliability Evaluation Program (IREP) Procedures Guide (Ref. 3.2.1-1) and the PRA
Procedures Guide (Ref. 3.2.1-2) for the modeling of system failures. Detailed information on
fault tree methodology is presented in the Fault Tree Handbook (Reference 3.2.1-3).

'

Fault trees for HCGS were developed following detailed guidelines outlined in the HCGS PRA
Project System Fault Tree Deve.lopment Handbook (Ref. 3.2.1-4). Guidelines from this
document are summarized below.

3.2-1
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The fault trees developed for the system analyses for HCGS were developed down to the
component level. Examples of components include various types of valves (e.g. manual,
motor-operated, and pneumatic) and pumps, electric relays, switches, circuit breakers, motors,
fuses, and instrumentation.

In general, passive failures such as piping leakage and cable open or short circuits were not
modeled because such event probabilities are considered to be significantly lower than other
events modeled. Plugging of locked-open valves and internal leakage of locked-closed valves
were modeled where appropriate. Finally, flow diversion paths up to ared including the first
closed valve were modeled where appropriate.

Sources ofinformation used in developing the HCGS system fault trees included training
materials, the updated Final Safety Analysis Report, plant P& ids, electrical diagrams, plant
walk-throughs, and discussions with system engineers and operators.

| Human errors modeled in the fault trees included miscalibration, failure to return components
'

to their normal state after testing or maintenance, and operator errors during an accident.

Test and maintenance outages were modeled in the system fault trees. Normally, test and
maintenance outages for a system or subsystem were modeled as one separate event (included
in a combined test and maintenance outage event, and given the designator "TM"). Test and
maintenance events were not included for cases in which the system automatically realigns
upon demand. Test and maintenance outages as modeled in the fault trees can result in h
multiple system test and maintenance outages which may be a violation of the Technical-
Specifications. In the quantification of the event trees, minimal cutsets containing such

I violations were eliminated from the results.

Dependent failures were modeled in the system fault trees. A thorough discussion of
dependent failure modeling is presented in Section 3.3 of this report.

References:

3.2.1-1. Interim Reliability Evaluation Program Procedures Guide. Washington, DC.:
US. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, January 1983.

3.2.1-2. PRA Procedures Guide. Washington, DC.: US. Nuclear Regulatory

| Commission, January 1983. NUREG/CR-2300.

3.2.1-3, Fault Tree Handbook. Washington, DC.: US. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
January 1986. NUREG-0492.

3.2.1-4. Hope Creek Generatine Station Probabilistic Risk Assessment Fault Tree

Development Handbook. Idaho Falls, ID: EI International, Inc., September 1988.
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(~g 3.2.1.1 Hich-Pressure Coolant Iniection System (HPCD
.

,

U |

3.2.1.1.1 System Function

The High Pressure Coolant Injection System (HPCI) maintains reactor vessel inventory after
small and intermediate breaks in the Reactor Coolant System (RCS). The term small breaks
implies that these breaks are not large enough to depressurize the reactor to enable adequate ;

core cooling with the low-pressure portions of the Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS). |
The HPCI system is also used to maintain adequate inventory or pressure control following a
reactor isolation and failure of the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) system.

3.2.1.1.2 System Description

General design

HPCI is one of four systems which comprise the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS).
HPCI consists of a steam-driven turbine, a constant-flow pump assembly (including a booster
pump), and asso-iated system piping, valves, controls and instrumentation. A simplified
diagram of HPCI is presented in Figure 3.2-1.

Flow Path

HPCI is a safety-related emergency core cooling system. The system pump initially takes
suction from the condensate storage tank (CST) but can be aligned to take suction from the
suppression pool. The booster pump takes suction from the water source and discharges to the
HPCI main pump which in turn discharges to the reactor vessel via the "A" Core Spray Line
spargers and the "A" Reactor Feedwater Line.

The HPCI turbine is driven by steam supplied from the reactor vessel. The steam is extracted
from main steam line C upstream of the main steam isolation valves (MSIVs). The inboard
and outboard HPCI steam line containment isolation valves are normally open. This results in
an elevated piping temperature at close proximity to the turbine which permits rapid startup of
the HPCI system. The turbine steam exhaust is discharged below the surface of the
suppression pool.

Location

The HPCI turbine-driven pump assembly and associated valves, piping, and instrumentation
are located in the HPCI pump room, Reactor Building (RB) Elevation 54'. The CST is
located outside the Auxiliary Building (AB) and the suppression pool is located inside
containment at Elevation 54'. The valves modeled which are located inside containment are
the steam supply inboard isolation valve 1FDHV-F002, the check valve 1BEHV-F006A in
Core Spray line A, and check valve I AEV007, and motor-operated valve I AEHV-F011 A in
feedwater line A. All other valves modeled in the HPCI system are located outside
contamment.

3.2-3
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Component Descriptions g
HPCI Turbine Driven Pump

The HPCI main pump (OP204) is a 100% capacity pump installed on a common base plate
with the HPCI turbine and booster pump. The booster pump (OP217) is driven by the same
turbine as the main pump and it provides suction to the HPCI main pump. The HPCI turbine
(OS211) provides the driving force for the booster and HPCI main pumps. The HPCI turbine-
driven pump has a 5600 gpm injection capacity.

Condensate Storage Tank

The condensate storage tank (CST) provides the initial HPCI pump suction supply during
system operation. The tank contains up to 500,000 gallons of demineralized water of which
135,000 gallons is dedicated for use by the HPCI and RCIC systems. The portion of the
suction piping exposed to outside air temperatures is protected from cold weather by 1-1/2
inches of insulation and a single heat trace on each line.

Suppression Pool

The suppression pool provides secondary makeup water to the reactor vessel when either the
CST becomes depleted or the suppression pool water level is high. The torus-shaped
suppression chamber is located around and below the RPV and contains a water volume of

3approximately 118,000 ft ,

3.2.1.1.3 System Interfaces

Shared Components

HPCI shares valve 1BEHV-F006A with the Core Spray System (CSS) and valves I AEHV-
F074A, I AEV007, and 1 AEHV-F011 A with the feedwater system. The suppression pool is
shared by HPCI, LPCI, RCIC, and CSS. The CST is shared by RCIC, HPCI, CSS, and the
Control Rod Drive Hydraulic systems.

|
'

Electrical

HPCI is supplied 250 VDC electrical power exclusively through MCC 10D251. The 125
VDC Class IE distribution system supplies DC electrical power to the HPCI control circuits.
HPCI success is independent of AC power; however, AC power is used for control of
components that are not essential for HPCI operation.

Air
1

All of the pneumatically operated valves which are associated with the HPCI system are g'

associated only with the operation of the condensate pump, drain lines, or steam trap bypass.
Their operation is not required for the HPCI system to operate.
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p Actuation
%J

The HPCI cystem is automatically actuated by high drywell pressure (+1.68 psig) or low |

reactor vessel water level (-38") signals. |

Control

HPCI control is not shared by any other system. The HPCI controls are located in the control
room and are equipped with manual actuation switches. They are powered from 125 VDC
Class 1E Distribution Panel 1 AD417. ;

Component Cooling

Turbine lube oil cooling water is taken from a portion of the booster pump discharge flow. No
other component cooling is required. HPCI will isolate due to high room temperature at 160 F.

Room Cooling

The HPCI pump room is cooled by two redundant units which use the SACS system as a heat
sink. The HPCI pipe chase is cooled by RBVS. HPCI pump room cooling is evaluated in
Section 3.2.1.21.

3.2.1.1.4 Instrumentation and Control

The control logic in the HPCI system is designed to function upon automatic initiation. In
addition to the automatic operational features of the HPCI system, provisions are included for
remote manual startup, operation and shutdown in case automatic initiation fails. Functional
testing of the logic is possible during normal plant operation.

System Actuation

A reactor low water level (-38 inches on wide range) or a high drywell pressure (+ 1.68 psig)
signal causes the following valves to open:

- IFDHV-F001 (turbine steam supply valve)

- IFDFV-4880 (turbine stop valve),

1BJHV-F007 (HPCI pump discharge valve),-

- IBJHV-F006 (HPCI pump discharge valve to Core Spray),

- IBJHV-F010 (HPCI suction from the CST) if closed, and

b
- IBJHV-8278 (HPCI pump discharge valve to Feedwater).

|
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Control

The HPCI pump may be started either manually or automatically. Once the pump is running,
the turbine control valve's position is controlled by signals from the controller. The amount of
steam available to the turbine is determined by the turbine control valve position which adjusts
the turbine speed.

HPCI pump suction is initially from the CST and can be manually controlled. Automatic
control is actuated by HPCI initiation signals which opens valve 1BJHV-F004, the HPCI suction
valve from CST. This valve is closed by a "HPCI suction valve from suppression pool fully
open" signal. The suppression pool suction valve 1BJHV-F042 has both manual and automatic
control. Automatic control of actuation and isolation of this valve is described in the interlocks
section below. The automatic signal can be overridden by a manual control switch. This allows |

the pump suction to be aligned back to the CST from the suppression pool.

Interlocks

HPCI interlocks related to system actuation and operation are as follows:

1. 1FDHV-F001 (HPCI turbine steam supply) automatically or manually opens on
HPCI initiation only if 1FDHV-F071 (turbine exhaust isolation) is fully open.

2. 1BJHV-F004 (pump suction from CST) automatically closes if 1BJHV-F042 h
(pump suction from suppression pool) is fully open. 1BJHV-F004 will
automatically open on HPCI initiation if 1BJHV-F042 is not fully open.

3. 1BJHV-F042 (pump suction from suppression pool) automatically opens on
CST low level or suppression pool high level if the BJHV-F042 handswitch is

,

not in the AUTO OPEN OVRD position and if there is no HPCI isolation
signal. 1BJHV-F042 may be manually opened if there is no HPCI isolation
signal. 1BJHV-F042 auto closes on HPCI isolation signal.

4. 1BJHV-F006 (pump discharge to Core Spray) automatically closes if 1FDHV-
F001 (HPCI turbine steam supply) is fully closed or 1FDFV-4880 (turbine stop
valve) is fully closed. 1BJHV-F006 will automatically open on HPCI initiation
if 1FDFV-4880 is not fully closed and 1FDHV-F001 is not fully closed.

5. 1BJHV-8278 (HPCI discharge to Feedwater) automatically closes if 1FDHV-

| F001 (turbine steam supply) or 1FDFV-4880 (HPCI turbine stop valve) is fully
closed. 1BJHV-8278 will automatically open on HPCI initiation if 1FDFV-'

4880 and 1FDHV-F001 are not fully closed.

Instrumentation and Annunciators

O
Instrumentation that provides monitoring functions for safe operation of HPCI include such
alarms / indicators as HPCI out of service, HPCI steam flow high, and HPCI turbine trip. Over

3.2-6
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30 alarm / indication annunciators exist for the HPCI system, and they are located in the control iO room and are indicated on Panel 10C650 and alarmed on Panel 10C800.

System Isolation

There are seven signals which will automatically isolate the HPCI system. Examples include
low steam supply pressure, steam line high differential pressure, HPCI pipe chase high
temperature, and HPCI pump room high temperature. All high temperature isolation signals
for the HPCI system can be bypassed by placing the Steam Leak Detection System keylock
switches into the BYPASS position.

I
3.2.1.1.5 Operator Actions

The HPCI System automatically starts upon receipt of a reactor pressure vessel low water level
signal or a primary containment high pressure signal. Therefore, the only operator actions
modeled are:

1. Operator fails to control water level - RPV water level needs to be controlled to prevent
a HPCI turbine trip on an RPV high-water-level signal. Although HPCI will restart if
one high-water level signal clears, the operators are instructed to maintain RPV water
level below +54" in the EOPs. Failure to control RPV water level below +54",
combined with a failure of the Level 8 trip circuitry, will be considered a failure of the|

' system.

2. OP fails to align HPCI for ATWS (FW only) - injecting HPCI through the core spray
sparger may cause an adverse reactivity effect during an ATWS event. Operators are
instructed in HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0322(Q) to prevent HPCI flow to Core Spray line A
during an ATWS if HPCIinjection flow is not needed to maintain RPV water level
above TAF. Failure to do so will be considered a failure of the system during an
ATWS.

3.2.1.1.6 Technical Specification Limitations

1
'

Technical Specifications (TS) 3/4.5.1 and 3/4.3.2 apply to HPCI. TS 4.5.1 and 4.3.2 are
surveillance requirements avi are not summarized here. TS 3.5.1 and 3.3.2 are LCO
requirements, and are summarbed below.

Lhniting Condition for Operation (LCO)

The HPCI system is operable if the following are met:

1. one operable HPCI pump, and

O
\

|
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2. an operable flow path capable of taking suction from the suppression chamber and
transferring the water to the reactor vessel.

Should the HPCI system become inoperable during operational conditions 1, 2, or 3 with the
CSS, LPCI, ADS, and RCIC systems operable, the HPCI system must be restored to operable
status within 14 days or be in at least hot shutdown within the next 12 hours and reduce reactor
steam dome pressure to less than or equal to 200 psig within the following 24 hours.

Several other LCOs exist for conditions involving inoperable HPCI actuation instrumentation
channels. These LCOs ensure that redundant HPCI actuation instrumentation channels are
available.

3.2.1.1.7 Testing

The system is designed such that a full flow functional test can be performed any time the
system is in Standby Readiness Mode (within the limitations of the Technical Specifications).
Testing does not affect the ability of the HPCI system to inject water into the reactor vessel
following a transient. Major test requirements are outlined in the Technical Specification
Surveillance Requirements.

3.2.1.1.8 System Operation

Normal operation h
During normal plant operation, the system is in a ready standby condition.

Abnormal operation

During abnormal plant conditions when the HPCI system is required to function, startup and

|
operation are automatically initiated and controlled. Upon receipt ofinitiation signals, the HPCI
controls automatically start the system and bring it to design flowrate within 35 seconds.

During and following a leak or break in the HPCI steam lines or loss of room or steam tunnel
cooling, a HPCIisolation signal may occur. The following events occur upon receipt of an
isolation signal:

1. the steam supply (1FDHV-F002 and F003), min flow (1BJHV-F012), injection
to core spray (IBJHV-F006), and injection to feedwater (IBJHV-8278) close.

1
2. the turbine trip solenoid energizes,

3. the pump suction from suppression pool valve (1BJHV-F042) closes,

4. a status light " isolation logic A and C tripped" illuminates, and h
5. the alarm "HPCI out of service" annunciates.

3.2-8



3.2.1.1.9 System Fault Tree

3.2.1.1.9.1 Description

Components modeled in the HPCI system fault tree are shown in the simplified diagram in Figure
3.2-1. The top event for the HPCI fault trees is insufficient HPCI flow to the reactor vessel.

3.2.1.1.9.2 Success and Failure Criteria

The HPCI operation is successful if the system can inject water through the Core Spray line A or
Feedwater line A for 24 hours (non-ATWS). During an ATWS sequence, HPCIis successfulif
the system can inject through the feedwater line for 24 hours, and no injection through the core
spray line occurs. Failure of HPCI may be caused by:

1. failure of the HPCI turbine driven pump,

2. no flow path to Core Spray or Feedwater systems,

3. failure of HPCI suction,

4. failure of the steam path to and from the HPCI terbine driven pump,

5. injection through the core spray line, during an ATWS sequence.

3.2.1.1.9.3 Assumptions

In addition to the assumptions stated in the " Hope Creek Fault Tree Handbook," the following
assumptions apply for this system.

Model-Related
;

I
1. RHR heat exchangers A and B potential flow diversion paths off the HPCI steam

line are not included in the fault tree since these lines are not operable and are sealed

closed.

2. The recirculation line diversion flow path was determined not to be large enough to
deplete the HPCI flow path of minimum coolant required for core cooling. The size
of the minimum-flow line is 4 inches and the discharge line is 14 inches, which is less
than one-third of the discharge line size.

3. The potential flow diversion path test line to the CST from the HPCI pump discharge is
not modeled because of the low probability of this scenario taking place. In order for

o this diversion to occur, the normally-closed valve IBJHV-F008 would have to be left in

V an open position and an actuation signal opening valve IBJHV-8278 or interlocks
between IBJHV-8278 and IBJHV-F006 would need to fail. In addition, IBJHV-F0ll
would need to fail open.
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4. Either the Core Spray line or the Feedwater line provide sufficient flow (2600 gpm
minimum) for accident mitigation except ATWS. During an ATWS operators are
instructed to inject HPCI through one feedwater line only. Failure to do so will be
considered a failure of the system.

5. The CST is located outside of the Auxiliary Building. The piping for the CST is heat
traced to prevent freezing in the lines. Since the heat tracing is alarmed in the control
room the freezing of the CST line was not modeled.

6. HPCI flow diversion back through the core spray or feedwater lines is prevented in the
Core Spray line by normally closed motor-operated valve 1BEHV-F005A and check
valve 1BEV014 and in the feedwater line by check valve 1AEHV-F032A. Spurious

~

opening of the MOV and failure of the check valve are required for flow diversion
through the Core Spray line and are not modeled due to the low probability of this
event occurring.

7. Failure of the jockey pump does increase the likelihood of water hammer in the

| discharge line but does not directly fail the HPCI system. Therefore, the failure of the
,

jockey pump was not modeled.

8. The turbine 4 riven pump data includes the booster and main pump, the turbine
governor valve, the lube oil cooling system, and associated equipment.

9. The successful operation of HPCI requires an automatic switch to the suppression pool
for suction. The suppression pool supply is sufficient for all operational modes of
HPCI; therefore, the CST supply, which is not sufficient for all modes, is not required
for successful operation.

10. Operator failure to control RPV level, preventing a HPCI turbine trip on an RPV high
water level signal, combined with a failure of the I2 vel 8 trip circuitry, will be
considered a failure of the system.

I1. Failure of 1BJHV-F004 (pump suction from CST) to remain open is not modeled, since
the system would fail only if the turbine failed to trip automatically or if the operator
failed to respond to the system alarms after the turbine tripped.

Quantification-Related

1. A mission time of 24 hours was used to quantify the HPCI fault tree.

3.2.1.1.10 References

1. " Hope Creek Generating Station updated Final Safety Analysis Report," Section
6.3.1.2.1 Public Service Electric and Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge NJ,

April 11,1991.
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2. " Hope Creek Generating Station Licensed Operator Systems," I2sson Plan NumberO 302HC-000.00-026-14. Public Service Electric and Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge
NJ, May 1989.

3. " Hope Creek Generating Station Technical Specifications 3/4.5." Public Service
' Electric and Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge NJ, July 1986.

4. Public Service Electric and Gas Company Operating Procedures OP-IS.BJ-001
OP-IS.BJ-101
OP-IS.BJ-102
OP-SO.BJ-001
OP-EO.ZZ-312
OP-EO.ZZ-316
OP-EO.ZZ-322

5. Public Service Electric and Gas Drawings
M-41-1
M-42-1
M-55-1
M-56-1
J-55-0
J-56-0
J-0650
E41-1040
E-6074-0
E-6074-1
E-6431-0
E-6439-0
E-6440-0

3.2.1.2 Reactor Core Isolation Cooline System (RCIC)

3.2.1.2.1 System Function

The Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) System provides adequate reactor core cooling
following reactor isolation if the feedwater system is unavailable to provide the required makeup
water. RCIC can also be used to cooldown and depressurize the reactor after shutdown.

3.2.1.2.2 System Description

General Design

The RCIC system is a safely-related system consisting of a steam-driven turbine, turbine-

O driven pump, and associated piping, valves, controls and instrumentation. RCIC is capable of
ensuring adequate core cooling with no Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) actuation
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following a reactor isolation and a loss of feedwater flow. The flow rate is approximately'

equal to the boil-off rate 15 minutes after a reactor shutdown. A simplified diagram of the
RCIC system is presented in Figure 3.2-2.

Flow Path

RCIC delivers makeup water to the reactor vessel through Feedwater Line B. The RCIC
pump's initial water source is the Condensate Storage Tank (CST). The RCIC pump
discharges to the reactor vessel via the Loop B Feedwater supply header. The suppression
pool is used as a makeup water source following the depletion of the CST. The RCIC pump
and turbine are located below the water level of the CST and suppression pool. The RCIC
steam turbine is supplied with steam from main steam line A upstream of the main steam

-

isolation valve (MSIV). Steam exhausted from the RCIC turbine is directed to the suppression
pool. A minimum-flow recirculation line leading to the suppression pool is provided to
prevent overheating the pump when it is operating near the shutoff head.

Location

The RCIC turbine-driven pump assembly and associated valves, piping and instrumentation
are located in the RCIC pump room, at Reactor Building Elevation 54'. The CST is tocated
outside the Auxiliary Building, and the suppression pool is located inside containment at
Elevation 54'. The valves modeled which are inside containment are the steam supply inboard
isolation valve (FCHV-F007), check valve AEV003 and motor-operated valve AEHV-F011B
in Feedwater line B. All other modeled valves in the RCIC system are located outside

containment.

Component Descriptions

RCIC Turbine-Driven Pump

The RCIC main pump (OP203)is a 100% capacity steam-turbine driven pump designed to
deliver flow to the reactor vessel within a reactor pressure range of 64.6 psig to 1120 psig.
The RCIC turbine (OS212) provides the motive force to drive the RCIC pump. Steam supply
to the turbine is from main steam line A. The RCIC turbine-driven pump has a 600 gpm

injection capacity.

Condensate Storage Tank

The Condensate Storage Tank (CST) provides the initial RCIC pump suction si.pply during
system operation. The tank contains up to 500,000 gallons of demineralized water of which
135,000 gallons is designed for use by the RCIC and HPCI systems. The portion of the
suction piping exposed to outside air temperatures is protected from the cold weather by 1-1/2
inches of insulation and a single heat trace on each line.

O
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q Suppression Pool

b |
The suppression pool provides secondary makeup water to the reactor vessel when the CST

'

becomes depleted or high toms level occurs. The torus-shaped suppression chamber is located
3around and below the reactor vessel and contains a water volume of approximately 118,000-ft .

1

3.2.1.2.3 System Interfaces

Shared Components

RCIC shares check valves AEHV-F074B, AEF032B and AEV003, and motor-operated valve
AEHV-F011B with the feedwater system. The CST is shared by RCIC, HPCI, CSS, and the
Control Rod Drive Hydraulic systems and the suppression pool is shared by RCIC, HPCI,
LPCI, and CSS.

Electrical

RCIC is supplied 250 VDC power exclusively through MCC 10D261. The 1BD417125 VDC
Class 1E distribution panel supplies DC electrical power to the RCIC control circuits. RCIC
system success is independent of AC power; however, AC power is used for control of
components that are non-essential to RCIC success.

) Air

There are five pneumatic valves in RCIC which are supplied by the instrument air system.
However, these valves are all associateo with the operation of the condensate pump, drain lines,
and steam trap bypass. Their operation is not required for the operation of the RCIC system.

Actuation

RCIC is automatically actuated by a low reactor vessel water level (-38 inches) signal.

Control

RCIC control is not shared by any other system. Controls are located in the control room on
the Control Room Panel 10C650 and are equipped with manual actuation switches. RCIC may
also be controlled at the remote shutdown panel.

Component Cooling

The lube oil cooling system maintains RCIC turbine lube oil at the proper operating
temperature to ensure proper operating turbine bearing temperature. The barometric
condenser receives cooling water from the discharge of the RCIC pump. No other component
cooling is required.
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Room Cooling O
The RCIC pump room is cooled by two redundant cooler units which use the S ACS system as
a heat sink. The RCIC pipe chase is cooled by RBVS. RCIC pump room cooling is evaluated
in Section 3.2.1.21,

3.2.1.2.4 Instrumentation and Control

Control logic in the RCIC system is designed to function upon automatic initiation. In
addition to the automatic operational features of the RCIC system, provisions are included for
remote manual startup, operation, and shutdown in case automatic initiation fails. Functional
testing is available during normal plant operation.

_

Sysicm Actuation

A reactor water low level signal (-38 inches, wide range) automatically initiates the RCIC
system, which includes the following operations:

1. the turbine steam supply valve (FCHV-F045) opens,

2. the RCIC pump suction from the CST valve (BDHV-F010) opens, if closed,

3. the RCIC pump discharge valves (BDHV-F012 and BDHV-F013) receive an g
open signal admitting water to the reactor when pump discharge pressure is
greater then the reactor pressure (thus opening the associated check valves).

Control

The RCIC pump may be started either manually or automatically. Once the pump is running,
the turbine control valve's position is controlled by signals from the controller. The amount of
steam available to the turbine is determined by the position of the turbine control valve, which

adjusts the turbine speed.

A minimum-flow line protects the RCIC pump from overheating when it is operating at low-
flow conditions. Automatic control of the minimum-flow valves (BDSV-F019 and BDSV-4405)
is accomplished by flow indicator switches. The valves are closed by interlocks with FCFV-
4282 (fully closed), FCHV-F045 (fully closed), or by a pump discharge flow high signal.

RCIC pump suction is initially taken from the CST and can be manually controlled.
Automatic control is actuated by RCIC initiation signals which open valve BDHV-F010, the
RCIC suction valve from the CST. This valve is closed by a "RCIC suction valve from
suppression pool fully open" signal. The suppression pool suction valve BDHV-F031 has both
manual and automatic control. Automatic control of actuation and isolation of this valve is
described in the interlocks section below. The automatic signal can be overridden by a malmal
control switch. This allows the pump suction to be aligned back to the CST from the
suppression pool.

3.2-14 I
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p Interlocks !

U !!

I RCIC interlocks during and after system initiation include:
1
'

1. FCHV-F007 (steam supply line inboard isolation valve) automatically closes
upon a RCIC isolation signal. FCHV-F007 cannot be reopened if the isolation
signal is still present. {

i

2. FCHV-F008 (steam supply line outboard isolation valve) automatically closes |

upon a RCIC isolation signal. FCHV-F008 cannot be reopened if the isolation |

j signal is still present. |
l

3. BDHV-F010 (pump suction from the CST) opens upon a RCIC automatic or )
manual initiation signal if BDHV-F031 (pump suction from the suppression
pool valve) is not fully open. BDHV-F010 closes automatically when BDHV-
F031 is fully open.

4. BDHV-F031 (RCIC pump suction from the suppresion pool) automatically |

opens on CST low level if the BDHV-F031 handswitch is not in the AUTO
OPEN OVRD position.

5. BDHV-F012 (RCIC pump discharge valve) opens upon a receipt of an
j automatic or manual initiation signal.

| 6. BDHV-F013 (RCIC Feedwater isolation valve) opens upon a receipt of an automatic
or manual initiation signal provided that FCHV-F045 (turbine steam supply valve)
and FCHV-4282 (RCIC turbine trip and throttle valve) are not fully closed. HV-
F013 automatically closes if FCHV-4282 or FCHV-F045 is fully closed.

7. FCHV-F045 (turbine stop valve) automatically opens upon receipt of an
automatic or manual initiation signal provided that FCHV-F059 (turbine exhaust
to suppression pool) is fully open.

8. FCHV-4282 (turbine trip and throttle valve) has both automatic and manual
actuation and isolation and trip reset control.,

Instrumentation

Instrumentation that provides monitoring functions for safe operation of RCIC include such
alarms / indicators as RCIC out of service, RCIC steam flow high, and RCIC turbine trip. A
total of 30 alarm / indication annunciators exist for the RCIC system. These annunciators are
located in the control room and are indicated on Panel 10C650 and alarmed on Panel 10C800.

O
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System Isolation g|
There are seven isolation signals which will automatically isolate the RCIC system. These
are reactor low pressure, high exhaust diaphragm pressure, RCIC pipe chase high
temperature, high steam line flow, RCIC pump room ventilation duct high differential
temperature, torus compartment high temperature, and RCIC pump room high temperature.
All temperature isolation signals for the RCIC system can be bypassed at Panel 621 or 640
by placing switch S5B and S5D, respectively, in the BYPASS position.

3.2.1.2.5 Operator Actions

The RCIC system, when required, is automatically initiated by a reactor vessel low water
level (-38") signal. Therefore, the only operator action modeled is:

Operator fails to control water level - RPV water level needs to be controlled to prevent a
RCIC turbine trip on an RPV high water level signal. RCIC will restart if the high water level
signal clears, but may suffer a failure to restart.

3.2.1.2.6 Technical SpecificationLimitations

Technical Specifications (TS) 3/4.7.4 and 3/4.3.5 apply to RCIC. TS 4.7.4 and 4.3.5
are surveillance requirements and are not summarized here. TS 3.7.4 and 3.3.5 are LCO
requirements and are summarized below. h
Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO)

The RCIC system is operable if an operable flow path exists that is capable of taking suction
from the suppression chamber and transferring the coolant to the reactor vessel.

Should the RCIC system become inoperable in modes 1,2, or 3 with the steam dome
pressure greater than 150 psig, operation may continue provided the HPCI system is
operable. However, the RCIC system must be returned to operable status within 14 days
or be in at least hot shutdown within the next 12 hours and the reactor steam dome pressure

must be less than or equal to 150 psig within the following 24 hours.

Several other LCOs exist for conditions involving inoperable RCIC actuation instrumentation
channels. These LCOs ensure that redundant RCIC actuation instrumentation channels are
available.

O
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] Instrumentation
v

To ensure prompt RCIC system actuation and isolation, RCIC actuation instrumentation must
be operable as specified in Technical Specification Tables 3.3.5-1, and 3.3.5-2.

3.2.1.2.7 Testing

The system is designed such that a full-flow functional test can be performed any time the
system is in the Standby Readiness Mode (within the limitations of the Technical
Specifications). Testing does not affect the ability of the RCIC system to inject water into the
reactor vessel following a RCIC actuation due to a transient. Major test requirements are
outlined in the Technical Specifications Surveillance Requirements.

3.2.1.2.8 System Operation

Normal operation

During normal plant operation, the system is in a ready-standby condition.

Abnormal operation

p During abnormal operating conditions when the RCIC system is required to function, startup

() and operation are automatically initiated and controlled. The RCIC pump develops sufficient
head to pump water into the reactor vessel at full operating pressure. Thus, the RCIC system
can restore reactor vessel water level even if the water loss is not accompanica by
depressurization.

3.2.1.2.9 System Fault Tree

3.2.1.2.9.1 Description

Components modeled in the RCIC system fault tree are shown in the simplified diagram in
Figure 3.2-2. The top event for the RCIC fault tree is "RCIC fails to provide sufficient flow
to the RPV."

3.2.1.2.9.2 Success and Failure Criteria

RCIC operation is successful if the system can inject water through the Feedwater line B for
24 hours. Failure of RCIC may be caused by:

1. failure of the RCIC pump,

2. no flow path to the Feedwater system,

3.2-17
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3. failure of the steam path to or from the RCIC turbine-driven pump,

4. failure of RCIC pump suction.

3.2.1.2.9.3 Assumptions

In addition to the assumptions stated in the " Hope Creek Fault Tree Handbook," the following
assumptions apply for this system.

Model-Related

| 1. Included in the turbine-driven pump data is the main pump, the turbine governor valve,
| the lube oil cooling sy: tem and associated equipment.

2. The CST is located outside of the Auxiliary Building. The piping for the CST is heat
traced to prevent freezing in the lines. Since the heat tracing is alarmed in the control
room the freezing of the CST line was not modeled.

3. Failure of the jockey pump does increase the likelihood of water hammer in the
discharge line but does not directly fail the RCIC system. Therefore, the failure of the
jockey pump was not modeled.

4. The potential minimum flow line diversion path to the suppression pool was modeled. h
The pipe size of the minimum flow line is 2 inches compared to the RCIC line which is
6 inches. It is assumed that the minimum flow line valves will open during RCIC
system startup.

5. The successful operation of RCIC requires a switch to the suppression pool for suction.
The suppression pool supply is sufficient for all operational modes of RCIC.
Therefore, the CST supply, which is not sufficient for all modes, is not required for
successful operation.

6. The potential full-flow test line diversion path to the CST was not modeled because of

| the low probability of this scenario taking place. In order for this diversion to occur,
| two normally closed MOVs (BDHV-F022 and HPCI valve BJHV-F011) would have to

fail open.

7. The potential failure of the Torus-Drywell vacuum breakers to reclose, bypassing the
suppression pool, and tripping the RCIC turbine on high exhaust pressure will not be
modeled due to low probability.

8. Operator failure to control RPV level, preventing a RCIC turbine trip on an RPV high
water level signal combined with failure of the Level 8 trip circuitry, will cause a
failure of the system. h
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l

|

|
|

|

9. Failure of BDHV-F010 (pump suction from the CST) to remain open is not modeled, ;

\ since the system would fail only if the turbine failed to trip automatically or if the l

operator failed to respond to the system alarms after the turbine tripped.

Quantification-Related

A mission time of 24 hours was used to quantify the RCIC fault tree.

3.2.1.2.10 References

1. Hope Creek Generating Station UFSAR Section 5.4.6.1.1.1.

2. " Hope Creek Generating Station Licensed Operator Systems," Lesson Plan Number
302HC-000.00-030-13. Public Service Electric and Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge,
NJ, October 25,1991.

3. " Hope Creek Generating Station Technical Specifications 3/4.7.4." Public Service
Electric and Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge, NJ, July 1986.

4. Public Service Electric and Gas Company Operating Procedures
HC.OP-EO.ZZ-313
' HC.OP-EO.ZZ-317
HC.OP-IS.BD-001
HC.OP-IS.BD-101
HC.OP-IS.BD-102
HC.OP-ST.BD-001
HC.OP-ST.BD-003

i

5. Public Service Electric and Gas Drawings M-49-1
M-50-1
M-52-1
M-55-1 l

J-49-0 Series
J-50-0 Series
E51-C002
E51-F031 )
E51-F084
E51-1030-61
E51-1040 1

E-6082-1 l

E-6084-0 ,

E-6085-0 |

E-6086-0
E-6433-0
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3.2.1.3 Core Snrav System (CSS) g
3.2.1.3.1 System Function

The Core Spray System (CSS) is one of the four Emergency Core Cooling Systems. It
operates to limit fuel clad temperature to less than 22000F in the event of a LOCA. The CSS
automatically initiates on low reactor vessel water level or high drywell pressure signals and
sprays water onto the fuel assemblies when reactor pressure is less than 380 psig. The CSS
also functions in conjunction with the Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) to limit fuel
clad temperature during a LOCA when the reactor vessel is not rapi'!!y depressurized, and the
High-Pressure Coolant Injection System (HPCI) cannot adequately cool the reactor core (this
function is discussed more in the ADS section of this report).

3.2.1.3.2 System Description

General Design

The CSS is comprised of two independent loops (loops A and B) with two independent trains
supplying each loop. The CSS draws water from the suppression pool. Each CSS loop

| consists of two suction strainers located in the suppression pool, two 50% capacity spray
pumps, spray spargers located in the reactor vessel, system piping, and valves. A simplified
diagram of the CSS is presented in Figure 3.2-3.

O
Flow Path

During system operation, water is drawn from the suppression pool through the core spray
pump suction strainers and is pumped into two separate spray headers. CSS trains A and C
supply water to CSS loop A, and trains B and D supply water to loop B. A minimum-flow
line is installed in each CSS loop to prevent pump damage in the event that coolant flow is less
than 650 gpm. One test return line, which returns water to the suppression pool during flow
testing, is installed in each CSS loop.

In the event of a LOCA and CSS initiation, water is pumped by the CSS into the RPV from
the suppression pool. Coolant moves through the reactor core and passes out the break in
the reactor coolant system to the suppression pool. Thus, a closed flow cycle is established,
allowing the CSS to operate continuously following an accident.

Location

The CSS pumps, valves, and piping are located in four separate rooms on the east side of

.

the Reactor Building on Elevation 54'. The CSS pump suction strainers are located in the

| suppression pool, and the CSS spray spargers are installed in the upper shroud area of the
reactor pressure vessel.

O
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Component Descriptions

CSS Pumpsi

Four 50% capacity pumps are installed to provide CSS flow. The pumps are six-stage, vertical,
centrifugal type and each has a rated flow of 3175 gpm. Pump shutoff head is 380 psi. The
pump seals are mechanical, and seal leakage drains to the liquid radwaste system.

CSS Pump Suction Strainers

A strainer is provided on each CSS pump suction header to prevent debris from being drawn
into the CSS. The strainers are disc and spacer type, and each has a 3950 gpm flowrate
capacity with a 1.0 ft. pressure drop when operating with the strainer 50% plugged.

Core Spray Spargers

The CSS spargers distribute spray within the ' eactor vessel. Four sparger headers arer
provided; two are supplied from each flow loop. A total of 256 spray nozzles are directed

*

downward and toward the core vertical centerline.

CSS Valves

The CSS pump minimum-flow valves, IBEHV-F031A(B), are used to establish a flow path
between the CSS pump discharge and the suppression pool during low flow conditions to
prevent CSS pump damage due to overheating. The valves are normally open and will
automatically open, if closed, when their respective CSS pump or pumps are running and CSS
loop flow is less than 650 gpm.

The CSS loop downstream injection valves 1BEHV-F005A(B) are normally closed ano govide
isolation of CSS loop injection lines to the reactor vessel. The valves are manually operated '

from the control room and will automatically open on a CSS initiation signal.

|The CSR ioop testable check valves, IBEHV-F006A(B), provide protection against
overpressurizing the CSS due to backflow from the reactor vessel. The valves also prevent
flow from the reactor vessel through a leak in the CSS piping.

ECCS Jockey Pumps

The ECCS jockey pump (s) keeps the CSS discharge piping full of water. This minimizes
water injection time and prevents water hammer from inflicting damage when the associated
CSS pumps are started.

O l
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3.2.1.3.3 System Interfaces O
Condensate Storage and Transfer System

The condensate storage system provides various connections for CSS filling and venting, and
also for system testing when the reactor is shutdown. The condensate storage tank (CST) also
provides as an alternate makeup water source to the CSS pump suctions. This option may be
examined further as a recovery action upon plugging of the strainers.

Shared Components

Water is maintained in the CSS pump headers by means of two ECCS jockey pumps, which
-

are part of the RHR system. The CSS shares the RHR and CSS vital inverter and relay board
Divisions I, II, III, and IV with the RHR. The inverter and relay board divisions are
employed for CSS initiation. The CSS loop A injection line is also used by HPCI and SLC.
The CSS shares no other components with plant systems.

Electrical

The electrical buses supplying the CSS pumps A, B, C, and D are the 4160 VAC vital buses
10A401,10A402,10A403, and 10A404, respectively. The CSS motor-operated valves are
supplied with 480 VAC power from motor control centers. The 125 VDC buses,1 AD417,
IBD417, ICD 417, and IDD417 supply power to the RHR and CSS vital inverter and relay board
Divisions I, II, III, and IV. 1 AD417, IBD417, ICD 417, and 1DD417 also supply control power
for the clesing and opening of the feeder breakers for CSS pumps A, B, C, and D.

Actuation

The CSS automatically initiates on reactor low water level (-129 inches) or drywell high
pressure (+ 1.68 psig) signals. The initiation' signal starts the CSS pumps, provides a supply line
isolation valve open permissive, and closes the CSS test isolation valves, IBEHV-F015A(B), if
open. Reactor pressure must be reduced to approximately 380 psig before core spray flow will
enter the reactor vessel. In the event of a large break, reactor depressurization would be rapid
and would lead directly to CSS initiation. In the event of a small break, depressurization is
slower, and the HPCI and the SRVs are used to add water and/or reduce reactor pressure

to core spray injection pressure.

Control

In the event of CSS actuation, the CSS loops are automatically aligned for operation. Manual

control is available in the event that the automatic functions fail.

Component Cooling O
No equipment in the CSS receives component cooling.
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Room Cooling

Each of the four CSS pump rooms is cooled by two Equipment Area Cooling System (EACS)
units. The heat sink for the room coolers is provided by the Safety Auxiliaries Cooling System
(SACS). The EACS is described in Section 3.2.1.21, and SACS is described in Section 3.2.1.15.

3.2.1.3.4 Instrumentation and Control

System Actuation

The CSS initiation logic is a one-out-of-two taken twice. Any of the following signals
generate a system actuation:

1. Two reactor low level signals (less than -129"), or

2. Two drywell high pressure signals (greater than +1.68 psig), or

3. A low level and a high pressure signal (from opposite channels of the same
division), or

4. CSS logic-manual-initiation, push button armed and depressed.

Upon receipt of signals 1, 2, 3, or 4 with offsite power available, a 10-second time delay ,

pickup is energized. If the signal or signals persist for 10 seconds, the four CSS pumps |;

receive start signals. If actuation occurs during a LOP, CSS pumps start 6 seconds after the |
applicable diesel generator breaker closes. Also, the CSS injection valves 1BEHV-F005A(B) 1

!open when reactor pressure is below 461 psig to allow water to ente: the core. CSS upstream
injection valves, IBEHV-F004A(B), are normally open, but will also receive a signal to open
if they are closed.

Control

The CSS pumps, full flow test valves, and injection valves are controlled automatically for
CSS operation. The components may be manually controlled from the control room if

,

automatic actuation fails. j

CSS minimum-flow valves 1BEHV-F031 A(B) are operated manually from the control room
and will open automatically, if they are closed, to prevent pump damage when their associated
CSS pumps are running and the respective CSS loop flow is less than 650 gpm. The operation
of the minimum-flow loop prevents CSS pump damage due to overheating.

|

The CSS injection valves, IBEHV-F004A(B), and 1BEHV-F005A(B), receive automatic
signals to open when all of the following are present:

1. CSS logic initiation signal (manual or automatic),

|

|
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2. Low reactor pressure (less than 461 psig), and

3. Power available to the respective CSS pump.

System Interlocks

CSS upstream injection valve,1BEHV-F0(MA(B), is interlocked with the CSS injection valve,
1BEHV-F005A(B), such that IBEHV-F005A(B) cannot be manually opened unless IBEHV-
F0(MA(B) is fully closed. The reverse is not true. Therefore, with IBEHV-F004A(B) closed,
it should not be manually opened until 1BEHV-F005A(B).is closed. This interlock does not
affect system opention as modeled for the analysis and was therefore excluded from further
consideration.

Instrumentation and Annunciators

Instrumentation that provides monitoring functions for safe operation of the CSS system
;
' include such alarms and instrumentation as CSS pump motor alarm, pump motor overcurrent

alarm, and CSS loop A and B pump flow. There are a total of nine alarms and two
instrumentation monitors for the CSS in the control room.

CSS full flow test valves,1BEHV-F015A(B), isolate the flow paths between the CSS loops
and the torus used during system testing. The test valves can be operated from the control
room and will automatically close, if they are open, on CSS initiation.

3.2.1.3.5 Operator Actions

Operatior, of the CSS normally requires no operator actions. If a malfunction of the automatic
operation occurs, the operator can manually provide the initiation signal.

If automatic actuation of CSS pump minimum-flow valves,1BEHV-F031 A(B), fails, the
valves may be opened manually from the control room when their associated CSS pump or
pumps arc Iunning and their respective CSS loop flows are less than 650 gpm.

3.2.1.3.6 Technical Specifications

Technical Specifications (TS) 3.5.1, 3.5.2 (Limiting Condition for Operation) and 4.5.1, 4.5.2
,

(Surveillance Requirements) apply to the CSS. TS 3/4.3.3 applies to the actuation of CSS;'

this logic is discussed in Section 3.2.1.14. TS 3/4.4.3.2 and 3/4.6.3 apply to the isolation of
I CSS; this logic is not within the scope of the Level I PRA. TS 3.5.1 is summarized below.
l

l Limiting Condition for Operation for the CSS

The CSS shall be operable consisting of two subsystems with each subsystem comprised of: .

S
1. Two operable CSS pumps, and

|
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p 2. An operable flow path capable of taking suction from the suppression chamber and
d transferring the water through the spray sparger to the reactor vessel.

With one core spray subsystem inoperable, provided that at least two Low-Pressure Coolant
Injection subsystems are operable, the inoperable CSS subsystem must be restored to operable
status within seven days or the unit is to be in at least hot shutdown within the next 12 hours
and in cold shutdown within the following 24 hours. With both CSS subsystems inoperable,
the unit is to be in at least hot shutdown within 12 hours and in cold shutdown within the next
24 hours.

With a CSS header pressure differential channel inoperable (necessary for the CSS line-break
detection system), the inoperable channel must be restored to operable status within seven days
or the header differential pressure determined locally at'least once per 12 hours; otherwise the
associated CSS subsystem is to be declared inoperable.

3.2.1.3.7 Testing

Tests involving the CSS are performed in conformance with the Technical Specifications
and include a full flow test. A full flow test line installed in each loop provides full flow test
capability where water is drawn from the torus and then returned through test valves

1BEHV-F015A(B).

Od 3.2.1.3.8 System Operation

Normal Operation

During normal plant operation, the CSS is in a standby mode. ECCS Jockey pumps in the
RHR system operate continuously to maintain water level in the CSS pump discharge lines to |

prevent water hammer in the event of CSS actuation.

Abnormal Operation

During and after a LOCA, the CSS operates to provide water to the core. The system
provides reactor core protection for reactor coolant pressure boundary breaks when the
following components are unable to maintain the reactor water level:

I

1. Main feedwater pumps, j

l

2. Control rod drive water pumps, l

3. Reactor Core Isolation Cooling pump, and

4. HPCI pump.

The CSS automatically initiates on reactor low water level and/or drywell high pressure !

signals. The initiation signals start the pumps, provide a supply line isolation valve open I
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permissive, and close the test isolation valves (if open). The reactor pressure must be reduced
to approximately 380 psig before core spray flow will enter the reactor vessel. In the event of !

a large break, reactor depressurization below 380 psip would be rapid, and no intervention is ,

necessary to depressurize. In the event of a small break, depressurization is slower, and the
HPCI and SRVs are used to add water and/or reduce reactor pressure to core spray injection
pressure. The supply line isolation valves will not open until reactor pressure is below 461
psig. Until this setpoint is reached, the CSS pumps discharge through the minimum-flow lines
to the suppression pool. The minimum-flow line isolation valves automatically close when
sufficient flow is detected through the common CSS supply lines.

3.2.1.3.9 System Fault Tree

3.2.1.3.9.1 Description

The CSS fault tree identifies the credible ways in which the CSS could fail to supply a
sufficient quantity of water to the core. A simplified diagram indicating those components
modeled in the CSS fault tree is shown in Figure 3.2-3.

3.2.1.3.9.2 Success and Failure Criteria

CSS operation is successful if one of two CSS loops operates in the event the core is
uncovered by the loss of reactor coolant. The operation of a CSS loop is successful if the two
respective CSS trains in that loop operate successfully. For example, successful operation of

|
CSS loop A requires the successful operation of trains A and C. A CSS train will fail to
provide flow (which thereby fails the associated CSS loop) if one or more of the following
failures occur:

1. Pump failure,

| 2. Power unavailability to the train's pump or valves,

3. Suction or discharge valves in wrong configuration,

4. IAss of pump room cooling,

5. Iess of system actuation and a subsequent failure to manually initiate the CSS, or

! 6. Instrumentation and control failures.
!

| 3.2.1.3.9.3 Assumptions
|

Model-Related
)

1. The failure to close of valves IBEHV-F031 A(B) in the minimum flow line was not
' modeled. The minimum flow line is a 3 inch diameter pipe, while the core spray line

1

|

|
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c3 is a 12-inch diameter pipe. If valves 1BEHV-F031 A(B) were to fail open, the
b potential diversion flow path would be through a line whose diameter is less than one-

third the diameter of the system pipe, and this diversion path is considered insufficient
to fail the system.

|
2. Valve restoration failures were not modeled for the following valves in accordance with 1

the requirements for this project (Table 2.5 of the IPE submittal, Item 8). Position
annunciated in control room: IBEHV-F001 A,1BEHV-F001B,1BEHV-F001C,
1 BEHV-F001 D, 1 BEHV-F004 A , 1 BEHV-F004 B, 1 BEHV-F005A , 1 BEHV-F005B,
1BEHV-F015A,1BEHV-F015B,1BEHV-F031 A,1BEHV-F031B,1BE-V001, and
1BEV005. Testing following maintenance would indicate misalignment: 1BEV009, ,

1BEV010,1BEV011,1BEV012,1BEV102, and 1BEV103. Position remains !
unchanged: IBEV027,1BEV029,1BEV031, and 1BEV033.

3. The probability of accidental draining of the CST through piping connected to the CSS
pump suction headers was considered to be insignificant, so the modeling of the
possible consequences and resulting operator actions was judged to be unnecessary.
The connection from the CSS to the CST is normally isolated with locked-closed
manual valves. A double fault would be necessary, i.e., a valve restoration error (in
switching from the hook-up to the CST to the normal CSS standby configuration) and
the failure of the control room operators to notice the system's incorrect configuration
would be necessary for the restoration error to go unnoticed,c

k
4. Water is maintained in the CSS pump discharge headers by means of the ECCS jockey

pumps. Since " keep filled" alarm instrumentation is available for the discharge
headers, and the water level is verified at least once per 31 days by venting at the high
point vents, the probability of system failure due to water hammer was judged to be
insignificant, and it was not included in the fault tree model.

I
'

5. Piping connecting the CSS pump discharge headers with the RHR flushing and the
condensate transfer system was not considered to be a potential flow diversion path
because two check valves are located on the line to prevent flow, and the piping is of
insufficient diameter (less than one-third the diameter of the main CSS piping).

!
6. Failure to restore the isolation valves located between the CSS pump suction piping and |

the lines connected to the radioactive waste system (1BEV045,1BEV047,1BEV056,
1BEV061) would have the potential to introduce air into the CSS pump suction piping.
However, this event was not modeled since the radioactive waste system piping is of
relatively small diameter (2 inches in diameter compared to the 16-inch diameter of the ,

suction piping), and the net positive suction head available in the pump suction piping |
would preclude the introduction of air,

7. Plugging failures were not modeled for the CSS spray nozzles. The CSS pump suction |c
'strainers were assumed to hinder debris sufficiently to prevent plugging as set forth by

the Updated Hope Creek Generating Station Final Safety Analysis Report. l
l
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8. HPCI pump discharge piping to CSS loop A was not considered to be a potential flow
diversion from the CSS because a normally closed isolation valve, IBJHV-F006, is
installed in the piping. Since the position of 1BJHV-F006 is indicated in the control
room, a valve restoration error as well as a failure to notice the incorrect position of
IBJHV-F006 would be necessary for the piping to be a potential flow diversion.

Quantification-Related

1. A single failure-to-open event was modeled in the system fault trees for the CSS
minimum-flow control valves,1BEHV-F031 A(B). Although 1BEHV-F031 A(B) may
be required to open and close several times during CSS operation, it is assumed that the
initial successful operation of 1BEHV-F031 A(B) will result in successful operation
during the remainder of the CSS operation.

2. Plugging of more than one of the CSS pump suction strainers was judged to most likely

involve all four strainers (rather than various combinations of two or three strainers)
since they are each installed in an identical manner in the suppression pool. A single
dependent failure was therefore modeled for the plugging of all four strainers.

3. A single fault, CSS-XHE-FO-INIT, was included in the CSS fault tree to account for
the failure of an operator to manually initiate the CSS in the event that automatic
initiation fails.

O
3.2.1.3.10 References

1. Hope Creek Generating Station UFSAR Section 6.3.2.2.3.

2. " Hope Creek Generating Station Licensed Operator Training," Lesson Plan Number
302HC-000.00H-027-12. Public Service Electric and Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge,
NJ, December 16, 1992.

3. " Hope Creek Generating Station Technical Specifications 3/4." Public Service Electric
and Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge, NJ, June 1990.

4. Public Service Electric and Gas Drawings
M-52-1
E-6023-0
E-6024-0
E-6025-0 l
E-6026-0 |
PN1-E21-1040-0383 |

J-52-0 |

O
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G 5. Public Service Electric and Gas Company Operating Procedures

V OP-IS.BE-0001
OP-IS.BE-0002
OP-IS.BE-0101 I
OP-IS.BE-0102
OP-IS.BE-0103
OP-SO.BE-0001 -

OP-ST.BE-0001
OP-ST.BE-0002
OP-ST.BE-0003

3.2.1.4 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System

3.2.1.4.1 System Function

The Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System is designed to establish a closed cooling water
path within the containment to restore reactor vessel coolant inventory. The primary functions
of the RHR system for this study are:

1. low-pressure coolant injection (LPCI),

2. shutdown cooling (SDC), is

|
'

3. suppression pool cooling (SPC), and

4. drywell spray / containment spray (CSC).

The secondary functions of the RHR system are:
:

1. torus spray,
1

2. alternate RPV injection from SSWS/ Firewater (see Section 3.2.1.24),
1

3. fuel pool cooling augmentation,

4. containment flooding, and

5. torus /RPV letdown to radwaste.

When operating in the LPCI mode, RHR is designed to restore and maintain reactor vessel water
level following a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). The LPCI mode provides water from the
torus directly to the reactor vessel. Following depressurization of the reactor vessel, the LPCI
mode also provides inventory makeup following a small break LOCA. At low reactor systemp

\(,) pressure, the RHR is placed in the SDC mode of operation to remove decay and sensible heat
from the fuel and nuclear boiler system. The SPC mode of operation is designed to ensure that
the suppression pool temperature immediately after a blowdown does not exceed 170 F.
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3.2.1.4.2 Systern Description g
General Design

The RHR system consists of four motor-driven pumps, two heat exchangers, four suppression
pool strainers, containment and suppression pool spargers, system valves, and piping.

Flow Path

The flow paths vary for the various modes of RHR operation: the LPCI, SDC, SPC, and CSC
modes. Each mode requires a particular system configuration as shown in Figure 3.2-4(a-e).

| In this study the following terminology was used: A train is a pump train. A loop is a pump
train and a heat exchanger. A side or subsystem is either trains A and C or trains B and D.

On a LPCI initiation signal, all four RHR pumps start, and the system automatically aligns to
deliver suppression pool water from the torus to the reactor vessel. Operation of each of the
four RHR trains differs somewhat for LPCI operation. RHR trains C and D are dedicated to

| the LPCI configuration and cannot be aligned to support any other operational mode. Torus
water is drawn through the suction valve 1BCHV-F004C(D) to RHR pump C(D), and the

! water is then delivered to the reactor vessel via the injection valve 1BCHV-F017C(D) and

l testable check valve 1BCHV-F041C(D). LPCI flow is piped into the core shroud where it is
dumped directly on the core. RHR trains A and B will also automatically align to support
LPCI operation. The flow path of trains A and B is similar to trains C and D except that the

i pump discharge is directed through the RHR heat exchanger bypass valve 1BCHV-F048A(B)
I and then into the vessel via injection valve 1BCHV-F017A(B) and testable check valve

1BCHV-F041 A(B).

During the SDC mode of operation, RHR loops A and B pump water from the reactor

| recirculation loop B suction header and return it to the discharge of either recirculation loop

| through the RHR heat : hangers.

I During the SPC mode of operation, when energy is transferred from the suppression pool to
the Safety Auxiliary Cooling System (SACS), RHR pumps A and B move suppression pool
water through the RHR heat exchangers, past full flow test valves 1BCHV-F024A and
1BCHV-F024B, and then return it to the torus.

During CSC, RHR pumps A and B move water from the torus through the RHR heat exchangers,
past valves 1BCHV-F016A(B) and 1BCHV-F021 A(B), and out to the free air space of the drywell.
For the torus spray flowpath, RHR pumps A and B pump water from the torus through the RHR
heat exchangers, through valves 1BCHV-F027A(B) to the torus air space via the spray header.

Location

Each RHR pump is located in an individual pump room on Elevation 54' of the west side of the
Reactor Building. The RHR heat exchangers are located in RHR pump rooms A and B.
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/3 Camponent Descriptions
V

RHR Pumps A, B, C, and D

Four motor-driven pumps are installed to provide RHR flow. The RHR pumps are four-stage, ,

centrifugal, deepwell pumps and can each provide a flow rate of 10,000 gpm at a discharge j
head of about 175 psig. ' Pump shutoff head is about 340 psig.

RHR Heat Exchangers A and B

The two RHR heat exchangers are designed to remove heat from the reactor, suppression pool,
and drywell space. Heat is transferred from RHR to SACS which moves through the tube side
of the heat exchangers.

RHR Suction Stniiners

A strainer is provided on each RHR pump suction header to hinder debris from being drawn into
RHR. Each of the four 24-inch RHR pump suction nozzles penetrates the torus wall at a point
on the circumference 30* up from the bottom of the pool. The suction nozzles extend 6 inches
beyond the torus interior surface, and the strainers are mounted on top of the nozzle penetration
end. Each strainer is designed to have no more than 1-foot head loss at a flow of 10,750 gpm

p with 50% of the total strainer area plugged. The strainer mesh is sized to screen out all particles

V greater than 0.125 inches in diameter. Particles equal to or smaller than 0.125 inches in
diameter do not impair 2'IR pump, heat exchanger, drywell spray, and suppression pool spray
performance.

RHR Valves

Injection valves installed in RHR include those for the LPCI, SDC, SPC, and CSC modes
of operation, each being motor-operated and closed during standby.

The RHR pumps have a number of associated valves installed for system operation. All of
these valves are motor-operated valves or check valves.

Flow to and around the RHR heat exchangers is normally controlled by the heat exchanger
inlet valves (lBCHV-F047A, B) and the heat exchanger bypass velves (1BCHV-F048A, B).
For LPCI operation, the heat exchangers are bypassed, while for the other modes of the RHR
system, flow is routed through the heat exchangers. During the LPCI mode, it is acceptable to
have some flow going through the heat exchangers. During the SDC, SPC, and CSC modes it
is acceptable to have some of the flow bypass the heat exchangers.

The valves for LPCI are automatically actuated. The valves for SDC, SPC, and CSC are
manually controlled from the control room.O
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ECCS Jockey Pumps

The ECCS jockey pump (s) keep the RHR pump discharge piping full of water to minimize
water injection time and prevent water hammer and resulting damage when the RHR pumps
are started.

Actuation and Control

The LPCI mode of operation automatically actuates on low reactor level (-129 inc:ics) or high
drywell pressure (1.68 psig). RHR is aligned for the SDC, SPC, and CSC modes of operation
by manual actions from the control room.

3.2.1.4.3 System Interfaces

Shared Components

The RHR pump headers are kept filled by means of two ECCS jockey pumps, which also
supply water to the Core Spray System (CSS) pump headers. The RHR system also shares
the vital inverter and relay board Divisions I, II, III, and IV with the CSS. The inverter and
relay board divisions are employed for LPCI initiation following a LOCA. The suppression
pool is shared by HPCl, RCIC, LPCI and CSS.

Electrical

The RHR system is provided with both AC and DC power sources. The 4160 VAC vital
buses,10A401,10A402,10A403, and 10A404, supply power to RHR pumps A, B, C, and D,
respectively. The LPCI motor-operated valves receive power for control and operation from
480 VAC motor control centers. The 125 VDC busses,1 AD417, IBD417, ICD 417, and
1DD417, supply power to the RHR actuation and control logic circuitry. Feeder breakers for
RHR pumps A, B, C, and D require 125 VDC control power from buses 1 AD417,1BD417,
ICD 417, and 1DD417, respectively.

Actuation

The CSS and LPCI actuation divisions, I, II, III, and IV, provide for automatic system
actuation of LPCI. See also CSS actuation.

Control

Equipment which must operate during LPCI operation is automatically controlled. If automatic
control malfunctions, operation of the RHR pumps and valves can be accomplished manually
from the control room.
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/ All facets of SDC, SPC, and CSC modes of operation require manual control of equipmentb] except the following:

1. SDC return isolation valves,1BCHV-F015A(B), will close automatically if reactor
vessel pressure is more than 82 psig or reactor vessel water level is low (Level 3), and

2. SDC suction isolation valves,1BCHV-F008 and 1BCHV-F009, will automatically
close if the reactor vessel water level is low (Izvel 3) or the reactor vessel pressure

is high (82 psig or greater).

Pneumatic

The valves which permit SACS coolant to flow to the RHR pumps are air-operated and open
when the respective RHR pump is started. These valves also fail open (desired position) on
loss of instrument air. No other pneumatic equipment is installed in RHR.

Room Cooling

The RHR pumps A, B, C, and D are each located in separate, individually cooled pump rooms.
In addition, the Reactor Building Ventilation System provides cooling to the RHR pump rooms.
Each RHR pump room is cooled by two cooling units. The cooling units use the SACS system

p as a heat sink. The RHR pump room cooling is evaluated in Section 3.2.1.21.

V
Component Cooling

SACS provides cooling to the RHR pump seals and the RHR heat exchangers. The SACS
flow to the RHR pumps is normally isolated and automatically begins to flow when the
respective RHR pump is started. The SACS to RHR heat exchanger outlet valves (EGHV-
2512A,B) are normally closed. These isolation valves are operated from the control room.

3.2.1.4.4 Instrumentation and Control

System Actuation

Low reactor level (-129 inches) or high drywell pressure (1.68 psig) signals automatically
initiate the LPCI mode of operation and align RHR system valves to the LPCI flowpath. Inlet
and outlet valves for the RHR heat exchangers receive no automatic signals since the system is
designed to provide rated flow to the reactor vessel whether they are open or not. To ensure
continuity of core cooling, signals to isolate the prima,y containment do not operate any RHR-

system valves that interfere with the LPCI mode of operation.

RHR is aligned for the SDC, SPC, and CSC modes of operation by manual actions from the
control room.

(.
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hControl

The RHR pumps and valves have automatic and/or manual controls for system operation. !

The LPCI injection valves IBCHV-F017A(B, C, D) will automatically open in response to the
LPCI initiation signal if the fellowing conditions exist: ;

1. LPCI initiation signal is present in the respective RHR loop logic, and

2. power is available on the respective RHR pump bus, and

3. reactor pressure is less then 450 psig.

Reactor pressure must be less than 450 psig to open the LPCI injection valves either automatically
or manually. The auto open signal can be disengaged by depressing the " AUTO OPEN
OVERRIDE" pushbutton. The operator can then close the associated injection valve if desired.

For SDC operation, reactor pressure must be less than 82 psig to enable the opening of SDC
suction valves,1BCHV-F008(9). Additionally, both valves will automatically close if either
low reactor level (Level 3) or high reactor vessel pressure (greater than 82 psig) occurs.

In addition to electrical faults, the RHR pumps will trip if a suction path is not available. The
RHR pumps also have minimum-flow valves,1BCHV-F007A, B, C, and D to provide a flow h
path for minimum pump flow requirements to prevent pump overheating and subsequent
damage. Manual operation of each minimum-flow valve can be initiated from the control room.
The minimum-flow valves are normally open when the RHR system is in standby, and the
valves will automatically close once RHR pump flow exceeds approximately 1270 gpm. If
system flow decreases below 1250 gpm for ten seconds or more (with the pump breaker closed),
the associated minimum-flow valve will automatically open. If the minimum-flow valve is
closed when the RHR pump is stopped, the valve will remain closed and must be repositioned by

the operator to restore the open standby status.

| Interlocks

System interlocks on the RHR valves are installed to prevent malfunction due to improper
system configurations. For all modes of operation, any of the four RHR pumps will not start

;

if a suction path is not available (through either valves 1BCHV-F006A[B],1BCHV-F008, and
IBCHV-F009 for SDC, or 1BCHV-F004A[B, C, D] for other modes of operation).

For SDC operation, the following valves are interlocked with IBCHV-F006A(B) such that
they must be 100% closed to allow 1BCHV-F006A(B) to open:

1. 1BCHV-FOCM A(B) RHR pump suction from the torus,

O
2. 1BCHV-F024A(B) test return line to the torus, and
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p 3. 1BCHV-F027A(B) torus spray isolation.

O
In addition, SDC suction valves,1BCHV-F008,1BCHV-F009, and 1BCHV-F006A(B), must
be 100% open to allow the respective A or B pump to start during SDC, and reactor pressure
must be less than 82 psig to enable opening of 1BCHV-F008, and 1BCHV-F009. 1BCHV-F008
and 1BCHV-F009 will automatically close in response to:

1. low reactor water level 3, or

2. high reactor vessel pressure.

The CSC mode of operation employs interlocks on the CSC injection valves,1BCHV-F021 A(B)
_

and 1BCHV-F016A(B), such that each of the following conditions must be present to open both
valves and spray the drywell:

1. LPCI signal present,

2. high drywell pressure, and

3. respective LPCI injection valve,1BCHV-F017A(B) must be 100% closed.

Instrumentation and Annunciators

Instrumentation that provides monitoring functions for safe operation of RHR include such
alarms / annunciators as RHR pump flow, RHR LPCI line break alarm, valve positions, and
jockey pump trouble alarm. These alarms / annunciators are located in the control room to
allow operator monitoring.

.

System Isolation

The RHR pump suction piping is automatically isolated during the SDC mode of operation in ;

the event of low reactor water level 3 or high reactor vessel pressure.

3.2.1.4.5 Operator Actions

If automatic LPCI actuation fails, manual initiation of the LPCI initiation logic can be
accomplished from the control room. Operation of the LPCI mode during manual initiation

|
is identical to that following automatic initiation.

) Initiation for the SDC, SPC, and CSC modes of operation are performed from the control
room. Failures to initiate the SDC, SPC, and CSC modes of operation are modeled in the
RHR fault trees as single events for each mode of operation.

I

O
1
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3.2.1.4.6 Technical Specifications g
Technical Specifications 3.3.3, 3.5.1, 3.5.2, 3.6.2.2, 3.6.2.3, 3.9.11.1, and 3.9.11.2 (Limiting
Condition for Operation) and 4.3.3, 4.5.1, 4.5.2, 4.6.2.2, 4.6.2.3, 4.9.11.1, and 4.9.11.2
(Surveillance Requirements) apply to the RHR. TS 3.5.1,3.9.11 and 3.6.2.3 are summarized
below.

Limiting Condition for Operation for LPCI (T.S. 3.5.1)

LPCI shall be operable consisting of:

1. one operable RHR pump, and

2. an operable flow path capable of taking suction from the suppression chamber
and transferring the water to the reactor vessel.

With one LPCI subsystem inoperable, provided that at least one Core Spray subsystem is
operable, the inoperable LPCI subsystem is to be restored to operable status within 30 days
or the unit is to be placed in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 12 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within tht following 24 hours.

With two LPCI subsystems inoperable, provided at least one Core Spray subsystem is
operable, at least one LPCI subsystem is to be restored to operable status within 7 days or the h
unit is to be in at least hot shutdown within the next 12 hours and in cold shutdown within the
following 24 hours.

With three LPCI subsystems inoperable, provided that both Core Spray subsystems are operable,
at least two LPCI subsystems are to be restored to operable status within 72 hours or the unit is to
be in hot shutdown within the next 12 hours and in cold shutdown within the following 24 hours.

With all four LPCI subsystems inoperable, the unit is to be in at least hot shutdown within
12 hours and in cold shutdown within the next 24 hours.

With a LPCI header differential pressure instrumentation channel inoperable, the inoperable
channel is to be restored to operable status within 7 days or the LPCI header differential
pressure is to be determined locally at least once per 12 hours.

|

Limiting Condition for Operation for SDC (TS 3.9.11) |
|

During the refueling operational condition, at least one shutdown cooling mode loop of RHR !

must be operable and in operation with one operable RHR pump and one operable RHR heat i

exchanger. TS 3.9.11.1 applies in refueling when the reactor well is flooded and 3.9.11.2
<

applies in refueling when the well is not flooded.

O
1. With no RHR shutdown cooling mode loop operable demonstrate within one hour and

at least once per 24 hours thereafter, that at least one alternate method capable of
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m decay heat removal is operable. Otherwise, suspend all operations involving an
increase in the reactor decay heat load and establish secondary containment integrity
within four hours.

2. With no RHR shutdown cooling mode loop in operation, within one hour establish
reactor coolant circulation by an alternate method and monitor reactor coolant
temperature at least once per hour.

Limiting Condition for Operation for SPC (TS 3.6.2.3)

The suppression pool cooling mode of the RHR system must be operable with two independent
loops, each loop consisting of one operable RHR pump and an operable flowpath capable of
recirculating water from the suppression chamber through an RHR heat exchanger.

1. With one suppression pool cooling loop inoperable, restore the inoperable loop to
operable status within 72 hours, or be in at least hot shutdown within the next 12 hours
and in cold shutdown within the following 24 hours.

!

2. With both suppression pool cooling loops inoperable, be in at least hot shutdown within
12 hours and in cold shutdown within the next 24 hours.

3.2.1.4.7 Testing and Maintenance (TM)

Any of the components of RHR may be individually isolated for TM while the plant is in
operation. The unavailability of one RHR train due to TM will not affect the availability of
the other RHR trains.

3.2.1.4.8 System Operation

Normal Operation

RHR is in standby during normal plant operation.

Abnormal Operation

For LPCI operation, all RHR pumps receive a start signal in response to a LOCA signal of:

1. high drywell pressure (1.68 psig), or
:

2. Iow reactor water level (-129 inches). i

. i

In addition, the following valves receive close signals:

l. test return valves 1BCHV-F010A(B) and 1BCHV-F024A(B), and'

2. torus spray valves 1BCHV-F027A(B).
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Valves which receive open signals are:

1. RHR heat exchanger bypass valves 1BCHV-F048A(D), and

2. LPCI injection valves 1BCHV-F017A(B, C, D) (when reactor pressure decreases
to less than 450 psig).

When the initiation signal is completed, the white "A(B, C, D) INIT AND SEALED-IN"

indication illuminates.

The SDC, SPC, and CSC modes are initiated manually from the control room.

-

3.2.1.4.9 System Fault Trees

3.2.1.4.9.1 Description

Simplifiu diagrams indicating those components modeled in the LPCI, SDC, SPC, and CSC
fault trees and the configuration of the system in each mode are shown in Figures 3.2-4(a-e).

3.2.1.4.9.2 Success and Failure Criteria

LPCI operation is successful if one of four RHR trains (A, B, C, or D) successfully operate.
SDC, SPC, and CSC operation is successful if one of two RHR loops (A or B) operate. A RHR
train will fail if any one or more of the following occur:

1. RHR pump failure,

2. injection valve fails to open,

3. one of two check valves fails to open, or

4. pump suction strainer plugged.

A RHR loop will also fail if the path through the heat exchanger is unavailable for the SDC,
SPC, and CSC modes.

3.2.1.4.9.3 Assumptions

In addition to the assumptions stated in the " Hope Creek Fault Tree Handbook," the following

assumptions apply for this system.

O
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O Model-Related
O

1. Failure of a RHR pump minimum-flow line to successfully operate is assumed to fail
the corresponding RHR pump. The minimum-flow path valves,1BCHV-F007A, B, C,
and D, are normally open. Therefore, failure of these valves to close would constitute
a failure.

2. The RHR pumps were assumed to be flow tested following maintenance. Therefore,
no restoration errors were modeled for the pump inlet and outlet valves.

3. The RHR trains A and B successfully perform system function during the LPCI mode
if water flows through the RHR heat exchanger inlet valves 1BCHV-F047A(B) or the
heat exchanger bypass valves 1BCHV-F048A(B) or both. The RHR loops perform
successfully in the SDC, SPC, or CSC modes if 1BCHV-F047A(B) are open. Since
both 1BCHV-F047A(B) and 1BCHV-F048A(B) are normally open valves and the valve
position is annunciated in the control room, the probability of failure of RHR train / loop
A(B) due to both valves being closed was considered negligible and not modeled in the
LPCI fault trees.

4. The cross-connect piping and the manual valves, V043 and V133, located between the
SDC suction piping and the RHR pumps in the C and D trains, was not considered to
be a flow diversion pathway. If a restoration error existed and valves V043 and/or !

- V133 were left open, the suction piping could not be pressurized before SDC
operation. Therefore, the error would be noticed and sufficient time would be j

available to diagnose and correct the error. In addition, if RHR trains C and D were
required to operate and a restoration error existed, the cross-connect would still be |

isolated by normally closed valves in the SDC cooling suction piping (1BCHV-
F006A(B), 1 BCHV-F008, 1 BCH V-F009) .

5. Piping connecting the condensate storage transfer system (CST) with the RHR pump
discharge piping was not modeled as a potential flow diversion because check valves
are located in the lines, and the CST piping diameter is less than one-third the diameter
of the associated RHR piping.

6. The contribution of RHR failure due to water hammer was considered negligible because
two independent trains maintain water in the discharge header piping by means of two
jockey pumps, and the malfunction of eitherjockey pump is alarmed in the control room.
The jockey pumps are not included in this model.

7. The cross-connection between the RHR loop B and the SSWS through valve 1BCHV-
F075 was not considered to be a potential flow diversion from RHR since two check
valves are located in the line, and the piping is of insufficient diameter (less than one-
third the diameter of the main RHR piping).

O
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8. The piping leading from the RHR pump discharge piping to the spent fuel pit was not g
considered to be a potential flow diversion because normally closed valves are installed W
in the piping. If the isolation valves were accidentally left in the open position, discharge
from the RHR jockey pumps would subsequently lead to the overflow of the spent fuel
pool. Thus, an alarm would eventually sound, alerting the control room operators to
correct the problem.

9. Failure to restore RHR pump suction from the auxiliary cooling of the spent fuel pool
was judged to not affect successful operation of RHR during SDC. One reason is that
the spent fuel pool auxiliary cooling mode is employed infrequently. However, if a
restoration error did occur, the error would be noticed before SDC startup since water
from the CST is normally used to pressurize the SDC suction piping to witnin 10 psig
of the reactor vessel pressure. Pressurization of the piping would not be possible if the

-

system was in the spent fuel cooling configuration.

10. The failure modes for the inlet valves providing SACS coolant to the RHR pumps
include failure to open and failure of instrumentation and control. Failure modes not
modeled include loss of valve motive power and actuation signals because both of these
are automatically received during pump startup. In other words, if the RHR pumps
successfully start, it is assumed that the associated inlet valves providing SACS coolant
will receive a signal to open. Additionally, if air supplying the motive power for the
valves is lost, the valves fail open. O

11. Prior to LPCI, SDC, and SPC operation, RHR is assumed to be in the normal standby
configuration. Before CSC operation, RHR is assumed to be in the configuration
necessary for LPCI operation.

12. A restoration error occurring in iBCHV-F006A(B) such that the valve or valves were left
in the open position was judged to not be a potential failure of LPCI operation in the A
and B trains. The closure of 1BCHV-F006A(B) is necessary for operation of trains A or
B during LPCI due to interlocks. However, the position of 1BCHV-F006A(B) is
indicated in the control room, and therefore, failure of the system due to the

mispositioning of 1BCHV-F006A(B) is unlikely.

13. The HPCI piping connected to the RHR heat exchanger outlet lines (PS-1 and PS-3) is
permanently out of service and, therefore, not modeled in the fault trees (a blank plate
is installed in the piping, and the associated isolation valves are chained closed and are
tagged "OUT OF SERVICE"). The RCIC piping connected to the heat exchanger
inlet lines (PS-2 and PS-4) is similarly placed out of service and is not modeled in the
fault trees.

14. Plugging failures were not modeled for the drywell space spray nozzles because the
RHR pump suction strainers were assumed to hinder debris sufficiently as set forth by hthe HCGS UFSAR.

|
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A 15. Failure of the low pressure permissives for SDC suction valves,1BCHV-F008 and
b' 1BCHV-F009, resulting in a failure to open upon demand of either valve, was assumed

to not fail SDC operation. It is assumed that sufficient time would be available during
SDC to diagnose the problem, and the permissives would be bypassed locally, if
necessary, to allow SDC operation to be initiated.

16. Operation of Torus Spray is not required for CSC; however, valve 1BCHV-F027A(B)
being in an open state will not fail CSC.

17. Catastrophic actuator failure resulting from personnel error during VOTES testing has
been added to the fault trees as a human error affecting the individual valves due to
plant experience.

Quantification-Related

1. Operator failure to manually initiate the various operating modes of RHR have been
modeled in the RHR fault trees as a single event for each of the operating modes.
Although procedures to initiate LPCI, SDC, SPC, and CSC involve more than one
step, a failure event was inserted in the fault trees for each RHR operating mode
modeled representing the collection of operator errors which could mitigate system
operation. The event for the operator failing to initiate LPCI has been placed in the
ESF fault tree for actuation of LPCI.

2. For LPCI operation, dependent failures of valves and pumps were modeled for the
pumps and valves of LPCI side A (trains A and C combined), LPCI side B (trains B
and D combined), as well as a combination of both sides. For the remaining RHR
operating modes, only RHR loops A and B operate. Therefore, dependent failures
were modeled strictly for the pumps and valves ofloops A and B in the SDC, SPC,
and CSC fault trees.

3. A single dependent failure was modeled for the plugging of all four RHR pump
strainers rather than various combinations of two or three strainers because the
dependency of failure for the four strainers was judged to be high. In other words,
plugging of a number of the strainers was judged to most likely involve all four
strainers since they are each installed in an identical manner in the suppression pool.

3.2.1.4.10 References

1. Hope Creek Generating Station UFSAR Sections 6.3 and 5.4.7.

2. " Hope Creek Licensed Operator Training," Lesson Plan Number 302HC-000.00H-
000028-11. Public S,;vice Electric and Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge, NJ,
May 18,1989.

V
3. " Hope Creek Generating Station Technical Specifications 3/4.5." Public Service

Electric and Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge, NJ, July 1986. |
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4. Public Service Electric and Gas Drawings:
M-11-1
M-51-1
M-53-1
E-0309-0
E-0310-0
E-2108-0
E-2231-0
E-2234-0
E-2404-0
E-6234-0
E-6404-0
E-6435-0
E-6441-0
E-6443-0
J-4051-0
J-51-0
10855-B21-1060
791E419AC

5. Public Service Electric and Gas Company Operating Procedures:
HC.OP-FT.BC-0001

hHC.OP-FT.BC-0002
HC.OP-FT.BC-0101
HC.OP-FT.BC-0102
HC.OP-FT.BC-0103
HC.OP-FT.BC-0104
HC.OP-FT.BC-0105
HC.OP-FT.BC-0106
HC.OP-FT.BC-0107
HC.OP-FT.BC-0109
HC.OP-FT.BC-0110
HC.OP-IS.BC-0001
HC.OP-IS.BC-0002
HC.OP-IS.BC-0003
HC.OP-IS.BC-0004
HC.OP-IS.BC-0101
HC.OP-IS.BC-0102
HC.OP-IS.BC-0103

| HC.OP-IS.BC-0104
|

HC.OP-IS.BC-0105
HC.OP-SO.BC-0001
HC.OP-ST.BC-0001

0
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p 5. Public Service Electric and Gas Company Operating Procedures (Continued):
V HC.OP-ST.BC-0004

HC.OP-ST.BC-0005
HC.OP-ST.BC-0006
HC.OP-ST.BC-0007

3.2.1.5 Automatic Denressurization System (ADS)

The Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) is part of the Nuclear Pressure Relief System
that protects the reactor coolant pressure boundary from damage due to over pressure. Of the
14 safety / relief valves (SRVs) in the Nuclear Relief System, five are designated to also serve
the automatic depressurization function. A simplified diagram of the ADS is presented in
Figure 3.2-5.

3.2.1.5.1 System Function

The Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) is one of the four emergency core cooling
systems (ECCSs). If the High-Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) System or the non-ECCS
Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) System are unable to maintain the reactor water level
during small break or loss of feed flow conditions, ADS reduces the reactor vessel pressure so
that Low-Pressure Coolant Injection (LPCI) and/or Core Spray System (CSS) flow can enter

q the reactor vessel to cool the core and limit the fuel cladding temperature. ADS is designed to

h initiate automatically; however, because of the EOP structures, the operators inhibit its
initiation and initiate it manually upon further reactor level reduction.

3.2.1.5.2 System Description

General Design

The ADS consists of five designated SRVs from the fourteen Nuclear Pressure Relief System
SRVs, ten solenoid actuation valves, ten vacuum breakers, and discharge piping. One ADS
SRV is located on each main steam line upstream of the inboard main steam isolation valve
(MSIV), except for line C, which has two ADS SRVs. '

Flow Path

When omed, the five ADS SRVs discharge energy from their respective steam lines directly
to the suppression pool through "T" quencher spargers. The discharge lines are arranged to
provide even heat distribution in the suppression pool. Vacuum breakers are installed in the
discharge lines to preveu siphoning suppression pool water into the lines.

Location

The ADS SRVs are located upstream of the inboard MSIVs on the main steam lines. Valve
PSV-F013A is located on main steam line A, PSV-F013B on line B, PSV-F013C and -F013E
on line C, and PSV-F013D on line D.

u
~
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Component Descriptions g
ADS Safety / Relief Valves

Each SRV is a two-stage Target Rock valve that consists of a pilot stage assembly directly
coupled to provide a dual-function SRV. Each SRV has a design flow of 818,000 to
950,000 lb/h, depending on the set pressure. The ADS SRVs open on pilot actuation (based
on increasing system pressure) or solenoid / pneumatic actuation.

Accumulators

Each SRV has a five-gallon capacity accumulator which ensures that the valve can be opened
and held open following a failure of the PCIG supply. The accumulator capacity is sufficient
to open the SRV and hold it open against a drywell pressure of 62 psig. Designed capacity
also ensures that there is sufficient nitrogen available to allow two relief valve actuations
against a drywell pressure of 43.4 psig (70% of design).

ADS Solenoid Valves

Each ADS SRV has two solenoid valves associated with it that supply PCIG to the SRV
actuators. The solenoid valves open when energized. Energizing either one of the two solenoid
valves will cause its respective SRV to open. The non-ADS SRVs have only one solenoid.

O
ADS Discharge Line "T" Quenchers

There is one "T" quencher for each SRV, which distributes steam flow from the SRV
discharge pipe into the suppression pool water to limit jet forces acting on the discharge pipe.

ADS Discharge Line Vacuum Breakers

Each SRV discharge line has two spring-closed, lift-check valves that act as vacuum breakers.
The vacuum breakers prevent drawing water up into the tail pipe, which may cause water
hammer or pressure oscillations.

Actuation and Control

The five ADS SRVs will automatically open and relieve reactor vessel pressure upon receipt of
all of the following signals unless the operator inhibits them (the EOPs require the operator to
inhibit ADS and initiate it manually, upon further level reduction):

1. high drywell pressure greater than 1.68 psig, or a five-minute high drywell pressure
bypass timer timed out;

2. reactor level less than -129 inches (Level 1);

3. confirmatory low reactor water level Jess than +12.5 inches;
l
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4. one RHR pump discharge pressure greater than 125 psig or two core spray pumps
discharge pressure greater than 145 psig;s

5. 105-second time delay.

The ADS SRVs will also open at 1130 psig to provide vessel over pressure protection.

3.2.1.5.3 System Interfaces

Shared Components

The five ADS SRVs are shared with the Nuclear Pressure Relief System, which has nine other
non-ADS SRVs. The ADS shares no other components with other plant systems.

Electrical

All "A" ADS solenoid valves are powered from Class IE 125 VDC Distribution Panel
1BD417, while the "B" ADS solenoid valves are powered from Class 1E 125 VDC
Distribution Panel 1DD417. These two Distribution Panels power all the SRV solenoids.

Actuation

O
Q The reactor vessel instrumentation provides the high drywell pressure and low reactor water

level signals that actuate the ADS valves. The Residual Heat Removal System or Core Spray
System provides ADS initiation logic permissives. However, based on the EOPs, the operator
inhibits actuation of ADS and depressurizes the reactor vessel manually using either the ADS
or non-ADS SRVs.

Control

The Class 1E 125 VDC Distribution Panel 1BD417 provides power to ADS logic train B, and
Distribution Panel 1DD417 provides power to ADS logic train D. The logic for the non-ADS
SRVs are also powered through these two Distribution Panels.

Pneumatic

The Primary Containment Instrument Gas (PCIG) System supplies nitrogen to the ADS pilot
actuators and accumulators, and the Instrument Air System (IAS) provides a backup to PCIG.

Component Cooling

The SRV valves (both ADS and non-ADS) are all located within the primary containment and
do not require component cooling. Technical specifications place a 135 F limit on the
maximum containment temperature; however, since the containment design temperature is
340*F, it is judged that these valves would perform their function at least until the design
temperature is reached.
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Room Cooling O
The logic and relay system for the SRVs (both ADS and non-ADS) are located in the lower
relay room, which is cooled by the chilled water system.

3.2.1.5.4 Instrumentation and Control

System Actuation

ADS actuation is automatic, unless the operator is successful in inhibiting it. Once inhibited,
ADS will not actuate automatically, even if all the proper conditions exist. Each of the ADS
SRVs has two solenoid valves associated with it. Energizing one of the two solenoid valves
("A" or "B") will cause its respective SRV to open. Opening each solenoid requires that both
subchannels (B and F or D and H) of the associated logic train B or D be energized.

j

The ADS "A" ("B") solenoids are automatically energized on receipt of all of the following:

1. high drywell pressure (.;>_.l.68 psig) or the high drywell pressure bypass timers
timed out;

! 2. low reactor vessel water level (Level 1,1 -129 inches);

3. confirmatory low reactor vessel water level (Level 3,1 + 12.5 inches); g
4. CSS pumps B and D (A and C) discharge pressure (.;>._145 psig) or RHR pump B or D

(A or C) discharge pressure (.;> 125 psig); and

5. 105-second time delay timed out.

The drywell pressure bypass timers allow automatic actuation of the ADS after a five-minute
delay (given all other actuation signals are present) for initiators that do not affect drywell
pressure (e.g., a steam line break outside containment). The time delays within the ADS

,

actuation circuitry provide the operator with enough time to actuate systems to recover reactor
l water level without having to blow down the reactor vessel to the suppression pool.

However, before automatic initiation of ADS, the operator is expected to inhibit ADS and
depressurize the reactor vessel manually; using any number of the 14 SRVs that may be
required upon further reactor level reduction to Top of Active Fuel (TAF).

( Control

Each ADS solenoid valve has an AUTO /OPEN push button on Control Room Panel 10C650C.
When in AUTO, the associated solenoid valve is de-energized and will respond to ADS
actuation logic. When in OPEN, the solenoid valve is energized and the associated SRV will
open. The " A" and "E" ADS SRVs also have AUTO /OPEN keylock switches on lower relay
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O room panel 10C631. The ADS valves cannot be operated through the remote shutdown panel;
V however, three of the non-ADS SRVs (F, H, and M) can be operated from there in case any

manual depressurization is needed.

Interlocks

ADS will automatically initiate only if the correct combination of core spray or RHR pumps
are operating as sensed by pump discharge pressure and if operator has failed to inhibit it.

Instrumentation and Annunciators

ADS inhibition and reactor depressurization take place in a very short time period; hence, the
operator is highly dependent on accurate instrumentation.

The following ADS instrumentation is located in the control room:

1. an acoustic monitor for each SRV, and

2. a discharge temperature recorder point for each SRV.

This instrumentation indicates if an ADS SRV is not closed.

Ch
V Alarm status lights for the following conditions are located on Control Room Panel 10C650C:

1. logic power fail,

2. trip unit in cal or gross fail,

3. trip unit out of file or power fail,

4. out of service,

5. in test status, and |

1

1

6. remote shutdown panel (RSP) takeover. 1

|

Each of these status indications has one light per ADS logic channel, except for RSP takeover. |
|

The following conditions are annunciated on Panel 10C800 in the control room: |

1. ADS safety / relief valve not closed,
|

2. ADS manual initiation switch armed, j
'G

3. ADS channel B (D) initiation pending,
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4. ADS channel B (D) initiated,

5. ADS isolator card trouble,

6. ADS channel B (D) out of service, and

7. ADS drywell pressure bypass timer initiated.

System Isolation

There are two ADS inhibit keylock switches (S34B and S34D). When in NORMAL, the ADS
soleroid valves will energize once the automatic initiation logic is satisfied. When in
INHIbH, the ADS solenoid valve automatic initiation will be prevented. Both ADS inhibit

|

i switches must be in the INHIBIT position to disable ADS automatic initiation. Manual

| operation of the SRV; manual initiation of ADS or operation on high reactor pressure (1130
psig) is still possible. Placing both switches in INHIBIT will not close the ADS valves if they
are already open. Based on EOPs, the operator must use these switches to inhibit ADS.

Each ADS logic train has a reset switch. Depressing both logic switches will reset both logic
trains and close the ADS valves even if an automatic or manual initiation signal is present. If
the drywell pressure was greater than 1.68 psig, the ADS SRVs will reopen after 105 seconds
provided the necessary low-level and CS/RHR pump signals are present. If the drywell
pressure was less than 1.68 psig, the SRVs will reopen after five minutes provided that the h
necessary low-level and CS/RHR pump signals are present.

3.2.1.5.5 Operator Actions

The operator has to inhibit ADS from the control room through switches S34B and D at Panel
10C650C.

The operator may manually initiate the ADS by means of four pushbuttons (PBs)
1 ABHS(B21)-S6B, (D, F, and H). To do so, both PBs in one channel (B and F or D and H)
must be armed and depressed. This will energize the associated ADS solenoid valves. Manual

|
initiation does not require the CS or RHR pumps to be operating and does not include any time'

delays in the circuitry.

The operator may also manually operate the individual ADS SRVs by means of AUTO /OPEN
pushbuttons [1 ABHS(B21)-F013A1(2) for the "A" ADS valve or 1 ABHS(B21)-F013El(2) for
the "E" ADS valve]. Opening two of the ADS SRVs is also possible through the lower relay
room switches B21C-S12A and B21C-S12E (in panel 10C631).

In case depressurization through both control room and the lower relay room fails, the
operator can manually open three of the non-ADS SRVs (F, H, and M) through the remote
shutdown panel. h
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O 3.2.1.5.6 Technical Specification Limitations
b

Technical Specifications (TS) 3.3.3 and 3.5.1 (Limiting Condition for Operation) and 4.3.3
and 4.5.1 (Surveillance Requirements) apply to the ADS and its actuation instrumentation
during operating modes 1,2, and 3, as described below. Technical Specification 3/4.4.2
apply to all SRVs.

Limiting Condition for Operation

The ^DS actuation instrumentation channels for reactor vessel water level (Level 1) or drywell
pressure (high) should be operable. Based on Action 30 of the TS 3.3.3:

With the number of operable channels less than required by the minimum operable channels
per trip function requirement, do the following:

a. With one channel inoperable, place the inoperable channel in the tripped condition
within one hour or declare the associated system inoperable.

b. With more than one channel inoperable, declare the associated system inoperable.

Based on Action 31 of TS 3.3.3, if one or more of the ADS actuation instrumentation channels
for the following functions are inoperable, the ADS shall be declared inoperable:

1. ADS timer,

2. core spray pump discharge pressure permissive,

3. RHR LPCI mode pump discharge pressure permissive,

4. reactor vessel water level (Level 3) permissive,

5. ADS drywell pressure bypass timer, or

6. ADS inhibit , witch.

Based on Action 33 of TS 3.3.3., if one or more of the ADS actuation instrumentation
channels for manual initiation are inoperah!e, the inoperable channel shall be restored to
operable within 8 hours or the ADS is declared inoperable.

Based on TS 3.3.3.a, with an ADS actuation instrumentation channel trip function setpoint less
conservative than the value shown in the Allowable Values Column of Table 3.3.3-2, declare
the channel inoperable until the channel is restored to OPERABLE status with the trip setpoint

q adjusted consistent with trip setpoint value. j

V !

!

!
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The ADS portion of ECCS consists of five ADS valves that must be operable when the reactor
steam dome pressure is greater than 100 psig, based on LCO 3.5.1.d. Based on Action
3.5.1.d, if one of the ADS valves is inoperable, but the HPCI, core spray, and LPCI systems
are operable, the inoperable ADS valve must be restored to operable within 14 days or the
plant be placed in hot shutdown within the next 12 hours and the reactor steam dome pressure
reduced to below 100 psig within the next 24 hours. Based on Action 3.5.1.d if two or more
ADS valves are inoperable, the plant must be in hot shutdown within 12 hours and the reactor
steam dome pressure reduced to below 100 psig within the next 24 hours.

Technical Specification 3.4.2.1 for the SRVs require the safety valve function of 13 of 14
SRVs to be operable. Based on Action 3.4.2.1.a, with the safety valve function of two or
more SRVs inoperable the plant has to be in at least hot shutdown within the next 12 hours
and in cold shutdown within the next 24 hours.

-

Surveillance Requirements

Per Surveillance Requirement (SR) 4.3.3.1, a channel check for the following ADS trip
functions instrumentation channels shall be performed each 12 hours:

1. reactor vessel water level (Level 1),

2. drywell pressure (high), 9
3. core spray pump discharge pressure,

4. RHR LPCI mode pump discharge pressure, and

5. reactor vessel water level (Level 3).

A channel functional test for the following ADS trip functions instrumentation channels shall

be performed every 31 days:

1. reactor vessel water level (I.evel 1),

2. drywell pressure (high),

3. ADS timer,

4. core spray pump discharge pressure,

5. RHR LPCI mode pump discharge pressure,

6. reactor vessel water level (Level 3), and _

7. ADS drywell pressure bypass timer.
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Additionally, a channel functional test for the ADS inhibit switch and ADS manual initiation
instrumentation channels shall be performed every 18 months (refueling).s

A channel calibration for the ADS timer and ADS drywell pressure bypass timer must be
performed every 92 days:

Additionally, a channel calibration for the following trip functions instrumentation charmels
must be performed every 18 months:

1. reactor vessel water level (Level 1),

2. drywell pressure (high),

3. core spray pump discharge pressure,

4. RHR LPCI mode pump discharge pressure, and

5. reactor vessel water level (Level 3).

Per SR 4.3.3.2 logic system functional tests and simulated automatic operation of all channels
are performed every 18 months.

Per SR 4.5.1.d.1 at least once per 31 days a channel functional test of the Primary
Containment Instrument Gas (PCIG) low pressure alarm is performed. Furthermore, per SR
4.5.1.d.2.a, every 18 months a system functional test which includes simulated automatic
actuation of the system throughout its emergency operating sequence, but excluding actual
valve actuation, is performed. Also, per SR 4.5.1.d.2.c every 18 months channel calibration
of the PCIG low pressure alarm is performed to verify an alarm setpoint of 85 i2 psig on
decreasing pressure.

At least once per 18 months each ADS valve is manually opened when the reactor steam dome ;

pressure is greater than or equal to 100 psig to observe that: j

1. the main turbine control valve or bypass valve position responds accordingly, or

2. there is a corresponding change in the measured steam flow.

Finally, SR 4.4.2.1 requires that every 18 months at least 1 of 2 of the SRVs be removed, set
pressure tested and reinstalled or replaced with spares that have been previously set pressure
tested, in such a way that within 40 months all SRVs go through this task.

3.2.1.5.7 Testing and Maintenance

,-.
All active components of ADS, except the accumulator check valves, the SRVs, and associated
solenoid valves, are designed to allow testing during normal operation. Major tests of the
ADS are outlined in the Technical Specifications Surveillance Requirements.

|
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In accordance with the Technical Specifications, one of the five ADS valves may be out of
service for up to 14 days without reducing system reliability, provided'HPCI, CS and LPCI ,

are operable. As the ADS valves are located inside the drywell, maintenance performed
during modes 1 and 2 generally involves the actuation and logic circuitry.

3.2.1.5.8 System Operation

Normal Operation

During normal plant operation, the ADS is in passive standby.

Abnormal Operation

During lossmf-coolant accident (LOCA) or loss of feed flow conditions, the ADS provides
backup to the HPCI and RCIC systems. If these systems fail to maintain reactor water level,
the ADS depressurizes the reactor vessel to allow LPCI or CSS flow to enter the core.

Depressurization would be accomplished by automatic opening of the ADS SRVs, which
discharge to the suppression pool if the operator does not inhibit ADS. However, the operator
inhibits ADS in the hope of recovery of high pressure injection so he can prevent a thermal
shock to the containment. However, if the level reduces to the top of active fuel, then the

operator depressurizes the reactor using any of the 14 SRVs that may be needed, including the
ADS valves. HCGS-specific analysis indicates that two SRVs are required to depressurize the
reactor on time to prevent core damage.

Depressurization is required only for transients and sman breaks in which the high pressure
systems are not operable. For large breaks the system will depressurize rapidly through the break.

3.2.1.5.9 System Fault Tree

3.2.1.5.9.1 Description

Figure 3.2-5 is a simplified diagram showing the nine SRVs and the five ADS SRVs. Because
of usage of House Events in the fault trees, one ADS fault tree was developed to circumscribe
the Transient, LOCA and LOP initiators. The top event in this tree is RXDP; "RX
depressurization fails when needed."

3.2.1.5.9.2 Success and Failure Criteria

Since operators are expected to inhibit ADS and depressurize the reactor upon further
reduction of the level, the success criteria is def'med as either:

1. Depre.;surization at TAF using 2 of 14 SRVs; or ADS at Level 1 using 2 of 5
ADS /SRVs. However, operators are given credit for preventing ADS 99% of the time. j

In other words, the major contribution to the top event for reactor depressurization is |

| through failure to depressurize at TAF.
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Although unsuccessful inhibition of ADS is considered a failure from the EOP point of

O view, initiation of ADS is considered to be a success in the PRA. This is because core
damage will be prevented if the ADS is initiated and the low pressure systems are
operable. The time it takes for the reactor level to reduce from Level 1 to TAF is
generally very short (5 to 10 minutes), and the PRA is not so sensitive that it can
distinguish the difference. *

2. Failure of 125 VDC Distribution Panels which power the SRVs prevents
depressurization. Manual depressurization through either the control room, the lower
relay room or the remote shutdown panel is considered to be successful. '

3. ?ince each SRV has a charged accumulator, availability of either the accumulators, the
PCIGS, or the IAS is considered to provide adequate pneumatic supply.

3.2.1.5.9.3 Assumptions

Model-Related j

l
'

'

1. The generic data for instrument failure suggests a failure probability of 1.2E-5, based
on 24 hour operability. However, due to the fact that the levelinstruments may not
operate effectively near TAF, their failure rate is increased by a factor of 100 and
hence, a failure probability of 1.2E-3 is used instead.

O
2. No SRV failure due to test and maintenance (TM) is modeled since the Technical

Specifications disallow two or more ADS valves to be inoperable for more than 12
hours.

3. Failure associated with all the 14 SRV accumulators due to leakage or insufficiently
being charged is considered to be negligible; a failure probability of 1.E-8 is used.

I

4. Except for the event described above (operator failure to ensure that accumulators
charged), insufficient gas pressures to open the SRVs were not considered. It was
assumed that if an accumulator is fully charged, the pressure is adequate for opening
the SRV during all sequences where depressurization is questioned (i.e., for all drywell
pressures). If this is not true for a sequence, the event tree development does not
include SRV depressurization as a mitigator.

5. The fault tree is focused on manual operation action to open at least two of the SRVs
from either the control room, the lower relay room or the remote shutdown panel. The
effect of logic or switch failure is negligible compared to the probability of the operator
action " Operator fails to depressurize."

6. Dependent failure of 13 of 14 SRVs is considered to be negligible.
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7. It is assumed that the availability of a combination of either the PCIGS, the IAS, or the
accumulators and either of the two 125 VDC Distribution Panels is adequate to
energize the solenoid of at least two SRVs and open the associated SRV.

8. The ADS SRV discharge line vacuum breakers were not modeled. If the vacuum
breakers for a line fail and water is siphoned into it, operation of only the associated
SRV will be impaired. If the resulting jet forces at the discharge of the SRV were
sufficient to cause the tailpipe to break off, the SRV would simply discharge directly to j

the drywell. Additionally, the probability of an SRV tailpipe failure ANDed with an i

operator failure to keep the affected SRV from opening is considered negligible. The
failure of the tailpipe would cause a reduction in SRV discharge pressure, which would
affect the SRVs lift setpoint. This effect would be limited to that SRV. j

Quantification-Related

1. A mission time of 24 hours was used to quantify the RXDP fault tree.

3.2.1.5.10 References

1. Hope Creek Generating Station UFSAR Sections 5.1.4, 5.2.2, 6.3, 7.3, 8.1.

2. Operator Training Manual, Lesson Plan 29

0
3. Technical Specifications, Sections 3/4.3.3, 3/4.4.2, 3/4.5.1

4. Operating Procedures HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0101
HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0202
HC.OP-AB.ZZ-0120
HC.OP-AB.ZZ-0121

5. Drawings M-41-1
M-42-1
M-59-1

| E-6067-0
B21-1060

6. NPRDS

3.2.1.6 Control Rod Drive (CRD) Hydraulic System

|

| 3.2.1.6.1 System Function
|

The Control Rod Drive (CRD) Hydraulic System is used during normal plant operation to
operate the control rod drive mechanisms for power operation control and rapid reactor
shutdown (scram). During accident conditions, the CRD system may be used for emergency
makeup to the RPV. This is the CRD operating mode which is relevant for the HCGS PRA.
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O 3.2.1.6.2 System Description
b

General design

The CRD consists of two drive water pumps, two suction and two discharge drive water
filters, two flow control valves, one pressure control valve, associated discharge valves and
piping, and a dedicated hydraulic control unit (HCU) for each control rod drive. A simplified
diagram of the CRD Hydraulic System is presented in Figure 3.2-6.

Flow Path

The two drive water pumps take suction from the condensate reject line or alternatively, the
condcnsate storage tank (CST) through two parallel pump suction filters. The drive water
pumps then discharge through a common header to two parallel drive water filters which are
followed by two parallel flow control valves and a single pressure control valve. The charging
water header branches off upstream of the flow control valves, and the drive water header
branches off between the flow control valves and the pressure control valve. The cooling
water and exhaust water headers are downstream of the pressure control valve. Flow from the
charging water header passes through the individual HCU scram inlet valves to the 185 control
rod drive mechanisms and the RPV.

;

Locationq
LJ ,

The CRD pumps and suction filters are located at Elevation 77' of the Reactor Building (RB). |
The drive water filters, flow control valves, pressure control valve, and HCUs are at RB ;

Elevation 102'.

:

Component Descriptions

Suction Isolation Valve i

Motor-operated isolation valve HV-4005 directs water from the condensate reject line to the
RB and the CRD pumps. This valve is normally open and has no interlocks or automatic
features.

Pump Suction Filters

The pump suction filters (AF201 and BF201) remove particulate contamination which could I

damage the drive water pumps. One filter is normally in service and the other isolated by
manual valves. Both may be bypassed with a strainer in the bypass line.

I

Drive Water Pumps

The drive water pumps (AP207 and BP207) are 250HP,10-stage centdfugal pumps driven by
480 VAC motors, with design flow rates of 98 gpm. Each pump has an inlet and a discharge
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isolation valve, relief valve, and a common minimum flow line back to the CST, One pump is

normally operating.

Drive Water Filters
%

Drive water filters AF-204 and BF-204 remove particulate matter at the outlet of the drive
water pumps. One drive water filter is normally in service and the other isolated by manual
valves.

Flow Control Valves

The flow control valves (FV-F002A and B) are air-operated globe valves which are used to throttle
-

"

the CRD system flow. One valve is normally in service and is automatically positioned from the
control room, and the other valve is isolated by manual valves.

Pressure Control Valve

Pressure control valve HV-F003 is a motor-operated valve which is positioned to maintain

drive water pressure at 250 psi greater than reactor pressure.
,

3.2.1.6.3 System Interfaces

hShared Components

The CRD system does not share components with any other plant systems.

Electrical

Drive water pumps AP207 and BP207 are powered from Class 1E 480 VAC unit substations
10B430 and 10B440 respectively. The power from the substations is supplied through two in-
series breakers (one Class 1E and one Non-Class lE). The Class lE breakers will trip on a
LOCA signal, which will in turn cause the Non-Class 1E breakers to trip on bus undervoltage.
The breakers can be reclosed as described in the operator action subsection.

Isolation valve HV-4005 is powered from Class 1E 480 VAC MCC 10B232 and pressure

control valve HV-F003 from Non-Class lE 480 VAC MCC 10B263. >

Actuation

The CRD system does not receive any automatic actuation signals for emergency operation.

O
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Control

The CRD flow control station controls the flow control valves only during normal (automatic)
operation.

Pneumatic

The Instrument Air System (IAS) supplies air to the air-operated flow control valves in the
CRD system. The CRD air system includes two parallel filters. .

Comnonent Cooling

The drive water pumps are cooled by Reactor Auxiliaries Cooling Systein (RACS) water.

Room Cooling

The CRD system does not require room cooling.

3.2.1.6.4 Instrumentation and Control

System Actuation

Actuation of the CRD system for emergency makeup to the RPV must be performed by the
operator as described under the operator actions subsection.

Control

Control of the CRD system flow for emergency makeup to the RPV must be performed by the
operator as described under the operator actions subsection.

Interlocks

CRD interlocks related to system operation are:
,

1. The drive water pumps will trip on low suction pressure.

2. The drive water pumps Class 1E breakers (and subsequently the Non-Class 1E
breakers) will trip on a LOCA signal and must be reclosed to use the pumps for.
c.nergency makeup.

3. The HCU scram inlet and outlet valves will close when the scram signal is reset.

O
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Instrumentation and Annunciators

The Control Room Integrated Display System (CRIDS) displays CRD system status, including
such parameters as pump running / stopped, Class 1E breaker status, MOV suction valve
position, flow, and flow control valves positions.

Iecal panels at Reactor Building elevations 77 and 102 provide indications for 10 parameters,
including pump suction pressure, pump discharge pressure and exhaust water header pressure.

The "CRD System Trouble" alarm on the control room overhead annunciator panel will be
activated when any of six conditions occur. These conditions are pump motor malfunction, low
pump suction pressure, low charging water header pressure, high drive water filter differential
pressure, high pump suction filter differential pressure, and suction isolation valve malfunction.

System Isolation
;

' There are no automatic isolation signals for the CRD system. However, if the scram signal is
reset, the HCU scram inlet valves will close, no longer allowing CRD system flow from the
charging water header.

3.2.1.6.5 Operator Actions

The CRD Hydraulic System must be manually aligned for emergency makeup to the RPV. h
The following steps must be performed (locally unless otherwise specified):

1. Place the standby suction filter in service,
l

i 2. place the standby drive water filter in service,

3. start the idle drive water pump (main control room),

| 4. fully open the pressure control valve (main control room) and one pressure control

,

valve bypass,

|
5. fully open one flow control valve, and

6. throttle the other FCV to maintain pump discharge header pressure greater than 1063
psig minimum to prevent pump runout.

I Resetting one scram signal will close the scram inlet valve, preventing flow into the charging
water header from reaching the RT i,

~

|
When a LOP occurs, the non-Class 1E circuit breakers will trip on undervoltage; the Class 1E

' breakers remain closed. Therefore, no breakers need to be reset for CRD pump operation.

1
,

.
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When a LOCA signal (-129 inches Rx LVL or 1.6'8 psig drywell pressure) occurs, the CRD
pumps' Class lE circuit breakers will trip. The LOCA signal must be overridden and thes
circuit breakers closed before CRD pump operation (main control room).

Following a LOP or LOCA, operators must manually start the first CRD pump.

3.2.1.6.6 Technical Specifications Limitations

Technical Specifications (TS) 3.1.3 and 4.1.3 apply to the control rod drive (CRD) system.
HowcVer, no limiting conditions for operation or surveillance requirements are outlined
specifically for the CRD hydraulic system in these specifications. The CRD hydraulic system
is specifically required to satisfy TS 3.1.3.5.a.2.a. In addition, procedure HC.OP-AB.ZZ-
0105(Q) is as restrictive and requires that if reactor pressure is 2_900 psig and charging water
header pressure cannot be restored after 20 minutes, manually scram the reactor.

3.2.1.6.7 Testing

Tests of the control rod drive (CRD) and CRD hydraulic systems include:

1, weekly CRD exercise,
.

2. weekly CRD accumulator check,

3. monthly scram discharge volume (SDV) valve test,

4. monthly SDV trip bypass test, |

|
5. control rod system valves in-service test, and

6. CRD/CRD hydraulic system valves cold shutdown test.

One CRD pump is normally used as the preferred pump for an entire fuel cycle. The )
operating pump is monitored / tested for performance on a monthly basis. The standby pump is )

'

started and performance tested quarterly.

3.2.1.6.8 System Operation

Normal Operation

During normal plant operation, one drive water pump is operating, taking st.ction through one
pump sucuun luter trum um ter.hsete reject line.

The other drive water pump is in standby and the suction filter is isolated. A portion (20 gpm) I

O of the pump discharge flow is routed back to the CST to prevent the pump from overheating at i

low flows. The remaining discharge passes through the in-service drive water filter (the other |

is isolated). Some flow (6 to 10 gpm) is diverted for reactor recirculation pump seal cooling.
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The discharge flow then passes through a flow element which provides control of the in-
service flow control valve (the standby valve is isolated). The flow control valve is positioned
to maintain 70 gpm through the flow element. The charging water header taps off between the
flow element and flow control valves. Constant water pressure is supplied to the CRD
accumulators through this header.

Downstream of the flow control valves is the drive / cooling water pressure control valve,
which is throttled to maintain drive water header pressure 250 psig above reactor pressure. A
portion of the flow bypasses the pressure control valve through two of four stabilizing valves.

Dowmtem of the pressure control valve are the pressure equalizing valves which maintain 75
psig backpressure in the exhaust water header. Upstream of the pressure equalizing valves, the
cooling water header supplies cooling water to the 185 hydraulic control units (HCUs) where it
flows to the CRD mechanism. Each CRD mechanism receives about 0.2-0.4 gpm; this

represents the majority of the CRD system flow.

During a reactor scram, the pressure of a CRD accumulator is decreased when the scram inlet
and outlet valves open to allow water from the accumulator to insert the control rod. The
CRD system attempts to keep the accumulators charged, and charging water header flow
increases up to approximately 175 gpm due to the loss of head. The flow control valve
automatically closes so all but 5 gpm of the flow is diverted to the charging water header.

Abnormal Operation h
During emergency operation, the CRD system may be used to maintain the RPV water level.
The CRD system is aligned for emergency makeup to the RPV as outlined in the Operator
Actions section previously.

During emergency makeup, both the in-service and standby suction filters, drive water pumps,
drive water filters, flow control valves, and pressure control valve and bypass are placed in
operation. The scram signal must not be reset so the scram inlet and outlet valves on the
HCUs remain open to allow flow from the charging water header through the HCU to the
CRDs and the reactor. Flow also passes through the HCU from the cooling water header for a
total CRD hydraulic flow of approximately 180 gpm.

3.2.1.6.9 System Fault Tree

3.2.1.6.9.1 Descriptiori

Figure 3.2-6 is a simplified diagram showing the CRD hydraulic system components modeled
in the CRD hydraulic fault trees.

O
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3.2.1.6.9.2 Success Criteria

The success criteria for the CRD hydraulic fault tree top event is flow from both CRD drive
pumps through all four filter trains, injecting via either the charging or cooling water header.

3.2.1.6.9.3 Assumptions

Model-Related
.

1. Suction flow from the condensate reject line (at the secondary condensate pump !
suction) was assumed to be unavailable for all sequences. !

:

2. The suction filter bypass line was not rnodeled, although filter pluggir g is accelerated
during two-pump operation. This was considered as a recovery action.

3. The "A" suction filter, pump, drive water filter, and flow control valve were assumed
to be in operation, thus no test and maintenance or valve restoration events were
included for these components.

Quantification-Related

A mission time of 24 hours was used to quantify the CRD hydraulic fault trees.

3.2.1.6.10 References

1. Hope Creek Generating Station UFSAR Sections 4.6, 8.3.

2. " Hope Creek Generating Station Licensed Operator Systems," Lesson Plan Number
302HC-000.00-006-10. Public Service Electric and Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge,
NJ, January 6,1993.

3. " Hope Creek Generating Station Technical Specifications 3/4.1.3." Public Service
Electric and Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge, NJ, July 1986.

4. Public Service Electric and Gas Company Operating Procedures:
HC.OP-AB.ZZ-0105(Q)
HC.OP-EO.ZZ-101(Q)
HC.OP-SO.BF-001(Q)

5. Public Service Electric and Gas Drawings:
10855-C11-1030
10855-C11-1060,

10855-E-6420-0p
O
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5. Public Service Electric and Gas Drawings (Continued):
10855-E-6421-0
10855-E-6422-0
10855-E-6060-0
J-46-0
J-47-0 -
M-46-1
M-47-1

3.2.1.7 Condensate and Feedwater Systems

| 3.2.1.7.1 System Function
|

The functions of the Condensate and Feedwater Systems are to condense the main turbine
| exhaust steam, collect the condensed steam as condensate in the main condenser hotwells,,

preheat and transfer the condensate to the suction of the main feedwater pumps, boost the
pressure by use of the feedwater pump, and return the heated feedwater to the reactor pressure
vessel to be reconverted into steam and thereby complete the closed steam / feed cycle. The
condensate and/or feedwater pumps may be used as a means of maintaining reactor water level
following a transient.

3.2.1.7.2 System Description

O
General Design

j The Condensate System (CNS) condenses and deaerates main and reactor feed pump turbine
' exhaust steam, accepts and deaerates feedwater heater drains, and serves as the turbine bypass

steam heat sink. The condenser allows radioactive decay of the condensate before re-entry
| into the heat cycle. The CNS transports condensate through the low pressure feedwater

heaters to the Reactor Feedwater (RFW) pump suction in sufficient quantities to maintain
proper net positive suction head. The RFW system maintains reactor water level by pumping

,

! heated condensate through the last stage of feedwater heating to the reactor vessel.

The CNS is a piping system comprised of the following major components:

1. condenser,

2. three primary condensate pumps,

1

| 3. seven condensate demineralizers,

| 4. three secondary condensate pumps,

5. five low-pressure feedwater heater stages, and

|
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6. piping and valves.

The RFW system consists of the following major components:

1. Three turbine-driven reactor feed pumps

2. High-pressure feedwater heater stage

3. Piping and valves

The CNS components and piping are non-safety related. The RFW system is non-safety
related up to the outermost primary containment isolation valve, and it is safety-related from
that valve to the reactor vessel.

Simplified diagrams of the Condensate and Feedwater Systems are presented in Figures 3.2-7a
and 3.2-7b.

Flow Path

The condensed steam from the condenser is collected in three condensate hotwells which are
interconnected to the suction piping of the three primary condensate pumps (AP102, BP102,
and CP102). The discharge of the primary condensate pumps provides cooling for the steam
jet air ejector (SJAE) and the steam packing exhauster (SPE) condensers before entering the
condensate demineralizing system where it is filtered and purified. The secondary condensate
pumps (AP137, BP137, and CP137) boost system pressure to maintain adequate RFP suction
pressure. The discharge of the secondary condensate pumps is then directed through five
stages of feedwater heating before being delivered to the feedwater pump suction header, at
which point it is termed feedwater. The feedwater pumps (AP101, BP101, and CP101)
discharge to a common header, and then the feedwater is heated in three parallel high-pressure
feedwater heaters (6A, 6B, and 6C). The output from the heaters discharges into a common
header which splits into two feedwater headers that penetrate the containment. The feedwater
enters the reactor through six feedwater nozzles. The system flowrate is dependent on a
demand signal from the reactor water level control system which controls the speed of the
individual reactor feed pump turbines. Low pressure steam from main turbine moisture
separator "B" or high pressure steam from main steam piping can supply steam to' the reactor
feedpump turbines (RFPTs) which is exhausted to the condenser hotwells.

There are bypass and/or minimum recirculation paths around each stage of the flow path. The
primary condensate pumps are protected by a common minimum-flow recirculation line which
is connected from the SJAFJSPE discharge header and directs flow back to the main condenser
header. The secondary condensate pumps have individual minimum-flow recirculation lines
which tap off the pump discharge and direct flow back to the main condenser. Bypass lines
with remotely controlled valves are provided to bypass the secondary condensate pump, the

O
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feedwater heater stages 1 and 2, the feedwater heater stages 3,4, and 5, the feedwater pump, g
and the stage 6 high-pressure heater to provide flexibility in providing feedwater to meet W
demand and the ability to isolate components for testing and maintenance.

Location

The condenser is located in the Turbine Building at Elevation 54'. The primary condensate
pumps and the secondary condensate pumps are also located in the Turbine Building at
Elevation 54' All of the feedwater heaters are located in the Turbine Building; the first two
stages are at Elevation 113', stages 3, 4, and 5 are located at Elevation 102', and stage 6 is
located at Elevation 137'. The controls for the condensate and feedwater systems are grouped
on main control room panel 10C651, sections A and B, and on panels 1 AC102,1BC102, and
ICC102 at Elevation 81' in the turbine building. The controls on panels 1 AC102,1BC102,
and ICC102 are for feedwater heater level controls and feedwater heater startup discharge

bypass valves.

| Component Descriptions

Main Condenser

The main condenser is divided into three sections. Each section is a single pressure,
rectangular shell which receives steam via a rectangular extended neck on top of a tapered
transition section. Each shell consists of two major subsections: the condensing and the h
hotwell sections. Each hotwell section is located below its associated condensing section. The

| hotwells are connected by piping and have a combined capacity of 430,560 gallons at normal
operating level.

Primary Condensate Pumps

Three primary condensate pumps (AP102, BP102, and CP102), arranged in parallel, deliver
hotwell condensate to the suction of the secondary condensate pumps. The pumps are motor-
driven, vertical, two-stage, centrifugal pumps, each with 12,300 gpm capacity.

Secondary Condensate Pumps

Three secondary condensate pumps (AP137, BP137, and CP137) supply the required NPSH to
the reactor feed pumps (RFPs) via the low-pressure feedwater heaters. The pumps are motor-
driven, horizontal, single-stage, double-suction, centrifugal pumps arranged in parallel, each
with a 11,400 gpm capacity. Each pump has a shaft-driven oil pump which supplies oil to

,

pump and motor bearings and is cooled by TACS via an oil cooler. An auxiliary oil pump is
provided to supply lube oil during startups and low oil pressure conditions.

O
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Low-Pressure Feedwater Heaters

The low-pressure feedwater heaters consist of three parallel strings of shell and tube heat
exchangers. Heating steam from the Extraction Steam System is directed to the shell side of
the heaters. Condensate /feedwater flowing through the tube is heated before entering the
reactor vessel. Each of the three heater strings is further broken down into two sections:
Section 1 consists of feedwater heaters 1,2, and drain cooler; and Section 2 consists of
feedwater heaters 3,4, and 5. A common header connects the outlets of all Section I heaters
with the inlets of all Section 2 heaters. Each section is provided with individual motor-
operated valves on the inlet and outlet piping for isolation as required. The effluent from the
three strings discharges to the suction header for the reactor feed pumps. Bypass piping with
motor-operated valves is provided to either bypass each of the sections of the low-pressure
heaters or to bypass the feedwater pumps to supply low-pressure condensate flow to the reactor
vessel.

Reactor Feed Pumps

Three 50% capacity Reactor Feed Pumps (RFPs) (AP101, BP101, and CP101) pump heated
feedwater to the reactor vessel via the 6A(B, C) feedwater heaters. Full power operation is
achievable with two RFPs. Each horizontal, single-stage, centrifugal, double-suction, skid-
mounted pump is coupled to a steam turbine. Each RFP requires six gpm of pressurized 445-t+
-20). oil for bearing lubrication. The oil is provided from the RFP turbine oil system. Water is

hc provided to each RFP shaft seal from the secondary condensate pump discharge header. The
seal water flow is regulated by a temperature control valve.

The ''FP flowrate is controlled by regulating the amount of steam admitted to the reactor feed
pump turbine (RFPT). The low- and high-pressure steam inlet control valves are positioned
by an electrohydraulic governor. Each RFPT has two AC-driven and one DC-driven vertically
mounted, positive displacement oil pumps which provide pressurized oil to the governor and to
the turbine and pump bearings. Each RFPT has dual oil coolers cooled by water supplied
from the TACS. Each turbine has a motor-operated turning gear assembly which
automatically disengages when the turbine rpm increases above 6 rpm.

Ifigh Pressure Feedwater Heaters

Three high pressure feedwater heaters (6A, 6B, and 6C) provide the final stage of heating for
the pressurized feedwater before injection into the reactor vessel. Each is a 50% capacity shell
and tube, horizontal, double-pass type heat exchanger. Each heater has motor operated valves
(MOV) on the inlet and outlet piping for isolation. Each heater also has a small (3-inch) bypass
line and associated MOV around the outlet valve. Extraction steam from the fourth stage of the

high-pressure turbine is admitted to the shell side of the heaters where it is condensed as it
supplies the heat for the feedwater.
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3.2.1.7.3 System Interfaces g
Shared Components

The RWCU system utilizes both the "A" and "B" feedwater penetration piping to return water
to the reactor pressure vessel (RPV). The connection is in the steam tunnel before the point
where the feedwater lines enter the containment.

The RCIC system utilizes the "B" feedwater line to inject water into the RPV. The connection
is in the steam tunnel before the point where the "B" feedwater line enters the containment.

The HPCI system utilizes the "A" feedwater line to inject water into the RPV.

Electrical

The primary condensate pumps are supplied by the group buses (Non-Class IE) as follows:
AP102 from 7200 VAC bus 10A110, BP102 from 7200 VAC 10A120, and CP102 from 4160
VAC bus 10A102.

The secondary condensate pumps are 6 upplied by the group buses as follows: AP137
from 7200 VAC bus 10A110, BP137 from 7200 VAC 10A120, and CP137 from 4160 VAC
bus 10A104. O
The lube oil system for each RFPT includes two AC powered pumps (main and auxiliary) and
one DC powered emergency oil pump. The main lube oil pumps (A1P124, BIP124, and i
C1P124) are powered by Non-Class 1E 480 VAC buses 10B313,10B323, and 10B272
respectively. The auxiliary lube oil pumps (A2P124, B2P124, and C2P124) are powered by
10B272,10B313, and 10B323 respectively. The emergency oil pumps (AP125, BP125, and i

CP125) are all powered from 250 VDC bus 10D170. |
1

Non-Class 1E power (480 VAC and 120 VAC) supplies the CNS and RFW valves, support
equipment, and instrumentation and controls.

Actuation
|

The CNS and RFW systems do not receive any automatic actuation signals. The systems must
be placed in service by the operator.

Control

A signal from the Redundant Reactivity Control System (RRCS) will cause the RFPs to run
back to the governor minimum speed to achieve a negative reactivity effect. Control is then
returned to governor manual control after 30 seconds. O
When the RFP is placed in automatic governor control mode, the turbine speed is controlled
from the Reactor Level Control System.
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Pneumatic

The feedwater heater level control valves, the start-up vent valves, secondary condensate
pump min flow valves, RFP min flow valves, and startup level control valves that bypass the
#6 feedwater heaters are air-operated globe valves actuated by instrument air from the
Instrument Air System (IAS). The startup level control valves are required after a scram to
prevent overfeeding.

Component Cooling

The primary condensate pumps do not require water cooling. The secondary condensate pumps
have individual bearing oil coolers which are cooled by water from the TACS. The reactor feed
pumps each have two lube oil coolers which are also cooled by water from the TACS.

Room Cooling

The stage three, four, and five feedwater heater rooms each have room cooling. There are
area coolers associated with each of the primary and secondary condensate pumps and with the '

condenser mezzanine areas. The high pressure feedwater heater rooms and the RFPT areas are
cooled by turbine building ventilation.

I
3.2.1.7.4 Instrumentation sud Control

System Actuation

The CNS and RFW system must be placed in service by the operator as described in the
operator actions subsection.

Control

The primary condensate pumps (AP102, BP102, and CP102) have start /stop pushbutton
controls on panel 10C651 in the control room. Pump discharge MOVs, HV1680A, B, and C
are MOVs which have auto-lockout modes which can be selected at panel 10C651 in the
control room. In auto, the valve can either be opened manually via the pushbutton or in
response to an open command from its corresponding pump. The associated pump must be
stopped before the valve can be manually closed and switched to lockout. Concurrent with
pump start, timers are activated and the discharge valve must reach full open within the preset
time or a trip signal will be sent to the pump. Each of the primary pumps also has a pump

'

suction isolation valve (HV-1639A, B, and C) with manual con'rol and indication on panel
10C651 in the control room.

There is a common minimum recirculation MOV, HV-1710, for the primary CNS pumps that
{ will open automatically when the flow drops below a predetermined flow rate with the proper

( number of pumps in service. The valve can also be controlled manually from control room
I panel 10C651.
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Each of the SJAE and SPE condensers have inlet and outlet isolation MOVs which are
manually operated from the control panel 10C651. There is an SJAE/SPE bypass valve, PDV-
1719, which is a pneumatically controlled valve modulated by a differential pressure
transmitter, which monitors the differential pressure across the inlet and outlet headers to
maintain a differential pressure of 6 PSID.

The secondary condensate pumps (AP137, BP137, and CP137) have start and stop pushbuttons
on panel 10C651 in the control room. Each pump has suction and discharge MOVs which can be
operated from panel 10C651 in the control room. There is a secondary condensate pump bypass
valve, HV-1654, which can also be manually controlled from the control room panel 10C651.

The feedwater heaters can be isolated to remove stages one and two, stages three, four, and
five, and stage six by isolation MOVs controlled from the control room.

| There are four modes of RFPT control Positioner Control Mode is for full range control with
no automatic adjustment or feedback. Governor Manual Control Mode maintains the RFP"Ts

at a ngnually set speed. Governor Auto (Master) Control Mode responds to the reactor water
level control system. Startup Control Mode throttles the startup level control valve to maintain
a set level, and the feedpumps must also be in manual for operation in this mode.|

The RFPs can be started from control room panel 10C651B. The indications and manual
controls for the turbine and turbine lube oil systems are provided on local control panels I AC-
ICC132, and 133. The main lube oil pumps can be started from control room panel h
10C651 A. Once the RFP and turbine are hot and are operating at a turbine speed of 2500
rpm, the govemor speed set can be switched to governor control mode where the speed can be
controlled by either a manual or automatic signal from the reactor level control system.

A new digital feedwater level control system will be installed at a later date.

; Each of the RFPs can be isolated by MOVs controlled from control room panel 10C651B.
| The RFPs, mounted in parallel, can be bypassed using MOV HV-1786, which can be

manually operated from control room panel 10C6518.

Interlocks

Each of the primary condensate pumps has a start inhibit on a low-low level signal from the i

main condenser hotwell supplying the suction to the pump. If the hotwell low-low level is !
I

reached while a pump is operating, the pump will be tripped. Two out of three logic for low
hotwell level will trip all primary condensate pumps.

|
Each of the primary and secondary condensate pumps and RFPs is inhibited from starting or
will trip if one of the following conditions exist. For the primary CNS pump:

1. trip on low-low condenser level; h
2. trip if associated suction valve is not 100% open;
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|

3. will not start if discharge valve is not closed, and will trip if discharge valve fails to
\ open after pump receives start signal (valve automatically opens);

4. trip if recirculation valve HV-1710 is not at least 30% open with one primary and zero )
secondary, or two primary and one secondary CNS pumps running;

'

5. recirculation valve will automatically open if one primary and no secondary, or two
primary and one secondary CNS pump are running. If three primary and no secondary
pumps are running, the alarm will sound;

6. the first pump will not start if SJAE/SPE bypass valve (remote-manual operation) is not
100% open.

For the secondary CNS pump:

1. will not start if associated discharge valve is not closed, if associated suction valve is
not 100% open, or if two of three primary CNS pumps are not running;

2. trip if associated suction valve is not 100% open;

3. associated secondary pumps (A, B, or C) trip if five of six CNS pumps were running
and two primary pumps stop;

4. trip on low lube oil pressure;

5. trip on low flow after 30-second time delay after pump start;

6. trip on low suction pressure;

For the RFPs:

1. trip on low condenser vacuum (two of three);

2. associated RFPs (A, B, or C) trip if five of six CNS pumps were running and two
secondary pumps stop;

3. suction valve cannot be opened unless associated discharge stop check valve is closed,
associated minimum-flow valve is open, and recirculation valve is closed;

4. trip on low-low lube oil pressure;
,

5. low pressure steam stop valve closes on associated RFPT trip (also high pressure stop
valve);

O
6. minimum flow valve will not open unless an associated RFPT lube oil pump is running;
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7. recirculation valve closes on associated RFPT trip;

8. all RFPs trip on high-high discharge pressure (two of three);

9. associated RFPs trip on low-low suction pressure (two of three);

10. all RFPs trip on high reactor water level at level eight;

11. all RFPs trip on high-high condenser pressure (two of three);

12. associated RFP trips on high exhaust pressure (two of three);

13. associated RFP trips on high exhaust temperature (two of three);

14. associated RFP trips if drain valve (HV-1765A, B, and C) or suction valve
(HV-1781 A, B, and C) are not 100% open;

15. associated RFPT trips on overspeed, loss of speed sensing signals, thrust bearing
wear, or low flow and speed greater than 5400 RPM for five seconds;

16. associated RFPT control valves close on low control oil pressure.

'

Other interlocks include:

l. main turbine bypass valve closes on low condenser vacuum (two of three);

2. main turbine trips on low condenser vacuum (one of three taken twice);

3. MSIV closure on low condenser vacuum (one of two taken twice);

4. FW heater strings 1 and 2 isolation valves close on heater shell high-high level
(trip must be cleared and reset to reopen the valves);

5. Five out of six CNS/RFW pump logic:

if five of six CNS pump had been running and:

- one secondary CNS pump is left running, non-associated RFPs will trip,

one primary CNS pump is left running , non-associated RFPs will trip,-

6. startup reactor level control valves fail closed on loss of air or power;

7. with two or more RFPs on line and feed flow greater than 85%, the trip of one of three
secondary condensate pumps will cause a RFP runback to 80% and an intermediate
recirculation pump runback;
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p 8. with two or more RFPs on line and feed flow greater than 75%, the trip of one of three
V primary condensate pumps will cause a RFP runback to 70% and a full recirculation

'

pump runback;

9. when a RFIT is in governor control, and an RRCS signal is received from the APRMs
not being downscale, and reactor pressure is greater than 1071 psig after a 25-second
time delay, the RFITs will run back to governor minimum Control is returned to

I governor manual after 30 seconds.

Instrumentation and Annunciators

Control room instrumentation that provides monitoring functions for safe operation of the
CNS/RFW systems includes eight control room indicators for CNS,11 annunciator lights and )

alarms for CNS, seven indicators for RFW, about 30 annuciator lights and alarms for RFW,
and the CRIDS computer. Examples of CNS alarms include " Main condenser vacuum low,"
" Condensate pump vibration high," and " Condensate recirculation capacity exceeded."
Examples of RFP alarms include "RFPT exhaust valve seal level low /high," "RFP turbine
trip," and "RFIT turbine vibration high."

3.2.1.7.5 Operator Actions

I

( After a transient in which CNS/RFW flow is lost, the operator will attempt to restore flow I

from this system to provide coolant makeup to the reactor. To restore flow (assuming
component failure within the CNS/RFW system was not the cause of the lost flow) the '

operator must clear any trip conditions and reset the tripped components. The system
components are then restarted as described in the following paragraphs.

The primary condensate pumps start against a closed discharge valve which begins to open
automatically after the pump is started. The initial flowpath for the pumps is established
before pump start by manually opening the SJAE/SPE bypass and the minimum recirculation
valves. Two pumps may be started and operated in this system configuration.

The secondary condensate pumps start against closed discharge and minimum recirculation
valves. The minimum recirculation flow is controlled by a flow element installed in the pump
suction line and set at a predetermined setpoint. After system flow satisfies the minimum flow
requirements, the recirculation valve is closed.

In starting the feedwater pump, the pump discharge valve is closed, and the turbine is
manually accelerated to a predetermined speed. When the minimum recirculation pump flow
setpoint is reached, the recirculation valve closes automatically. After warm-up has been
completed, the turbines can be manually accelerated to an automatically controllable speed
(approximately 2500 RPM), and the control can be transferred to governor control which
responds to demands from the Reactor Level Control System.

O
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3.2.1.7.6 Technical Specifications Lirnitations

The CNS has no limitations defined by the Technical Specification. The RFW system is
limited by Technical Specifications (TS) 3.3.9 and 4.3.9. The limiting condition for operation
(TS 3.3.9) is summarized below. .

Limiting Conditions for Operation

A minimum of three feedwater/ main turbine trip system actuation instrumentation channels
shall be operable. The trip setpoint for high reactor vessel water level, level 8, must be set at
a trip point of 54 inches or less with the maximum allowable values less than or equal to 55.5
inches.

,

With only two channels operable, the inoperable channel must be restored within 7 days or the

| reactor placed into the startup mode within the next 6 hours. With only one channel available,
at least one of the inoperable channels must be restored within 72 hours, or the reactor must beI

placed in the startup mode within the next 6 hours.

3.2.1.7.7 Testing

Tests are performed in conformance with the Technical Specifications.

3.2.1.7.8 System Operation h
Normal Operation

| During normal operation, the three primary condensate pumps take suction from the condenser
I hotwells through a common suction line and deliver condensate through the SJAE/SPE

condensers and condensate demineralizers to the suction of the secondary condensate pumps.
Minimum flow through the primary pumps during pump startup or shutdown is assured by the
recirculation valve, HV-1710, which directs flow from the discharge header of the primary
CNS pumps to the condenser hotwell. Condensate flow is balanced through the parallel array
of SPE and SJAE condensers and regulated by the SPE/SJAE bypass valve, PDV-1719.

The three secondary pumps deliver effluent from the demineralizers through the low pressure
heaters to the suction of the reactor feed pumps. Minimum flow through each of the
secondary condensate pumps during pump startup or shutdown is assured by the recirculation
lines on each pump discharge.

The condensate is progressively heated by extraction steam as it flows through three parallel
trains of five low-pressure heaters. In each feedwater train, either heater stages 1 and 2 and
the drain cooler, or heater stages 3,4, and 5 may be isolated from the system. Upon removal
of one of these heater trains, each of the remaining two parallel trains can operate continuously

at flow up to 150% of their normal rating. h
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p Steam to drive the RFPTs originates from two sources. With three RFPs operating and with
V the main turbine loads at approximately 40% or higher, low pressure steam from the cross-

around piping downstream of the moisture separators drives the RFP turbines. With two RFPs
operating at near rated conditions, the LP steam is sufficient to drive the RFP turbines without
high pressure steam.

When reactor power is above 40%, the feedwater is heated through three parallel high pressure
heaters before delivery to the reactor vessel. The RFP turbines are in the governor control
mode, and they are controlled automatically from the Reactor Level Control System which
regulates the turbine speed. When the power level is less than 40%,-the number six feedwater
heaters are not in service, and the feedwater flow to the reactor is controlled by two reactor
level control valves (split-range) that are installed in parallel to regulate flow. These valves
are modulated by the Reactor Level Control System, and the RFPs are controlled by manual
speed settings to the turbines which are in the positioner control mode until transfer to
automatic turbine speed control is possible.

Abnormal Operation

Following reactor trip, the CNS and RFW systems may be used to maintain the reactor vessel
water level. When the reactor vessel pressure is below 720PSIG, the condensate pumps can be
used to pump condensate through the bypass piping (around the feedwater heaters and the
feedwater pump) to the reactor vessel.

According to the EOPs, when the reactor pressure is above 720PSIG, the feedwater pumps
will be controlled manually. The feedwater can be pumped through or around the high-
pressure feedwater heaters to the reactor vessel. The normal pressure for water delivery to the
reactor vessel is about 550 psig for the secondary condensate pumps.

The CNS and the RFW system will not operate without offsite power.

3.2.1.7.9 System Fault Tree

3.2.1.7.9.1 Description

Simplified diagrams indicating those components modeled in the fault tree are shown in
Figures 3.2-7a and 3.2-7b. The fault tree top events represent no CNS/RFW flow to the
RPV.

3.2.1.7.9.2 Success and Failure Criteria

The CNS/RFW operation is considered successful in the fault tree if the system can supply
enough flow to adequately maintain the reactor vessel water level. Failure to supply sufficient
flow for level control occurs if:

.
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1. all RFPs fail to provide sufficient flow to maintain reactor vessel level when reactor
pressure is greater than 720PSIG;

2. all primary and secondary CNS pumps fail to provide sufficient flow to maintain RPV
level when reactor pressure is less than 720PSIG;

3. all the flowpaths are interrupted to prevent flow from reaching the reactor vessel;

4. offsite power is unavailable;

5. loss of hotwell and CST inventory;

6. instrument air is unavailable;

7. loss of the SACS or station service water prevents use of the feedwater pumps or
secondary condensate pumps for reactor vessel injection;

8. loss of the condenser vacuum, or closure of the MSIVs prevents use of the feedwater
pumps for reactor vessel injection. Since the loss of the PCIGS causes the closure of
the MSIVs, it is modeled in the RFW fault tree.

3.2.1.7.9.3 Assumptions

O
Model-Related

|

| 1. The system is assumed to have been running properly before the transient.
1

2. A.ll the piping for testing, venting, and/or flushing the CNS and RFW systems have
double manually operated isolation valves. Restoration errors of these valves were

,

|

I excluded on probabilistic ground; at least two valves must be mispositioned to cause a

| failure.

3. If pump discharge check valves fail to close, flow diversion could exist by backflow
through the idle pumps. However, reverse rotation of a secondary condensate pump is
sensed by a .2. 35 psig pressure in the oil pump suction line, which is indicated in the
control room.

Quantification-Related

There are no quantification related assumptions. l

|
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3.2.1.7.10 References

1. Hope Creek Generating Station UFSAR Sections 5.4.9.3.2, 7.6.1.7, 7.7.1.3, and
10.4.7.

2. " Hope Creek Generating Station Licensed Operator Systems," Lesson Plan Number
302HC-000.00-052-13 and 302HC-000.00-058-07. Public Service Electric and Gas
Company, Hancocks Bridge, NJ, January 18,1993 and August 26,1991.

.

3. " Hope Creek Generating Station Technical Specifications 3/4.3.9." Public Service
Electric and Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge, NJ, July 1986.

4. Public Service Electric and Gas Company Operating Procedures
HC.OP-SO.AD-001
HC.OP-SO.AE-001
HC.OP-EO.ZZ-004

5. Public Service Electric and Gas Drawings
M-02-1
M-03-1
M-04-1
M-05-1
M-06-1
M-08-1

'

M-16-1
M-19-1
M-29-1
M-31-1
M-41-1
J-03-0
J-04-0
J-05-0
J-06-0
J-16-0
J-19-0
J-31-0
J-41-0
J-0651-1
J-0650-1
791E405AC

3.2.1.8 Containment Atmosnhere Control (CAC) System

The Containment Atmosphere Control System (CACS) is composed of the Hydrogen-Oxygen
Analyzer System (HOAS), the Containment Hydrogen Recombiner System (CHRS), the
Vacuum Relief Valve System (VRVS), the Containment Inerting and Purging System (CIPS)
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and the 12" Hard Pipe Containment Venting System (HPCVS), which can be considered a
sub-system of the CIPS. The design features of the CACS include the capability for controlled
venting of the primary containment. This is achieved mainly through various CIPS and
HPCVS valves, which are the portion of CAC system ofinterest for the HCGS PIM.

3.2.1.8.1 System Function

The Containment Atmosphere Control (CAC) System, in particular the CIPS, will permit a
controlled venting of the primary containment atmosphere at very low containment pressures.
The Filtration, Recirculation, and Ventilation System (FRVS) removes radioactive |

contaminants from the vented gas prior to release to the environment. |
|

The CIPS can also be used for venting the containment at moderate to high containment i
'

pressures. However, in this mode the release from the containment will not be treated by the
FRVS if either of the hard pipe vent pathways, the 12" HPCVS or the 6" Integrated Ixak Rate
Testing (ILRT) Fnes, are used.

Other fun',tions of the CACS and CIPS are not applicable to this analysis of containment
venting r nability.

3.2.1.8.2 Sy: tem Description

General Design h
Venting using the CIPS requires some operator actions locally, as well as from the control
room, depending on the vent path used. There are 15 valves within the CIPS/HPCVS portion
of the CACS that may be used in various combinations for containment wetwell and drywell
venting, as shown in Figure 3.2-8. Twelve of these valves are instrument air operated valves
that can be controlled from the control room. The other three (GSV058, GSV067 and
GPV0129) are manual valves that must be aligned locally; however, GSV067 is a normally
open valve and does not need to be aligned. Furthermore, there are a total of three flanges,
one spectacle and two blind ones, that need to be rotated or removed, and a piece of pipe
needs to be aligned, before the 6" hard pipe line can be used for venting. The 12" HPCVS
also has a spectacle flange that is normally open.

All the air operated valves in the CIPS are powered from 120VAC Class 1E uninterruptible
power supplies. Furthermore, the valves in the 12" HPCVS path can be operated from a
manual control station on the 102-foot elevation of the reactor building. This enables

operators to open and close the valves using hydraulic hand pumps without any dependency on
air or power. As of April 1994 (the fifth HCGS refueling outage), the remainder of the valves
(for the six-inch vent paths) can also be operated from a remote manual control station. This
alho manual operations without exposure to harsh environments.

O
|
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Flow Path

Depending on suppression pool and containment water levels, there are nine basic flow paths
for venting the containment. Illustrated in Figure 3.2-8, these containment vent paths in the
order of preference are:

1. 12" HPCVS;

2. 6" ILRT Hard Pipe Suppression Chamber Supply;

3. 6" ILRT Hard Pipe Drywell Supply;

4. Suppression Chamber 2" Duct Pipe Exhaust;

5. Drywell 2" Duct Pipe Exhaust;

6. Supprguian Chamber 24" Duct Pipe Exhaust;

7. Suppression Chamber 24" Duct Pipe Supply;

8. Drywell 26" Duct Pipe Supply;

9. Drywell 26" Duct Pipe Exhaust

All the duct pipe vent paths are treated by FRVS and monitored prior to release to the
environment. Furthermore, the EOPs provide procedures for using them. However, the soft
pipes are not modeled in the HCGS PRA, due to the fact that they will fail under pressure.
Upon failure, any released fission products could impact operators or systems that are needed
to prevent core damage.

Imation

All valves used for containment venting are located on lines from the containment drywell or
suppression chamber. The release elevation point of the 6" hard pipe is abe'it 8' above the
ground, while the release point of the 12" HPCVS is at 250' Elevation; about 150' above the
ground level. The local station for manual operation of the 12" HPCVS valves, the rupture
disk, radiation monitoring device and a spectacle flange are all located at the 102' Elevation,
in the Reactor building. Also, two of the flanges (one blind and one spectacle) and valve GS-
V058 for the 6" Hard Pipes are located at this elevation. Valve GP-V129 is located outside
the reactor building.

O
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Component Descriptions

12 Inch HPCVS Isolation Valve

The 12" HPCVS has a Rupture Disk and a 12" normally closed / fait closed air-operated valve
(1GSHV-11541), which is backed by two redundant loops of nitrogen gas bottles and its
solenoid is powered from a 120VAC Class 1E uninterruptible power supply. This valve has
a manual control station inside the reactor building, at 102' elevation, which allows for operators

to open the valve locally independent of air or power.

12 Inch Rupture Disk

The 12" rupture disk is placed in line downstream of the 1GSHV-11541, to prevent any
~

leakage from the 12" HPCVS line, prior to 35 PSIG. However, operators can either manually
remove this disk or rupture it by connecting service air or compressed air bottles to a 1" line
between the rupture disk and 1GSHV-11541, should there be a need to vent the containment
prior to 35 PSIG.-

Containment to Containment Purge Cleanup System Valves

The inboard and outboard valves from the drywell (IGSHV-4952 and 1GSHV-4950) and
suppression chamber (1GSHV-4964 and 1GSHV-4962) to the CPCS are normally closed, air-
operat.M valves that fail closed on loss of air or solenoid power. Similar to 1GSHV-11541, h
the HV-4964 is also backed by nitrogen gas bottles. Like the rest of the CIPS air operated
valves, the electric supply to these valves is from a 120 VAC Class IE uninterruptible power
supply. Valves 1GSHV-4964 and 1GSHV-4962 have a manual control station at the 102'
elevation in the Reactor building, which allows the operator to open them independent of
either air or power.

CPCS Return to Containment Valves

The return valves from the CPCS to the drywell (1GSHV-4956 and 1GSHV-4979) and
suppression chamber (1GSHV-4958 and 1GSHV-4980) are normally closed, air-operated
valves that fail closed on loss of air or solenoid power. As of April 1994, these valves have
a manual control station outside the torus room, on the 102' elevation of the reactor building,

which allows operators to open them without any dependency on eithe: air or power.

Nitrogen Makeup / Exhaust Valves

The drywell (1GSHV-4951) and suppression chamber (1GSHV-4963) nit ogen exhaust valves
,

are normally closed, air-operated valves that fail closed on loss of air or salenoid power.I

These valves are in parallel with 1GSHV-4950 and 1GSHV-4962, respectively,
i

'
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Q Nitrogen Supply IIcader Valves |
(./ )

The nitrogen supply header isolation valve (IGSHV-4978) is a normally closed, air-operated
valve that fails closed on loss of air or solenoid power. As of April 1994, this valve has a i

manual control station outside the torus room, on the 102' elevation of the Reacter Building,
which allows the operators to open it without any dependency on either air or power. The
nitrogen supply header compressed air supply valve (GS-V058) is a normally closed manual
valve.

;

ILRT Sensing Line Isolation Valve

The primary containment Integrated leak rate testing (ILRT) sensing line isolation valve
(GP-V129) is a normally closed manual valve with a spectacle flange upstream and a blind
flange downstream.

Drywell Purge / Vent Exhaust Damper

The drywell purge / vent exhaust damper (1GTHD-9372A) is a normally closed, air-operated
damper. This damper directs vented air from the drywell to the RBVS exhaust system.

Actuation and Control

The CACS has no automatic actuations for containment venting associated with it. The valves
in the desired vo * paths must be opened and closed manually (remote or local) in order to
reduce and control containment pressure. However, the VRVS portion of CACS has two
vacuum breakers which automatically open to ensure the 3 PSIG external design pressure of
the primary containment will not be exceeded.

3.2.1.8.3 System Interfaces

Shared Components

The valves used for containment venting are shared among the CIPS portion of the CACS, the
FRVS and CPCS portions of the reactor building heating, ventilating and air conditioning (RB
HVAC) system, the primary containment integrated leak rate testing system, and the primary
containment isolation system.

Electrical

Air-operated valves 1GSHV-4952,1GSHV-4956,1GSHV-4958, and 1GSHV-4964 receive i

solenoid power from 120 VAC Distribution Panel 1 AJ481 via Fuse Panel 1YF401. Air-
operated valves 1GSHV-4950,1GSHV-4951,1GSHV-4962,1GSHV-4963,1GSHV-4978,
IGSHV-4980 and 1GSHV-11541 receive solenoid power from 120 Vac Distribution
Panel IDJ481 via Fuse Panel 1YF404. 1 AJ481 and 1DJ481 are powered from 120 VACv
Class 1E uninterruptible power supplies.

I
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Actuation

The VRVS portion of CACS responds to two pressure switches 1GSPDS-5029 and 1GSPDS-
5031. These switches will actuate at a low pressure of 4.99" WC and automatically open the |
vacuum relief valves 1GSHV-5029 and 1GSHV-5031. However, these valves are not modeled
in the containment venting. ;

Control

The CACS does not receive any automatic control. signals for reducing and maintaining
containment pressure via containment venting. However, the VRVS portion of CACS does
respond automatically to pressure switches 1GSPDS-5029 and 1GSPDS-5031 to assure that the
primary containment pressure is always greater than the secondary containment pressure.

Pneumatic

The Instrument Air System (IAS) supplies air to the air-operated CACS valves. However,
valves 1GSHV-4964 and 1GSHV-11541 are backed by Nitrogen gas bottles, as well.

Manual / Local Station

As of April 1994, valves 1GSHV-4964,1GSHV-4962,1GSHV-11541,1GSHV-4956,
IGSHV-4958,1GSHV-4978,1GSHV-4979, IGSHV-4980 are all equipped with a manual h
control station in the reactor building (outside the toms room), which allows operators to
locally operate these valves, independent of pneumatic or power supply.

Component Cooling

The CACS does not require component cooling for containment venting.

1

Room Cooling

The CACS does not require room cooling for containment venting.

3.2.1.8.4 Instrumentation and Control

System Actuation |

Alignment of the CACS for containment venting must be performed by the operator, as |
described in the " Operator Actions" subsection. ;

1

Control

Control of containment pressure by means of n . ting through the CACS is done manually.
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Interlocks

Most CACS valves are also part of the primary containment isolation system. In order to open
these valves for venting, any primary containment isolation signal must be overridden.
Isolation override push buttons are located on control panel 10C650 near the valve open and
close push buttons.

Instrumentation and Annunciators

| Control room status lights are provided for the CACS valves, which can be overridden and
reopened with an isolation signal present. Specific valves are assigned to " isolation override"
switches. If a switch is depressed with an isolation signal present, an " overridden" status light
will be lit.

Control room indications are provided for drywell pressure (-5 to +5 psig) and suppression
chamber pressure (-5 to +5 psig).

Control room alarms are provided for high (1.5 psig) low (0.1 psig) drywell pressure and for
high-high (1.68 psig) drywell pressure.

The 12" HPCVS has a radiation monitoring device at the 102' Elevation which provides
indication and alarms in the control room.

System Isolation

The CACS valves 1GSHV-4950,1GSHV-4951,1GSHV-4952,1GSHV-4956,1GSHV-4958,
1GSHV-4962,1GSHV-4963,1GSHV-4964,1GSHV-4978,1GSHV-4979, and 1GSHV-4980
automatically isolate the primary containment upon receipt of one of the following signals:

1. High drywell pressure (1.68 psig);

2. Low reactor water level (-38 inches); or

3. RB high-high radiation (1.0E-3 uCi/cc).
1

To vent the containment the isolation signals must be manually overridden.
|

3.2.1.8.5 Operator Actions

The operator is required to manually align the CACS for containment venting. The vent paths j

chosen are based on the containment and torus water levels, and they are prioritized for {
controlled venting and maximum scrubbing of the vented gas. For torus level less than 180", i

the preferred venting is via the 12" HPVCS, as follows:

O
,
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1. In the lower relay room, located outside reactor building in the Auxiliary Building -
control area at Elevation 102', at panel 1YF404, clear red tag and install fuse (6 amp

fuse). This allows air to enter the solenoid on the actuator for valve 1GSHV-11541.

| 2. Depress the isolation override and open 1GSHV-4964; suppression chamber to CPCS
'

damper (This can be accomplished from the control room.).

3. Once IGSHV-4964 is full open, then open 1GSHV-11541; torus vent isolation valve.

4. Repeat the above steps as .necessary to reduce and maintain drywell pressure below

PCPL (65 PSIG).

For a suppression pool level less than 180 inches, provided that the 12" HPVCS has been
unsuccessful, the following steps are performed (from panel 10C650 unless otherwise noted).
When using the 6" hard pipe ILRT line:;

(
| 1. Rotate the spectacle flange, and remove the flanges downstream of valve GS-V058

| (RB elevation 102') and downstream of GP-V129 (outside the building).

2. Open GP-V129 then GS-V058 (RB elevation 102');

3. Depress the isolation override PBs for 1GSHV-4958 and 1GSHV-4978;

O
4. Open 1GSHV-4958 then IGSHV-4978;

5. Close valves and repeat the above steps as necessary to maintain drywell pressure
below 65 PSIG.

In case vent paths 1 and 2 have failed or if suppression pool level is greater than 180", the
following steps are performed:

1. Rotate the spectacle flange, and remove the flanges downstream of valve GS-V058
(RB elevation 102') and downstream of GP-V129;

2. Open GP-V129 then GS-V058;

3. Depress the isolation override PBs for 1GSHV-4978 and 1GSHV-4956;

4. Open 1GSHV-4978 then 1GSHV-4956;

5. Close valves and repeat steps 1 through 4 as necessary.

For a containment level greater than 50 feet but less than 93 feet, the following steps are
performed via the vent paths 5 and 9. h'
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1. Depress the isolation override PBs for the suppression chamber and drywell exhaustp
V inboard and outboard isolation valves;

2. Open HD-9372A;
,

3. Open IGSHV-4951 then 1GSHV-4952;

4. Close valves and repeat steps 1 through 3 as necessary to maintain drywell pressure
below 65 psig, or if pressure is not reduced, continue;

5. Open 1GSHV-4950; and

6. Close valves and repeat steps 1 through 5 as necessary.

As was mentioned before, no credit is given to the soft pipes for venting. It should be mentioned
that because of the structure of the EOPs it is highly unlikely that torus level could exceed 180" or
that containment level could exceed 50', prior to a need for depressurization using the hard pipe
vents. The only time the containment level could exceed 50' is when the level in the reactor can
not be maintained.

3.2.1.8.6 Technical Specifications Limitations

Technical Specifications 3.6.1.6, 3.6.1.8 (Limiting Condition for Operation), 4.6.1.6, and
4.6.1.8 (Surveillance Requirements) apply to the containment pressure and CAC system during
operating modes 1 and 2, as described below.

Limiting Condition for Operation

The drywell and suppression chamber internal pressure must be maintained between -0.5
and +1.5 psig. If these limits are exceeded, the pressure must be restored to within the limit
within I hour or the reactor placed in hot shutdown within the next 12 hours and cold
shutdown within the following 24 hours.

The drywell and suppression chamber purge system may be in operation for up to 120 hours
each 365 days with the isolation valves in one supply line and one exhaust line open for
prepurge cleanup, inerting, de-inerting, or pressure control. If the 2-inch bypass lines are.

used for pressure control, these valves are not subject to the 120 hours per 365 days limit. I

Surveillance Requirements

The drywell and suppression chamber pressure must be determined to be within limits at least
once per 12 hours. Before being opened, the drywell and suppression chamber purge supply
and exhaust butter 0y isolation valves must be verified not to have been open for more than

O. 120 hours in the previous 365 days. This does not apply to the 2-inch bypass line valves for
containment pressure control.

I
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At least once per 18 months, the 26-inch drywell purge supply and exhaust isolation valves,
the 24-inch suppression chamber purge supply and exhaust isolation valves, and the 6-inch
nitrogen supply valve must be demonstrated operable by verifying that the Icakage rate is
within limits.

3.2.1.8.7 Test and Maintenance

The CAC system is tested according to the surveillance requirements outlined in the Technical
Specifications. This includes in-service testing of the CAC system valves.

No major maintenance is performed on the CACS valves during power operation.

.

3.2.1.8.8 System Operation
|

Nonnal Operation

During normal plant operation, the CACS is used to control the containment pressure and to
maintain the oxygen concentration within specified limits by supplying nitrogen gas and/or
releasing gases from the primary containment in a controlled manner.

The CACS is used prior to power operation to introduce nitrogen gas into the primary
containment at a high flow rate to displace the air originally in the containment. This is to
reduce the oxygen concentration in the containment atmosphere. h
The CAC system is also used with the RBVS to provide a filtered, outdoor air purge flow to
the containment to provide a safe atmosphere for entry following cold shutdown of the reactor.

Abnormal Operation

Following a LOCA, the CACS is used to monitor and alarm high hydrogen or oxygen
concentrations in the containment and to recombine hydrogen and oxygen with sufficient

capacity to prevent the accumulation of combustible concentrations.

The CACS is also designed to permit a controlled venting of the containment atmosphere to
control the pressure following a LOCA. The FRVS is used to remove radioactive
contaminants from the vented gas; however, FRVS does not treat the gases released to
environment through the hard pipe vents. The containment venting is performed by remote
manual control, as specified in procedure OP-EO.ZZ-318 and outlined in the operator actions
subsection of this description. Finally, the CACS will automatically isolate all lines that
penetrate the primary containment during accident conditions. The isolation valves may be
remote-manually reopened by first depressing isolation override push buttons.

i

O
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('N 3.2.1.8.9 System Fault Tree
V

3.2.1.8.9.1 Description

Figure 3.2-8 is a simplified diagram showing the CACS valves modeled in the containment
venting fault trees. The top event for the Vent fault tree is "CONTVENT: Containment
Venting Fails, When Needed."

3.2.1.8.9.2 Success and Failure Criteria

The success criteria for the containment venting fault tree is the successful venting of the
containment through one or more of the three hard pipe flow paths to the environment.
Therefore, venting through the soft pipes are considered to be a failure, since steam or fission
products released in the containment could affect personnel (operations, mainly) or the
required systems. I

Factors affecting containment venting are:

1. No clear indications of the containment conditions; i,e instruments malfunction.

2. Operators and the Technical Support Center (TSC) undecided whether they should take
a wait-and-see attitude. This becomes a concem if the 6" vent is being used.f-~V)

3. Failure of components, such as valves, rupture disks, air or power systems.

4. Failure of operator to manually and locally align the vent paths; this becomes of
concern during usage of 6" vent lines.

* 3.2.1.8.9.3 Assumptions

Model-Related

1. It was assumed that flow through one of the three hard piped flow paths was sufficient
to reduce containment pressure.

2. The fault tree attempts to model the specific order in which the flow paths are
prioritized by modeling concerns (such as radiation exposure) about the alternate flow

,
paths as basic events in the fault tree.

3. Test and maintenance were not modeled for the valves. This is because no major

maintenance can be performed on the containment isolation valves during power
operation, and testing will not affect the function of the valves. Besides, the Technical
Specifications do not require any testing of these valves during power operation.g

V
4. It was assumed that a containment isolation signal had occurred, and, thus, the valves

used for containment venting were allinitially closed.
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5. The FRVS was not included in thy containment venting fault trees, since the vent paths
considered are not treated by it.

6. Based on detailed analysis (Reference 6), it was assumed that it takes at least 18 hours
for containment pressure to reach 65 psig. Hence, many proceduralized activities were
considered not to be important contributors to the systems's function failure.

Quantification-Related

1. A mission time of 24 hours was used to quantify the containment venting fault trees.

2. The same basic events values were used for all initiating events, based on the most
conservative assumptions. For example, venting in a LOCA scenario may be necessary
within 18 hours; however, for normal transients venting will not be required untill 28
hours. Therefore, conservatively it was assumed that venting will be needed within 18
hours, regardless of the initiating event.

!

3.2.1.8.10 References

1. Hope Creek Generating Station UFSAR Sections 1.14.1.71, 6.2.4, 6.2.5, 7.3.1, 9.4.2.

2. "HCGS Licensed Operator Systems," Lesson Plan Number 302HC-000.00-032-11 and
302H-000.00H-042-08. PSE&G Company, April 27,1993 and March 16,1993. h

.

3. "HCGS Technical Specifications, Sections 3/4.1.6, 3/4.1.8

4. Operating Procedures HC.OP EO.ZZ-318(Q)
HC.OP-SO.GS-0001(Q)

5. PSE&G Drawings 10855-M-57-1
10855-M-60-1
10855-M-76-1
10855-E-0298-0
10855-E-0300-0

f 10355-J-57-0

6. PSE&G, HCGS Engineering Evaluation No. H-1-GS-MEE-0473 " Containment Hard
Vent Study for the MARK I Containment of the HCGS", Rev. O,9/15/93.

3.2.1.9 Standby Liquid Control System

3.2.1.9.1 Systern Function

The Standby Liquid Control System (SLC) is an independent backmp system for the control
rod drive system. The SLC system is capable of bringing the reactor from full power to a cold
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/] shutdown condition, and of maintaining subcriticality until cold shutdown is achieved. In the |
V event of an ATWS, injection of the sodium pentaborate solution can be initiated manually by

'

the operator or automatically by the Redundant Reactivity Control System (RRCS).

!

3.2.1.9.2 System Description )
|

General Design j
\

The SLC system is a safety-related, open-loop system which provides for the preparation,
storage, and iniection of sodium pentaborate solution into the reactc( as necessary to provide
reactor shutdown without control rod movement. This system is a redundant, independent,
backup system for the control rod drive system. The $LC system consists of the following
major components:

1. Storage tank and neutron absorber solution,

2. Two positive displacement pumps,

3. Two explosive injection valves, and

4. Associated valves and piping.

/3 i

V A simplified diagram of the SLC system is presented in Figure 3.2-9. ;

Flow Path

The sodium pentaborate solution is prepared and stored in storage tank OT204 which is
equipped with a heater system designed to maintain the solution above its crystalliution
temperature. There are separate heat traced lines from the storage tank to the suction side
of each of the positive displacement pumps, AP208 and BP208. When the SLC system is
automatically actuated, both SLC pumps start, and their associated explosive valves

(BHXV-F004A and BHXV-F004B) fire. The two downstream motor-driven block check
valves (HV-F006A and HV-F006B) motor-operators are normally in the open position
allowing a flowpath from the storage tank to the "A" core spray sparger in the reactor vessel
to be established. The RWCU system is isolated from the RCS piping by closing two motor-
driven isolation valves (BGHV-F001 and BGHV-F004) when the SLC pumps are started. This i

prevents the loss of the borate solution. )
|

Component Description |

SLC Storage Tank

The SLC storage tank is a stainless steel cylindrical vessel with a usable capacity of 5150

v/ gallons. The tank is provided with an overflow line, a removable hatch, an access ladder, and
electrical heaters. Piping connections are provided to the demineralized water and compressed
air systems. Compressed air can be introduced through the sparger to aid mixing as needed.
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Demineralized water is added as required to compensate for solution evaporation losses. Two g;
electric heaters, in the lower portion of the tank, maintain the tank contents above the sodium W
pentaborate saturation temperature.

SLC Pumps

The two 50% capacity positive displacement SLC pumps (AP208 and BP208) inject the
entire sodium pentaborate solution into the reactor vessel to effect a chemical shutdown of the
reactor. Each pump has a design flow of 43 gpm and is driven by a 40 hp 460 VAC motor.
Each pump has a relief valve set at the pump design pressure of 1400 psig, which discharges
back to the pump suction line. The electrical power to each of the pump motors is provided
from a separate vital bus.

SLC Explosive-Actuated Injection Valves

i The two SLC explosive actuated injection valves, BHXV-F004A and BHXV-F004B, provide
a reliable and positive barrier preventing sodium pentaborate from entering the reactor vessel
or interconnecting piping. The valves are arranged in parallel, with each capable of passing
full system flow when actuated. Each valve is closed by a plug in the inlet chamber. The
plug is circumscribed with a deep groove so that the end can be sheared off by a plunger
actuated by an explosive charge. Dual firing primers are installed in each explosive cartridge
for redundancy. The explosive cartridges are each fired by a 2 ampere current which is
initiated from the corresponding SLC pump control circuitry. Circuit continuity is monitored
by a trickle current.

SLC Isolation Valves

Containment isolation for the SLC discharge line is provided by an inboard check valve,
BHV-029, and by two parallel isolation check valves. The two motor-operated stop check
globe vMves, BHHV-F006A and BHHV-F006B, are located outside containment and are
operated from the control room. Operation of the motor operator only inserts or withdraws
the valve stem; the actual valve position depends on the presence and direction of flow
through the system.

3.2.1.9.3 System Interfaces

|
l Shared Components

|
The SLC system utilizes a portion of the core spray system piping and the core spray sparger

I through which the SLC borate solution is injected. There are no valves in the shared portion
of piping which could be misaligned to affect the operation of the SLC system. Upon a SLC

'

pump start, the RWCU suction isolation valves receive a signal to close.
|

O

|
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Electrical

The buses powering the SLC pumps AP208 and BP208 are the 480 VAC vital MCCs 10B212 j

and 10B222, respectively. The electrical impulses to fire the explosive valves originate in the j

pump control panel. Therefore, explosive valve F004A is powered from 10B212, and explosive I
Ivalve F004B is powered from 10B222. Motor-operated stop check valves BHHV-F006A and

BHHV-F006B are powered from MCCs 10B212 and 10B242, respectively. ;

Actuation

Both SLC pumps will start in response to an initiation signal from either RRCS division. |

Each SLC pump may also be started manually from control room panel 10C651. |

Control

SLC control circuitry, via the Nuclear Steam Supply Shutoff System (NSSSS), initiates a
closure of the RWCU suction isolation valves upon a SLC pump start. The RRCS provides
a redundant isolation signal to these valves. There are four differential pressure type level
instruments which provide interlocks in the pump logic to prevent the pumps from starting,
or to trip already running pumps, when there is a low level in the storage tank.

Component Cooling

(_m)
The SLC system does not require component cooling.

Room Cooling

Since the SLC pumps are relatively small pumps, and since there are no other heat sources
which would cause an overheating of the room were ventilation to be lost, no room cooling
dependencies were modeled for the SLC system.

3.2.1.9.4 Instrumentation and Control

System Actuation

Operation of the SLC pumps can be initiated from a panel in the control room or via
manual / auto initiation of the RRCS. The SLC pumps can also be started locally for pump in-
service testing. When a SLC pump is started for situations other than in-service testing, its

I

|

)
1

1

|

|
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|
,

explosive-actuated injection (squib) valve fires and the associated RWCU isolation valve
closes. Both pumps are automatically actuated by a signal from either of the two channels
of the RRCS.

Control

During operation of the SLC system, essentially no control is necessary. All necessary valves
are fully opened and the pumps operate at maximum capacity. The pumps are stopped by a
low SLC tank level signal from redundant SLC tank level transmitters.

Interlocks

The SLC storage tank has four liquid level transmitters. The output from two of the
transmitters is connected to each of the SLC pump controllogics. Each of the SLC pumps;

I will automatically stop (or will be prevented from starting) upon a logic condition of two out
of two low level signals from the redundant SLC tank liquid level instruments.

Concurrent with a SLC pump start, the following operations will occur:

1. AP208 start will fire explosive valve BHXV-F004A and close RWCU isolation
valve BGHV-F001, and

2. BP208 start will fire explosive valve BHXV-F004B and close RWCU isolation h
valve BGHV-F004.

Instrumentation and Annunciators
I

Control room monitoring of the SLC system provides for the safe operation of the equipment.
Examples of control room alarms for the SLC system include "SLC tank low level pump trip,"
"SLC squib valve loss of continuity," and "SLC injection valve stem not fully open."

System Isolation

There are no signals which automatically isolate the SLC system. The SLC pumps are
automatically stopped on low tank level as described in the interlocks subsection. The
motor-operated stop check valves are then closed manually by the operator after the baron
has been injected.

3.2.1.9.5 Operator Actions

Normal operator actions are performed in accordance with SLC System Operating Procedure,
OP-SO.BH-0001. Under operating conditions in which the reactor is producing power and
containment integrity is being challenged, SLC is manually or automatically initiated in
accordance with Emergency Operating Procedure HC.OP-EO-ZZ-0101.
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A Manual initiation of SLC is performed in the control room via either the SLC bezel or the

V RRCS bezel. When using the SLC bezel, the operator starts the SLC pumps one at a time.
When manually initiated via the RRCS bezel, both pumps are started simultaneously, assuming
certain conditions are met after a 3.9 minute time delay. When a pump is started, its squib
valve fires, and the associated RWCU isolation valve closes.

If the RRCS system sends an automatic start signal to both of the SLC injection pumps, and
the pumps do not start, a "RRCS INITIATION FAILURE" flashes at the SLC control panel.
The operator must then manually start both pumps.

When the SLC injection pumps stop due to the receipt of a low level signal from the storage
tank level instrumentation, the operator closes the motor-driven block check valves, F006A
and F006B, to isolate the SLC system from containment.

3.2.1.9.6 Technical Specification Limitations

Technical Specifications (TS) applying to the breakers on the SLC power lines are covered
in TS 3.8.4.1, Primary Containment Penetration Overcurrent Protective Devices.

Technical Specifications 3.1.5 and 3.6.3 (Limiting Condition for Operation) and 4.1.5 and
4.6.3 (Surveillance Requirements) apply to the SLC system. The applicable portions of TS
3.1.5 and 3.6.3 are summarized below:

1. TS 3.1.5 requires the two redundant trains of SLC be operable during modes 1 and 2.
If the minimum requirements or TS 3.1.5 are not met, the following actions apply:

With one SLC system train inoperable, the train must be restored to operable status.

within 7 days or be in at least hot shutdown within the next 12 hours.

With both SLC system trains inoperable, at least one train must be restored to.

operable status within 8 hours or be in at least hot shutdown within the next 12
hours.

2. TS 3.6.3 requires the primary containment isolation valves specified in TS Table 3.6.3-1
be operable with isolation times less than or equal to the times shown in Table 3.6.3-1.
(The valves ofinterest for the SLC system are BHHV-F006A, BHHV-F006B, BGHV-
F001, BGHV-F004 and BHV-029). If the minimum requirement of TS 3.6.3 are not
met, the following actions apply:

With one or more of the primary containment isolation valves inoperable, at least.

one isolation valve must be operable in each affected penetration that is open;
within 4 hours either:

a. restore the inoperable valve (s) to operable status, or
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b. isolate each affected penetration by use of at least one deactivated automatic
valve secured in the isolated position, or !

c. isolate each affected penetration by use of at least one closed manual valve I

or blind flange.

Otherwise be in at least hot shutdown within the next 12 hours and in cold
shutdown within the following 24 hours.

3.2.1.9.7 Testing

Tests of the SLC system are summarized in Technical Specifications Sections 4.1.5 and 4.6.3.

3.2.1.9.8 System Operation

Nonnal Operation

The SLC system is in standby during normal plant operation.

Abnonnal Operation

The SLC system maintains a soluble boron concentration adequate to bring the reactor to cold
shutdown upon injection into the reactor vessel. The RRCS system monitors reactor pressure,
vessel level and the six average power monitors (APRMs). Upon detection of a high reactor
pressure, the RRCS system logic initiates several actions to mitigate the ATWS event including:

1. Alternate rod insertion,

2. Recirculation pump trip,

3. Feedwater runback, and

4. Initiation of the SLC system.

The nction in the logic to initiate the SLC system is based on a time delay. If the associated
APRM is still not downscale after 230 seconds, the RRCS logic sends a signal to both SLC
pumps to start automatically to inject the boron into the reactor vessel.

3.2.1.9.9 System Fault Tree

3.2.1.9.9.1 Description

A simplified diagram which shows those components modeled in the SLC fault tree is shown
in Figure 3.2-9. The top event for the SLC fault tree is failure to inject sufficient boron into
the reactor pressure vessel (RPV).
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3.2.1.9.9.2 Success and Failure Criteria.p
'V

SLC operation is successful if the system injects sufficient boron into the RPV to shut down the
reactor and to maintain it subcritical during cold shutdown. This is conservatively assumed to
require a flow path consisting of both SLC pumps, at least one explosive-actuated valve, and
both stop check valves. At least one of the RWCU isolation valves must close for all scenarios.

3.2.1.9.9.3 Assumptions

Model-Related

1. Storage tank heaters and heat tracing of the pump suction piping are backed up by the
room heating which maintains the temperature of the room above 70*F. This is
required to prevent precipitation of the sodium pentaborate solution and plugging of the
SLC piping. A pipe plugging event has been included in the fault trees. This event
encompasses plugging failures due to a loss of the heaters or heat tracing; therefore,
the heaters and heat tracing were not modeled explicitly.

2. The operator would normally start both SLC pumps so the same operator error for
failure to start applies to both pumps.

3. An unavailability of either pump due to testing or maintenance has been modeled.

4. A failure to restore either pump following maintenance has been modeled.

5. Pump dependent failures were not modeled since a failure of one pump is assumed to
fail the system. Dependent failures were not modeled for the pump discharge check
valves or motor-operated stop check valves for similar reasons.

6. Dependent failures were modeled for the squib valves since successful actuation of only
one of these valves is necessary for system success. (Both valves must fail to fail the
system.) Dependent failures were modeled for the RWCU isolation valves for similar
reasons.

7. Since the SLC pumps are relad /dy small pumps, and since there are no other heat
sources which would cause an overheating of the room were ventilation to be lost, no
room cooling dependencies were modeled for the SLC system.

Quantification-Related

The boron concentration and precipitation events were quantified by human errors either to
verify / maintain sufficient boron concentration, or to verify / maintain minimum required
temperature of the SLC storage tank and/or the piping heat tracing.,

%.)
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3.2.1.9.10 References

1. Hope Creek Generating Station UFSAR Section 7.4.1.2.

~2. " Hope Creek Licensed Operator Training," Lesson Plan Number 302H-000.00H-
000023-10. Public Service Electric and Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge, NJ,
January 1993.

3. " Hope Creek Generating Station Technical Specifications 3/4.1.5, 3/4.6.3 and 3.8.4"
Public Service Electric and Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge, NJ, July 1990.

4. Public Service Electric and Gas Company Operating Procedures
OP-SO.BH-001
OP-ST.BH-001
OP-ST.BH-002
OP-ST.BH-003
OP-ST.BH-004
OP-IS.BH-001
OP-IS-BH-002
OP-IS.BH-101
OP-IS.BH-102

5. Public Service Electric and Gas Drawings
10855-M-48-1
10855-M-41-1
10855-J-48-0
10855-E-0021-1
10855-E-0023-1
10855-J-0650-1
10855-J-0651-1
10855-J-1651-1
10855-J-3000-1

3.2.1.10 Diesel Generator System (DGS)

3.2.1.10.1 System Function

The emergency diesel generators provide AC electric power to Class lE loads (and selected
Non-Class 1E loads) in the event of a loss of offsite power (LOP). In the event of an LOP
concurrent with a design basis loss of coolant accident (LOCA), the diesels are designed to
provide sufficient AC electric power to shut down the plant and maintain the plant in a safe
condition.

O
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S 3.2.1.10.2 System Description(d
General Design

The DGS consists of four divisional 4.16 kV, 4430 kilowatt,12 cylinder Colt-Pielstick diesel
engines, four Beloit Power Systems alternators each coupled to a diesel engine,4.16 kV diesel
generator circuit breakers, diesel auxiliary support systems, and Woodward governors.

Flow Path

On a LOCA, LOP, or manual start signal, the diesel generator is started by redundant
air-start solenoid valves. Fuel oil, to keep the diesel running, is supplied from a fuel oil day
tank via an engine-driven fuel oil pump. A backup motor-driven fuel oil pump is also
available to supply fuel to the diesel if the engine-driven pump fails. To maintain an adequate
fuel inventory in the fuel oil day tank, fuel is transferred from the fuel oil storage tanks via
1 of 2 motor-driven fuel oil transfer pumps. The diesel generators are cooled by the Safety
Auxiliaries Cooling System (SACS). The diesel engine is coupled directly to a synchronous
generator which is capable of continuous operation at 4430 kW at a 0.8 power factor. The
generator exciter voltage regulator is a solid state device. Initial excitation is supplied by
divisional 125 VDC buses and 4.16 kV power is supplied to the Class 1E 4.16 kV buses by
closing the diesel generator output breaker which can be a manual or automatic function.

OV Location

The Class 1E 4.16 kV emergency diesel generators are located at the 102-foot elevation level
of the Auxiliary Building in rooms 5307,5305,5306, and 5304 for Class 1E channels A, B,
C and D, respectively. The diesel generator output breakers are located in the Auxiliary
Building at the Elevation 130' level in rooms 5417,5413,5415, and 5411 for Class 1E
channels A, B, C, and D, respectively.

Component Descriptions

Generator

The generator converts mechanical energy supplied by the diesel engine into electrical energy to
supply power to the Class 1E switchgear loads. There are four generators, one for each of the i

four divisional diesels. The generator consists of an air-cooled alternator and a static
exciter / voltage regulator for generator output control. The alternator is a synchronous generator
which is coupled directly to the diesel engine and is capable of continuous opera ion at 4430 kW
at a 0.8 power factor. Loading the generator above 4430 kW is acceptable for short durations.

| The generator exciter / voltage regulator is a solid state device which is mounted in the generator
potential transformer and exciter control panel in each associated diesel generator room. Initial
excitation is supplied by the appropriate divisional 125 VDC bus. After initial field flashing is ,

%/ removed, generator excitation is supplied by the generator output. I
t
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Diesel Engine

The diesel engine is a 4 cycle,12 cylinder (in a 45 "V" configuration) engine rated at 6148 BHP i

l(4430 kW net) at 514 rpm for continuous operation. Ten percent overload is permitted for
2 hours out of 24 consecutive hours of operation without special inspection. The engine is started
by admission of compressed air to the cylinders of both banks with proper timing to cause
rotation. Each bank has a sepace but functionally equivalent identical 100% capacity starting air
system for redundancy with each system capable of starting the engine. Engine driven auxiliary
components ensure self-sufficiency of the diesel generator during startup and operation.

Diesel Engine Auxiliary Systems

The diesel generator is also reliant upon several diesel engine auxiliary systems. The diesel
generator Jacket Water Cooling System removes excess heat from the engine cylinders and cools
the turbocharger turbine casings. Furthermore, hot jacket water is mixed with intercooler water
to maintain the optimum water temperature for cooling the injector nozzles. The Intercooler and
Injector Cooling System removes excess heat of compression (after the turbochargers) from the
engine combustion air and cools the injector nozzles while the emergency diesel generator is

i

| operating. The system also cools the emergency diesel generator bearings. The lube oil system
is designed to provide the diesel with clean, cool lubricating oil during all modes of operation
and is sized to contain the maximum amount of lube oil expected to be used in 200 hours of
operation. The Rocker Arm Lube Oil System provides lubrication to the engine rocker arm
bushings and to the engine push rods and tappets. This system is separated from the main lube h
oil system to prevent contamination of the main lube oil in the event of water or fuel oil leakage
in the cylinder head area, and to alarm in case of such leakage. The Starting and Control Air
System provides the diesel generator with a reliable source of air for starting the diesel engine,
for control air, and for diesel engine shutdown.

Diesel Engine Support Systems

Diesel Fuel Oil System

The Diesel Fuel Oil System is a safety-related system which supplies fuel oil t; the emergency
diesel generators. Each system consists of a standby motor-driven fuel oil pump, an engine-
driven fuel oil pump, fuel oil pump suction strainers, fuel oil pump discharge filters, a diesel

| generator fuel oil day tank and fuel injection pumps. Both the motor-driven (standby) and
engine-driven fuel oil pumps take suction on the fuel oil day tank via an inlet suction Ltrainer.
With the diesel operating normally, the engine driven fuel pump will supply the diesel fuel
headers via a pump discharge filter. Excess fuel is returned to the day tank. Day tank level is
maintained by operation of the fuel oil transfer pumps, which supply fuel oil from the fuel oil
storage tanks.

Fuel Oil Storage and Transfer System

O
This system consists of two fuel oil storage tanks per diesel, two fuel oil transfer pumps perI

diesel, and miscellaneous instrumentation. On a low level signal from the diesel generator day
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(L/]
tank, one of the two fuel oil transfer pumps will start and transfer fuel oil from the fuel oil
storage tanks to the diesel generator day tank. Once the tank is filled, the pump that has just
operated stops and returns to a standby condition. The next time a transfer is needed the other
pump will start. This alternation will continue as long as necessary to supply the diesel with
fuel.

3.2.1.10.3 Systern Interfaces

Shared Components

The diesel generator shares no components with other safety systems.

Electrical o

The fuel oil and fuel oil transfer pumps require power from Class IE 480 VAC MCCs.
Diesel control circuitry, lockout circuitry, and all start valves need Class IE 125 VDC power.
The governor and diesel engine auxiliary system solenoid-operated valves require Class 1E 120
VAC power.

Actuation

p The diesel generators are automatically started on a LOCA signal, but they will not load the
( 4.16 kV Class IE buses as long as offsite power is available. On an undervoltage signal from

a bus, the corresponding diesel generator will start and load that bus.

Low fuel oil day tank level will actuate the fuel oil transfer pumps (in auto) to fill the day tank.

Control

The diesel generator and its associated electrically operated support systems can be either
manually or automatically started.

Room Cooling

The diesel generators require room cooling. Cooling to the diesel generator room is supplied
by the Diesel Generator Room Recirculation System. This system uses SACS as a heat sink.
Some diesel generator switchgear is cooled by the Switchgear Room Cooling System, which
uses the chilled water system as a heat sink,

Component Coolingi

The SACS provides cooling to the diesel generatorjacket water heat exchanger, intercooler
heat exchanger, and lube oil heat exchanger.O

'

2
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3.2.1.10.4 Instrumentation and Control

System Actuation

Under normal plant operations, the diesels are in standby unless they are being tested. On
receipt of a LOCA signal, each diesel will automatically start and run, but will not load its
associated bus as long as offsite power remains available for that particular bus. If an
undervoltage occurs on any of the Class 1E 4.16 kV buses, the diesel generator (s) for the
affected bus (es) will automatically start and begin loading the affected bus (es) within 10
seconds. If a diesel generator (s) does not start, it may be manually started and loaded from
the control room. The manual and automatic start sequences are essentially the same and

proceed as follows: _

l. Solenoid air start valves are energized to admit starting air to the engine (both banks

of cylinders).

2. Engine rotation begins.

3. Fuel racks are positioned for maximum boost.

4. When the engine reaches 95 rpm, starting air is shut off.

5. Two time delay relays (cranking timers) energized at the time the diesel initially started
will energize the engine start failure relay which shuts off starting air if the diesel does
not reach a speed greater then 125 rpm within 7 seconds. (Note: If the diesel engine is
really running but has a slow acceleration rate, it will not stop if the start failure relay
is energized. When the engine speed exceeds 125 rpm, the start failure relay can be
reset by depressing the emergency shutdown reset pushbuttons.)

6. If there were no problems and the diesel had achieved greater than 125 rpm within
7 seconds, then the following actions would occur:

Redundant signal to shut off starting air;a.

b. Diesel room recirculation fans start;

SACS cooling to the diesel heat exchangers is initiated;c.

d. Fuel oil standby and rocker arm lube oil prelube (standby) are armed to
auto-start if required;

c. Generator field flash circuit is activated;

hf. Jacket water keepwarm pump and heater are deenergized;

|
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/3 g. Lube oil keepwarm heater is deenergized;
V

h. Engine run time meter is activated;

i. Diesel generator space heaters are deenergized;

j. Normal stop switches are deactivated (emergency stop on the remote or local
control panels is still functional) (LOP /LOCA start only);

k. Test Lockout Relay (86T) is deactivated (LOP /LOCA start only);

1. The governor shifts to isochronous mode (ifin droop). Govemor speed controls
are deactivated and the governor motor operated potentiometer (MOP) is
centered at 60 Hz (LOP /LOCA start only);

m. The voltage regulator sifts to automatic. Voltage regulator RAISE / LOWER
switches are deactivated and the voltage regulator output is centered at 4160
volts (LOP /LOCA start only).

7. When engine speed reaches 365 rpm (375 rpm as sensed by the redundant jacket water
.

pressure switch) signals are again sent to activate generator field flash and shut off (
'

starting air.

(
S. Seven seconds after reaching 365 rpm, the low lube oil pressure shutdown is enabled

and various alarm circuits are enabled.

9. When voltage reaches >3950 volts and the frequency reaches >57 Hz, the diesel
generator " Ready For Load" indication is illuminated and the diesel generator output
breaker closes onto the 4.16 kV bus if there is an undervoltage on that bus.

J

! Component Control

)
| The diesel generators can be started from the control room by pushing the momentary START I

pushbutton. When the button is depressed, it is backlit to indicate operation. The diesel |
Igenerators can be stopped from the control room by depressing the momentary STOP pushbutton

or simultaneously depressing both emergency STOP buttons. The STOP pushbutton is disabled
on an emergency start signal but the emergency pushbuttons are still functional.

Diesel Engine Governor

The operating modes for the governor can be selected from the control room. Upon a diesel
emergency start signal, the governor is automatically shifted to the ISOCHRONOUS MODE.
The ISOCHRONOUS MODE is automatically deselected when the SYNCH position or

V DROOP is selected. The INCREASE / DECREASE pushbutton controls the governor / engine
speed when in the DROOP mode.
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Voltage Regulator Controls

The AUTO momentary pushbutton places the voltage regulator in automatic control. The
MANUAL momentary pushbutton places the voltage regulator in manual control. Each button
is backlit when depressed and de-selects the opposite mode. The voltage regulator is placed in
the AUTO mode if an emergency start signal is present. The INCREASE / DECREASE
momentary pushbutton is used to raise or lower generator voltage.

Breaker Controls

The CLOSE pushbutton closes the diesel generator breaker provided that the synchroscope
is ON or both normal and alternate 4.16 kV feeder breakers are OPEN. This button is backlit
when breaker is closed.

The TRIP pushbutton trips the diesel generator output breaker and is backlit when the breaker
is open.

Instrumentation

A partial list of the control room annunciators associated with the DGS is provided below:

1. DIESEL GENERATOR BREAKER MALFUNCTION,

O
2. DIESEL GENERATOR PANEL A/B/C/D/ C422,

3. DIESEL ENGINE PANEL A/B/C/D/ C423.

3.2.1.10.5 Operator Actions

The operator is required to stop the diesels during a LOCA if offsite power is still available.
During a LOP, all initial actions are automatic; however, the operator will have to reconnect
any necessary loads that were not automatically loaded.

3.2.1.10.6 Technical Specifications

Technical Specifications (TS) 3.3.3, and 3.8.1 (Limiting Conditions for Operation) and 4.3.3,
and 4.8.1 (Surveillance Requirements) apply to the DGS. The applicable portions of TS 3.3.3
and 3.8.1 are summarized below.

As a minimum the following must be operable:

1. The emergency core cooling system (ECCS) actuation instrumentation channels shall be
operable. (The logic associated with the Core Spray System Low Reactor Vessel Water
Level, High Drywell Pressure, and Manual Initiation trip functions also actuate the
associated emergency diesel generators.)
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(N With an ECCS actuation instrumentation channel trip less conservative than the setpoint
( value, declare the channel inoperable until the channel is restored to operable status

with its trip setpoint adjusted consistent with the setpoint value. With 1 or more ECCS
actuation instrumentation channel inoperable, take appropriate action as follows:

a. With one channel (Reactor Vessel Water Level-Iow IAw low, Ievel 1;
Drywell Pressure-High) inoperable, place the inoperable channel in the tripped
condition within I hour or declare the associated system inoperable. With more
than one channel inoperable, declare the syste.n inoperable.

b. With the number of operable Core Spray Manual Initiation channels fewer than
required, restore the inoperable channel to OPERABLE status within 8 hours or
declare the Core Spray System inoperable.

2. Four separate and independent diesel generators each with a separate fuel oil day tank
containing a minimum of 200 gallons of fuel, a separate fuel storage system consisting
of two storage tanks containing a minimum of 48,800 gallons of fuel, and a separate
fuel transfer pump for each storage tank must be operable. Two physically independent
circuits between the offsite transmission network and the onsite Class lE distribution
system must also be operable.

g. If the minimum requirements of TS 3.8.1 are not met, the following actions apply:
(

a. With one offsite circuit of the required AC electrical power sources inoperable,
demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the remaining AC sources by performing the
appropriate surveillance requirement within I hour and at least once per 8 hours
thereafter. If any diesel generator has not been successfully tested within the
past 24 hours, demonstrate this OPERABILITY by performing the appropriate
surveillance requirement for each such diesel generator separately within 24
hours. Restore the inoperable offsite circuit to operable status within 72 hours
or be in at least hot shutdown within the next 12 hours and in cold shutdown
within the following 24 hours.

b. With one diesel generator of the required AC electrical power source
inoperable, demonstrate the operability of the required AC offsite sources by
performing the appropriate surveillance requirement within I hour and at least
once per 8 hours thereafter. If the diesel generator became inoperable due to
any cause other than preplanned preventive maintenance or testing, demonstrate
the operability of the remaining diesel generators by performing the appropriate
surveillance requirements separately for each diesel generator within 24 hours;
restore the inoperable diesel generator to operable status within 72 hours or be
in at least hot shutdown within the next 12 hours and in cold shutdown within
the following 24 hours.

c. With one offsite circuit of the required AC sources and one diesel generator of
the required AC electrical power sources inoperable, demonstrate the operability
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of the remaining AC sources by performing the appropriate surveillance
requirement within I hour and at least once per 8 hours thereafter. If the diesel
generator became inoperable due to any causes other than preplanned preventive

'

maintenance or testing, demonstrate the operability of the remaining operable
diesel generators separately for each diesel generator by performing the
appropriate surveillance requirement within 24 hours. Restore at least two
offsite circuits and all four of the above required diesel generators to operable |

'

status within 72 hours irom time of the initial loss or be in at least hot shutdown
within the next 12 hours and in cold shutdown within the following 24 hours. i

A successful test of diesel generator operability using the appropriate
surveillance requirement performed under this action statement for the operable
diesel generators satisfies the diesel generator test requirements of the action

statement (b) above.

d. With both of the required offsite circuits inoperable, demonstrate the operability
of all of the required diesel generators by performing the appropriate

,

I surveillance requirement separately for each diesel generator within 8 hours,

! unless the diesel generators are already operating; restore at least one of the
l above required offsite circuits to operable status within 24 hours or be in at least

hot shutdown within the next 12 hours. With only one offsite circuit restored to
operable status, restore at least two offsite circuits to operable status within 72
hours from time of initial loss, or be in at least hot shutdown within the next 12
hours, and in cold shutdown within the following 24 hours. A successful test (s)
of diesel generator operability per the appropriate surveillance requirement
performed under this action statement for the operable diesel generators satisfies
the diesel generator test requirements of action statement (a).

With two diesel generators of the above-required AC electrical power sourcese.
inoperable, demonstrate the operability of the above-required AC offsite sources
by performing the appropriate surveillance requirement within 1 hour and at
least once per 8 hours thereafter, and demonstrate the operability of the
remaining diesel generators by performing the appropriate surveillance
requirement separately for each diesel generator within 8 hours. Restore at least

:

) one of the inoperable diesel generators to operable status within 2 hours or be in
at least hot shutdown within the next 12 hours and in cold shutdown within the
following 24 hours. Restore both of the inoperable diesel generators to operable

I status within 72 hours from time of initial loss or be in at least hot shutdown
within the next 12 hours and in cold shutdown within the following 24 hours.
A successful test (s) of diesel generator operability per the appropriate
surveillance requirement performed under this action statement for the operable
diesel generators satisfies the diesel generator test requirements of action

statements (a) and (b).

|
f. With two diesel generators of the required AC electrical power sources

inoperable, in addition to action statement (e) above, verify within 2 hours that

| all required systems, subsystems, trains, components and devices that depend on
|

|
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(] the remaining diesel generators as a source of emergency power are also
L operable; otherwise, be in at least hot shutdown within the next 12 hours and in

cold shutdown within the following 24 hours.

g. With one offsite circuit and two diesel generators of the above required AC
electrical power sources inoperable, demonstrate the operability of the
remaining AC sources by performing the appropriate surveillance requirement
within I hour and at least once per 8 hours thereafter and demonstrate the
operability of the remaining diesel generators by performing the appropriate
surveillance requirement separately for each diesel generator within 8 hours.
Restore at least one of the required inoperable AC sources to operable status
within 2 hours or be in at least hot shutdown within the next 12 hours and in
cold shutdown within the following 24 hours. Restore the inoperable offsite
circuit and both of the inoperable diesel generators to operable status within 72
hours from time ofinitial loss or be in at least hot shutdown within 12 hours
snd in cold shutdown within the following 24 hours.

3.2.1.10.7 Testing

Tests of the diesel generator system are summarized in the Technical Specifications Section
4.8.1.1.2.

/"S
3.2.1.10.8 System Operation

Normal Operation

The DGS does not operate during normal conditions.

Abnormal Operation

In the event of a LOP or LOCA, the diesel generators will start automatiHly. In the case of a
LOCA without a LOP, the diesels will come up to speed and run without loading the 4.16 kV
Class IE buses. In the case of a LOP, the diesels will come up to speed and voltage and load
the 4.16 kV Class lE buses, given that the interlock with the normal and alternate offsite
power supply breakers to the 4.16 kV Class IE buses is satisfied. This interlock requires that
both normal and alternate supply breakers be open before the diesel generator output breaker
closes onto a Class IE 4.16 kV bus.

3.2.1.10.9 System Fault Tree

3.2.1.10.9.1 Description

Simplified diagrams indicating modeled components are shown in Figures 3.2-10a and
bq 3.2-10b. The simplified diagrams for the fuel oil system for diesels B, C, and D are similar

to the diagram for diesel A, but they are not included in this report.
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3.2.1.10.9.2 Success and failure criteria

DGS operation is successful if the diesel starts and loads in response to an undervoltage signal.
Success criteria as to the number of diesels needed to successfully endure an accident are
documented in the event tree section of this report.

3.2.1.10.9.3 Assumptions

Model-Related

1. Failure of the three-way thermostatic control valve in the jacket water cooling system
will not hue an adverse effect on the diesel fuel oil injector nozzles.

2. The diesel generator auxiliary systems (Jacket Water Cooling, Intercooler and Injector
Cooling, Lube Oil, Starting and Control Air) are considered part of the diesel and are
not modeled separately. Diesel failure data includes the failures of these systems.

3. SACS cooling to EDG A and C (Intercooler and Injector, Jacket Water, Lube Oil Heat
Exchangers) is initially aligned to Loop A, while the SACS cooling for EDG B and D
is initially aligned to Ixx)p B. To switch to the opposite SACS cooling loop, renual
realignment of several valves is required.

4. Switchgear room cooling system is required for long-term operation of the DGS
switchgear. It is not needed for diesel generator starting and loading. Switchgear
room cooling also serves the diesel generator control room.

5. Diesel area Class IE panel room supply is necessary for continued functioning of
the 120 VAC inverters and the longevity of the batteries, but not for diesel generator
starting and loading.

6. DGS room recirculation system is needed for long-term DGS operation but not for
diesel generator starting and loading.

7. Developed event ACP-120V-1 AJ481 contains the probabilities that Contact I will
open and alternate Contact 2 in Panel 1 AJ481 will fail to close as well as power
dependence and any circuit failure dependence. This applies also for events 1BJ481,
ICJ481, and IDJ481.

8. Event DGS-ICC-AF-AP402 (electric-driven fuel oil pump /AP402 ICC circuit actuation
faults) includes failure to close of supply breaker 52-411045. This also applies for
events DGS-ICC-AF-BP402, DGS-ICC-AF-CP402, DGS-ICC-AF-DP402 and their
associated supply breakers. |

|
|
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( 9. Event DGS-ICC-AF-AP401 (fuel oil transfer pump 1 AP401 ICC circuit actuation ;
' faults) also includes failure to close of supply breaker 52-411013. This also applies for i

events DGS-ICC-AF-BP401, DGS-ICC-AF-CP401, DGS-ICC-AF-DP401 and their I

associated supply breakers.

Quantification-Related

1. Based on a fuel oil day tank nominal volume of 550 gallons and a diesel usage rate of
5.24 gpm, the fuel oil day tank will run dry within 2 hours if no additional fuel is
transferred into it. Therefore, failure of the fuel oil transfer pumps will cause a long-
term failure of the diesel generator.

2. No credit is being taken for the LOCA start of the diesel generators since no automatic
loading occurs with this signal. and the operators will shut off the diesels if power is
still available. Credit for stars g and loading the diesels on a bus undervoltage is being
credited.

3.2.1.10.10 References

1. Hope Creek Generating Station UFSAR Sections 8 and 9.

2. " Hope Creek Generating Station Configuration Baseline Documentation," Doc. No.
V,o DE-CB.DG-0024. Public Service Electric and Gas Company, May 21,1992.

3. " Hope Creek Generating Station Technical Specifications 3.3.3, 3.8.1."
Public Service Electric and Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge, NJ, July 1990.

4. Public Service Electric and Gas Drawings:
E-0001 i

E-0006
E-0007
E-0008
E-0085
E-0106
E-0107
E-3065
E-3081
M-30-1
M-88-1
J-00A

5. Public Service Electric and Gas Company Operating Procedures:

p. AP-AB.ZZ-135
(,), AP-AB.ZZ-137
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|

5. Public Service Electric and Gas Company Operating Procedures (Continued): l

OP-DL.ZZ-006
OP-SO.KJ-001
OP-SO.JE-001
OP-SO.PB-001

|
OP-ST.KJ-001
OP-ST.KJ-002
OP-ST.KJ-003
OP-ST.KJ-004
OP-ST.KJ-005
OP-ST.KJ-006
OP-ST.KJ-007
OP-ST.KJ-008

|
3.2.1.11 Diesel Generator Area Ventilation Systems (DGAV)

!

3.2.1.11.1 System Function

The Diesel Generator Area Ventilation Systems provide a suitable operating environment for
the diesel generator rooms, the safety- and non-safety-related battery rooms, fuel oil storage
rooms, electrical chases corridors in the diesel area, and Class 1E panel rooms during all
modes of plant operation. These HVAC systems consist of both safety- and non-safety-related . |

systems. For the purposes of this evaluation, only the following systems were modeled:

1. Switchgear Room Cooling System (SRCS),

2. Diesel Generator Room Recirculation.j

|
3. Class IE Panel Room Supply System. ,

These systems are independently documented in the following sections.

Switchgear Room Cooling System

The function of the Switchgear Room Cooling System is to provide conditioned air to the
,

| switchgear room, battery charger room, battery room and control room of each respective
diesel generator.

Class 1E Panel Room Supply System
.

The function of the Class lE Panel Room Supply System is to provide conditioned air to two
safety-related and two non-safety-related battery rooms, nine invertor rooms, two HVAC
rooms, the elevator machine room, and the Control Equipment Room.
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Diesel Generator Room Recirculation System

The function of the Diesel Generator Room Recirculation System is to recirculate and cool the ;

air in the diesel generator rooms during diesel generator operation.

3.2.1.11.2 System Description

General Design

Switchgear Room Cooling System

Each of the four Switchgear Room Cooling System trains (one train for each of the respective
emergency diesel generators) includes a supply train for the respective switchgear rooms,
battery charger room, battery room, and EDG control room. Each train additionally includes
an exhaust train for the respective battery room.

The SRCS is a safety-related system with all trains normally operating in all plant conditions.
During a LOP, the trains are sequenced onto their respective vital buses.

A mixture of outside air and recirculated air is drawn into the respective unit coolers for
filtration through a low efficiency filter and cooling. Cooling is provided by two 100%
capacity coils that are supplied by the Auxiliary Building Control Area Chilled Water System.
The air is then supplied to the respective switchgear room, battery charger room, battery
room, and EDG control room. The air from the switchgear room, battery charger room and
control room is recirculated back to the SRCS unit cooler. Air to the battery room is
exhausted to the outside via a single exhaust fan for each battery room. Duct heaters are
included in the supply duct for each respective battery room. Each of the two cooling coils in
the unit coolers is supplied by the separate trains of the chilled water system. Therefore,
100% cooling is available if either chilled water system train is available.

Loss of airflow on any of the SRCS fans is annunciated in the main control room. High/ low
'

temperature alarms are annunciated for the SRCS coolers and battery room exhaust ducts. ;

The switchgear room cooling system units, A through DVH401, each contains a low efficiency
filter, cooling coils, and a centrifugal supply fan. The unit is designed to move 11,000 cfm
and to remove 410,000 Btu per hour.

The battery room exhaust fans are centrifugal units designed to move 1500 cfm of air.

Class 1E Panel Room Supply System
i

The Class 1E Panel Room Supply b 'PRSS) consists of two 100% capacity HVAC trains I

to supply conditioned air to two 14 r hted and non-safety-related battery rooms, nineg
| L/ invertor rooms, two HVAC roona, um elevator machine room, and the Control Equipment

Room. In the IPE evaluation, the exhaust trains for the two safety-related battery rooms were
evaluated in conjunction with the panel room supply.
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The PRSS is a safety-related, normally operating system in all modes of plant operation. It is
usually operated with a single train in operation and the second train in auto-standby. In the
event of a LOP, the components are sequenced onto the vital buses. -

1

A mixture of outside air and recirculated air is drawn into the operating HVAC unit. Each !

unit consists of high and low efficiency filters, an electric heating coil, chilled water coil, and
a centrifugal supply fan with integral automatic inlet vanes. The cooling coil is supplied by
the auxiliary building control area chilled water system. Loop A of the chilled water system .

supplies train 'A' of PRSS and Loop B of the chilled water system supplies PRSS train 'B'.
The conditioned air is then supplied to the rooms mentioned previously. Room air is
recirculated back to the HVAC units with the exception of the air supplied to the battery
room. The air through the two safety-related battery rooms is exhausted to the outside via
redundant 100% capacity exhaust fans. Duct heaters are included in the supply duct for each
respective battery room.

Loss of airflow through the operating PRSS train alarms in the control room and starts
the standby unit. The control room alarms are via common trouble alarms from local panels.
Similarly, loss of airflow through the operating battery room exhaust train alarms in the
control room and starts the standby exhaust fan.

The panel room supply units A and BVH408 each contain high and low efficiency filters, a
heater element, a cooling coil, and a centrifugal fan. The unit is designed to move 41,000 cfm
and remove 1,800,000 Btu per hour. h
The battery room exhaust fans are 1500 cfm centrifugal units. Each battery room duct heater
is a 700 cfm,14 kW unit.

Diesel Generator Room Recirculation System

Each of the four diesel generator rooms utilizes an independent recirculation subsystem to
provide ambient cooling during periods of high heat load. Each subsystem includes two 100%
capacity trains to provide redundancy.

The Diesel Generator Room Recirculation System is a safety-related system. Each subsystem
|

is normally in standby with one fan in auto lead and the other in auto. The fans will start
,

when the respective diesel generator starts or when a high room temperature is detected.'

During a LOP, each subsystem is powered by the respective emergency diesel generator.

During system operation, a fan recirculates air through the respective diesel generator rooms.
; After passing through the rooms, the air is drawn through coolers to maintain the desired air

temperature. Coolant for the coolers is provided by SACS. Manual crosstie valves are installed
'

such that any cooler may receive flow from either the A or B loop of SACS. Coolant flow is
regulated by a temperature control valve to maintain the desired diesel generator room
temperature.

;
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p Loss of airflow on the " auto-lead" operating fan initiates an alarm and auto-starts the auto-
standby fan. The auto-standby fan also auto-starts on high room temperature when the diesel
generator is operating.

The diesel generator room recirculation fans, A through HV412, are 108,000 cfm vaneaxial
units. The heat exchangers A through HVE412 are designed to flow 500 gpm of coolant and
remove 2,000,000 Btu per hour.

3.2.1.11.3 System Interfaces

Switchgear Room Cooling System

SRCS components are powered from Class IE 480 VAC sources and are sequenced on to the
vital buses during a LOP.

Cooling is provided by the Auxiliary Building Control Area Chilled Water Systems. Each
SRCS unit cooler contains two cooling coils, one supplied by 'A' train chilled water and the
other supplied by 'B' train chilled water. Therefore,100% cooling is available regardless of
which chilled water train is in operation.

Instrumentation and control power for the SRCS is supplied by the Class 1E 120 VAC system.

Class IE Panel Room Supply System

The PRSS components and safety-related battery room exhaust components are powered by
Class 1E 480 VAC sources and are sequenced on to the vital buses during a LOP.

Cooling is provided by the Auxiliary Building Control Area Chilled Water System. Train A
of PRSS is supplied by Loop A of the chilled water system while Train B of PRSS is supplied
by Loop B of the chilled water system.

Diesel Generator Room Recirculation System |

Diesel Generator Room Recirculation components are powered from Class 1E 480 VAC
sources and are sequenced on to the vital buses during a LOP. Instrumentation for DGRR
components are powered by the Class lE 120 VAC system.

Cooling water supply is from the safety-related SACS. Cooling for EDG rooms A and C is
normally supplied from SACS Loop A while cooling for EDG rooms B and D is supplied by
SACS Loop B. However, the coolers may be supplied by either SACS loop through

'

manipulation of manual valves. SACS flow is controlled to the individual coolers via air-
operated valves based upon room temperature. These valves fail open upon loss of power or
loss of air supply.
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3.2.1.11.4 Instrumentation and Control

Switchgear Room Cooling System

All Switchgear Room Cooling System components are started and stopped from local panels.
Low flow conditions are annunciated in the main control room. High differential pressure
across the SRCS unit cooler filters is annunciated on a local panel and is relayed to the main

control room.

Class 1E Panel Room Supply System

All PRSS and safety-related battery room exhaust components are operated from local panels.
Loss of airflow in the operating PRSS train initiates a local alarm that is relayed to the main
control room and automatically starts the standby train. Loss of airflow through the operating
battery exhaust train is annunciated on a local panel (and the main control room) and
automatically starts the standby train.

High differential pressure across the high and low efficiency PRSS unit filters is annunciated
on a local panel and in the main control room.

Electric heater coil operation for PRSS is controlled by temperature sen' sors downstream of the
respective PRSS unit. Operation of the battery room duct heating coils is controlled by
temperature sensors in the respective battery rooms.

Chilled water flow to the PRSS unit cooling coils is controlled by an air-operated temperature
control valve in the chilled water outlet piping for the respective PRSS units. Valve position is
controlled via temperature controllers and sensors downstream of the respective PRSS unit.

Flow and temperature alarms are annunciated on local panels, and they are annunciated in the
main control room as common trouble alarms.

PRSS fans AVH408 and BVH408 are interlocked to operate in auto-mode with chilled water
pumps 1 AP414 and 1BP414 respectively.

Diesel Generator Room Recirculation System

The Diesel Generator Room Recirculation System trains are normally interlocked to start with
their respective diesel generator on a high room temperature or when the auto lead fan trips.
The trains may also be started manually from the respective local panel.

The " auto-lead" fan auto-starts when the respective diesel operates or when the room
temperature is high. The auto-standby fan runs if a low flow is detected on the " auto-lead" fan
or when the diesel operates or the room temperature is high. A time delay keeps the operating
fan running for 45 mimites after the respective diesel generator is shut down.
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The room temperature is displayed in the main control room, and alarms are provided for high
and low room temperature. If low airflow on the operating fan is detected, the condition isv

annunciated, the operating fan stops, and the standby fan is started.

3.2.1.11.5 Operator Actions

Switchgear Room Cooling System

All SRCS components are manually started and stopped from local panels. The SRCS systems
are non-redundant trains; therefore, there is no switchover performed upon loss of a train.
Corrective actions / maintenance must be performed to correct the problem and restore HVAC
to the affected areas. With the exceptions of manually starting and stopping the system,
periodically monitoring component operations, and responding to system alarms, there are no
required operator actions.

Class IE Panel Room Supply System
:

All PRSS and safety-related battery room exhaust components are manually started and stopped
from local panels. Loss of airflow in the operating PRSS train alarms on Panel 1EC486 and in
the main control room, and it auto-starts the standby train. Loss of airflow in the operating
safety-related battery room exhaust train alarms on Panel lEC486 and in the main control room,
and it auto-starts the standby trains. A common trouble alarm is annunciated in the main control |

O. room from any Panel IEC486 alarm. PRSS supply high and low temperatures and filter |
!differential pressure high are also annunciated on Panel lEC486.

Diesel Generator Room Recirculation System

The various trains of the Diesel Generator Room Recirculation System are placed in auto service
from the applicable local panel. For each diesel room, one train is switched into the " auto-lead"
position while the second is placed in the auto position.

1
'

3.2.1.11.6 Technical Specification Limitations

Switchgear Room Cooling System
i
'

There are no Technical Specification requirements or limitations related to the Switchgear
Room Cooling System.

Class IE Panel Room Supply System

There are no Technical Specification requirements or limitations related to the Class lE Panel
Room Supply System.

O
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Diesel Generator Room Recirculation System g
There are no Technical Specification requirements or limitations related to the Diesel
Generator Room Recirculation.

3.2.1.11.7 Testing

Switchgear Room Cooling System

The Switchgear Room Cooling System is a normally operating system. There are no routine
system tests performed on this system.

Class IE Panel Room Supply System

| The Class lE Panel Room Supply System is a normally operating system. There are no

| routine system tests performed on this system.

Diesel Generator Room Recirculation System

The Diesel Generator Room Recirculation System function is verified during routine surveillances
at the respective diesel generators. SACS inlet valves to the room coolers are tested quarterly per
the IST program. No other scheduled tests are conducted that specifically test this system.

3.2.1.11.8 System Operation

Switchgear Room Cooling System

The Switchgear Rcom Cooling System normally operates with all four systems in operation.

j This includes operation of the supply fans / trains and battery room exhaust trains. Battery
room duct heater operation will automatically occur based on the respective room temperature. .
Cooling to the SRCS is supplied by the Auxiliary Building Control Area Chilled Water

l System. SRCS will operate in this mode under all plant conditions. During a LOP, the SRCS
components are sequenced on to the vital buses.

Class 1E Panel Room Supply System

The PRSS normally operates with one 100% capacity train in operation and the second train in
standby. The PRSS fans AVH408 and BVH408 are interlocked to operate in auto-mode with
chilled water pumps AP414 and BP414, respectively. The standby PRSS train will auto-start
on a low flow signal from the operating train. The PRSS operates in all modes of unit

I operation. During a LOP, the fans are sequenced to emergency Class IE power.

|

| The battery room exhaust fans normally operate with one fan in operation and the second in
standby. The standby exhaust fan will auto-start on a low flow signal from the operating train.'

The battery room exhaust operates under all modes of unit operation. During a LOP, the fans
are sequenced to emergency Cir.ss IE power.
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|Diesel Generator Room Recirculation System

The Diesel Generator Room Recirculation System is normally in standby with two recirculation
trains prepared to serve each of the four emergency generator rooms. One of the trains for each
diesel room is in an " auto-lead" mode while the second train is in an auto-standby mode. Upon a
dicsci start, or upon high room temperature, the " auto-lead" train will automatically start. Iflow
flow is detected on the operating train, or if the diesel is running and a high room temperature is
detected, the auto-standby train will automatically start. The running recirculation train will
continue to operate 45 minutes following shutdown of the diesel generator.

The Diesel Generator Room Recirculation System trains may be manually started from the
respective local panel.

3.2.1.11.9 System Fault Tree

3.2.1.11.9.1 Description

Switchgear Room Cooling System

The Switchgear Room Cooling System includes four independent trains to serve four separate
groups of rooms. An independent fault tree was constructed for each train. This ahows '
switchgear room cooling to be treated as four independent systems for use as support for theO equipment in the separate groups of rooms.

Additionally, the Switchgear Room Cooling System provides the supply to the associated train
battery room. The exhaust trains for the battery rooms were treated as separate systems with their
own fault trees. This allows the function of the Switchgear Room Cooling System (as a supply
source) to continue as a support system regardless of any battery room exhaust problems.

Class IE Panel Room Supply System

The Class IE Panel Room Supply System includes two redundant 100% capacity trains to
serve one group of supplied rooms. A single tree adequately addresses this supply system.
Additionally, the Class IE Panel Room Supply System provides the supply air to the battery
rooms. A common battery room exhaust train utilizes redundant fans. Each battery room
supply inlet has its own non-redundant duct heater. Therefore, the supply and exhaust for
each battery room is treated as a separate system and fault tree. This allows the function of the
panel room supply to continue as a support system regardless of battery room exhaust
problems. Additionally, treating the two battery rooms separately allows the continued
function of one room HVAC train even if there is a loss of the duct heater for the second
room.

,

Diesel Generator Room Recirculation System !

O l

The Diesel Generator Room Recirculation System contains four indenendent subsystems, each
supplying a separate diesel generator room. This allows diesel generator room recirculation to
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be treated as four separate systems for use as support for the equipment in the respective four
diesel generator rooms. Each of the four subsystems includes a redundant train. Therefore, '

an independent fault tree was constructed for each train to accurately depict the independence 1

'

of the recirculation subsystems.

3.2.1.11.9.2 Success and Failure Criteria

A simplified diagram for the Diesel Generator Room Recirculation system is shown in Figure
3.2-11a. Figure 3.2-11b shows the simplified diagram for the Switchgear Room Cooling
Train A. The diagrams for Switchgear Room Cooling Trains B, C, and D are shown in
Figures 3.2-11c,3.2-11d, and 3.2-1le, respectively. A simplified diagram of the Panel Room
Supply System is shown in Figure 3.2-11f.

Switchgear Room Cooling System

Each train of Switchgear Room Cooling provides conditioned air to a separate group of
equipment rooms. There is no redundancy; therefore, each train must function successfully as
a separate support system. To successfully fulfill its support function, each train must provide
air recirculation and cooling as required.

The battery room exhaust trains also support separate battery rooms without redundancy. Each
train must function as a separate system. To successfully support the battery rooms, supply
must be available from the respective switchgear room ccoling train, the duct heater must be h
functional to help maintain proper battery temperature, and the exhaust train must function to
remove the supplied air.

Class IE Panel Room Supply System

The Class lE Panel Room Supply System includes two independent 100% trains, thus
providing 100% redundancy. To successfully fulfillits support function, one train must
function to provide air recirculation and cooling as required.

The battery rooms are supplied by the Class lE Panel Room Supply System. This provides
redundancy in the supply. A common room exhaust utilizes redundant fans to remove the
supplied air. Each battery room supply inlet includes a duct heater to help ensure that battery
temperature is maintained. As a support system for the battery rooms, each battery room must
be separately considered because of the heaters. Therefore, for each battery room, system
success requires an operating panel room supply train, an operating exhaust train, and the
functional heater in the inlet to the respective room.

Diesel Generator Room Recirculation System

Each subsystem of Diesel Generator Room Recirculation System recirculates and cools the air
in the respective diesel generator room block. Each subsystem includes two redundant trains h
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|

of 100% capacity. To successfully fulfill its support function, one train of each subsystemO must start when its respective diesel generator starts, and it must continue to circulate and cool
the diesel room air while the diesel is in operation.

3.2.1.11.9.3 Assumptions

Switchgear Room Cooling System

1. Fire protection and tornado dampers were not modeled because they are normally open,
and they are designed not to close unless a fire or a tornado (respectively) were to
occur. The unintentional closing of these dampers is an extremely unlikely event.

2. Manual dampers were not modeled since it was assumed that they were properly !
positioned during system balancing, and there are no requirements ta change damper
position.

3. Heating for the switchgear room supply trains was not modeled since a loss of heating
would not immediately affect equipment in the supplied rooms. A low temperature-
alarm is annunciated for low air return temperature, and high room temperature is also
annunciated.

4. Heaters for battery rooms were modeled due to the requirement to maintain the battery

O electrolyte temperatures in the proper range to ensure battery capability.

5. Mispositioning of chilled water system valves was modeled due to the potentially long,

time delay for the valves to be inadvertently closed and a high temperature to be
annunciated for the return air temperature.

Class 1E Panel Room Supply System

1. Fire protection and tornado dampers were not modeled because they are normally open,
and they are designed not to close unless a fire or a tornado (respectively) were to
occur. The unintentional closing of these dampers is an extremely unlikely event.

2. Manual dampers were not modeled since it was assumed that they were properly
positioned during system balancing, and there are no requirements to change damper
positions.

3. Heating for the panel room supply trains was not modeled since a loss of heating would
not immediately affect equipment in the supplied rooms and a low temperature alarm is
annunciated.

4 Heaters for battery rooms 5609 and 5614 were modeled due to the requirement top
Q maintain the battery electrolyte temperatures in the proper range to ensure capability. |

Heaters for battery rooms 5626 and 5627 were not modeled since the batteries serve
non-safety-related loads. i
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i5. High and low efficiency filters are combined into a single filter for the models.

6. ICC faults include actuation signals.
!

7. Miscalibration of instrument trains was disregarded since no scheduled PM IOs are in i
'

evidence.

8. Exhaust for this system was not modeled since a loss of exhaust would not immediately
affect the equipment if the supply to the rooms were operating.

Diesel Generator Room Recirculation System

Diesel generator normal room supply and exhaust systems were not modeled for the following
reasons:

1. The UFSAR states diesels will start with low room temperatures.

2. The diesel generator room recirculation fan starts on high room temperature.

3. The diesel generator room recirculation fan starts on diesel start.

4. Fire protection dampers were not modeled since they were addressed by the fire
protection evaluation. h

5. Manual dampers were not modeled since they are normally open, and they are designed
not to close unless a fire were to occur. The unintentional closing of these dampers is

an extremely unlikely event.

6. Misoperation and mispositioning of SACS manual valves were not modeled since the
system operating procedure states that two pumps are running in one loop and a single
pump operating in the second loop. The TRIS line up lists the subject valves as either
throttled open or locked oi:en in Operational Condition 1.

3.2.1.11.10 References

1. Hope Creek Generating Station UFSAR Sections 7.3.1.1.11.6.2 and 9.4.6.

1

2. Operations Procedures:
OP-SO.GM-001
OP-AR.GM-001
OP-AR.GM-002

0
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p 3. Public Service Electric and Gas Company Drawings:
d H-88-0 (UFSAR Figure 7.3-24)

M-85-1 Rev 14 (UFSAR Figure 9.4-15)
M-88-1 Rev 11 (UFSAR Figure 9.4-16)
M-90-1 Rev 14 (UFSAR Figure 9.2-15)
M-12-1 Rev 15 (UFSAR Figure 9.2-5)

3.2.1.12 AC Power (ACP) System

3.2.1.12.1 System Function

The Alternating Current Power (ACP) System distributes AC electric power for plant
operation for both normal and abnormal conditions. The system provides redundant sources of
power for critical safety systems.

3.2.1.12.2 System Description

General design

The ACP system consists of transformers, circuit breakers,7200 VAC Non-Class lE buses,
4160 VAC Class 1E and Non-Class 1E buses,480 VAC Class IE and Non-Class IE unit
substations (USS),480 VAC Class 1E and Non-Class 1E motor control centers (MCC),120
VAC Class lE and Non-Class lE uninterruptable power supplies (UPS),120 VAC Class IE
and non-Calss IE distribution panels, diesel generators, a 13.8 kV ring bus, and a 500 kV
switchyard. Simplified diagrams of the ACP system are presented in Figure 3.2-12. Non-
Class 1E AC power is not modeled in detail in the Hope Creek PRA except for the 7200 VAC
buses, and is not discussed in detail in the Hope Creek PRA or IPE. The diesel generators are
discussed in Section 3.2.1.10.

Flow Path

The 4160 VAC Class 1E buses, which feed safeguard equipment, are energized by either of
two station service transformers served by the 13.8 kV ring bus. Power to each of the sections
of the 13.8 kV ring bus is supplied by its associated station power transformer (T1, T2, T3, or
T4), with transformers T1 and T4 normally supplying the sections of the 13.8 kV ring bus j
which supply the Class 1E 4160 VAC buses. The station power transformers are supplied by j
sections of the 500 kV switchyard. The 500 kV switchyard normally receives offsite power {
from the Keeney and New Freedom lines, and the Salem 500 kV switchyard to Hope Creek j
500 kV switchyard tie lines. '

. Imation

Class 1E electrical switchgear, unit substations and motor control centers are located in various
rooms throughout the plant. Rooms 5417,5413,5415, and 5411 are located on the 130'
elevation of the diesel generator area of the auxiliary building and contain the following Class
1E equipment:
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Room 5417: 4160 VAC BUS 10A401 g
480 VAC USS 10B410 W
480 VAC USS 10B450
480 VAC MCC 10B411
480 VAC MCC 10B451

Room 5413: 4160 VAC BUS 10A402
480 VAC USS 10B420
480 VAC USS 10B460
480 VAC MCC 10B421
480 VAC MCC 10B461

Room 5415: 4160 VAC BUS 10A403
480 VAC USS 10B430
480 VAC USS 10B470
480 VAC MCC 10B431
480 VAC MCC 10B471

Room 5411: 4160 VAC BUS 10A404
480 VAC USS 10B440
480 VAC USS 10B480
480 VAC MCC 10B441

h480 VAC MCC 10B481

Rooms 4309,4303,4310 and 4201 also contain Class 1E equipment. Rooms 4309,4303, and
4310 are located in the Reactor Building on the 102' elevation while Room 4201 is located on
the 77' elevation of the Reactor Building. These rooms contain 480 VAC motor control
centers 10B212,10B222,10B232, and 10B242, respectively. The service water structure also
houses Class 1E motor control centers at the 102' elevation. Service water bay 1 contains 480
VAC Class 1E motor control centers 10B563 and 10B583 in the MCC room, while service

water bay 3 contains 480 VAC Class 1E motor control centers 10B553 and 10B573 in the
MCC room. The 120 VAC Class 1E uninterruptable power supplies are contained in various
rooms and elevations in the Auxiliary Building. Room 5501 is on the 137' elevation,5448 is
on the 124' elevation, and rooms 5616,5615,5613, and 5607 are on the 163' elevation.
Location of the Class 1E 120 VAC UPSs are as follows:

Room 5501: 120 VAC UPS INVERTER CABINET 1AD481
120 VAC UPS INVERTER CABINET 1CD481
120 VAC UPS DISTR PNL 1AJ481
120 VAC UPS DISTR PNL 1CJ481

Room 5548: 120 VAC UPS INVERTER CABINET 1BD481
120 VAC UPS INVERTER CABINET 1DD481

h120 VAC UPS DISTR PNL 1BJ481
120 VAC UPS DISTR PNL IDJ481
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Room 5616: 120 VAC UPS INVERTER CABINET 1 AD482s

\ 120 VAC UPS DISTR PNL 1 AJ482

Room 5615: 120 VAC UPS INVERTER CABINET 1BD482
120 VAC UPS DISTR PNL 1BJ482

Room 5613: 120 VAC UPS INVERTER CABINET 1CD482
120 VAC UPS DISTR PNL 1CJ482

Room 5607: 120 VAC UPS INVERTER CABINET 1DD482
120 VAC UPS DISTR PNL IDJ482

Non-Class IE 7200 VAC buses 10A110 and 10A120 are the only non-class 1E buses that have
fault tree models in the Hope Creek PRA. They are located on elevation 120' of the turbine
building in Room 1406, which is the electrical equipment mezzanine area.

The diesel generators are located on the 102' elevation of the Auxiliary Building in rooms
5307,5305, 5306, and 5304. Class IE diesels 1 AG400, IBG400, ICG400 and 1DG400 are
located in these rooms, respectively.

Component Descriptions

500 kV Switchyard

The switchyard supplies offsite power to the 13.8 kV ring bus through the four stepdown
station power transformers T1, T2, T3 and T4. Offsite power comes from either the Keeney
and New Freedom lines or the Salem 500 kV switchyard to Hope Creek 500 kV switchyard tie
line. Station power transformers T1 and T4 feed the portions of the 13.8 kV ring bus used for
Class 1E power.

13.8 kV Ring Bus

The 13.8 kV ring bus supplies power to both Class 1E and Non-Class 1E buses by means of
stepdown station service transformers. Station service transformers 1 AX501 and 1BX501
supply the Class 1E 4.16 kV buses.

4160 VAC Class 1E Buses 10A401,10A402,10A403,10A404
1

Class 1E buses 10A401,10A402,10A403, and 10A404 are part of the four Class 1E electrical !

divisions in the plant, Div I, Div II, Div III, and Div IV, respectively. These divisions are also i
I

given alphabetic channel descriptions A, B, C, and D, respectively. (Throughout this document
the divisions are also referred to as channels A, B, C, and D) These four buses are fed from the

13.8 kV ring bus by means of station service transformers 1AX501 and 1BX501. Either j

O. transformer can feed all four buses. During normal operation, two of the buses,10A401 and !

10A403 (A and C), are fed from station service transformer 1 AX501 while the other two buses,
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10A402 and 10A404 (B and D), are fed from station service transformer IBX501. Upon g
undervoltage to the infeed breaker of a particular 4.16 kV bus or the occurrence of a " dead" W
bus, an automatic transfer occurs which opens the infeed breaker from the affected station
service transformer and closes the 4.16 kV infeed breaker from the unaffected station service
transformer. Each 4.16 kV Class 1E bus supplies power to two Class IE 480 VAC unit
substations through two stepdown transformers. The Class 1E 4.16 kV buses also supply power
to large safety related motor loads. There are no interconnections between the Class 1E buses.

480 VAC Class IE Unit Substations (USSs) 1

There are two Class 1E 480 VAC unit substations powered from each of the four 4.16 kV
Class 1E buses. Each of the eight 480 VAC Class IE unit substations is fed through stepdown
transformers. The 480 VAC unit substations carry the same divisional and channel designation
(I, II, III, or IV and A, B, C, or D) as their Class 1E 4.16 kV parent bus. The Class 1E 480
unit substations supply power to 480 VAC motor control centers and small motors from 100
hp to 250hp. Non-Class 1E 480 VAC motor control centers supplied by a 480 VAC Class 1E
unit substation are supplied via auxiliary breaker centers.

i

480 VAC Class IE Motor Control Centers (MCCs)

Each of the eight Class 1E 480 VAC unit substations supplies two Class 1E 480 VAC motor
control centers. Each Class 1E 480 VAC motor control center carries the same divisional and
channel designation as its parent Class IE 480 VAC unit substation. Class 1E 480 VAC motor
control centers supply power to small motors less than 50hp, battery chargers, UPS inverters,
and Class 1E 208/120 VAC distribution panels. l

Auxiliary Breaker Centers

Four auxiliary breaker centers are located in the auxiliary building diesel generator area at the
130' elevation and contain the Non-Class 1E breakers which supply the non-safety related

loads powered from the Class 1E 480 VAC unit substations. For each of these Non-Class 1E
loads there are two breakers arranged in series. The Class 1E breakers are located in the Class
1E 480 VAC unit substations and open automatically upon a LOCA Level I signal and 4.16
kV bus undervoltage signal from loss of power to that bus. The Non-Class 1E breakers are
closed for routine equipment operation.

120 VAC Class 1E Uninterruptable Power Supply (UPS) System

There are eight Class 1E uninterruptable power supplies (UPSs), two per division or channel.
Each UPS is comprised of a static rectifier, a static inverter, a static switch assembly, and a
regulated power supply. The static rectifier provides regulated DC power to the invertet. The
normal AC supply from a Class 1E 480 VAC motor control center is rectified and
auctioneered with the alternate DC supply. The output of the static rectifier assembly is a
regulated 120 to 140 VDC at 200 amps. The static inverter converts the DC input from the
static rectifier to 120 VAC for application to system loads via the static switch assembly. The
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output of the static inverter is a single phase, 60 Hz,120 Volts AC. The static switch
J monitors the output of the static inverter, and it shifts to the backup AC power supply (Class

1E 480 VAC MCC powered from an MCC different than the one powering the UPS static
rectifier), if a loss of inverter output is indicated. The load is shifted to the backup supply
within 0.25 Hz and without a power loss. The static switch is NORMAL seeking and will
automatically return to the inverter source once its output has been restored.

The following Non-Class 1E power sources are each modeled in the Hope Creek PRA as a
single undeveloped event:

4160 VAC Bus 10A102
4160 VAC Bus 10A104
4160 VAC Bus 10A501

4160 VAC Bus 10A502

480 VAC MCC 10B122
480 VAC MCC 10B131

480 VAC MCC 10B132
480 VAC MCC 10B143
480 VAC USS 10B250

480 VAC MCC 10B502
480 VAC MCC 10B503

120 VAC Distribution Panel 10Y406
120 VAC Distribution Panel 1YF407
120 VAC Distribution Panel IDJ484 !

3.2.1.12.3 System Interfaces

Shared Components

The AC power system shares no components with other safety systems.
;

Electrical

Diesel generator DC equipment, flashing circuitry and switchgear, and 4160 VAC,480 VAC
USS and 480 VAC MCC Class IE switch gear receive 125 VDC control and actuation power
from the Class 1E 125 VDC power system. Additionally, the 125 VDC Class lE system
provides the alternate power source for the 120V Class IE UPS system.

Actuation

p The diesel generators are automatically started on a LOCA signal but will not load the buses.

d When a degraded voltage condition is present, an undervoltage signal from a bus will start the

1
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corresponding diesel generator (s) and load the affected bus (es) (see Section 3.2.1.10 for a
description of the diesel generator system). The Salem tie line breaker is closed by Salem
operators upon request from Hope Creek.

Control

The infeed breakers of the Class 1E 4160 VAC buses,480 VAC USSs, and the 480 VAC
MCCs function both manually and automatically.

Room Cooling

Room cooling is provided for the rooms where all ACP system equipment is located.

3.2.1.12.4 Instrumentation and Control

System Actuation

When an undervoltage condition is present to one of the Class 1E 4.16 kV infeed breakers, or
there is a dead Class IE 4.16 kV bus, an automatic transfer occurs over to the unaffected
station service transformer. If there is degraded voltage on both of the incoming feeder
breakers to a Class IE 4.16 kV bus (.<_92 p::rcent) for 20 seconds or more, the associated
diesel generator is emergency started. At less than or equal to 92-percent voltage, the
associated feeder breaker is also tripped (if closed) and/or auto closure is blocked.
Additionally, if both feeders to a 4.16 kV bus are less than or equal to 92-percent voltage and
bus voltage is <70 percent voltage, the associated diesel generator is emergency started. This
condition is a LOP. If the undervoltage conditions persists for approximately 0.25 seconds,
the LOP load shedding sequence from the buses is initiated, and the sequencer initiates process
start inhibit signals (PSIS) to prevent automatic starting of selected loads until the LOP timer
cycles. The timer is initiated by concurrent signals from the LOP circuitry and diesel
generator output breaker closed signals. The timer will time out at various intervals as
necessary to restore power to process loads.

During a LOCA, the signal is generated from the core spray logic, which monitors reactor
vessel level and drywell pressure. If the LOCA signal (s) is (are) received, the diesel is started
and the LOCA emergency load sequencer is activated. The sequencer initiates load shedding
of selected (Non-Class lE) loads, initiates PSIS signals to prevent automatic starting of
selected equipment until the LOCA timer cycles, and sequences power to the selected loads at
predetermined intervals.

Component Control

The 500 kV breakers are closed from the control room by turning the keylock switch ON, !

which energizes the synchroscope. The CLOSE momentary push button will close its i

associated breaker provided pennissives are satisfied. The TRIP momentary push button trips
the breaker when depressed and is backlit indicating the breaker is open.

|
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!,

The 13.8 kV circuit breakers are controlled by a CLOSE momentary push button, which closes !

O the breaker and is backlit when the breaker is closed. The TRIP momentary push button opens i

the breaker and is backlit when the breaker is tripped.
1

The 4.16 kV bus feeder breaker control has an INOP light / push button, which flashes when
the breaker is inoperative, and depressing the INOP push button acknowledges the inoperative

,

'

condition and the light will remain backlit. The keylocked synch switch has two positions,
SYNCH and OFF. The KEY is removable in the OFF position. To close the feeder breaker |

with the SYNCH nel selected the EDG output breaker must be open. Placing the keylock |

switch to the synch position allows paralleling. The white light below the switch is illuminated
when selecting SYNCH. The auto close block momentary push button is backlit when
depressed and prevents automatic closure of the feeder breaker. The TRIP push button opens
the associated breaker. The CLOSE push button shuts the associated breaker conditionally.

The 480V Class 1E unit substation controls have a trip push button which trips open the I
associated unit substation feeder breaker and is backlit when depressed. The CLOSE push j
button shuts the a:;sociated breaker conditionally and is backlit when depressed. l

Instrumentation 4

|

Instrumentation that provides monitoring functions for safe operation of the ACP includes such

p annunciators as "120 VAC UPS Trouble," "13.8 kV Bus Lockout Relay Trip," and " Main

V Transformer Trouble." These and many other annunciators are displayed directly in the
control room.

3.2.1.12.5 Operator Actions

The Hope Creek 500 kV switchyard can be energized after a loss of offsite power, if possible,
by a Salem operator via a request from a Hope Creek operator.

3.2.1.12.6 Technical Specifications

Technical Specifications 3.3.3, 3.8.1, 3.8.3, and 3.8.4.5 (' Limiting Conditions for Operation)
and 4.3.3,4.8.1 and 4.8.3 (Surveillance Requirements) apply to the ACP system. The
limiting conditions for operation are summarized below. 1

|

As a minimum, the following must be operable:
'

1

1. The Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) actuation instrument channels.

2. Two physically independent circuits between the offsite transmission network and the
onsite Class IE distribution system,

i

3. Four separate and independent diesel generators, each with a separate fuel oil day tank
containing a minimum of 200 gallons of fuel, a separate fuel storage system consisting
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of two storage tanks for each diesel generator containing a minimum of 48,800 gallons
of fuel total, and a separate fuel transfer pump for each storage tank.

4. All Class 1E isolation breaker (tripped by a LOCA signal) overcurrent protective
devices. Technical specifications involving ECCS actuation instrumentation channels
are summarized in the diesel ge erator section (Section. 3.2.1.10).

5. Channel A, B, C, and D power systems with each channel having one Class 1E 4.16 kV
switchgear bus, two Class 1E 480 VAC unit substations, four Class IE 480 VAC motor
control centers, three Class 1E 208/120 VAC distribution panels, and three 120 VAC
distribution panels. These are listed below:

AC Power Distribution;
|

a. Channel A consisting of: |
!

1) 4160 volt AC switch gear bus 10A401

2) 480 volt AC :oad centers 10B410
10B450

3) 480 volt AC MCCs 10B212

h10B411
10B451

10B553

4) 208/120 volt AC distribution panels 10Y401 (source: 10B411)
10Y411 (source: 10B451)
10Y501 (source: 10B553)

5) 120 volt AC distribution panels 1AJ481

1YF401 (source: 1 AJ481)
1AJ482

b. Channel B consisting of:

1) 4160 volt AC switch gear bus 10A402

2) 480 volt AC load centers 10B420
10B460

3) 480 volt AC MCCs 10B222

108421

h10B461

10B563
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4) 208/120 volt AC distribution panels 10Y402 (source: 10B421)
'

10Y412 (source: 10B461)
10Y502 (source: 10B563)

5) 120 volt AC distribution panels IBJ481

1YF402 (source:1BJ481)
1BJ482

c. Channel C consisting of: t

1) 4160 volt AC switch gear bus 10A403

2) 480 volt AC load centers 10B430
10B470

3) 480 volt AC MCCs 10B232
10B431 ,

'

10B471

10B573 |

4) 208/120 volt AC distribution panels 10Y403 (source:10B431) I

10Y413 (source: 10B471)
10Y503 (source: 10B573)

5) 120 volt AC distribution panels 1CJ481

1YF403 (source: ICJ481)
1CJ482

d. Channel D consisting of:

1) 4160 volt AC switch gear bus 10A404
|

2) 480 volt AC load centers 10B440
10B480

3) 480 volt AC MCCs 10B242
10B441
10B481

10B583

4) 208/120 volt AC distribution panels 10Y404 (source:10B441).
10Y414 (source: 10B481)
10Y504 (source: 10B583)
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5) 120 volt AC distribution panels 1DJ481

1YF404 (source: 1DJ481)
1DJ482

3.2.1.12.7 Test

Tests are summarized in the Technical Specifications. Maintenance procedures which disable
a 4.16 kV or 480V bus are not allowed during power operation. However, maintenance on the
Class 1E inverters and associated equipment can be performed at power by switching the 120
VAC UPS to its backup power source. The backup supply comes through a Class 1E 480 VAC
MCC, through a stepdown transformer to the 120 VAC UPS bus directly. The 480 VAC MCC
comes from the same channel but the opposite unit substation for that 4.16 kV bus channel.

3.2.1.12.8 System Operation

Normal Operation

The 4.16 kV buses 10A401 (Channel A) and 10A403 (Channel C) are normally powered from
Section 7 of the 13.8 kV ring bus via station service transformer 1 AX501. This source
(1 AX501) is also the alternate power supply for 10A402 (Channel B) and 10A404 (Channel D).

The 4.16 kV buses 10A402 and 10A404 are normally powered from Section 2 of the 13.8 kV
ring bus via station service transformer IBX501. This source (1BX501) is also the alternate h
power supply for 10A401 and 10A403.

Each 4.16 kV vital bus supplies two 480 VAC unit substations (USSs) via stepdown
transformers. The 480 VAC unit substations distribute power to the Class 1E loads and Class
1E MCCs. Power is also supplied to selected Non-Class IE loads through Class 1E isolation
breakers located in the USS and Non-Class lE (in series) breakers located in the auxiliary

breaker centers.

Class 1E power from 480 VAC MCCs feed 120 VAC for distribution panels and
instrumentation uninterruptable power supplies (UPSs).

I
I Abnormal Operation
1
l

I In the event that the normal source of power to a 4.16 kV Class 1E bus becomes unavailable,

| that bus automatically transfers to its alternate source of power. In the event that all offsite
power is lost, the emergency diesel generators (one for each 4.16 kV Class IE bus) are

,

| automatically started, and the normal infeed breakers to each 4.16 kV Class 1E bus are opened
(tripped). When each diesel generator is up to speed and voltage (in less than or equal to ten
seconds), the associated diesel generator supply breaker is closed to energize that particular 4.16
kV Class 1E bus. An interlock between the normal offsite 4.16 kV Class 1E power supply
breakers and the diesel generator supply breaker prevents auto closure of the associated diesel
generator supply breaker unless both 4.16 kV Class 1E offsite power supply breakers are open.
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p This interlock prevents prevents a diesel generator from being paralled to offsite power out of
phase or with unmatched voltage. Surveillance tests are performed in which a diesel generator is
manually paralleled to the offsite AC power grid.

3.2.1.12.9 System Fault Tree

3.2.1.12.9.1 Description

Sirnplified diagrams indicating those components modeled in the ACP fault trees are shown in
Figure 3.2-12.

3.2.1.12.9.2 Success and Failure Criteria

ACP operation is successful if each of the loads required by other systems remains energized.
The ACP mission time (including the diesel generator mission time) is 24 hours. System
failure can occur as a result of any of the following: a bus fails, a transformer fails, a feeder
breaker fails, switchgear cooling fails, or a diesel generator fails coincident with loss of offsite
power. Room cooling is only modeled in an ACP system fault tree if it is required within the
24-hour mission time.

3.2.1.12.9.3 Assumptions

Model-Related

1. The Salem to Hope Creek tie breaker is normally closed.

2. The 4.16 kV Class lE Divisions I (A) and III (C) are normally powered from station
service transformer I AX501, and 4.16 kV Class IE Divisions II (B) and IV (D) are
normally powered from station service transformer IBX501. This corresponds to
station power transformer T4 for 4.16 kV channels A and C.

3. The event in the fault tree that contains the failure to get power from Salem Station
does not include failure of the Hope Creek switchyard 125 VDC battery system or the
120 VAC instrument and control system.

4. Failure of the Hope Creek switchyard 125 VDC and 120 VAC instrument and control
power is contained in the event for failure of the 500 kV switchyard.

5. Undeveloped events ACP-ICC-AF-AJ481, BJ481, CJ481 and DJ481 contain the failure
to transfer to backup contacts in panels 1 A, IB, IC, and IDJ481, if the normal
contacts transfer open spuriously.

6. Event ACP-XHE-MC-40101 also contains the probability that the UV sensor on thes
4.16 kV breaker 52-40101, which senses voltage greater than or equal to 94 percent of
normal voltage, is miscalibrated.
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7. Events ACP-REC-NO-AD481(2), BD481(2), CD481(2), and DD481(2) rectifier failure
(AC powu supply to inverter from the 480 VAC MCC), includes the failure all circuit

fuses (for 120 VAC UPS).

8. Events ACP-AUT-FT-AD481(2), BD481(2), CD481(2) and DD481(2), auctioneering |
Idevice (between rectified 480 VAC to 130 VDC and the 125 VDC batteries) failing to

transfer when required, includes the failure of the disconnect switch and the 125 VDC
supply breaker CB20. Additionally, this probability is a combination of the necessity
for transfer (i.e., failure of the primary power circuit 480 VAC to 130 VDC) and the
basic failure of the auctioneering circuit.

9. Events ACP-INV-NO-AD481(2), BD481(2), CD481(2) and DD481(2), loss of 125
VDC to 120 VAC inverter output due to miscellaneous faults, include inverter circuit
breaker and disconnect malfunctions (120 VAC Class 1E UPS).

10. The static switch ICC faults, events ACP-ICC-AF-SWA81(2), SWB81(2), SWC81(2),
and SWD81(2), include contact closure malfunctions as well as fuse failures and

disconnect swi ch failures (Class 1E 120 VAC UPS).t

11. The static switch logic faults, events ACP-LOG-FC-SWA81(2), SWB81(2),
SWC81(2), and SWD81(2), include failure of the logic circuits to recognize loss of
primary and alternate power supplies to the Class IE 120 VAC inverter.

O
12. Events ACP-TFM-VF-AD481(2), BD481(2), CD481(2), and DD481(2), failure of the

tmnsformer and voltage regulating circuitry for the backup supply to the 120 VAC
Class 1E UPS, include failure of the voltage regulator and disconnect switch.

13. Vital bus infeed breakers, 52-40101, 52-40108, 52-40201, 52-40208, 52-40301, 52-
40308,52-40401, and 52-40408 when open will remain open and when closed will
remain closed with a loss of 125 VDC control power.

14. Infeed breakers 52-40103,52-40203,52-40303, and 52-40403 (for the Class 1E USSs)
when open will remain open and when closed will remain closed with a loss of 125
VDC control power.

| 15. Faults resulting in power unavailability from the 500 kV switchyard were treated as a
I single event.

16. Only one infeed breaker on a Class 1E 4.16 kV bus (either from the diesel or from
; offsite power) may be closed at a time due to electrical interlocks.

17. Manual actuation of the Class 1E 4.16 kV infeed breakers and diesel generators was

excluded from the fault trees.

O
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1

Quantification-Related

The probability of a loss of offsite power within a 24-hour mission time (the fault tree event
labeled ACP-OFFSITE-NORM) was derived by converting the yearly frequency for loss of I

offsite power of 0.05/yr to an hourly rate, using 8766*0.8 hrs /yr (the fraction of time the plant |
!is at power). A probability of 3.04E-4 was obtained by multiplying the hourly rate by the 24 hour

mission time, and was rounded to 3.0E-4. The frequency of faults in the 500 kV switchyard
(identified by label ACP-SPE-VF-500 kV) were assumed to be 1.0E-3 for a 24-hour period. The ,

'

unavailability of offsite power from the SGS switchyard (event ACP-OFFSITE-SALEM) is 1.3E-
3 for a 24-hour mission time. It is assumed to be the sum of 3.0E-4 for a loss of offsite power at
Salem and a ground fault that has a probability of 1.0E-3 for a 24-hour mission time. |

1

The probabilities of undeveloped events ACP-BAC-VF-13K12 and ACP-BAC-VF-13K67, which I
'

are faults on Section 1-2 and 6-7 of the 13.8 kV ring bus, are based on the event that caused a
fault on the 13.8 kV ring bus on May 13,1993, and the amount of time since initial criticality at
Hope Creek. The answer was rounded off to 2.0E-4/24 hours.

Room cooling is not modeled for 480 VAC MCC 00B474 because it is not called by any other i

fault trees maleled in the Hope Creek PRA. Room cooling is not modeled for 480 VAC MCCs j
10B313 and 10B323 because they are called by fault trees for power to battery chargers that also |
receive power from other MCCs, and they are located in a large room. Room cooling is not

p modeled for MCCs 10B222,10B232,10B242,10B252,10B262,10B272, and 10B282 because 1
'Q they are cooled via the reactor building ventilation system, and temperatures in the rooms they

are in are not expected to increase to the point where equipment will fail within a 24-hour
mission time based on the increase in temperature in the HPCI and RCIC pipe chases. Room
cooling is not modeled for MCC 10B212 even though it is in one of the rooms with SACS
pumps and heat exchangers because the only load required after it fails, which would take about
13 hours, is a core spray pump room cooler, which would lead to failure of the core spray pump
in about another 12 hours, which is longer than the 24-hour mission time.

3.2.1.12.10 References

1. Hope Creek Generating Station UFSAR Section 8.

2. " Hope Creek Licensed Operator Training," Lesson Plan Number 302H-000.00H-
000065-10. Public Service Electric and Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge, NJ,
November 30,1992.

3. " Hope Creek Licensed Operator Training," Lesson Plan Number 302HC-000.00-0666-
06. Public Service Electric and Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge, NJ, June 21,1993.

4. " Hope Creek Licensed Operator Training," Lesson Plan Number 302H-000.00H-
000068-15. Public Service Electric and Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge, NJ,g
March 23,1993.
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5. " Hope Creek Generating Station Technical Specifications Sections 3.3.3, 3.8.1, 3.8.3
and 3.8.4.5 " Public Service Electric and Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge, NJ, July
1986.

6. Public Service Electric and Gas Company Drawings
E-0001
E-0002
E-0003
E-0004
E-0005
E-0007
E-0008
E-0012
E-0013
E-0018
E-0019
E-0020
E-0021
E-0022
E-0023
E-0046
E-0106

hE-0109
E-0118
E-1412
E-1417
E-3060
E-3062
E-3080
J-00A

7. Public Service Electric and Gas Company Procedures:
IC-FM.NA-001(Z)
IC-PM.NA-002(Z)
IC-PM.NB-001(Z)
IC-PM.NG-001(Z)
IC-FM.NG-002(2)
IC-PM.NG-003(Z)
IC-PM.NQ-001(Z)
IC-PM.PN-001(Q)
IC-PM.PN-001(Q)
MD-CM.NA-001(Z)
MD-CM.PB-001(Q)
MD-CM,PH-001(Q) h
MD CM.PN-001(Q)
MD-CM.PN-002(Z)
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q 7. Public Service Electric and Gas Company Procedures (Continued):
V MD-PM.NA-002(Z)

MD-PM.PB-001(Q)
MD-PM.PB-002(Q)
MD-PM.PB-002(Z)
MD-PM.PN-001(Q)
MD-PM.PP -002(Z)
MD-PM.PN-003(Q)
MD-ST.PB-002(Q)
MD-ST.PB-003(Q)
MD-ST.PB-004(Q)
MD-ST.PB-007(Q)
OP-AB.ZZ-134(Q)
OP-AB.ZZ-135(Q)
OP-AR.MA-001(Z)
OP-AR.MH-001(Z)
OP-FT.MH-001(Z)
OP-SO.MA-001(Q)

3.2.1.13 DC Power (DCP) System

p 3.2.1.13.1 System Function

(
The purposes of the Class 1E DC power system are to supply 250 VDC power to required
pumps and valves for the high pressure coolant injection (HPCI) and reactor core isolation
cooling (RCIC) systems, to supply, as the Class IE 125 VDC system, control power for 4.16 ;
kV Class 1E buses,480 VAC Class 1E unit substations, and 250 VDC Class 1E breakers and to |

supply backup power to vital and safety related equipment inverters. The 125 VDC Class 1E
system also provides backup power to inverters for Non-Class 1E systems such as the plant
security systems, public address systems and the NSSS computer systems. Non-Class 1E DC
power is not modeled in the Hope Creek PRA except for 125 VDC buses 10D470 and 10D480, ,

and 125 VDC distribution panels 1 AD318, IBD318, ICD 318, and 1DD318. These are similar |

to the 125 VDC Class 1E buses and distribution panels and are not discussed in detail in the
Hope Creek PRA or IPE.

3.2.1.13.2 System Description

General Design

The Class IE DCP system consists of battery banks, battery chargers, circuit breakers, fuses !

and DC control buses. There are two channelized Class 1E 250 VDC batteries (Channel A and
Channel B) and four channelized Class IE 125 VDC batteries (Channel A, Channel B,
Channel C, and Channel D). The channels are also referred to as divisions. Although thereg

( are four 125 VDC channels, there are six banks of batteries for these divisions. Channel C
and Channel D both have hvo distinct banks of batteries located at different elevations in the
plant. Four of the 125 VDC battery banks have two separate 100 percent battery chargers per

i

I
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bank, while the other two banks have one 100 percent battery charger per bank. The two 250
VDC battery banks have one 100 percent battery charger per bank. The DC buses are
supplied power by the battery chargers or the batteries in the event of the loss of tue charger
supply. A simplified diagram of the 125 VDC Class 1E Channel A DCP system is presented
in Figure 3.2-13a. A simplified diagram of the 250 VDC Class IE Channel A DCP system is
presented in Figure 3.2-13b.

The Non-Class 1E DCP system includes one 250 VDC switchboard, five 125 VDC buses, five
125 VDC distribution panels, and two 24 VDC distribution panels.

Flow Path

The Class lE 250 VDC and the 125 VDC battery chargers are supplied power by the Class 1E
480 VAC motor control centers (MCCs). The 125 VDC Class 1E buses 10D410,10D420,
10D430 and 10D440 are supplied simultaneously by two 100 percent capacity battery chargers
per bus. The battery chargers are supplied by two MCCs, one from each unit substation off of
the respective 4.16 kV divisional bus. The 125 VDC Class 1E buses 10D436 and 10D446 are
supplied by one battery charger per bus. Buses 10D410,10D420,10D430 and 10D440 each
supply a 125 VDC Class 1E distribution panel, as well as 120 VAC Class 1E inverters and
other IE and Non-Class IE DC loads. Buses 10D436 and 10D446 supply only Class IE 120
VAC inverters. Similarly, the two 250 VDC buses 10D450 and 10D460 supply HPCI and
RCIC loads exclusively. Bus 10D450 (Channel A'. supplies HPCI and 10D460 (Channel B)
supplies RCIC. Each of the 250 VDC Class IE buses also supply a 250 VDC motor control
center,10D251 and 10D261. From these motor control centers various HPCI and RCIC
components are powered.

Location

The Class IE batteries are located as follows:

Channel X911 Battery Bus I}1dg Room Elevation

A 125V 1 AD411 10D410 Aux 5545 146'

B 125V 1BD411 10D420 Aux 5541 146'

C 125V IDD411 10D430 Aux 5543 146'

D 125V IDD411 10D440 Aux 5539 146'

C 125V 1CD447 10D436 Aux 5619 163'
,

| D 125V IDD447 10D446 Aux 5609 163'

A 250V 10D421 10D450 Aux 5104 54'

B 250V 10D431 10D460 Aux 5128 54'

i

O
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Each battery is in a separate room. Switchgear for the Class 1E batteries are located asO follows:

Channel ypolt Bus DJ1Ag Room Elevation
A 125V 10D410 Aux 5417 130'

B 125V 10D420 Aux 5413 130'

C 125V 10D430 Aux 5415 130'

D 125V 10D440 Aux 5411 130'

C 125V 10D436 Aux 5613 163'
D 125V 10D446 Aux 5607 163'

A 250V 10D450 Aux 5129 54'
B 250V 10D460 Aux 5130 54'

Each battery charger is located in a separate room, but on the same elevation, near the ,

respective battery that it is supplying.

The Non-Class 1E DC buses and corresponding batteries, and the distribution panels that are
modeled as fault tr .es in the Hope Creek PRA are located as follows:

Channel YpJl Bus Eldg Room Elevation
A 125V 10D470 Aux 5102 54'
B 125V 10D480 Aux 5102 54'

Channel Volt Battery Bldg Room Elevation
A 125V 1 AID 471 Aux 5126 54'
A 125V 1A2D471 Aux 5126 54'
B 125V IB1D471 Aux 5126 54'
B 125V 1B2D471 Aux 5126 54'

'

Channel Volt Distribution BJIig R902m Elevation
Panels

A 125V 1AD318 Radwaste 3449 124'

B 125V IBD318 Radwaste 3449 124'

A 125V 1CD318 Radwaste 3432 124'

B 125V 1DD318 Radwaste 3432 124'

Component Descriptions

250 VDC Batteries

These battmes have 120 cells. The HPCI batteries are rated at 825 amp-hours at an eight
hour rate and the RCIC batteries are rated at 330 amp-hours at an eight hour rate. The
batteries are mounted in corrosion resistant steel racks in separately ventilated and iscJated
areas. The HPCI battery feeds its bus through a 1200 amp high capacity fuse and the RCIC
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battery feeds its bus through an 800 amp high capacity fuse. Both batteries are lead calcium
batteries with acidic electrolyte. Battery capacity is based on supplying system loads for four h
hours without the availability of the battery chargers.

125 VDC Batteries for Buses 10D410,10D420,10D430 and 10D440

The batteries have 60 cells and are rated at 1800 amp-hours at an eight hour rate. The
batteries are mounted on corrosion resi: tan' 3 teel racks in separately ventilated and isolated

areas. Each battery feeds its respective bus through a 2000 amp high capacity fuse. The i

batteries are lead calcium batteries with an acidic electrolyte. The capacity is based on |
meeting system loads for four hours without the availability of the battery chargers. |

|

125 VDC Batteries for Buses 10D436 and 10D446 |

The batteries have 60 cells and are rated at 577 amp-hours at an eight hour rate. The batteries
are mounted on corrosion resistant steel racks in separately ventilated and isolated areas. Each

battery feeds its respective bus through an 800 amp high capacity fuse. The batteries are lead
calcium batteries with an acidic electrolyte. The capacity is based on meeting system loads for
four hours without the availability of the battery chargers.

125 VDC Battery Chargers

Buses 10D410,10D420,10D430 and 10D440 are each supplied by two 100 percent capacity
battery chargers. Buses 10D436 and 10D446 have one charger supplying each bus.

4

250 VDC Battery Chargers

There is one 100 percent capacity battery charger supplying each of these buses.

125 tN Cor, trol Buses

There are six 125 VDC buses supplying four electrical channels. Four buses (10D410,
10D420,10D430, and 10D440) supply a distribution panel, and they act as alternate supply to
the Class 1E 120 VAC UPS inverterc, in addition to supplying necessary vital and selected non
vital loads. Two buses (10D436 and 10D446) act as alternate supply to Class 1E 120 VAC
UPS inverters. There is no cross connection between channels for the 125 VDC Class IE
system. These buses supply control power through the distribution panels for valves, breakers,
diesel generator field flashing and control, etc.

250 VDC Control Buses

Each of the two 250 VDC buses supply a 250 VDC motor control center. These buses
r:present two channels (A and B). Bus 10D450 is dedicatel to supplying DC power for HPCI
and bus 10D460 is dedicated to supplying DC power for RCIC. These buses have no other
functions. The loads are supplied through 250 VDC MCCs 10D251 (Channel A - HPCI) and
10D261 (Channel B - RCIC). The loads are valves, pumps, etc.
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.3.2.1.13.3 System Interfaces

Shared Components

The DCP system shares no components with other safety systems.

Electrical |

An alternate power source to the AC powered 120 VAC UPS/ vital instrument buses is
,

provided by the 125 VDC system. The Class IE 480 VAC power from the MCCs is the
preferred source of power; however, the DC power provides an alternate power source.

The DCP battery chargers are supplied by the Class 1E 480 VAC MCCs.
.

,

The 250 VDC Class IE system is a highly reliable source of power for the ECCS functions of
HPCI and RCIC. The 250 VDC battery chargers are supplied by Class IE 480 VAC MCCs.
Control power for 250 VDC MCC breakers is provided by the 125 VDC system.

Actuation

The batteries provide an automatic backup source of power for the DC buses.

Room Cooling

Room cooling is provided for the rooms where all DCP system equipment is located.

3.2.1.13.4 Instrumentation and Control

System Actuation

If there were a failure of a battery charger to supply power to a DC bus, the battery connected
to the affected bus automatically supplies power.

Instrumentation
5

Instrumentation indicating the status of the DCP system is listed below:

1. Control Room Indication

A 125 VDC
|1. Battery Voltage.

2. Batter) Current. j

3. Bus Voltage. i

4. Bus Current.
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5. Switchgear/ Distribution Panel Ground Detection Current.
6. Charger Current. !

7. Charger Voltage. !
1

|

B. 250 VDC
1. Charger Voltage.
2. Charger Current.
3. Bus Voltage.
4. Bus CLrent.
5. Switchgear/MCC Ground Detection Current.
6. Battery Current.
7. Battery Voltage.
8. Switchboard Trouble.

2. Control Room Overhead Annunciator Alarms

A.125 VDC
1. System Trouble.

B. 250 VDC
1. System Trouble.

3. Control Room Computer Point Alarms

A.125 VDC
1. Class 1E Switchgear Undervoltage!

| 2. Class 1E Battery Charger Trouble.
3. Class 1E Battery Monitor Problem.
4. Non-Class 13 Switchgear Panel Trouble.
5. Non-Class IE Battery Charpr Trouble.
6. Non-Class 1E Battery Monitor Trouble.

B. 250 VDC,

| 1. Class 1E Switchgear High Ground or Low Voltage.
2. Class 1E Battery Charger Trouble.
3. Class IE Battery Monitor Trouble.

1

Control

Fuse transfer switches (six for 125 VDC and two for 250 VDC) connect the respective battery
to its associated switchgear. There is~a two position switch. The ON LINE position connects
the battery to the switchgear. The switch can be locked in this position. The OFF LINE
position of the switch connects the respective battery to the battery test tees. .W

1
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3.2.1.13.5 Operator Actions

Operators monitor both control room and local instrumentation of the DCP system.

3.2.1.13.6 Technical Specifications

Technical Specifications 3.8.2 and 3.8.3 (Limiting Conditions for Operation) and 4.8.2 and
4.8.3 (Surveillance Requirements) apply to the DCP system. The limiting conditions for
operation are summarized below:

Limiting Conditions for Operation

1. As a minimum, in Modes 1,2., and 3, the following DC electrical power sources shall
be operable:

a. Channel A consist ng of:i

1) 125 volt battery 1 AD411

2) 125 V full capacity charger l AD413 or
1 AD414

3) 250 volt battery 10D421

4) 250 V full capacity charger 10D423

b. Channel B consisting of:

1) 125 volt battery 1BD411

2) 125 V full capacity charger 1BD413 or
1BD414

3) 250 volt battery 10D431

4) 250 V full capacity charger 10D433

c. Channel C consisting of:

1) 125 volt battery ICD 411

2) 125 V full capacity charger 1CD413 or
ICD 414

3) 125 volt battery ICD 447

4) 125 V full capacity charger ICD 444

d. Channel D consisting of:

1) 125 volt battery IDD411

p 2) 125 V full capacity charger 1DD413 or

V 1DD414
3) 125 volt battery 1DD447
4) 125 V full capacity charger 1DD444
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With less than the items required operable in 1 (above) perform the following actions:

a. With any 125V battery and/or all associated chargers ci the above required DC
ielectrical power sources inoperable, restore the inoperable channel to operable

status within two hours or be in at least hot shutdown within the next 12 hours and
in cold shutdown within the following 24 hours.

b. With any 250V battery and/or charger of the above DC electrical power sources
inoperable, declare the associated HPCI or RCIC system inoperable and take the
appropriate action required by the applicable specification.

2. As a minimum, in Modes 1, 2, and 3, the following power distribution system channels
shall be energized:

a. Channel A consisting of:

1) 125 volt DC switchgear 10D410

2) 125 volt DC fuse box 1AD412
3) 125 volt DC distribution panel 1AD417
4) 250 volt DC switch gear 10D450

5) 250 volt DC fuse box 10D422

6) 250 volt DC MCC 10D251

O
b. Channel B consisting of:

1) 125 volt DC switch gear 10D420

2) 125 volt DC fuse box 1BD412

3) 125 volt DC distribution panel 1BD417

4) 250 vol DC switch gear 10D460

5) 250 volt DC fuse box 10D432

6) 250 volt DC MCC 10D261

c. Channel C consisting of:

1) 125 volt DC switch gear 10D430

,

10D436
1

2) 125 volt DC fuse box ICD 412
1CD448

3) 125 volt DC distribution panel ICD 417

|

l d. Channel D consisting of:

1) 125 volt DC switch gear 10D440
10D446
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(~g 2) 125 volt DC fuse box 1DD412

t/ IDD448
3) 125 volt DC distribution panel IDD417

With less than the above systems energized, perform the following: )

a. If any one of the above required 125 VDC distribution system channels is not
energized, re-energize the division within two hours or be in at least hot shutdown
within the next 12 hours and in cold shutdown within the following 24 hours,

b. With any one of the above required 250 VDC distribution systems not energized,
declare the associated HPCI or RCIC system inoperable and apply the appropriate
action required by the applicable specifications.

3.2.1.13.7 Testing

Tests are summarized in the Technical Specifications Section 4.8.2.1.

3.2.1.13.8 System Operation

Normal Operation

The battery chargers normally energize the DC buses and maintain a float charge on the batteries.

Abnormal Operation

If AC power is lost to a battery's charger or chargers, such as from a station blackout, the
battery viill supply power to its respective bus until it is depleted, or until power is restored
to a battery charger.

3.2.1.13.9 System Fault Tree

3.2.1.13.9.1 Description

The DCP fault trees identify the credible component and support system faults. A simplified
diagram indicating those components modeled in the 125 and 250 VDC Class 1E Channel A
DCP fault trees is shown in Figures 3.2-13a and b. Similar diagrams were used to model the
fault trees for the other DCP channels. The fault trees are not included in the IPE report.

3.2.1.13.9.2 Success and Failure Criteria

DCP operation is successful as long as each of the DC power loads remain energired. Failure

p to energize loads occurs as the result of a feeder breaker failure, bus failure, or power

Q unavailable from the battery bank and associated charger (s).
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3.2.1.13.9.3 Assumpt10ns

Model-Related
|

1. IAss of ventilation to the battery enclosures will not cause a failure of the batteries
within the 24 hour mission time.

2. Breaker fault probabilities for the battery chargers are to be included in the ICC faults
for the battery chargers.

3. Events of the type DCP-CHG-NO-XXXXX "125 VDC ic a y charger XXXXX shorts
and miscellaneous faults" assume loss of the charger due to electrical shorts in the
charger and other faults that open circuits on the associated charger, thereby producing
no output.

4. Room cooling is not modeled for Non-Class lE 125 VDC distribution panels l AD318,
1BD318, ICD 318, and IDD318 because they are in the radwaste building and are
assumed to be in rooms that have low cooling requirements.

Quantification-Related

Room cooling is not included in the Class IE and Non-Class 1E DCP system fault trees
because the ACP system supplies for power for battery chargers for the DCP system would h
fail before the DCP system from a loss of room cooling.

3.2.1.13.10 References

1. Hope Creek Generating Station UFSAR Section 8.3.2.

2. " Hope Creek Licensed Operator Training," Lesson Plan Number 302H-000.004-
000069-11. Public Service Electric and Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge, NJ, January
18,1993.

3. " Hope Creek Generating Station Configuration Baseline Documentation," Doc. No.
DE-CB.PJ-0061, DE-CB.NJ-0061, DE-CB.PK-0062, DE-CB.NK-0062, DE-CB.PL-
0063, DE-CB.NL-0063. Public Service Electric and Gas Company, June 1991.

4. " Hope Creek Generating Station Technical Specifications 3.8.2,3.8.3,4.8.2, and
4.8.3." Public Service Electric and Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge. NJ, July 1986.

5. Public Service Electric and Gas Company Drawings
E-0009

h ||
E-0010
E-0011
E-0019-1 ;

;
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5. Public Service Electric and Gas Company Drawings .

E-0010-1
E-3090

6. Public Service Electric and Gas Company Operating Procedures
MD-CM.PJ-001(Q)
MD-CM.PJ-002(Q)
MD-CM.PK-001(Q)
MD-GP.ZZ-014(Q)
MD-GP.ZZ-015(Q)
MD-PM.ZZ-014(Q)
MD-ST.PJ-002(Q)
MD-ST.PJ-002(Q)
MD-ST.PJ-003(Q)
MD-ST.PK-001(Q)
MD-ST.PK-002(Q)
MD-ST.PK-005(Q) - ,

OP-AB.ZZ-147(Q)
OP-AB.ZZ-149(Q) .
OP-AB.ZZ-150(Q) _

'

OP-SO.PJ-001(Q)
OP-ST.ZZ-001(Q)

O SA-AP.ZZ-032(Q) '

3.2.1.14 Enrineered Safety Features (ESF)

3.2.1.14.1 System Function

The Engineered Safety Features (ESF) at HCGS include some systems, such as the Redundant
Reactivity Control System (RRCS), and initiation features of other systems, such as initiation
of the Core Spray System (CSS). These features are the link between the Nuclear Boiler
Instrumentation and the pumps and valves that are required to operate at certain setpoints.
The primary functions of ESF for this study are initiation of the following systems:

1. High Pressure Coolant injection (HPCI),

2. Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC),

3. Residual Heat Removal, Low Pressure Coolant Injection mode (RHR/LPCI),

4

4. Core Spray (CSS), and

5. Standby Liquid Control (SLC) through RRCS.

There are other features er ESF that are not developed here because they are not required for

this study. Some of these are:
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1. Diesel generator actuation on a LOCA signal,

2. MSIV closure,

3. Containment isolation, and

4. ADS actuation.

3.2.1.14.2 System Description

General Design

The ESF receives signals from level, pressure and/or differential pressure transmitters and
sends an initiation or actuation signal to pumps and/or valves as required. There are 4 ESF
channels, A, B, C, and D, and there are 2 RRCS channels, A and B. The channels receive
signals at the following setpoints:

Reactor low level - level 1 (-129"),

Reactor low level - level 2 (-38"),

High drywell pressure (1.68 psig),

Reactor vessel low level (+12.5"),

Reactor high pressure (1071 psig), and

Manual

3.2.1.14.3 System Interfaces

Electrical

Engineered Safeguards 125 VDC buses A and B supply power to the instruments utilized by the
Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS - HPCI, RHR, and CSS). Power from these buses is
also supplied to the instruments that provide indication at the Remote Shutdown Panel (RSP).

Power to the RRCS cabinets (for SLC) is supplied by the 1E 125 VDC power system.
Channel A logics are powered from 1 AD417 and channel B logics are powered from 1BD417.

3.2.1.14.4 Instrumentation and Control

For HPCI initiation, there are 4 reactor low level transmitters (level 2: -38"), IBBLT-N091 A
and IBELT-N091E (channel A) and 1BBLT-N091C and IBBLT-N091G (channel C), and 4 high h|i

drywell pressure transmitters (1.68 psig), IBBPT-N094A and IBBPT-N094E (channel A) and
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i

G 1BBN-N094C and 1BBPT-N094G (channel C). The initiation logic is 1 out of 2 taken twice
for the level transmitters or 1 out of 2 taken twice for the pressure transmitters. When HPCI
receives the initiation signal from ESF, the following things happen: the auxiliary oil and
vacuum pumps start; valves 1FDHV-F001,1FDFV-4880,1FDFV-4879, IBJHV-F004,
IBJHV-F007,1BJHV-F006,1BJHV-8278, IBJHV-F059, and 1BJHV-F012 open; and valves
IBJHV-F008, I APHV-F011, IFDHV-F028, IFDHV-F029,1FDHV-F026,1FDLV-F025, and
IFDHV-4922 close.

For RCIC initiation, there are 4 reactor low level transmitters (level 2: -38"), IBBLT-N091B

and IBBLT-N091F (channel B) and 1BBLT-N097D and IBBLT-N097H (channel D). The
initiation logic is 1 out of 2 taken twice. When the RCIC initiation signal is generated, valves
IFDHV-F045, IBDHV-F010 (if closed and 1BDHV-F031 is not full open), IBDHV-F012 (if
closed), IBDHV-F013 and 1BDHV-F046 open. Valves 1BDHV-F022 (if open), IBDHV-
F025, IBDHV-F026, IBDLV-F004, and 1BDLV-F005 close. The barometric condenser
vacuum pump starts.

For RHR and CSS initiation, there are 4 channels. There are 2 reactor low level transmitters
(level 1: -129") and 2 high drywell pressure transmitters (1.68 psig) per channel. The
initiation logic is 1 out of ? of both the level and pressure transmitters or 2 out of 2 of either
the level or pressure transmitters. Although the CSS and RHR logic processors receive inputs
from the same transmitters, each system has it:. own processor. Channel A sends input signals

3 to the logic processors for RHR and CSS pumps A. The transmitters for channel A are
IBBLT-N091 A, IBBLT-N091E, IBBPT-N094A, and 1BBPT-N094E. Channel B sends input
signals to the logic processors for RHR and CSS pumps B. The transmitters for channel B are
1BBLT-N091B, IBBLT-N091F, IBBPT-N094B, and IBBPT-N094F. Channel C sends input

| signals to the logic processors for RHR and CSS pumps C. The transmitters for channel C are
1BBLT-N091C, IBBLT-N091G, IBBN-N094C, and 1BBPT-N094G. Channel D sends input

'

signals to the logic processors for RHR and CSS pumps D. The transmitters for channel D are
1BBLT-N091D,1BBLT-N091H, IBBN-N094D, and IBBPT-N094H. When the LPCI
initiation signal is generated, the pumps start and 1EGHV-2520(A-D) open. The LPCI valves
require a iow reactor pressure permissive (<450 psig) to open. The Containment Spray
(CSC) mode of RHR requires a LPCI signal and high drywell pressure (1.68 psig). When the
CSS initiation signal is generated, the pumps start and 1BEHV-F015A(B) close. Valves
IBEHV-F004A(B) and IBEHV-F005 A(B) also receive a signal, but they also require a low
reactor pressure permissive (<461 psig).

For SLC initiation (RRCS), there are 2 channels with 2 reactor low level transmitters
(level 2: -38") and 2 reactor high pre *sure transmitters (1071 psig) per channel. The transmitters

,

f for channel A are 1BBLT-N402A, IBBLT-N402E, IBBPT-N403A, and 1BBN-N403E. The

| transmitters for channel B are IBBLT-N402B, IBBLT-N402F, IBBPT-N403B, and IBBPT-

| N403F. The logic here is 2 out of 2 taken once for the level indications or 2 out of 2 taken once
for the pressure indications for each channel. When SLC receives an initiation signal, Wiht

p pumps start (on a signal from either channel), both squib valves fire (on a signal from either

| V channel), and the RWCU suction valves isolate (IBGHV-F001 on a signal from channel A
and IBGHV-F004 on a signal from channel B). SLC will not initiate unless APRMs are >4%
power 3.9 minutes after the low level or high pressure signal is received.
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3.2.1.14.5 Operator Actions g
No operator actions are required to initiate this system in any mode. In certain cases, to regain
manual control, an operator action may be required to reset the actuation if it is a sealed in signal,
which prevents operators from interfering with safety system actuation.

3.2.1.14.6 Technical Specifications

Limiting Condition for Operation for ECCS Actuation Instrumentation (TS 3.3.3)

The ECCS (HPCI, RHR, and CSS) actuation instrumentation channels shall be operable with
their trip setpoints set as shown in the Tech Specs Table 3.3.3-2 and with the response time as
shown in Table 3.3.3-3.

With an ECCS actuation instmmentation channel trip setpoint less conservative than the value
shown in Tech Spec Table 3.3.3-2, declare the channel inoperable until the channel is restored
to operable status with its trip setpoint adjusted consistent with the Trip Setpoint value.

With one channel of the HPCI actuation instrumentation channels inoperable, place the
inoperable channel in the tripped condition within I hour or declare HPCI inoperable. With
more than one channel inoperable declare HPCI inoperable.

With one RHR and/or CSS high drywell pressure or level 1 low reactor level channel h
inoperable, place the inoperable channel in the tripped condition within I hour or declare the
associated system (s) inoperable. With more than one channel inoperable declare the associated
system (s) inoperable.

Limiting Condition for Operation for RCIC Actuation Instrumentation (TS 3.3.5)

The RCIC actuation instrumentation channels for level 2 reactor vessel level shall be operable
with their trip setpoints set consistent with the values shown in Tech Spec Table 3.3.5-2.

With a RCIC system actuation instrumentation channel trip setpoint less conservative than the
value shown in Table 3.3.5-2 of the Tech Specs, declare the channel inoperable until the
channel is restored to operable status with its trip setpoint adjusted consistent with the Trip
Setpoint value.

With one RCIC channel inoperable, place the inoperable channel in the tripped condition within
I hour or declare RCIC inoperable. With more than one channel inoperable, declare RCIC
inoperable.

O
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p 3.2.1.14.7 Testing

ESF testing (as required by the Technical Specifications) includes the following:

1. Each ESF channel shall be demonstrated operable by the performance of a channel
check at least once per 12 hours, a channel functional test at least once per 31 days,
and a channel calibration at least once per 18 months.

|

2. The total interlock function (logic check) shall be demonstrated operable at least once |
per 18 months during the channel calibration. Furthermore, the logic for the interlocks |

shall be demonstrated operable during automatic actuation logic tests.

3. The Engineered Safety Features response time for each ESFAS function shall be j
'

demonstrated to be within the limit at least once per 18 months.

3.2.1.14.8 System Operation

Nornal Operation

Under normal operation, the system monitors plant conditions for a sign of an abnormal plant
condition.

Abnormal Operation

Under LOP conditions, with bus voltage 70 percent, the LOP sequencer is initiated, and
process start inhibit signals (PSIS) are generated to prevent standby loads from starting (if
power is available to these loads) in response to process parameters (low flow, etc.). The
diesel will not start or load unless voltage is less than 92% on both infeeds.

Once the diesel generator output breaker closes on the bus (an "a" contact from the breaker),
the LOP timer is initiated. The timer output is used to sequence on selected loads at
predetermined time intervals. If a LOCA signal is received, the LOP sequencer does notr

' control the starting of loads. The LOCA sequencer will be activated, and it will control the
starting of loads after the diesel generator breaker closes on the bus. The LOCA sequencer
always has priority.

|

Sequencer Ikspon.se Under LOC /i Condition

The LOCA sequencer is activated from the Core Spray circuitry on drywell pressure .2.1.68
psig, reactor vessel level .s;.-129 inches or Core Spray manual initiation pushbuttons.

Process start inhibiting signals (PSIS) are generated to prevent standby loads from starting in
response to process parameters. The LOCA timer is initiated to sequence the selected loads at

v predetermined intervals.
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If a LOP signal is concurrent with the LOCA, the LOCA sequencer will not initiate any load
start signals until the diesel generator has restored power to the bus (diesel generator out-
breaker closed). These signals (high drywell pressure or reactor low level) are also used to
initiate LOCA load shedding of Non-Class IE loads. The signals which initiate load shedding
are not processed by the LOCA timer. These signals pass through the individual sequencer
cabinets but are not processed by any logic circuitry prior to load shed initiation.

Under conditions in which both a LOP and a LOCA signal are present, the LOCA sequencer
will always be the controlling device once power is restored to the bus. Each core spray
manual initiation pushbutton activates the LOCA sequencer in its respective division.

3.2.1.14.9 System Fault Tree

3.2.1.14.9.1 Description

Different trees were developed to adequately describe ESF actuation. ESF actuation logic fault
trees were developed for CSS, LPCI (RHR), HPCI, RCIC, SLC, RRCS, and the sequencer
(ELS). Many other pumps, motor operated valves etc., in systems other than ECCS, receive a
LOCA or LOP signal from the respective sequencer. Simplified logic diagrams are shown in
Figure 3.2-14a and b.

3.2.1.14.9.2 Success and Failure Criteria
O

A channel is considered to be successful when it provides the appropriate actuatien signal as
designed to the respective component. The success criteria may differ depending upon the
requirement of the system under different accident conditions. The success criteria are then
defined in the system description of that system.

3.2.1.14.9.3 Assmnptions

1.. Faults of timers are not individually modeled since they are included in the ICC
failures.

2. Faults in comparators are included in various faults of transmitter events.

3. Dependent failures of miscalibration are modeled on a channel basis or on a transmitter
type basis (i.e., all level transmitters).

3.2.1.14.10 References

1. Hope Creek Generating Station UFSAR Section 7.3.2.

2. " Hope Creek Generating Station Licensed Operator Systems," Lesson Plan Nambers
302H-000.00H-000024-11, 302H-000.00H-000025-08, 302H-000.00H-000026-14, h
302H-000.00H-000027-12,302H-000.00H-000028-11, and 302H-000.00H-000030-13.
Public Service Electric and Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge, NJ, May 18,1989.
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rm 3. " Hope Creek Generating Station Technical Specifications 3.3.1/4.3.1, 3.3.3/4.3.3,
i 3.3.5/4.3.5," Public Service Electric and Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge, NJ,

July 1986.

4. Public Service Electric and Gas Operating Procedures: OP-SO.BC-0001,
OP-SO.BE-0001, OP-SO.BJ-0001, OP-SO.SA.0001.

5. Public Service Electric and Gas Drawings
E-6067-0
J-48-0
M-42-1
PN1-C22-1030-0052
PN1-C22-4010-0001
PN1-C22-4010-0003
PN1-C41-1030-0043
PN1-E11-1030-0020
PN1-E21-1030-0001
PN1-E41-1030-0064
PN1-E51-1030-0061
PN1-E51-1040-0005

3.2.1.15 Snfety Auxiliaries Cooline System (SACS)

3.2.1.15.1 System Function

The Safety Auxiliaries Cooling System (SACS) is a closed loop cooling system designed to
supply cooling water to various safety-related equipment during all plant operating modes.
The system is a part of the overall system called the Safety and Turbine Auxiliaries Cooling
System (STACS), which also supplies cooling water to various auxiliary equipment during
normal operation and various shutdown conditions.

3.2.1.15.2 System Description

General Design

iThe STACS consists of two redundant loops. A simplified diagram of STACS is presented in
Figure 3.2-15. Each STACS loop contains two pumps, two heat exchangers, one expansion
tank, one demineralizer, and one chemical addition tank, in addition to pipes and valves. The i

pumps circulate the demineralized cooling water through components and equipment. The |
circulating water is cooled by the station service water system in the SACS heat exchangers.
Each SACS loop is completely independent of the other, eliminating the possibility of a single
failure causing the loss of the entire system. The pumps and the associated motor-operated
valves for each loop receive power from separate and independent Class 1E AC buses.
Similarly, control power for each essential loop comes from separate and independent Class 1E
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DC buses. The SACS is designed with seismic Category I and Quality Group C ESF i

components that should withstand postulated accident conditions without impaired function, i

The SACS provides cooling water to the following safety auxiliary coolers:
'

1. Residual heat removal pump seal and pump motor bearing cooler,
i

2. RHR heat exchangers,

3. Diesel generator intercooler heat exchangers, jacket water heat exchangers,
and lube oil coolers,

4. Diesel generator room coolers,

5. Fuel pool heat exchangers,

6. Residual heat removal pump room coolers,

7. High pressure coolant injection pump room coolers,

8. Reactor core isolation cooling pump room coolers,

9. Core spray pump room coolers,

O
10. Filtration, Recirculation, and Ventilation System (FRVS) recirc trains,

11. Control room chillers (AK400 and BK400),

|

12. Safety-related panel room chillers (AK403 and BK403),

13. Primary Containment Instrument Gas compressor coolers,

14. The post accident sampling system coolers are normally valved out, but can be
manually valved to either loop.

The TACS portion provides cooling water to the following turbine auxiliary coolers:

1. Service air compressors,

|
2. Secondary condensate pump motor bearing coolers,

3. Main turbine lube oil coolers,

4. Main turbine EHC hydraulic fluid coolers,

1 0
5. Generator stator coolers,
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|

6. Generator hydrogen coolers,
V,o

7. Reactor recirculation pump M-G set coolers,

8. Reactor feed pump lube oil coolers,

9. Isophase bus duct coolers,
l

10. Alterrex air cooler, l
|

11. Mezzanine pipe chast unit coolers,

12. Condenser compartment unit coolers,

13. Turbine building chiller condensers and pump out unit coolers, !

!

14. Turbine building sample station coolers.

|Flow Path

The STACS is a closed loop system consisting of two redundant SACS loops and a single
TACS loop. The How path through one SACS loop and the TACS loop is explained below.

|
The STACS water is cooled as it passes through the parallel SACS heat exchangers. The heat
exchangers are equipped with a bypass line which is used to maintain the SACS water j

temperature. Flow through the bypass line is controlled by a temperature control valve which l
imodulates in response to signals from a downstream temperature transmitter. The discharge

from the heat exchangers ccmbines with the bypass flow and proceeds to the two parallel
pumps. In the common pump suction header between the heat exchangers and the pumps, a )
tap-off is provided for the expansion tank. After the pumps, STACS cooling water flows !

through a total flow transmitter in the common discharge header and is divided into various ;

flow paths.

Two filter demineralizer tanks and one skid ra:k are installed in the TACS portion of the !
STACS system. They are supplied by the STACS water off of a line which proceeds to the
service air coolers. A small amount of water flows through the demineralizers; however, !

over time a sufficient amount of water will have passed through these tanks to achieve the
desired condition for the TACS water. The filter demineralizers are used as an alternative
form of corrosion treatment because of the negative effects of the chemical addition tanks.

Two filter demineralizer tanks are installed in the SACS portion of the STACS system. Each
SACS loop is equipped with its own Demineralizer Loop. Demineralizer Loop A taps off the
S ACS Pump AP-210 discharge and Loop B taps off of SACS Pump DP-210 discharge. SACS
water passing through either demineralizer loop is then returned to SACS at the suction ofits

|
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respective pump (i.e., just downstream of the SACS Heat Exchanger outlet). The
Demineralizer Tanks remove impurities, reduce the conductivity, and minimize corrosion of
the SACS water.

A STACS cooling water flow tap-off is provided from the common pump discharge header for
flow to the RHR heat exchanger and from there to the return header. Downstream of the RHR
heat exchanger, a tap-off to the Radiation Monitoring System (RMS) is provided to monitor
for radioactive water leakage into the cooling water. The return flow from the RMS is to the
common lim, to the inlet of the SACS pumps.

The STACS system normally operates with both pumps operating in one loop (supplying
TACS loads) and one pump in the opposite loop (supplying SACS loads). The cooling water
supplying the SACS loads (Refer to P&lDs M-11-1(Q_) and M-12-1(Q) returns to its loop's
return header and proceeds to the SACS heat exchangers. The flow to the heat exchangers is
controlled by temperature control valves (HV-2457A and B and TV-2517A and B) which
allow a variable flow to bypass the heat exchangers.

The TACS loads are supplied with STACS cooling water through hydraulically operated
butterfly valves (HV-2522A-D). Flow to TACS from either STACS loop then passes through
a cross-connect which joins both STACS headers. STACS cooling water flows through the
SACS /TACS common supply isolation valves (HV-2522E, F) to the supply side accumulator.
Cooling water is then supplied to the TACS loads (Refer to P&lD M-14-1) and returned to the
TACS header through the return side accumulator. The cooling water is then returned to the h
common line to the inlet of the heat exchangers.

Component Descriptions

SACS Pumps

Four 50% capacity SACS pumps circulate demineralized water through the SACS and the
TACS to cool various plant cornponents and equipment. The pumps are designated AP210,
BP210, CP210, and DP210. The pumps are motor-driven, horizontal, split casing, centrifugal
type. The S ACS pumps are equipped with mechanical seals to prevent leakage along the pump
.; haft. The pumps have automatic starting capabilities to provide greater system reliability.

Each pump has a capacity of 11,600 gpm at a discharge pressure of 125 psig. Each pump has
a 600 hp motor powered by 4.16 kV redundant Class lE bus.

IIcat Exchangers

Four heat exchangers, designated ale 201, A2E201, BIE201, and B2E201, are located on
Reactor Building EL 102-ft. The heat exchangers provide heat transfer between the STACS
and the Station Service Water System. Each heat exchanger is the horizontal, shell and tube
type. Two heat exchangers are stacked in parallel in each STACS loop. h

l
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p The shell side of the heat exchanger (the STACS side) is kept at a higher pressure than the
U tube side (the SSWS side). In the event of a heat exchanger rupture or leak, this pressure

differential allows leakage from the STACS into the SSWS, thereby providing a barrier which
prevents brackish river water from entering the STACS.

The STACS loop coolant supply temperature is continuously monitored and controlled to the
designed temperature range by the STACS heat exchanger bypass valves (HV-2457A and B
and TV-2517A and B). In the event of excessive temperature rise or a LOCA or LOP, the
heat exchanger bypass valves automatically close to provide maximum cooling.

System Valves

The affected STACS loop can be isolated from TACS by closing the supply isolation valves (HV-
2522A-F) in conjunction with the return isolation valves (HV-2496A-D). The supply isolation
valves (HV-2522A-D) and the common supply isolation valves (HV-2522E, F) are hydraulic
valves. The return isolation valves are motor-operated butterfly valves (HV-2496A-D). The
STACS heat exchanger inlet valves (HV-2491 A, B and HV-2494A, B) are motor-operated
butterfly valves (one per heat exchanger) which isolate individual heat exchangers. Two air
operated temperature control valves (HV-2457A and B and TV-2517A and B) in each heat
exchanger bypass line maintain outlet temperature of the heat exchangers in the designed range.
On the SSWS side, there is one motor-operated valve on the discharge side of each heat
exchanger. These valves (IEAHV-2371 A, B and IEAHV-2355A, B) will be open if their

O associated SSWS pumps are operating, and closed if their associated pumps are not running.

3.2.1.15.3 System Interfaces

The support systems modeled for the SACS are the electrical power system and the station )
service water system. For successful operation of SACS during a transient, control air is not |
required since all the control air-operated valves will fail safe on the loss of control air.

Electrical
l

The SACS requires AC and DC power for its control, actuation, and operation. The following )
Class lE AC and DC power is required: |

1. 4.16 kVAC buses 10A401,10A402,10A403,10A404,

2, 480 VAC MCCs 10B212,10B222,10B232,10B242,

3. 120 VAC Instr. Dist. Panels l AJ481, IBJ481, ICJ481, IDJ481,

4. 125 VDC buses-10D410,10D420,10D430,10D440.

O
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Room Cooling

Room cooling it the area of the SACS pumps is provided by the Equipment Area Cooling
System (Section 3.2.1.21). The heat sink for the room coolers is the chilled water system.

3.2.1.15.4 Instrumentation and Control

System Actuation

During normal plant operation, both pumps in the loop providing TACS cooling, and one
pump from the opposite loop are in operation. The SACS pumps can be operated from the
control room or locally, provided that control is transferred. SACS loop B can also be
operated from the remote shutdown panel.

All SACS pumps auto-start on the following signals:

1. LOCA Level 1 (-129" or 1.68 psig) at T=45 seconds,

2. LOP at T=45 seconds,

3. Low flow to TACS from the operating SACS loop (13,260 gpm) will start the opposite
loop pumps if in AUTO, O

4. Chilled water loop low flow with the circulation water pump in AUTO and the
respective SACS pump in AUTO,

a. AP414 Chilled Water Pump autostart or running (AP210 only) (TSC chiller),

b. BP414 Chilled Water Pump autostart or running (BP210 only) (TSC Chiller),

c. AP400 Chilled Water Pump autostart or running (CP210 only)
(Control Room Chiller),

d. BP400 Chilled Water Pump autostart and running (DP210 only)

(Control Room Chiller).

5. A and B SACS pumps autostart on the following signals ifin AUTO:

a. LOCA Level 2 (-38 inches Rx level or 1.68 lb. drywell pressure),

b. Reactor Building Ventilation Exhaust Radiation Hi-Hi (1x10-3uC/cc),

c. Refuel Floor Radiation Ventilation Exhaust Hi-Hi (2x10-3uC/cc).

O
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O All SACS pumps trip e the following signals:
V

1. LOP,

2. Low pump differential (PDSL-2485A-D) pressure 30 seconds after a pump start.
B and D SACS pumps will not trip on this signal if their control has been transferred
to the RSP,

3. The SACS pumps will auto-trip on undervoltage and overcurrent.

The heat exchanger inlet valve HV-2491 A, B or HV-2494A, B will open when its associated
pump starts. The TACS supply and return valves (HV-2496A-D and HV-2522A-D) will close
when their respective pumps stop, and can be overridden using their respective pump "STOP
INPUT OVERRIDE" switches. These valves auto trip on a LOCA or LOP signal. The
normally open air-operated valves HV-2457A(B) in series with one modulating air-operated
valve TV-2517A(B) in the heat exchanger bypass line fail closed on a LOP or loss of air.
Valve HV-2457A(B) auto-closes on high heat exchanger outlet temperature of 95*F, while
valve TV-2517A(B) modulates to maintain the heat exchanger outlet temperature at 72 F or
auto-closes on high heat exchanger outlet temperature of 95 F.

3.2.1.15.5 Operator Actions

O
V Under normal conditions, one SACS loop with both pumps running (supplying SACS and

TACS loads), and one SACS pump from the opposite SACS loop (supplying SACS loads) are
in operation. The fourth SACS pump is in auto-standby. The pump in auto-standby will auto-
start on a LOCA or a LOP signal. However, for the non-LOCA/ LOP initiators, it is
conservatively assumed that a manual action is needed to start the fourth pump.

3.2.1.15.6 Technical Specification Limitations

Technical Specifications 3.7.1.1 (Limiting Conditions for Operation) and 4.7.1.1 (Gurveillance
Requirements) apply to the STACS. The limiting conditions for operation are summarized below.

Limiting Conditions for Operations
,

In Operational Conditions 1,2, or 3, both SACS pumps in each loop and an operable flow
path consisting of a closed loop through the SACS heat exchangers and SACS pumps and to
the associated safety-related equipment shall be operable. If any SACS pump or heat
exchanger is inoperable, renore t''e inoperable pump or heat exchanger to operable status
within 72 hours or be in at least Lt shutdown within the next 12 hours and in cold shutdown
within the following 24 hours.

p In Operational Conditions 1, 2, or 3, if any SACS subsystem (loop) is inoperable, realign the

Q affected diesel generators to the operable SACS subsystem within two hours, and restore the

;
1
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inoperable subsystem t 3 operable status with at least one pump and heat exchanger within 72
hours or be in at least hot shutdown within next 12 hours and in cold shutdown within the
following 24 hours.

In Operational Conditions 1,2, or 3, the unit shall be placed in at least hot shutdown within 12
hours and in cold shutdown within the following 24 hours if one SACS pump or heat
exchanger in each loop or both SACS loops are inoperable.

3.2.1.15.7 Test

During normal opei .ith the following tests are performed:

TEST PROCEDURE NO.

1. SACS Subsystem A
Valves In Service Test HC.OP-IS.EG-0101(Q)

2. SACS Subsystem B
Valves in Service Test HC.OP-IS.EG-0102(Q)

3. SACS Pump
In Service Test HC.OP-IS.EG-0001(Q) through

HC.OP-IS.EG-0004(Q) h
4. SACS Flowpath Verification HC.OP-ST.EG-0001 (Monthly)

|

3.2.1.15.8 System Operation

Normal Operation
|

The STACS is normally maintained in automatic operation with both SACS pumps operating
in one loop supplying the normal TACS loads, and one SACS pump from the other loop
supplying the normal SACS loads. The fourth SACS pump in maintained in standby.

The SACS loop coolant supply temperature is continuously monitored and controlled to the
designed temperature range by modulating the SACS heat exchanger bypass valves. In the event
of excessive temperature rise, the heat exchanger bypass valves automatically close to provide
maximum cooling. The bypass is reopened by manual initiation from the local control panel.

|

) Similarly, the STACS is monitored continuously to detect in-leakage of radioactively contaminated

| water from the reactor associated components. Any in-leakage will be accommodated by the

( SACS expansion tanks.

O
1

|
!

l
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.O Abnormal Operation
U

The SACS pump differential pressure is monitored by a differential pressure transmitter. The
SACS loop flow is monitored by a flow transmitter. If an operating SACS pump differential
piessure is low, the pump will trip automatically. If this trip occurs in the loop supplying
TACS, it will cause a low TACS supply flow to be sensed. This will start the standby pump
in the opposite loop, close the TACS isolations in the associated loop, and open the TACS
isolations in the opposite loop.

LOCA signals of reactor vessel low water level (L1) and/or drywell high pressure from the
Core Spray System or a LOP will initiate operation of all four SACS pumps at T=45 seconds.
Any pump start will open the inlet valve of the associated SACS heat exchangers. The SACS
will operate as two isolated, redundant loops to provide cooling water.

The same signals of LOCA and/or LOP will also initiate closure of the following STACS valves:

1. TACS supply and return isolation valves,

2. Fuel pool cooling heat exchanger cross connecting valves,

3. PCIGS compressor cooler cross connecting valves.

The SSWS has inter-ties to the SACS to provide emergency makeup water during conditions
where makeup water is needed and the normal supply from the demineralized water system is
unavailable. To prevent inadvertent admission of station service water to the STACS, each
emergency makeup loop is isolated from the SSWS by two normally closed, keylocked, motor-
operated butterfly valves.

3.2.1.15.9 System Fault Tree

3.2.1.15.9.1 Description

The SACS fault tree identifies all of the major component faults contributing to the system
inability to cool safety equipment. A simplified diagram indicating those components modeled
in SACS fault trees is shown in Figure 3.2-15. One SACS fault tree for each loop was
developed; the fault trees are not included in the IPE report.

3.2.1.15.9.2 Success and Failure Criteria

The success criteria of the SACS depend on the initiating event:

1. In case of a LOP or non-LOCA transients, a minimum of one SACS loop with both

p pumps operating is required to successfully bring the HCGS to the cold shutdown mode.

U
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2. In case of a LOCA, one SACS pump and heat exchanger in each loop is required to satisfy ;

the minimum cooling requirement for the first 10 minutes. For the remainder of the
transient, one fully operating loop is required to satisfy the minimum cooling requirements.

The success criteria for only one SACS loop operable is, therefore, modeled as a fully
operational loop (with both SACS pumps operating, both SACS heat exchangers allowing the
required heat transfer to the SSWS, and all of the system valves properly positioned to form a
complete flowpath in that loop) for LOP, LOCA, and normal shutdown conditions. This
approach (for only one loop operation) is conservative because it does not take any credit for
operation with less than a fully operating loop (e.g., one pump operation if the other pump in
the loop fails).

The success criteria for two loop operation of the SACS system is modeled such that the
failure of one pump does not mean failure of all of the equipment which are cooled by that
pump's loop. If one SACS pump were not sufficient to cool all of the equipment in that loop,
SACS cooling to certain equipment can be cross-tied such that the SACS loop with two
opermng pumps would provide the cooling flow. Procedure HC.OP-SO.EG-0001(Q)
describes the steps needed to cross-tie the SACS cooling to the Diesel Generator coolers and
room coolers, the FRVS cooling coil, the RHR unit coolers, the HPCI and RCIC unit coolers,
the RHR pump and motor coolers, the Core Spray unit coolers, the PASS liquid coolers, the
PCIG compressor coolers, and the Fuel Pool Heat Exchangers. These proceduralized actions
are credited in the IPE. However, it is assumed that a SACS loop with only one pump
operating cannot be used to cool that loop's RHR heat exchanger. h
3.2.1.15.9.3 Assumptions

1. It is assumed that STACS loop A is normally operating with both pumps to cool the
TACS loads. SACS pump B is assumed to be normally operating to cool the SACS
loads. SACS pump D is assumed to be in standby.

2. It is conservatively assumed that an operator action is always required to start SACS
pump D for the transient (not LOCA or LOP) initiators. In many situations, an
automatic start signal would be generated (e.g. a pump failure in the opposite STACS
loop would cause a low flow signal), but in others, manual actuation would be required.
For the LOCA and LOP initiators, an automatic start signal is always generated.

|

3. Dependent events of heat exchanger blockage or leakage are not modeled.

4. The outlet valves of heat exchangers ale 201 and BIE201 are asst.med to be open at
the onset of a transient.

;

3.2.1.U.10 References

1. Hope Creek Generating Station UFSAR Sections 7.3.1.1.11.2 and 9.2.2. h
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fN 2. " Hope Creek Generating Station Licensed Operator Systems," Lesson Plan Number

'd 302HC-000.00-080-04. Public Service Electric and Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge, NJ.

3. " Hope Creek Generating Stath>n Technical Specifications 3.7.1.1/4.7.1.1." Public
Service Electric and Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge, NJ.

4. Public Service Electric and Gas Company Operating Procedures
HC.OP-SO.EG-0001
HC.OP-AB.ZZ-0124
HC.OP-AB.ZZ-0148

5. Public Service Electric and Gas Drawings M-10-1
M-11-1
M-12-1
M-14-1
E-0217-0
E-0218-0
E-0221-0

6. " Configuration Baseline Documentation for Safety and Turbine Auxiliary Cooling."

PSE&G Document No. DE-CB.EG-0054(Q).

O 3.2.1.16 Reactor Auxiliary Cooline System MACS)v

; 3.2.1.16.1 System Function

The Reactor Auxiliary Cooling System (RACS) provides cooling to non-essential reactor
components, and it transfers the gained heat in a closed loop fashion to the Station Service
Water System (SSWS). The RACS does not have a safety-related function.

3.2.1.16.2 Systein Description

General design

The RACS is a closed loop cooling water system consisting of three parallel 50% capacity
pumps, a heat exchanger bypass flow control valve, two parallel 50% capacity heat
exchangers, and an expansion tank. A simplified diagram of the RACS is shown in Figure
3.2-16. The RACS is normally operating with both beat exchangers and two pumps in
service. The RACS provides cooling to reactor building loads, drywell loads, auxiliary
building loads and turbine building loads as follows:

A. RACS heat loads in the Reactor Building,

g - reactor water cleanup (RWCU) pumps,

(j - reactor water cleanup non-regenerative heat exchangers,
- reactor building sample station coolers,
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alternate cooling to selected chilled water loads: drywell air coolers, recirculation-

pump motor air cooler, drywell equipment drain sump, and the steam tunnel air |

coolers, j

- reactor recirculation pumps, !

- control rod drive (CRD) pump coolers, |
reactor building equipment drain sump.-

B. RACS heat loads in the Auxiliary Building
- charcoal compartment refrigeration,
- standby charcoal compartment refrigeration,
- glycol refrigcration machine,

B. RACS heat loads in the Auxiliary Building (Continued)
- feed gas cooler condensers,
- concentrated waste tanks,

,

- waste evaporator condensers,
- solid radwaste loads,
- crystallizer bottom tank vent gas cooler, crystallizer lube oil cooler, distillate sub-

cooler and crystallizer vapor condenser.

C. RACS heat loads in the Turbine Building
breathing air compressor (abandoned in-place),-

- emergency instrument air compressor and aftercooler.

The system is monitored continuously to detect any radioactivity in-leakage from the
equipment being coole The station seMee water in the tube side of the RACS heatd

exchanger is maintained at a higher pressure than the RACS closed loop system in the heat
exchanger shell side. In the event of tube failure, the SSW would leak into the closed loop
system to preclude the possibility of radioactive release to the environment in the unlikely
condition that the RACS cooling loop becomes contaminated with radioactive material.

Flow Path

The RACS circulating water is cooled by the SSWS as it passes through the parallel RACS
,

| heat exchangers. The heat exchangers are equipped with a bypass line which is used to

| maintain the RACS supply temperature. Flow through the bypass line is controlled by a
i temperature control valve which modulates in response to signals from a downstream

temperature transmitter. The discharge from the heat exchangers combines with the bypass
flow and proceeds to the three parallel pumps. In the common pump suction header between
the heat exchangers and the pumps, a tap-off is provided for the expansion tank. After the
pumps, the RACS cooling water flows through a flow meter in the common discharge header

( and is divided into various flowpaths. Two RACS demineralizers minimize the corrosion in
the RACS.

1
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- Component Descriptions 1

Pumps

Three 50% capacity RACS pumps (AP209, BP209, and CP209) circulate demineralized water
through the RACS to cool various plant components and equipment. The RACS pumps are
located at the 77-ft. elevation level of the Reactor Building. The pumps are the motor-driven,
horizontal, centrifugal type. Each pump has a capacity of 3400 gpm at a discharge pressure of
59 psig. Each pump has a 150-hp motor.

IIeat Exchangers

Two heat exchangers, designated as AE217 and BE217, are located in the Reactor Building.
The heat exchangers are 50% capacity, horizontal, shell and tube type. The RACS water
flows through the tube side and is cooled by the station service water which flows through the
shell side. If a tube failure were to occur, leakage would be from the station service water
system to the RACS.

System Va!ves

RACS outlet temperature from the heat exchangers is automatically maintained at a nonnal

p setpoint of 67 F by controlling the amount of RACS flow that bypasses the heat exchangers.

V This is done by pneumatically operated temperature control valve 1EDTV-2617. The
pneumatic operating supply is modulated by an electric signal from temperature transmitter
IEDTF-2617 which senses heat exchangers outlet temperature.

The motor-operated valves, IEDHV-2537A and B are located at the inlet of the heat
exchangers, AE217 and BE217, respectively. These valves must be fully opened to manually
start the RACS pumps.

The air-operated flow control valve 1EDFV-2601 is located in the recirculation line. The
pumps discharge into a common header where total flow is measured (IEDFE-2601) before
splitting off to supply system loads. Flow through IEDFE-2601 to the system loads is
automatically maintained constant by partially recirculating flow through the valve
IEDFV-2601 to the inlet of the heat exchangers.

Expansion Tank

The expansion tank provides the necessary Net Positive Suction Head (NPSH) to the pumps,
and it allows for expansion, contraction, and makeup. Makeup to the expansion tank is from
the demineralized water system.

Ob
.

1

|
|
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3.2.1.16.3 Support Systems g
The RACS interfaces with the electrical power system, the instrument air system, the station
service water system, the demineralized water system, the liquid radwaste system, and process
radiation monitoring.

Electrical
|

The power supplies for the RACS pumps are:

480V AC Non-Class 1E auxiliary building load center 10B415 supplies the A pump,*

10B426 supplies the B pump, and reactor building load center 10B250 supplies the C
Pump;

the auxiliary building load centers are powered from 1E 480V panels 10B410 and 10B420e

respectively;

10B410 and 10B420 are powered through transformers from 4.16 kV IE buses 10A401*

and 10A402 respwavely.

Station Service Water System

The SSWS cools the RACS circulating water via the RACS heat exchangers.

The other support systems are not modeled in the RACS fault tree. They are not requ, ired to
function to allow the RACS to cool either the Emergency Instrument Air Compressor (EIAC)
or the CRD pumps, which are the only RACS loads modeled.

3.2.1.16.4 Instrumentation and Control

System Actuation

1. The SSW valves to and from the heat exchangers (1EAHV-2203,2204,2207,2346)
will automatically close on a room high level indication (1 inch).

2. System response to the Loss of Offsite Power (LOP) sequencer:

A. RACS to and from the auxiliary building isolates. Recoverable once bus voltage is
restored;

B. thirteen seconds after the LOP, both loops of chilled water to the dryve'll loads
isolate. Also, at this point the drywell cooling fans are sequenced on;

C. fifty-five seconds after the LOP, the SSW pumps are seque=ed on;
D. both heat exchanger inlet valves (IEDHV-2537A and B) open at T = 85 second;
E. pumps AP- and BP-209 get a start signal at T = 85 seconds (whether or not they h

are in remote or local). The pumps initially tripped due to Class 1E bus
undervoltage which causes a loss of voltage to the pumps;

3.2-160
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f F. at T = 85 seconds the RACS supply to the drywell chilled water loads is opened.

3. Either heat exchanger inlet valve must be open to allow for a RACS pump start.

4. RACS pumps auto trip on:

A. Low-Low Head Tank Level,
B. Low-Irv Flow,
C. LOCA Level 1 signal (A and B pumps only),
D. Electrical Faults.

5. RACS F/D will auto shutdown by closing the automatic shutoff valve (SV-2624) on the
following signals:

A. high conductivity on the outlet of the second vessel,
B. emergency Instrument Air Compressor starting.

6. The PCIS valves which supply RACS to the recirculation pump (IEDHV-2553,2554,
2555,2556) close on the following Group 16 signals:

A. -129 inches - reactor level,
B. 1.68 psig - drywell pressure.

7. The RACS surply to and return from the Auxiliary Building is controlled via a set of
valves (IEDHV-2598, 2599). These valves will auto close on the following:

A. LOCA 12 vel 1 (-129" or 1.68 psig),
B. LOP.

8. The RACS will provide backup cooling to the drywell loads normally carried by chilled
water upon a LOP without a LOCA. Loads are:

A. drywell air coolers,
B. reactor recirculation pump motor air coolers,
C. drywell equipment drain sumps,
D. steam tunnel air coolers.

9. RACS response to a LOCA Level 1:

A. RACS supply and return (IEDHV-2598 and 2599) to the auxiliary building
loads closes,

B. RACS pumps AP- and BP-209 trip due to Class IE breaker trip,
C. RACS supply to and from the recirc pump close,

O D. Service Water to and from the RACS heat exchangers isolates.
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Power can be restored to the RACS pumps after a LOCA by overriding the Class 1E
breakers supplying the RACS pumps. However, SSW is not recoverable to the RACS
heat exchangers in this scenario unless the operator restores the SSWS cooling.

Alarms and Annunciators

RACS malfunctions are alarmed in the control room to ensure the safe operation of the

RACS system.

3.2.1.16.5 Operator Actions

RACS pumps AP and BP-209 are assumed to be operating before the onset of a shutdown.
Should either pump fail, an operator action is modeled to isolate the waste evaporator condenser.
However, during LOCA and LOP transients, this action is not needed as long as the Reactor
Building / Auxiliary Building isolating valves close on their automatic signal. If pump CP-209
can be started, cooling to the waste evaporator condenser would be re-established, but since the
waste evaporator condenser is not modeled in the IPE, this restoration action is not modeled.

On a LOCA signal, RACS pumps AP and BP-209 are shed from their Class IE buses, and
SSWS cooling to RACS is isolated. Should the RACS be required to operate after isolating,
operator action is required to close the Class 1E breakers and restart the AP and BP-209 RACS
pumps. RACS pump CP-209 does not isolate from its (Non-Class 1E) power source. However,
since operator action is also required to restore SSWS cooling to RACS (Procedure h
HC.OP-EO.ZZ-319(Q), Restoring Instrument Air in an Emergency), one operator action is
modeled to envelope the actions of restoring the RACS pumps an_d the SSWS cooling.

3.2.1.16.6 Technical Specification Limitations

Table 3.8.4.5-1 of the HCGS Technical Specifications (TS) presents a list of Class 1E isolation
breaker overcurrent protective devices (breakers tripped by a LOCA signal). Included in this
table are the breakers for RACS pumps I AP209 and 1BP209.

Table 3.6.3-1 of the TS presents a list of primary containment isolation valves and reactor
instrumentation line excess flow check valves and their respective maximum allowable
isolation times. This table includes the RACS supply (IEDHV-2554 inside and IEDHV-2553:

outside) and return (IEDHV-2556 inside and IEDHV-2555 outside) isolation valves.
'

No other TS relates directly to the RACS.

3.2.1.16.7 Testing

There is no testing of the RACS during normal power operations.

O
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p 3.2.1.16.8 System Operation
D

Normal Operation

The RACS does not have a safety-related function. The RACS operates during normal
conditions, following a LOP, and during scheduled unit shutdown conditions. Coolant water
in a closed loop system transfers heat through the RACS heat exchangers to the SSWS.

Abnormal Operation

During normal operation and normal shutdown operating conditions, the failure of a pump or a
motor will annunciate in the Main Control Room. Simultaneously, it would cause a low flow
in the supply header which also annunciates in the Main Control Room. The RACS pump
ICP-209 serves as a standby to RACS pumps l AP-209 and IBP-209. In the event that one of
the operating pumps fails, the standby RACS pump ICP-209 can be manually started to
preclude the need to isolate the waste evaporator condenser for extended periods of time. In
this event, the waste evaporator condenser outlet valve OEDHV-2572A or OEDHV-2572B
should be manually isolated until the C RACS pump (ICP-209) can be placed in service. The
isolation of the waste evaporator condenser is a plant limiting condition, and the plant will be
required to shut down when the liquid radwaste storage facilities are filled to capacity,

LOPg
Q

Upon a LOP without the occurrence of a LOCA, the A and B RACS pumps restart automatically
via the LOP sequencer at 85 seconds. The C RACS pump is not connected to a Class 1E bus and
is unavailable on a LOP. The RACS Reactor Building isolation valves close automatically cutting
off the RACS flow to the auxiliary building. However, once the RACS pumps have restaned, the
Reactor Building isolation valves can be opened manually from the main control room (if desirad)
to provide RACS water supply to the offgas and radwaste equipment.

The RACS has connections to supply cooling water to the drywell coolers as a backup to the
chilled water system. This backup is automatic following a LOP without a LOCA. The loads
that RACS supplies are:

1. drywell air coolers,

2. reactor recirculatien pump motor air coolers,

3. drywell equipment drain sumps,

4. steam tunnel air coolers.

LOCAO
V

The RACS has no safety-related function (other than for containment isolation) and is not
required to operate following a LOCA. Upon a LOCA signal, the RACS heat exchangers are
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I

automatically isolated from the balance of the SSWS. The RACS A and B pumps trip due to .

|
.

Class 1E breaker trip. Each supply and return header to and from the drywell has two
t

containment isolation valves that close automatically upon a LOCA signal. In addition, the
RACS Reactor Building supply and return isolation valves will automatically isolate upon a
LOCA or LOP signal.

Total Loss of RACS .

!

If a total loss of RACS has occurred and cannot be immediately restored, the reactor is
scrammed.

3.2.1.16.9 System Fault Tree

3.2.1.16.9.1 Deeription

The RACS fault tree idendOn 91 cf the major component faults contributing to the system
inability to cool non-essential reactor components. A simplified diagram indicating those
components modeled in RACS fault is shown in Figure 3.2-16.

3.2.1.16.9.2 Success and Failure Criteria

The RACS is not a safety-relata system, and it is not needed for the safe shutdown of the
plant. However, the control rod drive pumps can be used to inject cold water in the core, and h
the RACS provides the cooling to the control rod drive pumps. The RACS also provides

,

cooling to the EIAC, which is also modeled in the HCGS IPE. A single RACS pump and heat!

exchanger are sufficient to provide adequate cooling to the non-essential reactor equipment
during a LOCA, LOP, or normal shutdown given that the load to the waste evaporator
condenser is isolated. If the waste evaporator condenser is not isolated, two pumps and heat
exchangers are required.

|

| 3.2.1.16.9.3 Assumptions

| 1. Pumps AP and BP-209 are assumed to be operating normally before the onset of a
1 transient. Restoration errors for the valves in these flowpaths are, therefore, not

modeled.

2. Leakage from the RACS closed loop system to other components which are at lower
pressure is not modeled since most of these systems will be isolated.

3.2.1.16.10 References

1. Hope Creek Generating Station UFSAR Section 9.2.8.
|

2. " Hope Creek Generating Station Licensed Operator Systems," Lesson Plan Number
302HC-000.00-081-11. Public Service Electric and Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge,
NJ, January 27,1993.
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e^ 3. Public Service Electric and Gas Company Operating Procedures

(). OP-SO.ED-001
OP-IS.ED-101
OP-AB.ZZ-123
OP-EQ.ZZ-319

4. Public Service Electric and Gas Drawings
M-13-0 M-10-1 |

M-13-1
E-0211-1

5. Hope Creek Configuration Baseline Documentation - Reactor Auxiliaries Cooling
System. PSE&G Doc. No. DE-CB.ED-0082(O).

3.2.1.17 Station Service Water System (SSWS)

3.2.1.17.1 System Function

The Station Service Water System (SSWS) provides river water to cool the Safety Auxiliary
Cooling System (SACS) heat exchangers and the Reactor Auxiliary Cooling System (RACS)
heat exchangers during normal operating conditions and loss of offsite power (LOP)
conditions. During a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), the SSWS provides river water to cool-

the SACS heat exchangers only.

3.2.1.17.2 System Description

General Design

The SSWS consists of two redundant loops. Each loop cools a separate SACS loop. Either
one of these loops can be used for cooling the RACS heat exchangers. RACS is normally
supplied by both SSWS loops. Each SSWS loop contains the following major components:

1. Traveling water screens,

2. Service water pumps,

3. Service water strainers,

4. Spray water pumps, and

5. Associated valves, piping, and instrumentation.

Both SSWS loops provide a backup source of water for fuel pool makeup, SACS expansions

( tank (A for SSWS Loop A, B for SSWS Loop B) makeup, and alternate Reactor Pressure
Vessel (RPV) Injection, in an emergency. SSWS Loop B has a fire hose connections which
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allow the alignment of Fire Water for Alternate RPV injection. A discussion of the use of
Fire Water and of the SSWS as Alternate Injection sources is provided in Section 3.2.1.24.

The SSWS components are designed in accordance with the seismic category and NRC qinlity
groups outlined in Section 3.2 of the HCGS UFSAR.

SSWS pumps and associated equipment are located in a seismic Category I intake structure.
Piping is routed through the yard to the Reactor Building where the RACS and SACS heat
exchangers are located. A simplified diagram of the SSWS is presented in Figure 3.2-17.

Flow Path

The SSW pumps take suction at individual sumps. The water in each sump flows from the
Delaware River through a trash rack and traveling screen to prevent large debris from passing
further into the system. Partial flow lateral sluices are provided between sumps so that a pump
can uso draw water from adjacent bays in the event its associated screen is partially blocked.

The discharge of the SSW pumps passes through self-cleaning, automatic strainers. The
strainer backwash cleaning water is routed to the strainer backwash trough and returned to the
river.

Discharge from each strainer passes through a motor-operated discharge valve (lEAHV-
2198A, B, C, and D). The discharges from SSW pumps A and C form SSW loop A, and the
discharges from SSW pumps B and D form SSW loop B, as shown on the SSWS P& ids.

Each loop supplies bearing lubrication water to its associated pumps (loop A supplies the A and C
pumps, and loop B supplies the B and D pumps). A prelube head tank provides bearing lubrication
on initial pump start and during periods of low lube water pressure. Water is also supplied from the
common headers to the spray wash booster pumps which clean the traveling screens.

The loop A header supplies SACS A heat exchangers and also provides a flow path to the
RACS heat exchangers. The loop B header supplies SACS B heat exchangers and also
provides a flow path to the RACS heat exchangers.

!

|
' Water from both SSWS loops A and B, and water from the RACS heat exchangers is sent to

the cooling tower basin for Circulating Water System makeup. This water can also be sent
back to the intake structure for de-icing or it can bypass the cooling tower and be sent directly
to the river via the cooling tower river blowdown line.

Component Descriptions

Service Water Pumps
l

The SSW pumps (AP, BP, CP, and DP-502) supply the necessary head to ensure flow through h
the RACS and SACS heat exchangers. In addition, the SSWS pumps supply water to the
cooling towei basin for makeup.
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/N Each pump provides a rated f!ow of 16,500 gpm at a head of 150 feet. Each pump is powered
U by an 800 hp motor from a Class 1E power supply.

Service Water Strainers

The strainers (AF, BF, CF, and DF-509) remove small particles from the pump discharge to
prevent clogging of the heat exchangers.

Spray Water Booster Pumps

The spray water pumps (AP, BP, CP, and DP-507) take suction from the SSWS common loop
header. The spray wash can be cross-tied within a loop (A with C, or B with D). The spray
water pumps provide the proper pressure for cleaning the Traveling Water Screens.

Traveling Water Screens

Each SSW pump pit has its own traveling screen (AS, BS, CS, and DS-501) to prevent debris
from entering the service pump. The traveling screens consist of fish baskets mounted on
screens carried by roller chains driven by an electric Inotor.

Lubrication Head Tanks

There are two tanks located at the 130 ft. elevation of the SSW structure. Each lubrication
head tank supplies bearing lubrication water to the associated SSW pumps on initial startup and
during periods of low lube water pressure. During normal operation the lubrication water is
supplied from the discharge side of the SSWS pumps. Either tank can be cross-tied through a
normally closed cross-tie valve (1EAV-567) to feed either SSWS loop.

The valves SV-2247A through D will auto-open on a low lube water pressure signal. An
alarm signalis generated on high gland box temperature.

System Valves

Service water pump discharge valves, IEAHV-2198A through D, are 28-inch, motor-
operated, butterfly valves. They allow the isolation of the respective SSW pumps when not in
service. When in AUTO, these valves open when the associated SSW pump starts and close
when the associated pump stops.

Spray water booster pump discharge valves, IEAHV-2225A through D, will auto-open when
the respective associated SSW pump discharge valve, IEAHV-2198 is 100% open.

The SSW to SACS cooling outlet valves to the cooling tower, lEAHV-2357A and B, are

p 36-inch motor-operated butterfly valves; IEAHV-2356A and B, which dump to the yard,

() are 20-inch motor-operated butterfly valves.
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The 30-inch, motor-operated butterfly valves,1EAHV-2203 and 1EAHV-2204, and the 24- g
inch motor-operated butterfly valves 1EAHV-2207 and 1EAHV-2346 provide isolation of the W
RACS heat exchangers on a LOCA signal or upon receipt of a "RACS Room Flooded" signal.

The SSWS to SACS heat exchanger outlet valves (1EAHV-2371 A and B and 1EAHV-2355A
and B) open (when in AUTO) upon the start of their associated SACS pump and close upon
the stop of their associated SSW pump.

The SACS heat exchanger discharge piping vacuum breaker valves (1EASV-2367A, B, C,
and D) open (when in AUTO) on a LOP and will remain open for 60 seconds after the
restoration of power.

The Station Service Water Strainer Backwash Valves (1EAHV-2197A, B, C, and D) open
(when in AUTO) for 5 minutes when their associated SSW pump is running for greater than or
equal to 10 seconds, and they will remain open unless strainer high differential pressure exists
or the backwash timer comes on to keep the valve open. The backwash valve will then cycle
on strainer differential pressure or by the backwash timer.

The Yard Dump Valves (1EAHV-2356A and B) will open (when in AUTO) when the SACS
heat exchanger SSW outlet pressure exceeds a preset value (16.7 psig, 2/3 logic).

3.2.1.1.') System Interfaces
O

The only support systems modeled for the success of the SSWS are the electric power and
room cooler /HVAC systems.

Electrical

The SSWS requires the following Class 1E electrical AC power buses and DC power for its
control, actuation, and operation:

1. 4.16 kVAC buses 10A401,10A402,10A403,10A404,

2. 480 VAC buses 10B553,10B563,10B573,10B583,

3. 480 VAC buses 10B212,10B222,10B232,

4. 125 VDC buses 10D410,10D420,10D430,10D440.

|
Component Cooling

Upon the initiation of the station service water system and during periods of low lube water

I pressure, the lubrication head tanks provide the lubrication water to their associated station
service water pumps. h

1
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'

( Cooling in the bay area is provided by the service water intake structure ventilation system.
The traveling screen motor room ventiladon system provides the cooling to the traveling\

screen motor room.

3.2.1.17.4 Instrumentation and Control
I

System Actuation )

During normal plant operation, two station SSW pumps, one in each loop, are required. The
second pump in each loop is in auto-standby and will start if the operating pump in that loop
fails.

The SSW pumps will auto-start (if control is in auto and no process start inhibit signal is
present) on the following signals:

1. low flow from pump in associated loop starts the remaining pump in that loop,

2. reactor water level (-38 inches),

3. drywell pressure (11.68 psig),

4. reactor building radiation high-high (1x10-3uci/cc),

5. refuel floor radiation high-high (2x10-3uci/cc),

6. containment manual isolation.

The SSWS pumps auto-start on a sequence timer initiated by a LOCA gr a LOP whether in
auto or manual.

The SSWS pwnps B and D will not auto-start if control is transferred to the remote shutdown
panel (RSP).

The SSWS pumps will auto-trip on undervoltage and overcurrent.

In auto-mode, the SSW pump discharge valve (HV-2198A-D) will open when the associated
pump starts.

The spray water booster pump discharge valve (HV-2225A-D) in auto-mode will auto-open
when the associated SSW pump discharge valve, (HV-2198) is 100% open, respectively.

In auto-mode, the traveling screens will auto-start on low speed when the respective SSW
discharge valve (IEAHV-2198A-D) is 100% open and spray water flow is established by a

t flow switch (IEPFS-2225A-D) and will auto-stop when the valve is less than 100% open.

!
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3.2.1.17.5 Operator Actions g
It is assumed in the fault trees for the SSWS that one SSW pump in each loop is normally
operating (even though during much of the year, three SSWS pumps are normally operating;
see Section 3.2.1.17.8). It is conservatively assumed that an operator action is always required
to start the two non-operating SSW pumps for the transient (not LOCA or LOP) initiators. In
many situations, an automatic start signal would be generated (e.g. a low flow condition in a
SSWS loop with one pump operating would cause a pump start signal for the other pump in that
loop), but in others, manual actuation would be required. For the LOCA and LOP initiators, ani

automatic start signal is always generated, and no operator action is needed.

j As shown in Figure 3.2-17, the SSW IAop A and B to RACS Heat Exchanger Header Supply
'

Valves (IEAHV-2203 and 2204 respectively) are normally open. Because of this, there exists
a potential flow diversion path from one SSW loop to the SACS heat exchangers of the
opposite SACS loop.

For example, after a LOP, all four diesel generators start and load their respective buses. All
SSW, SACS, and RACS pumps A and B start, and all four SSWS to SACS heat exchanger
outlet valves (IEAHV-2355A and B and IEAHV-2371 A and B) open.

If the B and D (A and C) diesels were then to trip, the B and D (A and C) SACS and SSWS
pumps and the B (A) RACS pump would trip, and the SSWS to SACS loop B (A) heat
exchanger outlet valves and the B RACS heat exchanger valves would remain open. The A h
and C (B and D) SSW pumps would then be sending flow to all four SACS heat exchangers
and both RACS heat exchangers (as well as flow to the spray wash booster pumps and to the
SSW pump lube water header). The SSW pumps are not designed to handle this capacity.
The pumps may trip on overcurrent in which case they can be restarted. However, until the
flow diversion to the SSWS to SACS Loop B (A) heat exchangers is isolated, the SACS loop
A (B) heat exchangers would not have the designed SSWS flow. An operator action is
modeled in the SSWS fault trees to credit the operator's ability to cut off this flow diversion.

This potential flow diversion is not modeled for LOCA Initiating Events since a LOCA signal
will automatically isolate lne SSWS to RACS Heat Exchanger Header Supply Valves (1EAHV-
2203 and 2204). The probability of the failure of these valves to automatically isolate along
with the other failures required for this flow diversion is judged to be insignificant.

3.2.1.17.6 Technical Specification Limitations

Technical Specifications (TS) 3.7.1.2 (Limiting Conditions for Operation) and 4.7.1.2
(Surveillance Requirements) apply to the SSWS. The limiting conditions for operation are
summarized below.

O
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p Limiting Conditions for Operations
G

While at power, both SSW pumps in each loop and a flow path capable of taking suction from
the Delaware River and transferring the water to the SACS heat exchangers must bc operable. If
any pump is inoperable, then the inoperable pump must be restored to operable status within
seven days or be in the hot shutdown operational condition within the next 12 hours and in cold
shutdown within the following 24 hours.

If one SSW pump in each loop is inoperable or one SSW loop is inoperable, restore the
inoperable pumps or loop to operable status with at least one operable pump within 72 hours or
be in at least shutdown within next 12 hours and in cold shutdown within the following 24
hours.

TS 3.8.4.2 applies to the thermal overload protection bypass circuits (including the SSWS
MOVs). If the circuit is declared inoperable and cannot be restored to the operable status
within 8 hours, the affected MOV is declared inoperable, and the above TS is entered.

TS 3/4.7.1.3 apply to the ultimate heat sink (the Delaware River). This TS is summarized
below for power operation.

Limiting Condition For Operation

The ultimate heat sink shall be OPERABLE with:

a. a minimum river water level at or above elevation -13 feet, 0 inches Mean Sea Level,
USGS datum (76 feet,0 inches PSE&G datum), and

b. an average river water temperature ofless than or equal to 90.5 F.

When either of these requirements is not met, in Operational Condition 1, 2 or 3, the unit must
be in at least Hot Shutdown within 12 hours and in Cold Shutdown within the next 24 hours.

Surveillance Requirements

The ultimate heat sink shall be determined OPERABLE:

a. by verifying the river water level to be greater than or equal to the minimum limit
at least once per 24 hours.

b. by verifying river water temperature to be within its limit:

1. at least once per 24 hours when the river water temperature is less than or equal
to 85 *F

2. at least once per 6 hours when the river water temperature is greater than 85 F.
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3.2.1.17.7 Test

The following procedures describe the testing requirements of the SSWS.

NL T1st Procedurg

1. SW Pump-In Service Test HC.OP-IS.EA-001/004

2. SW Subsystem-In Service Test HC.OP-IS.EA-101 and 102

3. Spray Wa'er Pump-In Service Test HC.OP-IS.EP-001/004

4. Service Water Screen Wash Subsystem - In Service Test HC.OP-IS.EP-101 and 102

5. Service Water System Valves - Cold HC.OP-IS.EA-103
Shutdown - In Service Test

6. SW System Functional Test HC.OP-ST.EA-002

3.2.1.17.8 System Operation

Normal Operation

O
During normal operation, shutdown, startup, and refueling, the SSWS is operating with two
SSWS pumps (one in each loop) providing flow. The second pump in each loop is in standby
and autostarts on any of the signals listed in Section 3.2.1.17.4 for the SSWS pumps. In.the
warmer months of the year, when the river water and the ambient air temperatures may be
high, three pumps are required. The SSWS Loop with two pumps operating is used to cool
the heat exchangers of tl:e SACS loop which has two SACS pumps operating (and is cooling

the TACS loads).

For the HCGS IPE, it is assumed that only two SSWS pumps, A'P and BP502 (and their
associated equipment), are operating at the onset of an event.

|
Abnormal Operation

Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA)

During a LOCA. all four SSW pumps, with corresponding strainers, provide flow through the
redundant loops to provide cooling water to the SACS beat exchangers. The three valves
connected to the common header supplying, and the valves discharging from, the RACS heat
exchangers automatically close in the event of LOCA. The non-operating pumps are started
via the LOCA sequencer at T = 55 seconds. One SSW pump in each system loop is required
to satisfy minimum cooling requirements of the SACS heat exchangers in the initial phase, h
when RHR heat exchangers are not in service. During the long-term containment-cooling
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A mode, one loop with two SSW pumps operating provides sufficient cooling to satisfy the

V minimum requirements of the SACS heat exchangers in the corresponding SACS loop (i.e.,
both SSWS loop A pumps provide cooling to the two loop A SACS heat exchangers).

1

1

Loss of Power (LOP)

In the event of a LOP without a LOCA, all four SSW pumps will start and cool all SACS and
RACS heat exchangers. Only one SSWS loop with two pumps is required (References 2 and 6).
The SSWS pumps are restarted by the LOP sequencer at T = 55 seconds; however, only one
SSWS loop with both pumps is required to safely shut down the plant.

Transients

For the non-LOCA/ LOP transients, three SSW pumps are used initially to supply cooling water
to the SACS and RACS heat exchangers. For long term shutdown, only two SSW pumps are
required to cool the SACS and RACS heat exchangers (Reference 2).

3.2.1.17.9 System Fault Tree

3.2.1.17.9.1 Description

The SSWS fault tree identifies all of the major component faults contributing to the systemp) inability to cool SACS and RACS cooling water. A simplified diagram indicating those(
components modeled in SSWS fault trees is shown in Figure 3.2-17.

-

3.2.1.17.9.2 Success / Failure Criteria l

IThe success criteria of the SSWS depend on the initiating event:

1. In the cases of LOP and non-LOCA transients, a minimum of one SSW loop with two

fully operational pumps is required to successfully bring the plant to the cold shutdown
operational condition and to provide-long term cooling.

2. In case of a LOCA, a minimum of one pump per loop is required to cool the heat
exchangers in the associated SACS loop in the initial phase when the RHR heat
exchangers are not in service. During the long-term containment cooling mode, one
loop with two SSW pumps operating provides sufficient cooling to satisfy the minimum
requirements of the SACS heat exchangers. In this phase, only one SACS loop is

needed (References 2 and 6). Since the mission time of the SSWS fault tree is 24
hours, the success criteria for a SSW loop is assumed to be two fully operational pumps
in that loop. |

3. There is no flow diversion from one SSW loop to the SACS heat exchangers of the

opposite SSW loop.
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3.2.1.17.9.3 Assumptions g
1. Service water pumps A and B are assumed to be in operation providing cooling water

~

to the SACS and RACS heat exchangers before the beginning of a transient.

2. Since the strainers operate on timers or on the D/P across the strainers, both control
systems have to fail, and the strainer has to be plugged for an inadequate flow through
the strainer. Therefore, the individual coinponent faults in SSW strainers are not
modeled. The dependent failure modes of strainers are assumed to be the same as for
the motor-driven pumps.

3. It is assumed that the failure to operate the strainer will result in the plugging of the
strainer.

4. A train is assumed to be unavailable due to TM if any of the components in the train is
unavailable due to TM.

5. The diversion of flow from an ope. rating SSW pump to a pump which is not operating
is not modeled. This flow diversion would require the failure of the non-operating
pump's discharge valve (1EAHV-2198A, B, C, or D) (which receives a signal to close
if its associated SSW pump stops) in series with the failure of a check valve (1EAV-
359, 361, 363, or 365). The SSW strainer backwash line is a potential diversion path
between these two valves. However, besides requiring the failure of the motor-
operated backwash valve (1EAHV-2197A, B, C, or D), this strainer backwash line is a
6-inch diameter pipe. This diameter is much less than one-third of the 28-inch
diameter pipe to which it connects, and this path can be neglected.

6. To simplify the modeling of the inadvertent flow diversion from one SSW loop to the
SACS heat exchangers of the opposite SSW loop, it is assumed that the only significant

,

failure mode is the loss of the A gnd C (B and D) 4.16kV buses. The loss of these two'

buses would, by common cause, cause the failures of the SSWS pumps A and C (B and
D) and cause the SSWS to SACS heat exchanger outlet valves (1EAHV-2355A (B) and
2371 A (B) to fail as is (therefore, this diversion will not occur if the valves never
opened; note that, at present, the loop B SSWS to SACS heat exchanger outlet valves,
IEAHV-2355B and 2371B, leak significantly even when they are closed, but this
leakage is assumed not to be large enough to model a flow diversion of SSW loop A
when the loop B heat exchanger outlet valves are closed). However, the independent
failures of two SSW pumps in one loop and of the two heat exchanger outlet valves in
the same SSW loop to fail open is judged to be probabilistically insignificant.

|

| This potential flow diversion is not modeled for LOCA initiatiors since a LOCA signal
isolates 1EAHV-2203 and 2204. By including these additional failures, this flow

! diversion is judged to be insignificant during a LOCA.

O
7. Unavailability of trains A and B is included in the unavailability of trains C and D due

to TM, respectively.
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,] 8. Since the failure of the movement of the trash bar rake will not necessarily result in the
U plugging of the bay, it is not modeled.

9. The SSWS discharge from each loop to the towers or the yard dump is not modeled
since the pressure rupture disk is provided in parallel to the valves HV-2356A-B and
HV-2357A ", (also in parallel). This will result in the third order failure mode with a
maximum failure rate of the valve: 1.0E-3 (i.e., HV-2356 valve fails to open).

10. Since all of the traveling screen systems are located in one room, and dependent failure
of all four of the traveling screen systems is likely to be higher than the dependent
failure of two of the traveling screen systems in a loop, the dependent failure of the
traveling screen systems per loop is not modeled.

11. It is conservatively assumed that an operator action is always required to start SSWS
pumps CP and DP-502 for the transient (not LOCA or LOP) initiators. In many
situations, an automati' start signal would be generated (e.g. a low flow condition in a
SSWS loop with one pump operating would cause a pump start signal for the other
pump in that loop), but in others, manual actuation would be required. For the LOCA
and LOP initiators, an automatic start signal is always generated.

12. The loss of room cooling to the SSWS pumps is assumed to fail the pumps in that
room. The loss of HVAC to the Service Water Intake Structure is assumed to fail thep

V system.

3.2.1.17.10 References

1. Hope Creek Generating Station UFSAR Sections 7.3.1.1.11.1, and 9.2.1,

2. " Hope Creek Generating Station Licensed Operator Systems," Iesson Plan Number
302HC-000.00-079-10. Public Service Electric and Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge,
NJ, January 20,1993. ;

3. " Hope Creek Generating Station Technical Specifications," Sections 3.7.1.2/4.7.1.2
and 3.8.4.2. Public Service Electric and Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge, NJ.

4. Public Service Electric and Gas Company Operating Procedures |

HC.OP-SO.EA-001 i

HC.OP-SO.EP-001
HC.OP-AB.ZZ-122

,

5. Public Service Electric and Gas Drawings
M-09-1
M-10-1

f
\ E-0208-0

E-0211-0
E-0212-0
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1

6. Hope Creek Configuration Baseline Documentation - Station Service Water Systems. j

PSE&G Document No. DE-CB.EA/EP-0052(Q) and DE-CB.EQ-0052(Z).

3.2.1.18 Chilled Water System (CHS)

3.2.1.18.1 System Function

The Chilled Water System (CHS) consists of two separate parts, a Control Area Chilled Water
System (CACHS), and a Safety-Related Panel Room Chilled Water System (SPCHS).

The CACHS provides continuous cooling to the control area equipment while the SPCHS
provides the continuous cooling to the equipment in the safety-related panel room. Both
systems are required to be in operation during all modes of plant operation.

Since both systems are similar in their operation and requirement, the following discussion of
the CACHS also applies to the SPCHS, unless otherwise noted.

3.2.1.18.2 System Description

General Design

The CACHS consists of two 100% redundant closed loop cooling systems. Each loop

provides continuous cooling to the components or the systems as listed below: h
1. control room air conditioning cooling units,

-

2. switchgear rooms,

3. SACS room air handling and cooling units,

4. control equipment room air conditioning units.

The SPCHS supplies continuous cooling to the following:

1. Class 1E panel room cooling units,

2. technical support center cooling unit,

3. remote shutdown panel room cooling units.

Each loop consists of a circulating pump, a skid-mounted chiller package, a head (surge) tank,
a chemical addition tank (not modeled) and associated piping, valves, and instrumentation. A
simplified diagram of the SPCHS is provided in Figure 3.2-18a, and a simplified diagram of
the CACHS is provided in Figures 3.2-18b. Each pump circulates the chilled water through h
the components. The circulating water in loops A and B is cooled by the SACS loops A and
B, respectively.
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P Normally, only one loop is in service. Both loops are completely independent of each other,
'( eliminating the possibility of a single failure causing the loss of the entire system. The pumps

and the associated motor-operated valves for each loop receive power from separate and
independent Class IE AC and DC buses. The CACHS and the SPCHS are designed with
seismic Category I and quality Group C ESF components that withstand postulated accident |

conditions without impaired function. I
1

|

Flow Path

The SPCHS and CACilS flow paths are arranged in parallel with the heat rejection portion
of the systems. Each cooling coil is supplied with 45'F cooling water. Cooling water flows ,

through cooling coils absorbing heat from the area served by the cooling unit. It then flows |
through a common suction header back to the circulating pump.

The circula3r.g pump raises the pressure of the water and supplies it to the evaporator inlet on the
chiller. Heat is transferred to the chiller refrigerant as it passes through the evaporator. Cooling
water ents the evaporator and is supplied to the system cooling units to repeat the cycle.

Component Descriptions

Circulating Pump

Two 100% capacity, single stage, horizontal centrifugal, direct-drive pumps rated at 1330 gpm
each circulate the water through the CACHS loops A and B. These pumps are designated as
AP400 and BP400 and are kx:ated on the 155-ft elevation level in the control building in
rooms 5602 and 5630 with their respective chillers.

The circulating pumps in the SPCHS are designated as AP414 and NP414 and are located in
room 5704 at the 178-ft elevation level in the diesel building with their respective chillers. The
pumps are 100% capacity single-stage, horizontal centrifugal pumps rated at 430 gpm.

Normally, only one pump for each system is running while the other is in the standby mode.
The standby pump starts automatically upon sensing the low flow signal in the operating loop.

Chiller

The CACHS has two 100% capacity chillers, AK400 and BK400, which are cooled by SACS
loops A and B, respectively. Each chiller has a 563 ton capacity and is powered by 4.16 kV
Class 1E AC power. The SPCHS also has two 100% capacity chillers, AK403 and BK403,
which are cooled by SACS loops A and B, respectively. Each SPCHS chiller has a 180-ton
capacity and is powered by 4.16 kV Class 1E AC power.

i

The chillers consist of an evaporator, a compressor, a chiller, a lubricating oil system, a l^

condenser, a flash economizer, a pump down unit, and a hot gas bypass valve. The circulating
water flows through the tubes and the refrigerant flows on the shell side. Each chiller is located
in the same room as its respective circulation pump.
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Air Operated Valves

There is an air-operated valve on the SACS outlet line of each chiller condenser. This valve (
is normally open and fails open on loss of air or power.

3.2.1.18.3 System Interfaces

The CACHS and the SPCHS interface with the electrical power, the control air, the room i

coolers, and the SACS systems. For successful operation of the CACHS and the SPCHS, the |

control air system is not required since the air-operated valves fail open on loss of control air.

Electrical

The SPCHS loops A and B and the CACHS loops A and B require the following Class 1E
electrical AC power buses and DC power for its control, actuation, and operation, respectively:

1. 4.16 kVAC buses 10A401,10A402,10A403,10A404;

2. 480 VAC buses 10B411 and 10B451,10B421 and 10B461,10B431,10B441;

3. 125 VDC buses 10B410,10B420,10B430,10B440.

Component Cooling h
The refrigerant in each chiller is condensed by SACS.

Room Cooling

The CACHS and SPCHS rooms are cooled by the control equipment room cooling system.

3.2.1.18.4 Instrumentation and Control

System Actuation

During normal plant operation, one loop in each system is required to be in operation. The
second loop is in standby mode and, if the pump controls are in auto, it starts on a low-low
flow condition in the operating loop. The CACHS and the SPCHS can be operated and
controlled from the control room or locally. The B pumps and chillers can be operated from
the remote shutdown panel (RSP).

The LOP sequencer will send an auto start signal to both loops of chilled water which will start
each loop's chiller and circulating pump. On a LOP or LOCA, the operating chilled water
systems are tripped and sequenced onto Diesel Generator power after a 60-second time delay
for the chiller and a 65-second time delay for the circulating pump, if the chiller controls are h
not in remote. All loads a both loops of chilled water auto start either in response to the
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chilled water circulating pump startiag or in response to a seqt.encer signal. When control of

d the system has been transferred to the RSP, all automatic start signals for the 'B' train are
defeated.

An auto-start of the standby loop in the CACHS will auto-start the respective SACS pump, the
SACS pump room cooling fans, and the control equipment room air supply unit. Similarly, an
auto-start of standby loop in the SPCHS will auto-start the respective SACS pump and the
safety panel room air supply unit.

Control

During operation of the CACHS and SPCHS, essentially no control is necessary. Operators
can manually start the circulating pumps and chillers from the control room, if necessary.

Interlocks

The chillers in the CACHS and the SPCHS will auto-trip due to various conditions including
high refrigerant, oil or motor temperatures, low chiller water or cooler refrigerant
temperatures, low evaporator flow, high refrigerant pressure, low refrigerant or oil pressure,
or a compressor motor overload.

The circulating pumps in the CACHS will also auto-trip on a chiller motor malfunction, a lowg
U flow condition in either the control room or the control equipment room fan, a SACS room

cooling fan malfunction, low flow conditions through the evaporator, or pump power failure.

The circulating pumps in the SPCHS will also auto-trip on a chiller malfunction, low air flow,
or low circulating water flow.

Instrumentation and Annunciators

Various CACHS and SPCHS conditions alarm in the control room including a low chilled
water tank level, chiller panel trouble, chilled water trouble alarms, and chilled water pump
high vibration alarms.

3.2.1.18.5 Operator Actions

The chilled water systems are required to provide continuous cooling under all operating
modes. In the case of a LOP or a LOCA, both loops in both chilled water systems start
automatically. No operator actions are required; however, the operator can manually start the
system if automatic actuations fail.

3.2.1.18.6 Technical Specification Limitations

Technical Specification 3.3.7.4 requires controls for both the 'B' loop of CACHS and the 'B'
loop of SPCHS to be operable from the RSP. A failure of the CACHS will cause the operator
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to implement Technical Specification 3.7.2 for the Control Room Emergency Filtration
(CREF) system. The operators may declare the control room ventilation inoperable if it is
unable to maintain temperatures below 85'F.

3.2.1.18.7 Testing

No tests for the CACHS or SPCHS were identified.

3.2.1.18.8 System Operation

Normal Operation

One loop in each chilled water system is normally running, while the other loop is maintained
-

in the standby mode. If the "B" loop is in standby mode, and its control is transferred to the
remote shutdown panel, all automatic start features are removed.

The various temperatures and pressures in the chilled water system are constantly being
monitored. Alarms in the control room will annunciate if the predetermined setpoints are met.
Similarly, chilled water flow is continuously being monitored. In the event of low flow in an
operating loop, the loop will be tripped automatically, and the pump in the standby loop will
be started automatically if its control switch is in auto.

hAbnormal Operation

In the event of a LOP, the LOP sequencer will send an auto-start signal to both loops of chilled
water, which will start the chiller and circulation pump in each loop. The CACHS chillers will
start in 60 seconds, and the circulation pumps in 65 seconds. All loads on both loops of chilled
water auto-start either in response to the circulation pump starting or in response to a sequencer
signal. In the event of a LOCA, a LOCA Level 1 signal (vessel level -129 inches and/or 1.68
psig drywell pressure) will cause both loops of chilled water to auto-start with the CACHS*

chillers starting at 65 seconds, and the circulation pumps starting at 60 seconds. In this case, all
loads on both loops auto-start. If control of any chiller is transferred to REMOTE, all auto
starts are defeated; however, all chillers can be manually operated from the remote (local)

panels. The SPCHS chillers and pumps are sequenced on at 75 seconds.

The 'B' chillers can also be operated from the remote shutdown panel. If the RSP switch is in
the EMERGENCY position, all automatic start signals for the 'B' train are defeated, including
those from the sequencers.

3.2.1.18.9 System Fault Tree

3.2.1.18.9.1 Description

The Chilled Water System fault trees identify all of the major component faults contributing to the
system's inability to provide continuous cooling to the components. Simplified diagrams

.
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indicating those components modeled in the fault trees are shown in Figures 3.2-18a and 3.2-18b.(q The acronyms, "CHC" and "CHS", are used for the CACHS and the SPCHS, respectively, in the/
fault trees.

3.2.1.18.9.2 Success and Failure Criteria

During any operational condition of plant operation, at least one loop in the CACHS and one
loop in the SPCHS is required to be operable. For each loop, failure occurs if either the ;

circulating pump or the chiller fails in that loop.

3.2.1.18.9.3 Assumptions

1. Since SACS Loop A is assumed to be in operation, Loop A Circulating Pump AP400
in the CACHS system and Loop A Circulating Pump AP414 in the SPCHS system are
assumed to be in operation.

2. Unavailability of any component in a loop will render that loop unavailable.
Therefore, instead of modeling the individual TM events in a loop, only one TM event

,

per loop is modeled.

3. Except for the power supplies to the chiller, no faults of individual sub-components of
chillers are modeled. Any sub-compartment level fault is subsumed into the fail-to-

_O start and run failure rates for the Chiller or into the TM unavailability of the system.

3.2.1.18.10 References

1. Hope Creek Generating Station UFSAR Section 9.2.7.2.

2. " Hope Creek Generating Station Licensed Operator Systems," 1.esson Plan Number
302H-000.00H-000082-09. Public Service Electric and Gas Company, Hancocks
Bridge, NJ, January 12,1993.

3. " Hope Creek Generating Station Licensed Operator Systems," Lesson Plan Number
302H-000.00H-000083-09. Public Service Electric and Gas Company, Hancocks
Bridge, NJ, March 6,1993.

4. Public Service Electric and Gas Company Operating Procedure
HC.OP-SO.GJ-001

5. Public Service Electric and Gas Drawings
M-90-1
E-0435-0
E-0436-0
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3.2.1.19 Control Room and Control Area HVAC System

O
3.2.1.19.1 System Function

The Control Room and Control Area HVAC Systems function to provide a suitable operating
environment for personnel and for equipment in the various rooms in the control area of the
Auxiliary Building. These HVAC systems include both safety related and non-safety related
systems. The Control Room and Control Area HVAC Systems include the Control Room
Supply System (CRS), the Control Area Exhaust System (CAE), the Control Room
Emergency Filtration System (CREF), Control Equipment Room Supply System (CERS),
Control Area Battery Exhaust System (CABE), Control Area Smoke Exhaust System (CASE),
Wing Arca Supply (WAS) and Wing Area Exhaust (WAE). Of these systems, only the
following were evaluated in the IPE:

Control Room Supply System,*

Control Room Emergency Filter System,*

Control Equipment Room Supply System, and*

These systems are independer.tly documented in this section.

Control Room Supply System

The CRS provides heating, ventilation, cooling, and environmental control for the control
room and a number of adjacent areas. The CRS operates during all modes of unit operation.
Under accident conditions, the CRS operates in conjunction with the CREF.

Control Room Emergency Filtration System

Under accident conditions, the CREF operates in conjunction with the CRS to ensure that the
control room will remain habitable dming and following all design basis accidents. The CREF
processes recirculated control room air and makeup air to limit the radiological exposure to
operating personnel.

|

| Control Equipment Room Supply System

The CERS provides heating, cooling, ventilation, and environmental control for a number of
areas containing control equipment and instrumentation. These areas include the diesel area
equipment room, the control equipment mezzanine, the lower control equipment room, and the
cable spreading and electrical equipment rooms.

O
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3.2.1.19.2 System Description

|
General Design

Control Room Supply

The CRS is a safety-related normally operating system. It is designed to seismic Category I
requirements and is powered by Class lE sources. The CRS system maintains design
conditions in the main control room and in associated adjacent rooms. It is comprised of two
100% capacity air handling units. Each unit is equipped with an outside air intake, outside air
radiation monitors, an outside air smoke detector, motorized isolation dampers, 55 %
ASHRAE dust spot efficient pre-filters, 80 to 85% ASHRAE dust spot high efficiency filters,
humidifier, chilled water coil, electric heating coil, and supply fan. A fixed amount of outside
air is provided to satisfy ventilation, exhaust, and pressurization requirements. Each unit is
connected to a common intake duct system that distributes supply air throughout the rooms.
Air is returned from the rooms by a control room return air (CRPA) fan to the CRS unit. The
CRS unit is actuated manually from the main control room. The excess ventilation air is
exhausted to the outside environment by the CAE system.

Supply air temperature of the CRS unit is controlled by a temperature controller modulating
the electric heating coil or chilled water valve. The humidifier in the CRS uMt is controlled

g by a moisture controller. The moisture controller can also modulate the chillea water valve for
( dehumidification by means of a low signal selector. The supply units are designed and

controlled to deliver a constant volume of supply air.

Filter differential pressures and airflow for each CRS unit alarm in the main control room.
The temperature controller for the heating and cooling coils, the moisture controller for
humidity control, and the airflow controllers for modulating the fan's inlet vanes all indicate
on a remote panel.

The chilled water for the cooling coils in each unit is supplied by the Control Area Chilled
Water Supply System. The Chilled Water System is interlocked with the supply air fan so that
the water chiller cannot operate without the fan being energized. Failure of an operating
supply fan trips its associated Chilled Water System Train and is annunciated in the main
control room The standby chilled water and air systems then start automatically. The CRS
supply fans are direct drive centrifugal units capable of flowing air at 18,500 cfm. The CRRA
fans are direct-drive vaneaxial units capable of flowing air at 18,500 cfm. Each CRS unit's
electric heating coil has a heat capacity of 307,170 Btu /hr. The CRS unit cooling coils are
designed for a cooling capacity of 821,600 Btu /hr. Each CRS unit contains low efficiency j

(55 %) prefilters and high efficiency (80 to 85%) filters. During a LOP, CRS components are j
sequenced on to the vital buses.

Control Room Emergency Filtration System

CREF is a safety-related standby system that is activated on a LOCA signal or when high
radiation level is detected at the CRS outside air intake. Upon actuation CREF automatically
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functions in the Outside Air (OA) mode. In addition, the operator has the option to manually |
change system operation to the Recirculation mode. The CREF is designed to seismic i

Category 1 requirements and is powered by Class lE sources. |
|

The CREF does not operate during normal plant operation. However, in the unlikely event
'

that a LOCA occurs or when a high radiation level is detected at the outside air intake, the
main control room outside air is automatically diverted through the CREF when the mode
switch is in the outside air position. When the CREF system is in operation, the volume of air
flowing through it is continuously indicated on a remote panel. The supply fans are designed
and controlled to deliver a constam airflow quantity. The loss of airflow in the CREF system
automatically trips and isolates the operating train and alarms in the main control room.
Manual operation may be required to start the standby train. A high radiation level provides a
start signal to each CREF train, which will automatically start a CREF train if it is in service
or if the appropriate dainpers are manually isolated. Loss of airflow and/or high pressure
differential across the filter train are alarmed in the main control to m. Each CREF train
operates in series with one CRS unit.

The CREF filter units are located downstream of the CREF supply fan. Each CREF filter unit
consists of a prefilter, electric heating coil, upsteam high efficiency particulate air (HEPA)
filters, charcoal adsorber and downstream HEPA filters. The heating coil has a capacity of
44,370 BTU /hr. The prefilter is a 55 % efficient unit while the HEPA filters are rated at
99.97% efficiency. Each CREF unit is capable of handling 4000 cfm af air, either entirely
recirculated from the control room or a combination of 3000 cfm recirculated air mixed with
1000 cfm of outside air. The CREF supply fans are direct-drive centrifugal units capable of
flowing air at 4000 cfm. During a LOP, CREF components are sequenced on to the vital
buses.

Control Equipment Room Supply System

The CERS is a normally operating safety-related system. It is designed to seismic Category I
requirements and is powered by Class 1E sources. The CERS system maintains design
conditions in the control area HVAC equipment room, diesel area HVAC equipment room,
electrical access inverter area, control equipment room and mezzanine, cable spreading room,
battery rooms and electrical equipment room. It consists of two 100% capacity air handling
units. Each CERS unit includes a fan, chilled water coils, an electric heating coil, 55%
ASHRAE dust spot efficient prefilters, and 80 to 85% ASHRAE dust spot high efficiency
filters. The CERS unit is actuated by manual switches in the main control room. A portion of
the air supplied to the electrical equipment room by the CERS system is transferred to the
battery rooms, which are also directly supplied by the CERS system. The mixed supply air
and transfer air is then exhausted from the battery rooms by an exhaust fan of the CABE
system. All.other supply air is returned to the CERS unit, where it is mixed with a fixed
amount of outside air and then heated or cooled, as required, to maintain the design space
temperatures. The CERS system operates during normal, shutdown, and abnormal plant

! operation, and it is automatically connected to the emergency power supply in the event of a h
LOP to ensure operation of the system.
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/7 Supply air temperature for the CERS unit is controlled by a temperature controller modulating
V the electric heating coil or chiiled water valve. Filter differential pressures and airflow for

each CERS tinit alarm in the main control room. The temperature controller for the heating
and cooling coils and the airflow controllers for modulating the fan's inlet vanes all indicate on
a local control panel.

The chilled water cooling coils in each CERS unit are supplied by the same Chilled Water
Supply System that serves the CRS system. The Chilled Water system is interlocked with the
supply air fan so that the water chiller cannot operate without the fan being energized. Failure
of the operating supply fan is annunciated in the main control room, and it aips its chilled
water system. The standby chilled water and the s+xdby supply air systems then start
automatically. Isolation of control circuits is proviaed between redundant trains to ensure that
the single failure criterion is met.

The CERS unit heating coils have a capacity of 341,300 Btu /hr. The cooling coils have a
design capacity of 3,492,540 Btu /hr. The CERS supply fans are direct drive centrifugal units
capable of flowing air at 65,000 cfm.

3.2.1.19.3 System Interfaces

Control Room Supply System

The CRS fans, heaters, and damper drives are provided with Class IE 480 V AC power.
Control cabinets are provided with 120 V AC power via transformers connected to 480 V AC
MCCs that are supplied from the vital buses. The CRS components are sequenced on to the
vital buses by the Class lE LOP /LOCA sequencers. These components are provided with
power from channels "C" or "D". The CRS units are provided with cooling water from the
Control Area Chilled Water System. Air actuated equipment is provided with
control / instrument air.

The Radiation Monitoring System (RMS) provides input to the CRS to isolate from the outside
air makeup in the event of detected high radiation at me makeup inlet.

Control Room Emergency Filtration System

The CREF fans, heaters, and damper drives are provided with Class IE 480 V AC power.
Control cabinets are provided with 120 V AC control power via transformers on 480 V AC
MCCs. These components are provided power from channels "C" or "D". The CREF
initiates on a LOCA signal or on high radiation signal from the radiation monitoring system.

Control Equipment Room Supply System

f3 The CERS fans, heaters, and damper drives are provided with Class lE 480 V AC power.

V Control cabinet power is supplied by static inverters from the safety-related 120 V AC system.
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These components are provided power from channels "C" or "D". The CERS unit are |

provided with cooling water from the Control Area Chilled Water System. (

3.2.1.19.4 Instrumentation and Control |

Control Room Supply System

One train of the CRS is normally operating with the second train in standby. The operating
return air fan maintains positive pressure to the operating CRS fan suction. To ensure a
positive pressure is maintained in the control room, flow rates are adjusted such that the CRS
fan is providing more air than is being exhausted by the CRRA fans. The CRRA fans are
controlled from the main control room. The CRRA fans trip on a low flow signal after a
30-second time delay. The CRS fans are control!ed from the main control room. CRS fan
flow is automatically controlled by the flow controller located in local panels, A and BC485.
The controller modulates the CRS fan vanes as necessary to maintain the flow at the setpoint.
Flow is measured at the outlet of the air handling unit. Low flow is alarmed in the main
control room and automatically trips the CRS fan after a 15-second time delay.

A trip of the running CRS fan will cause the trip ofits associated CRRA fan, CREF unit fan,
Controlled Area Chilled Water (CACW) pump and chiller, CERS, and SACS Room Cooler
fans. The standby CRS train, chilled water train (i.e., chiller, pump), SACS Room Cooler
fans, CERS fan, and the associated SACS pump will all auto-start.

O
Control room temperature is monitored, and it provides an input to the CRS unit temperature
controller. The temperature controller regulates heating elements or the chilled water flow to

i maintain the controller temperature setpoint. The control room temperature is maintained at a
nominal 760F for personnel comfort and equipment protection.

Control room humidity is monitored and controlled from approximately 40 to 50% for
personnel comfort and equipment protection. Humidity is automatically controlled by the
humidity controller by energizing the humidifier heaters. The humidifier water level is
controlled by a float regulated level control valve. The humidifier heaters are de-energized on
a low levei condition or when the associated CRS fan is not operating.

CRS unit filter differential pressure is monitored and a high DP condition is alarmed in the
main control room. A differential pressure detector monitors the pressure at the inlet of theI

CRS fan relative to the control area pressure on the 155-ft. elevation. This provides an input
to the pressure controllers located in the local panels. The pressure controller modulates the
dampers at the inlet of the CRS unit. A low CRS unit inlet pressure alarm is annunciated in
the main control room. This control adjustment is used to maintain the control room at a
positive pressure relative to adjacent areas. The RMS monitors the CRS makeup at the inlet.
Upon detection of a high rad condition, the CRS makeup isolation dampers close (along with
the control air exhaust dampers). The CRS then operates in conjunction with the CREF to
maintain control room availability.

|

)

|
|
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Control Room Emergency Filtration System

The CREF is normally in a standby condition. It operates in conjunction with the applicable
operating CRS Train. The CREF is initiated on high radiation at the control room air intake
(2E-5 micro curies per cc) and/or LOCA signal (Reactor Vessel Level 1 or drywell pressure at
1.68 psig). The CREF system may also be manually initiated in the main control room by
selecting the CRS/CREF isolate mode.

Flow through the CREF train is monitored at the outlet of the CREF unit. The flow sensor
provides input to the flow controller at the applicable local panel. The flow controller
modulates the CREF fan inlet vanes to maintain an approximate 4000 cfm flow rate. Low
flow is also annunciated in the main control room.

Differential pressure across the CREF unit upstream HEPA filter is monitored and indicated in
the control room. A high DP condition is annunciated in the control room. Airstream
moisture content is monitored upstream of the charcoal filter and provides an input signal to
the CREF humidity controllers located in the applicable local panels. The controllers regulate
the train inlet heater to maintain humidity less than the 70% maximum design humidity for the
charcoal adsorber beds.

The airstream temperature upstream of the charcoal beds is monitored to ensure that the
charcoal temperature remains sufficiently low to preclude ignition. The firewater delugen

V system must be manually started in the event of a charcoal fire. The applicable CREF train is
automatically shut down if the deluge is activated. Loss of airflow in an operating CREF train
automatically trips and isolates the operating train and is alarmed in the control room. Manual
operation is required to start the standby train.

1

Controi Equipment Room Supply System ;

One train of the CERS is normally operming with the second train in standby. The CERS
train flow is measured at the outlet at the CERS unit and is input to the flow controllers in the
applicable local panel. The flow controller modulates the CERS fan inlet vanes to maintain
the desired flowrate. Low flow is annunciated in the main control room. Failure of the
operating supply fan automatically trips the CERS train, associated CACW pumps, CACW
chiller, CRRA fan, CRS fan, and SACS room cooler fans. The standby CERS train and
related chilled water train then are automatically started. ,

l

The airstream temperature is measured at the outlet of the CERS unit and is input to the |
temperature controller at the appropriate local panel. The temperature controller regulates the j
heating elements and chilled water flow to maintain the defined temperature. CERS filter DP |

is monitored and a high DP alarm is annunciated in the main control room.

O
V

l

|
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!3.2.1.19.5 Operator Actions g|
Control Room Supply System

The CRS is controlled from the main control room. The CRS trains may be started automatically
or manually when the trains are switched into the AUTO position. In the event of the failure of ,

an operating train, the standby train will auto-start without requiring operator involvement.

Operator responses to the various alarms associated with CRS are addressed in procedure
HC.OP-AR.ZZ-019(Q). The operator may choose to operate the CRS in a normal or isolate
mode. When the isolate mode is selected, the CRS makeup train is isolated and CREF is started. i

Control Room Emergency Filtration System

The CREF is controlled from the main control room. CREF is a standby system that will auto-
start upon receipt at a LOCA or CRS inlet high radiation signal. In the event that an operating
CREF train trips, the standby train will not automatically start and must be manually started
from the main control room.

Operator response to the various alarms associated with the CREF are addressed in procedure
HC.OP-AR.ZZ-019(Q). The CREF may be operated, at the operators discretion, in the
outside air or recirculation mode. The outside air mode allows the CREF to mix an amount of
outsi6 Cr with the recirculated air for processing and supply to CRS. The recirculation mode
isolates the makeup path from the outside thereby allowing CREF to process only recirculated
air for return to CRS.

Control Equipment Room Supply System

The CERS is controlled from the main control room. The CERS trains may be started
automatically or manually when the trains are switched into the AUTO position. In the event
of the failure of an operating train, the standby train will auto-start without requiring operator
involvement. Operator response to the various alarms associated with CERS are addressed in
procedure HC.OP-AR.ZZ-019(Q).

3.2.1.19.6 Technical Specification Limitations

Control Room Supply System

The CRS is addressed by Technical Specification LCO 3.7.2 by virtue of its vital relationship
to CREF. The CRS involvement in LCO 3.7.2 is discussed below in the CREF section. The
CRS is also addressed by Technical Specification surveillance 4.7.2 by the requirement to
verify the control room temperature is less than or equal to 85'F.

O.
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(3 Control Room Emergency Filtration System

V
Technical Specification LCO 3.7.2 requires the operability of two independent control room
emergency filtration subsystems. Each subsystem consists of one CRS supply unit, one CREF
filtet train, and one control room return air fan. The LCO is applicable in all operational
conditions and when irradiated fuel is being handled in the secondary containment.

In operational conditions 1,2, or 3 and when one CREF subsystem is inoperable, the
inoperable subsystem must be restored to operability in 7 days, or the unit must be placed in
hot shutdown within 12 hours and cold shutdown in the following 24 hours. When both trains
of CREF are inoperable, Technical Specification LCO 3.0.3 applies. If the Limiting
Condition is not met within one hour, action shall be initiated to place the unit in an
operational condition in which the Specification does not apply or achieve hot shutdown in
12 hours and cold shutdown in the following 24 hours.

In operational conditions 4, 5, or when irradiated fuel is being moved in secondary containment
and one CREF subsystem is inoperable, the inoperable subsystem must be restored to operable
status in seven days or the operable subsystem must be started and maintained in the
pressurization / recirculation mode of operation. With both CREF subsystems inoperable, core
alterations must be suspended, and all handling of irradiated fuel in the secondary containment
and operations with a potential for draining the vessel must be suspended.

Control Equipment Room Supply

There are no Technical Specification lequirements or limitations related to CERS.

3.2.1.19.7 Test

Control Room Supply System

No major system tests /surveillances are performed on the CRS other than those required by
Tech Spec.

Control Room Emergency Filter System

No major system tests /surveillances are performed on CREF other than those required by
Tech Spec.

Control Equipment Room Supply System

No major system tests /surveillances are performed on CERS wi9 Technical Spe/:ification LCOs.
1

I

G 1
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3.2.1.19.S System Operation

Control Room Supply System

During normal operations, one train of CRS operates, and the second train is in standby. The
CRRA fan draws 3000 cfm of outside air and 15,500 cfm of recirculated air. The total 18,500
cfm is discharged to the CRS unit which serves to filter, heat, cool and control the humidity of
the supplied air. The CRS unit also houses the CRS fan, which supplies the processed air to
the area mentioned previously. Excess ventilation air is exhausted from the supplied rooms to
the outside atmosphere by the control area exhaust system. Tripping / loss of a CRS fan will
cause a trip of the associated CRRA fan, CREF unit fan, CACW pump, CACW chiller,
CERS, and SACS Room Cooler fans. The standby CRS train, chilled water train (i.e.,
chiller, pump), SACS Room Cooler fans, CERS fan and the associated SACS pump will all
auto-start. Under certain conditions, the CRS operates in an isolation mode in conjunction
with CREF. Operation of the CRS in this mode is discussed below.

Control Room Emergency Filtration System

During normal station operation, the CREF is in a standby mode. Upon receipt of Reactor
Vessel LOCA Level 1 signal, high drywell pressure signal or CRS air intake high radiation
signal, the CRS enters the isolation mode, and the CREF is auto-started. The isolation mode
may also be manually selected from the main control room.

O
The CRS isolates by the closing of the normal outside air intake isolation dampers.
Additionally, the control area exhaust fans are tripped and the exhaust isolation dampers
closed. The applicable CREF train then starts to run in conjunction with the operating CRS
train. The CREF may be operated in the outside air mode or in the recirculation mode at the
discretion of the operator.

In the outside air mode, the CREF processes 4000 cfm of air. Three thousand is drawn from the
suction of the CRRA fan and 1000 cfm is drawn from outside air via the CREF makeup train.

The air is processed through the CREF unit low efficiency filters, the HEPA filters, and
charcoal adsorbers. The processed air is then provided to the inte, of the CRS units along with

! the 14,500 cfm of recirculated air, thus maintaining a total flow of 18,500 cfm. Since the
control area exhaust trains have been isolated, the only air loss is due to outleakage, and the

,

| control room will therefore be pressurized to prevent possible infiltration of contaminated air.

The recirculation mode is manually selected by the operator. Operation in the recirculation
mode is required if smoke and/or toxic gases are detected in the air supply. When operating in
the recirculation mode, the CREF makeup train from the outside air is isolated. The CREF
unit then processes 4000 cfm of air drawn from the suction of the CRRA fan. The processed
air is provided to the inlet of the CRS units for processing, along with the 14,500 cfm of
recirculated air, thus maintaining a total flow of 18,500 cfm. In the recirculation mode, there
is no makeup, and room pressurization cannot be maintained. Control room pressure will then g
equalize. Room air infiltration then minimized by the room design features which reduce
infiltration.
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Control Equipment Room Supply System

During normal operation, one train of CERS is in operation, and the second train is in
standby. Failure of the operating supply fan automatically trips the CERS train, associated
CACW pump, CACW chiller, CRRA fan, CRS fan, and SACS Room Cooler fan. This
failure initiates an auto start of the standby CERS train, associated CACW pump, CACW
chiller, CRRA fan, and SACS Room Cooler fans. CERS operates in this manner under all
plant conditions, and it is loaded to the vital buses for operation during a LOP.

During operation, the CERS mixes recirculated air with outside makeup air for supply to the
serviced areas. The system is designed to draw 5000 cfm of outside air to combine with
54,500 cfm of recirculated air. Approximately 3500 cfm of the supplied air is exhausted by

| Non-Class 1E ventilation systems. This mode of operation serves to maintain a slight positive
pressure in the serviced areas.

3.2.1.19.9 System Fault Tree
i

3.2.1.19.9.1 Description

Simplified diagrams of the CERS, CREF/CRS and CRS are shown in Figures 3.2-19a,3.2-
19b, and 3.2-19c, respectively.

3(V Control Room Supply System

The CRS system includes a normally operating train and a redundant standby train. A single
tree adequately addresses the normal operation of this system. Under LOCA conditions, CRS
operates in conjunction with CREF, and therefore, a separate tree was constructed for CREF
that includes the CRS contribution.

Control Room Emergency Filtration System

The CREF system is normally in standby with the train associated with the running CRS train
'

capable of auto initiation and the second train available for manual initiation. A single tree
adequately addresses the expected operation of this unit. Under LOCA conditions, the CREF
operates in conjunction with the CRS. Therefore, the CREF Fault Tree includes this particular
operating condition of CRS.

Control Equipment Room Ventilation System

The CERS system includes a normally operating train and a redundant standby train. A single
tree adequately addresses the normal operation of the system. The tree reflects a running train
with the standby train auto-starting upon failure of the operating train, j

O
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3.2.L19.9.2 System Fault Tree Success / Failure Criteria

Control Room Supply System !

!
The CRS system includes two independent 100% capacity trains, thus providing 100%

'

redundancy. To successfully fill its support function, one train must operate to provide air
circulation and processing. This requires the operability of the CRS train dampers, and all
associated fans (i.e., CERS fan, etc.) in the ventilation loop to establish the proper flow path.

Control Room Emergency Filter System

The CREF system includes two 100% capacity trains, thus providing 100% redundancy. One
train will normally be capable of auto-initiation to operate in conjunction with the running
CRS train, while the other train must be manually started if it is needed. To successfully
fulfill its function, one CREF train must operate with its related CRS train in the isolate mode
of CRS. Success will require either Scenario A or B below.

A. Initiation signal (LOCA or CRS inlet high rad signal is received)
- CRS train continues to operate,
- Chilled water train continues to operate,
- CRS train isolates from outside
- CREF train auto-starts and aligns to the CRS train.
- CERS train continues to operate.

B. Operator manually initiates the standby CREF train,
- Standby CRS and chilled water trains auto-start,
- CRS train remains isolated from outside air,
- CREF train aligns to the CRS train.

Control Equipment Room Supply System

The CERS system includes two 100% capacity trains, thus providing 100% redundancy. One
train is normally operating while the second train is in standby and will autostart upon the loss
of the first train. To succeed in fill its support function, one train of CERS must operate to
provide air circulation and processing.

3.2.1.19.9.3 Assumptions

Control Room Supply System

1. High and low efficiency filters in a single CRS unit were modeled as a single filter.
'

! 2. Fire protection dampers were not modeled since they were included in the fire
protection evaluation. g
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l
1

3. Manual balancing dampers were not modeled since it was assumed they were correctlypd positioned during system balancing and there are no requirements to reposition them.

4. Humidifiers were not modeled since they are primarily for personnel comfort; failure
would not seriously affect equipment or personnel over a reasonable period of time.

Control Room Emergency Filtration System

1. Upstream low efficiency and HEPA filters for a single unit were modeled as a single
filter since the plugging of either one will restrict airflow. The downstream HEPA j
filter was separately modeled since it may be exposed to additional contamination from ;

the charcoal filters.
;

2. Manual balancing dampers were not modeled since it was assumed that they were
properly positioned during system balancing, and there is no requirement to reposition
the dampers.

3. The CREF charcoal adsorber fire' deluge system was ignored for this model. Operation
of the deluge system requires opening of the automatic valves along with the opening of
normally closed manual isolation valves. Therefore, unavailability due to inadvertent
deluge is considered insignificant.

4. CREF initiation on high CRS inlet radiation is assumed to be part of the component
ICC faults. ,

5. Little unavailability documentation could be located for charcoal adsorbers. IEEE lists
a failure rate at 1.6E-6, but did not document which failure modes were included.
Therefore, the failure rate of 1.0E-5/ hour was assumed for plugging of normal filters.

Control Equipment Room Supply

1. High and low efficiency filters contained in a single unit were modeled as a single filter.

2. Fire protection dampers were not modeled since they were included in the fire
protection evaluation.

3. Manual balancing dampers were not modeled since it is assumed that they were correctly
positioned during system balancing, and there are no requirements to reposition them.

3.2.1.19.10 References

1. Hope Creek Generating Station UFSAR Sections 7.3.1.1.7 and Section 9.4.1,

2. " Hope Creek Generating Station Licensed Operator Systems," Lesson Plan Number
302HC-000.00-096A-01. Public Service Electric and Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge, !

NJ, May 25,1988. |
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3. " Hope Creek Generating Station Technical Specifications 3.7.2." Public Service i

Electric and Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge, NJ, July 1986. |

4. Public Service Electric and Gas Company Operating Procedures
OP-ST.GK-002 Rev. 2
OP-ST.GK-001 Rev. 3
OP-AR.GK-001 Rev. O
OP-AR.GM-001 Rev. O
OP-SO.GK-001(Q)
OP-SO.GJ-001(Q)
OP-AR.ZZ-019(Q)

5. Public Service Electric and Gas Drawings
M-78-1 Rev.14 (UFSAR Fig. 9.4-1)
M-89-1 Rev.19 (UFSAR Fig. 9.4-2)
M-85-1 Rev. 09 (UFSAR Fig. 9.4-15)
E-0018-1 Rev. 2
E-0019-1 Rev.1
E-0020-1 Rev. 3
E-0023-1 Rev.10
H-89-0 (UFSAR Figure 7.3-16)
H-90-0 (UFS AR Figure 7.3-23)
H-90-1 (UFSAR Figure 9.2-15) h

3.2.1.20 Service Water Intake Structure Ventilation Systems

3.2.1.20.1 System Function

The Service Water Intake Structure Ventilation Systems include two independent systems, the
Intake Structure Ventilation System and the Traveling Screen Motor Room Ventilation System.

Intake Structure Ventilation System

The function of the Intake Structure Ventilation System is to maintain the appropriate design
ambient temperatures in the SSW pump bays.

1

Traveling Screen Motor Room Ventilation System

The function of the Traveling Screen Motor Room Ventilation System is to maintain the
appropriate design ambient iemperature in the traveling screen motor room.

O
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3.2.1.20.2 System Descriptions

Intake Structure Ventilation System

The Intake Structure Ventilation System is an Engineered Safety Feature System (ESF), is
powered by Class 1E sources, and is designed to seismic Category 1.

This system is composed of two subsystems, each subsystem supplying one of two station |
service water pump bays. Each subsystem includes two 100% capacity redundant trains to i

supply cooling makeup air and recirculation. Each train includes a supply and exhaust f
vaneaxial fan, each capable of moving 60,000 cfm.

For each subsystem, both trains are normally in an auto-standby mode, with both trains
actuated on high room temperature. The temperature switches are adjusted for 93 F on one
train and 97 F for the second train.

For the operation of a train, outside air is mixed with recircuhted air via variable setting
dampers to maintain pump bay temperature at less than 86 F (less than 90 F for the redundant
train). The fans will auto-stop at a room temperature of less than 81.7 F (less than 85.7 F for

the redundant train).

High and low room temperatures and low flow conditions are annunciated on local panels and

J transmitted to the main control room as a common trouble alarm. If a running supply or exhaust
fan indicates low airflow, both supply and exhaust fans are auto-stopped. The redundant supply
and exhaust fans will auto-start when room temperature exceeds the temperature switch setpoint.

Electric unit heaters are also located at various locations in the bay to provide winter shutdown
freeze protection. However, the unit heaters are not required if at least one pump is in operation.

Traveling Screen Motor Room Ventilation System

The Traveling Screen Motor Room Ventilation System is an Engineered Safety Feature System
(ESF), is powered by Class IE sources, and is designed to seismic Category 1.

This system is composed of two 100% capacity trains, each supplying the single traveling
screen motor room. Each train is composed of proportioning dampers and single vaneaxial,
6000 cfm fans.

One train will normally be in operation, with the proportioning dampers modulating to mix
outside air with recirculated air to maintain room temperature. Low flow on the operating
train will auto-start the redundant train.

Room high and low temperatures and low flow conditions are annunciated on a local panel and

q) transmitted to the main control room as a common trouble alarm.

*
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Electric unit heaters are also located in the traveling screen motor room to provide winter
shutdown freeze protection. However, the unit heaters are not required if the traveling screens
are in operation.

3.2.1.20.3 System Interfaces

Intake Structure Ventilation System

The supply and exhaust fans and damper drives for the Intake Structure Ventilation System are
powered by Clar 'S 480 VAC sources.

120 VAC control instrumentation power is taken from the same Class lE 480 VAC buses via
transformers.

Traveling Screen Motor Room Ventilation System

The Traveling Screen Motor Room Ventilation System fans and damper drives are powered by
Class IE 480 VAC sources. 120 VAC control / instrumentation power is taken from the same

Class 1E 480 VAC buses via transformers.

3.2.1.20.4 Instrumentation and Control

Intake Structure Ventilation System h
Each subsystem and train of the Intake Structure Ventilation System is controlled from local
panels. The train may be actuated manually or automatically. When in automatic, the fan in
the lead train of each subsystem will auto-start when room temperature reaches 8'/. F and will
auto-stop when room temperature falls below 74.5*F. The Me trature switches for the
redundant train are set to auto-start the fans at 99 F and to aute , top the fans at 91.5 F.

The dampers reposition automatically on fan starts and stops. While the fans are operating,
the dampers automatically modulate to mix outside air and recirculated air to maintain room
temperature at 84 F. Above 84 F,100% outside air is used.

Room high-low temperature switches annunciate on local panels and thereby activate a common
trouble alarm in the main control room. A low flow alarm on the operating train similarly causesj

I a local panel trouble alarm and a common trouble alarm in the main control room.

(
Low flow indication on the operating train causes the supply fans and the associated exhaust

i

fan to stop. The standby train will auto-start when its high temperature setpoint is reached.

Traveling Screen Motor Room Ventilation System

Both trains of the Traveling Screen Motor Room Ventilation System are controlled from local
panels. One train is normally operating with the second train in standby.

|
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n During operation of the train, the dampers automatically reposition to mix outside air with

C) recirculated air in order to maintain room temperature at the desired level.

High and low room temperatures are annunciated on a local panel, and they are transmitted to
the main control room as a common trouble alarm. Low room temperature is alarmed at 600F
and high temperature is alarmed at 104*F.

Low flow on a running fan is annunciated on a local panel and is transmitted to the main
control room as a common trouble alarm. The low flow condition also stops the operating fan
and auto-starts the standby fan.

3.2.1.20.5 Operator Actions

Intake Structure Ventilation System

When placing the Intake Structure Ventilation System in service, all supply and exhaust fans
are placed in the auto position. The operator verifies that the thermostatic controls for the
dampers are properly set. These actions are addressed in Procedure HC.OP-SO.GQ-001,
Service Water Intake Structure Ventilation System Operation.

Operator response to the main control room common trouble alarm for intake structure HVAC is i

addressed in Procedure HC.OP-AR.ZZ-001. HC.OP-AR.ZZ-001 directs the operator to Panel lp
(j 1EC581 and to respond to the situation in accordance with Procedure HC.OP-AR.GQ-001.

|Traveling Screen Motor Room Ventilation System

When placing the Traveling Screen Motor Room Ventilation System in service, one fan / train
is placed in the run mode while the second fan / train is placed in an auto-standby mode. These
actions are addressed in Procedure HC.OP-SO.GQ-001, Service Water Intake Structure
Ventilation System Operation.

Operator response to the main control room common trouble alarm for intake structure HVAC is
addressed in Procedure HC.OP-AR.ZZ-001. HC.OP-AR.ZZ-001 directs the operator to Panel
1EC581 and to respond to the situation in accordance with Procedure HC.OP-AR.GQ-001.

3.2.1.20.6 Technical Specification Limitations

Intake Structure Ventilation System

There are no Technical Specification requirements or limitations directly affecting the Intake
Structure Ventilation System. However, operability of the Intake Structure Ventilation System
may affect the operability of the SSWS,
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Traveling Screen Motor Room Ventilation System O.
There are no Technical Specification requirements or h;nitations directly affecting the
Traveling Screen Motor Room Ventilation System. However, operability of the Traveling
Scrwa Motor Room Ventilation System may affect the operability of the SSWS.

3.2.1.20.7 Testing

Intake Structure Ventilation System

The Intake Structure Ventilation System is a normally operating system. There are no routine
system tests performed on this system. However, periodic preventive maintenance is performed
at a 1 to 3 year frequency. The operation of the system is tested following this maintenance.

Traveling Screen Motor Room Ventilation System

The Traveling Screen Motor Room Ventilation System is a normally operating system. There are
no routine system tests performed on this system. However, periodic preventive maintenance is
performed at a 1 to 3 year frequency. The operation of the system is tested following this
maintenance.

3.2.1.20.8 System Operation

O
Intake Structure Ventilation System

Normal operation at the Intake Structure Ventilation System is for both trains of both
subsystems to be in standby operation.

One train of each subsystem is set to have the associated fans auto-start at 82 F and auto-stop at
74.5 F. The dampers for this train automatically reposition to maintain an 84 F room temperature.

The second train of each subsystem is set to have the associated fans auto-start at 99 F and
auto-stop at 91.5 F. The dampers for this train automatically reposition to provide 100%

| outside air above 84 F room temperature.

A low flow condition on the operating train will trip the associated fans after a 20-second time delay.

Traveling Screen Motor Room Ventilation System

Normal operation of the Traveling Screen Motor Room Ventilation System is for one train to be
in operation with the second train to be in standby.

During train operation, the associated dampers automatically reposition to mix outside air and
recirculated air, maintaining room temperature between 620F and 1040F.

|
Low flow on the operating train will auto-start the standby train and trip the operating train. !
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3.2.1.20.9 System Fault TreeQ'G
3.2.1.20.9.1 Description

Intake Structure Ventilation System

The Intake Structure Ventilation System includes two subsystems. Each subsystem is
comprised of two redundant trains and serves a single pump bay. To support the equipment in
each of the pump bays, each subsystem must be operable. For a subsystem to be operable,
one train of the two trains must be operable. A simplified diagram of the system is shown in
Figure 3.2-20a. !

|

A separate fault tree was prepared for each pump bay to accurately reflect the missions of the
two independent subsystems of the Intake Structure Ventilation System. Each tree reflects the
operability requirement for the intake and exhaust fans to move the air, the makeup inlet air
damper to open to supply cooler air, and the exhaust damper to be open to provide the flow
path out of the rcam.

Traveling Screen Motor Room Ventilation System |

|

The Traveling Screen Motor Room Ventilation System includes two 100% capacity trains. To

n complete its function as a support system, one of two trains must be operable. For a train to

V be operable, the fan and associated dampers must be functional and operate to control the room
temperature within the desired range.

The exhaust backdraft damper is shared between the two trains.

3.2.1.20.9.2 Success and Failure Criteria

Intake Structure Ventilation System

A simplified drawing of the Intake Structure Ventilation System is shown in Figure 3.2-20a.
The two subsystems of the Intake Structure Ventilation System each support different SSW
pump bays. In order to adequately reflect this configuration, separate trees were prepared for
the subsystems. For success as a support system, both subsystems must be operable with at least
one train operable in each subsystem. Each operable train requires the intake and exhaust fans
to start and run, the power operated dampers to reposition to establish a flow path and provide
makeup air, and the backdraft dampers to open.

Traveling Screen Motor Room Ventilation System

A simplified drawing of the Traveling Screen Motor Room Ventilation System is shown in
Figure 3.2-20b. To complete its function as a support system, one of two trains of the

pd Traveling Screen Motor Room Ventilation System must be operable during all modes of unit'

operation. An operable train requires a fan to run, the power operated dampers to reposition
to establish a flow path and to provide makeup air, and the common backdraft damper to open.
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3.2.1.20.9.3 Assumptions |

Intake Structure Ventilation System !
l

1. Tornado dampers were not modeled since they are associated with external events only.

2. Room heaters were not modeled since the UFSAR states that they are not necessary if a
pump is in operation.

3. Manual dampers were not modeled since it is assumed that they were properly
positioned during system balancing and that there is no periodic repositioning of the
dampers.

4. Recirculation was vot modeled. Recirculation is only to help keep the room
temperatures from tilling too low. This mode is redundant as the following
considerations would keep the room temperature at an acceptable level:

a. The fans auto-cycle off when room temperature falls below 74.5*F for
the lead train and 91.5 F for the standby train,

b. Room / area heaters are set to operate when the room temperature drops
below 60*F.

O
c. The room temperature is monitored and alarmed when the low

temperature setpoint is reached.

5. Dampers TD9773Al through D1 include two hydraulic operators for damper operation.
Since both operators are required and the tree failure data is for failure of hydraulic
dampers, no special modeling or data manipulation was considered necessary.

Traveling Screen Motor Room Ventilation System

1. Tornado dampers were not modeled since they are associated with external events only.

2. Room heaters were not modeled since the UFSAR states they are not necessary if a
traveling screen is in operation.

3.2.1.20.10. Reference

1. Hope Creek Generating Station UFSAR Section 9.4.7.

2. Public Service Electric and Gas Company Operating Procedures:
HC.OP-SO.EA-001

hHC.OP-SO.EP-001
HC.OP-IS.EA-001 THROUGH 004
HC.OP-IS.EA-101 AND 102
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2. |p/ Public Service Electric and Gas Company Operating Procedures (Continued):
%. HC.OP-IS.EP-001 THROUGH 104

HC.OP-ST.EA-002
HC.OP-AB.ZZ-122
HC.OP-SO-GQ-001B
HC.OP-AR.ZZ-001
HC.OP-AR.GQ-001

,

,

3. Public Service Electric and Gas Drawings
'

' M81-0 1

M95-0 Rev.13
R0022-1 |

3.2.1.21 Eauipment Area Cooline System (EACS)

3.2.1.21.1 System Function

The Equipment Area Cooling System (EACS) is an engineered safeguard ventilation system
that provides standby supplementary cooling to pump rooms, where normal ventilation
requirements would be excessive, in order to relieve the equipment heat gain. The EACS is an
independent subsystem of the Reactor Building Ventilation System (RBVS).

3.2.1.21.2 System Description

Each pump room is provided with two full-capacity unit coolers. The coolers consist of a
vaneaxial fan and a SACS water cooling coil, except for the SACS pump rooms which are
provided with chilled water cooling coils. Each unit is also provided with an independent
room temperature sensing instrumentation train. One unit cooler runs while the other one is in
standby, The EACS units are safety-related components designed to Seismic Category 1 and
are powered by Class 1E sources.

General Design

Both EACS units in an ECCS pump compartment will normally be in standby operation with
one unit in an auto-lead mode. The unit in the auto-lead mode will auto-start on a room
nominal temperature of 110*F. The second unit will auto-start at a nominal 115'F room
temperature. A low airflow condition on a running EACS unit will cause an auto-start of the
second unit. A simplified diagram of the SACS room 4309 (4307) EACS is shown in Figure
3.2-21a. Figure 3.2-21b is the simplified diagram for the HPCI room 4111 EACS. The
RCIC room 4110 EACS is shown in Figure 3.2-21c. Figure 3.2-21d is the simplified diagram
for the RHR room 4113 (4114) EACS, and Figure 3.2-21e is the simplified diagram for RHR
Room 4107 (4109) EACS, Figure 3.2-21fis the simplified diagram for the CS room 4118
(4116) EACS. CS roem 4104 (4105) EACS is shown in Figure 3.2-21g.

O,
The EACS units are located in the IICGS pump rooms as shown in Table 3.2-1.

|
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j Component Description g
RHR Pump Room Unit Coolers

'

Each RHR pump room is provided with two full-capacity unit coolers, each consisting of a
SACS water cooling coil and a direct-connected motor-driven fan. Each RHR pump room
cooler has a cooling capacity of 448,500 BTU /hr and an air flow rating of 30,000 CFM.

CS Pump Room Unit Coolers

Each CS pump room is provided with two full-capacity unit coolers, each consisting of a
SACS '. vater cooling coil and a direct-connected motor-driven fan. Each CS pump room

-

cooler has a cooling capacity of 269,150 BTU /hr and an air flow rating of 18,000 CFM.

HPCI Pump Room Unit Coolers

The HPCI pump room is provided with two full-capacity unit coolers, each consisting of a
SACS water cooling coil and a direct-connected raotor-driven fan. Each HPCI pump room
cooler has a cooling capacity of 269,150 BTU /hr and an air flow rating of 18,000 CFM.

RCIC Pump Room Unit Coolers

The RCIC pump room is provided with two full-capacity unit coolers, each consisting of a h
SACS water cooling coil and a direct-connected motor-driven fan. Each RCIC pump room
cooler has a cooling capacity of 119,600 BTU /hr and an air flow rating of 8,000 CFM.

SACS Pump Room Unit Coolers

Each SACS pump room is provided with two full-capacity unit coolers, each consisting of a
chilled water cooling coil and a direct-connected motor-driven fan. Each SACS pump room
cooler has a cooling capacity of 485,000 BTU /hr and an air flow rating of 12,000 CFM.

3.2.1.21.3 System Interfaces

Electrical

The power supply for all EACS units originates from 480 VAC vital buses. Table 3.2-2
indicates the vital bus associated with each EACS unit. Each EACS cooler has its own
tempe:ature sensing and controlling circuitry. Power to the EACS unit control cabinets is
supplied via the 125 VDC system as is shown in Table 3.2-2. Control power for the isolation
valves controlling SACS flow to individual coolers is part of the temperature sensing / initiation
control circuitry. The valves are designed to fail open on a loss of control power.

O
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Component Cooling

The cooling supply for the SACS pump room EACS units is from the Auxiliary Building
Control Area Chilled Water Systems. Water circulates through the coolers whenever the
associated chilled water loop is in service, i.e., there is no flow control valve associated with
the water supply. |

The cooling supply for the remaining EACS units is from SACS. SACS flow to individual coolers
is permitted by an open/ closed isolation valve during operation of the associated EACS unit.

Control
I

Each EACS cooler unit has its own temperature sensing and controlling circuitry. Valve
control is part of the temperature sensing / initiation control circuit.

Ihicumatic

The EACS cooling units' SACS flow isolation valves use control air for motivation, and are
designed to fail to the open :sition of a loss of control air.

3.2.1.21.4 Instrumentation and Control

OQ System Actuation

The individual EACS units include their own temperature sensing / actuation circuits, including
individual temperature switches. When both room units are in the auto-mode, the lead cooler
starts automatically when the room temperature exceeds a nominal 110 F, and the
standby / lagging cooler will automatically start at a nominal 115 F. If a low airflow condition
occurs in the running lead cooler, the standby cooler automatically starts and an alarm is
annunciated in the main control room.

Control

During operation of the EACS room coolers, essentially no manual control is necessary. The
individual EACS units start automatically and continue to run as long as necessary to control
room temperatures. If automatic actuation of the units fails, or if a unit trips, manual controls
for the EACS units are located on local control panels AC281, BC281, CC281, and DC 281 in
the reactor building. .

1

With the exception of the SACS pump room EACS units, the unit initiation circuitry also l
causes the cooling flow control valve to open permitting SACS water to flow through the !
respective cooler. These flow control valves fail open upon loss of control power or control )
air. The SACS pump room EACS units do not incorporate coolant flow control valves.

l
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Interlocks

SACS pump room unit coolers AVH214 and BVH214 are interlocked to operate in auto only
if chilled water pump AP400 is in service. SACS pump room unit coolers, CVH214 and
DVH214, are interlocked to operate in Auto only if chilled water pump BP400 is in service.

Instrumentation and Annunciators

Any alarm, such as a centrol switch out of position or a fan stopped due to low flow, will
actuate a control room overhead alarm and a computer alarm. Should an EACS pump's room
temperature exceed 150*F, an alarm will be actuated in the main control room.

3.2.1.21.5 Operator Actions

When placing the EACS units in service, both units associated with an ECCS pump room are
made available for operation. One unit is switched into the Auto-lead position and the other is
placed in the Auto position.

Operator response to control room alarms associated with the EACS units is addressed in the
alarm response procedures.

3.2.1.21.6 Technical Specification Limitations

O
There are no Technical Specification limitations or surveillances associated with the EACS;
however, the operability of the systems cooled by the EACS coolers could be affected by the
operability of the coolers.

3.2.1.21.7 Testing

On an 18 month basis, each EACS units is functionally tested for proper auto initiation of the
room coolers and associated SACS valves. This is performed by utilizing a heat gun (or
equivalent) to blow hot air over the temperature switches and to verify that the fan starts and
the coolant flow valves open.

Preventive maintenance of the EACS units is limited to lubrication of the motor bearings,
general visual inspection of the unit and calibration of the temperature sensors. Bearing
lubrication and unit visual inspections are performed on an 18-month basis. Calibration of the
temperature sensors is performed un a six-month basis and requires the outage of the

|

associated EACS unit.

3.2.1.21.8 System Operation
!

Each ECCS pump room contains two EACS unit coolers. All EACS unit coolers are normally
in a standby auto condition. When placing the system in service, the operator places one
EACS unit in an auto-lead mode for each ECCS pump room. The second EACS unit in each
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p ECCS pump room is put into auto-mode. In this configuration, the lead unit auto starts at a

( nomina' room temperature of 110 F. The second unit will auto-start at a nominal temperature
'

of 115*F.

Operation based on room temperature is normal for all plant modes. The EACS units are
sequenced on to the vital buses during a LOP.

.

3.2.1.21.9 System Fault Tree

3.2.1.21.9.1 Description

A separate fault tree was constructed for the pair of EACS units in each ECCS pump room.
This was done to reflect the various independent support functions for the EACS system.

To function, each EACS unit must have 480 VAC power,125 VDC power, and a supply of
cooling water (chilled water for SACS pump room units, SACS coolant for all other EACS units).

3.2.1.21.9.2 Success and Failure Criteria

The EACS system was broken down into 12 subsystems for the purpose of fault tree
generation. Each subsystem consists of the two EACS units in a given ECCS pump room. In
order to fulfill its function as a support system, at least one EACS unit in a given ECCS pump

O,, ' room must be operational. To be operational, the EACS unit fan must start and run, coolant
flow must be available from chilled water or SACS (as appropriate), and the actuation
instrumentation must provide the start signal.

3.2.1.21.9.3 Assumptions

1. Air flow sensing instrumentation was not considered /modeled since the redundant EACS
unit will start on high room temperature regardless of flow status on the lead unit.

2. Loss of control power or control air to the coolant flow control solenoid valves was not
modeled since the flow control valves fail open en loss of control power or control air.
Loss of control power for the start signal for the pumps was modeled.

3. Manual SACS and chilled water flow isolation valves were not modeled since both are
second verification required systems. Therefore, proper valve positioning is verified
when any valve positioning / repositioning is performed.

4. Recirculation was not modeled for either an idle train or an operating train failing and,

the backup train starting. Either case would require a backdraft damper failing to
close, a hydraulic operator flow control damper (fan inlet) failing to close (fails closed
on loss of power), and either a second backdraft damper failing to close or a

q) hydraulically operated valve failing to close (fails closed on loss of power).
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3.2.1.21.10 References

1. Hope Creek Generating Station UFSAR Section 9.4.2.

2. " Hope Creek Generating Station Licensed Operator Systems," Lesson Plan Number
302H-000.00H-042-08. Public Service Electric and Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge,
NJ, March 16, 1993.

3. Public Service Electric and Gas Company Operating Procedures
OP-SO.GR-001, Reactor Building Ventilation System Operation. '

OP-FT.ZZ-001, EACS Rm Clr Funct. Test 18 months.
OP. AR.ZZ-018

4. Public Sen* ice Electric and Gas Drawings
M-76-1 ?tev.16
M-83-1 luv.19
M-84-1, Sh 1, Rev. 22 1

M-84-1, S't. 2, Rev. O
M-11-1, Sh.1, Rev. 25
M-11-1, Sh. 2, Rev.19
M-11-1, Sh. 3, Rev.18
M-11-1, Sh. 4, Rev. 0

0
E-0020-1, Sh.1, Rev.11
E-0020-1, Sh. 2, Rev. 9
E-0021-1, Sh.1, Rev.13
E-0021-1, Sh. 2, Rev.12
E-0021-1, Sh. 3, Rev.11
E-0021-1, Sh. 4, Rev.14
E-0021-1, Sh. 5, Rev.11
E-0021-1, Sh. 6, Rev.13

3.2.1.22 Primary Contninment Instrument Gas System (PCIGS)

3.2.1.22.1 System Function

The PCIGS provides a continuous supply of compressed gas to pneumatic valves, including the
safety / relief valves (SRVs), in the drywell. If a LOCA were to occur, the PCIGS would
supply compressed gas to the MSIV sealing system as well. PCIG is not required for a safe
plant shutdown. PCIG is required for long-term pneumatic operation of the SRVs. Loss of
PCIGS will not affect the high steam pressure actuation of the SRVs.

O
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O 3.2.1.22.2 System Description
V

General Design

The PCIGS consists of two skid-mounted compressors that take suction from the drywell
atmosphere (inerted) and supply gas to two normally connected supply headers. The
compressors operate in a lead-lag mode, such that the lead compressor operates as needed to
maintain system pressure.

Flow Path

After passing through filters and dryers, the gas is carried to its loads via " A" and "B"
headers. Suction for the compressors is from the containment atmosphere except following a
LOCA when suction is switched to the reactor building atmosphere. A cross-over from the
IAS system is available, if needed.

Component Descriptions

The PCIGS compressors are belt-driven, positive displacement compressors with a capacity of
35 scfm at 105 psig. The compressors are driven by 15 HP motors, powered from 480V,
Class 1E motor control centers. Lubrication is self-contained, and cooling is supplied by the

p Safety Auxiliaries Cooling System (SACS). Therefore, the Class 1E power and SACS cooling

V are the only required support systems. Under normal conditions, the compressors operate in
the lead / lag mode. One compressor operates as needed to charge the receivers, and the second
compressor starts only in the event oflow receiver pressure. The compressors are switched
from lead to lag periodically to equalize hours of operation.

3.2.1.22.3 System Interfaces

The PCIGS requires power from the Class 1E AC system and cooling from SACS, No other
systems are directly connected to the PCIGS, although this system is backed up by the IAS.
Primary Containment Isolation System (PCIS) may cause isolation of PCIG System valves.

,

3.2.1.22.4 Instrumentation and Control

During normal operation, one compressor is in the lead mode. This compressor starts when
the receiver pressure drops to 90 psig (receivers are connected), and shuts off when the
receiver pressure reaches 105 psig. The second compressor will statt if receiver pressure
drops to 85 psig. In the manual mode of operation, the compressors may be started, but they
do not respond to receiver pressure control. The compressors trip when receiver pressure
reaches 120 psig.

(O
V
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The PCIGS compressors will trip on: g
- Low oil pressure,
- High oil temperature,
- High air temperature,
- High water temperature,
- High gas inlet temperature (to the compressor),
- Low SACS water flow,
- High pressure,
- Loss of Power, and
- LOCA Level 1 signal.

3.2.1.22.5 Operator Actions

The PCIGS system is normally operating. The only operator actions modeled are:

Op fails to reset PCIGS after LOCA or LOP - The PCIGS system trips following a LOCA or
LOP. The operator must reset the system in order for successful operation.

Op fails to align for IAS backup - IAS may be used as a backup to PCIGS, but requires the
operator to open valve HV-5125.

3.2.1.22.6 Technical Specification Limitations

There are no Technical Specifications that are directly related to the PCIGS. However,
several systems which relate to the PCIGS are covered by Technical Specifications. These
systems include:

- MISV Sealing System,
-Isolation Actuation Instrumentation,
- Primary Containment Isolation Valves,
- Primary Containment Penetration Conductor Overcurrent, and
- Protective Devices.

3.2.1.22.7 Testing

While at power, the following In-Service tests are performed:

Primary Containment Instrument Gas Subsystem A(B) Valves In-Service Test*

HC.OP-IS.KL-0101(Q)
HC.OP-IS.KL-0102(Q)

Inboard (Outboard) MSIV Sealing System Valves - In-Service Test*

HC.OP-IS.KP-0101(Q) h,
HC.OP-IS.KP-0103(Q)
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3.2.1.22.8 System Operation

Normal Operation

During normal operation, the compressors operate in the lead / lag mode. One compressor
operates as needed to charge the receivers, and the second compressor comes on only in the
event oflow receiver pressure. The compressors are switched from lead to lag periodically to
equalize hours of operation.

Abnormal Operation

A LOCA (Ixvel 1) signal will trip the compressors. Before restarting the compressors, it is
necessary for the operator to open reactor building air suction valves HV-5160A and HV-5160B
to provide suction for the compressors. The compressors may then be started by overriding or
clearing the LOCA signal. The isolation valves (5126A and 5152A for Header A,5126B and
5152A for Header B) must also be reopened following a LOCA signal. A LOCA signal also
closes the cross-tie valves 5156A and B; these valves cannot be reopened. A LOCA signal
thus separates the two trains of PCIGS and prevents IAS from being used as a backup.

After a LOP, it is necessary for the operator to reset the Safety Lockout after power has been
|

restored. This automatically starts the compressor if it is in the automatic mode. After reset
and restoration, the compressors operate normally according to their original mode.

3.2.1.22.9 System Fault Tree
,

3.2.1.22.9.1 Description |
1
|

The fault tree for PCIGS is a simplified logic model consisting of the major components and
their support systems. The PCIGS is required for the long-term pneumatic operation of the
Safety / Relief Valves. The safety function of steam pressure actuated lift is not affected by the
loss of the PCIGS. The simplified system diagram for PCIGS is shown in Figure 3.2-22.

3.2.1.22.9.2 Success / Failure Criteria

The success of the PCIGS requires that gas be supplied to the PCIGS header. There are two
fault trees, one for each PCIGS Header. For each header, failure occurs if both compressor
trains fail and the connection to the instrument air system fails.

3.2.1.22.9.3 Assumptions

1. The PCIGS compressors data includes the aftercooler and moisture separator and
associated equipment.

2. PCIGS compressor AK-202 was assumed to be the lead compressor and is thus not
subject to a test and maintenance failure. Compressor AK-202 was modeled with a
fail-to-start failure, because the lead compressor starts only when needed. |
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3. The instrument gas receivers were not modeled.

4. Plugging of the dryers is modeled. No data was found for the failure rate of this
failure mechanism, so the failure rate of filter plugging (IE-5/hr) was used, divided by
a factor of 10 (= 1E-6/hr). This reduction was used because the plugging of a dryer is
expected to be significantly less likely than the plugging of a filter.

3.2.1.22.10 References

1. Hope Creek Generating Station UFSAR Section 9.3.6, " Primary Containment
Instrument Gas System."

2. " Hope Creek Generating Station Licensed Operator Systems," Lesson Plan Number
302HC-000.00-076-09. Public Service Electric and Gas Company, Hancocks Bridge,

NJ, February 1992.

3. Public Service Electric and G1s Company Operating Procedures
OP-AB.ZZ-133(Q)
OP-AB.ZZ-135(Q)
OP-EO.ZZ-311(Q) Rev. 2

4. Public Service Electric and Gas Drawings hM-59-1
E-305-0
E-306-0
E-307-0
E-308-0

3.2.1.23 Instrument Air System (IAS)

3.2.1.23.1 System Function

The IAS provides clean, dry, oil-free air to pneumatically operated valves and control
processes outside of the drywell containment.

3.2.1.23.2 System Description

General Design

The IAS consists of three compressors which supply air to two connected headers. Two of the
compressors (the Service Air Compressors) operate in a lead lag mode, while the third

~

compressor, the Emergency Instrument Air Compressor (EIAC), is in the standby mode. The
service air compressors operate in a lead lag mode such that the lead compressor operates
continuously until switched to the lag mode or tripped due to a system trip. The service air
compressors are rotated from lead to lag periodically to equalize wear.
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e~ Flow Path
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1

After passing through filters and dryers, the air supply is carried through the plant via the headers |
"A" and "B". Header "A" contains a cross-over to the Primary Containment Instrument Gas
System (PCIGS) that may be used in an emergency, if the PCIGS is inoperable. The major
components in the IAS are the three compressors along with associated valves, receivers, and
filtering and drying equipment.

Component Descriptions

The main service air compressors (00K107 and 10K107) are a direct-drive, centrifugal type
with a capacity of 3000 scfm at 110 psig. The compressors are driven by 800 HP motors
which are powered from 7.2 kV, Non-Class IE sources. The compressors are cooled by the
Turbine Auxiliaries Cooling System (TACS), and along with the Non-Class 1E power sources

iare the only support systems required for operation.

The Emergency Instrument Air Compressor (EIAC) is a reciprocating, direct-drive compressor
with a capacity of 700 scfm at 110 psig. The EIAC is driven by a 125 HP motor, which is i

Ipowered by a Class IE substation. This power source is interrupted by a LOCA signal, but can
be restarted manually. The EIAC is normally not in operation, but it is maintained in standby
mode. When in operation, the EIAC requires cooling from the Reactor Auxiliaries Cooling

g System (RACS), and unless cooling water pressure is sensed, the compressor will not start.

V
3.2.1.23.3 System Interfaces

The main support systems for IAS are 7.2 kV and 480 V AC Non-Class IE power and the
TACS for cooling. The EIAC support systems are 480 V Class IE AC power, and the RACS
for cooling. The IAS provides air t'o all pneumatically operated valves and processes within
the plant. The IAS has the ability to back up the PCIGS.

3.2.1.23.4 Instrumentation and Control

The service air compressors are controlled by a simple on/off pushbutton control. The lead
service air compressor runs continuously, and the lag compressor does not start unless the air
pressure falls below 92 psig. If the EIAC is in AUTO and a pressure of 85 psig is sensed, the
EIAC will start, provided that RACS coolant pressure is also sensed. The service air
compressors are controlled by means of a " blow-off" valve which cycles open when air pressure
reaches 110 psig. This allows the compressor output to remain constant at 3000 scfm, with the
unused excess being discharged to the outside atmosphere.

The service air compressors, once running, will run continually until manually turned off.
The EIAC loads and unloads according to system pressure. The EIAC will load when 85 psig
is sensed, and it will unload when 100 psig is sensed.f

t(
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Several conditions will auto-trip the service air compressors, such as:

- Compressor vibration,
- High oil tempe.rature,
- Low oil pressure,
- Auto-start failure,
- Cooling water high temperatur.:,
- High air outlet temperature.

The EIAC will auto-trip on the following signals:

- RACS high temperature, -

- RACS low pressure,
- High aftercooler temperature,
- Intake filter high Dp,
- High discharge air pressure,
- High discharge air temperature,
- Compressor vibration,
- High oil temperature,
- Level 1 LOCA signal,
- Low oil pressure.

h3.2.1.23.5 Operator Actions

The IAS system is normally operating. The only operator action modeled is:

Op fails to reset EIAC Bkr - Quantification of the Human Error Probability for this action was
based on the actions described in HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0319, " Restoring Instrument Air in an

Emergency."

3.2.1.23.6 Technical Specifications Limitations

There are no Technical Specifications applicable to the IAS.

3.2.1.23.7 Testing

Since the IAS is a continuously operating system, no major tests are reauired during normal

operation.

3.2.1.23.8 System Operation

Normal Operation

During normal operation, a single compressor (the lead compressor) operates at full capacity to h
supply needed air with the excess being exhausted outside. The lead and lag compressors are
rotated periodically to equalize wear.

3.2-212
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p Abnormal Operation ,

D
During a LOCA condition, the service air compressors are unavailable due to loss of TACS
cooling. The EIAC becomes unavailable as its power breaker opens for a LOCA. The
breaker cannot be restored until the LOCA signal is cleared and reset. Once the LOCA signal
is cleared, the EIAC power breakers must be reset manually.

After a LOP event, the service air compressors are unavailable since they are supplied by Non-
Class 1E power. The EIAC is recovered by restoring its Class lE power source; it will then
operate normally.

3.2.1.23.9 System Fault Tree

3.2.1.23.9.1 Description

The fault tree model for the IAS is a simplified logic model containing only the compressors,
their support systems, and a few valves. This approach is justified since the IAS is not a key
support system for other rafety systems. A simplified diagram for the IAS is presented in
Figure 3.2-23. |

!

3.2.1.23.9.2 Success and Failure Criteria

) IAS success is for one of the three compressors to provide flow to IAS Header "A."

3.2.1.23.9.3 Assumptions

1. The service air compressors and EIAC data include the blowoff valve, the aftercooler
and moisture separator, and associated equipment.

2. Service air compressor 00K107 was assumed to be the lead compressor and is thus not
subject to fail-to-start and test and maintenance events.

3. TACS is a continually running extension of the SACS gnam that isolates on LOCA or
LOP. Therefore, the only TACS failures modeled were the failcre of SACS and
isolation due to LOCA or LOP.

4. Plugging of the dryers is modeled. No data was found for the failure rate of this
failure mechanism, so the failure rate of filter plugging (IE-5/hr) was used, divided by
a factor of 10 (= 1E-6/hr). This reduction was used because the plugging of a dryer is
expected to be significantly less likely than the plugging of a filter.

3.2.1.23.10 References

( 1. Hope Creek Generating Station UFSAR Section 9.3.1.
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2. " Hope Creek Generating Station Licensed Operator Systems," Lesson Plan Number
302HC-000.00-075-02 and 302HC-000.00-074-08. Public Service Electric and Gas
Company, Hancocks Bridge, NJ, February 1993.

3. Public Service Electric and Gas Company Operating Procedures
HC.OP-AB.ZZ-131
HC.OP-AB.ZZ-132
HC.OP-AB.ZZ-134
HC.OP-AB.ZZ-135
HC.OP-EO.ZZ-319

4. Public Service Electric and Gas Drawings
10855-M-15-0-0

,

! 10855-E-0425-0
10855-E-0426-0
10855-E-0427-0
10855-E-0428-0
10855-E-0305-0

3.2.1.24 Proceduralized Alternate VesselInlection Systems

3.2.1.24.1 System Function

O
In the unlikely event that the ECCS systems described in Sections 3.2.1.1 through 3.2.1.4,
the Feedwater/ Condensate systems described in Section 3.2.1.7 and the Control Rod Drive
Hydraulics described in Section 3.2.1.6 are unable to maintain a safe water level in the Reactor
Pressure Vessel (RPV), the HCGS Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) specifically
describe the use of three other systems which can be used for alternate vessel injection: the
Condensate Storage and Transfer System (CSTS), the Station Service Water System (SSWS),
and water from the Fire Protection System. In the HCGS IPE, credit is taken for the ability of
these systems to provide long-term makeup to the RPV. These systems are considered
successful if they can provide approximately 200 gpm to the RPV when the unit has been shut
down for a number of hours and the RPV pressure is approximately 80 psig or lower. For a
discussion of the use of Alternate Injection in the event trees, refer to Section 3.1.1.

|
None of these systems would be used to provide makeup to the vessel unless extremely
degraded plant conditions were to exist. The fohing caution exists in the EOPs: These
procedures constitute "... actions that are W to be taken in response to severely degraded
plart conditions. These actions warrant evaluation of current and future plant conditions,
prioritization of available plant systems and components, and consideration of the expected
consequences to the plant." (Reference 2)

O
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3.2.1.24.2 System Description

General Design

CSTS :

|

The main purposes of the CSTS are to:

supply pressurized condensate for various plant services,e

supply condensate to the HPCI, RCIC, Core Spray and CRD pumps for normal ando
i

testing operational modes,
provide a minimum 135,000 gallon reserve volume for HPCI and RCIC system+

operation,
provide makeup to and store excess condensate from the main condenser hotwell as+

necessary to maintain desired hotwell level,
provide storage volume for condensate quality radwaste system effluent, ande

transfer water to the reactor well, drier / separator pool, and cask pool, and return the*

|water to the condensate storage tank (CST) as necessary to support refueling
operations.

The supply of water to the HPCI, RCIC, Core Spray and CRD pumps is addressed in their

a respective sections. However, the other aspects of the CSTS that are listed above are EDI

() modeled in the HCGS IPE. The CSTS can be used to provide alternate injection to the RPV,
and the remainder of this section will only consider this use of the CSTS.

Fire Water )
l
|

The main purposes of the Fire Protection System are to detect fires quickly and to annunciate
in the Main Control Room the fire location for fire brigade notification and personnel safety I

and to suppress and extinguish those fires that occur in the shortest possible time to minimize )
damage and to maintain safe shutdown ability. However, these aspects of the Fire Protection
System are n21 modeled in the HCGS IPE. Fire Water can be used to provide alternate
injection to the RPV, and the remainder of this section will only consider this use of the Fire
Protection System. ;

i
'

SSWS

The general design of the SSWS is presented in Section 3.2.1.17. The aspects of the SSWS
relating to Alternate Injection which were not discussed in Section 3.2.1.17 are discussed in
this section.

o
V '

|
|
|
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Flow Path

CSTS

The HCGS EOP " Alternate Injection Using Condensate Transfer" [HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0309(Q)]
proceduralizes the actions required to establish a flow path from the CSTS to the RPV. The
Condensate Transfer pumps (OAP-155 and OBP-155), the Condensate Transfer Jockey pumps
(OAP-156 and OBP-156), and the Refueling Water Pumps (BN-OAP-157 and BN-OBP-157)
take suction from the Condensate Storage Tank (CST). The discharge from the A pumps and
the B pumps joins together as shown in Figure 3.2-24b. This water flows through the
Condensate Transfer Pressure Control Valves (AP-PV-2044A: note that since this valve fails
closed on a loss of air, a prerequisite for HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0309[Q] is that the restoration of
Instrument Air in an emergency procedure {HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0319[Q]} has been completed or
is being performed concurrently), and can be directed to the vessel via either Core Spray loop
and any of the LPCIloops.

| Core Spray Loop A(B) of Flow Path
i
,

Verify that the Condensate Storage and Transfer supply to Reactor Building Header Isolation
Valve (AP-HV-2072) is open and the Core Spray pumps BE-AP206 and BE-CP206 (BE-
BP206 and BE-DP206) are not running. If a Core Spray Loop A (B) initiation signal is sealed
in, verify open the Loop A (B) Core Spray Isolation MOV (BE-HV-F004A[B]) and the Core
Spray Loop A(B) Reactor Isolation MOV [BE-HV-F005A(B)]. If a Core Spray Loop A(B)
initiation signal is not sealed in, close the Loop A(B) Core Spray Isolation MOV (BE-HV-

| F004A[B]), open BE-HV-F005A(B) and open BE-HV-F004A(B). To complete the flow path
Lo the RPV, the Condensate Storage and Transfer to Core Spray A/C(B/D) discharge fill andl

flush isolation valve, OAP-V041 (AP-V062) is opened locally.

LPCI Loop A(B, C, D) Flow Path

Verify that the Condensate Storage and Transfer Supply to Reactor Building Header Isolation
Valve (AP-HV-2072) is open and that LPCI pump A (B, C, D) is not running. Verify closed
the RHR Loop A (B, C, D) LPCI Injection MOV (BC-HV-F017 A[B, C, D]). Open the
Condensate Storage and Transfer to RHR A (B, C, D) Discharge Header Fill and Flush

| Isolation Valve AP-V044 (V056, V047, V059) locally. To complete the flow path to the
RPV, the RHR Loop A (B, C, D) LPCI Injection MOV (BC-HV-F017A[B, C, D]) is opened.

SSWS

The HCGS EOP " Alternate Injection Using Service Water" (HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0308(Q))
proceduralizes the actions required to establish a flow path from either SSWS loop to the RPV.
With regard to SSWS injection to the RPV, injection from SSWS Loop B is the " Preferred
Method," and injection from SSWS Imop A is the " Alternate Method." When RPV injection
from SSWS Imop B is used, the Loop B RACS Heat Exchanger Header Supply Valve
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3 (IEA-HV2204) and the SACS loop B heat exchanger outlet valves (IEAHV-2371B and
.(d 2355B) are closed to maximize the SSW flow to the RPV. When SSWS Loop A is used for

RPV injection, all SSW flow to all of the SACS and RACS heat exchangers is isolated to
maximize the SSW flow to the RPV.

Loop B now path

Water flowing from station service water pumps BP and DP502 combines to provide flow
through a 36 inch diameter pipe to deliver the SSW to the SACS loop B and the RACS heat
exchangers. A six inch diameter pipe taps off from the 36 inch diameter pipe, and it is
through this six inch pipe that a flow path can be established to direct station service water to
the RPV. By opening the Emergency Makeup Inboard and Outboard Loop B isolation valves
(lEAHV-2238 and IEAHV-F073) and the SSWS to RHR Loop B supply MOV (1BCHV-
F075), the SSWS Loop B is connected to the RHR loop B. Then, by opening the RHR Loop
B LPCI injection MOV (1BCHV-F017B), the LPCI loop B injection path is established, and
the service water from SSWS loop B can enter the RPV. The SSWS flow to the RPV can then
be maximized by closing the SACS Imop B Heat Exchanger Outlet Valves (EA-HV-2371B and

2355B).

Loop A flow path

g3 After isolating the loop B SACS /SSWS heat exchangers, the SSWS Imop A flow path to the

V RPV is established by opening the loops A and B RACS Heat Exchanger Header Supply
Valves (IEAHV-2203 and 2204: they isolate on a LOCA signal but the procedure directs the
manual opening of the breakers to these MOVs and the manual opening of the valves
themselves) and the Emergency Makeup Ink and Outboard Loop B isolation valves as
described in the Loop B flow path paragraph previously. The RACS heat exchanger header

inlet valve (IEAHV-2207) is then verified to be closed to isolate the SSW flow to the RACS
heat exchangers, and the SSWS to RHR Loop B supply MOV and the RHR Loop B LPCI
injection MOV are opened to complete the flow path to the RPV. The SSWS to SACS loop A
heat exchanger outlet valves are then verified to be closed to maximize the SSW flow to the
RPV.

Fire Water

The HCGS EOP " Alternate Injection Using Fire Water" (HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0310(Q))
proceduralizes the actions required to establish a flow path of Fire Water to the RPV. The
Fire Water supplies available for injection which are listed in this EOP are the HCGS Fire
Protection system, a cross-tie with the Salem Generating Station (SGS) Fire Protection
System, or a Fire Truck.

After connecting a fire hose to the flange adapter of the Fire Water source (a 1.5 inch hose and

n adapter are used for a connection to the fire hose station, and a 2.5 inch hose and adapter are

() used for a connection to the yard fire hydrant or fire truck), the fire hose fill connection blank
flange on 1BC-V426 is removed, and the hose to flange adapter is installed. The fire hose is
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then connected to the appropriate source of Fire Water. Depending on whether the Fire Hose
Station, the Yard Fire Hydrant or the Fire Truck is used as a water source, either the Fire
Hose Station Isolation Valve, the Fire Hydrant Line valve and Plug valve, or the Fire Truck
valves is (are) opened. The SSWS Imop B Emergency Make-up header drain valve
(1BCSV-F074) is closed by de-energizing IEAHV-F073 to prevent the diversion of Fire Water
through IBCSV-F074 to the SSW Dewatering Tank. After opening the SSWS supply to RHR
Fire Hose Fill Connection Supply Valve (1BC-V426) and the SSWS to RHR Loop B Supply
MOV (BC-HV-F075), the flow path of fire water to the RPV can be completed by opening the
RHR Loop B LPCI Injection MOV (BC-HV-F017B).

Component Descriptions

Condensate Storage Tank

The CST has a design capacity of 500,000 gallons. The suction line for the jockey, transfer
and refueling water pumps terminates at a height equal to approximately 250,000 gallons.

Condensate Transfer Jockey Pumps

Two jockey pumps are installed to maintain the supply header pressurized while meeting small
system demands. One pump is normally running while the other is in standby for larger
demands. these pumps have a rated flow of 50 gpm at 160 psig. O-

Condensate Transfer Pumps

The two Condensate Transfer Pumps have a rated flow of 600 gpm at 160 psig. One pump is
selected as the lead pump, but both pumps are normally in standby. The lead pump auto starts
to back up the jockey pumps, and the other transfer pump will auto start if more capacity is
needed. The auto start conditions for all of the pumps is described in the " System Actuation"

paragraphs below.

Refueling Water Pumps

These two pumps have a rated flow of 1500 gpm at 160 psig. These pumps are normally
aligned to provide backup capacity for the CSTS loads. Under the conditions listed in the
" System Actuation" paragraphs, the "A" Refueling Water Pump will auto start. The "B"
Refueling Water Pump requires a manual start.

Fire Water Storage Tanks

Two 350,000 gallon tanks (OAT 508 and OBT508) serve as the source of water (and the
necessary NPSH) for the Fire Water Pumps. The tanks also serve as the source of water, via
gravity feed lines, for the fresh water system. However, these lines are positioned high on
each tank so that 328,000 gallons remain for dedicated fire protection service. h
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3 Motor Driven Fire Pump (MDFP)
(O

The MDFP (00P520) is a single-stage, horizontal, centrifund cype pump. It has a rated flow
of 2500 gpm at a rated pressure of 125 psig. The MDFP has a Non-Class 1E 480 VAC power
supply, and it can provide 100% of the fire protection water necessary during a fire condition.
Features of the MDFP include an automatic air release valve on the pump suction to vent air
from the system and a relief valve on the pump discharge to provide overpressure protection.

Diesel (Engine) Driven Fire Pump (DDFP)

The DDFP (00P521) is a single-stage, horizontal, centrifugal type pump. It has a rated flow
of 2500 gpm at a rated pressure of 125 psig. The DDFP provides backup fire protection water
supply should the MDFP be inoperative due to loss of electrical power or insufficient capacity
for demand. Features of the DDFP include an automatic air release valve on the pump suction
to vent air from the system and a relief valve on the pump discharge to provide overpressure
protection. Both the suction and discharge pressure are indicated locally. |

l

The diesel engine is battery started by one of two lead-acid batteries. One charger is provided
to keep the batteries charged. Once started, the engine is cooled by the pump discharge. The
engine is also provided with a feed pump and a fuel injection pump to transfer the fuel oil
from the outside tank to the 6 cylinders. At least 250 gallons is maintained in the tank to

q support 8 hours of continuous operation. The DDFP will automatically shutdown on low oil

V pressure (with a time delay), high water temperature, overcranking or overspwdmg. |

|

Fire Protection Jockey Pump |

The Fire Protection Jockey Pump (00P564) is a single stage, horizontal, centrifugal type pump.
Its rated flow is 55 gpm at a rated pressure of 125 psig. The jockey pump maintains the fire l
protection header pressurized. When the controls for thejockey pump are in the AUTO
position, the pump cycles on at 115 psig and off at 125 psig fire protection header pressure,

i

Fire Protection IIcader/ Main 1

The fire protection water supply is distributed to the various suppression systems via a 12 inch
underground iron pipe yard loop encircling the power block. Divisional valves are provided
about every 75 feet. Major 8 inch and 10 inch lines tie into the main, each from two different
places, with sectional post indicating valvec :: each tap. Should a portion of the main be lost,
the major lines can be supplied from the second tap.

Ilose Stations and Ilydrants

Over 50 hydrants and over 200 hose stations / hose racks are located throughout the buildings
and the yard.

G
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System Valves O
Depending on the Alternate RPV Injection source (CSTS to Core Spray Loops A or B, CSTS

'

to LPCI Loops A, B, C, D, SSWS Loop B, SSWS Loop A, or Fire Water) used, different
valves are required to change position to complete the flow path. The valves which are
required to change position to allow alternate RPV injection for each flow path were presented
in the Flow Path paragraphs previously in this section. Note that the Flow Path paragraphs do
not mention normally closed check valves which need to open, but all of the valves which
must change position are shown in Figures 3.2-24a and b, and are modeled in the fault tree.

3.2.1.24.3 System Interrelations

Support Systems

CSTS

The only support systems modeled for the CSTS are electrical power for pumps and MOVs,
and Instrument Air for the Condensate Transfer Pressure Control Valve (AP-PV2044A).

Fire Water

The only support system modeled for the Fire Water is electrical power for the MDFP and

hfor MOVs.

No other support systems are modeled for the successfulinjection of CSTS water or of Fire
Water to lie RPV.

The support systems of the SSWS are presented in Section 3.2.1.17.3.

3.2.1.24.4 Instrumentation and Control

System Actuation

The Standby Condensate Transfer Jockey Pump will auto start (after a 5-second time delay)
under the following conditions:

| A. Condensate Transfer header pressure less than 110 psig and

B. Condensate Transfer heac:er flw peater than 50 gpm.

The Standby Condensate Transfer Jockey Pump will auto stop on one of the follong condit'ons:

A. Condensate Transfer header pressure is greater than 100 psig gr

O
. B. Condensate Transfer header flow is less than 50 gpm.
l

l
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The Lead Condensate Transfer Pump will auto stan (after a 60-second time delay) on an auto

O start signal to the standby Condensate Transfer Jockey Pump.

The Standby Condensate Transfer Pump will auto start (after a 5-second time delay) when the
Condensate Transfer header pressure is less than 110 psig with the lead Condensate Transfer
pump running.

The Lead Condensate Transfer Pump will auto stop when header flow is less than 100 gpm.

The Standby Condensate Transfer Pumps will auto stop when header flow is less than 700 gpm.

The A Refueling Water Pump will auto start on one of the following conditions:

A. An auto start signal to the Standby Condensate Transfer Pump (with a 60-second time
delay) nr

B. Either Condensate Transfer Pump is running for 30 seconds with a low differential
pressure of 90 psi.

The A Refueling Water Pump will auto stop on one of the following conditions:

. A. Condensate Transfer header flow is less than 700 gpm, at
.o

B. A Rx well low level.

The B Refueling Water Pump has no auto start feature.

The B Refueling Water Pump will auto stop on a Rx well low level of 32", El.176' 8".

1 APHV-2041 opens / closes to maintain CST Level between 123' 10" (338,375 gallons) glld
135' 9" (499,712 gallons) if in auto.

The system actuation features of the SSWS are presented in Section 3.2.1.17.4.

The following paragraphs deal only with the Fire Protection System as it is used as an
Alternate RPV Injection source.

When the controls for the jockey pump are in the AUTO position, the pump cycles on at 115
psig and off at 125 psig fire protection header pressure.

The MDFP starts automatically when the fire header pressure decreases to 110 psig or less. In
order to stop the MDFP, the local STOP pushbutton must be depressed; however, this is
disabled for 7 minutes after an automatic start. STOP also serves to reset the auto start logic.s
The MDFP can also be started manually (locally or from control room back panel 10C671).
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When in AUTO, the DDFP will start on a fire header pressure of 100 psig or lower, or on a
loss of AC logic power to the engine control cabinet. The DDFP can be also be started
manually (locally or from control room back panel 10C671).

3.2.1.24.5 Operator Actions

As described in the HCGS EOPs " Alternate Injection Using Condensate Transfer" [HC.OP-
EO.ZZ4)309(Q)], " Alternate Injection Using Service Water" [HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0308(Q)] and
" Alternate Injection Using Fire Water" [HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0310(Q)], the set of operator actions
needed to align an alternate injection flowpath depends on whether the CSTS to Core Spray

,

Imop A or B, CSTS to LPCI Loop A, B, C, D, SSWS Loop B, SSWS Loop A, or Fire Water'

will be used as the Alternate Injection source. These sets of actions are also described in the
" Flow Path" paragraphs in Section 3.2.1.24.2. To simplify the fault tree modelling, only one
operator action is modeled to envelop the entire set of actions necessary to align the systems
for RPV injection.

3.2.1.24.6 Technical Specifications

The Technical Specifications (TS) related to the SSWS are described in Section 3.2.1.17.6.

There is no TS relating to the use of either the CSTS or of Fire Water for Alternate Injection
to the RPV.

O
3.2.1.24.7 Testing

Testing of the SSWS is addressed in Section 3.2.1.17.7.'

1

During normal operation, there is no testing of the components of the Fire Protection system

! or of the CSTS that can provide alternate RPV injection.

3.2.1.24.8 System Operation
l

The normal and abnormal operation of the SSWS is discussed in Section 3.2.1.17.8.

The remainder of this section relates to the normal and abnormal operation of the components
of the CSTS and the Fire Protection System that can be used for Alternate RPV injection.

Normal Operation

| CSTS

During normal operations, one Condensate Transfer Jockey Pump will be operating to
maintain the supply header pressure. If thejockey pump is unable to maintain the system
pressure, the standby jockey pump will start. Additional backup flow (as needed) is provided|
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by the lead Condensate Transfer Pump, the second Condensate Transfer Pump, the A
Refueling Water Pump, and the B Refueling Pump (the B Refueling water pump is the only
pump that requires manual initiation).

Fire Water

During normal operations, the Fire Protection System will be operating with the Fire Water
Jockey Pump in AUTO to maintain Fire Water System header pressure between 115 psig and
125 psig. The MDFP will auto start if the Fire Water Header pressure drops below 110 psig,
and the DDFP will auto start if the Fire Water header pressure drops below 100 psig.

Abnormal Operation

CSTS

If the Instrument Air System has been isolated (as happens when a LOCA signal is generated),
the HCGS EOP " Restoring Instrument Air In An Emergency" [HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0319(Q)] must
be completed to allow the opening of the Condensate Transfer Pressure Control Valve (AP-
PV2.044A), which fails closed on a Loss ofInstrument Air. If a Loss of Offsite Power (LOP)
were to occur, the CSTS would be unavailable for Alternate Injection to the vessel.

Fire Waterp
V

If a LOP were to occur, the Fire Water Jockey Pump and the MDFP would be unavailable
(since they have a Non-Class lE AC power source). However, on a loss of AC logic power to
the engine control cabinet, the DDFP will automatically start and maintain the Fire Water
system pressure.

3.2.1.24.9 System Fault Tree

3.2.1.24.9.1 Description

The Alternate Injection fault tree is a model of the faults which could cause a failure of the
CSTS, the SSWS, and the Fire Water to provide make-up to the RPV. In the Flow Path
paragraphs of Section 3.2.1.24.2, the operator actions required to align the flow paths to the
RPV are listed. To simplify the fault tree, however, one operator action is modeled to envelop
the entire set of actions which make up the failure to align the alternate injection systems for
RPV make-up.

3.2.1.24.9.2 Success and Failure Criteria

The CSTS and the SSWS are considered viable Alternate Injection systems for the long term

rs make-up of water to the RPV. This fault tree is considered successful if either SSWS loop,
either Condensate Transfer pump, or either Refueling Water pump is successful in providing
flow to the vessel (see Assumption 7 in Section 3.2.1.24.9.3).
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3.2.1.24.9.3 Assumptions

1. Because flow from the Fire Water Storage tanks to the fire pumps is through a series of
locked open valves (no components are required to change position to allow flow to the
fire pumps), the unavailability of water to the fire pumps is not modeled.

2. The Fire Protection Jockey Pump is not modeled since it is not needed for vessel
injection. The use of the jockey pump to provide flow is not considered since the
jockey pump only has a rated flowrate of 55 gpm at 125 psig.

3. Even though the set of operator actions required to align each alternate injection flow
path is unique, only one operator action is modeled to envelop the entire set of actions
necessary to align the systems for RPV injection.

4. It is assumed that a LOCA level 1 signal has been generated and has isolated the Station
Service Water Loops A and B RACS Heat Exchanger Header Supply Valves
(1EAHV-2203 and 2204) and the Station Service Water to RACS Heat Exchangers
Inlet and Outlet Valves (1EAHV-2207 and 2346). Therefore,1EAHV-2203 and 2204
must be manually reopened (and their breakers manually opened) to allow injection
from SSWS loop A. The LOCA signal is also assumed to have opened all of the SSWS
to SACS heat exchanger outlet valves, and if the closing of these valves is required (for
SSWS injection to the RPV), these valves must be manually closed and their breakers
manually opened. To restore the EIAC, HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0319(Q) must be performed. h

5. The automatic actuation circuitry for the system components is not modeled. As
described in the Interlocks paragraphs previously, the pumps that are in auto will
receive actuation signals under various con 6tions; but even if they do not start
automatically, the pumps can be started manually. This manual action would be
subsumed into the Operator Action " Operator Fails to Align Alternate Injection Flow
Paths to the RPV."

| 6. The Condensate Transfer Jockey pumps are not modeled since they do not have the

I capability to provide at least 200 gpm to the RPV at an RPV pressure of 80 psig or
less.

7. No detailed calculation of flowrate to the RPV from the Alternate Injection Systems
was available. To determine the success criteria for this fault tree, the following

assumptions had to be made:

From Reference 8, the pipe connecting the SSWS to the LPCI injection path was sized
to allow 300 gpm of flow. Either SSWS loop is expected to be able to supply at least
200 gpm to the RPV when the vessel pressure is under 80 psig.

For the injection of Fire Water, however, a fire hose is connected to the SSWS at a 2
inch diameter fill connection. It is assumed that this 2 inch connection (along with the
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O long stretch of hose and the piping connections through with the water must travel)
V would restrict the Fire Water flow to under 200 gpm when RPV pressure is at 80 psig,

and that Fire Water would not be capable of sufficient alternate injection.

The smallest diameter pipe through which the CSTS transfers water to the LPCI loops
is through a 4 inch diameter pipe. This is assumed to be sufficient for 200 gpm flow.
The smallest diameter pipe through which the CSTS transfers water to the Core Spray
loops is through a 2 inch diameter pipe. This is assumed not to be sufficient for 200
gpm flow. To provide the 200 gpm through the LPCI loops when the RPV pressure is
80 psig or less, it is assumed that either Condensate Transfer Pump or either Refueling
Water Pump (and its associated flowpath) is needed.

8. Iess of 480 VAC power to the SSWS, SACS, and RACS valves modeled in the fault
tree is not considered. If power were lost to any of these valves, the operator would
manually operate the valves, and this action would be subsumed into operator action to
align the system

3.2.1.24.10 References

1. Hope Creek Generating Station Licensed Operator Training Lesson Plans 302H-
000.00H-000094-05, 302H-000.00H-000079-10, 302H-000.00H-000028-11, and
302H-000.00H-000039-05.p

G
2. Public Service Electric and Gas Company Operating Procedures

HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0308(Q)
HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0309(Q)
HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0310(Q)
HC.OP-SO.KC-0001(F) i

HC.OP-SO. AP-0001(Q)

3. Public Service Electric and Gas Drawings
M-08-0
M-10-1
M-22-0
M-51-1
M-52-1

4. HCGS Technical Specifications Section 3/4.8.4.3.

|

5. Design, Installation and Test Specifications (DITS) For Fire Protection System For The
Hope Creek Generating Station. PSE&G Document No.10855-D3.22.

6. Configuration Baseline Documentation For Reactor Auxiliaries Cooling System.p() Public Service Electric And Gas Company Document Number DE-CB.ED-0082(Q).
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7. Configuration Baseline Documentation For the Station Service Water Systems.
PSE&G Document Number DE-CB.EA/EP-0052(Q) and DE-CB.EQ-0052(Z).

8. HCGS UFSAR Figure 6.3-12, note 9.

3.2.2 System Dependencies (Dependency Matrid

Intersystem functional dependencies have been modeled in two ways. Functional dependencies
between frontline systems in the event trees have been modeled in the event tree stnicture. An
example of such a dependency is that the low pressure coolant injection (LPCI) system can be
used for core cooling only after the primary system has been depressurized. If

.

depressurization does not occur, the LPCI (low pressure operation) is not available. Section
3.1.2 discusses these event tree frontline dependencies.

The other type of intersystem function dependency - frontline or support system dependence on
other support systems i:, modeled in the individual system fault trees. This methodology (the
large fault tree, small event tree PRA methodology) insures that no system dependencies are
lost in the system ar.alysis.

The dependenc! matrices for the HCGS are presented in Tables 3.2-3 and 3.2-4. Table 3.2-3
shows the system dependencies for the HCGS frontline systems, and Table 3.2-4 shows the
system dependencies for the HCGS support systems. In both tables, an "A" designates a full
dependency on that system (i.e., if the "A" system fails, the frontline or support system in h
question fails). A "B" in either table designates a partial dependency on that system (i.e. if the
"B" system fails, the frontline or support system in question does not necessarily fail, but a
combination of "B" failures could result in the system failure).

O
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1

O
TABLE 3.2-1

ROOM COOLER LOCATION

EACS UNIT ECCS SERVICE ROOM

AVH208 RCIC 4110
BVH208 RCIC 4110
AVH209 HPCI 4111
BVH209 HPCI 4111
AVH210 RHR 4113
BVH210 RHR 4109
CVH210 RHR 4114
DVH210 RHR 4107
EVH210 RHR 4113
FVH210 RHR 4109
GVH210 RHR '4114
HVH210 RHR 4107

l AVH211 CORE SPRAY 4118
BVH211 CORE SPRAY 4104
CVH211 CORE SPRAY 4116
DVH211 CORE SPRAY 4105
EVH211 CORE SPRAY 4118
FVH211 CORE SPRAY 4104-
GVH211 CORE SPRAY 4116
HVH211 CORE SPRAY 4105
AVH214 SACS 4309
BVH214 SACS 4307
CVH214 SACS 4309
DVH214 SACS 4307

:

|

O

|
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TABLE 3.2-2 I

|
|480VAC EACS COOLER POWER SUPPLY

AND

125 VDC CONTROL CABINET POWER SUPPLY

EACS Cooler Unit ECCS Service 480V A_C 125 VDC

AVH209 HPCI(4111) 10B212 1AD417
BVH209 HPCI (4111) 10B451 1AD417
AVH208 RCIC (4110) 10B222 1BD417
BVH208 RCIC (4110) 10B461 1BD417
AVH210 EHR (4113) 10B212 1AD417
BVH210 RHR (4109) 10B222 1BD417
CVH210 RHR (4114) 10B232 1CD417
DVH210 RHR (4107) 10B242 1DD417
EVH210 RHR (4113) 10B451 1AD417
FVH210 RHR (4109) 10B461 1BD417
GVH210 RHR (4114) 10B471 1CD417
HVH210 RHR (4107) 10B481 1DD417
AVH211 CS (4118) 10B212 1AD417
BVH211 CS (4104) 10B222 1BD417
CVH211 CS (4116) 10B232 1CD417
DVH211 CS (4105) 10B242 1DD417
EVH211 CS (4118) 10B451 1AD417
FVH211 CS (4104) 10B461 IBD417
GVH211 CS (4116) 10B471 1CD417
HVH211 CS (4105) 108481 1DD417
AVH214 SACS (4309) 10B232 1CD417
BVH214 SACS (4307) 10B232 1CD417
CVH214 SACS (4309) 10B242 1DD417
DVH214 SACS (4307) 10B242 1DD417

0
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Table 3.24
FRONTLINE SYSTEM DEPENDENCIES ON SUPPORT SYSTEMS

Page1

s Front ime High Prumurt Reactor Core Centrol Rod

V} Syman Feedweaer* Celant taiection Isohtion Cooling Hydraulic Coadcasets

TD hanpa hanp Pump Pumps Systein
' Sgport TD Room .TD Roosa

System Pump Cooler hamp Cooler
AP207 BP207

AC Power'

Offaise Grid

7.?KV Bus A B"
C7.2KV b B B

4.16KV Bus A B'

4.16KV Bus B

4.16KV Bus C

4.16KV Bus D

480V Bus A A B"

480V Bus B A

b480V Bus C A
b480V Bus D A

120V Bus A A*

120V Bus B

120V b C

120V Bus D

On Site Power

Dweci (DOS)

A

B

/ C

D

DC Power *

250V Bus A A

250V Bus B A

125V Bus A A A

125V Bus B A A

125V Bus C

125V Bus D

Acnaation ESF

ESF-HPCI A i

ESF-RCIC A

ESF-RHR-A

ESF RHR-B

MF.RHR-C

ESF-RHR-D

ESF ELSA A

DF-E!.SB A

Instrument Air A B B A
CAS)
lastnances Gas A
OGS)
Reactor A A
Auxiliaries
Cooling (RAC)

p A Complete Dependence
g B hrtialDependence
\ * Feedwater system is a frontline system which depends on another frontline system (condensate) in addition

to the dependency on the support systems.

,
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Table 3.2-3 (C- ' 1
FRONTLINE SYSTEM DEPENDENCIFS ON SUPPORT SYSTDiS

Page 2

Front ime Egb Presure Ranctor Core Contml Rod
System Feedwater Coohnt injection telation Cmtina Hydraulic Condensate

TD Pumps INunp Pump Purnps System

Support 1D Rcom TD (Roond
Symem Pump Cooler Pump Cooler

AP207 BP207

Safety Aunhance
Coolina (SAC)

ImpA B B

1mpB B B

Turbine
Auxiliaries
Cooling (TAC)

To'" B B
(Suppression
PooO

Service Water
(SW5)

A
-

B
Ventilaten/
Coolir.2 (VAS)

A

B

VAS-HPCI B

VAS-RCIC B

VALRHR-A

VAS-RHR B

VAS-RHR C

VAS-RHR-D

VAS-CS- A

VAS-CS-B

VAS-CS-C

VAS-CS D

O
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Table 3.2-3 (C=hu)
I'RONTLINE SYSTEM DEPENDENCIES ON SUPPORT SYSTEMS

Page 3

'
ResMuni

Heat
Fr==d=, Automane Core Spray Residun! Heat Resnovat Reanovel

Sysasas Depressuruanon low Preasure Injection Suppression
Syssan Pool Cooliar

Support Imp Pump Roosa Cooner Trwn Pump Roosa Cooler Imp

Sysacen A B A B C D A B C D A B C D A B

AC Power'

Offsite Grd

7.2KV Bus A

7.2KV Bus B

4.16KV Bus A A A A

4.16KV Bus B A A A

4.16KV Bus C A A

4.16KV Bus D A A

480V Bus A A A A A A

480V Bus B A A A A A

480V Bus C A A A

480V Bus D A A A

120V Bus A

120V Bus B

120V Bus C

120V Bus D

On Sne Power

Dwsel(DGS)

A

B

C

D

DC Power *

250V Bus A

250V Bus B

125V Bus A A A A A

125V Bus B B A A A A I
1

125V Bus C A A A |

125V Bus D B A A A

Actunnon DF

ESF-ADS A

ESFHPCI

ESF-RCIC

ESF-RHR A A i

'l

DF-RHR-B A
'

ESF-RHR-C A

ESF-RHR-D A

ESF-CS-A A

ESF-CS-B A

DF-CS-C A

ESF-CS-D A
,
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Table 3.2-3 (Continued)
FRONTLINE SYSTEM DEPENDENCIES ON SLTPORT SYSTEMS

Page 4

Residual
Heat

Frmtime Automatic coreSpny Resitual Heat Removal Removal

System Depressurustim 1.sw Pressure lajection Suppression
System Pool Cootma

Support loop Pump Room Cooler Tram Pump Room Cooler loop

System A B A B C D A B C D A B C D A B

instrument AuflAS)

lastnanent Gem (IGS) B

Reactor Aunhanes
Cool' r (RAC)m

ESF-ILSA A A

ESF-ELSB A A

ESF-ELSC A A

ESF-ELSD A A

Safety Aunbanes Coolms
(SAC)

loop A B B B B B B B B B B B B B B

ImpB B B B B B B B B B B B B E B

TurbmeAunbarws Coolms

| (TAC)

| Torus (Suppressum A A A A A A
Pool)

Service Water (SW3)

Pump A

Pump B

Ventsettson/Coolmg (VAS)

A i

'AS-HICI

VAS-RCIC

VAS RHR A A A

VAS-RHR-B A A

VAS-RHR-C A

VAS RHR-D A

VAS-CS-A A

VAS-CS-B n

VAS-CS-C A

VAS-CS-D A

O
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TaWe 3.2-3 (CW)
FRONTLINE SYSTEM DEPENDENCIES ON SUPPORT SYSTEMS

Page 5

Residust Hest
Freedme Ranovel Smedby C=-'

'

System C ^ Spray liqual Venting
Coolina Control

Support Imp Pamps Pses

Systan A B A B 6* Pipe 12' Pipe

AC Power *

Offsits Grid

7.2KV Bus A

7.2KV Bus B

4.16KV Bus A A

4.16KV Bus B A

4.16KV Bus C

4.16KV Bus D

460V Bus A A A
'480V Bus B A A

480V Bus C

480V Bus D

120V Bus A B B

120V Bus B

120V Bus C

120V Bus D B B

On Site Power

Dal (DGS)
A

.

B

C

D

DC Power *

250V Bus A

250V Bus B

125V Bus A

125V Bus B

125V Bus C

125V Bus D
i

Actuation ESF

ESF-SEDIV 1 B B

ESF-SLC-DIV 2 B B

ESF-RCIC

ESF-RHR-A A

ESF RHR-B A

ESF-RHR-C

ESF RHR-D

ESF-CS A

ESF-CS-B

ESF-CS-C

ESF-C5 D

lastrument Air (IAS) B B

Instrusaced Gas (105)

Reactor Auxitsries
Coolsu MAC,

j
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Table 3.2-3 (Continued)
FRONTLINE SYSTDI DEPENDENCIES ON SUPPORT SYSTGIS

Page 6 i

I

|Frontime Resklual Heat Stamiby liqukt Contamment
Systein Removal Control Ventag |

C~" '--* Spray
Cooling

Support 180P Pumps Patts

Systein A B A B 6* Pipe 12' Pipe

Safety Auxilannes
Cnoting (SAC)

Loop A A B

loop B B A

Turbine Aux 41aanes
Cooling (TAG
Torus (Suppression Pool)

Service Water (SWS)

A

B

Ventdataan/Caolms (VAS)

A

B

VAS Hrci

VAS RCIC

VAS-RHR-A A

VAS-RHR-B A

VAS-RHR-C

VAS-RHR-D

VAS-CS-A

VAS-CS-B

VAS-CS-C

VAS-CS-D

a Class 1E power divisions are as follows:
4160 Vac I 10A401 switchgear

i
'

11 10A402 switchgear
III 10A403 switchgear
IV 10A404 switchgear

480 Vac I 10B410/450 unit substations,10V212/252/411/451/553 MCC,
Il 10B420/460 unit substations,10B222/262/421/461/563 MCC,
III 10B430/470 unit substations,10B232/272/431/471/573 MCC,
IV 10B440/480 unit substations,10B242/282/441/481/583 MCC,

120 Vac I 1 AJ481/482 instrument distribution panels
II 1BJ481/482 instrument distribution pancis
III ICJ481/482 instrument distribution pancis
IV IDJ481/482 instrument distribution pancis

250 Vdc I 10D450 switchgear,10D251 MCC
i 11 10D460 switchgear,10D261 MCC
'

125 Vdc 1 10D410 switchgear, I AD417 distribution panel
11 10D420 switchgear, IBD417 distribution panel
III 10D430/436 switchgear, ICD 417 distribution panel
IV 10D440/446 switchgear, IDD417 distribution panel

l
b Non-Class 1E loads on Class 1E buses, these loads are shed on a LOCA signal.

|

c The condensate System consists of components powered by the following non-Class 1E buses:
7200 Vac 10A110,10A120 switchgear
4160 Vac 10A102,10A104 switchgear

,

| 480 Vac 10B122,10B132,10B143
120 Vac 1DJ484,1YF405 instrument distribution panels

3.2-234
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/m 3.3 Ouantification Processb
3.3.1 Generic Data

The generic database used in the HCGS PRA is presented in Tables 3.3.1-1 through 3.3.1-3.
'

The detailed development of this database is summarized in this section. A comprehensive
survey of U.S. data sources (and a few foreign sources) was performed to develop the
database. The resulting component failure rates (per hours or per demand) are characterized
by mean and median values and a range factor. (The range factort is the 95th percentile
divided by the median.) The mean values were used in all calculations.

3.3.1.1 Generic Component Failure Rates

The sources of generic failure rate data (rn estimates) are listed in Table 3.3.1-4.

Fault trees from various probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs) were reviewed to obtain a list of
components and failure modes. The list was then expanded to include a wider range of
components and failure modes in order to develop a comprehensive generic database. The
resulting list was then divided into three categories:

- Mechanical Components, Water / Steam Working Fluid

q - Mechanical Components, Air / Gas Working Fluid

V - Electrical Components

The components and failure modes within each category were arranged in matrices included in |

the HCGS Ixvel I PRA (Reference 3.3.1-1). Entries in the matrices include mean failure rates )

and range factors (when available). Conversions from median failure rates (indicated in some ;

sources) to mean failure rates were accomplished assuming a lognormal distribution and a 95 % i

confidence bound for the failure rates.2 For primary data sources in which actual data were I

analyzed, the mean value was assumed to be one of the following: |

Number of failures
- Mean = (for hourly failure rate) l

Number of hours )
.

i

!Number of failures

Number of demands (for demand failure rate)
- Mean = i

i

In instances in which a data source contained no information on a component failure mode, a ;

dash (-) was entered into the appropriate matrix location. In cases in which the source failure

upper 95th percentile,p RF = range factor =
median3,

r 32 ,

2 Median = < (Mean] exp ( - 0.5 )
in RF

-

( l.645 s
. . -
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rate included several different failure modes, the failure rate was listed for the uppermost

included failure mode. Quotation marks (") indicate that the failure rate includes several
different failure modes.

Several data sources contain information on incipient, degraded, and catastrophic failures of
components GPRDS-Valves, IPRDS-Pumps, and IEEE). IPRDS-Valves defines these types of
failures as:

- Catastrophic. The component fails totally and fails to perform any function.

- Degraded. The component performance is less than its specification requirements.

Incipient. The component operates within its design specifications but exhibits-

characteristics that indicate that degraded or catastrophic failure will eventually occur.

All failure rate information used in the front-end analysis are for catastrophic failures.

From the data matrices recommended generic component failure rates were developed. This
methodology combined failure rates from basic data sources. The corresponding range factor
was chosen based on the range of values listed for the specific component failure mode, and
the similarity to other range factors indicated in the PRA sources. A geometric averaging
technique was used to combine the failure rates from the basic sources.3 However, only data
that were applicable to the component failure mode in question were used. Cases in which a h
failure rate includes several failure modes were generally not included in the geometric
averaging. Also, entries that represent 50% Chi-Square cstimates based on zero failures were
not used unless the failure rate estimates were similar to or lower than entries based on actual

failures. (If the number of demands or number of hours is much less than for other data
sources, the Chi-Square estimate can be overly conservative.)

For the geometric averaging technique, it was judged that median failure rates should be used.
Therefore, the mean failure rate was converted to a median value assuming a lognormal
distribution. For sources in which no range factors were indicated, a range factor was
assumed. The range factor that was assumed was taken for the corresponding type of
components. However, if the range factor from the tables was larger than 10, a range factor
of 10 was assumed. This was done so that the individual source values would not be reduced
by a large amount. The geometric average was assumed to represent a median value. Based
on the assumed range factor and the median value, the resultant mean failure rate was
determined, again assuming a lognormal distribution.

For the cases in which the failure rate is presented on a per-demand basis, hourly failure rates
were converted to per-demand failure rates by assuming one demand per month. Equating the
average demand failure rate to the average unavailability of a component over a 1-month test
period (0.5T , where T = 720 h), the hourly standby failure rate must be multiplied byT 7
360 hours to convert to an average demand failure rate (References 3.3.1-2 and 3.3.1-3). h

X,,, = ( X X -- X ) "3
i 2 n

3.3-2



) For the mechanical components processing a water / steam lluid, the following special
guidelines were used:

1. Basic data sources were considered to be EPRI NP-2230, IPRDS, NPRDS, LER

surveys, and the sources listed under the category entitled "Various." These sources
are based directly on actual failure data.

2. If no basic source failure rates were listed for a component failure mode, then a
geometric average of the other (secondary) sources was used.

3. If the resultant mean failure rate was much lower than those listed in the secondary
sources, then the range factor and mean were increased, reflecting the disagreement
among sources. (Increasing the range factor while treating the median as constant
effectively increases the recommended mean failure rate).

The data sources for mechanical components processing an air / gas working fluid were
considered to be NPRDS, IEEE, LMEC, and NPRD-2.

Finally, guidelines for the electrical components included the following:

1. Basic data sources were considered to be IEEE, LER-I&Cs, NPRD2, NPRDS, and
Lyon (French).

U
2. If the resultant mean failure rate was much lower than those listed in the secondary

sources, then the range factor and mean were increased, reflecting the disagreement
among sources.

Using the above described method an'd guidelines, the generic component catastrophic failure
rate estimates were calculated.

3.3.1.2 Generic Component Maintenance and Renair Information

.

This section deals with generic maintenance and repair assumptions. The results are generic
unscheduled maintenance frequencies. (Unscheduled maintenance and repair are considered to
be synonymous.) ;

Component repair durations were obtained from WASH-1400 and the In-Plant Reliability Data
Base (IPRDS) reports (References 3.3.1-5 and 3.3.1-6). IPRDS, the Oconee PRA (Reference
3.3.1-7), the Seabrook PRA (Reference 3.3.1-8), the Shoreham PRA (Reference 3.3.1-9), and
IEEE Std. 500-1984 (Reference 3.3.1-10) were used to estimate frequencies of unscheduled
maintenance. It should be noted that the more recent data contained in these reports indicate

significantly lower unscheduled maintenance frequencies than those listed in WASH-1400.
1

O
V

3.3-3
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Generic unscheduled maintenance frequencies are divided into four categories:

- Pumps, Motors, Blowers, and Fans
- Valves and Dampers
- Other Electrical Components 4
- Piping j

l

For the pump category, four sources were used to estimate an unscheduled maintenance i

frequency. IPRDS-Pumps indicates an average frequency of 1.7E-4/h with a range factor I

of approximately 25. The Oconee PRA lists three generic values: 2.8E-5/h, 8.4E-5/h, and !
1.3E-4/h. Each of these frequencies has a range factor of approximately 2. Three generic |
values for pumps are also listed in the Seabrook PRA: 8.4E-5/h (RF = 2),1.3E-4/h (RF = 2), ;|

and 2.2E-4/h (RF = 2.5). Finally, the Shoreham PRA indicates unscheduled maintenance j
frequencies, which are factors of 4 to 20 lower than WASH-1400 results. Assuming a factor of I

10, the Shoreham value for pumps is then 3.0E-5/h (RF = 3). A geometric average of the four
sources results in a mean frequency of approximately 8.0E-5/h. A range factor of 5 was assumed.

The same four sources were used to obtain an estimate for valve unscheduled maintenance.
The IPRDS-Valves indicates a range of 3.4E-6/h to 1.82E-4/h. An average of common valve
types is approximately 5.0E-5/h with a range factor of 7. Oconee and Seabrook both list
2.8E-5/h (RF = 1.4). The value for Shoreham is 3.0E-5/h (RF = 3.5), assuming a factor of
10 reduction from the WASH-1400 frequency. An average of these estimates is 3.0E-5/h. g
A range factor of 5 was assumed.

For electrical components, IEEE Std-500 indicates both catastrophic failure rates and failure
rates for incipient and degraded behavior. A geometric average of the ratio of all modes of
failure to catastrophic failure for the many types of components listed is approximately 2.
Typical catastrophic failure frequencies for electrical components range from 10-7/h to 10-5/h
An average failure frequency is approximately 1.5E-6/h. Multiplying by 2 results in a mean
unscheduled maintenance frequency of 3.0E-6/h. A range factor of 10 was assumed.

. Finally, for piping, it is expected that only catastrophic failures will result in unscheduled
maintenance during power operation. Therefore, a geometric average of the piping leakage
frequencies is 2.6E-10/h-ft. This value was rounded up to 3.0E-10/h-ft. A range factor of 10

,

| was assumed.

l

|
Summarizing, unscheduled maintenance (repair) frequencies are the following:

Comnonents M _RF_

Pumps, Motors, Blowers, Fans 8.0E-5/h 5

Valves, Dampers 3.0E-5/h 5

Piping 3.0E-10/h-ft 10

Electrical Components 3.0E-6/h 10

3.3-4
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The range factors were estimated from the sources used to determine the unscheduled
maintenance frequencies. Component repair durations for two separate cases were utilized:i

one in which technical specification limitations require plant shutdown if the component is not
repaired within a certain time limit (often 24 or 72 hours), and one in which actual repair
durations apply (no technical specification limitations). For the technical specification limited
case, instrumentation, trip breakers, and valves have mean repair durations of 6 hours, while
pumps and diesels require approximately 20 hours. Recommended repair durations when no
technical specifications apply are 40 hours for pumps, 25 hours for valves,20 hours for
diesels, and 6 hours for instrumentation and trip breakers.

3.3.1.3 Unavailability and Unreliability Exoressions

Unavailability, A, of a component is defined as the probability that a component fails to
respond as required on demand. The failure may be the result of a previously undetected
failure, a failure on demand, an outage from repair, an outage from testing, or an outage from
scheduled maintenance. Unreliability, if, of a component represents the probability that a
component fails during a certain time duration termed the mission time (Tg), given that it was
working correctly at the start of the mission.

For the purposes of calculating unavailability, components are classified as:

O
- Standby or operating

Active or Passive-

- Tested, Announced Failure, or No Test and No Annunciation

Combinations of the above 3 types of classifications result in 12 different categories.
However, only several of the combinations are generally important for PRAs. The important
combinations are described below.

Standby Comnonent

. For a standby component, failure on demand (not resulting from repair or test outage) is
represented by the following:

- Qa - active component.

- 0.5 A,T7 - active or passive component tested regularly.

- 0.5 A, Tc - active or passive component whose failure is not announced
and which is not tested.
active or passive component whose failure is annunciated.- 0.5 A, TA -

The repair outage contribution to average unavailability is A tM R-

For a standby component whose failure is unannounced and which is not tested, t%rn s no
repair outage contribution. Finally, the test outage contribution to average unavW .ty is
t /T for all tested components.T T

3.3-5
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In the above expressions, the values are defined as follows:

average demand failure rate.- Qd =

standby failure rate (h-8).- A, =

-TT test interval (h).=

replacement time of component or lifetime of plant,- Tc =

whichever is shorter (h).
A maximum time delay between component failure and-T =

annunciation (h).
Corrective maintenance (repair) frequency (h-1)Ag =

Average component outage time resulting from repair (h)tg =

Test duration (h)-tT =

Operatim' Como9nent

Whether i 7 ting component is active or passive, it is assumed that failures are<

refore, the unavailability (not resulting from repair) is 0.5 Aot , where Ao isannounce1 A
the failure rate when operating. The repair outage is Au t -R

.Unreti ibility Egression

Unreliability is calculated by

1 - c(-A T )og

This expression does not allow for repair of a component during its mission time, Tg.

3.3.1.4 References

3.3.1-1 " Hope Creek Station Probabilistic Risk Assessment" Public Service Electric and

,

Gas Company (to be published).

3.3.1-2. " Reactor Safety Study: An Assessment of Accident Risks in U.S. Commercial
Nuclear Power Plants, Appendix III." Washington, D.C.: U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, October 1975. NUREG 75/014 (WASH-1400),

3.3.1-3. " Interim Reliability Evaluation Program (IREP) Procedures Guide." Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, January 1983. NUREG/CR-2728,

3.3.1-4. Thomas, H. M. " Pipe and Vessel Failure Probability." Reliability Engineering,
Volume 2,1981, pp. 83-124.

O
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3.3.1-5. "The In-Plant Reliability Data Base for Nuclear Plant Components: Interim Data
Report - The Pump Component." Washington, D.C.: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, December 1982. NUREG/CR-2886.

3.3.1-6. "The In-Plant Reliability Data Base for Nuclear Plant Components: Interim Data
Report - The Valve Component." Washington, D.C.: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, December 1983. NUREG/CR-3154.

3.3.1-7. "Oconee PRA: Probabilistic Risk Assessment of Oconee Unit 3." Palo Alto,
California: The Nuclear Safety Analysis Center, Electric Power Research Institute,
June 1984. NSAC-60.

3.3.1-8. "Seabrook Station Probabilistic Safety Assessment." Manchester, Ncw Hampshire:
Public Service Company of New Hampshire, December 1983.

3.3.1-9. "Probabilistic Risk Assessment, Shoreham Nuclear Power Station." Hicksville,
New York: Ieng Island Lighting Company, June 1983.

3.3.1-10. "IEEE Guide to the Collection and Presentation of Electrical, Electronic, Sensing
Component, and Mechanical Equipment Reliability Data for Nuclear Power
Generating Stations." New York, New York: The Institute of Electrical and ,

'

Electronics Engineers, Inc.,1983. IEEE Std. 500-1984.

3.3.1-11. " Analysis of Core Damage Frequency From Internal Events: Peach Bottom
Unit 2." Washington, D.C.: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, October
1986. NUREG/CR-4550, Vol. 4.

3.3.2 Plant-Specific Data and Analysis

The HCGS was intially critical on June 28,1986 and began commercial operation on
December 20,1986, and plant-specific failure rate information was used for what were

- considered to be potentially the most important events contributing to core damage. Plant-
specific data from 1987 through July 1993 were collected for the following events modeled
in the fault trees:

1. Testing and maintenance outages for inost systems modeled

2. Pump failures to start for most systems modeled

3. Diesel generator failures to start

In addition, all events were examined that were reported to the Nuclear Plant Reliability Data

_

System (NPRDS) (Reference 3.3.2-1) for systems modeled in the PRA. This review was
performed to identify any problem components. Detailed plant-specific data information is |
presented in Reference 3.3.2-6 Section D, HCGS Specific Data Collection. !

-|
|
|
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3.3.2.1 Test And Maintenance Outane Data

The first stage of the testing and maintenance (TM) outage information was obtained by
examining the limiting conditions for operation (LCO) reports for each system. The LCOs
were examined for events which truly disabled a system, train, or component while the unit
was in Op Con 1 or 2 (power operation or startup). Each outage was evaluated as to its effect
on a system; i.e., was the entire system disabled or was only a train or loop disabled?

Testing and maintenance unavailabilities for the systems and trains (if applicable) were
calculated by dividing the total testing and maintenance outage time by the total unit hours in Op
Con 1 or 2. The results are presented in Tables 3.3.2-1 and 3.3.2-2. The primary data so6rces
were the HCGS System Engineering logs and the Reliability and Assessment group data system.

3.3.2.2 HCGS - Specific Component Failure Data

The first stage of the HCGS-specific component failure data collection task scope was
influenced by the following factors:

1. HCGS component failures submitted to the Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System

.(NPRDS).

2. Availability of information concerning the number of demands and operating hours
for components.

3. Significance of components modeled in the system fault trees.

The most complete data for the HCGS are of components which are reportable to NPRDS
(Reference 3.3.2-2), and components whose changes of state are reported in the control room
logs. This information was available for most pumps modeled in the system fault trees, the
safety relief valves (SRVs), the control room emergency filters, and emergency diesel
generators. Therefore, these compcnents were covered in the data collection task. In addition,

| . events reported to NPRDS were examined, by system, to identify any outlier components
(components whose failure rates may be significantly higher than the industry average). Any
such events were also included in the data collection task.

For components which must change state upon demand (start, stop, open or close), both the
number of failures and the number of demands (or hours during which the demand could
occur) are needed. The numbers of failures were obtained from NPRDS. Only those events
which represent actual component failures as modeled in the system fault trees were counted.

| The numbers of demands were obtained by a review of the daily control room logs.

Data for one specific component type was obtained from another source. The emergency
diesel generator fai:ures to start were obtained from the quarterly diesel performance reports
which were sent 9 INPO.

i
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Given component failure data, there exist several methods for evaluating failure rates. For

d component failures to start, open, or close, six representative methods are listed below:

1. Plant-specific failure upon demand estimate, obtained by dividing the
number of failures by the number of demands.

2. Bayesian update of the generic estimate, based on the demand model

(Reference 3.3.2-3).

3. Plant-specific failure per hour estimate, assuming all failures are purely

time-related (Reference 3.3.2-4).

4. Bayesian update of the generic estimate, based on the time-related model ,

(Reference 3.3.2-3).

5. A 50 percent Chi-square calculation, based on the number of failures and number
of demands.

6. Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) modified time-related methodology
(Reference 3.3.2-5). (The INPO methodology counts as inoperable hours one-half
of the time between a component failure and its last successful demand.)

hm The Bayesian methodology utilized was a single-stage update of generic failure rates in
Tables 3.3.1-1 through 3.3.1-3. In two cases a 50 percent Chi-square calculation was used.
This methodology is explained in detail in Reference 3.3.2-6.

The purely demand-related model (methodology 1) results in unavailabilities twice as large as
those from the purely time-related model (methodology 3). (In general, failure data are often i

not detailed enough to determine which failures are time-related and which are demand-
related.) Also, the Bayesian update models (methodologies 2 and 4) result in estimates lying
somewhere between the plant-specific (methodologies 1 and 3) and generic estimates (Tables
3.3.1-1 through 3.3.1-3). The 50 percent Chi-square calculation (methodology 5) is used for

,

cases with little failure data. Finally, the INPO methodology can result in estimates ranging !

from higher than the demand estimates (methodology 1) to lower than the time-related
estimates (methodology 3). However, if demands occur uniformly over time, then the INPO
methodology is equivalent to the purely time-related model (methodology 3).

Based on historical usage and conservatism, the demand-related methods were chosen over ;

the time-related methods. Both (methodologies 1 and 2) were calculated. However, the j
Bayesian update (methodology 2) and Chi-square calculation (methodology 5) were chosen
for use in the HCGS PRA. The resulting component failure data and unavailabilities are
shown in Table 3.3.2-1, 3.3.2-2, and 3.3.2-3.

3.3-9
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Nuclear Power Operations, August 1986. INPO 86-021.

3.3.2-6. " Hope Creek Generating Station Probabilistic Risk Assessment" Public Service
Electric And Gas Company (to be published).

3.3.3 IIuman Reliability Analysis
O

3.3.3.1 Jntroduction

The human reliability analysis (HRA) task of the Hope Creek Generating Station (HCGS)
Individual Plant Examination (IPE) involves the identification, modeling, and quantification of
human actions affecting core damage sequences. The HRA task interacts with four other IPE
tasks: event tree development, fault tree development, dependent failure analysis, and external
and spatially dependent internal event analyses. The HRA task also includes interactions with
plant operations and training personnel. The outputs of the HRA task are probabilities for all
human actions contained in the plant models, models for accident sequence recovery, and
documentation for the detailed assessments. The results are input to the accident sequence

(core damage) quantification task.

The HCGS HRA was divided into two subtasks: analysis of human errors before an accident
(pre-initiator), and analysis of human errors during an accident (post-initiator). Pre-initiator
(Type A) HRA addresses operator actions to manually start or align components following test
and maintenance. These actions are modeled in the system fault trees. Post-initiator (Type C) ;

HRA addresses operator actions to initiate standby systems given a demand as modeled in fault
trees, top events representing operator system selection choices in the event trees, and recovery i

events applied to the event sequence cutsets. Operator actions which result in a plant trip or j

other initiating event (Type B) were accounted for in the initiator event frequency instead of (
developing a detailed HRA. The Type A and C human action models are discussed in the |

following sections.
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Q The HCGS HRA tasks used the following primary references for methods and data:

1. Handbook of Human Reliability Analysis With Emphasis on Nuclear Power Plant
Operations (Reference 3.3.3-1).

2. Systematic Human Action Reliability Procedure (SHARP) (Reference 3.3.3-2).

3. Post Event Human Decision Errors Operator Action Tree / Time Reliability

Correlation (Reference 3.3.3-3).

4 Risk Methods Integration and Evaluation Program (RMIEP) Methods Development: A
Data-Based Method for Including Recovery Actions in PRA, Vol.: Development for
the Data-Based Methodology and Vol. 2: Application of the Data-Based Method

(Reference 3.3.3-4).

5. Analysis of Core Damage Frequency From Internal Events: Surry, Unit I
(Reference 3.3.3-5).

6. Analysis of Core Damage Frequency From Internal Events: Sequoyah, Unit 1

(Reference 3.3.3-6).

p 7. Accident Sequence Evaluation Program Human Reliability Analysis Procedure

G/ (Reference 3.3.3-7).

8. A Human Reliability Analysis Approach Using Measurements For IPE

(Reference 3.3.3-8)

All human error event quantifications included an initial screening assessment. Dominant
human interactions revealed during the accident sequence quantification were reevaluated using
a more detailed assessment. The screening methodologies for various types of human errors
are described in Sections 3.3.3.2 and 3.3.3.3. Human error events reevaluated because of

- their initial dominance are described in Section 3.3.3.4. Plant specific information and data j
developed to support the HRA are described in Section 3.3.3.5. This includes walkdowns, I

simulator observations and discussions with HCGS operations staff.

3.3.3.2 HRA Methodolony for Pre-Initiator Tasks

Pre-accident human errors modeled in the HCGS IPE are those related to the tasks of testing
and maintenance. Errors in performing these tasks include miscalibration of sensors and
failure to restore components following a test or maintenance. Errors during maintenance that
result in degraded component performance or component failure are implicitly contained in the
generic and plant-specific component failure rates. Errors of commission, such as
inadvertently mispositioning or disabling a component outside of the planned testing and

Il maintenance, are excluded from the explicit analysis. Such errors are difficult to qualitatively
U describe and have not been explicitly modeled in many PRAs. However, in the HCGS IPE,
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crrors of commission are considered to a degree in the quantitative models by using the
recommended NUREG/CR-4772 values for basic events whose values are sufficiently
conservative to include errors of commission. Furthermore, the assignment of data for
initiating events and dependent failures includes Type B errors that trigger an initiating event
caused by errors of commission. This type of error has occurred at commercial nuclear power
plants.

The methods used to assess pre-initiator operator actions are consistent with the
NUREG/CR-4772 and the NUREG/CR-4550 studies. The pre-initiator operator actions
modeled focused on restoration and miscalibration errors. Valves in each standby system were
evaluated to determine whether a restoration error could result in partial or total failure of the

system to perform its required function.

Miscalibration and restoration errors were quantified using the Handbook of Human Reliability
With Emphasis on Nuclear Power Plant Operations and the Technique for Human Error Rate
Prediction (THERP). Plant-specific calibration and restoration (following maintenance)
procedures were examined to ensure technical accuracy of plant-specific models. Table
3.3.3-1 presents the conditions and procedures associated with calibration at the HCGS.
Tables 3.3.3-2 and 3.3.3-3 show the THERP model of miscalibration used for the HCGS
calculations. Table 3.3.3-4 presents the conditions and procedures associated with
maintenance and restoration at the HCGS. Table 3.3.3-5 shows the THERP model for
restoration errors following test or maintenance used for the HCGS calculations. The results g
(rounded off to multiples of 1, 3, and 5) indicate a miscalibration error rate of 3.0E-3 per W
calibration and a restomtion error rate or 5.0E-3 per test or maintenance. Dependent
miscalibration of two instruments was assigned a probability of 5.0E-4, while dependent
miscalibration of three instruments was assigned 3.0E-4. Dependent restoration errors are
contributors to the beta and gamma factors discussed in Section 3.3.4.

Human Error Probabilities (HEPs) developed with THERP models were used in the following
equation to determine the component unavailability, UA, due to miscalibration or restoration:

.
UA = (HEP)(FDT)/(INT)

where
HEP = miscalibration (or restoration) error probability,
FDT = fault duration time before detection, and
INT = interval between calibrations (test or maintenance).

As indicated in the fault tree development guidelines, restoration error events were not
modeled for components that automatically realign upon demand, which must be tested upon
completion of the maintenance, or which are not affected by maintenance. In addition,
misalignments that would be noticed on a shift basis, daily, or would be annunciated, were not
modeled.

O
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p Miscalibration errors modeled in the fault trees include the letters MC in the seventh and
b eighth position in the event names. Restoration errors were denoted by RE. A list of all

miscalibration and restoration errors is presented in Table 3.3.3-6.

3.3.3.3 Post-Initiator Human Actions

The post-initiator HRA assessments deal with activities performed by crews during and after
the occurrence of an abnormal event. Such activities are usually related to maintaining or
controlling a critical safety function. Once a symptom or limit that triggers an Emergency
Operating Procedure (EOP) response is detected, the control room crews respond by following

the logigef parallel paths within the symptom-based 100 Series and 200 Series EOP flow
charts. 'For example, if a symptom, such as a leak is identified, the crew can isolate the leak
using available valves that specifically address the condition without diagnosing the cause. A
distinction has been made between the detection-planning phase and the action phase for post-
initiator tasks to allow for separate examination during the HRA. Tasks of detection and
planning involve problem solving and decision making supported by the EOPs, while action
tasks tend to involve physical performance according to a specified procedure (e.g., 300 Series
EOPs). Both parts of the post-initiator actions use time under time limited conditions.

The HRA for post-initiator tasks also takes into account the impact of Performance Shaping
Factors (PSFs) on the HEPs. These include the effects of task complexity, practice, the use of

g] well-developed EOPs, the type of action (dynamic or step-by-step) and the amount of stress

V (moderate or extremely high stress). Consideration of such factors in the HRA greatly
increases the plant specific validity of the estimated HEPs.

The HEP estimates must also consider the range of the HEP or uncertainty. There are
numerous reasons to consider uncertainty in the assessment, including the effects of different
crews, and even differences in individual behavior from day to day. Therefore, each estimated
HEP is assumed to represent the median value of a lognormal distribution.

Although the lognormal distribution is recommended, as discussed in Chapter 7 of NUREG/CR-
1278 (Reference 3.3.3-1), and Chapter 2 of NUREG/CR-4722, (Reference 3.3.3-7), other
distributions could be applied. For PRA work, it is convenient to assume a lognormal
distribution to represent the uncertainty. The shape of the lognormal distribution can be
determined by two parameters such as the median and the Uncertainty Bound (UCB) to reflect
uncertainty range in the HEP. The UCB is the square root of the ratio of the 95th percentile to
the 5th percentile of the lognormal distribution. These distributions are easily integrated with
lognormal distributions for component failure probabilities.

The UCB of the lognormal distribution is assigned according to the guidelines in
NUREG/CR-4772 to capture the range of variability of people and conditions being modeled,
as well as the uncertainty of the analyst in assigning HEPs to a task. Therefore, the use of

fm HCGS HRA procedure tends to err on the conservative side and indicates the degree of

Q uncertainty in each HEP estimate. Published collections of data on human performance help
verify the ranges of uncertainty in the human reliability estimates.
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A process of four phases was used to integrate the post-initiator operator actions into accident
sequences. The process is in accordance with NUREG/CR-4772. The NUREG/CR-4772
procedure formally uses a screening approach and a nominal analysis. A simplified and more
conservative screening approach was substituted for the NUREG/CR-4772 screening approach.

This awroach is discussed further.

Phase 1 Identify the operator action to be modeled. Key operator actions that could have
an impact on the consequences of an event sequence were identified using three
modeling methods. The methods for identification are described in the following
sections on constructing fault trees (3.3.3.3.1), and for cutset recoveries
(3.3.3.3.2). In general, procedures for system operating (SO), emergency
operating (EO), abnormal operating (AB), and alarm response (AR) procedures
were used to identify and group human actions. Each method provides a unique
focus on key recovery tasks given the conditions of the accident sequence or cutset.

Phase 2 Screening of the key operator actions. For quantification of post-initiator operator '
actions a simple, conservative screening analysis was used. The purpose of the
screening analysis was to reduce the effort expended on actions that do not have
significant impact on plant risk and avoid the loss of cutsets with multiple human
actions that could be dependent. To effectively use the plant model which consists
of event trees and fault trees, and to evaluate recovery actions, initial screening was
quantified with all post-initiator actions identified in the initial models set to 1.0.
By first assigning 1.0 to each HEP, it was possible to see all combinations of
operator actions to ensure that all dependencies of operator actions were known.
However, in examining the results (cutsets) from this screening analysis, there were
an unmanageable number of cutsets which would all drop below the reporting
screening criteria described in Section 3.4.1 once the recovery actions were applied.

Therefore, the next step was to assign a new screening value of 0.1 for all post-
accident HEPs. This resulted in many cutsets with 1 to 3 human actions combined
with several equipment failures. The value of each of those actions was then
assigned a probability of 1.0 to allow the recovery methodology described below to
be used. The resulting cutsets were examined, and if the recovery actions were
separate in time, then the screening process outlined in the NUREG/CR-4772
reference was used. For example, if the first recovery action in a cutset was based
on a detailed quantification, then the second action was included in the
quantification by multiplying the greater of either the detailed HEP assessment for
the second action or .03 as recommended for screening in the NUREG/CR-4772

| reference. If a third action was identified, a HEP of 0.1 was assigned (or detailed
assessment HEP, if greater). This process accounts for human action dependencies
during the sequence quantification.

Operator actions that only appeared in cutsets lower than 1.0E-7/yr or less were left
in the fault tree models at the screening value of 1.0, without further evaluation.
Operator actions that appeared in cutsets greater than 1.0E-7/yr were evaluated
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(7 further using refined estimates. Sequences with no operator action modeled with a
probability greater than 1.0E-7 were examined to identify potential recovery actions.\

The detailed assessment started with recommended HEP values from NUREG/CR-
4772 for those operator actions that were not screened out and required further
analysis. Operator action summary sheets were developed to fully describe the
operator action and the surrounding circumstances. This approach allowed plant
specific simulator observations to be incorporated into the quantification process.

Phase 3 Ouantification of the remainine HRA events. The events not screened out were
quantified using NUREG/CR-4772 data for slips (P3) and mistakes (P1). For non-
responses (P2), the simulator based model in Reference 3.3.3-8 was substituted for
the fixed time curves in NUREG/CR-4772. This model supports incorporation of
generic and plant specific information into the assessments. The time available for
the operator to respond was determined primarily by a combination of severe
accident codes (MAAP), and simulator observations without operator actions under
specified conditions. This accounted for combinations of working and inoperative
control systems. The transient information was used to estimate the time to core
uncovery, conditions for actions to protect the suppression pool, and construction of
timing information for cutset analysis. Finally, the three estimates for detection
errors (P1), non-response (P2) and post-initiator action errors (P3) were " merged

p into a human basic event" HEP with the UCB assigned as recommended in

V NUREG/CR-4772.

In cases where multiple operator actions appeared in the same cutset, the actions
were evaluated as a whole to determine the possible courses of actions that the
control room crew would take. This evaluation included discussions with
operators, comparison with emergency operating instructions, and knowledge
gained from observing simulator scenarios. The resulting recovery action (HEP) is
assumed to represent the error probability for the most likely actions to be taken.
The multiple tasks in each cutset are quantified and merged to form the probability
of failing to successfully complete the human recovery event considering the
dependency assessment methods in NUREG/CR-4772.

Phase 4 Requantify olant model and evaluate additional ooerator actions. The results of the
event tree quantification were recalculated using a combination of screening and
detailed HEPs. Again the core damage cutsets were ranked by probability. The ,

Ihighest cutsets were again reviewed to identify additional operator actions. These
actions were reevaluated and quantified. This process ofidentification, evaluation
and requantification of plant models was a continuous and iterative process. Each
refined calculation was documented to describe the scenario and circumstances ;

surrounding the operator action.

3
(O
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3.3.3.3.1 Post-Initiator Tasks Modeled in Fault Trees

Operator actions modeled in the system fault trees include manual operation or alignment of
components that must be manually initiated and controlled or backup automatic operation.
Such actions must be clearly addressed in the operating procedures to be included in the system
fault tree models. The screening quantification of these types of errors included assessments
with HEPs of 1.0, and 0.1 (as described previously).

A list of operator errors modeled in the system fault trees is presented in Table 3.3.3-7.

3.3.3.3.2 Recovery Actions Applied to Sequence Cut Sets

Recovery actions were applied in transients, ATWS events, and to the longer-term events such
as loss of decay heat removal. Recovery was not applied to intermediate and large loss of
coolant accidents. If several recovery actions were applicable to a cutset, then the action with
the lowest unavailability was applied. In some cases, more than one recovery action was
applied to a cutset, depending on the time allowed, if the actions could be considered
independent.

The refined recovery actions were quantified by the process described in Section 3.3.3.4 to
replace combined human actions that were screening values ranging from 1.0 to the values in
Table 3.3.3-8. Resulting HEPs were compared with other assessments of similar actions
described in other PRA studies. These recovery actions vary in complexity, ranging from h
manual operation of equipment to opening doors to promote circulation, if heating, ventilating,
and air conditioning (HVAC) systems fail. These recovery actions are typically cutset
dependent. Therefore, they were applied at the cutset level after the initial sequence cutsets
had been grouped into similar accident sequences.

3.3.3.4 Refined Human Error Analysis

Operator actions that proved to be dominant during accident sequence quantification often
required further analysis by means of a refined, or nominal, HRA. The refined analysis for one
action resulted in criteria for a new procedure. The assessment helped prioritize alternate
recovery strategies.

The refined HRA was performed in accc; dance with the NUREG/CR-4772 analysis procedure
and the time dependent model and data developed in Reference 3.3.3-8. These methods also
benefit from the data reported in NUREG/CR-4873 (Reference 3.3.3-4). The refined
assessment reduced conservatiem introduced through HRA screening, and identified specific |
actions that are important for maintaining the risk at the expected level. HRA quantification
steps for the detailed analysis are:

Step 1 Define recovery actions that decrease a sequence below IE-7/yr whose screening l
value is less than 0.1 for a cutset. This includes the combination of all recovery h

,

I

I
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( actions modeled in the fault trees and non-recovery actions that result from the
% examination of the information contained in the cutset. Use the qualitative insights
,

from simulator observations to define the nature of the recovery actions.

Step 2 For the recovery actions that are not included in the fault trees, apply the
appropriate recovery action identifier to the cutset.

Step 3 Startmg with the Basic HEPs for errors of omission and commission in
NUREG/CR-4772 (treated as slips - errors in actions P1 and mistakes - errors in
diagnosis P3 in Reference 3.3.3-8), apply the PSFs for procedures, practice,
feedback, interface designs, stress and task complexity.

PSFs1*HEPo (NUREG/CR-4772)P1 =

PSFs3*HEPc (NUREG/CR-4772)P3 =

Step 4 Estimate the time dependent part of the non-recovery probability by first determining
the times for action and the system time allowed. These times can be determined
from thermal-hydraulic calculations, simulator observations, experienced events, or
expert judgment as recommended in NUREG/CR-4772. Specifically,

TM (the maximum time in which both phases of the recovery action must be

d completed) is estimated using thermal-hydraulic computer codes which provide
time dependent information on core or containment parameters (i.e., pressure,
temperature, water level, etc.), and/or information based on equipment failure
characteristics (loss of room cooling, seal cooling, etc.).

TA (the time required to physically accomplish the action phase) can be
.anservatively estimated as the sum of the maximum time required to reach the
area where the action is to be accomplished and the time required to accomplish
the action - these should be based on actual measurements where possible.

Estimate the time available to diagnose the recovery action, Td, by the following
expression:

Td TM - TA=

Step 5 Estimate the median response time, the type of cue that triggers the action or the level
of cognitive processing required. Observations of simulator training, studies of
procedures and walkdowns of the plant support these plant-specific assessments.
Options are to use the standard conservative curve provided in NUREG/CR-4772, or
grouped data from simulator observations provided in NUREG/CR-4834 Vol. 2. The
desired approach in this study is to use plant-specific simulator observations, and to

J gain risk reduction insights through the process.
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Step 6 Obtain an estimate of the median failure probability for the time dependent non-
recovery portion, P2, using the correlation from EPRI 6560L Reference 3.3.3-8, or |

NUREG/CR-4834 data described in Step 5.

1-@[In(Td/Th)/o] (EPRI-6560L) |P2 =

Where @(.) is the standard normal cumulative distribution, Td is the decision time
and Th is a median time estimate for crew responses, and e is the standard deviation
of normalized time derived from data in EPRI-6560L to represent the type of cue or
cognitive processing required for the task.

Step 7 Estimate the median HEP for the action phase of the recovery task by assessing P1
and P3, and by applying the PSPs for each. Alternate methods using RMIEP, or
the models in the Handbook (NUREG/CR-1278), can be used. These involve the
development of action specific logic trees to represent each error.

Step 8 Estimate the total median failure probability for the recovery action, P(hT), using
the following expression:

P(NR-median) = P1 + P2 + P3 - (Pl* P2 + Pl* P3 + P3* P2)

Step 9 If the detailed assessment is for the first recovery action, and a second or third
action is to be applied to a single cutset, apply the dependence assessment methods
in NUREG/CR-4772. To consider dependencies, the HEP for multiple actions is a
product of the detailed quantification for the first action, and the greater of either
the detailed assessment for the second action or .03 as recommended for screening
in the NUREG/CR-4772 reference. If a third action was identified, a HEP of 0.1
was assigned (or detailed assessment HEP, if greater). This process accounts for
human action dependencies during the sequence quantification. Detailed assessments
of dependency can be used to justify lower dependencies on a case by case basis.

P(NR-Dep-median) = P(NR-median)*P(NR2)*P(NR3)

For cutsets containing hardware recoveries (e.g. recovery of offsite power, the
Emergency Diesel Generators or the feedwater system), the hardware recovery was
applied using its calculated value. If a second hardware recovery was applied, it
was also given its detailed value. There were no cutsets which contained two
hardware recoveries and any additional recoveries. For cutsets containing one
hardware recovery only, up to two additional operator recoveries were allowed.
The first was assigned its quantified value, and the second was assigned a value of
0.03 or the HEP value, whichever was larger.

Following these rules, no cutsets were allowed more than three post-accident
recovery actions.
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(] Step 10 Specify the uncertainty on the median HEP by assigning the Uncertainty Bound
V (UCB) according to the methods described in NUREG/CR-4772. The UCB is the

square root of the ratio of the 95th percentile to the 5th percentile of the lognormal
,

distribution. This assignment produces a lognormal distribution for the HEP |

distribution, determined by the median and the UCB. A calculated mean value
from the lognormal distribution is typically used in quantifying the mean value of a
cutset to reflect uncertainty range in the HEP.

Step 11 The new cutset probability, allowing for recovery, is then:

P(cutset) original *P(NR-Dep-mean)P(cutset),w =

The operator actions for which the detailed HRA were performed are listed in Table 3.3.3-8.

3.3.3.5 Plant Walkdowns. Operator Interviews. and Simulator Observations

The HRA used plant walkdowns, operator interviews, and simulator observations by IPE team
members and consultants to enhance the plant specific understanding of key operator actions.
For example, walkdowns of the actions in the 300 Series procedures, that involve lifting
jumpers, realigning valves and inserting piping elements, were used to estimate times for TA.
The times were formally documented in a Job Performance Measures (JPM) program
administered by the Training Department. The JPM program includes data for the travel timee

and confirmation of the feasibility for each procedure performed outside the control room. Thei

timing data includes the time to obtain the procedures, tools, and transient time to the local site.
Additional time was added to TA for troubleshooting and carrying out the response actions such
as installing the spool piece for the fire water injection based on the recommendation of
operating crews inteniewed during the simulator exercises. Information obtained from the
walkdowns and review of the procedures included the feasibility of actions based on logistics,
time availability, and ease of completion. These were used in estimating PSFs for P1 and P3.

Qualitative insights from simulator observations of four scenarios managed by two crews were
developed in conjunction with the Hope Creek Simulator training staff to support the IPE HRA
quantifications. Combinations of many malfunctions were selected to increase the number of
key manual actions that could be observed in each scenario. Two scenarios involved
anticipated transients without scram (ATWS). The effect of increased core power in these
scenarios was to shorten the time between cues to initiate actions in the procedures. The
scenarios were (1) Transient with turbine trip and loss of feedwater - ATWS, (2) LOP - With ;

'

loss Of High Pressure Injection, (3) MSIV closure - ATWS, and (4) a transient with loss of
all injection due to loss of service water.

Primarily used for the post-initiator action analyses, simulator observations were used to either ,

I

support or modify the assumptions needed to refine the HEP estimate based on NUREG/CR-
4772. The simulator observations were performed after a number ofimportant operatorqy actions were identified during the initial phase of event tree quantification. Actions expected j

to result in refined quantifications were combined into four accident sequences to be run on the i
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Hope Creek simulator. The simulator operators and observers prepared for data collections g
through a practice setsion to tune the draft malfunctions for actual use prior to the observation W
sessions. Two complete and separate crews of varying experience and qualifications were
asked to manage the four simulated accidents. Each session was simulated as closely as
possible to the normal plant conditions including shift turnovers, and field responses to control
room requests. Three observers provided information to validate the sequence timing and
validate the observations. After each of the scenarios, the crews were interviewed to assess
the events and circumstances surrounding the scenario.

The resulting insights, observations and discussions were documented and then incorporated
into the analysis in support of Th, Td, and a during the cutset review process. Ideally, the
parameters Td, Th, and a should be obtained for each action to be analyzed in detail. In
practice, estimates for these parameters are made by considering a variety ofinformation
sources including simulator observations. The process for estimating Td is described in step 4
of the refined human error analysis. The median response time, Th, was estimated from the
action time lines developed from observer notes which were compared with independent
measurements from other BWRs in EPRI-6560L and NUREG/CR-4834. In many cases, the
plant specific observed times were consistent enough to estimate values for Th. For the non-
measured cases, human reliability estimates in observed cases were conservatively extrapolated
using model data and engineering judgment.

A good estimate for the statistic c requires more than two measures, therefore assignments
were conservatively made in the range of 0.4 to 1.0 drawing upon the statistical evaluations of
more than 1000 action points in EPRI-6560L. The upper bound represents both cues with
little pre-warning and decisions made using knowledge-based thinking. The lower bound
represents cues with pre-warning and rule or skill-based decision-making. The lower bound
and intermediate estimates of 0.7 were used only when the observadons demonstrated clearly
that all crews would perform the same response and previous measures demonstrated 11 e same
responses at other BWR plants. Key insights from the observations are described below.

3.3.3.5.1 Generic Insights from Simulator Observations

The Hope Creei symptom based EOPs for managing events are based on the safety priority for
scram, reactor water level, reactor pressure, and dry well pressure. The highest priority

,

| following a transient is reactivity control to satisfy the scram condition. K:y insights included:

Following all transients, the operators immediately verified that all control rods have fully*

inserted, and reactor power is decreasing. All personnel observed within the control room
immediately observed and loudly announced the automatic scram failure-ATWS based on
diverse instruments This is a good practice and serves to ensure that all personnel within
the control room were immediately aware of the situation. Although the immediate actions
are proceduralized, all personnel completed the reactor trip response actions completely,
accurately, and expediently from memory, and later confirmed the actions by procedure.,

| i

ATWS - The crews are instructed to manually control reactivity by three actions, if reactor ;*

l power under a scram condition is outside the EOP limit of 45 These are: (1) manual trip l
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Q actions to insert rods (HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0101), (2) initiate standby liquid control (SLC) to
V introduce boron (HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0101), and (3) lower water level to reduce moderation

(HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0207). SLC is manually triggered according to HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0101
when the suppression pool temperature reaches 110"F The Redundant Reactivity Control
System (RRCS) provides for automatically controlling four features that affect reactivity.
The RRCS is automatically initiated if the reactor pressure reaches 1071 psig. In this high |
pressure case, the alternate rod insertion (ARI) is initiated, a feedwater runback is initiated |

after a 25 second delay, if any APRM is not downscale, the recirculation pumps are
tripped and the timer for SLC is initiated. The RRCS is also initiated if the measured
reactor vessel level is less than -38" (Level 2). In this case, the ARI is initiated, the
recirculation pumps are tripped after a 9 second delay, and the timer for SLC is initiated.

,

Initiating ARI opens 8 valves to bleed air from the control rod drive pilot air header |
causing all scram air header valves to open, and starts the SLC initiation timer. SLC l

Iinitiation will occur in 3.9 minutes, if the APRM is not downscale (less than 4% power).
The RRCS backs up mechanical control rod failures while controlling reactivity by other ;

means. In the observed simulator cases, the ATWS portion was quickly handled by
manual actions, even though multiple layers of automatic systems were modeled as failed.
In one case, lack of flow control on the LPCI paths was identified by the crew as a
potential control problem that could introduce oscillations (feedwater or condensate was
preferred because of the ability to control flow).

) Loss of High Pressure Injection - The parallel EOP proculures were easily used by the crewe

to reach the key items for control of the situation. For example, procedures for coreis

cooiing, (HC.OP-EO.ZZ-206 or HC.OP-EO.ZZ-207, were reached within two minutes in
scenario 2 by both crews. In these cases seven alternate level control methods in EOP 101
step RC/L-3 were reviewed and prioritized for use. The possible level restoration methods, i

given the conditions of the scenario, were pursued in parallel so that the equipment that was
recovered first could be used to mitigate the event. Use of the EOPs demonstrated " parallel
decision making" that can increase the probability of recovery.

1

Izak Identification - Support for identification and isolation of a leek were enhanced by the |.
'

diverse instrumentation, training, and procedures available in the control room. Once a
cue for a leak was detected, both crews were able to identify and isolate LOCAs before any
injections or isolations occurred. The annunciator signals provide both the alarm and i

procedure directed actions for isolation. Other diverse instrumentation on CRTs provides
information for early detection. Confronted with conflicting information, the one crew
was able to detect a small leak and isolate the leak before either an annunciation was
triggered or a radiation alarm limit was reached by using the computer warning system. ;

This shows that the diverse indicators improve the crews' responses. The other crew was |
performing a turbine admission valve stroke test and had a different screen on the CRT.
They were alerted by the annunciator signal and then quickly isolated the leak,

Depressurizatica - Crews were well trained on depressurizing to use low pressure systems.*pQ Once the conditions for depressurization were reached the crews rapidly inhibited ADS
and, as a result of the scenario conditions, took manual control, opening 5 SRVs as
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directed by HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0202. If the reactor pressure is being decreased for other |

reasons, a varying number of SRVs will be opened depending on the cooldown rate
desired.

Use of procedures - The use of the parallel path emergency operating procedures (EOPs*

100 and 200 Series) was straightforward for the trained operators. Colored markers were
used to keep track of the pathway through the procedures, and acted as a check in !

recapping the event in progress. This allowed flexibility in addressing each operating limit
that was challenged. The crews tended to anticipate needs and to act more quickly than i

required by the trip points in the procedures.

* Detailed recovery procedures (300 series) were initiated within 15 minutes of the initiating
event. The crew was able to cross-tie service water systems without using P& ids. The
detailed 300 series procedures already include the control room and local steps.

3.3.3.5.2 Turbine Trip Transient and Loss of Feedwater with Fall to Scram

From the time of trip, different strategies were used by the crews. The first crew turned off
the injection systems to control reactivity and to reduce power. This caused a Level 1 trip and
the MSIVs closed before jumpers were lifted. The second crew ramped down the HPCI flow
until the level dropped to about -120", where power reached 25%. In this case the MSIVs
remained open, because the level stayed above the Ixvel 1 trip at -129". In both cases the loss
of injection systems rapidly cued the crews to initiate steam cooling without high pressure h
injection (45 seconds and 150 seconds following the loss ofinjection). Insights included:

* The simulator predicted power surges in both cases. Although the simulator model may not
represent the plant response, it appears that in this rare case, the sensitivity of reactor power
to water level makes manual control difficult. In both cases the procedures were carefully

followed.

3.3.3.5.3 Loss of Offsite Power (LOP) - with Loss of High Pressure Injection

Observations were made for loss of offsite power conditions in scenarios 1 and 4. The LOP
was immediately observable in the control room and loudly communicated. Besides the loss of
normal light levels in the control room, the reactor operator immediately verified the loss of
offsite power based on indication and under-voltage annunciators. If the DGs are available,
then low pressure systems will be available for injection. The feedwater and condensate
systems require restoration of non-lE AC electrical sources and reopening of the MSIVs.

If all AC power is unavailable, then only the RCIC and HPCI turbine-driven pumps are
available for injection to the core. These turbine-driven pumps should start automatically
when the core level reaches -38" (Level 2) following a LOP, and continue to run using DC
control power. There should be no competing actions within the control room for trying to
restore offsite power and emergency diesel generators. These actions are generally performed
by personnel outside the control room. Key insights are:
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N * Core Cooling - Time for recovery actions was created by cooling with the existing core(d water inventory. Ex-control room recovery teams were sent out to reestablish injection by
attempting to restart RCIC and recover DG to power the low pressure systems, and offsite
power for feedwater and condensate systems. Following damage reports saying that these
options were unavailable, new options were considered. Both crews initiated steam cooling
by opening SRVs in 10 and 12 minutes respectively following the station blackout, and
lined up the diesel driven fire pump, because its operation is independent of electrical
power.

* Injection to maintain inventaty_-In this event the operators were able to initially control
HPCI flow to avoid a Level 8 trip. After HPCI failed and repair attempts were not
effective, emergency depressurization was required.

The 310 procedures for use of the firewater system were started in both cases within 13
and 3 minutes. Local operation must be coordinated with the control room where level
indication should still be available. Realignments from the control panels seemed well
practiced and procedures allow for selection of the L.ast appropriate system.

* Containment cooling - RHR cooling of the suppression pool was started early in the
scenario before the station blackout. This action was triggered by a relief valve opening.

3.3.3.5.4 MSIV Closure - ATWS

In both simulations the key actions of reactivity control, suppression pool temperature control,
water level control during different phases of the event, and containment control were
performed as required. On the basis of the symptoms, the operators quickly and efficiently
identified the key actions to manage the event situation. A difference in the runs was the
availability of the B train of the SLC. This difference had little impact on the overall actions
(Manual reactor trip attempt at 22 seconds and 16 seconds; stop injections 54 seconds and 68
seconds; and manual SLC initiation 124 seconds and 42 seconds before the suppression pool
temperature reached 110*F, respectively). Insights for operator action quantification are:

* Level control - Control of the level with low pressure systems following an ATWS requires
operators to be very alert in selecting and manually controlling the flow of multiple systems
under low pressure conditions to avoid power surges. Reactivity control by lowering level
was also under way rapidly (54 seconds and 68 seconds for the MSIV closure, and 180
seconds and 240 seconds for the turbine trip). For the observed cases, the immediate steps
were performed by the separate crews in a different order. This is allowed by the parallel

,

path procedures (HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0101 path RC/Q for manual rod insertion and SLC !
injection with parallel transfer to IIC.OP-EO.ZZ-0207 step LP-1 for terminating injection
for level control). These actions were well known to the crews through training and
practice in the simulator.

hp In both ATWS cases, RPV level control after emergency depressurization and subsequent
low pressure injection was very difficult, leading to power surge (s) and rapid opening and
closing of multiple SRVs as level was increased. The impact of one versus two SLC pumps
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was undetectable during the simulations, because level control by the crews dominated the
power control. This means that the insertion of the control rods is a high priority recovery
action even though boron has been injected.

* Suppression Pool Temperature - Both crews kept the suppression pool temperature below
the HCTL and took manual actions to initiate SLC injection. The manual injection of SLC
was very rapid (124 seconds and 42 seconds for the MSIV closure and 234 seconds and 120
seconds for the turbine trip).

Suppression pool cooling was initiated early in the events as the temperature increased. The
cue for this action is any active or anticipated heat addition to the torus, an open SRV, or
injection of HPCI, RCIC, or a LOCA indicated by increasing drywell pressure. Both crews
started RHR cooling of the suppression pool and noted that only one train was available
within 1 minute following the initiating event.

. Pressure control - Crew actions to control SRVs using the ADS inhibit switch to prevent
five valves from opening at once and then controlling the depressurization according to the
dynamics of the scenario was extremely fast and accurate. In both cases the ADS was
manually inhibited to gain control over the depressurization. Then, due to the conditions of
the scenario,5 SRVs were manually opened according to HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0202 to
depressurize for low pressure injection within 10 and 15 seconds.

Fire Water injection - The simulator malfunction recoveries varied. In the first case, the h*

low pressure systems were recovered soon after procedure HC.OP-EO.ZZ-0310 (fire water
injection) was discussed, whereas the second case included time for fire water hookup and
injection, before other low pressuire systems were restored.

3.3.3.5.5 Loss of Station Service Water

In this scenario the temperatures for all equipment were elevated because of the high outside
temperatures. This high temperature condition was expected to mask a small but growing leak
in the RACS heat exchanger. Once the leak was detected the isolation was completed within
two minutes by both crews. The SACS system was degraded because only the B and D service
water pumps were initially available to cool standby equipment (e.g., HPCI, RCIC, and LPCI).
The B pump failed in the scenario and the crews checked the Technical Specifications for
continued operation, planning to go to 80% power. The scenario continued with a loss of offsite
power which triggered a reactor scram, start of the EDGs, and MSIV closure. The D-SSW
pump failed to restart. Lack of cooling to IIDGs, HPCI and RCIC under continued operation is
expected to result in high temperatures. In the case of EDGs, this leads to bearing failure if left
running. In both cases the crews secured all four EDGs, and kept the RCIC and HPCI turbines
running without service water because of the SACS interloop heat capacity. The STA increased
vigilance on the temperature monitoring, and the in-plant control room operators opened doors
to the RCIC and HPCI rooms to promote enhanced cooling. The main focus of actions was to
restore some of the service water pumps. h,

l
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* Tradeoffs between overheating equipment and extending time to core damage were
examined. In the case ofloss of service water, the crew protected the EDGs by securing
them until the service water system could be restored.

* The only case where doors are opened to enhance room cooling is a station blackout in the
procedures (HC.OP-EO.ZZ-135); this is not done if the service water system is lost.

3.3.3.6 Post-Inillator HRA Results

On the basis of the screening methodology described earlier, all basic events were initially given
a screening probability of 1.0. .All those cutsets that were greater than 1.0E-7/yr and could be
addressed with available and appropriate operator actions were evaluated further using nominal
HRA quantification methods (ASEP or THERP). Per NUREG-1335 (Reference 3.3.3-15), all
post-initiator human actions whose probability is 0.1 or less that results in a cutset dropping
below 1.0E-7/ year should be reported. This is assessed in Section 3.4.1.3.
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. 3.3.4 .Cammon Cause Fallure Data

3.3.4.1 Parnmetric Dependent Failure Study

Parametric modeling of intercomponent dependent failures in the HCGS IPE involved
application of the multiple Greek letter (MGL) methodology using the following steps:

1. Definition of the scope for the parametric study,

2. Determination of p, y, and S factors for dependent failures of similar components,

3. Review of system fault trees for similar types of components (pumps, valves, and
diesel generators) in redundant trains or loops, and
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4. Modification of fault trees to account for important dependent failures.

3.3.4.1.1 Scope For Parametric Study

Step 1 was performed by reviewing past PRAs such as Seabrook (Reference 3.3.4-2), the
NUREG-1150 PRAs (Reference 3.3.4-3), and other reports on dependent failures (References
3.3.4-4 through 3.3.4-9). From this review, it was decided that the scope of the study should
cover redundant, similar components within a system. Dependent failures of similar
components in separate systems were not analyzed. The types of components considered were:

1. Valves (motor-operated, air-operated, and safety / relief),

2. Pumps (motor-driven and turbine-driven),

3. Diesel generators, and

4. Other components for which little historical data about common cause failure was
available, such as fans, DC buses, and service water motors and strainers.

3.3.4.1.2 Determination of Dependent Failures Factors

i

Step 2 involved the determination of , y, and S factors used to quantify dependent failure jp) events of similar components. A variety of quantification models for dependent failures is(,
available. Such models include the p factor (Reference 3.3.4-10), extended factor approach

termed the Multiple Greek Letter (MGL) method (Reference 3.3.4-9), binomial failure rate
(Reference 3.3.4-11), common load (Reference 3.3.4-12), inverse stress strength interference
(Reference 3.3.4-13), and others. Based on historical usage and availability of parameter
estimates, the MGL method was chosen.

The MGL method is described in detail in References 3.3.4-9 and 3.3.4-15. The discussions
that follow summarize the pertinent formulas and concepts for three different component

- redundancy configurations:

Two-redundant-component systems*

Three-redundant-component systems*

Four-redundant-component systems*

These are systems in which two, three, and four components function in parallel, respectively.

The following paragraphs discuss the symbology and the equations used to estimate the p, y,
and S factors, as well as the equations used to calculate the various system failure probabilities.

(3v
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3.3.4.1.3 Symbology
!
'

In the symbology that is defined below, the subscript "n" is used to represent the total number
of redundant components in the system where,

2sns4

In this context, the term " component" refers to identical equipment performing identical
|specific functions.

The pertinent probabilities are represented symbolically as follows:

Q Total failure probability of one component.

Qmfn Total failure probability of a system, in which success of at least m out of n of
the redundant components is required for system success.

p For a specific component, the conditional probability that, given that a
component has failed, at least one additional component fails - for a total of at
least two failed components.

y For a specific component, the conditional probability that, given that a
component and one other component have failui, at least one additional
component fails - for a total of at least three failed components.

8 For a specific component, the conditional probability that, given that a
,

component and two other components have failed, at least one additional
component fails - for a total of at least four failed components.

| nk The number of events in the historical data base in which exactly k

| components in the system failed.

Pooled estimates of the three common cause parameters (p, y, and 6) were obtained from

industry data using the following formulas:

(2n +3n3 +4n )2 (3.3.4-1)p ,

(n +2n +3n +4n.)i 2 3

_ (3n3 +4n4) (3.3.4-2)
| (2n2 +3n3 +4n4)

= -

4"4 (3.3.4-3)S
(3n +4n4)3

|
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Estimates of the values of these three factors are listed in Tables 3.3.4-1, 3.3.4-2, and 3.3.4-3,

respectively. In each table, several data sources were used, as indicated across the top of the ;

'table. For each equipment category, the estimates from those data sources were combined to
yield the estimate recommended for use in the HCGS analysis. The methods used for this
combining process are discussed in the subsections below.

Most of the formulas presented below for the probability of system failure are based on
the small event approximation. This approximation allows third or higher order terms in
unreliability or unavailability to be dropped because such probability terms are very small.
For example, if the Q for a component is 1E-3 per demand, then a term including Q3 as

a factor would be a multiplier of IE-9, and is considered small enough to be neglected.

3.3.4.1.4 Two-Redundant-Component System

Based on a second order approximation in Q, the probability of system failure is given by

(@)Q+(1-0)2 92 (3.3.4-4)Q1/2 =

In calculating estimates of , Equation (3.3.4-1) was used. The values to be used for for
this type of system are listed in Table 3.3.4-1.

3.3.4.1.5 Three-Redundant-Component System

Based on a second order approximation in Q, the probability of system failure with a
one-out-of-three success criterion is as follows:

Q (D)(1-@)(1-7) + 4(D)(Y) Q (3.3.4-5)Q1/3 =

(2

For a two-out-of-three system, the second order formula is:

3 (1 - )2 q + }2 ( ) Q 1( )(Y) Q
2

(3.3.4-6)
-

Q2/3 =

2

In calculating estimates of P and Y, Equations (3.3.4-1) and (3.3.3-2) were used. Tables
3.3.4-1 and 3.3.4-2 list the values estimated for and Y, respectively. In the latter table, Y
values calculated from actual data are identified as category A in the third column. If a
particular data set has double failures but no triple failures, then an extrapolation of the data
was required. The formula used for that extrapolation is as follows:

0.52n2 (3.3.4-7)n3 =

.

I

G \
l

|
1

|
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This computational formula comes from using the value y = 0.43 (which is the average value
of y as evaluated for data category A for all equipment items grouped together) in the
following equation:

f23 (y) n2
D3

-

(1 -y)
=

(3s

This equation comes from the following simplified formula for a three component system:

3n3y =

(2n +3n3)2

y values which were calculated using this extrapolation are identified as category B in the third
column of Table 3.3.4-2.

For equipment items for which a mix of category A and B values exists, a weighted average of
the y values was recommended for use in the Hope Creek analyses. This average value was
computed as follows:

I(y4) + 0.5 I(ya)
y"C (3.3.4-8)=

(N + 0.5 Ns) g3

where E represents the sum over all y values in the associated category, and NA and N are3
the numbers of y values in the A and B categories, respectively. Thus, the values in the A
category were given full weight, while those in the B category were given only half weight.

3.3.4.1.6 Four-Redundant-Component Systems

Based on a second order approximation in Q, the probability of system failure with a one-out-
of-four success criterion is as follows:

-

l(P) (1-Y) + 3 (1-0)(P)(Y)(1 -S)Q (3.3.4-9)(0)(Y)(6) Q +Qu4 =

_3

For a two-out-of-four system, the second order formula is:

4Q [(1 - D) D (1 - Y))+ Q (P)* (1 - Y)* Q [(@)(Y)(1 - 6))+(@)(Y)(6) QQv4 +=

(3.3.4-10)

For a three-cut-of-four system, the second order formula is:

O
6 (1 - p)2 Q +2( )Q 1( )(y)Q 1( )(y)(S)Q (3.3.4-11)

2

Q3f4 =

3 3
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In calculating estimates of , y, and 6, Equations (3.3.4-1), (3.3.4-2), and (3.3.4-3) were used.
Tables 3.3.4-1,3.3.4-2, and 3.3.4-3 list the values estimated for p,7, and 6, respectively. In
the last table, 6 values calculated from actual data are identified as category A in the third
column. If a particular data set has triple failures but no quadruple failures, then a first order
extrapolation of the data was made using Equation (3.3.4-12) below and classified in category B
in the third column. If a particular data set had double failures but no triple or quadruple
failures, then an extrapolation was made to the triple failure category using Equation (3.3.4-7).
A second extrapolation was then made to the category of quadruple failures, and the data set was
classified in category C in the third column. The formula used for the extrapolation from triple
to quadruple failures is as follows:

0.85n3 (3.3.4-12)n4 =

This computational formula comes from using the value S = 0.53 (which is the average value
of 6 as evaluated for data category A for all equipment items grouped together) in the
following equation:

' 3'
(b) U~

3

"4 "

(1_ S)

This equation comes from Equation (3.3.4-3).

For equipment items for which a mix of category A, B, and C values exists, a weighted
average of the S values was recommended for use in the Hope Creek analyses. This average
value was computed as follows:

'I(8 )+ 0.5I(S )+ 0.25 I(S )[A s c
(3.3.4-13)

_

HC
-

(N + 0.5 N + 0.25 Nc)4 3

' where I represents the sum over all S values in the associated category, and N , Ng, and NcA
are the numbers of S values in the A, B, and C categories, respectively. Therefore, the values
in the A category were gi',eu fWl weight, while those in the B and C categories were given
only half and quarter weights, respectively.

3.3.4.1.7 Application of Common Cause Failures to the Fault Tree Models

Step 3 of the parametric modeling of dependent failures involved a review of all system fault
trees for similar components listed above which are redundant or are in redundant trains or
loops. For example, if a system had two redundant pumps and both were motor-driven, then
the failure of both pumps was identified as a potential dependent failure event. However, if
one pump was motor-driven and the other turbine-driven, then no dependent failure event wasO identified. Similarly, if MOVs existed in redundant loops of a system, a potential dependent

i
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failure event existed. However, if one loop had an MOV and the other had an AOV, then no
dependent failure event was modeled. The review of system fault trees resulted in dependent
failure events being identified for many systems.

Step 4 involved the modification of system fault trees to incorporate the dependent failures.
This modification involved adding the dependent failures as basic events in the fault trees.
Quantification of dependent failure events was performed using the appropriate , y, and 6
factors. The resulting probabilities ofimportant dependent failure events are shown in Table
3.3.4-4.

3.3.4.2 Spallally-Denendent Failure Analysis

The spatially-dependent failure analysis is described in the Internal Flooding Analysis in
Section 3.3.9.

It should be noted that floods internal to the plant are more accurately classified as spatially-
dependent failures in this report. In the PRA Procedures Guide (Reference 3.3.4-1) and other
sources, these events are generally grouped under the external events classification, even
though the source of the harsh environment is within the plant.
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3.3.5 Event Ouanlification

3.3.5.1 Fault Tree Basic Event Ouantification

|
'

Given the generic component failure rate estimates from Section 3.3.1 and the plant-specific
data from Section 3.3.2, the fault tree basic events were quantified. In general, six different
types of component failure events exist:

1. Failure upon demand, with the component failure rate given as a failure probability
per demand.

OV 2. Failure upon demand, with the component failure rate given per hour.

|
.
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3. Failure to run during a mission time.
1

4. Test and maintenance events.

5. Human error events.

6. Special events.

For type 1, the component unavailability is the failure probability per demand multiplied by one
(demand). For type 2, the component unavailability is 0.5 A T , where A is the failure rate per7
hour, and T is the effective time between tests (or the maximum effective time betweenT
component failure and failure annunciation). Failures to run (type 3) were quantified as A Tu,
where A is the operating failure rate per hour and Tg is the mission time. In general, a mission
time of 24 hours was used in the HCGS IPE. Testing and maintenance unavailabilities were

obtained directly from Section 3.3 2. Human error events were quantified as discussed in
Section 3.3.3. Finally, other events included all those events identified as undeveloped in the
fault trees. Actual quantification of all the basic events was performed on a microcomputer,
utilizing the Data Module of the PRA Workstation (Reference 3.3.5-1).

3.3.5.2 References

3.3.5-1 "PRA Workstation," Data Module. Kent, Washington: Halliburton NUS,
December 1992.

3.3.6 Computer Promuns and Their Apolications.

This section addresses the software used to quantify the front-end analysis portion of the HCGS
IPE. Software used to quantify and develop the back-end model is describd in Section 4.

3.3.6.1 Front End Ounntification Tools

- The PRA workstation software was used to facilitate the front-end analysis. It was developed
as seven modules written in the "C" programming language and linked together using the

|

WINDOW environment and the BTRIEVE data management system. These seven

modules are:

1. Event Tree Module (ETM)

2. Fault Tree Module (FTM)

3. Data Module (DATA)

4. Cutset Analysis Module (CSAM)

5. Results Module (RESULTS)

,
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6. Importance/ Uncertainty Module (1/U)

7. Cost / Benefit Module (COST)

This computer program structure provides a user-friendly interface between the user s.nd
the computer. In the WINDOW environment, these modules can be run separately, or
data from several different modules can be displayed on the screen and manipulated
simultaneously. This capability provides the user with flexibility and power in performing

PRAs (Reference 3.3.6-1).

ETM is used to build, edit, and document the event trees that provide the basic logic structure
for the plant models. FFM is used for constructing, editing, defining links between fault tree
models, and documenting the fault tree models that display the basic logic of the various
systems included in the event tree logic. DATA is used to develop, edit, manipulate, and
document the failure database required to support the elemer'.s within the event trees and the
fault trees. CSAM is used to solve the models developed in FTM and ETM and to view, print,
and quantify any equation which is stored in the workstation. The solution of fault trees is

,

'

performed individually or in a batch mode with linked or unlinked trees as appropriate. With
the use of " House Events," only one fault tree needed to be developed per system. A House
Event is an event which is modeled directly in the fault trees but has no numerical value.
Instead, each House Event is set to "TRUE" or " FALSE" for a given accident sequence. l
Therefore, with House Events certain logic (e.g., LOP) can be turned on for that initiator only, I

v and only one fault tree is needed to represent the system. House Events are defined globally
for all fault trees for each accident sequence. The event tree sequence solution can be
performed individually, by event tree sequence, or by any combination of event tree sequences
defined in a batch file. RESULTS is used for reviewing, updating, modifying, and interpreting
PRA results. It is also used to perform sensitivity studies and to apply recovery actions to the
cutsets. I/U is used to calculate importance measures for events in the accident sequences or
plant damage states. It is also used to study risk reduction / increase and to evaluate partial
derivatives. In addition, I/U determines the median, mean, and confidence bounds of
uncertainty distributions. COST is used for studying proposed design, operational, or

- procedural changes from a cost / benefit perspective, providing a quantitative basis for preferring
one alternative over another or for rejecting proposed changes because of their unreasonably l

|high cost for a small benefit.

Because this software was extensively used in the HCGS IPE, validation and verification
testing was performed and documented (Reference 3.3.6-2).

I

Finally, the PRA Workstation software links to the LHS (Reference 3.3.6-3) and TEMAC
(Reference 3.3.6-4) codes for the performance ofimportance and uncertainty analyses. The
LHS code is used to develop a version of Monte Carlo sampling of the database. TEMAC
performs uncertainty and importance calculations.

O
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h3.3.6.2 Esferences

3.3.6-1 "PRA Workstation Users Manual." Halliburton NUS, Kent WA, December 1992.

3.3.6-2 "PRA Workstation Software V&V Test Report;" Halliburton NUS, Kent WA,
January 1993.

3.3.6-3 " A FORTRAN 77 Program and User's Guide for the Generation of Latin Hypercube
Samples for Use with Computer Models," Iman, Ronald L. and Shortencarier,
Michael J.; NUTEG/CR-3624, Sandia National l2boratories, March 1984.

3.3.6-4 A User's Guide for the Top Event Matrix Analysis Code " Iman, R. L. and
-

Shortencarier, M. J., NUREG/CR-4598, Sandia National Laboratories, August 1986.

3.3.7 Accident Secuence (Core Damage) Ouantification

Development of the HCGS accident sequence models and data to support these models has
been discussed in previous sections. Evaluation of these models is discussed in this section.
Specifically, each accident sequence determined to lead to core damage, as indicated on the
event trees discussed in Section 3.1.2, was evaluated. The accident sequence quantification

task involves two distinct steps, as follows:

1. Accident sequence cutset generation.

2. Recovery analysis.

Each of these steps is discussed subsequently.

3.3.7.1 Accident Seauence Cutset Generation

The event tree development task described previously in Section 3.1 resulted in the development

.
of 14 event trees. In addition, one initiating event - reactor vessel rupture - was assumed to lead

directly to core damage. Interfacing systems LOCAs (ISLOCAs) are discussed in Section
3.1.3.5. In general, the core damage sequences defined by the event trees involve an initiating
event category (Section 3.1.1) and various combinations of system failures and successes defined
by the event tree top event headings.

Functional equations are assigned to each of the branch points on the event tree. These 142
functional equations are defined by the specific success criteria for the event tree path involved.
Many of these functional equations represent the failure of safety systems as evaluated from the
fault tree models in Section 3.2.1. Other functional equations represent combinations of system

failures, operator errors, or phenomenological events. The multiple system failures are
evaluated by developing top logic fault tree models to reflect the applicable specific success
criteria and then linking the fault trees and solving the fault tree model in the same manner as
the single system models. Human errors and phenomenological events were evaluated by
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developing equations which represent the events. In order to insert these equations into the
computer database, small fault trees including gates with single basic events were developed
and solved. The method of development of the data values associated with these equations is
provided in Sections 3.3.1 through 3.3.4. Table 3.3.7-1 identifies the following information
for the functional equations:

1. The functional equation developed for each top event heading on the event trees,

2. The applicable event trees for the function,

3. The success criteria associated with the functional equations,

4. The applicable fault tree used to generate the equations,

5. The fault tree gate solved to generate the equations,

6. The house event settings used in the solution of the fault tree.

The functional equations are generally solved with a truncation limit of 1.0E-7. However
where an extremely large number of cutsets are generated at that level and truncation could be
done at 5.0E-6 while maintaining approximately 3 orders of magnitude in the cutset spread and

c ensuring that the dominant dependent failures wervat truncated, the 5.0E-6 truncation limit is
used. Table 3.3.7-2 presents information about each functional equation quantified, including
the equation name, respective fault tree, gate solved, truncation value, and number of cutsets
generated for the functional equation.

Following quantification of each of the functional equations, the appropriate combinations of
functional equations for each accident sequence are combined and the system successes are
accounted for. Cutsets which represent combinations of test and maintenance (TM) events
which violate Technical Specifications are removed automatically from each resulting sequence
equation. For example, the RHR system has four pumps. The Technical Specifications limit

- the number of RHR pumps which can be inoperable at a time. Since the RHR model has a
TM event associated with each pump, combinations of RHR TM unavailability occur which
represent Technical Specification violations. Due to the limited time that the plant may actually
be in this state, these combinations are removed. Table 3.3.7-3 provides a summary of the
combinations removed.

In general, the truncation value used for the cutsets is 1.0E-10. For some of the cutsets, a
truncation limit of 1.0E-9 is used and the resultant accident sequence cutsets are reviewed to
ensure adequate coverage is maintained. The accident sequence cutset equations resulting from
this process represent the starting point for the recovery analysis discussed in Section 3.3.7.2.
A more detailed description of the accident sequence analysis process is presented in the

HCGS PRA (Reference 3.3.7-1).
O
V
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3.3.7.2 Accident Seouence Recovery Analysis

Sequence recoveries are the actions that an operator can take to mitigate an accident sequence.
Section 3.3.3 described the quantification of the probability of the failure to successfully
perform iecovery actions. Once the probability of these "non-recovery" actions was
determined, these actions were applied to the cutsets with the following guidelines:

1. Cutsets with non-recoveries that are 100% operator action: The first non-recovery
event applied to a cutset was applied using the value quantified in Section 3.3.3. If
a second non-recovery event was applied, the value used was either 0.03 or the
quantified value, whichever was higher. If a third non-recovery event was applied, the
value used was either 0.1 or the quantified value, whichever was higher. No more than
three recovery actions were applied to any cutset.

2. Cutsets with recoveries that are a mix of hardware non-recoveries (e.g. failure to
recover a diesel eenerator) and ooerator actions: Up to two hardware recoveries were
applied to the cutset. If an operator recovery action was applied, the value used was
the quantified value. If a second operator recovery action was applied, the value used
was 0.03 or the quantified value, whichever was higher. No more than three recovery
actions were applied to any cutset.

Table 3.3.7-4 presents a list of all of the recovery actions used in the sequence recovery
analysis.

3.3.7.3 Reffrences

3.3.7-1. " Hope Creek Generating Station Probabilistic Risk Assessment" To be published. |

3.3.8 Onantification of Event Tree Transfer Seauences

This section addresses how event tree transfers were handled for the HCGS IPE. In some l
, cases, quantification of the transfer was performed by ratioing the frequency of that sequence

to the initiating event frequency of the event tree to which the transfer is made and applying
this ratio to the frequencies of each of the sequences which had already been quantified for that I

initiator. However, in other cases, the transfer frequency includes failed equipment which is ;

credited in the event tree to which the transfer is made. In these cases, if the sequence |
frequency is significant, a modified event tree was developed to allow the proper quantification
of the transfer. The cutoff used to determine if additional analysis was needed was 1E-7. Any
sequence with a transfer frequency below this was not quantified further.

The analysis of the Event tree transfers (by Event tree) is presented below.

Large LOCA: ;

There are no transfers from this Event tree.
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Intermediate LOCA:

There are no transfers from this Event tree.

Small LOCA:

There are four transfers from this Event tree. The first is sequence S2-16, which is a
recirculation pump seal LOCA which is successfully isolated. This sequence transfers to the
turbine trip event tree. Since the isolated seal LOCA has no impact on any of the systems
modeled in the turbine trip event tree, the sequence frequency of 3.00E-2 is taken into the
turbine trip initiating event. Since the turbine trip initiating event frequency is 4 per year, this
transfer frequency is a factor of 133 lower, and is negligible in comparison.

The second transfer is sequence S2-33, which is a small LOCA with a SORV. This sequence
transfers to the intermediate LOCA (SI) event tree with a frequency of 5.7E-4. This
frequency was ratioed with the S1 initiating event (IE) frequency of 3E-3 to determine the
individual sequence frequencies after the transfer. The total quantified frequency of this
transfer is 3.61E-7. The only individual sequences after the transfer which have a frequency
greater than IE-7 are S2-33 to SI-3 (1.43E-7) and S2-33 to S1-13 (1.37E-7).

The third transfer is to the loss of HVAC etent tree (S2-34). The HVAC recovery event was

q applied to this sequence before the transfer, giving a frequency of 1.85E-9. Therefore, this

V sequence was not analyzed further.

The fourth transfer (S2-35) is to the LOP event tree (Te). Sequences 1 to 12 in the Te event
tree were not applicable since the small LOCA behaves like a SORV. Therefore, only
sequences 13 to 30 and 36 and 37 apply. The transfer frequency from sequence S2-35 is
3.80E-5. This was ratioed to the product of Te*P (3.4E-2 * 1.5E-2 = 5.1E-4), and the result
was that the total frequency of the transfers was 6.52E-8. The largest sequence frequency
after transfer was S2-35 to Te-36 which has a frequency of 6.43E-8.

. Turbine Trin. MSIV Closure and Loss of Feedwater Transients:

These three initiators all contain three transfers. The first transfer is to the LOP event tree
(Tt-40, Tm-38 and Tf-51). The sum of these three frequencies before transfer is 4.91E-3 per
year. This was ratioed to the IE frequency for a LOP (3.4E-2), and the result was that the total
frequency of the transfers was 4.27E-6. The only individual transferred sequences with a
frequency greater than lE-7 were Tt-40 to Te-34 (3.36E-6), Tt-40 to Te-36 (1.02E-7),
Tm-38 to Te-34 (3.03E-7), and Tf-51 to Te-34 (4.63E-7).

The second transfer is to the loss of HVAC event tree (Tt-41, Tm-39, Tf-52). Before any
transfer was made, the HVAC recovery event was added to Tm-39 and Tf-52, and in both
cases, the sequence frequency dropped below IE-7, and no further quantification was
performed. For the Tt-41 transfer, the transfer frequency was 8.67E-4, and this frequency
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was ratioed to the loss of HVAC IE frequency of 2.42E-3. The total frequency of the
transfers was 2.68E-7, and the only developed transfer sequence with a frequency greater
than lE-7 was Tt-41 to Thv-1, which had a frequency of 2.60E-7.

The third transfer is to the ATWS trees, and these event trees were explicitly quantified as
described in Section 3.1.1.

The loss of feedwater event tree contains a fourth transfer (Tf-49), to the S1 LOCA event tree.
The transfer frequency of Tf-49 is 2.72E-4. This frequency was ratioed to the IE frequency of
SI (3E-3), and the result was a total quantified transfer frequency of 1.72E-7. None of the
individually quantified transfer sequences from Tf-49 have a frequency greater than IE-7.

Inadvertent Open Relief Valve (IORV)
.'

This event tree contains four transfers. The first (Ti-20) transfers to the SI event tree with a
transfer frequency of 5.7E-4. This was ratioed to the IE frequency of S1 (3E-3), yielding a
factor of 0.19. The only individual transfer sequences with a frequency greater than 1E-7

were Ti-20 to SI-3 (1.43E-7) and Ti-20 to SI-13 (1.37E-7).

The second transfer (Ti-21) is to the LOP event tree. The transfer frequency is 3.80E-5, and
this was ratioed to the TeP frequency of 1.02E-3 to give a factor of 0.037 to be applied to
sequences Te-13 to 31. The total CDF of these quantified sequences is less than IE-10. g
The third transfer (Ti-22) is to the loss of HVAC event tree. The HVAC recovery event was
applied to this sequence, giving a frequency of 3.36E-8, and no further quantification was
needed.

The fourth transfer (Ti-23) is to the MSIV closure ATWS event trees. The recovery event
" Manual initiation of ARI" was applied to the electrical failure of the control rods sequence
(TiCe), giving it a frequency of 5.32E-10, and no further quantification was necessary. The
sequence involving a mechanical failure of the control rods (TiCm) had a transfer frequency of

. 3.80E-7. This frequency was ratioed to the TaCmP frequency of 4.095E-7 (0.91 * 1E-5 *
4.5E-2) for a factor of 0.93 to be applied to sequences Ta-19 through 36. The result was a
total quantified CDF of 1.27E-9 for this transfer.

Loss of Offsite Power:

This event tree contains three transfers. The first (Te-31) represents a 2-SORV scenario and
transfers to the SI event tree. Te-31 has a transfer frequency of 5.10E-5, and this was ratioed
to the S1 IE frequency of 3E-3 This ratio was then applied to S1 sequences 15 to 29 for a total
quantified transfer frequency of 9.09E-10.

;

The second transfer (Te-33) is to the MSIV closure ATWS event tree. The transfer frequency
of Te-33 is 1.02E-6, but because of the LOP IE, the MSIV closure ATWS event tree and all
of the respective faults trees had to be quantified with the LOP House Event set to true. The
result was a total frequency of 1.12E-7, but the largest individual sequence was only 7.62E-8. |

|
|
'
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The third transfer (Te-41) transfers to the loss of HVAC event tree. The HVAC recovery
event was applied to this sequence before transfer, giving a sequence frequency of 3.21E-10,
and no further quantification of this sequence was needed.

Loss of HVAC:

There are no transfers from this event tree.

Loss of Station Service Water / SACS:

This event tree contains three transfers. The first (Tsa-30) has a transfer frequency of
2.13E-7, and it transfers to the LOP event tree. However, because of the loss of SSWS or
SACS, only the SBO sequences (Te-34 to 38) apply. These sequences were quantified (and all
of the respective fault trees) with the loss of SSWS/ SACS House Event (see Section 3.3.6.1
for a discussion of Front-End quantification techniques including the use of House Events) set
to TRUE to quantify the sequences, and the result was a total frequency of only 1.15E-8.

The second transfer is to the Loss of HVAC event tree (Tsa-31). The HVAC recovery event
was applied to this sequence before transfer, and the resulting sequence frequency was a
frequency less than IE-10, and no further quantification of this sequence was needed.

p The third transfer (Tsa-32) is to the MSIV closure ATWS event tree. The frequency of this

v sequence before transfer is 6.39E-9, and no further quantification of this sequence was needed.
1

Loss ofIAS: |
!

This event tree contains three transfers. The first (Tia-38) is to the LOP event tree, and it has
a transfer frequency of 1.00E-6. Since the LOP event tree credits the use of the CRD and the

,

Loss of IAS event tree does not, the LOP event tree and all of the respective fault trees were ;

quantified with the Loss of IAS House Event set to TRUE with the transfer frequency of l
1.00E-6. The result was a total frequency of 2.55E-9. l

. |
'

The second transfer is to the Loss of HVAC event tree (Tia-39). The HVAC recovery event
was applied to this sequence before transfer, and the resulting frequency was 8.85E-10. No ;

further quantification of this sequence was needed.
'

The third transfer (Tia-40) is to the MSIV closure ATWS event tree. The transfer frequency
of this sequence is 3.00E-8, and no further quantification of this sequence was needed.

Loss of RACS:

There are three transfers on this event tree. The first is sequence Tra-40, which transfers to !
the LOP event tree with a transfer frequency of 1.00E-5. Since the LOP event tree credits the

|
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use of the CRD and the IAS, while the Loss of RACS event tree does not, the LOP event tree
and all respective fault trees were quantified with the Loss of RACS House Event set to
TRUE. The result was a total quantified frequency of 2.57E-8. |

The second transfer (Tra-41) is a transfer to the Loss of HVAC event tree. The HVAC
'

recovery event was applied to this sequence before transfer, yielding a frequency of 6.31E-8,
and no further quantification of this sequence was needed.

The third transfer (Tra-42) is a transfer to the MSIV closure ATWS event tree. The transfer
frequency is 3.00E-7. The MSIV closure ATWS event tree was quantified with the Loss of
RACS House Event set to TRUE, and the result was a total core damage frequency of
1.23E-9.

Turbine Trio ATWS:

There are four transfers from the Tal (Tt ATWS with electrical failure of the control rods) and
four transfers from the Tat (Tt ATWS with mechanical failure of the control rods) which
transfer to the MSIV closure ATWS event tree.

The first transfer is Tal-38. The manual initiation of ARI recovery event was applied to this
sequence before transfer, and the resulting frequency was 6.32E-10, so no further
quantification of these sequences was needed.

The second transfer is Tal-39. The manual initiation of ARI recovery event was applied to
this sequence before transfer, and the resulting frequency was 9.51E-9, so no further
quantification of these sequences was needed.

The third transfer is Tal-45. The manual initiation of ARI recovery event was applied to this
sequence before transfer, and the resulting frequency was less than 1E-10, so no further
quantification of these sequences was needed.

. The fourth transfer is Tal-46. The manual initiation of AR1 recovery event was applied to this
sequence before transfer, and the resulting frequency was 9.42E-10, so no further
quantification of these sequences was needed.

The fifth transfer is Tat-36. The transfer frequency is 9.02E-7, and the applicable sequences
in the Ta event tree are Ta-19 to 30. There are no core damage sequences greater than 1E-10
out of Ta-19 to 30, so no further quantification was performed.

The sixth transfer is Tat-37. The transfer frequency is 1.19E-5, and the applicable sequences
in the Ta event tree are Ta-19 to 30. The TaCmP frequency is 4.10E-7 (0.91 * IE-5 * .045).
Even though Tat-37 is a factor of 30 higher than TaCmP, since there are no core damage
sequences greater than 1E-10 out of Ta-19 to 30, it would not be possible to have any core
damage sequences greater than 3E-9 from this transfer, so no further quantification was
needed.
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A The seventh transfer is Tat-43. The transfer frequency is 8.93E-8, and no further
quantification was needed.

The eighth transfer is Tat-44, and its transfer frequency is 1.35E-6. The applicable sequences
in the Ta event tree are Ta-31 to 36. The frequency of TaCmPP2 is 4.05E-8 (0.91 * IE-5 *
0.045 * 0.099). When 1.35E-6 was ratioed to 4.05E-8 (a factor of 30), there were no core
damage sequences greater than 1E-7.

3.3.9 Ouantification of the Internal Floodine Event Tree

3.3.9.1 Description of the Ouantification Process and Methods

This analysis considered potential internal flooding events occurring in the reactor building,
turbine building, or the service water intake building. For the cases when the internal flood
occurs in the reactor building or in the intake building, the turbine building (including the
secondary side of the balance of plant) is not directly affected. Therefore, the turbine trip
event tree logic was used to quantify the impact of the internal flooding initiating event on the
core damage frequency. For an internal flood in the turbine building, the secondary side of
the balance of plant may be affected, and the MSIV closure event tree logic was used. The
rooms in which internal flooding can be considered an initiating event are identified in
Section 3.3.9.2. In this context, a room is defined as one or more rooms, which are isolated
from other rooms by means of watertight isolation (like watertight doors). For each room

q'O exposed to internal flooding, a separate event tree is used, in which the specific room flooding
is defined as the initiating event, followed by the failure of the equipment which is present in
this room and the failure of additional equipment, when the flood is not isolated and
propagates to other rooms. Therefore, even though the event tree logic looks the same as a
turbine trip, each internal flood event tree was different, because the initiating event was
different and the equipment impacted by the common cause flood was different.

The quantification process included the following steps:

1. Preparation of a fault tree which included the initiating events, namely the specific
rooms and their respective internal flood occurrence rates per year. Each event tree
analysis selected one specific gate in this fault tree, according to the initiating event
analyzed. For example, when the internal flood started in the service water intake
room (Room 110), the gate IE-SWS-A-110 was selected as the initiating event.

2. Definition of a set of flood specific house events and their incorporation in the relevant
system fault trees. In quantifying the event trees, the house events were turned on and
off (their values were assigned as 1 or 0), according to the common cause failure
impact of the internal flood. For example, if the flood was initiated in Room 4118 and
the flood source was isolated, and no penetration to other rooms occurred (successful
drain system), then only the Core Spray Pump A house event had a value of 1, while
all the other flood house events had a value of 0. However, if the drain system failed,,._

it was assumed that all the check valves in the drain sump failed to close and
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backflow penetrated to all the rooms connected to the drain sump. In this case, all the ;

equipment located in these rooms had house events defined as 1, which meant their
failure. In the example of the unisolated, undrained flood in Room 4118, the flood
common cause failures caused the failure of the following ECCS equipment: Core ;

Spray Pump C, RHR pump A, RHR heat exchanger A, RHR pump C, HPCI pump, in
'

addition to the failure of the Core Spray Pump A. A separate study was done for the
case when the separation between two sumps is broken through the common torus
room, by additional check valve failures . It should be noted that all the non-flood
house-events (such as transients, LOCA, loss of power, ATWS, etc.) used in the
turbine trip event tree (or MSIV closure) kept their original assigned values used in the
turbine trip (or MSIV closure) quantification.

3. Quantifying the internal flood event trees. Afte- the implementation of the previous
two steps, this step is very similar to the turbine trip quantification. This step included
the calculation of the listing of cutsets and the application of operator recovery actions.
For each room, the quantification started with the most conservative set of assumptions
regarding the impact of the internal flood on equipment. That meant lack of draining,
and/or failure of the check valves in drain sumps, and/or propagation of the flood to
the rooms interconnected by the drain system, etc. If the most conservative set of
assumptions did not result in a significant core damage sequence (see next paragraph
for a definition of significance), then no further analysis was done. In the case of the
reactor building, rooms which provide similar flood impact on the systems were
combined together by using one event tree quantification, but with an effective flood h'
initiating event. The occurrence frequency of the combined, effective initiating event
was applied to the most severe internal flooding scenario of the turbine trip event tree.

!

4. Screening out insignificant sequences. For the purpose of this study, a risk significant
core damage sequence was defimed as any core dmage sequence with a frequency
greater than 1.0E-7/yr (added up by cutsets with probabilities greater than
1.0E-10/yr). The probability cutoff of 1.0E-7/yr represents less than 1 percent
of the internal events core damage result.

3.3.9.2 Individual Room Evaluations

3.3.9.2.1 Rooms Modeled as Turbine Trips

The Turbine Trip event tree is shown in Figure 3.1.2-1. The following rooms are modeled as
Turbine Trip flooding events. A detailed explanation of the quantification of internal flooding
is given for the first room considered (Room 4105). The method used to quantify the risk
contribution from the other rooms is similar, unless otherwise stated.

1

Reactor Buildine Room 4105

Room 4105 is located on Elevation 54' of the Reactor Building. This room contains the core

spray pump 1DP206 and its associated piping, coi' enray room unit coolers IDVH211 and I

l

|
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p) IHVH211, as well as SACS Loop B piping. A typical accident scenario initiated by internal

V flooding in Room 4105 includes all or some of the following elements and assumptions:

A. A system failure which causes a flood ir, the room. The system failure may be caused
by a component or pipe rupture in the core spray or the SACS systems. Internal
flooding caused by the failure of room coolers is less probable and is less severe
(because of reduced flood flow rate and a reduced source capacity) .

B. Room 4105, like other rooms exposed to internal flooding, has two redundant level
detectors which send alarm signals to the over-head display in the control room, if
water accumulation occurs in the room.

C. As a result of the Over Head (OH) alarm signal and other available information about
various system temperatures, flow rate, pressures, etc., the operator is expected to
isolate the affected system and to stop the internal flood. However, it is assumed that
the core spray train has lost the capability of performing its design ECCS function. In
addition to that, if the operator identifies the flood source as the SACS system, he will
isolate the SACS flow to the failure location. In any case, it is assumed that core spray
is lost. If the flood source is the SACS failure in Room 4105, and there is no isolation,
the entire SACS loop is assumed to be failed, with the potential to flood other rooms.
Due to the watertight compartmentalization at Hope Creek, the dominant failure mode
to propagate the flood to other rooms is through the drainage system.q

V
D. The flood water in Room 4105 is drained into sump IBT265. The drain sump has two

level detectors, and when liquid is detected in the sump, the drain pumps are initiated
automatically (one by one) to remove the sump contents to the radwaste system. There
are four sumps in the reactor building. Sump IBT265, which serves Room 4105, also
serves additional rooms located at various levels in the reactor building. These rooms

are isolated from a potential backflow from the sump by check valves (one check valve
is installed on each drain line of each room). Low probability (between 1.0E-4 and
1.0E-5) of common cause failure was assigned to the " single flap" check valves to fail
open and allow backflow to all the rooms connected to the sump. However, based on
experience at Hope Creek, high probability (between 0.9 and 1.0E-2) of common cause
failure was assigned to the "two flaps" check valves to fail open. Common cause
failure of the check valves results in failure of all the ECCS systems connected to the
affected sump. However, the ECCS systems connected to the other sumps will be
available. The cross connection of the sumps via the torus area is analyzed separately.

The core damage due to internal flooding in Room 4105 was calculated for the following
specific cases:

1. Isolated flood with random failure of the draining system. In this case, only core spray
was assumed failed as a result of the internal flood. The calculated core damage

) frequency in this case is 1.1E-9/yr. Table 3.3.9-1 shows this core damage sequence as
Case 1 of Core Spray Room 4105.
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2. Unisolated flood with common cause failure of the draining system. In this case, all
the ECCS systems connected to the failed sump are assumed failed as a result of the

'

internal flooding. The calculated core damage frequency in this case is 2.0E-9/yr, as
shown in Table 3.3.9-1 Case 2 of Core Spray Room 4105.

Reactor Buildine Room 4104

Room 4104 is located on Elevation 54' of the Reactor Building. This room contains the Core
Spray Pump 1BP206 and its associated piping, core spray room unit coolers IBVH211 and
IFVH211, as well as SACS Loop B piping. This room has similar internal flooding accident
scenarios and core damage frequencies to those in Room 4105.

Reactor Buildine Room 4116

Room 4116 is located on Elevation 54' of the Reactor Building. This room contains Core
Spray Pump ICP206 and Core Spray Pump Room Unit Coolers ICVH211 and 1GVH211.
Additionally, SACS Imp A lines are located within the room. This room has similar internal
flooding accident scenarios and core damage frequencies to those in Room 4105.

Reactor Buildine Room 4118

Room 4118 is located on Elevation 54' of the Reactor Building. This room contains Core
Spray Pump 1 AP206 and Core Spray Pump Room Unit Coolers I AVH211 and IEVH211.
Additionally, SACS Loop B lines are located within the room. This room has similar internal
flooding accident scenarios and core damage frequencies to those in Room 4105.

Reactor Buildine Room 4109

Room 4109 is located on Elevation 54' of the Reactor Building. This room contains IWR
Pump 1BP202, RHR Heat Exchanger IBE205, RHR room unit coolers 1BVH210 and
IFVH210. Additionally, SACS Loop A lines are located within the room.

The core damage due to internal flooding in Room 4109 was calculated for the following
specific cases:

1. Isolated flood with random failure of the drain system. In this case, only the RHR
pump 1BP202 and Heat Exchanger IBE205 were assumed to be failed as a result of the
internal flood. The calculated core damage frequency in this case is 6.38E-8/yr. This
CDF is obtained from the addition of all the RHR Room 4109 (Case 1) sequences

shown in Table 3.3.9-1.
1

2. Unisolated RHR flood with common cause failure of the draining system. In this case,
all the ECCS systems connected to the failed sump are assumed failed as a result of the
internal flooding. The calculated core damage frequency in this case is 2.0E-9/yr. h

1
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/'% 3. Unisolated SACS flood with common cause failure of the drain system. In this case,
all the ECCS systems connected to the failed sump are assumed failed as a result of the
internal flooding, and the entire SACS division is also assumed failed. The calculated
core damage frequency in this case is 2.0E-8/yr.

| Reactor Buildine Room 4107

l
I Room 4107 is located on Elevation 54' of the Reactor Building. Room 4107 contains RHR

Pump 1DP202, RHR room unit coolers 1DVH210 and 1HVH210, the ECCS jockey %np
1DP228, and the ADS /RHR D Instrument Rack 10-C069 as well as SACS Loop B piping.
This room was considered conservatively as having similar internal flooding accident scenarios
and core damage frequencies to those in Room 4109.

Reactor 1"ildine Room 4113

Room 4113 is located on Elevation 54' of the Reactor Building. This room contains RHR
Pump 1 AP202, RHR Heat Exchanger 1 AE205, RHR Room Unit Coolers 1 AVH210 and
1EVH210. Additionally, SACS Loop A lines are located within the room. This room has
similar internal flooding accident scenarios and core damage frequencies to those in
Room 4109.

A Reactor Buildine Room 4114

U
Room 4114 is located on Elevation 54' of the Reactor Building. This room contains RHR
Pump 1CP202, RHR Room Unit Coolers ICVH210 and 1GVH210, and ECCS Jockey Pump
1CP228. Additionally, SACS Loop A lines are located within the room. This room was
considered conservatively as having similar internal flooding accident scenarios and core
damage frequencies to those in Room 4109.

Other Rooms in the Reactor Buildine

|Due to the high degree of separation and compartmentalization of the reactor building, the rest
of the rooms were combined together in their internal flooding initiating event frequency
(0.2/yr.) and only the more severe accident scenarios with lack of flood isolation and failure of
the drain system to prevent back flow through the check valves was considered. The calculated I

|
core damage frequency due to internal flooding in this case is 4.0E-8/yr.

Sumo Cross Connection Throuch the Torus Area moom 4102)

Some of the drain pipes from the torus area (Room 4102) are connected to sump 1 AT265 ;

while others are connected to sump 1BT265. Therefore, in theory, it is possible that a flood to
one sump can penetrate the other sump, with a potential impact on all the trains of the ECCS

p systems (if the flood is not isolated and the drain pumps fail). 1

k f
i
i
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This accident sequence frequency is characterized by the following failures:

1) the frequency of the internal flood initiating event

2) the failure to isolate the flood

3) the failure of the sump drain pumps

4) the common cause failure of all the drain pipe check valves to prevent backflow
(failure to close upon demand). This includes the loss of separation between the
drain sumps.

1

It should be noted that if all of the events 1-4 occur, all the ECCS systems are assumed lost,
and core damage is assumed to occur. However, if any of the events 2-4 does not occur, the
contribution to core damage was already accounted for in a previously described sequence.

Two separate cases were analyzed:

_Casel: All the check valves are two-flap type drain check valves.

In this case, a common cause failure of 1.0E-2 was assigned for the backflow from the drain
sumps. In the flood studies described in the previous reactor building rooms, the common
cause failure of the check valves was assigned a very conservative screening value of 0.9, h
because Hope Creek has experienced this type of failure in the past. However, these mishaps
at Hope Creek occurred during leakage in the drain system, when a very low differential
pressure was not able to close the check valves. During a real internal flood, a high
differential pressure will develop, with a significantly lower probability of common cause
failure of the check valves to close. Therefore, a value of 1.0E-2 was judged to be more
realistic, but still higher by a factor of between 100 to 1000, than the common cause failure of
check valves as published in the industry.

The failure probability to isolate the internal flood was assigned to be 1.0E-3, based on a
longer time available to the operators to avoid the failure of the ECCS systems, because the
flood water raises slowly in a larger number of rooms.

The failure probability of the sump drain pumps was calculated 2.0E-3, made up by actuation
failure and by random and common cause failures of the drain pumps (hardware). The
actuation failure includes the failure of the automatic actuation (1.0E-2) and the failure of the
operator recovery actuation (1.0E-1). The pump hardware failure contribution is 1.0E-3
(mainly common cause failure to start).

In this case, the total contribution to the core damage frequency is 4.0E-8/yr.

O
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|

q Cas 2: All the check valves are new, one flap type drain check valves. |

V
In this case, a common cause failure of 1.0E-5 was assigned for the backflow from the |

Idrain sumps. In this case, the contribution to the core damage frequency becomes less than
1.0E-10/yr.

Intake Structure Room 110

Room 110 is located on Elevation 70' of the Service Water Intake Structure and includes 1E
electrical cables (channels A, B, C and D),1E instruments (channels A, B, C and D), IEA-
LSH 2372A,1EA-LSH 2372B, and Spray Water Booster Pumps 1 A(B)-P507 and 1C(D)-
P507, all related to Division I of the service water system. Division I is completely and
physically isolated from Division II (Room 111) by a structural wall. Only one case was
calculated for this room, because it is completely separated from the other buildings. The
calculated core damage frequency due to internal flooding in this case is 2.3E-9/yr, as shown
in Table 3.3.9-1.

Intake Structure Room 111

Room 111 is located on Elevation 70' of the Service Water Intake Structure and includes
equipment related to Division II of the service water system. The core damage frequency due

q to internal flooding in this case is assumed to be 2.3E-9/yr, similar to that of Service Water

tv Intake Room 110.

3.3.9.2.2 Rooms Modeled As MSIV Closure

The MSIV Closure event tree is shown in Figure 3.1.2-2. The only internal flood event
modeled by this event tree is the flood in the turbine building. The calculated core damage
frequency in this case is 1.88E-7/yr.

3.3.9.3 Results Summary of Internal Flooding.

The total core damage frequency due to internal flooding is 5.1E-7/yr. A list of the
representative sequences and their frequencies are given in Table 3.3.9-1. Each sequence
includes its name, its flood description including the representative event tree (ET) sequence
number, and the frequency contribution of the sequence to the total core damage frequency.

l

O :

|
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Table 3.3.1-1 ,

GENERIC FAILURE RATES
MECIIANICAL EQUIPMENT, WATER / STEAM WORKING FLUID ,

1

Component / Range f
Compontat/ Failure Mode Failure Codeb MMianC hc Factor Is C

Valves

Manual

ITO XVM-CC 4.055/d 1.0E-4/d 10

FTC XVM-OO 4.0E-5/d 1.0E-4/d 10

Plug XVM-PG 1.258/h 3.0E-8/h 10

Internal leakage XVM-IL 4.0E-9/h 1.0E-8/h 10

External leakage XVM-LK 4.0510/h 1.069/h 10

Motor-operated

FTO MOV-CC 6.0E-4/d 1.063/d 5

FTC MOV-OO 6.054/d 1.053/d 5

FTRC MOV-CO 4.067/h 1.056/h 10

ITRO MOV-OC 4.0E7/h 1.0E-6/h 10

Plug MOV-PG 2.0E-8/h 5.068/h 10

Internal leakage MOV-IL 4.0E-8/h 1.0E7/h 10

External leakage MOV-LK 4.059/h 1.0&B/h 10

Pneumatic

FTO AOV-CC 6.0E-4/d 1.053/d 5

ITC AOV-OO 6.054/d 1.053/d 5

FTRC AOV-CO 4.0E-7/h 1.056/h 10

FTRO AOV-OC 4.0E7/h 1.056/h 10

Plug AOV-PG 1.258/h 3.0E-8/h 10

Internal leakage AOV-IL 4.058/h 1.057/h 10

External leakage AOV-LK 4.069/h 1.058/h 10

Solenoid

FTO SOV CC 4.054/d 1.053/d 10

FTC SOV-OO 4.0 E 4/d 1.0E-3/d 10

FTRC SOV-CO 1.2E6/h 3.0E6/h 10

FTRO SOV-OC 1.266/h 3.066/h 10

Plug SOV-PG 2.0E7/h 5.067/h 10

Internal leakage SOV-IL 4.0E-8/h 1.0E7/h 10

External leakage SOV-LK 4.059/h 1.058/h 10

Check

ITO CKV CC 4.055/d 1.054/d 10

Plug CKV-PG 4.058/h 1.057/h 10

ITC CKV-OO 4.0E-5/d 1.054/d 10

Internal leakage CKV-IL 4.0E8/h 1.067/h 10

External lecksge CKV-LK 2.0E9/h 5.059/h 10

Safety / relief

FTO SRV-CC 1.2E-3/d 3.053/d 10

Premature opening SRV-CO 1.2E6/h 3.0E-6/h 10

Fail to reclose SRV-OO 4.063/d 1.052/d 10

Internal leakage SRVIL 4.0E-8/h 1.067/h 10

External leakage SRV-LK 4.0E-9/h 1.068/h 10
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Table 3.3.1-1 (Continued)

Componeau Range
- ConnoceesuFadure Modes Fadure Codeb gge ge FactorC

Explosive

FTO EPV-CC

Premature opening EPV-CO
l laternal leakage EPV-IL

Externalleakage EPV-LK

Orifice

Plug ORF-PG 4.057/h 1.0E-6/h to
External leakage ORF-LK 2.0E-7/h 5.0E-7/h 10

Pumps

Motor-driven

FTS MDP-FS 4.0E-4/d 1.053/d 10

FTR MDP-FR 4.0E6/h 1.055/h 10

External leakage MDP-LK 4.057/h 1.0E-6/h 10

Turbine-driven

FTS TDP-FS 2.052/d 5.052/d 10

FTR TDP-FR 2.0E5/h 5.055/h 10

External leakage TDP-LK 4.057/h 1.066/h 10

Diesel-driven

|FTS EDP-FS 4.053/d 1.0E-2/d 10

FTR EDP FR 6.057/h 5.056/h 30 j
\ External leakage EDP-LK 4.058/h 1.057/h 10

Heat Eschangers

General

External leakage HTX-LK 2.0E-8/h 5.058/h 10

Tubes

Leakage HTX-IL 4.0E 7/h-unit 1.056/h-unit 10

Plug HTX PG 4.057/h-unit 1.0E6/h-unit 10

Chiller
~

Fail to operate Cit! FR 1.255/h 3.055/h 10

Vessels

Tank

External leakage TNK-LK 4.058/h 1.057/h
Rupture TNK-RP

dPipes

<3 inch
Leakage 1.2510/h-ft 1.0E-9/h-ft 30

I1ug 1.2610/h-ft 1.0E9/h-ft 30

| >3 inch
L:akage 1.2E-11/h-ft 1.0510/h-ft 30
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Table 3.3.1 1 (Continued)

Componeau Range
Component /Faihire Modes railure Codeb MWian,C h FutorCC

Strainer

Plug STR-PG 2.056/h 5.056/h 10

Internal leakage STR-IL 6.0E8/h 5.057/h 30

Diesel Generator

F13 DGN-FS 6.053/d 1.062/d 5

FTR DGN-FR 1.253/h 3.063/h 10

aAbbreviated failure modes are the following:

FTO - Fail to open
FTC - Fail to close
FTS - Fail to start
FTR - Fail to run
FTRO - Fall to remain open

FTRC - Fail to remain closed

b The component / failure codes were used in the Data Module of the microcomputer PRA Workstation to relate fault tree basic

event identifiers (Section 3.4) to the corresponding generic failure rates.

* A lognormal distribution was assumed. The range factor is the ratio of the 95th percentile value to the median,

d External Leakage frequency divided by 20 to obtain a catastrophic large leakage failure frequency.

.

I
1

01
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Tcble 3.3.1-2 '-

GENERIC FAILURE RATES
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT, AIR / GAS WORKING FLUID ,

b Median y,,n Ranne Factorc c cConoonent/Feiture Mode * Conuxment/Faiture Code

fFans and Blowers
FTS FAN-FS 2.0E-5/d 5.0E-5/d 10

FTR FAN-FR 2.0E-6/h 5.0E-6/h 10

+
..

External tenkage FAN-LK 1.2E-7/h 3.0E-7/h 10

Conpressors ;

FTS MOC-FS 2.0E-4/d 5.CE-4/d 10

FTR MDC-FR 2.0E-5/h 5.0E-5/h 10

w
(a External tenkage pot-LK 1.2E-7/h 3.0E-7/h 10

h '

Dampers

Air-operated
F10 PND-CC 1.2E-3/d 3.0E-3/d 10

FTC PWD-00 1.2E-3/d 3.0E-3/d to

FTRC PND-CO 1.2E-7/h 3.0E-7/h 10

FTRO PND-OC 1.2E-7/h 3.0E-7/h 10

Motor-operatedi

FTO MOD-CC 1.2E-3/d 3.0E-3/d to

FTC MOD-00 1.2E-3/d .3.0E-3/d to

!
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.

Tcbb 3.3.1-2 (Certizzed)

C eb
C e t/Falture Mode Coroonent/ Failure Code MedianC M R u e Factora m

FTRC MOC-C0 1.2E-7/h 3.0E-7/h 10

FTRO M00-0C 1.2E-7/h 3.0E-7/h 10

Vessels
Pressurized

External teskage TNK-LK 4.0E-8/h 1.0E-7/h 10

Accunut ator
External teakage TNK-LK 4.0E-8/h 1.0E-7/h 10

Filters

Plug FLT-PG 1.2E-6/h 1.0E-5/h 30

Valves Use water /steem working fluid results (Table 3.3.1-1)

."
"4 Piping Use water / steam working fluid results (Table 3.3.1-1)
4

aAbbreviated faitee modes are the following:

FTS - Fall to start
FTR - Fait to run
FTRO - Fall to remain open

FTRC - Fall to remain closed

DThe cornponent/ failure codes were used in the Data Module of the microcanputer PRA Workstation to relate f ault tree basic event identifiers
(section 3.4) to the corresponding generic fatture rates.

CA legnormal distribution was assuned. The range factor is the ratio of the 95th percentile value to the median.

O O O
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TEbir 3.3.1-3
,

'

GENERIC FAILURE RATES - ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

a b c C eComonent/Faiture Mode Canoonent/Faiiure Code g gen !!'RD 4anae Factori

Batteries and Chargers
Chargers

| Rectifier

Failure REC-FR 2.0E-6/h 5.0E-6/h 10

Motor-generator

. Falture CMG-FR 2.0E-5/h 5.0E-5/h to

!

Batteries
Primary'

Falture BAT-NO 1.2E-6/h 3.0E-6/h 10 l

1

secondary
Failure BAT-NO 1.2E-6/h 3.0E-6/h 10

h4

$ Circuit Breakers
Indoors

FTO BKR-CC 6.0E-5/d 5.0E-4/d 30'

FTC BKR-00 1.2E-4/d 1.0E-3/d 30

Spurious operation BKR-SA 1.2E-7/h 1.0E-6/h 30

Relays

FTO RLY-CC 2.0E-6/d 5.0E-6/d 10

FTC RLY-00 2.0E-6/d 5.0E-6/d 10

Spurfous operatton RLY-SA 1.2E-7/h 1.0E-6/h 30

1 Switches
Limit

FTO LSW-CC 4.0E-5/d 1.0E-4/d 10

FTT LSW-FT 4.0E-5/d 1.0E-4/d - 10*
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Tcble 3.3.1-3 (Cc;tinued)
-

b C C c
Component /Faiture Mode Cocoonent/Fallure Code M M an M_eeD Renne Factora

,

FTC LSW-00 4.0E-5/d 1.0E-4/d 10

Spurious operation LSW-SA 2.0E-6/h 5.0E-6/h 10

Pushbutton
FTO ZSW-CC 1.2E-5/d 3.0E-5/d to

FTT ZSW-FT 1.2E-5/d 3.0E-5/d 10

FTC ZSW-00 4.0E-6/d 1.0E-5/d 10

Spurious operation ZSW-SA 4.0E-7/h 1.0E-6/h 10

Bus

Failure AC BAC-LP 4.0E-7/h 1.0E-6/h 10

Falture DC BDC-LP 4.0E-7/h 1.0E-6/h 10
g
'

w

Fuses

FTO FUS-CC 6.0E-6/d 1.0E-5/d 5

Premature opening FUS-SA 4.0E-7/h 1.0E-6/h 10

Inverter

FTS INV-FS 2.0E-3/d 5.0E-3/d 10

FTR INV-FR 3.0E-6/h 5.0E-5/h 50

Heaters
Air

Failure AHU-FC 1.2E-6/h 3.0E-6/h 10

Power Failure AHU-LP 1.2E-6/h 3.0E-6/h 10

0 0 0
. ,
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Tcble 3.3.1-3 (Centinued)

s D e c CConoonent/Falture Mode Coroonent/Falture Code NMien y Renne Factor

Pipe
Failure PHT-FC 2.0E-6/h 3.0E-6/h 5

Power Falture PHT-LP 2.CE-6/h 3.0E-6/h 5

Transformers
Station service

Falture TFM-LP 2.0E-7/h 5.0E-7/h 10

Main power
Failure TFM-LP 4.0E-7/h 1.0E-6/h 10

instrument
t.a Falture iFM-LP 2.0E-7/h 5.0E-7/h 10

Y
$

Instrtments, Controls,

and Sensors
Tenperature
Element / Transmitter

Failure TST-No 2.0E-6/h 5.0E-6/h 10

Process switch
(conparator)

FT0/C TPS-FT 4.0E-8/d 1.0E-7/d 10

Spurious operation TPS-SA 1.2E-7/h 3.0E-7/h 10

Pressure
Element / Transmitter

Fal ture DPT-NO 1.2E-6/h 3.0E-6/h 10

PST-NO 1.2E-6/h 3.0E-6/h 10
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Tcble 3.3.1-3 (Centinxed)

.ortxrent/Fallure Mode Cccoonent/Falture Codeda C c CMedian M Range Factorm

Process switch
(cwperator)

FTO/C PPS-FT 1.2E-7/d 3.0E-7/d 10

Spurious operation PPS-SA 4.0E-8/h 1.0E-7/h 10

Flow

Element /Transsitter
Failure FST-NO 1.2E-6/h 3.0E-6/h 10

Process switch
(conparator)

FTO/C FPS-FT 4.0E-9/h 1.0E-8/d 1J

Spurious operation FPS-SA 4.0E-7/h 1.0E-6/h 10

Levelg
Y Eleeent/ Transmitter
$ Failure LST-NO 2.0E-6/h 5.0E-6/h 10

Process switch
(cocparator)

FTO/C LPS-FT 4.0E-8/d 1.0E-7/d 10

Spurious operation LPS-SA 4.0E-7/h 1.0E-6/h 10

Padiation
Failure RST-NO 2. 0E-6/h 5.0E-6/h 10

Modifier (ac-de, analog-
digital, cornputation, etc.)

Failure, calculational unit CAL-NO 1.2E-6/h 3.0E-6/h 10

Falture, signal conditioner CNO-NO 1.2E-6/h 3.0E-6/h 10

0 0 0
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Tr.ble 3.3.1-3 (Continued)
,

D Medianc C C~

Ccreonent/Fei1ure Mode * Comporent/Feiture Code getRD Renee Factor
i

Cables
.

Copper (1000 ft)
-

,

Open circuit CBL-OP 4.0E-7/h 1.0E-6/h 10

Short circuit CBL-ST 4.0E-6/h 1.CE-5/h 10

Solid State Logic Mochale
Faiture LOG-No 1.2E-8/h 1.0E-7/h 30

.

i

aAbbreviated failure modes are the following:

FTO - Fait to open
FTC - Fait to close
FTO/C - Fall to open or close
FTS - Fait to startp,

\d FTR - Fait to rte

$ FTT - Fait to transfer

b The component fallu e codes were used in the Data Module of the microcomputer PRA workstation to relate fault tree basic event identifiers (Section
3.4) to the corresponding generic failure rates.

A lognormal distribution was assumed. The range factor is the ratio of the 95th percentile value to the median.c

t

;,

r

i

I e

i
i

i
'

, '
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Table 3.3.1-4

COMPONENT FAILURE RATE SOURCES

Abbreviation fB.t.Lrence Title

Bush Reliability of piping in Light Water Reactors

EGO CRBRP MtA Clinch River Breeder Reactor Nat Probabilistic Risk Assenment - Phase 1

Dec de France Pump Reliability Data Derived from Electricita de France Operiting Experience

EPRI NP-2230 ATWS: A Reappraisal

EPRI NP-2433 Diesel Generator Reliability at Nuclear Power Nnts: Data and Preliminary Analysis

IEEE IEEE Guide to the Collection and Presentation of Dectrical, Electronic, Sensing Componant,
and Mechanical Equipment Reliability Data for Nuclear-Power Generating Stations

(IEEE Std. 500-1984)

IEEE IEEE Recommended Practice for the Design of Reliable Industrial and Comn.ercial Power
Systems (IEEE Std. 493-1990)

IPRDS Description The in-Plant Reliability Data Base for Nuclear Power Nnt Components: Data Collection
and Methodology Report

IPRDS - Pumps De in-mnt Reliability Data Base for Nuclear Nnt Components: Interim Data Repott -
The Pump Componerd

IPRDS Valves ne in-Nnt Reliability Data Base for Nuclear Nnt Components: Interim Reports -
The Valve Component

IREP Interim Reliability Evaluation Program (IREP) Procedures Guide

LER.CRDMs Data Sununaries of Licensee Event Reports of Control Rods and Drive Mechanisms at U.S.
Commercial Nuclear Power Nnta.

LER - Diesel Generators Data Summaries of Licenae Event Reports of Diesel Generators at U.S. Commercial Nuclear Power
Nota

LER - IACs Data Suonnaries of Licensee Event Reports of Selected Instrumentation and Control
Components at U.S. Commercial Nuclear Power Nnts

LER - Pumps Data Summaries of Licensee Event Reports of Pumps at U.S. Commercial Nuc! car Power Nats

LER - Valves Data Summaries ofIJcensee Event Reports of Vatves at U.S. Commercial Nuclear Power Plants

!)dEC Failure Data Handbook

NEDM 14082 Update of the Preliminary Reliability Prediction for CRERP Shutdown Heat Removal System

NPE Nuclear Power Experience

NPRD-91 Norwiectric Parts Reliability Data 1991
,

NPRDS Nuclear Plant Reliability Dea System (NPRDS) 1982 Annual Reports

NUREG-1000 Generic Implications of ATWS Events at the Salem Nuclear Power Nnt

P. ping Survey Sodium Piping Survey to July 1977

WAsil 1400 Reactor Safety Study: An Assessment of Accident Risks in U.S. Commercial Nuclear Power Nnts

YNPS PSS Yankee Nuclear Power Station Probabilistic Safety Study

O
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TABLE 3.3.2-1

HCGS OPERATIONAL HOURS

(1987 through 31 July 1993)

Y_ tar Hours in Mode 1 or 2

1987 7,570.1

1988 7,089.5

1989 6,813.9

1990 8,020.0

1991 7,379.8
,

1992 7,094.3

1993 5,750.0
,

(Through July 31,1993)

TOTAL: 49,717.6

HCGS UNAVAILABILITY DATA
A. Based upon Reliability and Assessment Records (30 months ending June 30,1993)

'

PRA Station Hourr ! Hours Unavailability
Code Code Unavailable Required A

_

;

ACP PB 123.4 87,552 1.41E-03 -

,

. CAC GS 770.1 21,888 3.52E-02
DCP PJ 17.3 21,888 7.90E-04 !

IGS KL 46.7 21,888 2.13E-03
SAC EG 956.3 87,552 1.09E-02 ;

SLC BH 66.5 37,336 1.78E-03
,

,

O

3.341
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TABLE 3.3.2-1 (Continued)
HCGS UNAVAILABILITY DATA

!

B. Based upon System Engineering Data (54 months ending June 30,1993)

PRA Station Hours Hours Unavailability
Code Code Unavailable Required I

DGS KJ 920.45 151,536.0 6.07E-03
HPI BI-FD 608.96 33,579.4 1.81E-02
RCI BD-FC 727.85 33,579.4 2.17E-02
RHS BC 335.16 77,607.0 4.32E-03

C. Based upon Hope Creek PRA (Reference 3.3.2-6)

PRA Station Hours Hours Unavailability
Code Code Unavailable Required A

ADS SN 100.3 22,502 4.45E-03
CSS BE 292.5 45,004 6.50E-03
SWS EA 1,610.8 45,004 3.58E-02

i

HCGS RELIABILITY DATA
A- Starts

PRA Station Start Start Start
Code Code Attempts Failures Reliability

I DGS KJ 514 3 0.9942
,

HPI BJ-FD 23 0 1.0000
RCI BD-FC 23 0 1.0000

|
| B. Run Data

PRA Station Load Run Load Run Load Run
Code Code Hours Failures Reliability

DGS KJ 2.054.8 0 1.0000

0
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TABLE 3.3.2-2
IMPORTANT HCGS TEST AND MAINTENANCE OUTAGES -

System Event Systanfrrain Systen/ Train TM
or Train Identifier TM Outage (Houss) Reauired (Hours) Unavailability Notes

RCI RCI-TDP-TM-OP203 727.85 33,579.40 2.17E-02
HPI HPI-TDP-TM-OP204 608.% 33.579.40 1.81E-02 ;

RHS RHS-MDP-TM-PX 335.16 77,607 00 4.32E-03 Average of four motor-driven pumps,

CSS CSS-MDP-TM-PX 292.50 45,004.M 6.50E-03 Average of four motor-driven pumps'

ADS ADS-ICG-TM-TRNX 100.30 22,502.00 4.46E-03 Average of two trains, B and D
SLC SLC-MDP-TM-XP208 66.50 37,336.00 1.78E-03 Average of two motor-driven pumps
SAC SAC-MDP-TM-PSXDX 956.30 87,552.00 1.09E-02 Average of four motor-driven pumps
SWS SWS-MDP-TM-XP502 1610.80 45,004.00 3.58E-02 Average of four motor-driven pumps 'F

DGS DGS-DGN-TM-XG400 920.45 151,536.00 6.07E-03 Average of four diesel generators
'

CHS CHC-CHL-TM LOOP 1.00E-02 Estimate
CHS-CHL-TM LOOP 1.00E-02 Estimate

y CNS CNS-TDP-TM-XP101 1.00E-03 Estimate

y CNS-MDP-TM-X-102 1.00E-03 Estimate
w CNS-MDP-TM-XP137 1.00E-03 Estimate

IAS IAS-CMP-TM-K100 1.50E-02 Estimate
IAS-CMP-OK107 1.00E-02 Estimate
IAS-CM--TM-tK107 1.50E-02 Estimate

RAC RAC-HX-TM-XE217 1.00E-03 Estimate !

RAC-MDP-TM-XP209 1.00E-03 Estimate
VAS VAS-ACX-TM-CSSBX 1.00E-02 Estimate

VCA VCA-FAN-TM-CRSTX 1.00E-02 Estimate
VCA-FAN-TM-CREFX 1.00E-02 Estimate |

VCA-FAN-TM-CETRX 1.00E-02 Estimate
VDG VDG-FAN-TM-DGTRX 1.00E-02 Estimate
VSW VSW-FAN-TM-TRX 2.00E-02 Estimate

VSW-FAN-TM-BTYNX 2.00E-02 Estimate

'
,

! The range factor for all plant-specific TM unavailabilities is 5, and the range factor for estimated TM unavailabilities is 10.
|

|

i

1
'

|
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TABLE 3.3.2-3
IICGS COMPONENT FAILURE DATA

F1 ant-Specific
Event Failures Per Failure Rate Generic Failure Updated Rate Updated HCGS

System Identifier Demand (Danand) Rate (Dernand) (Demand) Range Factor PRA Value

CSS CSS-MDP-FS-PX 0/21 0.0 1.00E-03 8.86E-04 10.0 8.86E-04

DGS DGS-DGN-FS-XG400 3/514 5.84E-03 1.00E-02 6.28E-03 2.25 6.28E-03

DGS-DGN-FR-XG400 0/2054.8* 0.0 7.20E-02** 6.61 E-03" 5.0 6.61E-03"

HPI HPI-TDP-FS-OP204 0/23 0.0 5.00E-02 4.21E-03 12.2 4.21E-03

RCI RCi-TDP-FS-OP203 0/23 0.0 5.00E-02 4.21E-03 12.2 4.21E-03

RHS RHS-MDP-FS-PX 0/142 0.0 1.00E-03 5.34E-04 10.0 5.34E-04
W

"t
SAC SAC-MDP-FS-XP210 0/111 0.0 1.00E-03 5.95E-41 10.0 5.95E-41

SWS SWS-MDP-FS-XP502 1/196 5.10E43 1.00E-03 3.24E-03 3.6 3.24E-03

.

* 2054.8 is hours, not demands.

** Failure rate per 24 hours.

1

O O O '

n
a

M I



emQ Table 3.3.3-1

CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES ASSOCIATED WITH
CALIBRATION ATIICGS

1. Calibration is normally performed every 3, 6,12 or 18 months as
applicable.

2. Each calibration is covered by a separate procedure sheet.

3. Calibration teams normally involve two or more people:

a. One person performs the calibration

b. The other person or persons observe the work and check off
each step as it is completed.

4. Procedure sheets have a before calibration reading entry and an after
calibration entry which are to be compared when calibration is

,o completed (prior to shift foreman signoff).
t

5. The I&C maintenance foreman checks the consistency of before and
after readings after the calibration. This is accomplished within three
working days.

6. Some of the instrument panel checks are completed by reactor operators
observing the indicated value from the calibrated instrument, and
comparing those readings with other instrument readings.

. 7. Calibration procedures mvolve a second person or group to check the
procedure.

8. I&C technicians can close and open most instrument sensing line valves
with approved test procedures ami shift foreman permission. Other
sensing line valves must be closed (and opened) by an operator.

O
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Table 3.3.3-2

'
THERP MODEL OF MISCALIBRATION AT IICGS

.

Failure to Use
Calibration

Procedures0.080.92 (i)
Error of Omission

or Commission
0.84 (without procedures)

Error of Omission 0.16

r Commission (2) Second Person Does0 99
Not Detect Error

0.01 0.50 0.50 (without procedures)
(5) Second Person Does (3) End of CalibrationNot Detect Error

0.50 Before/After Readings
0.50 0.70 / 0.30

Cornparison Not Made

(6) End of Calibration (4) (without procedures)

Before/After Readings 1.92' 10-30 85 0.15 Comparison Not Made
(7) x

6.9 ' 10 -4
.

.

|

Sum of failure path probabilities = 2.81 ' 10-3

9
1
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) Table 3.3.3-2 (continued)(

Epic Handbook Source (3.3.3-11 Median E.E Mean

1. Table 20-6, item 6 0.05 5 0.08

2. Table 20-7, item 5 0.05 5 0.08

(value doubled to account
for both types of errors)

3. Table 20-22, item 8 0.50 2 0.50

4. Table 20L.22, item 2 0.2 5 0.3

5. Table 20-7, item 2 0.003 5 0.005

6. Same as note 3

7. Table 20-22, item 1 0.01 5 0.15

Assumptions

1. No credit was taken for maintenance section manager recovery or operator
recovery.

2. The before and after readings check for consistency was treated as an
independent and separate task in the procedures.

-

O
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Table 3.3.3-3

THERP MODEL FOR DEPENDENT MISCALIBRATION
OF THREE CHANNEIS AT HCGS

Error in
Procedures

0.99 0.01
(1)

Check of Procedures -

" **
0.85

&r0*015Failure to Use () Calibration PersonnelCalibration
# * "#** "* "0.92

0.08 0.15 While Using Procedures0.85(4) Error of
Omission or Commission (3)1.25 * 10~4

0.84 0.16 (without procedures)
0.99 Enor of . (5)

mission or Commission Second Person Does0.01
(10) Not Detect Error

0.50 0'50 (without procedures)
0~50 Second Person Does

Not Detect Error (6) End of Calibration
0.50 Before/After Readings,

(11) 0.70 0.30 Comparison Not Made
End of Calibration (7) (without procedures)

0.85 O. 5 Before/After Readings 0.85 Second ChannelComparison Not Made Dependent Human(12) (without procedures) 0.15 Error
(8)0.85 econd Channel

0.15 Dependent Human Third Channel
- (13) Error *

0*50 Error0.50
Third Channel0.50

Dependent Human (g)
-

5 Error 1.43 * 10-44

5.12 * 10-5

4Sum of failure path probabilities = 3.19 * 10

3.3-68
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Table 3.3.3-3
Human Error Rate

Holg Handbook Source 3.3.3-1 Median EE Msan

1. Table 20-5, items I and 3 0.003 5 0.005

2. Table 20-22, item 1 0.1 5 0.15

3. Table 2-22, item 1 0.1 5 0.15

4. Table 20-6, item 6 0.05 5 0.08

5. Table 20-7, item 5 0.05 5 0.08
(value doubled to account for
both types of errors)

6. Table 20-22, item 8 0.05 5 0.5
(no distinction for with or (reduced to 2)
without procedures)

7. Table 20-22, item 2 0.2 5 0.3

8. Table 10-2, moderate dependence - - 0.15

9. Table 10-2, high dependence -- -- 0.5

10. Table 20-7, item 0.003 5 0.08
(or page 20-13)

(value doubled to account for
both types of errors)

- 11. Same as note 6

12. Same as note 7

13. Same as note 8

14. Same as note 9

v)
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Table 3.3.3-4

CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES ASSOCIATED WITII

MAINTENANCE AND RESTORATION ATIICGS

1. Scheduled maintenance may be performed while the unit is at power, a
i

i

2. Unscheduled maintenance can be performed during power operation, within j
the Technical Specification guidelines. !

|

3. Most maintenance acts have an applicable set of procedures. !

4. Operations personnel perform all isolation before maintenance and
realignment after maintenance.

5. After maintenance is complete, the shift supervisor approves removal of the
blocking tags.

6. Maintenance teams normally involve two or more people:
a. One or more rersons perform the maintenance. ]
b. One person observes the work and checks off each step as it is completed, j

if there is an applicable procedure.

7. Each component maintained is tested for proper operation following
maintenance, if required.

8. The maintenance supervisor verifies that blocking tags are physicaly in place I
Ifor personnel safety prior to allowing any personnel to start work on a

component.
.

9. When components in safety-related systems are tagged out, and again when
the tags are released, a second operator independently verifies the tag / release.
This is in addition to the maintenance personnel verification,

a Scheduled maintenance involves routine preventive maintenance performed on
a regular schedule. Unscheduled maintenance is corrective maintenance
(repair) performed when a component fails.

{
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OV Table 3.3.3-5

THERP MODEL FOR RESTORATION ERROR
FOLLOWING TEST OR MAINTENANCE AT HCGS

Failure to Use'

Maintenance Isolation
0.905 0.015 Procedures

(1)
Error of Omission

or Commission0.84

Error of Omission OM (without procedures)
(2)0.00 0" *** " Second Person

(Maintenance) Fails0.01 0.50
0.50 to Detect Error(2) Second Person
(2)

(Maintenance) Fails \(without procedures)
').50 0.50 to Detect Error 1.20 '10_.3

(2)

4.93 ' 10-3
.

Sum of failure path probabilities = 6.13 E-3

-

Human Error Probability
No.tc Handbook Source (Ref. 3.3.31) Median RF- Mean

0.01 5 0.015
1. Table 20-6, Item 5

2. Human Error rates are similar
to those used for calibration

1

1

0
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Table 3.3.3-6

CALIBRATION AND RESTORATION ERRORS MODELED IN FAULT TREES
Page 1 of 4

Detecta TMIntb IIEFC Screend
Event Description Ends Ends Ends Value

ACP-XHE-MC-11008 miscal. breaker fdr bus volt sensor 52-11008 DT6 TIl0 Cl I .6E-4
ACP-XHE-MC-12001 same - sensor 52-12001 DT6 Tl10 C1 I .6E-4
ACP-XHE-MC-40101 same - sensor 52-40101 DTIO TIl0 C1 3.0E-3
ACP-XHE-MC-40208 same - sensor 52-40208 DTIO TIl0 C1 3.0E-3
ACP-XHE-MC-40301 same - sensor 52-40301 DTIO TI10 C1 3.0E-3
ACP-XHE-MC-40408 same - sensor 52-40408 DTIO TIl0 C1 3.0E-3
ACP-XHE-MC-A0373 miscal. of UV sensor for UV relaying 1 A0373 DT6 T110 Cl 1.6E-4

ACP-XHE-MC-A0374 same - I A0374 DT6 TIl0 C1 1.6E-4

ACP-XHE-MC-A0375 same - 1 A0375 DT6 TI10 C1 I.6E-4
ACP-XHE-MC-A0376 same - 1 A0376 DT6 TIl0 C1 1.6E-4
CHC-XHE-MC-FTA3 miscal. FT-9468A, no loop A signal DTIO Tito C1 3.0E-3w

9 CHC-XHE-RE-MV057 chilled wtr. train B inlet valve mispositioned DT6 T19 R1 4.1E-4

i:3 CHC-XHE-RE-MV059 to 64 same - valves MV059 to MV064 DT6 TI9 RI 4.1E-4
CHC-XHE-RE-MV098 same - valve MV098 DT6 T19 R1 4.lE-4
CHS-XHE-MC-FTAI miscal. FT-9666A1, no loop A signal DTIO Tito C1 3.0E-3
CHS-XHE-RE-CWSVB chilled wtr. train B valves mispositioned DT6 TI9 R1 4.1 E-4

DGS-XHE-MC-7508A miscal. DG A fuel oil pressure switch DT6 TIl0 C1 1.6E-4

DGS-XHE-MC-7508B same - DG B DT6 T110 C1 1.6E-4

DGS-XHE-MC-7508C same - DG C DT6 TIl0 Cl 1.6E-4

DGS-XHE-MC-7508D same - DG D DT6 TIl0 C1 1.6E-4

DGS-XHE-MC-7530A miscal. DG A day tank level switch DT6 TIl0 Cl I.6E-4
DGS-XHE-MC-7530B same - DG B DT6 T110 Cl I 6E-4
DGS-XHE-MC-7530C same - DG C DT6 Tl10 Cl 1.6E-4

DGS-XHE-MC-7530D same - DG D DT6 TIl0 Cl I .6E-4

ESF-XHE-MC-402A miscal. oflevel XMTER SA-LT-402A DT6 TIl0 C1 1.6E-4
ESF-XHE-MC-402B, E, F same - XMTERs SA-LT-402B, E, F DT6 T110 Cl 1.6E-4
ESF-XHE-MC-403A, B, E, F same - XMTERs SL-PT-403A, B, E, F DT6 TIl0 C1 1.6E-4

ESF-XHE-MC-DF01 miscal. of all pressure XMTERs DT6 TI10 C3 1.6E-5

ESF-XHE-MC-DF01A dep. miscal. CSS ch. A pressure xmtrs DT6 TIl0 C4 2.7E-5
ESF-XHE-MC-DF01B dep. miscal. ADS ch. B pressure xmtrs DT6 TIl0 C4 2.7E-5

ESF-XHE-MC-DF01C dep. miscal. CSS ch. C pressure xmtrs DT6 T110 C4 2.7E-5

ESF-XHE-MC-DF01D dep. miscal. ADS ch. D pressure xmtrs DT6 Tilo C4 2.7E-5
ESF-XHE-MC-DF02 miscal. of alllevel XMTERs DT6 TIl0 C3 1.6E-5

O O O
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Table 3.3.3-6 (Continued)
CALIBRATION AND RESTORATION ERRORS MODELED IN FAULT TREES

Page 2 of 4

*

Detecta TM Inth HEPC Screend
Event Description _ Cads Cods f_qde Valpeo

ESF-XHE-MC-NO35A, E miscal. oflevel XMTERs NO35A, E DT6 TIl0 Cl 1.6E-4
ESF-XHE-MC-N058A TO D miscal. of pressure XMTERs El1-N058A, B, C, D DT6 Til0 Cl I.6E-4
ESF-XHE-MC-N061 A, E miscal. of level XMTER LI-N061 A, E DT6 T110 Cl 1.6E-4
ESF-XHE-MC-N062A, E miscal. of level XMTER LI-N062A, E DT6 TIl0 Cl I.6E-4
ESF-XHE-MC-N090A, B, E, miscal. of pressure XMTER B21-N090A, B, E, F, J, DT6 TIl0 Cl 1.6E-4

F, J. K, N, P K,N,P
ESF-XHE-MC-M097D, H miscal. of BB-LI-N097D, H DT6 TIl0 Cl 1.6E-4
ESF-XHE-MC-DF02A dep. miscal. CSS ch. A level xmtrs DT6 TIl0 C4 2.7E-5
ESF-XHE-MC-DF02B dep. miscal. ADS ch. B level xmtrs DT6 TIl0 C4 2.7E-5
ESF-XHE-MC-DF02C dep. miscal. CSS ch. C level xmtrs DT6 TIl0 C4 2.7E-5
ESF-XHE-MC-DF02D dep. miscal. ADS ch. D level xmtrs DT6 TIl0 C4 2.7E-5
ESF-XHE-MC-NO91A miscal. LI level xmtr LT-N09I A DT6 TIl0 Cl 1.6E-4
ESF-XHE-MC-NO91B miscal. L1 level xmtr LT-N091B DT6 TIl0 Cl 1.6E-4
ESF-XHE-MC-NO91C miscal. L1 level xmtr LT-N091C DT6 T110 Cl 1.6E-4w

la ESF-XHE-MC-NO91D miscal. L1 level xmtr LT-N091D DT6 Tl10 C1 1.6E-4
d! ESF-XHE-MC-NO91E miscal. L1 level xmtr LT-N091E DT6 TIl0 C1 1.6E-4

ESF-XHE-MC-NO91F miscal. L1 level xmtr LT N091F DT6 TIl0 C1 1.6E-4
ESF-XHE-MC-NO91G miscal. L1 level xmtr LT-N091G DT6 TIl0 Cl I.6E-4
ESF-XNE-MC-NO91H miscal. L1 level xmtr LT-N091H DT6 T110 C1 1.6E-4
ESF-XHE-MC-NO94A miscal. pressure xmtr PT-N094A DT6 Til0 Cl 1.6E-4
ESF-XHE-MC-NO94B miscal. pressure xmtr PT-N094B DT6 TIl0 Cl 1.6E-4
ESF-XHE-MC-NO94C miscal. pressure xmtr PT-N094C DT6 T110 Cl 1.6E-4
ESF-XHE-MC-NO94D miscal. pressure xmtr PT-N094D DT6 TIl0 C1 1.6E-4
ESF-XHE-MC-NO94E miscal. pressure xmtr PT-N094E DT6 TIl0 C1 1.6E-4
ESF-XHE-MC-NO94F miscal. pressure xmtr PT-N094F DT6 TIl0 Cl 1.6E-4
ESF-XHE-MC-NO940 miscal. pressure xmtr PT-N094G DT6 TII0 Cl 1.6E-4
ESF-XHE-MC-NO94H miscal. pressure xmtr PT-N094H DT6 T110 C1 1.6E-4
RAC-XHE-MC-2601 miscal. flow control element FE-2601 DTIO TIl0 C1 3.0E-3
RAC-XhE-MC-T2617 miscal. of sensor TE-2617 DTIO Tl10 C1 3.0E-3
SAC-XHE-MC-DF01 dep. miscal. HV-2457s temp. controller DTIO TIl0 C4 5.0E-4
SAC-XHE-MC-DF02 dep. miscal. HV-2517s temp. controllers DTIO T110 C4 5.0E-4
SAC-XHE-RE-V380 fail to restore RHS pump A cooler SAC valve DT6 TIl0 RI 2.7E-4
SAC-XHE-RE-V384 same - pump B DT6 TIl0 R1 2.7E-4
SAC-XHE-RE-V381 same - pump C DT6 TI10 R1 2.7E-4
SAC-XHE-RE-V385 same - pump D DT6 TIl0 R1 2.7E-4
SLC-XHE-RE-AP208 Op fails to align AP208 post-oaint. DT6 TI6 R3 5.0E-4

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -- .
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Table 3.3.3-6 (Continued)
CALIBRATION AND RESTORATION ERRORS MODELED IN FAULT TREES

Page 3 of 4

Detecta TM Inth HEPC Screend

Event Descriotion Gds .Cois Qde Value

SLC-XHE-RE-BP208 Op fails to align BP208 post-maint. DT6 TI6 R3 5.0E-4

SWS-XHE-RE-PSA04 fail to restore the SWS-TWSCP-507 path DT7 TIl0 R2 1.6E-4

SWS-XHE-RE-PSBO4 same - DP-507 DT7 TI10 R2 1.6E-4

(SIMILAR EVENTS FOR ALL OTHER ROOM COOLERS QUANTIFIED IN THE SAME MANNER)
VCA-XHE-MC-CETRA miscal. CER train A instmmentation DTIO TIl0 C1 3.0E-3

VCA-XHE-MC-CETRB same - train B DTIO TI10 C1 3.0E-3

VCA-XHE-MC-CRSFA miscal. CREF/CRS train A instrumentation DTIO TIl0 C1 3.0E-3

VCA-XHE-MC-CREFB same - train B DTIO tit 0 C1 3.0E-3

VCA-XHE-MC-CRSTA miscal. CRS train A instrumentation DTIO TIl0 C1 3.0E-3

VCA-XHE-MC-CRSTB same - train B DTIO Tito C1 3.0E-3

CHC-XHE-RE-CHWVA fail to restore CER train A CHC valves DTIO TIl0 R2 1.0E-3

.w CHC-XHE-RE-CHWVB same - train B DTIO TIl0 R2 1.0E-3

Z CHC-XHE-RE-CRSCH fail to restore CRS train A CHC valves DTIO TIl0 R2 1.0E-3
* CHC-XHE-RE-CRSCW same - train B DTIO TIl0 R2 1.0E-3

SAC-XHE-RE-SACSV fail to restore DG room A coolers SAC valves DT6 TIlo R2 5.5E-5

(SIMILAR EVENTS FOR ALL OTHER DG ROOMS HVAC QUANTIFIED IN A SIMILAR MANNER)
h fail to restore PRS train A CHS valves DTIO TIl0 R2 1.0E-3CHS-XHE-RE-CWSV

CHS-XHE-RE-CWSVBh same - train B DTIO T110 R2 1.0E-3

VSW-XHE-MC-SWTRA miscal. VSW train A instrumentation DTIO tit 0 C1 3.0E-3

VSW-XHE-RE-BTYTA fail to restore battery room train A dampers DTIO TIl0 R2 1.0E-3

VSW-XHE-RE-MDMPR fail to restore VSW train A manual dampers DTIO TIl0 R2 1.0E-3

(SIMILAR EVENTS FOR VSW TRAIN B QUANTIFIED IN THE SAME MANNER)
CHS-XHE-RE-MV016 fail to restore VSW train A CHS valve DTIO TIl0 R1 5.0E-3

CHS-XHE-RE-MV041 same DTIO tit 0 R1 5.0E-3

CHS-XHE-RE-MV057 same - train B DTIO TI10 R1 5.0E-3

CHS-XHE-RE-MV098 same - train B DTIO TIl0 RI 5.0E-3

O O O
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Table 3.3.3-6 (Continued)
CALIBRATION AND RESTORATION ERRORS MODELED IN FAULT TREES

Page 4 of 4

Footnotes to Table 3.3.3-6

a Fault detection time (FDT) codes ente ~.d into the Data Module for event quantification are defined as follows:
-

DTI = *. h DT6 = 720 h
DT2 r- 8h DT7 = 2160 h
DT! = 12 h DT8 = 4380 h
DT4 = 24 h DT9 = 8760 h

,
DT5 = 168 h DTIO = 13140 h

I

b Test or maintenance interval (INT) time codes entered into the Data Module for event quantification are defined as follows:

( TIl = 1 h TI6 = 720 h
TI2 = 8 h TI7 = 2160 h
TI3 = 12 h TIS = 4380 h -
TI4 - = 24 h TI9 = 8760 hm

6 TIS = 168 h TIl0 = 13140 h
bl

c Human Error Probability (HEP) codes entered into the Data Module for event quantification are defined as follows:

C1 = 3E-3 (calibrate 1 component) R1 = SE-3 (restore 1 component)
C4 = SE-4 (calibrate 2 component) R2 = 1E-3 (restore 2 component)
C3 = 3E-4 (calibrate 3 component) R3 = . SE-4 (restore 3 component)

d He screening values were calculated from the following equation:

Rn (or Cn) * DTn

tin
-!

| Rather than entering these screening values directly into the Data Module as user-specified values, the time codes were entered
along with the applicable liEP codes as MC- or RE-specified events.

- _ _______ - -_ _ _-_ _ ___ _ -__-___________ _ _________________. _ _ _ _ _ -_



Table 3.3.3 7

OPERATOR ERRORS MODELED IN FAULT TREES

EVENT DESCRTI' TION

ADS-XHE-ATWS-INH fail to inhibit ADS during an ATWS
ADS XHE-FO-DEPRE fail to manually depressurize
ATW-XHE-ARI-FAIL fail to initiate ARI
ATW-XHE-HP-CS-IN fail to prevent HPCI inj. through CS line during ATWS
CAC-XHE-FO-12WW fail to initiate contamment venting
CIIC-XHE-FO-LOOPB fail to start CHC Loop B
CHS-XHE-FO-LOOPB fail to start CHS Loop B
CNS-XHE-FO-CNSP fail to initiate primary condensate pumps
CNS-XHE-FO-CNSS fail to initiate secondary condensate pumps
CRH-XHE-FO-MKUP fail to align CRD bydraulics for max flow
CRH-XHE-FO-SCRAM fail to ensure scram no reset
CSS-XHE-FO-INIT fail to initiate CSS
CST-XHE-FO-ALIGN fail to align CSS suction to CST for long-term makeup
HPI-XHE-FO-ISOL fail to bypass HPCI/RCIC high temperature isol.
HPI-XHE-FO-INIT fail to manually initiate HPCI
HPI-XHE-FO-LCNTL fail to control RPV water level-high
HPI-XHE-FO-XFER fail to manually switch HPCI/RCIC suction to SP
HPS-XHE-FO-W'II.VL fail to control water level with HPCI during an ATWS
HVAC-XHE-FO-RECY fail to recover HVAC per procedure
IAS-XHE-FO-EIAC fail to reclose emer. IAS compr. bkr. after LOCA or LOP
IGS-XHE-FO-IAS fail to open IAS cross-tie to IGS
IGS-XHE-FO-RESET fail to reset IGS after LOCA or LOP
LPI-XHE-FO-LCNTL fail to control RPV water level-low
QAT-XHE-FO-LVL fail to prevent MSIV closure on low level
QAT-XHE-FO-LVL8T fail to prevent FW trip on high level during ATWS
QAT-XHE-FO-MSBY fail to bypass MSIV closure during ATWS

QAT-XHE-FO-RESF fail to restart FW during ATWS

QFW-XHE-FO-RECOV fail to recov. FW after loss of FW IE
QSI-XHE-FO-LVL1 fail to recover FW (LOCA)
RAC-XHE-FO-LOCA fail to realign SSWS cooling to RACS after LOCA signal
RAC-XHE-PS-CP209 fail to start RACS pump CP209
RCI-XHE-FO-INIT fail to manually initiate RCIC

' RCI-XHE-FO-XFER fail to transfer RCIC suction
RCIC-XHE-FO-ISOL fail to bypass isolation
RIIS-XHE-FO-CSC fail to initiate RHR flow through CSC
RHS-XHE-FO-LPI fail to man. initiate RHR LPCI flow
RHS-XHE-FO-SPC fail to initiate RHR SPC flow
SAC XHE-FS-A through DP210 fail to start pump A through DP210
SDG-XHE-FEEDBKR fail to load and start DG
SWS-XHE-FS-A through DP502 fail to start pump A through DP502
UV1-XHE-FO-ALIGN fail to align alternate injection flowpaths to RPV
VCA-XHE FO-CREFB fail to manually initiate CREF train B
XHE-FO-SEAL-ISOL fail to isolate seal LOCA

O
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TABLE 3.3.3-8
DESCRHTION OFIIUMAN RECOVERY ACTIONS APPLIED

Recovery Description Value

1. NR-AIR-24 Failure to recover the IAS within 24 hours 5.7E-3

2. NR-ATWS-ADS-INH Failure to inhibit ADS during an ATWS 7.5E-2

3. NR-ATWS-ARI Failure to manually initiate ARI 1.4E-2

4. NR-ATWS-DEP Failure to manually depressurized the RPV during
an ATWS 5.6E-2

5. NR-ATWS-HPCI-30M Failure to initiate HPCI during an ATWS 5.0E-2

6. NR-ATWS-HPCI-CS Failure to isolate HPCI injection through the Core
Spray piping during an ATWS 2.4E-1

7. NR-ATWS-LCNTL-LO Failure to control RPV water leven with LPCI during
an ADVS 4.7E-1

8. NR COND-5 Failure to restart condensate pumps after other 3.7E-2
injection systems fail

9. NR-DG-6 Failure to recover D/Gs within 6 hours (independent
failures of D/Gs) 7.0E-1

10. NR-DG-DF-6 Failure to recover D/Gs within 6 hours (common

O cause failures of D/Gs) 6.0E-1

V
11. NR-HPCI-LCNT-HIE Failure to control RPV water level using HPCI during

an ATWS to prevent core damage 4.6E-2

12. NR-HVC-PNRM-12 Failure to provide attemate ventilation to the Par:el
Room within 12 hours after a loss of HVAC 3.0E-4

13. NR-llVC-SWGR-24 Failure to provide alternate ventilation to the
Switchgear Room within 24 hrs after loss of HVAC 1.6E-4

14. NR-IGS-24 Failure to restart the EIAC after RACS cooling has
- been restored followed a LOCA isolation 3.8E-3

15. NR-LOSP-24 Failure to restore offsite power within 24 hours 2.2E-3

16. NR-LOSP-12 Failure to restore offsite power within 12 hours 1.5E-2

17. NR-LOSP4 Failure to restore offsite power within 6 hours 5.0E-2

18. NR-LOSP-5 Failure to restore offsite power within 5 hours 7.0E-2

19. NR-LOSP-1 Failure to restore offsite power within 1 hour 4.0E-1

20. NR-LOSP-40M Failure to restore offsite power within 40 minutes 5.5E-1

(O 21. NR-LOSP-30M Failure to restore offsite power within 30 minutes 6.0E-1c)

3.3-77
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Table 3.3.3-8 (continued)

22. NR-PCS-24 Failure to restore the PCS within 24 hours following
a turbine trip or MSIV closure initiating event 7.0E-4

23. NR-PCS-1 Failure to restore the PCS within 1 hour 6.0E-1

24. NR-PCS-40M Failure to restore the PCS within 40 minutes 9.0E-1

25. NR-Q-FWLVH-4M Failure to prevent a level 8 trip of feedwater during
a transient 1.4E-2

26. NR-Q-FWLVL-24M Failure to prevent a level 8 trip of feedwater during
a small LOCA 4.9E-3

27. NR-RACS-24 Failure to restore the RACS after a LOCA isolation 3.8E-3

28. NR-RHR-INIT Failure to initiate RHR for decay heat removal within
24 hours 5.0E-5

29. NR-SLEAK-ISO-15M Failure to isolate recirculation pump seal LOCA 8.2E-2

30. NR-SPL-LVLL-4 Failure to align core spray to the CST for long-term
injection (without decay heat removal) 1.1E-1

31. NR-UlX-DEP-30M Failure to manually depressurize the RPV within
30 minutes 7.5E-3

32. NR-UlX-DEP-40M Failure to manually depressurize the RPV within
40 minutes 5.2E-3

33. NR-UlX-DEP-60M Failure to manually depressurize the RPV within
1bour 4.6E-3

34. NR-UV-ECCS-1 Failure to manually initiate ECCS within 1 hour 3.9E-2

35. NR-UV-WTLVL-20M Failure to control RPV water level with high pressure
injection systems (not during ATWS) 4.3E-2

36. NR-VENT-5 Failure to initiate containment venting 2.0E-3
,

37. NR-WW1-SWP-1 Failure to manually start SSWS or SACS pumps
within 1 bour 1.2E-2

38. NR-WW1-SWP-12 Failure to manually start SSWS or SACS pumps
within 12 hours 1.9E-4

39. NR-WWl-SWP-20 Failure to manually start SSWS or SACS pumps
within 20 hours 7.4E-5

40. NR-WW1-SWP-40M Failure to manually start SSWS or SACS pumps
within 40 minutes 1.6E-2

0
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Table 3.3.4-1

DEPENDENT FAILURE BETA FACTOR ESTIMATES

BETA Factor hv Source

IHCGS
Component Type Faikere Mode EPRI NUREGICR-2998 NUREG/CR-2999 NUREGICR-2770 Seabrook Recomnwnded Comnwnts

NP-3967 PSA BETA Factor

Motor-Operated Valve Fail to Open/Close 0.08 0.08 0.04 0.07 Arithmetic Mean

Air-Operated Valve Fail to Open/Close 0.17 0.17 Arithmetic Mean _;

Check Valve Fail to Open 0.22 0.22 [

Safety-Relief Valve Fail to Open 0.22 0.65 0.44 Arithmetic Mean

Safety. Relief Valve Fail to Close 0.22 0.22 Same as FO value

Diesel Generator Fail to Start 0.06 0.04 0.01 0.04 Arithmetic Mean

$ Diesel Generator Fail to Run 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.04 Arithmetic Mean
da
* Itmps - Condensate Fail to Run 0.04 0.30 0.08 0.14 Arithmetic Mean

Fail to Start 0.11 0.11

Pumps - Fail to Start 0.14 0.25 0.04 0.14 Arithmetic Mean -

CCW (SACS, SSWS,
0.18 0.07

RACS, CHC, CHS)
,

Pumps - Fail to Run 0.14 0.09 0.02 0.09 Arithmetic Mean
CCW (SACS, SSWS,

3 '

RACS, CHC, CHS)

Pumps - RHR, CSS, SLC,
Fail to Start 0.23 0.23

y,

"E'' * *
Fail to Run 0.09 0.09

UVI
Pumps - Turbine Driven p,. g g p.

(HPC1/RCIC)

Fall to Run 0.02 0.02 Point Estimate

Generic Component . 0.125 0.125

|

. . _ _ _ . _ . _ _ . _ _ _ . _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ ___ _ _ , , _ , - _ . _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Table 3.3.4-2

DEPENDIWF FAILURE GAMMA FACTOR ESTIMATES
GAMMA Factor by Source

IICGS
Componet Type Failure Mode * EPRI NUREGICR-2098 NUREG/CR-2099 NUREGICR-2770 Seabreak Recommaded Commats

NP-3967 PSA GAM 3fA Factor

Motor-Operated Valve Fail to Open/Close A 0.24 0.27 0.26 Arithmetic Mean

Air-Operated Valve Fail to Open/Close A 0.43
B 0.43

Safety-Relief Valve Fail to Open A 0.79 0.84 0.82 Arithmetic Mean

$2fety Relicf Valve Fail to Close A 0.79 0.79 Same as FO Value

Ditsel-Generator Fail to Start A 030 034 Weighted Average
B 0.43

Diesel-Generator Fail to Run A 030 034 Same as FS Value
B O.43

$d Pumps - Condensate Fail to Run A 0.67 0.71 0.69 Arithmetic Meen
Y
$ Fail to Start 0.41 Used value for CCW

Pumps

Pumps - Fail to Start A 0.27 0.41 Weighted Average
CCW (SACS, SSWS, A 0.53

RACS, CHC, CHS) B 0.43

Pumps - Fail to Run A 0.27 3 41 Same as FS Value
CCW(SACS, SSWS, RACS, A 0.53

l CHC, CHS) B 0.43

Pumps - RHR, CSS, SLC, Fall to Start A 0.13 0.13

,

UV1

{
Pumps - RHR, CSS, SLC, Fail to Run A 0.60 0.60

|
UV1

Generic Coriponent 0.41 Used name gamma as
CCW pumps

"A" signitee that the parameter values are based entirely on actual data.*

"B' signifies cst the parameter values are based on extrapolations, as indicated in the text-

O O O
_ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Table 3.3.4-3
DEPENDENT FAILURE DELTA FACTOR ESTIMATES

DELTA Factor by Source

HCGS Recommmended
Component Type Failure Mode * EPRI NUREG!CR-2098 NUREG/CR-2099 NUREG/CR-2770 Seabrook DELTA Facter Comummts

'

NP-3967 PSA

Motor Operated Valve Fail to Open/Close A 0.67 0.62 Ari:hmetic Mean
B 0.53

Air-Operated Valve Fail to Open/Close A 0.53
B
C 0.53

Safety-Relief Valve Fail to Open A 0.71 0.78 0.75 Arithmetic Mean

Safety-Relief Valve Fail to Close A 0.71 0.71 Same as FO Value

Diesel Generator Fail to Start A 031 0.35 Weighted Average
B
C 0.53 ,

[ Diesel-Generator Fail to Run A O.31 0.35 Same as FS Value
6, n

C 0.53-

Pumps - CCW (S ACS, SSWS, Fail to Start A 0.53 Weighted Average
RACS, CHC, CHS) B 0.53

C 033

Pumps - CCW (SACS, SSWS, Fail to Run A 0.53 Same as FS Value
RACS, CHC, CHS) B 0.53

C 033

Pumps - RHR, CSS, SLC, Fail to Start A 0.53
UVI B 0.53

Pumps - RHR, CSS, SLC, Fail to Run A 0.53
UVI B 0.53

Generic Component C.53 Used same delta as CCW
pumpe

"A" signifies that the parameter values are based entirely on actual data.*

*B* signifies that the parameter values are based on first order extrapolations, as indicated in the text.
*C* signifies that the parameter values are based on second order extrapolations, as indicated in the text.

,

m. --- __- __ _ _ _ -
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Table 3.3.4-4

IMPORTANT DEPENDENT EVENTS MODELED PARAMETRICALLY

DEPENDENT DEPENDENT DEPENDENT
System Event identifier Event Quantification Event Description

HPCI HPI-MOV-CC-DF01 1.00E-3 Valves MV-8278 and F006 fait to open

RCIC RCI-SOV-CC-DF01 1.70E-4 Valves SV-4405 and F016 fait to close

CRM CRH-MDP-FS-DF01 1.40E-4 Ptrps A and BP207 f ait to start

W CRM-MDP-FR-DF01 2.20E-5 Ptmps A and BP207 fait to run
w

CNS CNS-MDP-FS-DF03 1.16E-5 Punps A through CP102 fall to start

CNS-MDP-FS-DF02 1.68E-5 Ptmps A through CP137 fait to start

CNS-MDP-FR-DF03 1.45E-7 Pttps A through CP102 fall to run

CNS-MDP-FR-DF02 2.10E-7 Pumps A through CP137 fall to run

CNS-TDP-FS-DF01 8.40E-4 Ptmps A through CP101 fall to start

CNS-TDP-FR-DF01 1.05E-6 Ptnps A through CP101 fait to run

|
| CNS-MCV-CC-DF01 1.82E-5 Valves MV-1680A through C fait to open

!

|

f
i

|

9 O O
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Table 3.3.4-4 (Continned)

DEPENDENT DEPENDENT DEPENDENT

System Event identifiel Event Quantification Event Description

CNS-MOV-CC-DF02 1.82E-5 Valves MV-1651A through C fall to open

CSS CSS-MDP-FS-DF01 2.04E-5 Ptsps A through DP207 fait to start

CSS-MDP-FR-DF01 5.04E-6 Punps A through DP207 fait to run

CSS-MOV-CC-DF01 3.00E-5 valves HV-F005A and B fall to open

CSS-MOV-CC-OF02 3.00E-5 Valves HV-F031A and B fall to open

RMS RHS-MDP-FS-OF01 1.72E-5 Ptsps A through DP202 fait to start

(LPI, RRS-MDP-FS-DF02 1.00E-3 Pttps A and BP202 fait to start

CSC,

SDC) RHS-MDP-FR-DF01 4.50E-6 Pteps A through DP202 fall to run

RMS-MDP-FR-DF02 2.20E-5 Punps A and BP202 fall to run

I

_- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ . _. . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ - - _ _
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Table 3.3.4-4 (Continued)

DEPENDENT DEPENDENT DEPENDENT
System Event identifier Event Quantification Event Description

I
I

RMS RMS-MDP-FR-DF03 2.20E-5 Ptrps A and CP202 fall to run

(cont'd) RMS-MDP-FR-DF04 2.20E-5 Ptnps B and DP202 fall to run

RHS-MOV-CC-DF01 6.30E-6 Valves HV-F017A through D fall to open

RMS-MOV-CC-DF02 3.00E-5 Valves HV-F017A and B fail to open

RHS-MOV-CC-DF03 6.30E-6 Valves HV-F007A through D fail to open

i.a

k RHS-MOV-CC-DF04 1.00E-3 Valves HV-F007A and B fall to open

RHS-MOV-CC-DF05 1.00E-3 Valves MV-F021A and B fall to open

RMS-MOV-CC-DF07 1.00E-3 Valves HY-F047A and B fall to open

SLC SLC-EPV-CC-DF2 1.70E-4 Valves HV-F004A ard B fait to open

SLC-MDP-FS-DF02 1.40E-4 Ptmps A and BP208 fall to start

SLC-MDP-FR-DF02 2.20E-5 Pumps A and-BP208 fall to rtn

RWC-MOV-00-DF04 7.00E-5 Valves HV-F001 and F004 fall to close

O O O
-
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; Table 3.3.4-4 (Continued)

} DEPENDENT DEPENDENT DEPENDENT
System Event identifier Event Quantification Event Description

CAC CAC-A0V-CC-DF01 1.50E-5 Large butterfly vent valves fait to open

(Hv-4950, 4952, 4956, 4958, 4962, 4964,
a

4978, 4980)

~

CAC-A0V-CC-DF02 5.00E-5 Saatt vent valves fall to open (NV-4951,

w 4%3)
Y'

^ 3
4

DGS DGS-DGN-FS-DF01 3.33E-5 Diesel generators A through DG400 fall to start

,

DGS-DGN-FS-DF02 2.06E-5 Dieset generstors A, B and CG400 fall to start'

DGS-DGN-FS-DF03 2.06E-5 Diesel generators A, B and DG400 fall to start

DGS-DGN-FS-DF04 2.06E-5 Dieset generators A, C and DG400 fall to start

DGS-DGN-FS-DF05 2.06E-5 Diesel generators B, C and DG400 fait to start -

DGS-DGN-FS-DF06 6.16E-5 Diesel generators A and SG400 fall to start

DGS-DGN-FS-DF07 6.16E-5 Diesel generators A and DG400 fait to start

i
'

DGS-DGN-FS-DF08 6.16E-5 Diesel generators A and DG400 fait to start-

P

DGS-DGN-FS-DF09 6.16E-5 Dieset generator 5 and CG400 fait to start ?

:
i

'

i !

i

*

,
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Table 3.3.4-4 (Continued)

DEPENDENT DEPENDENT DEPENDENT

System Event Identifier Event Quantification Event Descriptien

DGS-DGN-F S-D F10 6.16E-5 Diesel generator B and DG400 fall to start

DGS-DGN-FS-DF11 6.16E-5 Diesel generator C and DG400 fall to start

DGS-DGN-FR-DF01 3.43E-4 Diesel generators A through DG400 fall to run

DGS-DGN-FR-D F02 2.12E-4 Diesel generators A, 8, CG400 fall to rm

DGS-DGN-FR-DF03 2.12E-4 Diesel generators A, B, DG400 fall to run
Y

DGS-DGN-FR-DF04 2.12E-4 Diesel generators A, C, D, G400 fall to run

DGS-DGN-FR-DF05 2.12E-4 Diesel generators 8, C, D, G400 fall to run

i
DGS-DGN-FR-DF06 6.34E-4 Diesel generators A, B, G400 fait to run

DGS-DGN-FR-DF07 6.34E-4 Diesel generators A, C, G400 fait to run

DGS-DGN-FR-DF08 6.34E-4 Diesel generators A, D, G400 fait to run
t

|
|

DGS-DGN-FR-DF09 6.34E-4 Diesel generate- I, C, G400 fall to rm

DGS-DGN-FR-DF10 6.34E-4 Diese! generators 3, D, G400 fait to rtn

DGS-DGN-FR-DF11 6.34E-4 Diesel generators C D, G400 fall to run

|

|
:

(

|

!
t
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Table 3.3.4-4 (Continued)

a

DEPENDENT DEPENDENT DEPENDENT '

System Event Identifier Event QuantifIcation Event Deserietion
i

RAC RAC-MDP-FS-DF01 2.30E-4 Pupps A aM BP209 fait to start
4

i

RAC-MDP-FR-DF01 2.16E-5 Puups A and 8P209 fall to run

RAC-MOV-CC-DF01 7.00E-5 Valves MV-2537A and a fall to open
{

RAC-MOV-00-DF02 7.00E-5 RACS Istn valves to the aux. btdg. fall to close

Y
St.C SAC-MDP-FS-DF01 2.30E-4 Pupps A and CP210 fall to start

SAC-MDP-FS-DF02 2.30E-4 Ptmps 8 and DP210 fall to start
t

i

SAC-MDP-FS-DF03 7.59E-5 Puups A through DP210 fall to start
|

| SAC-MDP-FR-DF01 2.16E-5 Ptaps A and CP210 fait to run
.

SAC-MD?-FR-DF02 2.16E-5 Ptaps B and DP210 fait to rte
,

SAC-MDP-FR-DF03 7.13E-6 Pumps A through DP210 fait to run

SAC-MOV-CC-DF20 3.00E-9 Vat'ves Hv-2512A and 8 fall to open,

,

b

_ _ .
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Table 3.3.4-4 (Continued)

DEPENDENT DEPENDENT DEPENDENT
System Event Identifier Event cuantification Event Description

SWS SWS-MDP-FS-DF01 4.00E-5 Pteps A and CP502 fall to start

SWS-MDP-FS-DF02 4.00E-5 Purps B and DP502 fait to start

SWS-MDP-FS-DF03 3.17E-5 Ptaps A through DP502 fall to start

SWS-MDP-FS-DF04 2.16E-5 Ptsps A through DP507 fait to start
I

SWS-MDP-FR-DF01 4.08E-5 Ptsps A and CP502 fait to run

sa
oo SWS-MDP-FR-DF02 4.08E-5 Pteps B and DP502 fall to rtm' oo

I SWS-MDP-FR-DF03 3.42E-5 Ptsps A through W502 fall to run

SWS-MDP-FR-DF04 1.50E-5 Ptrps A through DP507 fait to run

SWS-MOV-CC-DF03A 3.00E-5 SWS Strainer valves HV-2197 A and C fait to open

|
| CHS CHC-CHL-FS-DF01 1.00E-3 Chillers A and BK400 fall to start

ChC-CHL-FR-DF01 7.20E-5 Chillers A and BK400 fall to run

CHC-MDP-FS-DF01 2.16E-5 Ptmps A and BP400 fall to start

CHC-MDP-FR-DF01 2.16E-5 Ptsps A and BP400 fall to run

CNS-CHL-FS-DF01 1.00E-3 Chitters A and BK403 fall to start
!

O O O
--
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Table 3.3.4-4 (Continued)g

DEPENDENT DEPENDENT DEPENDENT

System Event Identifier Event Quantification Event Descriotion
L

0 CMS-CHL-FR-DF01 7.20E-5 Chillers A and 8K403 fall to run

CHS-CHL-FS-DF01 1.00E-3 Ptmps A and BP414 fall to start

CMS-MDP-FR-DF01 2.16E-5 Ptsps A and BP414 fait to run
,

CHS-MDP-FS-DF01 2.30E-4 Ptaps A and BP414 fall to start

w IAS IAS-CMP-FR-DF02 9.60E-5 Compressors 00K107 and 10K107 fait to run
w

IGS IGS-CMP-FS-DF01 2.85E-4 Cospressors A and BK202 fait to start

IGS-CMP-FR-DF02 4.70E-4 conpressors A and BK202 fall' to run ;

IGS-MOV-CC-DF03 7.00E-5 Headers A and B valves fall to open

(HV-5126A, 8; 5152A, B; 5160A, 8)

|

|
,

| VCA VCA-FAN-FR-DF01 1.202-5 Fans A and 8V415 felt to run ,
'

|

! VCA-FAN-FS-DF02 5.00E-6 Fans A and BV415 fall to start

|

I
|
|

|
|

| ,

_. . . , .. - -__ - ______ _ - ___-_ _ -__--
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Table 3.3.4-4 (Continued)

DEPENDENT DEPENDENT DEPENDENT

System Event Identifier Event Quantification Event Description

i

; VDG VDG-FAN-FS-DF04 5.00E-6 Fans D and MV412 fait to start
|
t

'

VDG-FAN-FR-OF05 1.20E-5 Fans A and EV412 fall to run

|
i
i

VPR VPR-FAN-FR-DF01 1.20E-5 Fans A and Bv408 fall to run

f VPR-FAN-FR-DF02 1.20E-5 Fass A and Bv416 fall to run
(
,

VPR-FAN-FS-DF03 5.00E-6 Fans A and BV408 fait to start
Y

VPR-FAN-RS-D F04 5.00E-6 Fans A and BV416 fall to start

O O O
- -
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TABLE 3.3.7-1 1

'

IlOPE CREEK FUNCTIONAL EQUATION SUMM HY TABLE

/O Page 1 of 13
V)t ,

'

Top FT(s) Gate to Solve XIIOS (lanked IT)
F. vent Dencription ET FcaFe Success Criteria |
A large LOCA A NA IE TOP IARGELOCA NA |

C RPS mil but C RPS (electrical & C-TOP C-TOP NA
A1WS mechanical)

Ce RPS electrical Ta Tat, CE RPS electncal portion A1WS-10P RPS-ELECT NA
Tal,Ta2 functions

Cm RPS mechanical Ta, Tat, CM RPS mechanical portion ATWS-TOP RPS-MECH NA
Tal,Ta2 functions

C2 SLC boron Ta, Tat, C2 2/2 SLC pumps provide SLC SLC1 XilOS-BRK = 0
Tal,Ta2 boration XIIOS-HIDWP = 1

XHOS-LOCA = 0
XIIOS-LOP = 0
XIlOS-11IV = 0
XHOS-TRAN = 1
XIIOS-15ASW = 0

D vapor suppression A 51 D general system success D-TOP VAPOR-SUPP- NA
system (1 Ul!)[1 WW/DW FAILS

vacuum breaker opens,
and none stuck open
prior to LOCA1

S2 D-S2 gcneral system success D-1DP D-S2 NA
(IUE)[no more than
1WW/DW vacuum
breaker fails to reciose
if demanded)

E off-site power available Tt, Tm, Tf, E off-site power to 1/4 E-TO P ACP-FAIII XHOS-IIIDWP= 1
Ti, * Iia, Tra 4160V IE ac buses OITSIT XHOS-LOCA = 0

XIIOS-LOP = 0
XIIOS-11fV = 0

g#/ XIlOS-TRAN = 1
XHOS-TSASW= 0

A. SI, S2 ELOC off-site power to 1/4 STOP ACP-FAILS- XHOS-HIDWT = 0
4160V IE ac buses, OFT 5fr XilOS-LOCA =1
following LDCA XHOS-LOP =0

XHOS-THV = 0
XHOS-TRAN = 0
XHOS-15ASW= 0

Edg emergency diesel Te EDG power to 4160V 1E bus EDG-TOP ACP-FAILS- XHOS-IIID%T=1
generator available from 1/4 DGs EDG XilOS-LOCA = 0

XIlOS-LOP =1
XHOS-TIIV=0
XHOS-TRAN= 0
XHOS-15ASW= 0

'

Pdg A, SI EDG-LOC power to 4160V IE bus EDG-TOP ACP-FAILS- XIIOS HIDWP=0
from 1/4 DGs, EDG XIIOS-LOCA = 1
following LOCA XHOS-LOP =1

XHOS-111V= 0
XHOS-TRAN = 0
XIIOS-15ASW = 0

II Operator succesfully Ta, Tat, ll-HIGH control of water level AlWS-TOP H-HIGil NA
controls water levelin Tal,Ta2 using high pressure
ATWS iniection systems

Ta, Tat, II-LOW control of water level ATWS-TOP II-IDW NA
Tal,Ta2 using low pressure

injection systems
live HVAC available 11, Tm,1Y, IIVC panc.1 room cooling and liVAC ROOM-COOL XIIOS-IIIDWP =1

|11, Tia, Tra 1 Switchgear suom XHOS-LOCA = 0
cooling loop XIIOS-LOP = 0

XIIOS-11IVe 0
XHOS-TRAN = 1

I) XIIOS-T5ASW= 0

)
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TABLE 33.71
HOPE CREEK FUFCTIONAL EQUATION SUMMARY TABLE (Cont'd.)

Page 2 of 13

Top XIIOS
Event Ibarriptine ET Fca Fga Succcu Criteria FT(n) Gate tn Solve (linked FT)

A,51,S2 IIVC LOC panel room coohng and liVAC ROOM-COOL X110S-IIIDWP= 0
1 Switchgear room XIIOS-LOCA=1
cooling loop, folkwing XIIOS-LOP = 0
LOCA XIIOS'ITIV=0

XilOS-TRAN = 0
X1105-TSASW=0

Te IIVC-IDP panel room cooling and IIVAC ROOM-COOL X110S-IllDWP =1
,

1 Switchgear room XIIOS-LOCA = 0 {
cooling loop, given XHOS-LOP =1
IDSP XIlOS-TilV = 0

XIIOS-TRAN =0
XIIOS-15ASW= 0

IIVAC available T6a IIVC-S panel room coohng and ifVAC ROOM-COOL XilOS-IIIDWP=1 l
1 Switchgear room XilOS-LOCA = 0
cooling loop, grven loss XIIOS-LOP = 0

of SACS /SW XIIOS-TliV= 0
XIIOS-TRAN =1
XilOS-T5ASW = 1

In1 Operator inhabits Ta, Tat, IN1 successfulinhibit of ATWS-TUP INIIIBR-IIPCI- NA
1LPC1/CS operation Ta1,Ta2 IIPCl/CS rystem CS

following ATWS
in2 Operator inhibits ADS Ta, Tat, IN2 successfulinhibit of ATWS-TOP INIIIBR-ADS NA

operation Tal,Ta2 ADS folkwing ATWS
Iso seat isolation S2 ISO isolation of sealloca SFALLOCA SPAl ISOL NA
K ARI Ta, Tat, K Successful operation of ATWS-TOP ARI NA

Tal,Ta2 ARI
M SRVs open Tt, Tm, TY, M-2 2/14 SRVs open M TOP SRV-Fall- NA

Te, Thy, OPEN
Tia, Tra,
Tsa
Ta, Tat, M-ATWS 8/14 SRVs open ATWS-TOP SRVS-FIO NA
Tal.Ta2

May MSIV closed Tat, Tal MSV-1 MSIVs remain open ATWS-TOP MSIV- NA
with no SORVs CIOSUR&1

Tat, Tal MSV-2 MSIVs remain open ATWS-TOP MSIV. NA
with one SORV CIDSURS2

Tat,Tal MSV-3 MSIVs remain open ATWS-TOP MSIV- NA
with two or more CLOSURS3
SORVs

P SRVs close S2,Tt,Tf P all SRVs close (given 3 P-TOP SRV-1-CLOSS NA
demands) DMD3

Tm, Te, P.TM au SRVs close (given 6 P-TOP SRV-1-CLOSS NA

'

Thv, Tia, demands) DMD6
Tra. Tsa
Ta, Tat, P-ATWS au SRVs close fonowing ATWS-TOP SRV-1-CLOSE NA
Tal,Ta2 ATWS ATWS

P2 all but one SRVs clase Tt,IT P2 au but one SRVs close P-TOP SRV-2-CLOSS NA
(grven 3 demands) DMD3

Tm, Te, P2-TM au but one SRVs close P-IDP SRV-2-C LOSS NA
Tia, Thy, (given 6 demands) DMD6
Tra, Tsa

11 P2-1 au SRVs close (grven 3 P-TOP SRV-1-CLOSS NA
demands) DMD3

Ts, Tat, P2-ATWS au but one SRVs close ATWSTUP SRV-2-CLOSS NA
Tal,Ta2 following ATWS ATWS |

|

O
1
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TABLE 3.3.71
HOPE CREEK FUNCTIONAL EQUATION SUMMARY TABLE (Cont'd.)

O Page 3 of 13

V Top xiiOS
Event Description ET Fra Ega Soccess Criteria FT(s) Gate to Solve (linked IT)
Q IV Tt, Ti Q injection from 1/3 IV Q-PCS Q-PCS XIIOS-AlWS = 0

pump and heat XIiOS-IW= 0
removal from PCS XIIOS-IIIDWP =1

XIIOS-LOCA = 0
XIIOS-LOP = 0
XHOS-NOATWS =1
XIIOS THV=0
XHOS-TIAS =0
XHOS-TRAC =0
XIIOS-TRAN=1
XIIOS-TSASW= 0

Q IV Tat,Tal Q-ATWS injection from 1/3 IW Q-PCS Q-PCS XHOLATWS = 1
pumps and heat XHOS-FW= 0
remmal from PCS XIIOS-IIIDWP =1
followingATWS XilOS-LOCA = 0

XIIOS-LOP = 0
XHOLNOATWS=0
XilOS-TIIV= 0
XIIOS11AS=0
XIIOS TRAC = 0
XIIOS TRAN=1
XHOL'I5ASW = 0

IV TI QR recovery of feedwater Q-PCS Q-PCS XIiOS-ATWS = 0
XIIOS-FW=1
X110S-IIIDWP=1
XIIOS-LOCA = 0
XilOS-LOP = 0
XIIOS-NOATWS=1

e XIIOS 'IliV= 0/mV) XHOS-71AS = 0
XIIOS-TRAC =0
XIIOS-TRAN =1
XIIOS-TSASW= 0

S2 Q-LOC injection from 1/3 FW Q-PCS Q-PCS XIlOS-A1WS =0
pumps and heat XilOS-FW= 0
removal from PCS XIIOS-HIDWP = 0
following LOCA XIlOS-LOCA=1

XIlOS-LOP = 0
XHOS-NOATWS =1
XHOS-IIIV= 0
XIIOS-TIAS 0
XilOS TRAC =0
XIIOS-TRAN= 0

. XHOS-13ASW= 0
Q Tra Q-RA Injecton from 1/3 FW QTT QTT XilOS-AlWS = 0

pumps fonowing lo6s of XIlOS-FW= 0
RACS XHOS-IIIDWP = 1

XilOS-LOCA= 0
XHOS-LOP = 0
XilOS-NOATWS =1
XilOS-THV= 0
XilOS-TIAS = 0
XIIOS-TRAC =1
XIIOS-TRAN =1
XHOS-TSASW= 0

Rpt Rectre. pump trip Ta, Tat, RIT recire pump trip occurs ATWS-IDP RECIRC-FMP- NA
Tal, Ta2 TRIP

S1 medium break LOCA S1 S1 NA IE-TOP MED-LOCA NA

O
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TABLE 33.71"

liOPE CREEK FUNCTIONAL EQUATION SUMMARY TABLE (Cont'd.)

Pare 4 of13
Top X110S

Event Iwcriptima ET Fem Eau Seteus Criteria FT(r.) Cate to Solve (Ianked FT)
S2 small break IOCA S2 S2 NA ISTUP SMALL-LOCA NA
S3 no seal LOCA S2 S3 no seal LOCA cxrurs SEALLOCA SEAI-LOCA NA
Ser Manual scram Ta, Tat, SCR Operator manually ATWSTOP MAN-SCRAM NA

Tal,Ta2 scrams reactor
Tat turbine trip ATWS Tat TAT NA ATWS-!E TAT NA
Tal turbine trip A1WS Tal TA1 NA ATWS-IE TA1 NA
Ta MSIV closure A1WS Ta TA NA A1WS-!E TAM NA
Ta2 MSIV closure ATWS Ta2 TA2 NA A1WS IE TAM NA
Te loss of offsite power Te T1! NA ISTOP IDSP NA

,

Tf loss of FW Tf TF NA IE-TOP IOSS-FW NA
Thv loss of IIVAC hv ITIV NA ISTOP LOSS-HVAC NA
Ti inadvertently open SRV Ti Il NA ISTOP INAD-OPEN- NA

SRV
Tia kas of instrurnent air lia TIA NA IE-TOP IDSS-IA NA
Tm MSIVs close or loss of Tm TM NA ISTOP MSIV-CLOSE NA

condenser vacuum
Tra loss of RACS Tra TRA NA ISTOP LOSS-RACS NA
Tsa loss of SACS or loss of Tsa 15A NA ISTOP LOSS *ACS-SW NA

SW
Tt turtitne trip 11 1T NA ISTOP TUR& TRIP NA
U IIPO, ROC Tt,Im, Ti U injection from HPQ or U-TOP llPI-RQ-FAIL XHOSATWS = 0

ROC pump XIIOS-IIIDWP= 1
XIIOS-LOCA = 0
XIIOS-LOP = 0
XIiOS-NOATWS = 1
XIIOS THV= 0
XilOSIIAS=0
XHOS TRAC =0
XIIOS TRAN=1
XHOS-TSASW= 0

( Ta, Tat, U-ATWS injection from ilPQ or U-TOP IIPI-RG-FAIL XIIOS-ATWS =1
Tal,Ta2 RQC pump fouowing XHOS-HIDWP =1

ATWS XHOS-LOCA = 0
XHOS-IOP = 0
XHOS-NOATWS =0
XIIOS-11IV= 0
XHOS-TIAS = 0
XHOSTRAC=0
XHOS-TRAN=1
XIIOS13ASW=0

hv U4fV injection from IIPO or U-TOP HPI-RQ-FAIL XHOS-ATWS =0
ROC pump following X1105-HIDWP = 1

. loss of HVAC XIlOS-LOCA= 0
| XIiOS 1X)P= 0
'

XHOSNOATWS=1
XHOS-THV =1
XIIOS-TIAS = 0
XHOS-TRAC = 0
XIIOS-TRAN=1
XHOS-TSASW= 0

Tia U-IA injection from IIPO or U-TOP IIPI-RG-FAIL XHOS-ATWS = 0
ROC pump fonowing X110S-HIDWP =1
loss of IA XHOS-LOCA = 0

XHOS-LOP = 0
XIIOS-NOATWS =1
XIIOS111V= 0
XIIOS-TIAS = 1
XHOS-TRAC = 0
XHOS-TRAN =1
XHOS TSASW=0

|
;
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TABLE 33.7-1
HOPE CREEK FUNCTIONAL EQUATION SUMMARY TABLE (Cont'd.)

i
Page 5 of 13 ;

(/ Top XHOS 1

Ermat Description ET Fca Ege Success Criteria FT(n) Cate to Solve (linked FT) j
U S2 U-LOC injection from HPQ or U-TOP llPI-RQ-FAIL XilOSATWS=0

ROC pump ionowing XHOS-IIIDWP= 0
LOCA XIIOS-LOCA =1

XHOS-LOP =0
XHOS-NOATWS = 1
XIIOS-TIIV=0
XHOS-TIAS=0
XHOS-TRAC = 0
X110S-TRAN =0
XHOS-75ASW = 0

Te U-LOP injection from HPQ or U-TOP HPI-RG-FAIL XHOS-ATWS = 0
ROC pump, given XHOS-IDDWP=1
LOSP XIlOS-LOCA =0

XHOS-LOP =1
XHOS-NOATWS=1
XHOS-DIV=0
X1105-RAS =0
XIIOS TRAC =0
XIIOS-TRAN= 0
XIIOS-13ASW=0

Tra U-RA injection from HPQ or U-TOP IIPI-RQ-FAIL X1105-ATWS= 0
ROC pump following X110S lHDWP=1
lac,of RACS XIIOS-LOCA = 0

XIlOS-LOP = 0
XHOS-NOATWS =1
XHOS-11tV=0
XHOS-TIAS =0
XHOSTRAC=1
XIiOS-TRAN=1
XHOS-T5ASW= 0

C Tsa U-SA injection from HPQ or U-TOP IIPI-RG-FAIL XHOS-ATWS = 0
RGC pump fouowing XHOS-HIDWP=1
loss of SACS or SW XHOS-LOCA=0

XHOS-LOP =0
XiiOS-NOATWS =1
XHOS-THV= 0
XHOS-TIAS=0
XHOS-TRAC = 0
XHOS-TRAN =1
XIIOS-TSASW-1

U1 IIP injection,iiPO TY U1 injection from flPQ IIPQ IIPQ1 - XHOS-ATWS= 0
system pump XilOS-IIIDWP =1

XHOS-LOCA = 0
, XHOS-LOP =0

XIIOS-NOATWS =1
X110S-11IV= 0
X110S-TRAN =1
XHOS-15ASW= 0

S1 UI-LOC injection from HPQ HPQ HPQ1 XHOS-ATWS = 0
pump,fouowing LOCA XIlOS-IIIDWP=0

XIIOS-LOCA=1
XHOS-LOP = 0
XilOS NOATWS=1 |

XHOS-TIIV= 0 |
XIIOS-TRAN= 0 l

XHOS-TSASW=0

,

/

k
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TABLE 33.71
IIOPE CREEK FUNCTIONAL EOUATION SUMMARY TABLE (Cont'd.)

Page 6 of 13

XIIOSTop
Enet Ikacription ET Fca Fw Succeu Criteria FTM Gate to Solve Gimimd F11

S1 U1-LCIf injection fjern HPQ llPCI IIPG1 XilOS-ATWS =0

pump following LOCA, XIIOS-IIIDWP=0
grven IDSP X1105-LOCA=1

X1105-LOP = 1
XilOS-NOATWS =1
X1105-111V = 0
XIIOS-TRAN=0
XilOSIISASW = 0

U2 IIP injection, ROC Tf U2 injection from ROC ROC ROC-1 XIIOS411DWP=1
XilOS-LOCA=0system pump
XIIOS-LOP =0
XilOS-TIIV=0
X110S-TRAN=1
XIIOS-75ASW=0 -

Uv long-term make-up Te UV1 injection from CRD or UV-TRAN UV-01 XIIOS-ATWS = 0
firewster following XIIOS-IIIDWP = 1
LOSP X1105-LOCA = 0

XIiOS-IDP= 1
XIIOS-NOATWS = 1
XIIOS-TilV= 0
XllOS-TIAS = 0
XilOS-TRAC =0
XIIOS-TRAN = 0
XIIOSIISASW= 0

Te UV-2 survival of CRD after UV-TRAN UV-2 (X}iOS setting NA,
containment failure, or equation consists of
injection from firewater UEs only)

Uv Tt, Tm, Tf, UV-3 survival of CRD after UV-TRAN UV-3 (x110S settinp NA.
Te, Tia containment failure equation consists of

UEs ontY)

Te UV4 injection from 1/4 UV-TRAN UV4 same as UV-1

LPG,1/2 CSS (2
pumps / loop),2/2 CRD,
or firewater following
IDSP

Te UV-5 survival of 110, CSS, UV-TRAN UV5 (XIIOS settinp NA,
or CRD after equation consists of
containment failure, or UEs only)
injection from firewster

Tt, Tm, Tf, UV4 survival of flPG or UV-TRAN UV4 (XIlOS setting NA,
Te,Tia CRD after containment equation consists of

failure UEs only)

Tsa UV4S survival of IIPO after UV-TSASW UV-6 (XilOS settiny NA,
- containment failure equation consists of

UEs only)

Tt, Tm, TI, UV-7 injection from 2/2 CNT, UV-TRAN UV-7 sarne as UV-13

Ti 2/2 CRD, or firewater

Tia UV-7-IA injection from 2/2 CNr. UV-TRAN UV-7 same as UV-21

2/2 CRD, or firewster
even loss of IA

Tsa UV-75 injection ftorn 2/2 CNT UV-15ASW UV-7 XilOS-IIIDWP=1
or firewater XIlOS-LOCA=0

XHOS-LOP = 0
XilOS-11tV = 0
X110S-TRAN= 1
X110S-TSASW-1

0
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TABIE 33.7-1
HOPE CREEK FUNCTIONAL EQUATION SUMMARY TABLE (Cont'd.)

O Page 7 of 13
Top XilOS

Event Deacdotion ET Fem Een Success Criteria ET(s) Gate to Solve (I-k=d FT)
Tra UV8 injection from 2/2 CNT, UV-SPEC UV4 same as UV-20

2/2 CRD, or1/3
primary CNS grven loss
of RACS

Tt, Tm, TY, UV-9 injection from 2/2 CNT UV-TRAN UV-9 same as UV-13
Ti or firewater, or survival

of CRD after
containment failure

Tia UV-9-IA injection from 2/2 CNT UV-TRAN UV-9 same as UV-21
or firewater, or survival
of CRD after
containment failure,
given loss ofIA

Tsa UV-9S injection from 2/2 CNT UV-75ASW UV-9 same as UV-7S
or firewater after
containment failure

Tt, Tm,IT, UV-10 injection from 1/4 UV-TRAN UV-10 same as UV-13
Ti LPG,1/2 CSS (2

Pumps / loop),1/3
primary CNS,2/2 CRD,
2/2 CNT, or firewater

Tsa UV-105 injection from 1/2 CSS UV-75ASw UV-10 same as UV-7S
(2 pumps / loop),2/2
CNT, or firewater

Uv Tt, Tm, Tf, UV-11 injection from 1/3 UV-TRAN UV 11 same as UV-13
Ti primary CNS,2/2 CNT

or firewster, or survival
of LPO, CSS, or CRD
after containment
failure

Tsa UV-115 injection from 2/2 CNT UV-TSASW UV-11 same as UV-7S
or firewater, or survival
of CSS after
containment failure

Te UV-12 injection from HPQ UV-TRAN UV-12 same as UV 1
(long-term, with room
cooling),1/4 LPG,1/2
CSS (2 pumps / loop),
2/2 CRD,or firewater
following LOSP

Tt, Tm, Tf UV-13 injection from HPQ UV-TRAN UV-13 XHOS-ATWS = 0
(long-term, with room XHOS-HIDWP =1
coolmg),1/3 primary XHOS-LOCA= 0

- CNS,1/4 LPG,1/2 XHOS-LOP = 0
CSS (2 pumps / loop), XHOS-NOADVS = 1
2/2 CRD,2/2 CNT, or XHOS-THV= 0
firewater XHOS-TIAS=0

XHOS TRAC =0
XHOS-TRAN=1
XHOS/ISASW= 0

Tsa UV-13S injection from HPQ UV 75ASW UV-13 same as UV-7S
(long-term, with room
cooling),1/2 CSS (2
Pu ops / loop),2/2
CNT, or firewater

Tra UV-15 injection from 2/2 CNT UV-SPEC UV-15 same as UV-20
or firewater given loss
of RACS

\
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TABLE 33.71 |
HOPE CREEK FUNCTIONAL EQUATION SUMMARY TABLE (Cont'd.) !

Page 8 of 13

Top X110S
,

Event fwrip6on ET Fca Ega Sorcens Criteria PT(s) Cate to Solve (11taked FT) |

Tt, Tm UV-16 injection from 1/4 UV-LOCA UV-16 XIIOS-IIIDWP =1
LPCI,1/2 CSS (2 XIIOS-LOCA = 0
pumps / loop), or 1/3 XIIOS-LOP = 0
primary CNS paths XIlOS-T11V= 0

XHOS-71AS = 0
X110S-TRAC = 0
XIIOS-TRAN =1
XilOS-75ASW= 0

A,$1 UV-16-LC injection from 1/4 UV-LOCA UV-16 XIIOS-IIIDWP=0
LPG,1/2 CSS (2 XIlOSLOCA=1
pumps / loop), or 1/3 XilOS-LOP = 0
primary CNS paths X1105-TlIV=0
fouowing LOCA XHOS-TIAS = 0

X1105-TRAC = 0
XIlOS-TRAN = 0
X110S15ASW = 0

Uv Tsa UV-16S injection from 1/2 CSS UV-15ASW UV-16 XHOS-IIIDWP = 0
(2 pumps / loop) XHOS-LOCA= 1

XIIOS-LOP = 0
XIIOS-11fV =0
XIiOS-TRAN= 0
XHOSTSASW =1

Tia UV-17 injection from 1/4 UV-SPEC UV-17 same as U%21
LPO,1/2 CSS (2
pumps / loop),2/2 CRD,
2/2 CNT, or firewater
even loss of IA

S2 U%18 injection from 1/4 U%LOCA UV-18 same as U%16-LC
110,1/2 CSS (2
pumps / loop),2/2 CRD,
1/3 CNS,2/2 CNT,or
firewater following S2
IDCA with seal LOCA

S2 U%19 injection from 2/2 CNT UV-IDCA U%19 same as UV-16-LC
or firewater, or survival

|
of LPO, CSS, or CRD

| after containment
failure, fouowing S2
LOCA with seal LOCA

Tia UW19-IA irijection from 2/2 CNT U%LOCA U%19 same as U%21
or firewater, or survival
of LPG, CES, or CRD
after containment

- failure, given loss of IA

Tra UV-20 injection from IIPO U% SPEC UV-20 XIlOS-IIIDWP= 1
(long-term,with room XIiOS-LOCA = 0
cooling),1/4 LPG,1/2 X110S-LOP = 0

CSS (2 pumps / loop), XilOSTHV=0
1/3 primary CNS,2/2 X110S T1AS=0
CNT, or firewater given XHOS TRAC =1
loss of RACS XIIOS-TRAN=1

XHOS*ISASW=0
Tia UV-21 injection from IIPO U% SPEC U %21 X110S-HIDWP =1

(long-term, with room XHOS-LOCA = 0
coohng),1/4 LPG,1/2 XIIOS-LOP = 0

, CSS (2 pumps / loop), XilOS-11[V = 0

| 2/2 CRD,2/2 CST, or XHOS-11AS =1
fircwater ghen loss of XHOS-TRAC = 0
IA XIIOS-TRAN =1

XHOST W 0
S2 U%22 injection from 1/3 CNS, U%LOCA UV-22 same as UV-16-LC

t

| 1/4 LPG,1/2 CSS (2
pumps /noop),2/2 CNT,

'

or firewater following
S2LOCA

3.3-98
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TABIE 33.71
HOPE CREEK FUNCTIONAL EQUATION SUMMARY TABLE (Cont'd.)

Page 9 of 13
k Top XIIOS '

|
Event Dearristies ET FemFan Serceas Criteria FT(s) Gate to Solve (IJaked FO

Tra U%22-RA injection from 1/3 CNS, U%LOCA UV-22 same as UV 20j
1/4 LPO,1/2 CSS (2
Pump / loop),2/2 oft,
or firewster given loss
of RACS

Uv S2 U W23 injection from 1/3 CNS, U%LOCA UV-23 same as UW16-LC
2/2 CNT, or firewater,
or survival of LPQ or
GS after containment
failure, following S2
LOCA

Tra U%23-RA injection from 1/3 04S, U%LOCA U%23 same as UV-20
2/2 CRT, or firewater,
or survival of LPQ or
GS after containment
failure given loss of
RAfS

Tt, Tm UV-24 injection from 1/3 U%LOCA UV-24 same as U%16
primary CNS paths, or
survivalof RIIR(LPO)
or CSS after
containment failure

A, S1 U%24-LC injection irom 1/3 UV-LOCA UV-24 same as UV-16 LC
primary CNS paths, or

survivalof RHR(LPO)
or CSS after
containment failure
folkwing LOCA

Tsa UV-24S survival of CSS after UV-TSASW UV-24 same as U%16S
containment failure(

A. S1 U %25 injection from 1/4110 U%LOCA U%25 XHOS-HIDWP= 0
or 1/2 CSS (2 XHOS-LOCA=1
pumps / loop) paths XHOS-LOP =1
following LOCA, given XHOS "DIV= 0
IOSP XIIOS-TIAS = 0

XilOS IRAC=0
XHOS-TRAN =0
XHOS-TSASW= 0

Tia U%25-IA injectran from 1/4 LPQ U%LOCA U%25 same as U%21

or 1/2 CSS (2
Pump / loop) paths
given loss oflA

Tra UV-25-RA injection from 1/4 LPQ U%LOCA UV-25 same as U%20
- or 1/2 CSS (2

pumps / loop) paths
given loss of RACS

A, 51, Tia, U%26 survivalof RIIR(LPO) UV-LOCA UV-26 (XHOS settings NA,
Tra or CSS after equation consists of

containment f91 ore UEs only)

Ta,Tal, U %27 injection from itM U%ATWS UV-27 XHOS-ATWS= 1
Ta2, Tat (long-term, with room XHOS-HIDWP=1

cooling),1/3 primary X110S-LOCA = 0
CNS,1/4 LPO,1/2 X1105-LOP = 0
CSS (2 pump / loop), XIlOS-NOATWS = 0

or 2/2 CNT XIIOS-THV=0
X1105-11AS = 0
XHOS-TRAC = 0
XHOS TRAN=1
XIIOS-TSASW=0

3.3-99
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TABLE 33.71
IIOPE CREEK FUNCTIONAL EQUATION SUMMARY TABLE (Cont'd.)

Page 10 of 13

Top XIIOS
Event Dewription ET Fca Egn Soccess Criteds FT(s) Gate to Solve (IMed FT)
Uv Ta, Tal, UV-28 survival ofIIPG, RIIR UV-A1WS UV-28 XIIOS-ATWS =1

Ta2, Tat (LPG), or CSS after XHOS-IllDWP =1
containment failure or X110LLOCA=0
injection from 1/3 X110S-IAP = 0
primary CNS or 2/2 X110S-NOATWS =0
CNT XHOS-T11V = 0

XIIOS-11AS = 0
X1105-TRAC =0
XHOS-TRAN = 1
XIIOS-TSASW = 0

Ta, Tal, UV-29 injection fmm 1/3 UV-ATWS UV-29 XIi3LA1WS =1
Ta2, Tat primary CNS,1/4 LPO, XIIOS-1IIDWP =1

1/2 CSS (2 pumps / X110S-LOCA = 0
XilOS-LOP = 0loop), or 2/2 CNT s

X}{OS-NOA1WS= 0
XIIOS-T11V= 0
XIIOS-11AS = 0
XIIOS TRAC =0
XIIOS-TRAN = 1
XIIOS-TSASW= 0

Ta, Tal. UV-30 survivalof RIIR(LPO) UV-ATWS UV-30 XIIOS-ATWS =1
Ta2, Tat or CSS after XHOS-HIDWP = 1

containment failure or XIIOS-LOCA = 0
injection from 1/3 X110S-LOP = 0

primary CNS or 2/2 XilOS-NOATWS =0
CNT X1105-TIIV=0

XHOS-TIAS = 0
XHOS-TRAC = 0
X110S-TRAN =1
XilOS-TSASW= 0

Ta,Tal, UV-29L iajection from 1/3 UV-ATWS UV-29 XIlOS-ATWS =1
Ta2, Tat pnmary CNS,1/4110, XIIOS-lHDWP = 1

1/2 CSS (2 pumps / XIIOSLOCA=1
loop), or 2/2 CNT wun XIIOS-LOP = 0
2 or more SORVs XilOS-NOA1WS = 0

X1105-TIIV= 0
XIIOS-TIAS= 0
XIIOS-TRAC = 0
XI!OS-TRAN = 0
XIIOS 'ISASW=0

Uv Ta, Tal, UV-30L survivalof RilR(LPO) UV-A1WS UV-30 XIIOS-AIWS = 1
Ta2, Tat or CSS after XIIOS-IIID%T=1

containment failure or X110S-IDCA = 1
injection fmm 1/3 XIIOSLOP=0

.

primary CNS or 2/2 XIIOS-NOATWS =0
CNTwith 2 or moze XIIOS-THV = 0
SORVs X1105-11AS = 0

XIIOS-TRAC =0
XilOS-TRAN=G
XilOS-TSASW =0

V LPG, CS, CNS Tt. Tm, TT, V injection from 1/3 V-TOP CNS-LPI-CS- XIIOS-li!DWP-1
11 condensate paths,1/4 FAILS XIIOSLOCA=0

LPCIloops, or 1/2 CS XilOS-LOP =0
loops (2 pumps / loop) XIIOS-T11V = 0

XilOS-11AS= 0
XHOS-TRAC = 0
X110S-TRAN =1
X110S-15ASW=0

S2 V-LOC injection fmm 1/3 V TOP CNS-LPI-CS- XIIOS-HID%T= 0
condeesate paths,1/4 falls XIIOS-IDCA = 1
LPQ loops, or 1/2 CS X110S-LOP = 0

loops (2 pumps /toop) X110S-THV = 0
following LOCA XIIOS TIAS=0

XIIOS TRAC =0
XI{OS TRAN=0
XIIOS-15ASW = 0

3.3-100 |
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TABLE 3.3.71
HOPE CREEK FUNCTIONAL EQUATION SUMMARY TABLE (Cont'd.)

(~ Page 11 of 13

\ .
Event Demeription ET FenEen Success Criteria PT(s) Gate to Solve (finhadFT)

Top XHOS

Tra V-RA injection from 1/3 V-TOP CNS-LPI-CS- XHOS-HIDWP =1
condensate paths,1/4 FAILS XIIOS-LOCA =0
LPQ loops, or 1/2 CS XHOS-LOP =0
loops (2 pumps / loop) XIIOS-THV=0

q_ folloningloss of RACS XHOS-TIAS=0
'

XHOSTRAC=1
XIIOS-TRAN=1
XHOST5ASW=0

Tsa V-S injection from 1/2 CS V-TOP CNS-LPI-CS- AllOS-HIDWP = 1
loops (2 pumps /ioop) FAILS XHOS-LOCA =0
followingloss of XIIOS-LOP = 0

SACS /SW XHOS-11(V=0
XHOS-TIAS =0
XIIOS-TRAC =0
XHOS-TRAN=1
XHOSTSASW=1

Y Tt, Tm, Tia VI injection from 1/4 LPQ VI-TOP LPI-CS-FAIIS- XHOS-HIDWP=1
(Tt,Tm) loops or 1/2 CS loops V1 XHOS-LOCA= 0

VI (2 pumps / loop) XHOS-LOP = 0

(Tia) X1tOS-111V= 0
XIIOS TRAN=1
XHOS-TSASW =0

V Te VI-LOP injection from 1/4 LPQ V1-TOP LPI-CS-FAIIS. XHOS-HIDWP=1
loops or 1/2 CS loops V1 XIlOS-LOCA= 0
(2 pumps / loop) given XHOS-LOP =1
LOSP XHOS-TliV= 0

XHOS-TRAN =0
XHOS-15ASW= 0

A. S1 VI-LOC injection from 1/4110 V1-10P LPI-CS-falls. XHOS-lilDWP= 0
loop or 1/2 CS loops V1 XHOS-LOCA=1

h (2 pumps / loop) XHOS-LOP =0
fouowingIDCA XHOS-111V=0

XilOS-TRAN = 0
XHOS-15ASW= 0

A 51 VI-LCIE injection from 1/4 LPQ V1-TOP LPI-CS-falls. XHOS-HIDWP = 0
loops or 1/2 CS loops VI XHOS-LOCA =1
(2 pumps / loop) XHOS-LOP = 1
followiing LOCA, given XHOS-THV=0
LOSP XHOS-TRAN =0

XHOSTSASW= 0
W containment heat Tt, Tm, TY, W 1/2 RHR loops in SPC W-TOP CSC-SPCFAIIS- XHOS HIDWP=1

removat li, Tia, Tra or CSC mode, after W XHOS-LOCA = 0

IW/PCS failure or 2 XHOS-LOP = 0
SRVs stuck open XHOS-TTIV= 0

XIIOS-TRAN=1
X110ST5ASW= 0

A,51,S2 W-LOC 1/2 RiiR loops in SPC W-TOP CSC-SPC-FAILS XHOS-IIIDWP=0
or CSC mode following W XilOS-LOCA =1
LOCA XIlOS-LOP = 0

XHOS-THV=0
XHOS-TRAN=0
X110STSASW= 0

Te W-LOP 1/2 RHRloops in SPC W-TDP CSC SPC-FAILS- XHOS-HIDWP=1
or CSC mode given W XHOS-LOCA=0
LOSP XilOS-LOP =1

XIIOS-TilV = 0
XHOS-TRAN= 0
XIIOS-15ASW=0

W A, S1 W-LCLP 1/2 RilR loops in SPC W-lDP CSC-SPC FAILS- XHOS-HIDWP= 0
or CSC mode following W XIIOS-LOCA =1

s LOCA, given LOSP XHOS-LOP =1
XHOS-THV= 0
XHOS-TRAN = 0
XHOS-15ASW =0

|
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TABLE 33.7-1
IIOPE CREEK FUNCTIONAL EQUATION SUMMARY TABLE (Cont'd.)

Page 12 of 13

Top XHOS
Ermt IWriptina ET Fca Eqn Sorcens Crkeria FT(s) Cate to Salve (IJaked FT)
W1 containment vent Tt, Tm, Tf, W1 vent from dryweH or CON M NT CONIVENT X1105-IIIDWP =1

Tl torus X1105-LOCA =0
XIIOS-LOP =0
XIiOS-TIIV=0
XilOS *ITAS =0
XIIOS-TRAC = 0
XIiOS-TRAN=1
XilOS-TSASW = 0

Tia W1-IA vent from dryweH or CONIVENT . CONIVINT XIIOS-lHDWP = 1
torus given loss ofIA XIIOS-IDCA=0

XilOS-IDP= 0
X1105-DIV= 0
XIlOS-TIAS =1
XIiOS-TP.AC= 0
XIIOS-TRAN = 1
XIIOS-TSASW=0

A S1, S2 W1-IDC vent from drywen or CONIVENT CONIVENT XHOS-lHDWP = 0
torus fouowing LOCA XilOS-LOCA =1

XilOS-LOP =0
XilOS-TIIV =0
XIIOS-71AS = 0
XilOS-TRAC = 0
XilOS-TRAN = 0
XIIOS-TSASW = 0

Te Wi-IMP vent from drywell to CO N YT CONIVENT XIIOS-lHDWP =1
torus given LOSP XIIOS-LOCA = 0

XIIOS-LOP =1
XIIOS-TIIV= 0
XIIOS-TIAS = 0
XIIOS-TRAC = 0
XIIOS-TRAN = 0
XHOS-TSASW 0

W1 A, S1 W1-LCLP vent from drywell or CONIVENT CONWENT XHOS-HIDWP = 0
torus following LOCA, XHOS-LOCA = 1
given LOSP XIIOS-LOP = 1

XIIOS-T11V= 0
XIIOS-BAS = 0
XHOS-TRAC = 0
XHOS-TRAN = 0
XIIOS-TSASW =0

Tra W1-RA vent from dryweu of CONTVENT CONN XIIOS-IllDWP = 1
torus given loss of XHOS-LOCA = 0
RACS XHOSLOP=0

- X1105 VIV= 0
XIlOS-EAS=0
XIlOS TRAC =1
X110S TRAN=1
XHOS EASW=0

Tsa W1-S vent from dryweu or CONIVENT CONTVENT X1105-IIIDWP =1
torus given loss of XIiOS-LOCA = 0
SACS or SW XIIOS-LOP = 0

XIIOS-T11V= 0
XilOS-TIAS = 0
XHOS-TRAC = 0 '

XIIOS-TRAN =1
XIlOS~l5ASW =1

X RPV depreuunzed Tt, Tm, Tf, X 2/14 SRVs open, after RXDP RXDP XHOS-IUD %T = 1
Ti FW/PCS failure XIIOS-LOCA = 0

XIiOS-LOP = 0
XHOS-DIV = 0 ,

XilOS TIAS= 0 |
'XIIOS-TRAC = 0

X110S-TRAN=1

| XIIOS-TSASW=0

3.3-102
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TABLE 33.71
HOPE CREEK FUNCITONAL EQUATION SUMMARY TABLE (Cont'd.)

O Page 13 of 13
V Top XIIOS

Event Ihristion ET Fem Egm Success Criteria FT(s) Cate to Solve Ghked FT)
Ta, Tal, X-ATWS 2/14 SRVs open, after RXDP RXDP XIIOS-IllDWP =1
Ta2, Tat NIWS and XHOS-LOCA = 0

HPC!/RCIC failure XHOS-LOP =0
XHOS-11{V= 0
XHOS-11AS =0
XIIOS-TRAC = 0
XHOS-TRAN=1
XHOS 75ASW= 0

X Tia X-IA 2/14 SRVs open given RXDP RXDP XHOS-H1DWP = 1
kms ofIA XHOS-LOCA =0

XIIOS-LOPE 0
XHOS-TIIV= 0
XIIOS-TIAS = 1
XIIOS-TRAC =0
XHOS-TRAN=1
XIIOS-TSASW = 0

S1, S2 X-LOC 2/14 SRVs open given RXDP RXDP XHOS-HIDWP = 0 ,

!LOCA XHOS-LOCA= 1
XHOS-IDP= 0
XHOS-THV=0
XIlOS-TIAS = 0
XIIOS-TRAC =0
XHOS-TRAN = 0
XHOS-TSASW =0

Te X-LOP 2/14 SRVs open given RXDP RXDP XHOS-HIDWP =1
LOSP XHOS-LOCA=0

XI!OS-LOP =1
XHOS THV=0

|

XHOS-TIAS = 0
XIlOS-TRAC = 0 i

XHOS-TRAN= 0 |

XHOS-TSASW= 0 .|
S1 X-LCLP 2/14 SRVs open given RXDP RXDP XHOS-H1DWP= 0 |

LOCA and LOSP XHOS-LOCA =1
XHOS-LOP =1
XHOS-THV= 0
XHOS-11AS = 0
XHOS-TRAC = 0
XHOS TRAN=0
XHOS-TSASW= 0

Tra X-RA 2/14 SRVs open grven RXDP RXDP XHOS-IIIDWT = 1
loss of RACS XHOS-LOCA = 0

XHOS-LOP = 0 *

* XHOS THV=0
XHOS11AS=0
XIIOS-TRAC =1
XHOS-TRAN=1
XilOS-TSASW=0

|

1
|
:

|

L !

|
|

.
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TABLE 3.3.7-2
IICGS FUNCTIONAL EQUATION ASSIGNMENTS

Name Fault Tree Gate Solved Truncation Cutsets

A IE-TOP LARGE-LOCA 1.0E-07 1

C C-TOP C-TOP 1.0E-07 2

C2 SLC SLC1 1.0E-07 285

CE ATWS-TOP RPS-ELECT 1.0E-07 1

CM ATWS-TOP RPS-MECH 1.0E-07 1

D D-TOP VAPOR-SUPP-FAILS 1.0E-07 1

D-S2 D-TOP D-S2 1.0E-07 1

E E-TOP ACP-FAILS-OFFSIT 1.0E-07 2

E-LOC E-TOP ACP FAILS-OFFSIT 1.0E-07 2

EDG EDG-TOP ACP-FAILS-EDG 5.0E-06 735

EDG-LOC EDG-TOP ACP-FAILS-EDG 5.0E-06 714

H-HIGH ATWS-TOP H-HIGH 1.0E-07 1

H-LOW ATWS-TOP H-LOW 1.0E-07 1

HVC HVAC ROOM-COOL 1.0E-07 84

HVC-LOC HVAC ROOM-COOL 1.0E-07 53

HVC-LOP HVAC ROOM-COOL 1.0E-06 463

HVC-S HVAC ROOM-COOL 1.0E-06 13

IN1 ATWS-TOP INHIBIT-HPCI-CS 1.0E-07 1

IN2 ATWS-TOP INHIBIT-ADS 1.0E-07 1

ISO SEALLOCA SEAL-ISOL 1.0E-07 1

K ATWS-TOP ARI 1.0E-07 1

M2 M-TOP SRV-FAIL-OPEN 1.0E-09 1

M-ATWS ATWS-TOP SRVS-FTO 1.0E-09 1

MSV-1 ATWS-TOP MSIV-CLOSURE-1 1.0E-07 1

MSV-2 ATWS-TOP MSIV-CLOSURE-2 1.0E-07 1

MSV-3 ATWS-TOP MSIV-CLOSURE-3 1.0E-07 1

P P-TOP SRV-1-CLOSE-DMD3 1.0E-07 1

P-ATWS ATWS-TOP SRV-1-CLOSE-ATWS 1.0E-07 1

P-TM P-TOP SRV-1-CLOSE-DMD6 1.0E-07 1

P2 P-TOP SRV-2-CLOSE-DMD3 1.0E-07 1

P2-1 P-TOP SRV-1-CLOSE-DMD3 1.0E-07 1

P2-ATWS ATWS-TOP SRV-2-CLOSE-ATWS 1.0E-07 1

P2-TM P-TOP SRV 2-CLOSE-DMD6 1.0E-07 1

- Q Q-PCS Q-PCS 5.0E-06 264

Q-ATWS Q-PCS Q-PCS 1.0E-06 913

Q-LOC Q-PCS Q-PCS 1.0E-06 429

Q-RA QTT Q'IT 1.0E-07 256

QR Q-PCS Q-PCS 5.0E-06 265

RIrr ATWS-TOP RECIRC-PMP-TRIP 1.0E-07 1

St IE-TOP MED-LOCA 1.0E47 1

S2 IE-TOP SMALL-LOCA 1.0E-07 1

S3 SEALLOCA SEAL-LOCA 1.0E-07 1

SCR ATWS-TOP MAN-SCRAM 1.0E-07 1

TA ATWS-IE TAM 1.0E-07 4

TAI A'ITVS-IE TAT 1.0E-10 3

TA2 ATWS-IE TAM 1.0E-07 4

TAT ATWS-1E TAT 1.0E-10 3
,
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TABLE 3.3.7-2
HCGS FUNCTIONAL EQUATION ASSIGNMENTS

Equation No.of
Name Fault Tree Gate Solved Truncation Cutsets

TE IE-TOP LOSP 1.0E-07 1

TF IE-TOP LO$s-FW 1.0E-07 1

THV IE-TOP LOSS-HVAC 1.0E-07 1

TI IE-TOP INAD-OPEN-SRV 1.0E-07 1

TIA IE-TOP LOSS-IA 1.0E-07 1

TM IE-TOP MSIV-CLOSE 1.0E-07 1

TRA IE-TOP LOSS-RACS 1.0E-07 1

TSA IE-TOP LOSS-SACS-SW l.0E-07 1

TT IE-TOP TURB-TRIP 1.0E-07 1

U U-TOP HPI-RCI FAIL 1.0E-07 165

U-ATWS U-TOP HPI-RCI-FAIL 1.0E-07 230
U-HV U-TOP HPI-RCI FAIL 1.0E-07 165

U-IA U-TOP HPI-RCI-FAIL 1.0E-07 165

U-LOC U-TOP HPI-RCI-FAIL 1.0E-07 164

U-LOP U-TOP HPI-RCI-FAIL 1.0E-07 179

U-RA U-TOP HPI-RCI-FAIL 1.0E-07 165

U-SA U-TOP HPI-RCI-FAIL 1.0E-07 165

U1 HPCI HPCII 1.0E-07 48

UI-LCLP HPCI HPCII 1.0E-07 222
UI-LOC HPCI HPCII 1.0E-07 47

U2 RCIC RCIC-1 1.0E-07 49

UV-1 UV-TRAN UV-01 1.0E-06 856

O UV-2 UV-TRAN UV-2 1.0E-07 1

UV-3 UV-TRAN UV-3 1.0E-07 2
UV-4 UV-TRAN UV-4 5.0E-06 714
UV-5 UV-TRAN UV-5 1.0E-07 1

UV6 UV-TRAN UV-6 1.0E-07 1

UV-6S UV-TSASW UV-6 1.0E-07 1

UV-7 UV-TRAN UV-7 1.0E-07 20
UV-7-IA UV-TRAN UV-7 1.0E-07 2

UV-7S UV-TSASW UV-7 1.0E-07 2

UV-8 UV-SPEC UV-8 1.0E-07 14

UV-9 UV-TRAN UV-9 1.0E-07 2
- UV-9-IA UV-TRAN UV-9 1.0E-07 2

UV-9S UV-TSASW UV-9 1.0E-07 2

UV-10 UV-TRAN UV-10 1.0E-08 4

UV-10S UV-TSASW UV-10 1.0E-07 2

UV-11 UV-TRAN UV-11 1.0E-08 3

UV-11S UV TSASW UV-11 1.0E-07 2

UV-12 UV-TRAN UV-12 1.0E-06 175

UV-13 UV-TRAN UV-13 1.0E-09 1

UV-13S UV-TSASW UV-13 1.0E-07 1

UV-15 UV-SPEC UV-15 1.0E-08 3

UV-16 UV-LOCA UV-16 1.0E-06 269

UV-16-LC UV-LOCA UV-16 1.0E-06 85

UV-16S UV-TSASW UV-16 1.0E-07 451

UV-17 UV-SPEC UV-17 1.0E-08 8
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TABLE 3.3.7-2 |

HCGS FUNCTIONAL EQUATION ASSIGNMENTS

Narne Fault Tree Oate Solved Truncation Cutsets

UV 18 UV-LOCA UV-18 1.0E-09 10

UV 19 UV-LOCA UV-19 1.0E-09 2

UV-19-IA UV-LOCA UV-19 1.0E-07 1

UV-20 UV-SPEC UV-20 1.0E-09 2

UV-21 UV-SPEC UV-21 1.0E-09 2

UV-22 UV-LOCA UV-22 1.0E-09 11

UV-22-RA UV-LOCA UV-22 1.0E-08 8

UV-23 UV-LOCA UV-23 1.0E-09 33

UV-23-RA UV-LOCA UV-23 1.0E-07 5

UV-24 UV-LOCA UV-24 1.0E-07 339

UV-24-LC UV-LOCA UV-24 1.0E-07 168

UV-24S UV-TSASW UV-24 1.0E-07 1

UV-25 UV-LOCA UV-25 5.0E-06 715

UV-25-IA UV-LOCA UV-25 1.0E-06 284

UV-25-RA UV-LOCA UV-25 1.0E-06 284

UV-26 UV-LOCA UV-26 1.0E-07 1

UV-27 UV-ATWS UV-27 1.0E-09 5

UV-28 UV-ATWS UV-28 1.0E-08 2

UV-29 UV-ATWS UV-29 1.0E-08 4

UV-29L UV-ATWS UV-29 1.0E-08 1

UV-30 UV-ATWS UV-30 1.0E-07 2

UV-30L UV-ATWS UV-30 1.0E-07 2

V V-TOP CNS-LPI-CS-FAILS 1.0E-07 444

V-LOC V-TOP CNS-LPI-CS-FAILS 1.0E-06 22

V-RA V-TOP CNS-LPI-CS-FAILS 1.0E 06 43

V-S V-TOP CNS-LPI-CS-FAILS 1.0E-06 161

VI VI-TOP LPI-CS-FAILS-V1 1.0E-07 458

V1-LCLP VI-TOP LPI-CS-FAILS-VI 5.0E-06 715

VI-LOC VI-TOP LPI-CS-FAILS-VI 1.0E-07 193

V1-LOP VI-TOP LPI-CS-FAILS-VI 5.0E-06 751

W W-TOP CSC-SPC-FAILS-W 5.0E-06 335

W-LCLP W-TOP CSC-SPC-FAILS-W 5.0E-06 856

W-LOC W-TOP CSC-SPC-FAILS-W 1.0E-06 828

- W-LOP W-TOP CSC-SPC-FAILS-W 5.0E-06 910

W-W1 W-TOP CHR-ATWS-FAILS 5.0E-06 458

W1 CONTVENT CONTVENT 5.0E-06 100

| Wi-IA CONTVENT CONTVENT 1.0E-06 105

W1-LCLP CONTVEN1' CONTVENT 5.0E-06 214

Wi-LOC CONTVENT CONTVENT 1.0E-06 181

W1-LOP CONTVENT OCNTVENT 5.0E-06 217 )
W1-RA CONTVENT CONTVENT 1.0E-06 254

W1-S CONTVENT CONTVENT 1.0E-06 105

X RXDP RXDP 1.0E-07 6

X-ATWS RXDP RXDP 1.0E-07 6

X-IA RXDP RXDP 1.0E-07 6

X-LCLP RXDP RXDP 1.0E-07 6 ,

X-LOC RXDP RXDP 1.0E-07 6

|

1
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TABLE 3.3.7-2 ,

'

HCGS FUNCTIONAL EQUATION ASSIGNMENTS

- ( Equation No. of )
- Name Fault Tree Gate Solved Truncation Cutsets'

X-LOP RXDP RXDP 1.0E-07 6

X-RA RXDP RXDP 1.0E-08 8

1

.I
4

a

,

O

.

|

O
1
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TABLE 3.3.7-3

DISALLOWED MALVTENANCE COMBINATIONS OF SYSTEMS MODELED IN THE HCGS IPE *

1. Two Standby Liquid Control Pumps
,

2. Two Core Spray Loops

3. Four LPCI Loops

4. Three LPCI and one Core Spray Loop

5. Two LPCI and two Core Spray Loops

6. RHR Imps A and B

7. The HPCI and RCIC systems

8. HPCI and any LPCIloop

9. HPCI and either Core Spray loop

10. Two SACS subsystems

11. Two SSWS loops

12. Two diesel generators

13. Two DC channels

14. Two AC distribution channels

.

1

O
|

* Note that HCGS Technical Specifications define " OPERABLE / OPERABILITY" of a system as the capability of
that system to perform its function apd the capability of all necessary supporting systems to perform their function.
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TABLE 3.3.7-4
DESCRIPTION OF HUMAN RECOVERY ACTIONS APPLIED

Recovery Description Value

1. NR-AIR-24 Failure to recover the IAS within 24 hours 5.7E-3

2. NR-ATWS-ADS-INH Failure to inhibit ADS during an ATWS 7.5E-2

3. NR-ATWS-ARI Failure to manually initiate ARI 1.4E-2

4. NR-ATWS-DEP Failure to manually depressurized the RPV during
an ATWS 5.6E-2

5. NR-ATWS-HPCI-30M Failure to initiate HPCI during an ATWS 5.0E-2

6. NR-ATWS-HPCI-CS Failure to isolate HPCI injection through the Core
Spray piping during an ATWS 2.4E-1

7. NR-ATWS-LCNTL-LO Failure to control RPV water level with LPCI during
an ATWS 4.7E-1

8. NR-COND-5 Failure to restan condensate pumps after other 3.7E-2
injection systems fail

9. NR-DG-6 Failure to recover D/Gs within 6 hours (independent

failures of D/Gs) 7.0E-1

10. NR-DG-DF-6 Failure to recover DIGS within 6 hours (common
cause failures of D/Gs) 6.0E-13

11. NR-HPCI-LCNT-HIE Failure to control RPV water level using HPCI during
an .ATWS to prevent core damage 4.6E-2

12. NR-HVC-PNRM-12 Failure to provide alternate ventilation to the Panel
Room within 12 hours after a loss of HVAC 3.0E-4

13. NR-HVC-SWGR-24 Failure to provide alternate ventilation to the
Switchgear Room within 24 hrs after loss of HVAC 1.6E-4

14. NR-IGS-24 Failure to restan the EIAC after RACS cooling has
' been restored followed a LOCA isolation 3.8E-3

15. NR-LOSP-24 Failure to restore offsite power within 24 hours 2.2E-3

16. NR-LOSP-12 Failure to restore offsite power within 12 hours 1 5E-2

17. NR-LOSP 6 Failure to restore offsite power within 6 hours 5.0E-2

18. NR-LOSP-5 Failure to restore offsite power within 5 hours 7.0E-2

19. NR-LOSP-1 Failure to restore offsite power within 1 hour 4.0E-1

20. NR-LOSP- sM Failure to restore offsite power within 40 minutes 5.5E-1

21. NR-LOSP-30M Failure to restore offsite power within 30 minutes 6.0E-1
N
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Table 3.3.7-4 (continued)
1

22. NR-PCS-24 Failure to restore the PCS within 24 hours following
a turbine trip or MSIV closure initiating event 7.0E-4 |

|

23. NR-PCS-1 Failure to restore the PCS within 1 hour 6.0E-1 |

24. NR-PCS-40M Failure to restore the PCS within 40 rninutes 9.0E-1

25. NR-Q-FWLVH-4M Failure to prevent a level 8 trip of feedwater during
a transient 1.4E-2

26. NR-Q-FWLVL-24M Failure to prevent a level 8 trip of feedwater during
a small LOCA 4.9E-3

27. NR-RACS-24 Failure to restore the RACS after a LOCA isolation 3.8E-3

28. NR-RHR-INIT Failure to initiate RHR for decay heat removal within
24 hours 5.0E-5

29. NR-SLEAK-ISO-15M Failure to isolate recirculation pump seal LOCA 8.2E-2

30. NR-SPL-LVLL-4 Failure to align core spray to the CST for long-term
injection (without decay heat removal) 1.1E-1

31. NR.UIX-DEP-30M Failure to manually depressurize the RPV within
30 minutes 7.5E-3

32. NR-UlX-DEP-40M Failure to manually depressurize the RPV within
40 minutes 5.2E-3

33. NR-UlX-DEP-60M Failure to manually depressurize the RPV within
1 bour 4.6E-3

34. NR UV-E''CS-1 Failure to manually initiate ECCS within I hour 3.9E-2

35. NR-UV-WTLVL-20M Failure to control RPV water level with high pressure
injection systems (not during ATWS) 4.3E-2

36. NR-VENT-5 Failure to initiate containment venting 2.0E-3
.

37. NR-WW1-SWP-1 Failure to manually start SSWS or SACS pumps
within I hour 1.2E-2

38. NR-WWi-SWP-12 Failure to manually start SSWS or SACS pumps
within 12 hours 1.9E-4

39. NR-WWi-SWP-20 Failure to manually start SSWS or SACS pumps
within 20 hours 7.4E-5

40. NR-WW1-SWP-40M Failure to manually start SSWS or SACS pumps
within 40 minutes 1.6E-2

0
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( TABLE 3.3.9-1

REPRESENTATIVE INTERNAL FLOOD SEQUENCES AND THEIR FREQUENCIES

DOMINANT SEQUENCES for HC-FLD-R

SEQUENCE FLOOD DESCRIPTION FREQUENCY

I10-35 Service Water intake Room 110, Turbine Trip Sequence 35 2.3E-009

FLD-CS0-35 Core Spray Room 4105 - Case 1, Turbine Trip Sequence 35 1.1E-009

FLD-CS3-12 Core Spray Room 4105 - Case 2, Turbine Trip Sequence 12 2.0E-009

FLD-RHO-13 RHR Room 4109 - Case 1, Turbine Trip Sequence 13 1.9E-008

FLD-RH0-17 RHR Room 4109 - Case 1, Turbine Trip Sequence 17 3.8E-008

FLD-RH0-32 RHR Room 4109 - Case 1, Turbine Trip Sequence 32 1.5E-009

FLD-RH0-35 RHR Room 4109 - Case 1, Turbine Trip Sequence 35 4.9E-009

FLD-RH0-38 RHR Room 4109 - Case 1, Turbine Trip Sequence 38 3.6E-010

0-10-12 Other Rooms in Reactor Building, Turbine Trip Sequence 12 1.7E-008

O-10-13 Other Rooms in Reactor Building, Turbine Trip Sequence 13 8.0E-009

O-10-38 Other Rooms in Reactor Building, Turbine Trip Sequence 38 1.5E-008O T-FLD-03 Turbine Building, MSIV Closure Sequence 3 2.8E-008

T-FLD-05 Turbine Building, MSIV Closure Sequence 5 7.5E-008

T-FLD-11 Turbine Building, MSIV Closure Sequence 11 1.5E-008

T-FLD-12 Turbine Building, MSIV Closure Sequence 12 1.9E-008

T-FLD-15 Turbine Building, MSIV Closure Sequence 15 3.9E-008

T-FLD-19 Turbine Building, MSIV Closure Sequence 19 2.2E-009

T-FLD-30 Turbine Building, MSIV Closure Sequence 30 6.6E-010

T-FLD-33 Turbine Building, MSIV Closure Sequence 33 5.9E-009

T-FLD-36 Turbine Building, MS1V Closure Sequence 36 4.8E-010

Sump Cross Connection Through the Torus Area 4.0E-008
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(] 3.4 FRONT-END RESULTS AND SCREENING PROCESS
V

The total core damage frequency (CDF) for the HCGS is 4.58E-5/yr. There are 4412 minimal
cutsets which have frequencies greater than 1.0E-10/yr. These 4412 cutsets comprise 81 core
damage sequences.

Table 3.4-1 presents the 81 accident sequences ranked by frequency, and Table 3.4-2 presents
the same list of sequences alphabetically. Table 3.4-3 presents the CDF broken down by
sequence type, and Figure 3.4-1 presents a breakdown of the CDF by initiating event category.

The following sections provide the details of the results and screening process of the front end
analysis of the HCGS IPE.

3.4.1 Annlication of Generic Letter Screenine Criteria

The quantification of the HCGS IPE resulted in 81 core damage sequences with cutsets greater
than 1.0E-10/yr. This includes only those sequences initiated by internal events, excluding
internal flooding. The results of the internal flooding analysis are presented in Section 3.3.9.
Also excluded from this assessment are those core damage sequences initiated by external
events such as seismic events, tornadoes, external floods, and fire. The external events

analysis is being performed as part of the IPEEE.

()
() The overall result (4.58E-5/yr) of the quantitative assessment of core damage frequency for the

HCGS was based on best-estimate, mean calculations of the frequencies of postulated accidents

which could occur at the HCGS.
,

Section 2.1.6 of NUREG-1335 (Reference 3.4-1) provides the criteria for reporting potentially
important systematic core damage sequences. These core damage systematic sequence criteria
are as follows:

" Any systemic sequence whose frequency is greater than IE-7 per year."*

"All systemic sequences within the top 95% of the total core damage frequency."e

"All systemic sequences within the top 95% of the total containment failure*

frequency."

"Any containment bypass systemic sequence whose frequency is greater than IE-8*

per year."

"Any other systemic seqaences judged to be important contributors to either coree

damage or poor containtnent performance."

"The total number of systemic sequences should not exceed 100."=

3.4-1



Appendix 2 of NRC Generic Ixtter No. 88-20 (Reference 3.4-2) provides similar guidance ,

with regard to functional sequences. These are similar to those described above, but the cutoff
'

frequencies for the first and fourth items above are increased by a factor of 10. Because the i
HCGS Level I analysis uses the linked fault tree approach rather than the large event tree
approach, the Ixvel I core damage accident scenarios are more correctly considered as |

functional sequences rather than systematic sequences. However, because some of the j

sequences may be described as " mixed," (part functional, part systematic) according to the
guidance provided in NUREG-1335, the systematic criteria was conservatively used for
reporting purposes.

After screening, there remains 17 core damage sequences. These 17 sequences comprise
97.3% of the total CDF, and are presented in Table 3.4-1 (the top 17 sequences in the table).
Note that there are no containment bypass sequences with a frequency greater than 1E-8.

3.4.1.1 Dominant Accident Seauences

Five accident sequences have a CDF greater than 1.0E-6/yr. These five sequences contribute
approximately 84.2% of the total CDF at the HCGS. Six additional sequences contribute at
least 1 % each to the total CDF. Together, these 11 dominant accident sequences represent
94.0% of the total CDF at the HCGS. A description of these dominant accident seq tences
follows.

1) TeEDG

The CDF of this accident sequence is 3.27E-5/yr, comprising 71.4% of the total CDP.
TeEDG is a loss of Offsite Power (LOP) with the failure of all of the diesel generators
(D/Gs), resulting in a Station Blackout (SBO). For the first four hours of this sequence, water
injection to the vessel is accomplished with the turbine-driven HPCI and or RCIC pumps.
Four hours after the LOP initiating event, the DC batteries are depleted, causing the HPCI and
RCIC injection to the vessel to be terminated. In another two hours, neither onsite nor offsite
power have been recovered, and enough water has boiled out of the RPV to cause fuel
damage.

The failure of all four D/Gs is dominated by a combination of two failures in the D/G system,
the Station Service Water System (SSWS), and/or the Safety Auxiliaries Cooling System
(SACS) which cause the failure of the cooling water to all four D/Gs, resulting in a loss of all
four D/Gs. For example, a LOP and the failure of the C and D SSWS pumps results in a
SBO. The failure of SSWS pump C results in inadequate cooling of SACS Loop A, which
results in inadequate cooling of D/Gs A and C, causing the loss of D/Gs A and C. Similarly,
the failure of SSWS pump D results in the loss of D/Gs B and D. Therefore, the LOP with
only two failures has caused an SBO.

O
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2) TfU1U2X

The CDF of this sequence is 2.76E-6/yr, comprising 6.0% of the total CDF. TfU1U2X is a
total loss of feedwater followed by a failure of both HPCI and RCIC to inject and a failure to
depressurize the RPV. Fuel damage occurs in about one hour, since there is no injection of
water to the RPV from the time of the initiating event.

The dominant failures in this sequence are split between a total loss of DC power and the
hardware failure of HPCI and RCIC combined with a failure to depressurize the RPV.

3) TmUX

The CDP of this sequence is 1.05E-6/yr, comprising 2.3 % of the total CDF. TmUX is a
sequence initiated by the closure of all of the MSIVs, followed by a failure of both HPCI and
RCIC to inject and a failure to depressurize the RPV. Fuel damage occurs in about one hour,
since there is no injection of water to the RPV from the time of the initiating event.

The dominant failures in this sequence are split between a total loss of DC power and the
hardware failure of HPCI and RCIC combined with a failure to depressurize the RPV.

4) SlWUv

This sequence has a frequency of 1.04E-6/yr, contributing 2.3% of the total CDF. S1WUV is
a medium LOCA with a loss of decay heat removal. Containment venting is successful, but
long term make-up is unsuccessful.

The dominant failures in this sequence are combinations of two SSWS and SACS failures
(similar to TeEDG above) and the failure to use the core spray system in the long term.

5) TtOUX

, The CDF of this sequence is 1.03E-6/yr, comprising 2.3% of the total CDF. TtQUX is a
turbine trip initiating event followed by a failure of feedwater, a failure of both HPCI and
RCIC to inject and a failure to depressurize the RPV. Fuel damage occurs in about one hour,
since there is no injection of water to the RPV from the time of the initiating event.

The dominant failures in this sequence are feedwater failures combined with either a total
loss of DC power or the hardware failure of HPCI and RCIC combined with a failure to
depressurize the RPV.

6) SIUlX

This sequence has a frequency of 9.96E-7/yr, contributing 2.2% of the total CDF. S1UlX is a

O' medium LOCA with the failure of HPCI and the failure to depressurize the RPV. The dominant
failures in this sequence are HPCI hardware failures combined with a failure to depressurize,

3.4-3



7) TJ1x
i

This sequence has a frequency of 9.87E-7/yr and contributes 2.2% to the total CDF. Thv is a j
loss of HVAC to either the Panel Room or to the Switchgear Room and a failure to recover the
HVAC before those rooms overheat and equipment fails.

8) TeEDGP

This sequence has a frequency of 9.67E-7/yr and contributes 2.1% of the total CDF.
TeEDGP is a SBO identical to TeEDG above, except that in addition to the SBO, there is a
stuck-open Safety Relief Valve (SRV).

9) Tf0RWWlUv

This sequence has a frequency of 5.30E-7/yr, and contributes 1.2% of the total CDF.
TfQRWWlUv is a total loss of feedwater with a failure to recover feedwater, a failure of
containment heat removal, a failure of containment venting and a failure of long term make-up.

The cutsets which dominate this sequence involve service water failures (as described in
TeEDG above) combined with a failure to initiate containment venting. Since HPCI and RCIC
are successful in this sequence, the time to core damage in this sequence is at least 24 hours.

10) TiOUX

This sequence has a frequency of 5.29E-7/yr, and contributes 1.2% of the total CDF. TiQUX
is initiated by an Inadvertent Opening of a SRV (IORV) which is followed by a failure of
feedwater, of HPCI and RCIC, and a failure to depressurize the RPV. Other than the IORV
initiating event, this sequence is similar to TfU1U2X above.

11) TatC2

- This sequence has a frequency of 5.07E-7/yr, and contributes 1.1% of the total CDF. TatC2
is a turbine trip initiating event with a mechanical failure of the control rods to insert (such that

1 ARI or any other alternate method of control rod insertion will not be successful) and a failure
of Standby Liquid Control (SLC) to inject sufficient boron into the core to prevent fuel damage.

3.4.1.2 Basic Event Importance

An importance analysis was performed on the 745 highest frequency cutsets, including 393
basic events, which represent 90% of the HCGS IPE results. The importance ranking
measures used are the partial derivative, risk reduction and risk increase, which are the built-in
ranking capabilities of the PRA wor'kstation software used by PSE&G. Complete listing of
importance ranking of all the 393 basic events was prepared, but only a selection of the most
important 30 individual basic events (hardware or human failures) are presented in Tables 3.4-
4 and 3.4-5.

3.4-4
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Risk reduction reflects the improvement (decrease) in the expected CDF achieved by reducing |
the failure probability of a basic event. Risk increase reflects the degradation (increase) in the

|
-

expected CDF from arbitrarily failing a basic event (probability of one to fail). |
i
i

The most important basic event failures as ranked by the risk increase imponance measure are
the common cause failure of safety / relief valves (SRVs), failure of DC buses, mechanical
failure of the reactor protection (scram) system, miscalibration aflevel transmitters, failure ;

of HPCI/RCIC, failure of vapor suppression during LOCA, operator failure to recover
HVAC, failure of SACS or SSW systems, and failure of diesel generators.

|

The most important basic event failures as ranked by the risk reduction importance measure
are the operator recovery of offsite power, operator recovery of diesel generators, test or
maintenance of SSW and SACS loops, failure to depressurize, failure of the diesel generators, !
HPCI unavailability due to TM, failure to recover HVAC, etc. Importance ran|dng of

'

various MOVs is also identified by this importance measure.

The following events were found important based on both risk increase and risk decrease
importance measures: tae diesel generator failures, HPCI/RCIC failures, SSW and SACS l

failures, failure of diesel generators, and failure to provide alternate ventilation to the Class IE
Panel Room within 12 hours after a loss of HVAC.

c It should be noted that the 30 highest ranked basic events, as measured bv the partial derivative

( (Birnbaum) or risk increase have similar importance measures (valucc). I
:

3.4.1.3 Sequences Screened Out by Recovery Actions

Section 2.1.6 of NUREG-1335 (Reference 3.4-1) requires the reporting of any core damage
sequence whose frequency was reduced by more than an order of magnitude to below the
screening cutoff due to the application of human recovery action (s). Since the sequence
frequency used as a cutoff was 1E-7/yr (as described in Section 3.4.1), it is appropriate to
report here any sequence whose frequency is greater than IE-6/yr (before recoveries) and was

. not reported in Section 3.4.1.1.

Table 3.4-6 presents each of the core damage sequences whose frequency was greater than or
equal to IE-6/yr before recovery actions were applied, but were screened out in Section
3.4.1.1 after the application of recoveries. This table presents the core damage sequence, its
frequency before and after the recoveries were applied, and the actual recovery actions
applied. A brief description of the sequences in Table 3.4-6 is provided below.

The first two sequences (TtQWW1Uv and TmWWlUv) are transients with the loss of decay
heat removal (DHR), with core damage occurring after 24 hours. The recovery actions
applied in each sequence were NR-PCS-24, NR-RHR-INIT, NR-WWl-SWP-20,
and NR-VENT-5. Note that a maximum of three recoveries were applied to any one cutset,

O and when multiple recoveries were applied to one cutset, the rules detailed in Section 3.3.3
V

I.

3.4-5
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were followed. Section 3.3.3 also details the quantification of the probability of the human
recovery actions applied. All of the human recovery actions quantified in Section 3.3.3 are j

summarized in Table 3.4-7.

The third sequence (TeWWlUv) is a LOP with a loss of DHR. The time to core damage
would be at least 24 hours. The recovery actions applied in this sequence are NR-LOSP-24,
NR-RHR-INIT, and NR-VENT-5.

The fourth sequence (TmPP2WUv) is a transient initiated by an MSIV closure with two stuck
open relief valva.s (SORVs) and a loss of DHR. The time to core damage for this sequence is

'

at least 24 hours. The recovery actions applied to this sequence are NR-PCS-24,
NR-RHR-INIT, and NR-WWl-SWP-20.

|

| The fifth sequence (SlWWlU5) is a medium LOCA with a loss of DHR. The time to
core damage for this sequence is at least 24 hours. The recovery actions applied are
NR-RHR-INIT and NR-VENT-5.

The sixth sequence (TtPP2WWlUv) is a turbine trip with two SORVs and a loss of DHR.
The time to core damage for this sequence is at least 24 hours. The recovery actions applied
are NR-RHR-INIT, NR-WWl-SWP-20 and NR-VENT-5.

The seventh sequence (AWWlUv) is a large LOCA with a loss of DHR. The time to core
damage for this sequence is at least 24 hours. The recovery actions applied are NR-RHR-INIT
and NR-VENT-5.

The eighth sequence (TmPP2WWlUv) is similar to the fourth sequence except that there
is an additional failure to vent the containment. Therefore, the recovery actions applied are
NR-PCS-24, NR-WWl-SWP-20, NR-RHR-INIT and NR-VENT-5.

The ninth sequence (TiaWWlUv) is a loss of the Instrument Air System (IAS) and a loss of

( DHR. The time to core damage for this sequence is at least 24 hours. The recovery actions

. applied are NR-RHR-INIT, NR-WWl-SWP-20 and NR-VENT-5.

The tenth sequence (S2S3IsoQUX) is a recirculation pump seal LOCA with a loss of
Feedwater (FW), a loss of HPCI and RCIC and a failure to depressurize the Reactor Pressure
Vessel (RPV). The time to core damage in this sequence is 40 minutes. The recovery actions
applied are NR-SLEAK-ISO-15M and NR-UlX-DEP-40M.

The eleventh sequence (ThvP) is a loss of HVAC with a SORV. The time to recover from
the loss of HVAC is either 12 or 24 hour:: (depending on the cutset), but the 12 hour time
period was conservatively assumed for the entire sequence. The recovery action applied
is NR-HVC-PNRM-12.

The twelfth sequence (TtPQUX) is a turbine trip with a SORV, loss of FW, loss of HPCI and
RCIC and a failure to depressurize the RPV. The time to core damage for this sequence is 40

3.4-6
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minutes. The recovery actions applied are NR-PCS-40M, NR-UlX-DEP-40M and
NR-Q-FWLVH-4M.

The thirteenth sequence (TraPP2WUv) is a loss of RACS with two SORVs and a loss of DHR.
The time to core damage for this sequence is at least 24 hours. The recovery actions applied
are NR-WW1-SWP-20 and NR-SPL-LVLL-4.

The fourteenth sequence (TfU1U2V) is a loss of feedwater with a failure of all injection to the
RPV. The time to core damage for this sequence is 1 hour. The recovery actions applied are
NR-UV-WTLVL-20M and NR-UV-ECCS-1.

The fifteenth sequence (TeUX) is a LOP with a failure of HPCI and RCIC and a failure to
depressurize the RPV. The time to core damage for this sequence is I hour. The recovery
actions applied are NR-LOSP-60M and NR-UlX-DEP-60M.

The sixteenth sequence (S2QUX) is a small LOCA with a failure of FW, HPCI and RCIC, and
a failure to depressurize the RPV. The time to core damage for this sequence is 40 minutes.
The recovery actions applied are NR-UlX-DEP-40M and NR-Q-FWLVL-24M.

The seventeenth sequence (TraQUX) is a loss of RACS with a failure of FW, HPCI and
RCIC, and a failure to depressurize the RPV. The time to core damage for this sequence
is one hour. The recovery actions applied are NR-UlX-DEP-60M, NR-Q-FWLVH-4MO and NR-WW1-SWP-1.

The eighteenth sequence (TmUV) is an MSIV closure with a failure of all injection to the
RPV. The time to core damage for this sequence is one hour. The recovery actions applied
are NR-PCS-1, NR-UV-ECCS-1 and NR-UV-WTLVL-20M.

The nineteenth sequence (TfPU1U2X) is a loss of FW with a SORV, failur: of HPCI and
RCIC, and a failure to depressurize the RPV. The time to core damage for this sequence
is 40 minutes. The recovery action applied is NR-UlX-DEP-40M.

.

The twentieth sequence (S1UIWWlUv) is a medium LOCA with a failure of HPCI and a loss
of DHR. The time to core damage for this sequence is at least 24 hours. The recovery actions
applied are NR-RHR-INIT and NR-VENT-5.

The twenty-first sequence (TcPWWlUv) is a LOP with a SORV and a loss of DHR. The time
to core damage for this sequence is at least 24 hours. The recovery actions applied are
NR-LOSP-24, NR-RHR-INIT and NR-VENT-5.

The twenty-second sequence (TmPUX) is an MSIV closure with a SORV, failure of HPCI,
and a failure to depressurize the RPV. The time to core damage for this sequence is 40
minutes. The recovery action applied is NR-UlX-DEP-40M.

O,
.
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The twenty-third sequence (TatQUlX) is an MSIV-closure ATWS (mechanical failure of the
control rods) with a failure of feedwater, HPCI and a failure to depressurize the RPV. Core
damage for this sequence would occur in a few minutes. The recovery actions applied are
NR-ATWS-HPCI and NR-ATWS-DEP.

The twenty-fourth sequence (TraPP2WW1Uv) is a loss of RACS with two SORVs and a
loss of DHR. The time to core damage for this sequence is at least 24 hours. The recovery
actions applied are NR-WWl-SWP-20, NR-RHR-INIT and NR-VENT-5.

The twenty-fifth sequence (TiaPP2WUv) is a loss of IAS with two SORVs and a loss of DHR.
The time to core damage for this sequence is at least 24 hours. The recovery actions applied
are NR-WWl-SWP-20 and NR-SPL-LVLI 4.

The twenty-sixth sequence (ThvPP2) is a loss of HVAC with two SORVs. The time to
recover from the loss of HVAC is either 12 or 24 hours (depending on the cutset), but the
12-hour time period was conservatively assumed for the entire sequence. The recovery action
applied is NR-HVC-PNRM-12.

The twenty-seventh sequence (ThvU) is a loss of HVAC with a failure of HPCI and RCIC.
The time to recover from the loss of HVAC is either 12 or 24 hours (depending on the cutset),
but the 12 hour time period was conservatively assumed for the entire sequence. The recovery
action applied is NR-HVC-PNRM-12.

The twenty-eighth sequence (TiQUV) is an inadvertent opening of a SRV with a failure of FW
and all other injection to the RPV. The time to core damage for this sequence is 40 minutes.
The recovery actions applied are NR-UV-WTLVL-20M and NR-UV-ECCS-40M.

The twenty-ninth sequence (TeEDGU) is a LOP with a failure of onsite AC power (a station
blackout) and a failure of HPCI and RCIC. The time to core damage for this sequence is one
hour. The recovery actions applied are NR-LOSP-1, NR-UV-ECCS-1 and
NR-UV-WTLVL-20M.

.

The thirtieth sequence (TtQWUv) is a turbine trip with a failure of feedwater and a loss of
DHR. The time to core damage for this sequence is at least 24 hours. The recovery action
applied is NR-PCS-24.

3.4.1.4 Uncertainty and Sensitivity of the Core Damace Frecuency

3.4.1.4.1 Uncertainty of the Core Damace Freauenn

The occurrence probabilities of the basic events of the Hope Creek PRA are best estimate point
values. However, uncertainty boundaries are assigned for each type of basic event, in the
form of a lognormal distribution. These uncertainty boundaries are based on those used
generically in the industry. A probability density function of the total core damage frequencyt
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i of the most dominant 180 cutsets was estimated by a calculation using the computer code

TEMAC (Reference 3.4-3). The calculated distribution of the total core damage frequency is
shown in Figure 3.4-2.

Due to memory and computation time limitations, the TEMAC code is not able to calculate the
uncertainty distribution of the complete set of 4412 cutsets that comprise the CDF of theHope
Creek IPE. Therefore the number of cutsets used in the uncertainty analysis was reduced until |
TEMAC was capable of performing the calculations. This occurred when the number of core j
damage cut sets was reduced to the top 180. For a given set of cutsets, TEMAC calculates the 4

number of sample trials that it is capable of performing. For the 180 cutsets, TEMAC used
221 sample trials. The deviation between the mean and nominal values of the CDF results
from the limitations of the TEMAC estimation technique. For a smaller number of cutsets, this
deviation could be reduced, but then a larger percentage of the core damage frequency would
have been ignored.

3.4.1.4.2 Sensitivity Analyses

Three sensitivity cases were quantitatively analyzed by manipulating the baseline HCGS IPE
results in the RESULTS MODULE of the PRA WORKSTATION software (Reference 3.4-4).
The first sensitivity case is an assessment of the impact of a less conservative assumption about i

the mission time of the Emergency Diesel Generators (EDGs) (i.e. decreasing the mission time l

p from 24 hours to six hours). The second and third sensitivity cases are estimates of the core |
V damage frequency (CDF) that would have been calculated had the Loss of an AC bus and the |

Loss of a DC bus (respectively) been included as special initiating events. It is appropriate to j
note that the importance analysis of Section 3.4.1.2 is a form of sensitivity analysis at the basic
event level.

Further sensitivity studies were not performed because of the high degree of HCGS in the
development of the PRA models. For example, the sensitivity of post-accident operator errers
may be studied by adjusting the HEP values upward or downward. This was not performed
because HEPs were based on actual simulator training, and would not likely change.

. Similarly, because most plant models were developed with support from the HCGS Technical
or Operations Departments, few uncertainties or variabilities are believed to exist. Finally,
test and maintenance unavailabilities are based on plant-specific data, as opposed to generic

,

values; therefore, it was unnecessary to perform a sensitivity study of variations in that data.

3.4.1.4.2.1 Decrease EDG Mission Time From 24 Hours To Six Hours

The mission time of the diesel generators was modeled as 24 hours in the diesc1 generator fault
trees (described in Section 3.2.1.10). This is a conservative assumption, since it is unlikely
that offsite power would not be recovered within 24 hours. The offsite power recovery curve
used (which was derived from NUREG-1032, Reference 3.4-5) predicts a 95 % probability of
offsite power recovery within six hours. Therefore, this sensitivity case is an analysis of the
impact of a change in the EDG mission time from 24 hours to six hours.

3.4-9
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Table 3.4-8 shows the results of this sensitivity analysis. The only core damage sequences
(with a frequency greater than or equal to IE-10) which are affected are the five Station
Blackout (SBO) sequences shown. There is a reduction in the total CDF from 4.58E-5 to
3.94E-5, or a reduction of 14.0%. Although this is not a negligible reduction in the total
CDF, the contribution of SBO sequences to the total CDF would still be 69.5%. When this
SBO contribution is compared to the 73.7% calculated in the baseline results, it is clear that
the assumption of a 24 hour mission time for the EDGs does not have any impact on the
overall conclusions of the HCGS IPE.

3.4.1.4.2.2 Loss Of A Class 1E AC Vital Bus SpecialInitiating Event

The loss of a Class IE AC vital bus was not considered as a special initiating event in the
HCGS IPE, since it was not found to cause a reactor trip. However, as was mentioned in
Section 3.1, this sensitivity analysis will approximate what the core damage frequency would
have been, had the loss of a Class IE AC vital bus been considered as an initiating event.

If the loss of a Class IE AC vital bus were to cause a reactor trip, the accident sequence is
assumed to be identical to a turbine trip initiating event (see Section 3.1.2 for a discussion of a
turbine trip initiating event), except that one Class 1E AC vital bus would be unavailable.
Therefore, to perform this sensitivity analysis, the following steps were executed:

1. Establish a frequency for the loss of a Class 1E AC vital bus initiating event.

2. In the baseline results of the IPE, assign a probability of 1.0 to an event which
represents the unavailability of one 4.16KV AC vital bus. Note that this is done on the
cutset level in a way which is applied across all of the cutsets which contain that Class
lE AC vital bus failure.

3. Examine the new CDF of each of the turbine trip core damage sequences. Since these
were calculated with the turbine trip initiating event frequency (4/ year), this frequency
is divided out of the cutsets, and they are then multiplied by the frequency of the loss

.
of a Class IE AC vital bus initiating event. The resulting cutsets show the frequency of
core damage resulting from a Class IE AC vital bus failure which in some way caused
a reactor trip.

For the first step, as an estimate of the initiating event frequency of the loss of a Class 1E AC
vital bus, the frequency from NUREG-4550 (Reference 3.4-6) was used. This frequency was
5.0E-3/yr, and it is given the designation " Tac."

For the second step, the unavailability of the Class IE 4.16KV bus 10A401 was set to 1.0.
Division A of power was chosen for this sensitivity.

For the third step, the resulting core damage sequences were multiplied by 5.0E-3/yr and
divided by 4.0/yr to give the core damage frequency due to the loss of a Class lE AC vital bus
initiating event. An example of this third step is provided below for a cutset transferred from
sequence "TtQUX" to "TacQUX":

3.4-10
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i
l

I

p Original cutseti Turbine trip (4/yr) * 10A401 unavailable (1.41E-3) ;
'

V * HPCI/RCIC dependent failure (1.35E-4) * Fail to depress RPV (4.6E-3)

* Fail to recover PCS w/i 1 hour (0.6)
= 2.10E-9/yr i

l

Revised cutset: Loss of AC bus (5.0E-3/yr) * 10A401 unavailable (1.0)
* HPCI/RCIC dependent fail (1.35E-4) * Fail to depress RPV (4.6E-3)

* Fail to recover PCS w/i 1 hour (0.6)
= 1.86E-9/yr

The result of this sensitivity analysis is a total CDF from the loss of an AC bus initiating event
of 1.04E-8/yr. The three Tac core damage sequences with a frequency greater than 1E-10/yr -
are shown in Table 3.4-9.

3.4.1.4.2.3 Loss Of A DC Bus SpecialInitiating Event

The loss of a DC bus was not considered as a special initiating event in the HCGS IPE, since it
was not found to cause a reactor trip. However, as was mentioned in Section 3.1, this
sensitivity analysis will approximate what the core damage frequency would have been, had i
the loss of a DC bus been considered as a special initiating event. l

This sensitivity analysis is identical to the previous sensitivity analysis (the loss of a Class 1E |O AC vital bus), except that instead of assigning a 1.0 unavailability to a 4.16KV AC bus, the i

1.0 unavailability was assigned to the 125VDC bus 10D410. Similar to Tac, the frequency of ,

'

the loss of a DC bus was taken from NUREG-4550. It is designated "Tdc" and its frequency
is 5.0E-3/yr.

The result of this sensitivity analysis is a total CDF from the loss of a DC bus of 1.99E-8/yr. .

The three Tde core damage sequences with a frequency greater than 1E-10 are shown in
Table 3.4-10.

3.4.1.5 Comparison With Other Studies

Table 3.4-11 presents a comparison of the HCGS Level I results with those from the NUREG- ,

1150 Reference Plant similar to HCGS (Peach Bottom), and the IPE Submittals of other BWRs
with Mark I Containments. The Internal Events Core Damage Frequency (CDF) for the
HCGS (4.58E-5/yr) is approximately one order of magnite higher than the NUREG-1150
results for Peach Bottom (Reference 3.4-6). A review of the NUREG-1150 study has shown
that many support system dependencies were not reviewed with the depth of detail used in the -
HCGS IPE. The HCGS CDF compares reasonably with the results from the other BWR IPEs.

Table 3.4-11 also details the percentage distributions for the separate studies. Loss of Power
sequences account for a higher percentage of the CDF at Hope Creek (73.8%) than at Peach

O Bottom, but the HCGS results are comparable to most of the other BWR IPEs. As discussed
'

in Section 3.4.2, conservative design assumptions with respect to the SACS and SSW systems

,
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at HCGS contribute significantly to the LOP results. Transients account for a greater
contribution to the HCGS iPE than the Peach Bottom NUREG-1150 study, although the
contribution is relatively small (14.8%), and lower than most of the other BWR IPEs. This is
likely due to the amount of detail in the HCGS IPE, and the relatively large contribution of
ATWS to the Peach Bottom results. LOCAs are generally minor contributors in all of the
studies. ATWS is a notably small conuibutor (1.6%) at the HCGS. This is generally due to
automatic operation of the SLC system. Special initiators also contribute very little to the
Internal Events CDF in all cases. Finally, the Internal Flooding results at HCGS were
comparable to the published BWR IPE results.

3.4.2 Vulnerability Screenin.g

Neither GL88-20 nor NUREG-1335 strictly define " vulnerability." Words which appear
in relation to vulnerability include " weakness" and " outlier." The first implies an absolute
relationship, while the second implies a relative relationship. Therefore, for a sequence or
event to be considered indicative of a vulnerability, it had to pass the screening criteria defined
in Section 3.4.1 and contribute inordinately to the HCGS Core Damage Frequency with
respect to either (1) other HCGS core damage sequences or contributing events, or (2) in
comparison to similar sequences or events for other nuclear power plants as determined from
published risk assessment results.

As described in Section 3.4.1, after screening,17 sequences remained compri, sing 97.3%
of the Total Internal Events and Internal Flooding CDF. Five core damage sequences have h
frequencies greater than 1.0E-6/ year. These five sequences contribute approximately 84.2%
to the total CDF. Six additional sequences each contribute at least 1% to the total CDF. The
remaining six each contribute less than 1 % to the total CDP. As described in Section 3.4.1.1,
a single sequence, TeEDG, contributes 71.4% to the CDF.

During the recovery analysis portion of the HCGS IPE quantification, transients were
identified which, when they involved certain HVAC failures, based on room heatup
calculations, led to core damage. The greatest contributor of these was a loss of Switchgear or
Class IE Panel Room HVAC with a frequency of 3.29E-3/ year prior to recovery. Clearly this
sequence inordinately contributed to the CDF. It was immediately labeled a " vulnerability"
and reported to the HCGS. A recovery procedure (Reference 3.4-9) was developed by the

| HCGS to supply alternate ventilation to prioritized rooms as determined from the IPE's Room

| Heatup Calculations. (The quantification of recovery actions is described in Section 3.3.3.)
The new procedure eliminated the " vulnerability."

.

With elimination of the loss of HVAC sequences described above, the principal contributors to
the internal events CDF are sequences involving station blackout (SBO). The five SBO
sequences contribute 73.7% of the total CDF of 4.58E-5/yr. However, it was determined that
SBO does not represent a vulnerability at the HCGS, for the following reasons:

1. A comparison of Hope Creek with other BWRs with Mark I Containments shows SBO
to be a significant contributor to CDF in all cases, and the highest single contributor in

most cases (See Section 3.4.1.5).

|
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Original cutset: Turbine trip (4/yr) * 10A401 unavailable (1.41E-3)
* HPCI/RCIC depen fail (1.35E-4) * Fall to depress RPV (4.6E-3)
* Fail to recover PCS w/i I hour (0.6) ;

'

= 2.10E-9/yr

Revised cutset: Imss of AC bus (5.0E-3/yr) * 10A401 unavailable (1.0)
* HPCI/RCIC depen fail (1.35E-4) * Fail to depress RPV (4.6E-3)
* Fail to recover PCS w/i 1 hour (0.6)
= 1.86E-9/yr

1

The result of this sensitivity analysis is a total CDF from the loss of an AC bus initiating event
of 1.04E-8/yr. The three Tac core damage sequences with a frequency greater than IE-10/yr I

are shown in Table 3.4-9.
I

3.4.1.4.2.3 Loss Of A DC Bus SpecialInitiating Event

The loss of a DC bus was not considered as a special initiating event in the HCGS IPE, since it
was not found to cause a reactor trip. However, as was mentioned in Section 3.1, this
sensitivity analysis will approximate what the core damage frequency would have been, had
the loss of a DC bus been considered as a special initiating event.

This sensitivity analysis is identical to the previous sensitivity analysis (the loss of a Class IE(p AC vital bus), except that instead of assigning a 1.0 unavailability to a 4.16KV AC bus, thej
1.0 unavailability was assigned to the 125VDC bus 10D410. Similar to Tac, the frequency of
the loss of a DC bus was taken from NUREG-4550. It is designated "Tde" and its frequency
is 5.0E-3/yr.

The result of this sensitivity analysis is a total CDF from the loss of a DC bus of 1.99E-8/yr.
The three Tde core damage sequences with a frequency greater than IE-10 are shown in
Table 3.4-10.

, 3.4.1.5 Comnarison With Other Studies

Table 3.4-11 presents a comparison of the HCGS Level I results with those from the NUREG-
1150 Reference Plant similar to HCGS (Peach Bottom), and the IPE Submittals of other BWRs
with Mark I Containments. The Internal Events Core Damage Frequency (CDF) for the
HCGS (4.58E-5/yr) is approximately one order of magnitude higher than the NUREG-1150
results for Peach Bottom (Reference 3.4-6). A review of the NUREG-1150 study has shown
that many support system dependencies were not reviewed with the depth of detail used in the
HCGS IPE The HCGS CDF compares reasonably with the results from the other BWR IPEs.

Table 3.4-11 also details the percentage distributions for the separate studies. Loss of Power
sequences account for a higher percentage of the CDF at Hope Creek (73.8%) than at Peach

;

Bottom, but the HCGS results are comparable to most of the other BWR IPEs. As discussed
in Section 3.4.2, conservative design assumptions with respect to the SACS and SSW systems
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at HCGS contribute significantly to the LOP results. Transients account for a greater
contribution to the HCGS IPE than the Peach Bottom NUREG-1150 study, although the ;

contribution is relatively small (14.8%), and lower than most of the other BWR IPEs. This is
likely due to the amount of detail in the HCGS IPE, and the relatively large contribution of
ATWS to the Peach Bottom results. LOCAs are generally minor contributors in all of the
studies. ATWS is a notably small contributor (1.6%) at the HCGS. This is generally due to
automatic operation of the SLC system. Special initiators also contribute very little to the
Internal Events CDF in all cases. Finally, the Internal Flooding results at HCGS were
comparable to the published BWR IPE results.

3.4.2 Vulnerability Screenine

Neither GL88-20 nor NUREG-1335 strictly define " vulnerability." Words which appear
in relation to vulnerability include " weakness" and " outlier." The first implies an absolute
relationship, while the second implies a relative relationship. Therefore, for a sequence or
event to be considered indicative of a vulnerability, it had to pass the screening criteria defined
in Section 3.4.1 and contribute inordinately to the HCGS Core Damage Frequency with
respect to either (1) other HCGS core damage sequences or contributing events, or (2) in
comparison to similar sequences or events for other nuclear power plants as determined from
published risk assessment results.

As described in Section 3.4.1, after screening,17 sequences remained comprising 97.3% g
of the Total Internal Events and Internal Flooding CDF. Five core damage sequences have
frequencies greater than 1.0E-6/ year. These five sequences contribute approximately 84.2%
to the total CDF. Six additional sequences each contribute at least 1% to the total CDF. The
remaining six each contribute less than 1 % to the total CDF. As described in Section 3.4.1.1,
a single sequence, TeEDG, contributes 71.4% to the CDF.

During the recovery analysis portion of the HCGS IPE quantification, transients were
identified which, when they involved certain HVAC failures, based on room heatup
calculations, led to core damage. The greatest contributor of these was a loss of Switchgear or

. Class IE Panel Room HVAC with a frequency of 3.29E-3/ year prior to recovery. Clearly this
sequence inordinately contributed to the CDF. It was immediately labeled a " vulnerability"
and reported to the HCGS. A recovery procedure (Reference 3.4-9) was developed by the
HCGS to supply alternate ventilation to prioritized rooms as determined from the IPE's Room
Heatup Calculations. (The quantification of recovery actions is described in Section 3.3.3.)
The new procedure eliminated the " vulnerability."

With elimination of the loss of HVAC sequences described above, the principal contributors to
the internal events CDF are sequences involving station blackout (SBO). The five SBO
sequences contribute 73.7% of the total CDF of 4.58E-5/yr. However, it was determined that
SBO does not represent a vulnerability at the HCGS, for the following reasons:

1. A comparison of Hope Creek with other BWRs with Mark I Containments shows SBO
to be a significant contributor to CDF in all cases, and the highest single contributor in

most cases (See Section 3.4.1.5).
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2. The total CDF for Hope Creek, including the SBO sequences, is reasonable when

O compared to other BWRs.

3. The principal reason for the large contribution of SBO sequences to overall CDF is the
conservative design assumptions used for SACS and the SSW systems in the analysis of
loss of Offsite Power sequences. A more detailed thermo-hydraulic evaluation of
theses systems is underway, which may result in as much as a 50% reduction in the
SBO contribution to total CDF.

Based on the above discussion, the loss of HVAC was determined to be the only vulnerability
at the HCGS, and it was addressed in a new HVAC recovery procedure.

3.4.3 Unresolved and Generic Issues

By the way of participation in the Individual Plant Examination, as evidenced by this submittal
report, PSE&G has resolved GSI 105, "Intersystem LOCA Outside Containment," as well as
USI A-45, " Decay Heat Removal" for the HCGS. Specific details of the ISLOCA analysis
appear in Section 3.1.3.5 and Reference 3.1.3-1. It is notable that due to the low frequency of
core damage resulting from ISLOCAs,1.7E-9/yr., these sequences fell below the screening
criteria for inclusion in the back-end analysis. USI A-45 is subsequently discussed in Section
3.4.4.

3.4.4 Decay Heat Removal Evnluation

This section defines the concerns of the Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-45 (Reference 3.4-8)
in regard to decay heat removal and describes how the HCGS IPE addressed the issue.

Unresolved Safety Issue A-45 concerns the performance of the decay heat removal function, to
ensure heat transfer from the reactor coolant system to an ultimate heat sink after reactor l

shutdown. The decay heat removal function is similar to other safety related functions in the (
plant because it includes a number of alternative, redundant systems, that are controlled by the
reactor protection system, under the supervision of operators. The redundant systems which
are primarily responsible for the decay heat removal depend on various support systems, such
as AC and DC electrical power, ventilation and cooling, air systems, etc.

A total loss of the decay heat removal function would cause a steady increase of the
temperature and pressure. This concern is valid, but for the HCGS it is not an unresolved

'

issue for the following reasons:

The contribution of TW (loss of decay heat removal) sequences to the total core*

damage frequency (CDF) at the HCGS is only 5.45E-7 per year, or 1.2% of the
total C D F.

At the HCGS, the residual heat removal system (RHR) is a very robust system, with*

high redundancy (two loops, two heat exchangers, and complete electrical separation
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between various trains). To provide additional redundancy, the HCGS is implementing
a design change to allow a cross-tie capability between RHR loops A and C, and

'

between loops B and D. This enables the alignment of the C RHR pump to the A RHR
heat exchanger, and of the D RHR pump to the B RHR heat exchanger. In addition to
this, the HCGS has a hard-pipe containment venting system which has the capability to
remove decay heat in the unlikely situation that the RHR system fails.

The coincidental failure of the 125 VDC batteries with a loss of offsite power and*

failure to start all the diesel generators has a very low frequency of occurrence. This
sequence was below the screening cutoff discussed in Section 3.4.1.

The USI A-45 NRC BWR case studies identified a potential weakness in that each*

diesel generator had only one cooling pump, and failure of that pump would cause
failure of the diesel generator. The HCGS diesels are cooled by SACS, which is a
highly redundant system (2 loops, two pumps in each loop). If one SACS pump fails,
the cooling of the diesel generators is not affected, because HCGS procedures would
direct the cross-tie of SACS cooling to the diesels such that all four diesels could be

cooled by the operating SACS pumps.

The USI A-45 NRC BWR case studies identified a potential weakness in that following*

a loss of offsite power, diesel generator failures are dominant contributors to core
damage frequency, in the range of 1.0E-4/yr. At the HCGS, the total core damage
frequency is lower (approximately 4.58E-5/yr). g
The USI A-45 NRC BWR case studies identified a potential weakness in that faibre of=

MOVs in the reactor building closed cooling system could isolate cooling water :ne
;
' ECCS room coolers, or divert cooling water to non-critical loads. At the HCGS, the

Safety Auxiliaries Cooling System (S ACS), with its two redundant loops and tu
pumps in each loop, provides cooling to the RHR pump seal cooler and motor 'ing
coole und to all ECCS room coolers. All of the SACS valves used to provide cooling
to the ECCS are pneumatically controlled, with the exception of the motor-operated
SACS Heat Exchanger Inlet Valves. These MOVs are part of PSE&G GL89-10
program and will be statically and dynamically tested to ensure their capability to
perform their intended function under design basis conditions.

In view of all these arguments, loss of decay heat removal at the HCGS is considered a

resolved issue.
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TABLE 3.4-1

CORE DAMAGE SEQUENCES SORTED BY FREQUENCY

Secuence Freauency &snie0r_c Freauency

/ ;

1 TeEDG 3.2679E-005 42 TtPQUX 1.4829E-008
2 TfUlU2X 2.7566E-006 43 AVI 1.4793E-008
3 TmUX 1.0470E-006 44 TtCmQUlX 1.4499E-008
4 SIWUv 1.0359E406 45 TtQWW1Uv 1.3989E-008

5 TtQUX 1.0343E-006 46 SIU1WUv 1.2977E 408
6 SIUlX 9.9570E-007 47 TtM 1.2000E-008
7 Thv 9.8736E-007 48 SIU1VI 1.1806E-008
8 TeEDGP 9.6715E-007 49 TmPP2V 1.0562E-008

9 TfQRWWlUv 5.2964E-007 50 Ta2CeScrRpt 9.8200E-009

10 TiQUX 5.2884E-007 51 TaCmRpt 9.8200E-009
11 TatC2 5.0747E-007 52 TeEDGPU 9.2219E-009

12 TtQUV 3.9697E-007 53 S2D 7.9800E-009
13 SID 3.0000E407 54 S2QUX 7.5906E-009
14 TsaWlUv 2.9846E-007 55 AEEdg 7.3930E-009
15 AWUv 2.0736E-007 56 TiaUV1 4.8502E-009
16 TtPP2WUv 1.7924E-007 57 TraPP2WUv 4.1177E-009
17 TaCmC2 1.1898E-007 58 TiQUV 3.5993E-009
18 S2C 7.9912E-008 59 TiaUX 3.1425E-009
19 TIPUlU2X 7.8040E-008 60 S2S3IsoD 2.4616E-009
20 AD 7.0000E-008 61 TtPP2WW1Uv 2.2821E-019
21 TeEDGU 5.8460E-008 62 TraPQUX 1.8091E-OB
22 TeEDGPP2 5.8396E-008 63 TtCmMsvUlX 1.7033E-009
23 SIEEdg 5.2409E-008 64 TfM 1.6500E-009

24 S2S31soQUX 5.0521E-008 65 TePUX 1.6412E-009
25 TmPUX 5.0183E-008 66 S1WW1Uv 1.6200E-009
26 TeUX 4.9568E-008 67 TsaPP2W1Uv 1.3419E-009
27 S1V1 4.9315E-008 68 TalScrKMsvUlX 1.2139E-009
28 TtPP2V 4.6004E408 69 ThvPP2 1.0890E-009
29 TfU1U2V 4.5486E-008 70 TmM 1.0800E-009

30 TraQUX 4.2972E-008 71 TiaWW1Uv 1.0337E-009

31 S2S3IsoQV 4.2650E-008 72 AWW1Uv 8.8192E-010
- 32 TtCeScrRpt 4.0000E-008 73 TsaUsVs 8.0111E-010

33 TtCmRpt 4.0000E-008 74 TtQWUv 7.2670E-010
34 TsaPP2Uv 3.5464E-008 75 TtPQWUv 6.0102E-010
35 SIC 3.0000E-008 76 TaCmUlX 5.5233E-010

- 36 S2S31 soc 2.4616E-008 77 SIEUlX 4.0808E-010
37 ThvP 2.1780E-008 78 SIED 3.0000E-010
38 AC 2.1000E-008 79 TsaUsX 2.7669E-010

39 TraQUV 1.9694E-008 80 TmPP2WUv 2.6049E-010
40 TmUV 1.7863E-008 81 TraPP2V 2.4658E-010
41 TfPU1U2V 1.5867E-008

TOTAL CDF = 4.58E-5

0
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TABLE 3.4-2

CORE DAMAGE SEQUENCES SORTED ALPHABETICALLY

Seauence Freauence Sequence Freauency

1 AC 2.1000E-008 42 TfM 1.6500E-009
2 AD 7.0000E-008 43 TfPU1U2V 1.5867E-008
3 AEEdg 7.3930E-009 44 TfPU1U2X 7.8040E-008
4 AVI 1.4793E-008 45 TfQRWW1Uv 5.2964E-007
5 AWUv 2.0736E-007 46 TfU1U2V 4.5486E-008 -

6 AWW1Uv 8.8192E-010 47 TfU1U2X 2.7566E-006
7 SIC 3.0000E-008 48 Thy 9.8736E407
8 SID 3.0000E407 49 ThvP 2.1780E-008
9 SIED 3.0000E-010 50 ThvPP2 1.0890E-009

10 SIEEdg 5.2409E-008 51 TiaUV1 4.8502E-009 e

11 SIEUlX 4.0808E-010 52 TiaUX 3.1425E-009
12 SIU1VI 1.1806E408 53 TiaWW1Uv 1.0337E-009
13 SIU1WUv 1.2977E-008 54 TiQUV 3.5993E-009
14 S1UlX 9.9570E-007 55 TiQUX 5.2884E-007
15 SIVI 4.9315E-008 56 TmM 1.0800E409
16 SIWUv 1.0359E-006 57 TmPP2V 1.0562E-008

'

17 S1WW1Uv 1.6200E-009 58 TmPP2WUv 2.6049E-010
18 S2C 7.9912E-008 59 TmPUX 5.0183E 008 |

19 S2D 7.9800E-009 60 TmUV 1.7863E-008 |

20 S2QUX 7.5906E-009 61 TmUX 1.0470E-006 1

O 21 S2S31 soc 2.4616E-008 62 TraPP2V 2.4658E-010
22 S2S31 sod 2.4616E-009 63 TraPP2WUv 4.1177E-009

23 S2S31soQUX 5.0521E-008 64 TraPQUX 1.8091E-009

24 S2S31soQV 4.2650E 008 65 TraQUV 1.%94E-008
25 TalScrKMsvUlX 1.2139E-009 66 TraQUX 4.2972E-008
26 TalScrRpt 4.0000E-008 67 TsaPP2Uv 3.5464E-008
27 Ta2CeScrRpt 9.8200E-009 68. TsaPP2W1Uv 1.3419E-009
28 TaCmC2 1.1898E-007 69 TsaUsVs 8.0111E-010
29 TaCmRpt 9.8200E-009 70 TsaUsX 2.7669E-010
30 TaCmUlX 5.5233E-010 71 TsaW1Uv 2.9846E-007
31 TatC2 5.0747E-007 72 TtM 1.2000E-008

- 32 TatMsvUlX 1.7033E-009 73 TtPP2V 4.6004E-008

33 TatQUlX 1.4499E-008 74 TtPP2WUv 1.7924E-007
34 TatRpt 4.0000E-008 75 TtPP2WW1Uv 2.2821E-009
35 TeEDG 3.2679E-005 76 TtPQUX 1.4829E-008
36 TeEDGP 9.6715E-007 77 TtPQWUv 6.0102E-010
37 TeEDGPP2 5.83%E-008 78 TtQUV 3.9697E-007
38 TeEDGPU 9.2219E-009 79 TtQUX _1.0343E-006
39 TeEDGU 5.8460E-008 80 TtQWUv 7.2670E-010
40 TePUX 1.6412E-009 81 TtQWW1UvAAA 1.3989E-008
41 TeUX 4.9568E-008

TOTAL CDF = 4.58E-5

O
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TABLE 3.4-3
CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION O

SEQUENCE FREQUENCY % OF TOTAL

Station Blackout (SBO) 3.38E-05 73.7 %

Transient with loss of FW, HPCI/RCIC, 5.41E-06 11.7 %

& failure to depressurize (TQUX)

LOCAs 3.07E-06 6.7%

Special Initiators 1.42E-06 3.1 %

ATWS 7.45E-07 1.6% _

Loss of decay heat removal (TW) 5.45E-07 1.2%

Transient with loss of all high pressure 4.64E-07 1.0%

& low pressure injection (TQUV)

Stuck-open Safety Relief Valve (TP) 3.98E-07 0.9 %

Loss of Offsite Power (D/Gs operate) 5.12E-08 0.1 %

Total CDF from internal events: 4.58E-5 / year 100.0 %

O

.

O
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Table 3.4-4

The Most Important 30 Basic Event Failures Sorted by the Risk Increase Measure

Jiasic Event Descriotion

l

1. SRV-13-FTO-CCF Common cause failure to open 13 SRVs.

2. DCP-BDC-VF-DF03 Common cause failure of 125VDC buses 10D410,20, & 40.

3. DCP-BDC-VF-DF01 Common cause failure of 125VDC buses 10D410, 20, 30 &40.

4. CM RPS mechanical failure prevents scram. |

5. ESF-XHE-MC-DF02 Miscalibration of all level transmitters.

6. DCP-BDC-VF-DF10 Common cause failure of 125VDC BUSES 10D420 AND D440.

7. ESF-XHE-MC-DF01 Miscalibration of all pressure transmitters.

8. HAR-TDP-FS-DPF01 Common cause failure to start of HPCI and RCIC turbine driven pumps.

9. HAR-TDP-FR-DPF01 Common cause failure to run of HPCI and RCIC turbine driven pumps.

10. VAP-SUP-SY-FAILS Vapor suppression (breakers) fail during large or intermediate LOCA.

11. NR-HVC-PNRM-12 Failure to provide alternate ventilation to the Panel Room within
12 hours after a loss of HVAC.

12. DCP-BDC-VF-DF06 Common cause failure of 125VDC buses 10D410 and 10D420.

p 13. CE RPS electrical failure prevents scram.

U 14. SWS-MOV-CC-DF01 Dependent failures of 2198 C and D VALVES

15. SWS-MDP-FS-DF04 Dependent failures to start SWS-TWSs. |
1

16. SWS-MDP-FR-DF04 Dependent failures to run SWS-TWSs. |

17. SWS-TWS-FR-DF01 Dependent failures to run ALL 4 TWSs.

18. SWS-MDP-FR-DF03 Dependent failures to run ALL SWS pumps.
l

19. SAC-MDP-FR-DF07 ALL 4 SACS pumps fail to run.

20. SWS-MOV-CC-DF03 Dependent failures of strainer MOVs HV 2197.

21. SWS-! * ''-CC-DF02 Dependent failures of all 4 MOV-2225 VALVES

22. SAC-MDP-FS-DF07 ALL 4 SACS pumps fail to start.

23. DGS-DGN-FS-DF02 Dependent failure to start SDGs A, B, & C. |

24. DGS-DGN-FS-DF03 D ependent failure to start SDGs A, B, & D.
1
I25. DGS-DGN-FS-DF04 Dependent failure to start SDGs A, C, & D.

26. DGS-DGN-FS-DF05 Dependent failure to start SDGs B, C. & D.

27. SAC-MDP-FR-DF02 Dependent failure to run pumps AP & DP-210. I

28. SAC-MDP-FR-DF01 Dependent failure to run pumps AP & BP-210.

29. SAC-MDP-FR-DF03 Dependent failure to run pumps BP & CP-210.

30. SWS-STR-FS-DF01 Dependent failure to start ALL SWS STR motors.

'uJ
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Table 3.4-5

The Most Important Basic Event Failures Sorted by the Risk Reduction Measure.

|
Basic Event Description i

1. NR-LOSP-6 Failure to restore offsite power in 6 hours

2. NR-DG-6 Failure to recover EDGs within 6 hours ofindependent failures of EDGs. |

3. SWS-MDP-TM-TRAND Due to TM SWS train-D is unavailable.

a SWS-MDP-TM-TRANC Due to TM SWS train-C is unavailable.

5. SAC-MDP-TM-PSB06 Due to TM SACS loop B path PS-B06 is unavailable.

6. NR-DG-DF-6 Failure to recover EDGs within 6 hours of common cause failures of EDGs.

7. ADS-XHE-FO-DEPRE Operator fails to depressurize.

8. ADS-XHE-OK-INHIB ADS fails at level I due to INHIBIT by operator.

9. NR-UlX-DEP-60M Failure to manually depressurize the RPV within 60 minutes.

10. NR-PCS-1 Failure to restore the PCS within 1 bour.

11. DGS-DGN-FR-CG400 Division C diesel ICG400 fails to run.

12. DGS-DGN-FR-AG400 Division A diesel 1 AG400 fails to mn.

13. DGS-DGN-FS-CG400 Division C diesel ICG400 fails to start.

14. DGS-DGN-FS-AG400 Division A diesel 1 AG400 fails to start.

15. HPI-TDP-TM-OP204 HPCI turbine driven pump is inavailable due to TM.

I 16. SWS-XHE-FO-ISOL Operator fails to isolate SWS flow diversion.

17. DGS-DGN-FR-DG400 Division D diesel IDG400 fails to run.

18. DGS-DGN-FR-BG400 Division B diesel 1BG400 fails to run.

19. SWS-MDP-FS-CP502 Failure to start SWS pump CP-502.

20. CST-XHE-FO-ALIGN Operator fails to align condensate storage tank.

I 21. DGS-DGN-FS-BG400 Division B diesel IBG400 fails to start.
~

22. DGS-DGN-FS-DG400 Division D diesel IDG400 fails to start.

23. NR-HVC-PNRM-12 Failure to provide alternate ventilation to the Panel Room within
12 hours after a loss of HVAC.

24. SWS-MDP-FS-AP502 SWS pump AP-502 fails to start.

25. RCI-TDP-TM-OP203 RCIC turbine driven pump is inavailable due to TM.

26. NR-SPL-LLVL-4-03 Failure to align core spray to the CST for long-term injection
(without decay heat removal).

27. HAR-TDP-FS-DPF01 Common cause failure of HPCI and RCIC turbine driven pumps to start.

28. NR-UlX-DEP-30M Failure to manually depressurize the RPV within 30 minutes.

29. HPI-TDP-FS-OP204 HPCI turbine driven pump fails to start.

30. SWS-MDP-FS-DP502 CWS pump DP-502 fails to start.

3.4-20
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Table 3.4-6
Sequences Screened Out Due To Recovery Actions

O FREQUENCY:
before recovery after recovery Recovery Actions Applied

1 TtQWWlUv 2.08E + 00 1.40E-08 NR-PCS-24, NR-RHR-INIT, NR-WWl-SWP-20, NR-VENT-5
2 TmWWlUv 1.43E-01 < IE-10 NR-PCS-24, NR-RHR-INIT, NR-WWl-SWP-20, NR-VENT-5
3 TeWWlUv 6.39E-03 < 1 E-10 NR-LOSP-24, NR-RHR-INIT, NR-VENT-5
4 TmPP2WUv 1.87E-03 2.60E-10 NR-PCS-24, NR-RHR-INIT, NR-WWl-SWP-20
5 SIWWlUv 1.10E-03 1.62E-09 NR-RHR-INIT, NR-VENT-5
6 TtPP2WWlUv 1.09E-03 2.28E-09 NR-RHR-INIT, NR-WWl-SWP-20, NR-VENT-5 |
7 AWWlUv 3.16E44 8.82E-10 NR-RHR-INIT, NR-VENT-5
8 TmPP2WWlUv 3.01E-04 < 1E-10 NR-PCS-24, NR-WWl-SWP-20, NR-RHR-INIT, NR-VENT-5
9 TiaWWIUv 2.05E-04 1.03E-09 NR-RHR-INIT, NR-WWl-SWP-20, NR-VENT-5
10 S2S31soQUX 9.58E-05 5.05E-08 NR-SLEAK-ISO-15M, NR-UlX-DEP-40M
11 ThvP 7.26E-05 2.18E-08 NR HVC-PNRM-12
12 TtPQUX 7.06E-05 1.48E-08 NR-PCS-40M, NR-UlX-DEP-40M, NR-Q-FWLVH-4M
13 TraPP2WUv 3.65E-05 4.12E-09 NR-WWl-SWP-20, NR-SPL-LVLL-4
14 TfU1U2V 2.71 E-05 4.55E-08 NR-UV-WTLVL-20M, NR-UV-ECCS-1
15 TeUX 2.17E-05 4.96E-08 NR-LOSP-60M, NR-UlX-DEP-60M
16 S2QUX 2.08E-05 4.94E-08 NR-UlX-DEP-40M, NR-Q-FWLVL-24M
17 TraQUX 1.89E-05 1 4.30E-08 NR-UlX-DEP-60M, NR-Q-FWLVH-4M, NR-WWl-SWP-1
18 TmUV 1.78E-05 | 1.79E-08 NR-PCS-1, NR-UV-ECCS-1, NR-UV-WTLVL-20M
19 TfPU1U2X 1.04E-05 | 7.80E-08 NR-UlX-DEP-40M
20 SIUlWWlUv 9.79E-06 < IE-10 NR-RHR-INIT, NR-VENT-5
21 TePWWlUv 8.26E-06 < IE-10 NR-LOSP-24, NR-RHR-INIT, NR-VENT-5
22 TmPUX 6.72E-06 5.02E-08 NR-UlX-DEP-40M

O 23 TatQUlX 5 19E-06 1.45E-08 NR-ATWS-HPCI, NR-ATWS-DEP
24 TraPP2WWlUv 4.10E-06 < IE-10 NR-WWl-SWP-20, NR-RHR-INIT, NR-VENT-5
25 TiaPP2WUv 3.65E-06 < IE-10 NR-WWi SWP-20, NR-SPL-LVLL-4
26 ThvPP2 3.63E-06 1.09E-09 NR-HVC-PNRM-12
27 ThvU l .61 E-06 < IE-10 NR-HVC-PNRM-12
28 TiQUV 1.25E-06 3.60E-09 NR-UV-WTLVL-20M, NR-UV-ECCS-40M
29 TeEDGU l .22E-06 5.85E-08 NR-LOSP-1, NR-UV-ECCS-1, NR-UV-WTLVL-20M
30 TtQWUv 1.04E-06 7.27E-10 NR-PCS-24

-

O
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TABLE 3.4-7
DESCRIPTION OFIIUMAN RECOVERY ACTIONS APPLIED

Recovery Description Value

1. NR AIR-24 Failure to recover the IAS within 24 hours 5.7E-3

2. NR-ATWS-ADS-INH Failure to inhibit ADS during an ATWS 7.5E-2

3. NR-ATWS-ARI Failure to manually initiate ARI 1.4E-2

4. NR-ATWS-DEP Failure to manually depressurized the RPV during
an ATWS 5.6E-2

5. NR-ATWS-HPCI-30M Failure to initiate HPCI during an ATWS 5.0E-2 |

6. NR ATWS-HPCI-CS Failure to isolate HPCI injection thmugh the Core !
Spray piping during an ATWS 2.4E-1 |

|
7. NR-ATWS-LCNTL-LO Failure to control RPV water level with LPCI during |

an ATWS 4.7E-1

8. NR-COND-5 Failure to restart condensate pumps after other 3.7E-2
,

injection systems fail '

9. NR-DG-6 Failure to recover D/Gs within 6 hours (independent

failures of D/Gs) 7.0E-1

10. NR-DG-DF-6 Failure to recover D/Gs within 6 hours (common
cause failures of D/Gs) 6.0E-1

|

| 11. NR-HPCI-LCNT-HIE Failure to control RPV water level using HPCI during
an ATWS to prevent core damage 4.6E-2

12. NR-HVC-PNRM-12 Failure to provide alternate ventilation to the Panel
Room within 12 hours after a loss of HVAC 3.0E-4

i

( 13. NR-HVC-SWGR-24 Failure to provide attemate ventilation to the
l Switchgear Room within 24 hrs after loss of HVAC 1.6E-4

i
! 14. NR-IGS-24 Failure to restart the EIAC after RACS cooling has

'

been restored followed a LOCA isolation 3.8E-3

15. NR-LOSP-24 Failure to restore offsite power within 24 hours 2.2E-3

16. NR-LOSP-12 Failure to restore offsite power within 12 hours 1.5E 2

| 17. NR-LOSP-6 Failure to restore offsite power within 6 hours 5.0E-2

18. NR-LOSP-5 Failure to restore offsite power within 5 hours 7.0E-2

19. NR-LOSP-1 Failure to restore offsite power within 1 bour 4.0E-1

20. NR-LOSP-40M Failure to res. ore offsite power within 40 minutes 5.5E-1

21. NR-LOSP-30M Failure to restore offsite power within 30 minutes 6.0E-1
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Table 3.4-7 (continued)

( 22. NR-PCS-24 Failure to restore the PCS within 24 hours following
a turbine trip or MS!V closure initiating event 7.0E-4'

23. NR-PCS-1 Failure to restore the PCS within I hour 6.0E-1

24. NR-PCS-40M Failure to restore the PCS within 40 minutes 9.0E-1

25. NR-Q-FWLVII-4M Failure to prevent a level 8 trip of feedwater during
a transient 1.4E-2

26. NR-Q-FWLVL-24M Failure to prevent a level 8 trip of feedwater during
a small LOCA 4.9E-3

27. NR-RACS-24 Failure to restore the RACS after a LOCA isolation 3.8E-3

28. NR-RHR-INIT Failure to initiate RHR for decay heat removal within
24 hours 5.0E-5

29. NR-SLEAK-ISO-15M Failure to isolate recirculation pump seal LOCA 8.2E-2

30. NR-SPL-LVLL-4 Failure to align core spray to the CST for long-term
injection (without decay heat removal) 1.1E 1

31. NR-UlX-DEP-30M Failure to manually depressurize the RPV within
30 minutes 7.5E-3

> 32. NR-UlX-DEP-40M Failure to manually depressurize the RPV within
% 40 minutes 5.2E-3

33. NR-UlX-DEP-60M Failure to manually depressurize the RPV within
I hour 4.6E-3

34. NR-UV-ECCS-1 Failure to manually initiate ECCS within I hour 3.9E-2

35. NR-UV-WTLVL-20M Failure to control RPV water level with high pressure
injection systems (not during ATWS) 4.3E-2

,

Failure to initiate containment venting 2.0E-336. NR VENT-5

37. NR-WW1-SWP 1 Failure to manually start SSWS or SACS pumps |

within 1 hour 1.2E-2

38. NR-WWl-SWP-12 Failure to manually start SSWS or SACS pumps
within 12 hours 1.9E-4

39. NR WWl-SWP-20 Failure to manually start SSWS or SACS pumps
within 20 hours 7.4E-5

40. NR-WW1-SWP-40M Failure to manually start SSWS or SACS pumps |

within 40 minutes 1.6E-2 |

O
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hTABLE 3.4-8

RESULTS OF DECREASING EDG MISSION TIME

FROM 24 IIOURS TO 6 IIOURS

CDF WITII 24-IIOUR CDF WITII 6-IIOUR
SEOUENCE MISSION TIME MISSION TIMF

1. TeEdg 3.27E-5 2.64E-5

2. TeEdgU 5.85E-8 5.07E-8

3. TeEdgP 9.67E-7 7.79E-7

4. TeEdgPU 9.22E-9 9.22E-9

5. TeEdgPP2 5.84E-8 4.34E-8

10TAL: 3.38E-5 2.74E-5

Total CDF From
A)LSequrates: 4.58E-5 3.94E-5

Silo % of
Total CDF: 73.7 % 69.5 %

,

f

9
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O TABLE 3,4-9v

RESULTS OF SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF CDF IF TIIE LOSS OF
AN AC BUS WERE CONSIDERED AS A SPECIAL INITIATING EVENT

SEOUENCE FREOUENCY

1. TacQUV 4.96E-10
v

2. TacQUX 9.71E-9

3. TacPP2WUv 2.24E-10

TOTAL: 1.04E-8/yr

O

.

.

I
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TABLE 3.4-10

RESULTS OF SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF CDF IF TIIE IASS OF
A DC BUS WERE CONSIDERED AS A SPECIAL INITIATING EVENT

SEOUENCE FREOUENCY

1. TdcQUV 4.96E-10

2. TdcQUX 1.92E-8

3. TdcPP2WUv 2.24E-10

TOTAL: 1.99E-8/yr

O

.

O
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TABLE 3.4-11

CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY COMPARISON

llOPE CREEK PEACli BOTTOM PEAC!! BOTTOM MILLSTONE 1 DRESDEN

IPE NUREG-il50 IPE IPE IPE
INITIATOR CDF | % CDF % CDF I % CDF | % CDF %

LOSS OF OFFSITE POWER 3.39E-05 73.8 2.10E-06 46.6 1.85E4 34.3 8.07E-06 73.4 4.98E-06 26.8

o Diesel Generator Unavailable 3.38E-05

o Diesel Generator Available 5.12E-08

TRANSIENTS 6.79E-06 14.8 2.30E-07 5.1 1.50E-06 27.8 1.09E-06 9.9 4.47E-07 2.4

o TurbineTrip 1.70E4
o MSIV Closure / Loss of Cond. Vac. 1.13E-06

o Loss of Feedwater 3.42E-06

o inadvertant Open Relief Valve 5.33E-07
,

LOCAs 3.07E-06 6.7 2.60E-07 5.8 5.95E-07 11.0 5.91E-07 5.4 1.42E-06 7.6

o Vessel Rupture Negl.

9 o Large LOCA 3.21E-07

$ o Intermediate LOCA 2.49E-06
" o SmallLOCA 2.58E-07

o ISLOCA 1.70E-09

ATWS 7.45E-07 1.6 1.92E-06 42.6 1.44 E-06 26.7 1.06E-06 9.6 5.34E-07 2.9

o Turbine Trip 6.05E-07

o AllOthers 1.39E-07

SPECIAL INITIATORS 1.42E-06 3.1 - 0.0 7.00E-09 0.1 2.17E-06 19.7 1.12E-05 60.3

o Loss of SACS 3.36E-07

o Loss of RACS 6.89E-08

o Loss ofIAS 9.02E-09

o Loss ofIIVAC 1.01E-06

Total Internal Events 4.59E-05 100.0 4.51E-06 100.0 5.39E-06 100.0 1.10E-05 100.0 1.86E-05 100.0

Internal Flooding 5.50E-07 1.47E-07 -

Total Internal Events + Flooding 4.65E-05 5.54E-06 1.10E-05

,
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TABLE 3.4-11
CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY COMPARISON (Continued)

BROWNS FERRY BRUNSWICK DUANE ARNOLD VEIO10NT YANKEE MONTICELLO
IPE IPE IPE IPE IPE

INITIATOR CDF | % CDF | % CDF l % CDF l % CDF %
LOSS OF OFFSITE POWER 3.30E-05 76.2 1.80E-05 65.4 2.57E-06 33.0 8.60E-07 20.0 1.20E-05 62.5

o_ Diesel Generator Unavailable
o Diesel Generator Available

TRANSIENTS 7.60E-06 17.6 8.61E-06 31.3 3.20E-06 41.0 2.30E-06 54.0 3.50E-06 18.2

o TurbineTrip
o MSIV Closurc/ Loss of Cond. Vac.
o Loss of Feedwater

__ _

o inadvertant Open Relief Valve

LOCAs 7.50E-07 1.7 1.98E-07 0.7 1.56E-07 2.0 2.60E-07 6.0 1.20E-06 6.3

o Vessel Rupture

{ o Large LOCA
g o Intermediate LOCA

o Small LOCA
o ISLOCA

ATWS 1.30E-06 3.0 7.00E-07 2.5 1.87E-06 24.0 8.20E-07 20.0 2.50E-06 13.0

o TurbineTrip
o AllOthers

SPECIAL INITIATORS 6.60E-07 1.5 - 0.0 - 0.0 - 0.0 3.10E-08 0.2

o Loss of SACS
o Loss of RACS
o Loss ofIAS
o Loss ofilVAC

Total Internal Events 4.33 E-05 100.0 2.75E-05 100.0 7.80E-06 100.0 4.30E-06 100.0 1.92E-05 100.0

Internal Flooding 4.70E-06 6.80E-06
Total Internal Events + Flooding 4.80E-05 2.60E-05

O O O



O O O
TABLE 3.4-11

CORE DA5fAGE FREQUENCY COStPARISON - (Continued)

COOPER
IPE

INITIATOR CDF | %,

LOSS OF OFFSITE POWER 2.77E-05 34.8

o Diesel Generator Unavailable -

o Diesel Generator Available
:

TRANSIENTS 3.87E-05 48.5

o Turbine Trip
o MSIV Closure / Loss of Cond. Vae. e

o Loss of Feedwater
o inadvertant Open Relief Valve

;

LOCAs 7.17E-07 0.9
'

o Vessel Rupture

[ o Large LOCA
g o Intermediate LOCA

o Snull LOCA
oISLOCA

ATWS 3.91E-06 4.9

o TurbineTrip
o All Others4

.

SPECIAL INITIATORS 3.69E-06 10.9

o Loss of SACS
o Loss of RACS
o Loss ofIAS
o LossoflIVAC

Total Internal Events 7.97E-05 100.0

Internal Flooding t

Total Internal Events + Flooding

i.
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DESCRIFFIVE STATISTICS FOR THE FREQUENCY OF TOP EVENT

NUMBER OF TRIALS IS 221

MEAN 1.43E-05
STD DEV 1.31E-05
LOWER 5% 2.84E-06
LOWER 25% 5.65E-06
MEDIAN 9.43E-06
UPPER 25% 1.87E-05
UPPER 5% 4.40E-05

*** LOG SCALE ***

O
5% = 2.84E-06 95% = 4.40E-05

I [- * M ] I-

.

Figure 3.4-2: Uncertainty Distribution Of The Core Damage Frequency
90% uncertainty interval for the core damage frequency (innermost brackets
denote interquartile range, asterisk denotes median and M denotes mean).
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O 4.0 BACK-END ANALYSIS
V

The back-end (or Level II) portion of the IPE assesses the progression of accident sequences
beyond the point of core damage with evaluation of the likely modes of containment failure
being the principal objective. The evaluation includes both determination of the probability of
each of the potential modes of containment failure and the characterization of the radionuclide
releases that may accompany each mode. The results are reported in terms of the frequency
(i.e., expected number of occurrences per year) of each of the specific release categories. A
release category is characterized by the fraction of the initial core inventory of fission products
that is released from the containment and by the tuning of that release.

The approach applied for this analysis is based on that developed for EPRI (Reference 4.1-1).
Under this methodology, accident progression, the containment loads resulting from that
progression, and the response of the containment to those loads are predicted probabilistically.
Logic models similar to those used for the front-end (i.e., Level I) analysis are used to support
the evaluation of results. Quantification of the logic models is based on mechanistic analysis
of the plant features and the phenomena involved. The MAAP code (Reference 4.1-2) was
used as the principal tool for developing an integrated perspective on plant response to
postulated severe accidents.

4.1 PLANT DESCRWTION

O
V This section describes key features of the HCGS that are relevant to the back-end analysis.

Pd r to discussing each of the significant features of the HCGS design, a brief overview of
the HCGS design is provided as follows:

The HCGS is a General Electric Company BWR/4-251 (251-inch diameter vessel) with a
Mark I containment. The HCGS is very similar to Peach Bottom Unit 2, which was used
as the reference plant for this analysis. The principal difference is the use of a secondary
containment building rather than a Reactor Building to house support systems. Figure 4.1-1
provides an elevation plan view of the plant. The Mark I primary containment, shown in

. Figure 4.1-2, is composed of two connecting structures. The first structure, the drywell, is an
inverted lightbulb shaped steel pressure vessel containing the reactor vessel, the reactor coolant
recirculation system, and other primary system piping. The second structure, the wetwell or
torus, is a toroidal-shaped steel pressure vessel placed below and encircling the drywell. The
drywell is connected to the torus via eight vent pipes that connect to a header inside the torus.
Downcomers extend down from this header into the water. This design provides the pressure
suppression function for the containment. Pressurization of the drywell forces effluent gases
through the vent pipes, header, and downcomers into the pool. Steam in that flow is largely
condensed.

Following is a brief description of the most significant components, systems, structures, and
safety features at HCGS. These descriptions were verified and complemented by plant
walkdowns. In each sub-section, a brief discussion is presented concerning the vulnerability of
the systems or compartments during the accidents. The insights gained during the plant'

walkdowns were used as the basis for assessing equipment survivability, severe accident

4.1 1



mitigation potential, and accident progression (see Section 4.6). This information is compared
to the Peach Bottom data in Table 4.1-1 and summarized in Table 4.1-2.

4.1.1 Drywell

The drywell portion of the HCGS containment vessel (shown in Figure 4.1-2) is made of SA-
516, Grade 70 steel. Reference 4.1-3 provides details of the structural design that are
summarized below. The drywell head is hemi-ellipsoidal with a major diaincter of 33 feet
2 inches and a head thickness of 1.5 inches. The drywell head is connected to a cylindrical
shell which has a radius of 16 feet 7 inches and a thickness of 1.5 inches. A cone-shaped
stmeture connects the upper cylindrical shell to a lower cylindrical shell. The cone thickness
is 1.5 inches. The lower cylindrical shell is divided into two portions. The radius and
thickness values for the top portion of the cylindrical shell are 20 feet,3 inches and 1.5 inches,
respectively. The lower portion of the cylindrical shell has a 20-foot 3-inch radius and a
0.9375 inch thickness. A transition knuckle connects the cylindrical shell to the spherical
bottom of the drywell. The knuckle has a thickness of 2.875 inches. The spherical bottom
shell has a radius of 34 feet and a thickness of 1.5 inches. The drywell has an overall height
of 114 feet 9 inches and a free volume of approximately 178,000 cubic feet (including the
reactor vessel pedestal and the suppression pool vent system) (Reference 4.1-4).

The HCGS drywell has the following design parameters:

Oa. 56.0 psig internal design pressure, 58.0 psig maximum calculated accident design
pressure (intemal), and 62.0 psig maximum internal design pressure allowed by
ASME code (110% of design pressure).

b. 3.0 psig maximum external design pressure,

c. 340 F maximum temperature.

The drywell is closed at the top by a removable, double gasketed, bolted head (shown in
. Figure 4.1-3) to facilitate reactor refueling. It is also surrounded by reinforced concrete for

shielding purposes and to provide additional resistance to deformation and buckling in areas
where the concrete backs up the stee' shell. Above the foundation transition zone, the drywell
is separated from the reinforced concrete by an air gap of approximately 13/4 inches to
21/2 inches (Reference 4.1-3) to accommodate thermal expansion of the drywell shell. Four
drain sumps are located in the drywell floor. The sump layout is shown in Figure 4.1-4. Two
of these sumps are located in the RPV pedestal floor. These sumps play a significant role in
the possible progression of severe accidents. They are discussed in more detailin Section
4.1.5. The other two sumps are smaller pump sumps that are located outside of the pedestal.
These sumps are located immediately adjacent to the pedestal wall. They are approximately
2 feet square and 3 feet deep. Each contains a sump pump. They are connected to one of the
pedestal sumps by an imbedded pipe. A t-inch high concrete curb surrounds the lip of each
sump to prevent any water that may lea.. onto the floor frm accumulating in the sump. The
bottom corner of the sump is approximately 7.4 inches from the drywell shell Collection of
molten core debris in these sumps could occur subsequent to RPV melt-through. This could

4.1-2
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p occur either as a result of debris flow through the embeded drain pipes or from debris
V spreading over the drywell floor flowing over the curb. Erosion of the concrete floor of the

sump could lead to failure of the drywell shell due to contact with the molten debris. This is a
postulated mode of containment failure in this analysis.

Access to the drywell is provided by one 8-foot 101/2-inch diameter personnel access lock.
One 2-foot diameter personnel access hatch is also provided on the drywell head, as indicated
in Figure 4.1-3 (Reference 4.1-3). A 2-foot ID construction access hatch is located at 77 feet
10 inches. Both 2-foot access hatches are bolted in place. Two equipment access hatches
having 12-foot diameters are also provided. One of these hatches is connected to the personnel
access lock. The other hatch is bolted in place. The CRD removal hatch is located at an
elevation of 103 feet 6 inches and has an ID of 3 feet 0 inch (shown in Figure 4.1-5).

4.1.2 Torus

The torus is a toroidal-shaped, steel pressure vessel below and encircling the drywell. Design
details provided below are summarized from Reference 4.1-3. The torus centerline diameter
is approximately 112 feet 8 inches. Figures 4.1-6 and 4.1-7 provide plan and cross-section
views for torus and vent pipe assembly, respectively. The torus cross-sectional diameter is
30 feet 8 inches, and its thickness is nominally 1.0 inch. The torus contains a minimum of
118,800 cubic feet of water and has a net air space above the water pool of 133,500 cubic
feet. The torus is not directly enclosed by concrete but is located below ground level in a

O large room called the torus room.
'

Vent pipes connect the drywell and the torus with the torus acting as a pressure suppression
pool. A total of eight circular vent pipes, each having a diameter of 6 feet 2 inches are
anchored at the drywell, radiate outward at 45 degree intervuls, and penetrate the torus shell
at alternating segments midway between ring girders (Reference 4.1-5). The drywell vents
are connected to a 4-foot 3-inch diameter ring header, which is essentially a circular pipe
suspended in the airspace of the suppression chamber above the suppression pool. The ring
header has the same temperature and pressure design requirements as the vent pipes.
Projecting downward from the header are 80 downcomer pipes, each 24 inches in diameter.
The vent header system is supported by 16 pairs of 10-inch pipe columns with each pair pinned
to the bottom of a ring girder. The downcomers terminate a minimum of four feet below the
surface of the pool. In addition to its function as a path for energy and mass transfer from the
drywell to the suppression chamber under accident conditions, the vent pipes also allow the
passage of the Safety / Relief Valve (SRV) tailpipes (also known as relief lines) to the
suppression pool.

The torus has several functions:

It serves as a heat sink for postulated transients and accidents. Energy is transferred-

to the water by either the safety / relief tailpipes or the drywell vent system downcomers,

O both of which discharge beneath the water surface. The torus also serves as a heat sink
for HPCI and RCIC turbine. It also contains the HPCI & RCIC vacuum breakers.
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It serves as the primary source of water for the CS and RHR Systems and as a backup |.

source of water for the HPCI and RCIC Systems.
i

In the event of a LOCA the steam and water escaping from the reactor vessel or.

recirculation system will be released into the drywell gas space. Steam and water I

may also leak into the drywell gas space from steam lines. If the increase in drywell j

pressure resulting from any of these leaks is greater than approximately 1.7 psi, a
mixture of nitrogen, steam, and water would be forced through the vent system lines into
the pressure suppression pool. The steam condenses rapidly in the suppression pool,
mitigating the containment pressure increase. For LOCAs, nitrogen transferred during
reactor blowdown to the suppression pool pressurizes the torus and is subsequently j

vented to the drywell through eight vacuum breakers when the pressure in the drywell j

drops 0.2 psid below that in the suppression pool. Water in the suppression pool can be |
'

cooled by the Suppression Pool Cooling mode of the RHR System.

It provides a scrubbing mechanism for any fission products that may be released during.

the containment venting, via the torus.
1

4.1.3 Primary Containment Vacuum Relief System

The vacuum relief system is composed of two separate systems: the torus-to-drywell vacuum
breakers and the secondary containment-to-torus vacuum breakers. The torus-to-drywell ,

vacuum breakers, shown in Figure 4.1-8, relieve pressure from the torus to the drywell if
there is a pressure differential greater than 0.2 psid. There are eight torus to drywell vacuum i

breakers. Each one is a 24-inch swing-check type valve with an attached air operator for i

testing. The eight valves are installed in lines connecting the torus airspace to the vent pipes.
No support systems are required for vacuum breaker operations.

The secondary containment-to-torus vacuum breakers allow air reentry from the secondary
containment to the torus air space if the external (secondary containment) pressure is 0.25 psid
above torus pressure. Operation of the vacuum breakers is designed to maintain differential
pressure between the secondary containment and the primary containment less than 3 psid.

4.1.4 Primary Containment Summarv !
|

The prirmipal function of the primary containment (i.e., the drywell and torus) is to prevent
release of radiation and fission products to the environment. Technical Specifications require
that primary containment integrity be maintained at all times when the reactor is in operational
conditions 1,2, and 3. The following containment parameters are monitored to ensure proper
performance of the primary containment, its supporting systems, and other plant systems:

Containment pressure.

Suppression pool water level.

Hydrogen and oxygen concentrations h.

Radioactivity radiation levels.

s
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( Temperature*

Humidity' *

Identified and unidentified leakage from the RPV and connected systems.

The oxygen concentration within the containment is maintained about 0.5% by volume during
normal operation; however, the Technical Specification Limit for it is 4%. Limiting the
containment oxygen concentration to 4% or less precludes the possibility of hydrogen
combustion. A nitrogen purge system is used to force air from the containment as part of
startup operations. Air is replaced during the reactor shutdown process to allow entry into the
containment. If the oxygen concentration exceeds the 4% limit during operational condition 1
and the concentration cannot be restored to within its limit in 24 hours, Technical Specifications
require placing the plant into operational condition 2 within 8 hours. This requirement does not
apply during the 24 hour period after reaching 15% power during a startup at the 24 hour period
prior to reducing power below 15% during a shutdown. Historically, reactor toeration with an
oxygen concentration sufficient to support hydrogen combustion is very rare with an estimated
probability less than 0.005. Hydrogen combustion within the primary containment has thus been
assumed to have sufficiently low probability that it need not be addressed in the containment
analysis.

Failure of the primary containment as a result of the internal pressures and temperatures that
are expected during postulated severe accidents has been analyzed in detail. These results are i

I

p presented in Section 4.4.

4.1.5 Eractor Vessel Pedestal

The primary function of the reactor pedestal is to support the RPV in its lateral and vertical
positions. It also acts as a mdiation and missile barrier. The pedestal houses the control rod
drives and contains drain sumps for collecting expected leakage in the primary containment. A
cross-section of the pedestal is shown in Figure 4.1-9. Although not shown in the figure, the
control rod drive mechanisms and the supporting structures occupy the upper half of the
pedestal volume.

.

The reactor pedestal is essentially a right circular cylinder with an inside diameter of j

20.25 feet. A reinforced concrete wall supports both the RPV and the biological shield wall
that surrounds it. The pedestal wall is 4 feet 10 inches thick at the bottom,5 feet 9 inches
thick at the top, and contiguous with the concrete forming the drywell floor. The inside of the
pedestal wall has a stainless-steel liner. There is no liner outside the pedestal wall at the floor
level.

There is a 3-foot by 7-foot personnel access door flush with the drywell floor. The doorway
is shown in the plan view of Figure 4.1-4.

The two pedestal floor dmin sumps, the Clean Radwaste (CRW) and the Dirty Radwaste
(DRW) sumps, are used to collect water from known (i.e., recirculation pump seals) and

b unidentified sources, respectively. Each sump is connected to two pumps located in each of
the two sumps outside of the pedestal wall by a pipe approximately 4 feet under the concrete.
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The two inside sumps have a cross-sectional area of 36 square feet each and are 2 feet
11 inches deep. The total volume of the two sumps is 210 cubic feet. Each sump is covered :

by a stainless steel grating which is 3/16-inch thick Any water in the sumps is pumped to the
radwaste facilities.

4.1.6 Secondary Containment

The secondary containment, commonly referred to as the Reactor Building, consists of two
sections integrally constnicted to form a single containment structure. The inner section is
cylindrical in shape and houses the reactor and its pressure suppression primary containment
system, as well as other reactor plant equipment. The outer section is rectangular and
surrounds the cylindrical portion (Figure 4.1-1). Each section consists of reinforced concrete
approximately 3 feet thick and is designed as a scismic category I stnicture. Both sections rest
on the containment foundation which is a concrete slab approximately 14 feet thick.

The cylindrical section of the Reactor Building is separated into 8 floors or levels with the
lowest level at the 54-foot elevation, followed by elevations 77-foot,102-foot,132-foot,145-
foot,162-foot,178-foot 6-inch and 201-foot. These floors are connected with each other
through elevators, stairways, hatches, and the ventilation system ductwork. Two enclosed
stairways and an elevator connect the grade level, Elevation 102 feet, and the refueling floor,
Elevation 201 feet, within the interior section. A 20-foot by 25-foot open hatch extends from
the 102-foot Elevation up to the refueling floor on the west side of the building. This
hatchway is interrupted by a normally closed motorized hatch cover at Elevation 132 feet. The
motorized hatch cr.n be opened during plant operation to allow for delivery of materials, such
as fuel. However, an interlock between this motorized hatch and the receiving bay door, t
Elevation 102 feet, will ensure integrity of the containment. Figures 4.1-10 through 4.1-14
show the boundary outline plan for Elevations 102-foot,132-foot,145-foot,162-178-foot,
and 201-foot, respectively.

Normal entrance from the cylindrical section to the rectangular section is through either a 3-
feet by 7-feet door on the northeast section of the 102-foot floor or through a 3-feet by 7-feet

. pressure tight door on the southwest section of the 102-foot floor. Four stairways and an
elevator extend down from grade level, the 102-foot Elevation, to 54-foot Elevation, in the
rectangular section. The entrance to rooms with high radiation levels are locked closed and
require a special permit for entry. However, the doors to rooms without high radiation levels
are not monitored. Most rooms and stairways within the rectangular section have leak-tight

|
doors with a pressure capacity of 3.0 psig or greater. These doors all swing open away from
their related rooms, unless noted otherwise. Figures 4.1-15 and 4.1-16 show the boundary

,

outline plan for the below-grade Elevations 77 feet and 54 feet, respectively.|
t

The entrance doors from the stairways to each level above the 102-foot Elevation in the
cylindrical section is through regular 3-feet by 7-feet doors which have a 1-inch opening on the
bottom and have a pressure rating of 0.1 psig or less.

|
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The secondary containment volume is conservatively calculated to be 2.86 million cubic feet,
for the purpose of the IPE.

What follows is a brief description of important rooms and elevations in the Reactor Building.

4.1.6.1 Below Grade Elevations (54-Foot and 77-Foot)

The grade level at HCGS is at the 102-foot Elevation. The 54-foot and 77-foot Elevations are,
therefore, below the grade level.

Inner Section: The 54-foot and 77-foot elevations of the inner section combine to house the
torus and form the torus compartment. The torus is not directly enclosed by concrete, but is
located below ground level in a large room called the torus room. The access to the torus is
provided through four manways with double gasketed, bolted covers located in the torus room.

Torus Room: The HPCI, RCIC and 'A' and 'B' RHR rooms communicate with the torus
room through their blowout panels. The torus room in turn communicates with the environment
through the blowout panels in the steam vent, located directly above it. The torus room has two
pressure tight doors, with a pressure rating of 3.0 psig or greater, that swing open away from
the torus room towards the 77-foot Elevation in the inner section of the Reactor Building. The
torus room houses or provides a pathway for all components that originate from or terminate

A in the torus. For example, the eight vent pipes that connect drywell to torus are housed in the

d torus room. The air in the torus room does not easily communicate with rooms and elevations
outside of it. However, there is an indirect communications through air leakage and FRVS
recirculation.

The floor of the torus room is at the 54-foot Elevation. The volume of the torus room is
calculated to be approximately 550,000 cubic feet.

Outer Section: Major components located on the 54-foot Elevation include the RHR pumps
and Heat Exchangers, Core Spray pumps, the HPCI and RCIC turbine skids, as well as two

. 250 VDC Class IE MCCs. Major components located on the 77-foot Elevation include the
RACS pumps and Heat Exchangers, and the CRD pumps and related equipment. The RHR
Heat Exchanger rooms also extend up through the 77-foot Elevation. Four MCCs are located
on the 77-foot Elevation.

Pressure-tight doors with a rating of 3.0 psig are provided for access to all rooms, except the
MCC rooms. The air in the 54-foot and 77-foot Elevations communicates with each other
through four stairways, providing a pathway for fission products movement.

4.1.6.2 Grade Level (102-Foot Elevation)
|
,

Inner Section: The inner section contains the CRD HCU, the TIP room, and equipment and I

[ personnel access points to the primary containment. This elevation provides access to the Steam
Tunnel through a controlled leak-tight door, with a rating of at least 3.0 psig. This door swings'
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open away from the steam tunnel. This elevation provides access to the rectangular section of
the Reactor Building through a 3-foot by 7-foot doorway and through a pressure tight door. The
air in this elevation communicates with the 132-foot Elevation through two stairways, an
elevator. Also, a 20-foot by 25-foot hatch, if open, provides a pathway for fission product
movement to the 132-foot Elevation.

Outer Section: Equipment located in the outer section includes the SACS pumps and Heat
Exchangers, and the Reactor Recirculation pump RPT breakers. This elevation also contains a
MCC.

4.1.6.3 132-Foot Elevation

Inner Section: The inner section at this level houses 2 FRVS recirculation fans and filter
units, PCIG compressors and related equipment, and RWCU pumps. This elevation provides
access to both the steam tunnel and steam vent. Access to the steam tunnel is through a
monitored and chained leak-tight double door, which has a pressure rating of 15 psig and
swings open away from the steam tunnel. Access to the steam vent, however, is through a
non-monitored leak-tight door with a pressure rating of 3.0 psig, which swings open towards
the steam vent (Figure 4.1-11).

The air in this elevation easily communicates with the 102-foot Elevation below it, and the
145-foot Elevation above it, through two stairways and one elevator. Also, the air in this
elevation easily communicates with the 145-foot Elevation through a 20-foot by 25-foot open
hatch and the 102-foot Elevation, provided that the motorized hatch in this elevation is open.
This motorized hatch is interlocked with the truck bay door on the 102-foot Elevation, and it
could be open during operation. Position of this motorized hatch is not believed to have any
significant effect on the analysis.

Steam Vent: The Steam Vent is located above the torus room. Its function is to provide a
flow path for pressure relief from the torus room. The Steam Vent contains louvered blowout
panels that open towards the environment (Figure 4.1-11). These blowout parls are located

. on the west side of the Reactor Building. The entrance door to the Steam Vent is located at
the 132-foot elevation. This door is a non-controlled pressure-tight door. The floor of the
Steam Vent is formed by six hinged hatches that separate the torus room from the Steam Vent;
and the torus room can be seen through them. These hinged hatches lift at 1.5 psid. The air
in the steam vent does not easily communicate with rooms and elevations, other than the torus
room, outside of it. However, there could be an indirect communication through air leakage.

Steam Ttmnel: The steam tunnel provides a pathway for the steam lines through the
secondary containment to the turbine building. The portion of the steam tunnel in the Reactor
Building is equipped with 13 blowout panels of various sizes that open to the emergency vent

! stacks in the steam tunnel (Figure 4.1-11). The emergency vent stack is equipped with
different sizes of blowout panels which open towards north and south at different elevations.
The air in the steam tunnel does not easily communicate with rooms and elevations outside of
it. However, there is an indirect communications through air leakage and FRVS recirculation.

|
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r Outer Section: The 132-foot Elevation comprises the roof of the rectangular section of the
Reactor Building.

4.1.6.4 145-Foot Ele'vation

The 145-foot Elevation contains two FRVS vent fans and filter units, and RWCU Heat
Exchangers and demierahzer equipment and two MCCs. The normal personnel access to the
Reactor Building is at this elevation, through a controlled pressure tight air-lock. The pressure
rating of each of the two personnel access doors is at least 5.0 psig. The 145-foot Elevation
easily communicates with the 132-foot Elevation below it, and the 162-foot Elevation above it,
through a 20-foot by 25-foot open hatch and through two stairways and an elevator; hence,

'

it provides a pathway for fission product mosement.

4.1.6.5 162-Foot Elevation

The 16~2-foot Elevation contains the CPCS equipment, SLC pumps and associated equipment,
FPCC and Heat Exchangers, and 2 FRVS recirculation fans and filter units. The air in the
162-foot Elevation easily communicates with the 145-foot Elevation below it, and the 201-foot
Elevation above it, through a 20-foot by 25-foot open hatch and through two stairways and an
elevator. This elevation also communicates with the 178-foot 6-inch Elevation through one
stairway and an elevator.

4.1.6.6 178-Foot 6-Inch Elevation j
)

The 178-foot 6-inch Elevation only exists on the east side of the Reactor Building and houses
2 FRVS recirculation fans and filter units. The air in this elevation communicates with the 162-
foot Elevation, below it, and the 201-foot Elevation, above it, through one stairway and an
elevator. This elevation is the base of the dryer / separator pool. )

4.1.6.7 201-Foot Elevation (Refueline Floor)

The containment dome over the refueling floor, located at Elevation 201 feet, creates an
enclosed volume of approximately 1.1 million cubic feet. There are no blowout panels above
the refueling floor. However, a 33-inch opening on the containment dome provides an exhaust
path for the FRVS. The reactor well is in the refueling floor, located directly above the drywell
head and in between the spent fuel pool and the dryer / separator storage pool (Figure 4.1-14).
It has a volume of about 28 thousand cubic feet. This cavity contains two round concrete shield i

plugs during plant operation, to provide a shield against radiation. The shield plugs are removed
and the cavity is flooded during refueling operations. The cavity has a volume of approximately ;

14,825 cubic feet and is covered by a hatch. The containment failure analysis, described in
Section 4.4, indicates that the drywell head seal is the most likely location for large containment

|leakage to occur during postulated severe accidents. Leakage from this location would be
directly upward through the gaps in the shield plugs and into the volume above the refueling

O floor. Thus, this is a likely location for fission product release into the secondary containment.

|
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The air in this elevation communicates with all elevations down to 102-foot Elevation, within g
the interior section of the secondary containment, through either of the two stairways, the W
elevator or through a 20-foot by 25-foot open hatch on the west side of the building.
Furthermore, this air volume is expected to communicate with the rectangular section of the
Reactor Building, through a regular 3-foot by 7-foot door at 102-foot Elevation. Therefore,
a good pathway exists for fission product transport throughout the entire Reactor Building.
However, as was mentioned above, air communication with rooms that have any blowout
panels takes place through either leakage or FRVS recirculation.

The volume between the refueling floor and the top of the containment dome is calculated to
be 1.08 m.illion cubic feet.

4.1.7 Bractor Buildine Pressure Relief

Secondary containment overpressure protection is provided by blowout panels located at
various points in the Reactor Building. There are two types of blowout panels, both of which
reduce pressure by relieving pressure buildup to additional volume.

The first type of blowout panel provides protection for the "A" and "B" RHR rooms, the
HPCI room, and the RCIC room. These systems have piping that either contains or has the
potential to contain high energy fluid. Each blowout assembly consists of two hinged doors
which open against spring pressure. They are set to open when differential pressure across the
doors reach 0.25 psid, and spring pressure will close them once this differential pressure is h
reduced. Following actuation, the magnets must be adjusted to restore the set pressure to
0.25 psid. These blowout panels open towards the torus room to prevent exceeding the
maximum room pressure of 3 psig. The torus room in turn exhausts to the environment
through the steam vent.

The second type of blowout panel is designed to relieve when the differential pressure reaches
1.5 psid. Unlike the blowout panels used for the ECCS rooms, these are designed for a one-
time-use and must be replaced following actuation. These panels are located at various places
throughout the plant. In the Reactor Building, they are located in the steam vent at the 132-
foot and 162-foot Elevations and relieve to the outside atmosphere. They are also located in
the steam tunnel and serve as a ventilation barrier as well as a blowout panel. The steam
tunnel panels relieve to the Emergency Vent Stack, which has its own blowout panels and is
not considered as a part of the secondary containment. The blowout panels in the Emergency
Vent Stack open towards north (two double units and a single unit) and south on 153-foot
elevation (two quadruple units) and towards south at 137-foot Elevation (two louvered
quadruple units).

4.1.8 Instrumentation

The reactor vessel level, power, pressure, temperature, and steam line flow instrumentation
provide indication of these key parameters. Following core damage, operability of these h
instruments becomes questionable.
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{
The primary containment instruments provide level, temperature and pressure indication. I

Following vessel failure, operability of these instruments becomes questionable, due to adverses
environment.

1

The secondary containment instruments consist of Reactor Building Differential Pressure (DP),
'

the FRVS vent system filter flow and filter DP, and the Reactor Building pressure and
temperatures at various points throughout the building. Also, the position of major Reactor I

Building mechanical access penetrations and certain hatches and blowout panels are monitored.
These indications are all sent to the control room. Following the primary containment failure,
operability of these instruments could be challenged, not necessarily due to the instruments
themselves, but rather due to the MCCs that power them.

4.1.9 Main Steam System

The MSS delivers the generated steam to the main turbine, the three feed pump turbines, the
HPCI turbine, the RCIC System turbine, and auxiliary steam loads. The relevant components
of this system are described in this section.

4.1.9.1 Main Steam Isolation Valves

HCGS has four main steam lines. Isolation of steam flow to the turbine is provided by two

g MSIVs and one main steam stop valve per line. One MSIV is located inside the drywell

(j (inboard), with the other located in the steam tunnel (outboard). Both valves close automatically
on a variety of signals, including low RPV level. Valve actuator or solenoid failure also leads to
closure. In the Level II analysis, no credit is given to opening of the MSIVs once closure has
occurred. Some leakage could be expected through the MSIVs. However, this level of leakage ,

is negligible in comparison to that resulting from containment failure. Thus, it has not been !
considered in this analysis.

Main steam line "A" supplies steam to tne RCIC System. Steam line "C" is the source of I

steam for the HPCI System. Both of these connections are upstream of the inboard MSIV. |
As long as the RPV is intact, the steam supply to these systems should not be interrupted.

4.1.10 Safetv/Relitf,yalmf

Fourteen eight-inch Target Rock SRVs are located upstream of the MSIVs. The SRV lines
have a design flow of 818,000 to 950,000 lb/hr. Each SRV reliefline (tailpipe) is equipped j
with two six-inch vacuum breakers. The vacuum breakers will open whenever the drywell

'

pressure is 0.5 psi greater than the relief valve discharge pressure, drawing drywell
atmosphere into the line to equalize pressure. The purpose of the vacuum breakers is to
prevent condensation of steam in the SRV tailpipe from drawing torus water up into the
tailpipe. This event would pose a threat of excessive jet forces at the discharge of the SRV
which could cause the tailpipe to break off inside the torus and above the water line. Pressurep) oscillations on the exhaust side of the SRVs are also mitigated. Pressure fluctuations could(
result in improper valve operation.

1
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The safety feature of the SRVs provides for automatic actuation, without any dependency
on support systems, once the RPV pressure exceeds their spring setpoint. If actuated in their
safety mode, the SRVs will close automatically once the reactor pressure has dropped 55 to
100 psig below their opening setpoints. The relief mode of the SRVs requires 125 VDC
power and nitrogen pressure in their associated accumulators.

The five Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) SRVs have a safety setpoint of 1130 psig.
All remaining SRVs have a safety setpoint of either 1108 or 1120 psig (Figure 4.1-17). Two of
the SRVs have a low-low operating setpoint of 1017 and 1047 psig. Once armed by the reactor
pressure at 1047 psig, the low-low set SRVs will open and their setpoints will be automatically
lowered so that one re-opens at 1017 psig and closes at 905 psig, while the other opens at 1047
psig and closes at 935 psig.

The SRV operation is not expected to be impacted by containment conditions prior to vessel
failure. However, the Target Rock SRVs will spring actuate closed (even if an open signal is
present) under the following conditions:

Containment pressure greater than the containment instrument gas pressure; 85 psig..

To open a closed SRV, differential pressure between the Reactor and torus.

pressure must be about 50 psig. This differential pressure is also required to
maintain an SRV in open position.

O
IAss of DC, including the SRV solenoids..

It could be postulated that the passage of very hot gases from the damaged core (2000-5000 F)
through the steam lines and SRVs could lead to their failures in either open or closed position.
Leakage through the SRVs, even in the closed position, and creep rupture failure of the steam
line are potential failure modes. Either failure mode is expected to lessen the severity of
accidents where the RPV remains pressurized at the time of vessel breach. However, these
failure modes were not considered in the current analysis due to the sparsity of analysis
supporting their occurrence. i

|
|

4.1.10.1 Automatic Denressurization system
|

The ADS is an ECCS System. Its function is to automatically or manually reduce the RPV
pressure such that the low pressure systems, mainly the CSS and the low pressure coolant
injection (LPCI) mode of RHR, can inject. Five.of the 14 SRVs are devoted to the ADS. (
They are equipped with dual, redundant,125 VDC Class 1E powered solenoids, in contrast |
with a single solenoid 125 VDC Non-Class 1E for the rest of the SRVs. |

Automatic initiation of ADS requires:

Availability of DC and Containment Instrument Gas or Nitrogen Bottles, similar. ,

to rest of the SRVs,
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O Discharge pressure of CS pumps in one loop > 145 psig or discharge pressure.

V of one RHR pump > 125 psig,

Reactor vessel level <-129", confirmed with Reactor vessel level < 12.5",.

Drywell pressure > 1.68 psig,.

Elapse of a 105-second timer,.

Operator action: EOPs require that the operator initially inhibit ADS and actuate it.

manually, later, upon further RPV level reduction.
'

4.1.11 Containment Instrument Gas and Instrument Air

The Primary Containment Instrument Gas (PCIG) System provides pneumatic motive force to
position the inboard MSIVs and for manual operation of the SRVs and ADS SRV operation
during an automatic ADS initiation. Each SRV has a five-gallon capacity accumulator which
can open the relief valve and hold it open against a drywell pressure of 62 psig and allows for
two actuations against a drywell pressure of 43.4 psig (73.7% of design). The accumulators

| on each SRV are normally charged to 90-105 psig by the PCIG System. Upon failure of the
| PCIG System, the accumulator will supply nitrogen to the ADS valve actuators. The PCIG
n System normally takes its suction from the primary containment; however, upon a LOCA, the
V PCIG System trains will be aligned to take suction from the Reactor Building, and the primary

containment isolation valves can be overridden to supply gas to the SRVs.

Instrument air, which is powered by the Non-Class IE sources, provides air supply to the
outboard MSIVs and most air operated valves in the Reactor Building. Although not required
for the support of the PCIG System, instrument air system provides 100% backup capabilities
to the PCIG System should it totally fail. The PCIG System, provides backup to instrument
air for the Reactor Building-to-torus vacuum breakers. Upon loss ofinstrument air due to
LOP, the Emergency Instrument Air Compressor (EIAC), which is fed through the DGs, will
automatically respond to any Auto or Manual start /stop command. However, when a LOCA
condition is sensed, the EIAC will not respond automatically. Instead, the operator has to re-
close a breaker locally, align RACS to the EIAC System locally, and reset the logic from the
control room.

4.1.12 Reactor Feedwnter System

The RFS provides pre-heated feedwater to the reactor. Turbine-driven reactor feed pumps are
i used at HCGS. Since the MSIVs are assumed to be closed for the Level II analysis, no credit
'

is given to the feedwater system.

4.1.13 Condensate System

The main condensate system provides feedwater flow to the RFPs. This subsystem consists of:J

|
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Three primary condensate pumps that take suction from a common header joining thee

three condenser hotwells and provide flow to the secondary condensate pumps suction,

mainly through the condensate demineralizers. Two of these pumps are fed through the
7.2 KVAC Non-1E buses and one is fed through the 4.16 KVAC Non-1E buses These
pumps can deliver approximately 12,300 gpm at a discharge pressure of 152 psig, and
have a shutoff head of 202 psig.

Three secondary condensate pumps discharge the pre heated water to the RFPs. Two*

. of the pumps are fed through 7.2 KVAC Non-1E buses while the other one is fed
through the 4.16 KVAC Non-1E buses. These pumps are capable of supplying
11,400 gpm at 415 psid and have a shutoff head of 535 psig.

-

The condensate pumps are modeled as part of the alternate injection system in the

HCGS CET.

The primary condensate pumps don't require cooling; however, the secondary pumps
are dependent on the TACS, which is dependent on SACS for component cooling.
TACS isolates on a containment isolation signal, and its restoration requires some local

actions, by operators.

4.1.14 Control Rod Drive System

The CRD hydraulic system is used during normal plant operation to operate the CRD
mechanisms for power operation control and for rapid reactor shutdown (SCRAM). Since the
water to the CRD mechanisms enters the reactor vessel, the CRD System can, under accident
conditions, be used to provide additional makeup to the vessel. The main components of this

system are:

Two Non-Class 1E, centrifugal CRD pumps, which are fed through the 480 VAC*

1E buses, and are capable of injecting 90 gpm at any reactor pressure. One pump is
normally operating while the other is in standby. Since they are powered from
Class lE 480 VAC buses, the CRD pumps would be available with some operator
actions even without offsite power available. The normal source of the water for
this system is the condensate system via the condensate reject bypass valve. The
alternative water source is the less purified water of the CST. The cooling to CRD

pumps is provided by RACS. RACS isolates on a containment isolation signal and
its restoration could require some operator actions, locally (Figure 4.1-18).

4.1.15 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Systent

The RHR System can be aligned to perform multiple functions (Figure 4.1-19 provides
a simplified schematic drawing).

O
.

1
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In the LPCI mode, it is designed to restore and maintain reactor vessel water level
V(3

*

following LOCA.

In either the suppression pool cooling, torus spray or drywell spray modes, the RHR*

System functions to restore and/or maintain the pressure suppression capability of the
primary containment.

In the shutdown cooling mode, the RHR System removes decay and sensible heat*

from the fuel and nuclear boiler system.

In the fuel pool cooling assist mode, the RHR system removes decay heat from the*

spent fuel assemblies in the spent fuel pool.

The RHR System is also designed to provide a flow path for an alternate source of water
(station service water or the fire protection system) to either the reactor vessel or the
containment.

The major components of the RHR System are:

Four loops, each supplied by a 4160 VAC Class lE pump. Each RHR pump is*

capable of injecting 10,000 gpm to the reactor vessel, through the reactor core shroud

p region, at a discharge head of 175 psig. The shutoff head is about 340 psig.

( Loops C and D function solely during the LPCI mode.

Two heat exchangers, one in Loop A and one in Loop B. IAops A and B can be used*

in the SPC, containment spray, and Fuel Pool Cooling mode. RHR can be used in
the SDC mode if the reactor pressure is below 82 psig and either the "A" or the "B"
loop of the RHR is available.

1

The containment spray mode of the RHR System consists of two spray rings in the !*

drywell and one spray ring in the torus. Either RHR loop A or B can be used to |
spray the torus and drywell. The capacity of each RHR pump for drywell spray and
torus spray is 9500 gpm and 500 gpm, respectively (Reference 4.1-4, Table 6.2-2).

The B loop of the RHR can be 6:;ed in several modes. It can be used for:

Diverting water to the reactor vessel head spray;*

Containment flooding by the SSW System;*

Shutdown cooling from the remote shutdown panel; and*

p Diverting water from the torus to liquid radwaste.*

G
Cooling the post accident hydrogen recombiners. (RHR loop 'A' does this, too.)*
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4.1.16 Station Service Water System

The SSW System is a Class 1E system that is used to supply the SACS and RACS heat
exchangers during both normal and emergency conditions. The SSW System consists of two
redundant loops, with two pumps in each loop. This system can also be cross-tied to the RHR
System through a six-inch line in the RHR loop B to provide makeup to the vessel or to flood
the containment.

Each SSW loop is supplied by two pumps, which are fed through the 4.16 KVAC Class 1E
buses, with a rated flow of 16,500 gpm at 45 psig. The SSW pumps can inject to the RPV as
long as the vessel pressure is below 75 psig. There is also a connecting point for a fire hose
from the Fire Protection System (Figure 4.1-20).

The SSW is modeled as an alternate injection system in the HCGS CET. The SSW pumps are
located outside the Reactor Building.

4.1.17 Fire Protection System

The FPS is a Non-Class 1E system used for detection and suppression of fire. Figure 4.1-21
provides a schematic drawing. This system can be used as an alternate injection system
utilizing the B RHR loop. (i.e., due to loss of all electrical power) (Reference 4.1-6).

hThe major components of this system are:

A Motor Driven Fire Pump (MDFP) and a standby Diesel Driven Fire Pump*

(DDFP), each mted at 2500 gpm, at a discharge pressure of approximately 90 to 125
psig. The MDFP is driven by a 480 VAC power supply. The diesel engine is
battery started by one of two lead-acid batteries that are kept charged by a 120 VAC
power supply. Two 150 gallons of diesel oil are maintained in the DDFP fuel tank to
support eight hours of continuous operation. The DDFP will start automatically on
the low fire pressure header (< 100 psig), or on a loss of AC logic power to the
engine control cabinet.

Two 350,000-gallon fire water storage tanks with 328,000 gallons in each tank*

dedicated to the fire protection system. Immersed heaters in these tanks prevent them
from freezing.

Two deep well pumps can provide fresh makeup to these tanks at the rate of 683 gpm*

with two pumps and 456 gpm with one pump. Level switches allow for automatic
makeup initiation at 375 inches and makeup termination at 468 inches. These pumps
require offsite power.

The fire pumps can be started as required from the control room or locally to*

maintain the FPS pressure.
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/G * An outside fire hydrant or fire hose station are attached to a flange on the B RHR |

O loop in the Diesel Building.

A cross-connect is provided to allow connection of the Salem FPS to the Hope Creek*

FPS.
i

It is expected that the alignment of the FPS to the SSW System and RHR Systems can take
place within 30 minutes. Although a procedure is available for using the FPS for containment
spray, no credit is given to it in the base case study of the HCGS Level II. This is due to !

insufficient data regarding injection capability of the FPS pumps in the containment spray
mode and the fact that during the station blackout (SBO) scenarios some valves have to be ;

manipulated, locally. However, sensitivity analysis were performed considering availability of |
the FPS for containment spray.

The FPS System and its supporting equipment are all located outside the secondary
containment; hence it will not be affected by accident progression.

4.1.18 The Core Snray System -

The CSS primary function is to provide makeup to the vessel by spraying water onto the
reactor core.

i
V The major components in this system are:

Two loops, each containing two 50% capacity pumps, fed through the 4160 VAC Class*

1E buses, with a rated flow of 3175 gpm and shutoff head of 380 psig (Figure 4.1-22).

The torus serves as the primary water source for the CSS; however, suction can be*

aligned to the CST, if needed.

The CSS System is modeled along with the RHR System in the HCGS CET as part of the low
pressure ECCS.

4.1.19 Ventine System

The HCGS is equipped with a 12-inch hard pipe vent which originates from the top of the
torus and terminates 150 feet above the ground level, outside the secondary containment. The
vent pipe contains a 35 psig rupture disk. This vent can be opened remotely from the control
room as well as locally, at the 102-foot Elevation in the secondary containment. Local
actuation can be accomplished in the absence of any electric or pneumatic power. The electric
power source for the two isolation valves in the vent path is through distribution panels that are
powered by the 120 VAC Uninterruptible Power Supplies (UPS); the UPS is backed up by
the 125 VDC batteries. The effective diameter of this pipe is six inches; hence, it is capable

Q't/ of removing 1% decay heat as required by Generic Ixtter 89-16.
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The plant is also equipped with a six-inch hard pipe vent, which is used for drywell supply and g
ILRT piping. The six-inch vent originates from both the drywell and the top of the torus and W
terminate about eight feet above the ground level outside the secondary containment. The
failure probability of this vent is conservatively assumed to be high. The effective diameter of
this pipe is 3.3 inches, and it is not adequate for removing 1% decay heat. However, it does
provide the relief capability that could maintain low containment pressure under most
postulated severe accidents. The six-inch vent that originates from the drywell is the only
method of hard pipe venting, once the torus is filled.

The HCGS is also equipped with a containment purge system with ductwork connections to the
primary containment that can be used for venting. All the duct pipe vent paths are treated by
FRVS and monitored prior to release to the environment. However, no credit is given to them
in the IPE, since they will most likely rupture. There is no local opening capability for the
valves in the duct work paths (Figure 4.1-23).

Procedures require opening of the vent at the primary containment pressure limit (PCPL)
of 65 psig and require that operators maintain the containment pressure below 60 psig.

4.1.20 Filtration. Recirculation. and Vent System

The FRVS recirculation system is an engineered safeguard recirculation and filtration system
located inside the Reactor Building. This system consists of six 25% capacity recirculation fans
and filter trains and is connected in parallel with tha RBVS to the supply and exhaust ducts within
the Reactor Building. Four of the six centrifugal fans, with inlet valves and isolation dampers,

|
recirculate the Reactor Building air through moisture separators, electric heating coils, HEPA
filters, charcoal filters, and SACS water cooling coils. The four operating FRVS recirculation
unit cooling coils limit the expansion and temperature of the Reactor Building air during a
LOCA. Each of the six trains of air handling units provide 30,000 SCFM.

The FRVS vent system is also an engineered safeguard ventilation system and filtration system
that maintains the Reactor Building at a negative pressure. This system is located inside the
Reactor Building and consists of two full-capacity centrifugal fans and filter trains. Each fan is
provided with inlet vanes and isolation dampers. One vent unit runs while the other is in
standby. The vent unit takes suction from the FRVS recirculation system discharge duct and
discharges the air through an electric heating coil, charcoal filter, and HEPA filter to the
atmosphere through a vent at the top of the Reactor Building dome.

FRVS automatically initiates to filter fission products from the secondary containment should a
release occur. The RBVS is shown schematically in Figure 4.1-24. The FRVS Vent System
draws suction from the 145-foot Elevation within the secondary containment.

O
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All six recirculation fans start on:

Reactor vessellevel <-38",.

Drywell Pressure > 1.68 psig,.

Reactor Building exhaust or refueling door exhaust high-high radiation,e

Auto start signal from their respective LOCA sequencer at 19 seconds..

4.1.21 Condensate Storane Tank

The CST is a half-million gallon tank outside the containment with a minimum reserved
capacity of 135,000 gallons. It is the preferred source of water for the HPCI, RCIC, and an
alternate source for the CRD and CS pumps. The reserved capacity will assure at least four
hours of injection to the vessel in order to maintain normal reactor level, in absence of any
other injection. Four 50,000-gallon tanks of demineralized water provide backup to the CST.
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Table 4.1-1
Comparison of Basic RPV and Containment Features of

IICGS and Peach Bottom, Unit 2 |

Page 1 of 2 I

Parameter Description f
PLANT NAME HCGS PEACH BOTTOM

TYPE OF REACTOR BWR/4 BWR/4

TYPE OF CONTAINMENT Mark 1 Mark I
DATE OF COMMERCIAL OPERATION 4/11/86 7/5/74

Reactor Core
Thermal Power (MW,) 3,293 3,293

Number of Fuel Assemblies 764 764

Number of Control Rods 185 185

Core Weight - -

Uranium Dioxide (lbm)* 365.236 351,440

Zircaloy (Ibm)* 165,000 144,382

Reactor Vessel

Inside Diameter (in) 251 251

Inside Height (ft) 72.54 72.92

Operating Pressure (psig) 1,020 1,020

Primary system oper. temp. (*F) 555 555

Lowest Safety Velve SP (psig) 1,130 1,230

Number of Safety / Relief Valves 14 11

Lowest Rel. Valve SP (psig) 1,017 ** 1,105

Relief Valves Cap. (kib/hr)/viv 818-950 819

* Cycle-dependent due to fuel design evolution
** Low-low set

Reactor Coolant Recirculation
Number of Loops 2 2

Number of Pumps 2 2

Inlet Pressure (psig) 1250 1250

Outlet Pressure (psig) 1500 1500
- Number of Jet Pumps 20 20

Flow Rate / Pump (gpm) 45,200 45,200

RilR System
Number of Loops 4 2

Number of Pumps 4 4

Flow Rate / Pump (epm @ psig) 10,000 @ 170 10,000 @ 200

Number of Heat Exchangers (Hx) 2 4

Max. Cap, of Hx (Btu /hr) (per 2 Hx set) 130,000,000 (for 70,000,000
containment cooling,

MTD = 88.7'F)
Injection Point to the Reactor Vessel Centnl Core Reactor Recirculation loop

Shroud Region

O
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Table 4.1-1
O, Comparison of Basic RPV and Containment Features of

V IICGS and Peach Bottom, Unit 2 (Continued)
Page 2 of 2

Parameter Description
PLANT NAME HCGS PEACH BOTTOM
TYPE OF REACTOR BWR/4 BWR/4
TYPE OF CONTAINMENT Mark I Mark I
DATE OF COMMERCIAL OPERATION 4/11/86 7/5/74

Core Spray System
Number of Loops 2 2
Number of Pumps 4 4

Flow Rate (gpm/ pump) 3,175 @ 380 psig 3,125 @ 122 psid

Construction
Drywell Inverted light-bulb Inverted light-bulb

shape; steel vessel shape; steel vessel

Pressure Suppression Chamber Torus; steel vessel Torus; steel vessel

Drywell Internal Design Pressure (psig) + 56 + 56

Drywell Free Volume (ft') 178,000 175,800

Drywell Design Temperature (*F) 340 281

Pressure Suppression Chamber Design + 56 +56
Pressure (psig)

Pressure Suppression Chamber Water I18,800 123,000

Volume (ft')

O Pressure Suppression Chamber Free Volume 142,600 132,000

(ft')

Reactor Building / Secondary Domed cylindrical structure; Rectangular building;
Containment Design concrete concrete and sheet metal

,

1

I
|

/
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Table 4.1-2
Primary Containment Design Parameters and Characteristics of |

Ilope Creek Generating Station
Page 1 of 3

1. p_esien Data

Type Pressure Suppression

Drywell Light-bulb shape; steel vessel

Wetwell Torus; steel vessel

Drywell:
internal design pressure (psig) 56
external design pressure (psid) 3

Wetwell:
internal design pressure (psig) 56
external design pressure (psid) 3

Drywell Free Volume (ft') 178,000

(including vent system)

Wetwell Free Volume (ft') 142,600

Pressure Suppression Pool Water Volume (ft') 118,800

Submergence of Vent Pipe Below Pool Surface (ft) 4

Design Temperature of Drywell (*F) 340

Design Temperature of Wetwell (*F) 340

Torus minor radius (ft) 15.3

Sump volume in drywell region (ft') 139

Sump Volume in Pedestal Region (ft') 210
Total Containment Sump Capacity (ft*) 349

2. Air Gap

Nominal gap between drywell shell
and concrete shield building (in) 2.0

3. Embedment

Elevation
Outside drywell 86' 11*
Inside drywell 86' 1l'

4. a. Drywell Head

. Ellipsoidal dome
Radius (in) 199

Thickness (in) 1.5

R6 Ratio 132.7

b. Drywell Shell

Cylindrical Shell below Flange and above Cone

Radius (ft) 20.25

Thickness (in) 1.5

RR Ratio 162

Transition Cone ' thickness (in) 1.5

Cylindrical Shell below Cone
Radius (ft) 20.25

Thickness (in) 0.9375

R/T Ratio 259

4.1-22
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Table 4.12 (Continued)
Prbnary Containment Design Parameters and Characteristics of

Hope Crak Generating Station
O. Page 2 of 3
V Knuckle

Radius (in) 100.1 ;

Thickness (in) 2.875
R/T Ratio 34.8

Sphere

Radius (ft) 34

Thickness (in) 1.5
R/T Ratio 272 ,

5. Torus Shell

Number of miter sections 16 t

Distance from torus centerline to drywell centerline (ft) 56'4",

Elevation of torus centerline (ft) 72'4" ,

Thickness (in) 1.0
6. Torus Sunnort

Columns
Number of columns 16 pairs

7. Ventine (Hard Pine)
'

Size of Vent Line (in) 12
Vent Origination Toms
Vent Exhausts to Environment
Support Systems UPS-Class IE; and Dedicated

Nitrogen Station or Inst. Air. Manual
hydraulic Jack provides an alternative
opening method.

8. Irtterrated Irak Rate Test
Size of Hard Pipe Vent Line (in) 6
Vent Origination Torus and/or Drywell
Vent Exhaust Environment

_ ,

Power Source UPS-Class IE;
and Instrument Air

9. Secondary Containment Filtration. Recirculation. and Ventine System

Number of Recirculation Units 6 (25 % capacity)

Number of Vent Units 2 (100% capacity)

,
Flow Rate of Recirculation Unit 30,000 cfm
Flow Rate of Vent Units 9,000 cfm

10. Station Service Water System

No. of Pumps 4

No. of loops 2

Flow Rate at Pressure 16,500 rpm @ 45 psig
Power Source 4.16 KVAC, Class IE

11. Core Snrav
No. of teops 2,_

No. of Pumm 4
Flow Rate / Pump (Epm @ psig) 3,175 @ 380 psig

12. Hich-Preswre Coolant Iniection
Power Source Steam and DC

Flow Rate (rated pressure) 3,000 gpm to Core

O 2,600 rpm Outside Shroud

Suction Temperature Limit 190'F
,

Exhaust Pressure Limit 140 psig |
'

RPV Operating Pressure Range 10()- 1250 psig

|
'

4.1 23 |
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Table 4.1-2 (Continued) j
Primary Containment Design Parameters and Characteristics of )

liope Creek Generating Station |
Page 3 of 3 !

13. Reactor Core Iv>1ation Cooline
Power Source Steam and DC

Flow Rate 625 rpm

Suction Temperature Limit 190 F"

Exhaust Pressure Limit 25 psig

RPV Operating Pressure Range 65-1120 psig

14. Condensate Storare Tank
Max. Capacity 500,000 gallons

Reserved Capacity 135.000 gallons

15. Fire Protection Sveem
No. of Pumps 2

Type of Pumps 480 VAC and Diesel-Driven
(Standby)

No. of Water Tanks 2

Capacity of Fire Water Tanks 350,000 gallons

Flow Rate 2,500 rpm @ 90 psig

9

.

O
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4.2 PLANT MODELS AND METHODS FOR PHYSICAL PROCESSES

4.2.1 Introduction

To support the Level H portion of the HCGS IPE, information was required concerning the
response of the HCGS containment to severe accident conditions and for radionuclide release
and transport within the containment and to the environment. Most of the basic event
probabilities needed for the HCGS CET were evaluated based on the accident progression
results calculated by the MAAP code (Reference 4.2-1). The version of the MAAP used in
this analysis was MAAP 3.0B Revision 8.1. The EVNTRE code (Reference 4.2-2) was used
for the evaluation of the CET. Calculation of the radionuclide source terms for each CET end
state was performed by an algorithm coupled to the EVNTRE code. Values of source term
parameters (e.g., release fractions and decontamination factors) used in this algorithm were set
during each EVNTRE sequence evaluation. This approach is similar to the use of the PBSOR
Code in the NUREG-1150 analysis (Reference 4.2-3). It is also consistent with the EPRI
Generic Methodology for Back-End Analysis (Reference 4.2-4). The source terms were
evaluated for each sequence and were modeled in the CET. A more detailed discussion of the
source term analysis is provided in Section 4.7.1.

Most of the basic event probabilities used in the CET were evaluated based on either the
plant-specific accident analyses or on plant-specific human reliability analyses. In addition
to the MAAP calculations, published results from NRC codes such as RELAP5/ MOD 3,

O MELCOR, and BWRSAR/CONTAIN were considered in the CET quantification. For some
basic events that are not adequately addressed in the BWR MAAP model, separate analyses
were performed or values were taken from the NUREG-1150 (Reference 4.2-3) analyses

documented in NUREG/CR-4551 (References 4.2-5 and 4.2-6).

This section provides a short summary of the phenomenological models in MA.AP and
describes how the M AAP results were used in the CET development and quantification. For
phenomena that included information supplemental to MAAP, a brief summary is provided of
how these phenomena were treated in the HCGS CET.

.

4.2.2 Overview of the MA AP 3.0B Code

Several codes are available for thermal hydraulic and severe accident analysis of BWRs.
PSE&G opted to use the MAAP 3.0B computer code (Reference 4.2-1). This decision was
based on the modularity of MAAP, its ease of use, and its wide-spread industry support.
PSE&G has used MAAP to support several important studies, including the "HCGS Station
Blackout Study" (Reference 4.2-7). PSE&G has been active in the MAAP User's Group and
has implemented all the code changes released by the code developers. Version 3.0B,
Revision 8.1 of MAAP was used to support the HCGS IPE. The MAAP parameter file was
developed and reviewed internally by PSE&G personnel. All of the MAAP runs used for the
CET quantification were performed internally by the PRA group at PSE&G and were
independently reviewed. Also, results from EPRI-sponsored codes such as RETRAN and
GOTIUC were used to verify the MAAP thermal hydraulic behavior in several instances.

4.2-t
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MAAP uses difference equations to solve a set oflumped parameter, nonlinear, coupled, first
order ordinary differential equations. Conservation equations for mass and energy are set up
for each physical region of the plant. The momentum balances of the regions are assumed to
be quasi-steady state. This assumption reduces the momentum equations to algebraic
expressions and eliminates the need for differential equation treatment for the conservation of
momentum. The physical models in MAAP are contained in the region subroutines which call
the required phenomenological subroutines and thermodynamic relations. An integration
subroutine uses the rates of change to update the dynamic variables of mass and internal
energy.

The HCGS MAAP model consists of a fixed parameter file and run-dependent input files.
The parameter file consists of data related to six physical regions of the plant, including:
(1) the primary system, (2) the pedestal, (3) the drywell, (4) the wetwell/ torus, (5) the
secondary containment, and (6) the environment. In the HCGS analyses, the secondary
containment was further subdivided into nine separate control volumes interconnected by flow
paths (Figure 4.2-1). Accurate modeling of the Reactor Building was necessary to obtain
realistic predictions of Reactor Building response following containment failure and
radionuclide release from the Reactor Building to the environment.

Development of the HCGS MAAP parameter file required the gathering ofinformation for
approximately 1500 variables, considering both plant-specific information and model
parameters. Most of the plant-specific information was determined based on a review of plant
drawings and other plant descriptions. In assembling the plant-specific information relative to
the initial conditions of the accident, the most conservative initial conditions allowed by the
Technical Specifications were used. Therefore, all MAAP runs were initiated from full power
with the lowest allowable reactor water level and highest allowable containment pressure and
temperature. Values assigned to sensitive model parameters were based on the
recommendations by EPRI (Reference 4.2-8). The HCGS MAAP parameter file is
documented in Reference 4.2-9.

The MAAP input files provide user control of a variety of variables related to engineered
. safeguards, containment performance, etc. By varying the parameters in the input file, the

user can simulate a broad spectrum of accident initiators and a wide range of plant responses
(e.g., containment failure modes). The input files were formulated such that the requirements
of the EOPs were not violated as long as the equipment required is operable for the plant
damage state modeled.

The following sections provide a description of the models employed in MAAP and their
significance to the HCGS CET. For phenomena not adequately addressed in MAAP, a brief
summary is provided of how the required CET parameters were determined. The phenomena
addressed in the following discussion include:

In vessel melt progression,*

Melt expulsion from the reactor vessel,*

4.2-2



Ag Fuel-coolant interactions,*

Ex-vessel debris coolability,*

Molten core-concrete interactions and drywell shell failure,*

Flammable gas combustion,*

Primary containment failure,*

Radionuclide revolatilization from the primary system,*

Fission product transport within the containment, and*

Aerosol scrubbing by water pools.*

4.2.3 In-Vessel Melt Proeression

MAAP models core degradation with coincident hydrogen generation and radionuclide release.
An important aspect of the MAAP melt progression model is its treatment of blockage
formation within the core. This modeling has a large impact on both hydrogen generation and
fission product release. Here the user has three options for controlling the formation of core
blockages. These are referred to as the "no blockage" option, the " nodal or local blockage"
option, and the " channel blockage" option. These options are described below:

i. "No Blockage" Ontion: Blockages do not form as core material relocates.
Consequently, fuel and cladding relocation has little impact on gas flows and fission
product release. No restrictions are placed on the steam-Zr reaction rates and hydrogen
production rates are maximized. This option provides a conservative upper limit to in-
vessel hydrogen generation. It also le?.ds to umealistically high predictions of fuel

,

temperature. Fission product release is, therefore, also maximized.

ii. " Nodal Blockage" Ontion: Molten core material can relocate and form blockages
within core nodes. The movement of zircalloy away from the melting region
terminates oxidation in that node. Gas flows and fission product release are affected
slightly by the relocating fuel and cladding. This option provides intermediate levels of
in-vessel hydrogen production.

iii. " Channel Blockage"_ Ootion: Movement of cere material quickly seals off the entire
channel. This results in pressurization of the channel, expulsion of the remaining
water, and termination of gas flow in that channel. This is consistent with assuming
that the fuel channel remains intact both above and below the melted region. Oxidation

p of Zr ceases due to lack of steam. This option provides a lower bound on the
V magnitude of in-vessel hydrogen production.

4.2 3
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Most of the HCGS MAAP calculations were run with the " nodal blockage" option selected.
This is consistent with the EPRI recommendations. A few calculations were pelformed with
the "no blockage" and " channel blockage" options selected in order to provide bounding
estimates of hydrogen production during core degradation.

Two options are also available to the user for calculating radionuclide release from the fuel.
The user may choose to calculate release based on the NUREG-0772 methodology
(Reference 4.2-10) (i.e., using release rates that are an exponential function of temperature) or
using the IDCOR/EPRI steam oxidation model (Reference 4.~2-11) for release of volatile
radionuclides. If the IDCOR/EPRI steam oxidation model is selected, a correlation by Kelly

(Reference 4.2-12) is used to calculate strontium release. The IDCOR/EPRI steam oxidation
model was used in the HCGS calculations.

The user can also control release of tellurium by setting a flag in the parameter file. When this
flag is set, as was done in the HCGS MAAP calculations, the tellurium is assumed to be
alloyed with the unoxidized zirconium in the core to form a zirconium telluride. This
compound is quite stable and is, therefore, not released during core degradation.
Consequently, no in-vessel release of tellurium is calculated by MAAP. If zirconium telluride
formation is neglected, MAAP calculates nearly complete release of the tellurium during core
degradation. While some tellurium will almost certainly react with zirconium, complete
reaction does not seem credible. Because it was felt that neither of these limiting cases are
realistic, values for tellurium release were taken from the NUREG-1150 expen elicitation g
documented in NUREG/CR-4551.

4.2.4 Melt Expulsion from the Reactor Vessel

MAAP models both high and low pressure expulsion of core material from the vessel. For
low pressure expulsion, the code assumes that the core debris exits the reactor vessel and falls
into the pedestal region. For high pressure expulsion, the debris is assumed to be entrained by
the exiting gas stream and dispersed if the gas flow velocity exceeds a critical value.

Experiments (Reference 4.2-13) have shown that high pressure expulsion of molten material.

can lead to rapid pressurization of the containment atmosphere. This pressurization occurs due
to the rapid heat transfer from, and oxidation of, the finely fragmented molten material. These
phenomena are commonly referred to as DCH. The BWR version of MAAP 3.0B does not
treat DCH phenomena during high pressure melt expulsion from the vessel. For that reason,
DCH was treated in the HCGS CET by a separate analysis utilizing the results from
NUREG/CR-4551 (Reference 4.2-5). Based on this analysis, DCH was determined to increase
the magnitude of the hydrogen production at vessel breach. The probabilities of early
containment failure were also determined to be higher for sequences with high pressure melt
expulsion from the vessel that would be calculated using the MAAP results alor.e.

4.2.5 End-Coolant Interactiqns

MAAP does not model explosive interactions between the core debris and the coolant within
the reactor vessel or the pedestal region. The code does, however, treat rapid vapor formation

4.2-4



following addition of molten core debris into a pool of water. Under these conditions, the
steam generation rate is assumed to be governed by hydrodynamic flow limitations. The
resulting high steam production rates lead to a pressure spike in the containment that is quickly
relieved as the steam condenses. This so-called " steam spike" is considered in the pressure
rise estimates used in the HCGS CET.

Explosive fuel-coolant interactions were considered in the LET by including probabilities for
reactor vessel failure, drywell failure and containment failure due to these interactions. The
probabilities assumed for these events were taken from NUREG-1150 and NUREG/CR- 4551

(Reference 4.2-3 and 4.2-6).

4.2.6 Ex-Vessel Debris Coolability

As discussed in the next section, much of the ex-vessel radionuclide release results from
molten core-concrete interactions in the reactor pedestal and on the drywell floor. This is
especially true of radionuclides such as tellurium and strontium that are not released to a
significant extent during in-vessel processes. If the core debris is cooled by water in the
pedestal, core-concrete interactions will be prevented and release of these radionuclides will be
minimal.

With the default modeling parameter values, MAAP assumes that heat transfer from the
core debris to the coolant is at the flat plate critical heat flux. At this high heat transfer rate

2(~1 MW/m ) the core debris is nearly always coolable whenever water is present. This result
has not yet been validated by comparison to experiments and has, in fact, been contradicted by
some experiments (References 4.2-14 and 4-2-15). Because of this, other views of ex-vessel
debris coolability were considered in the quantification of the HCGS CET. The result of this
assessment was that the core debris may or may not be coolable depending on the availability 1

of water and the extent of debris dispersal. I

4.2.7 Molten Core-Concrete Interactions and Drywell Shell Failure

. Once the core debris exits the reactor vessel and falls to the pedestal floor, it can begin to
interact with the concrete in the pedestal. When heated by the core debris, the concrete |

releases steam and carbon dioride which can then react chemically with the core debris to
produce the flammable gases, aydrogen and carbon monoxide. These gases contribute to the
potential for the gradual overpressurization of the containment and to the flammable gas
combustion in the second%y containment. Since the temperature of the core debris is
significantly above the melting temperature of the concrete, ablation of the concrete in the
pedestal also occurs.

MAAP calculates gas release from the concrete, concrete ablation, and flammable gas
production. The MAAP results were used in the evaluation of the probabilities for flammable
gas combustion in the secondary containment and late containment failure due to
overpressurization.

4.2-5



Substantial radionu::lide release also occurs during core-concrete interactions. Release of
refractory radionuclides, such as tellurium and strontium, are particularly significant since
these radionuclides are not released to a significant degree during in-vessel core degradation.
The MAAP results were used in the evaluation of radionuclide release during core-concrete
interactions.

Depending on the extent to which the core material spreads across the drywell floor, it may .

reach the steel drywell liner. Debris contact with the drywell liner may lead to failure of the ,

'

liner either by melt-through or structural failure (i.e., creep-rupture at high temperatures).
EPRI currently recommends that, due to uncertainties in liner failure phenomena, the NRC
staff view be used. Hence, PSE&G has addressed this issue based on analyses of the
Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station published in NUREG/CR-4551 and, more recently,

in NUREG/CR-5423 (Reference 4.2-16).

4.2.8 Flammable Gas Combustion

Because the HCGS primary containment is normally inerted, flammable gases generated
during core degradation and core-concrete in'eractions can only burn within the secondary
containment or if the containment atmosphere becomes de-inerted. Combustion of these gases
can result in rapid pressurization and failure of the Reactor Building.

MAAP models local or global deflagrations within the Reactor Building control volumes and
can calculate continuous burning of a high temperature gas jet as it enters an air environment
(e.g., in the secondary containment following containment failure). The code calculates
combustion if the required flammability limits are exceeded. The flammability limits are
based on the relative concentrations of flammable gases, oxygen, and " inert" gases (e.g.,
nitrogen and steam). If these limits are exceeded, MAAP calculates combustion completeness
based on the size of the compartment and the calculated flame velocity. The combustion
completeness determines the magnitude of the energy addition to the compartment and the
depletion of the flammable gas concentration.

The MAAP results were used in the CET for determining the probability of secondary.

containment failure. (In this context, " failure" implies low retention of fission products.
Structural failure of the secondary containment was not a principal concern.) Because of the
enhanced gas flow from the secondary containment during a burn, the effect of hydrogen,

combustion on radionuclide transport from the secondary containment to the environment was'

also considered in the CET.

4.2.9 Primary and Secondary Containment Failure

Failures of the primary containment and secondary containment were treated in the MAAP
analysis through specification of temperature-dependent failure pressures and failure sizes.
All significant containment failure modes were modeled in the calculations. A more detailed

i discussion of containment failure is provided in Section 4.4.

!
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4.2.10 Radionuclide Revolatilization From the Primary System

Revolatilization of radionuclides initially trapped within the primary system can be a
significant contributor to late release from the containment. MAAP evaluates revolatilization
by calculating the temperature of primary system structures and the rate of mass transport from
the structures to the adjacent gas stream. The code neglects chemical interactions between the
trapped radionuclides and structural materials. Neglecting these interactions may be highly
conservative, since radionuclides such as cesium are known to form stable compounds with
structural steel (Reference 4.2-17). Since an adequate basis for using less conservative values
could not be established, the conservative revolatilization fractions calculated by MAAP were
used in the HCGS source term analysis.

4.2.11 Fission Product Transport Within the Containment

MAAP assumes that radionuclides are transported between compartments along with
transported gases. Radionuclide vapors form aerosols by vapor condensation. These aerosols
agglomerate in the compartment atmosphere to form larger aerosol particles. Within a
comprtment, aerosol deposition is calculated by gravitational settling, diffusiophoresis (i.e.,
deposition driven by steam condensation), thermophoresis, and impaction. Aerosol removal
by sprays is determined using a droplet-aerosol collision efficiency determined from
experiments. As discussed earlier, MAAP also calculates revolatilization of deposited
radionuclides as structures are heated.p

d
Deposition of radionuclides on primary system surfaces is considered in the HCGS source term
algorithm using a vessel decontamination factor. Similarly, radionuclide deposition in the
primary and secondary containment were modeled using the correspo:. ding decontamination
factors for these volumes. These decontamination factors were calculated from the MAAP
results.

4.2.12 Aerosol Scrubbine by Water Pools

. MAAP calculates aerosol removal in the HCGS suppression pool using correlations based on
results calculated using the SUPRA code (Reference 4.2-18). The SUPRA results are
implemented in the form of tables for the functional dependence of the removal rate on:
(1) the aerosol particle size, (2) the steam mass fraction in the rising bubbles, (3) the
submergence of the T-Quenchers and wetwell vents, (4) the subcooling of the water pool, and i

(5) the ambient pressure. The MAAP results for T-Quencher DFs are used to define the
- '

decontamination factor for early suppression pool scrubbing while tM calculated vent DFs are
used for late suppression pool scrubbing.

4.2.13 Miscellaneous Assumntions and MAAP Sensitivity Studies

Each room in the secondcry containment of the HCGS is supplied by a fire extinguishing
mechanism consisting of either fire sprays or CO fire suppression. However, net every room2

is equipped with the sprinider system. Because of this, it was decided that the beneficial
effects of the Reactor Building fire sprays in scrubbing fission products would not be

4.2-7
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considered in the MAAP analyses or in the CET. Similarly, the CO fire suppression system2

was not modeled.

Prior to installation of the 12" containment hard pipe vent, the HCGS EOPs directed operators
to cycle the containment vents between the PCPL, about 65 psig, and 60 psig. However, this
cycling frequency was relaxed to allow the operators to open the containment vent at the
PCPL, and to maintain the containment pressure below 60 psig. Therefore, the EOP provides
the flexibility to assess the probability of continued vent path operability in making the
decision to isolate the vent. The basis for this relaxation was a sensitivity analysis, performed
using MAAP, to compare the number of containment vent cycles between the PCPL and 60
psig, versus cycling between 62 psig and 25 psig. The 25 and 62 psig setpoints were used as
an example to determine the sizing of the accumulators for the hard pipe vent isolation valves.
The reduction in cycling of the vent valve with the 25/62 psig setpoints, as shown in Figure
4.2-2, indicates that the burden on both the equipment and the operators would be much less
with the relaxed cycling frequency. However, this operation of the vent will not always result
in the minimum offsite release. All base case MAAP runs, which assume vent cycling, for the
back-end IPE analyses assume cycling setpoints of 25 and 60 psig.

Multiple MAAP cases were studied for each Level II initiating event to circumscribe all
possible accident progressions. As is described in section 4.3, the initiating events fell into
five categories: LT-SBO, TW, LOCA, ATWS and other transients.

OWith the exception of the TW (loss of decay heat removal) sequences, the base cases for all
the Level II initiating events assumed that loss of injection to the reactor occurred at the start
of the calculation; this assures reactor vessel failure. For the TW sequences, loss of injection
was assumed to occur when the reactor repressurized due to pressurization of the containment.
Events that would lead to containment failure were investigated in detail. For the SBO,
sensitivity cases were performed to determine the effect of the " core blockage" option on
hydrogen production. The effects of late injection to the vessel, drywell sprays, and
containment venting on accident progression were studied for all Level II initiating events.
The effects of liner melt-through on Reactor Building failure and fission product release were
investigated for an SBO case, with no injection to the reactor vessel or the drywell.

4.2.14 Summary

In the preceding discussion, a brief summary of the models in the MAAP code and how they
were used in quantification of the HCGS CET was provided. For cases in which the MAAP
models were felt to be inadequate, supplemental analyses were briefly described. Additional
discussion of the MAAP analysis, human reliability analysis, containment failure evaluation,
and source term assessment are provided in Sections 4.6 and 4.7.
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4.3 .LEIL_L-1% VEL II INTERFACE

To proceed with the Level II portion of the HCGS IPE, it is necessary to determine plant
damage states (PDSs) that are relevant to the Level II. The Level II PDSs are groups (or
bins) that combine sequences that present similar initial and boundary conditions to the
Containment Event Tree (CET) analysis. To establish plant damage states for the Level II
analysis, Level I sequences were grouped based on system, function or component failures
that had the potential to impact the CET results.

4.3.1 SJuntmary of Front End Analysis

The front end analysis involved construction of functional event trees to delineate the potential
accident sequences for ach initiating event, including special initiators. Fault tree models for
both the front line (e.g., low-pressure core spray, reactor protection) and support (e.g.,
electric power, service water) systems were developed. A fault tree linking approach was
used to evaluate the frequency of sequences leading to cote damage. Approximately 81

4sequences were found to be greater than 10 X 10 /yr. The frequencies of these sequences
4ranged from 3.27 X 10 /yr down to 1.4 X 104 /yr.

As is typical for BWRs, the core damage results were dominated by transient-initiated sequences
involving failures of a support system (i.e., AC power or service water). Sequences initiated by

p primary system breaks and failure to scram (ATWS) also contributed; however, their

V contribution to the core damage frequency (CDF) was relatively small.

To prepare for the Level II binning, the Level I cutsets were grouped into characteristic
sequences based on the initiating events and system functional availabilities. Seventeen
characteristic Level I sequences were developed based on the screening criteria provided in
Section 2.1.6 of NUREG-1335. Specifically, they account for greater than 95% of the CDF,

4and include all sequences with greater than a 1.0 X 10 frequency. The 17 dominant sequences
are listed in Table 4.3-1.

. 4.3.2 Plant Damace State Hinning

The Level II binning criteria were developed based on the criteria applied in the NUREG-1150
analysis of Peach Bottom Unit 2 (References 4.3-1 and 4.3-2). These criteria are reflected in
the logic models that constitute the EPRI Generic Methodology (Reference 4.3-3) and in the
lagic models that support the HCGS CET (described in Section 4.5). ;

ia

The binning criteria include all system and component failures that could affect accident
progression and containment response. The criteria used in the Level II binning are shown in |
Table 4.3-2. Based on these criteria, vectors co:itaining the sequence characteristics were j
developed. For example, sequence Te34 - a station blackout sequence (SBO) with a frequency I

4of 3.27 X 10 had cutsets that fell into the following three categories (or vectors): !

:

.

4.3-1

|
1



LOSP-B-DC-RXl-12-C2-R2-CS2-V2-FR2-DT (53.7 %).

LOSP-B-DC-RX l-12-C3-Rl-CSI-V2-FRl-DT (44.5 %)e

LOSP-RX2-12-C4-R2-CS2-V2-FR2-DT (1.8 %).

Therefore, these vectors indicate that of all the cutsets within the Te34 sequence,53.7% fell into
the first category, 44.5 % fell into the second category and 1.8% fell into the last category. The
same methodology was applied to all 17 of the sequences. The results of this categorization are
shown in Table 4.3-3. With the percentage splits shown r ma table, there are 35 unique vectors
representing 35 unique combinations of binning criteria. These combinations represent 35
unique PDSs. All 35 PDSs are represented explicitly in the I.evel 11 analysis; however, for
reporting purposes, results are provided only by initiator.

The initiators considered in the HCGS Level II are: LT-SBO, tranrients with loss of RHR
(TW), other transients, medium to large LOCAs, arid ATWS (Table 4.3-4). The criteria used
for selection of the initiators were as follows:

All vector (s) within Total Loss of HVAC sequence and the two SBO sequences were*

binned into the LT-SBO initiator; totalloss of HVAC will lead to loss of power.
Furthermore, all vectors which had total loss of DC power were also grouped in this ginitiator.

All vectors within the three medium break LOCA sequences and the I2rge LOCA=

sequence were binned into the LOCA initiator.

Of all the transient vectors, the ones that had failure of the RHR were binned into the*

TW initiator and the rest were grouped into the Transients initiator.

All vectors within the two ATWS sequences were binned into the ATWS initiator.=

Hence, the ATWS vectors with SBO were also grouped in this initiator.
-

Note that there were to short term station blackout or small break LOCAs that met the
screening criterion of 1.E-7 that was applied to the Level I sequences.

The TW sequence is separated from other transients because failure of RHR typically leads to
more severe containment threats, and consequently greater radionuclide release to the
environment than for transients without RHR failure. It is useful, therefore, to focus attention
on the TW sequences, and their sensitivity to assumptions in the CET..

4.3.3 References

4.3-1 E. D. Gorham-Bergeron, et al., " Evaluation of Severe Accident Risks: Methodology
for the Accident Progression, Source Term, Consequence, Risk Integration, and
Uncertainty Analyses," NUREG/CR-4551, Vol.1, Sandia National Laboratories,
Albuquerque, New Mexico,1991.
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4.3-2 A. C. Payne, et al., " Evaluation of Severe Accident Risks: Surry Unit 1,"
NUREG/CR-4551, Vol. 4, Rev.1, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New
Mexico,1990.

4.3-3 Z. T. Mendoza, et al., " Generic Framework for IPE Back-End (Level II) Analysis,"
NSAC-159, Electric Power Research Institute, June 1991.
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TABLE 4.3-1 DOMINANT SEQUENCES CONSIDERED FOR IICGS LEVEL II BINNING

SEQtTNCE FRFQUENCY SFQUENCE DFSCRIPTION

I- Te34 (TeEDG) 3.2679E-005 LOP with loss of EDGs (batteries ok for 4 hrs).

2. Tf!R (TfUlU2X) 2.7566E-006 Loss of FW, HPCI, RCIC & Depressudzation.

3. Tm12 UmUX) 1.0470E406 less of HPCI & RCIC with failure to Depressurire.

4. 5103 (SIWUV) 1.0359E406 Medium break LOCA and loss of both decay heat removai and long term cooling.

5. Tti) (TtQUX) 1.0343E-006 TurMne trip with loss of FW, HPCI & RCIC & failure to depressurire.

6. SII 3 ($1UlX) 9.9570E407 Medium break LOCA, loss of HPCI & RX not depressurired on time.

7. Thv01 (Thv) 9.8736E-007 Loss of HVAC.

8. Te36 (TeEDGP) 9.6715E-007 LOP and Loss of EDGs, along with an SORV.

9. Tf06 6f9RWWlUv) 5.2964E407 less of : FW, FW reenvery, cont. heat removal, vent & long term makeup.

A
is 10. Til9 (TiQUX) 5.22 A4E-007 IORV, loss of FW, loss of HPCI & RCIC & failure to depressurire.
M

11. Tar 26 (ratC2) 5.0747E-007 Turbine trip ATWS, with failure of SLC.

12. Ttl2 (TtQUV) 3.9697E407 Tu.bine trip with loss of: FW, HPCI/RCIC and LPCI/CS/ Condensate

13. SI 14 (SID) 3.0000E-007 Medium break LOCA & failure of vapor supp system.

14. Tsa04 (TasWlUv) 2.9846E-007 less of SW/ SACS, failure of containmerit vent and long term makeup.

15. A03 (AWUv) 2.0736E407 Large LOCA, loss of both cont. heat removal & long term makeup.
.

16. Tt35 (TtPP2WUv) 1.7924E407 Turbine trip with 2 SORVs and failure of both cont. heat removal & kmg term makeup capability.-

17. Teld (TsCmC2) 1. l R98 E-007 MSIV closure ATWS, RPS mech. failum and loss of SLC.

.
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TABLE 4.3-2 PDS BINNLNG CRTTERIA FOR LEVEL I/ LEVEL II INTERFACE

CRITERIA VECTOR POSSIBLE ANS%ERS
IDENTIFIER

Initiating Event: L LOCA.
T Transient.

RX Suberiticality Status: C RX is Critical.
Offsite AC power status: LOSP LOP.
Onsite AC power status: B SBO.
DC power status: DC Less of all DC.
SRV status: P 1 or more SORV.

Pressure suppression system R SRV tailpipe rupture.

status: '
RPV at hi press, at the aset of cc:c damage & depressurization is not possible.RX vessel pressure status: RXI

RX2 RPV at hi pressure at the onset of core damage, but can be depressurizaed.

RX3 RPV is at low pressure.
Injection Status: 11 Injection is not recoverable after the core damage.

12 Some injection with either high or low press systems is recoverable after onset of core damage.

[ CRD Status: Cl CRD is not injecting into vessel and is not recoverable

& C2 CRD is not injecting, but is recoverable.
C3 CRD has failed.
C4 CRD is injecting.

RilR Status: R1 RilR not available, nor recoverable.
R2 RilR is available or recoverable.

Cont. spray status: CSI Spray not available nor recoverable.

CS2 Sprays available or recoverable.
Cont. venting status: VI Containment vented.

V2 Cor'ainment venting possible.

V3 Containment venting not possible.

Cont. leakage status: L Small containment isolation failure or leakage prior to core damage.

R Large containment isolation failure or leakage prior to core damage.

Leakage Wation: L1 Drywell.
L2 Drywell head.
L3 Werwell.

FRVS Status: FR1 FRVS not available, nor recoverable.

FR2 FRVS is available or recoverable.
Timing: IT Core damage occurs within one hour.

ST Core damage occurs within one to 4 hrs.
DT Core damage occurs within 4 to 24 hours.
LT Core damage occurs after 24 hours.
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TABLE 4.3 3 CIIARACTERIZATION OF LEVEL i SEQUENCES FDR LEVEL II PDS BINNING (Contussed)
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Table 4.3-4 Initiators Considered in the IICGS Level II

Initiator Frequency

LT-SBO 3.46E-5

Other Transients 4.39E-6

LOCA 2.54E-6

TW 2.38E-6

ATWS 6.24E-7

$
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4.4 CONTAINMENT FAILURE CIIARACTERIZATION

This section describes the assessment of containment performance in response to postulated
severe accident loads. The full range of potential loads, including static pressurization, elevated
temperatures, and dynamic loads resulting from energetic phenomena (e.g., fuel-coolant
interaction) have been considered. The objective of this assessment was the characterization of
the potential containment failure modes. Determination of the timing of failure relative to the
predicted progression of accidents was the principal focus. Failure location, and the
corresponding pathway for fission product release to the secondary containment or environment
was also a primary consideration. It is recognized that the rate at which fission products
released during an accident escape from the containment can have a significant effect on the
magnitude of the overall releases. Thus, an assessment of the size of induced failures was also
undertaken.

4.4.1 Primary Containment Structural Analysis

A detailed evaluation of the fragility of the HCGS containment has been undertaken
(Reference 4.4-1). A complete structural analysis of the primary containment was performed.
This analysis was limited to the consideration of quasi-static pressurization. Potential failure
locations were identified and analyzed in detail. These locations included:

(1) Drywell shell;
(j (2) Drywell head flange;

(3) Vent lines from the drywell to the suppression pool;
(4) Torus shell (wetwell);
(5) Drywell equipment hatch;
(6) Drywell personnel airlock;
(7) Control rod drive (CRD) removal hatch; and
(8) Piping penetrations.

Selected failure locations were analyzed to determine the mean failure pressure. Failure
, pressure was defined as the internal static pressure that leads to incipient leakage at that

location. It was assumed that the failure probability was lognormally distributed as a function
of pressure according to the following expression:

- a.
In PIP)

P, = Prob (P S p) = @
N '

. .

where,

probability that failure occurs at a pressure P $ pP =
f3 f

(j P random pressure capacity=

i
!
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logarithmic standard deviation of P=
,

median pressure capacityP =

cumulative distribution function for a standard random variableC(-) =
,

A lognormal distribution was assumed because it is mathematically tractable and has been shown
to adequately describe the measured variability in the strengths of materials. In addition, when a
variable is expressed as the product and quotient of several randomly distributed variables, as is
the containment failure pressure, its distribution tends to be lognormal regardless of the
distribution assumed for the random variables. The logarithmic standard deviation for the
failure pressure at each location was calculated considering both uncertainty in the modeling of
failure pressure and the uncertainty in material properties. This latter contribution to the
uncertainty leads to an increase in , with increasing temperature. The effect of greater
uncertainty in the strength of structural materials has little impact on the results. Failure modes
that result from the failure of elastomer seals undergo a severe reduction in mean failure

pressure in the temperature range from 400 to 600 F. Figure 4.4-1 summarizes the results of
Reference 4.4-1 in terms of the mean failure pressure. The results shown in the figure suggest
that containment failure modes are similar in the range from 200 to 400 F. Above 600 F, there
is also little change in the anticipated failure modes. There are, however, significant differences
between these two regimes.

Based on MAAP calculatioas, the containment temperature prior to vessel breach is in the lower
range. Following vessel breach it rises rapidly to values in the higher range. Therefore, the
discussion of the results of the containment fragility analysis will focus on the evaluations at
200"F and 600*F as being representative for the before-vessel-breach and after-vessel-breach
regimes, respectively.

Figure 4.4-2 presents the fragility curves for the dominant failure modes at 200 F. The arrow
in the figure indicates the median failure pressure (i.e., equal confidence that failure will occur
above this pressure as below this pressure). That pressure is approximately 120 psig. The
total failure probability is also plotted in the figure. The almost complete overlap of the line
indicating total failure probacility and that indicating the probability of failure at the drywell
head flange indicates that the latter failure niode dominates the results. Other failure modes

,

contribute only above the ninetieth percentile of the failure distribution for the drywell head
flange. Based on the figure, this means that the flange would have to survive to between 145
and 150 psig before there would be any significant likelihood of a different failure mode.
Based on these results, the maximum probability of wetwell failure was determined to be 0.02
given that some failure has occurred. A value of 0.1 was used in the CET analysis. This
higher value reflects potential uncertainties arising from the analysis approach of
Reference 4.4-1.

The conclusion from these resuits is that failure of the drywell head flange predominates
containment failure modes prior to vessel failure.

1

|
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/~NQ Figure 4.4-3 presents the failure probability distributions for 600 F. Again, the arrow in the
figure indicates the median failure pressure. A value of 21 psig is indicated. As for the case
with the containment at 200 F, containment failure at elevated temperature is dominated by a
single failure mode. This mode is failure of the CRD removal hatch. These results indicate
that failure is certain at 40 psig or lower. There is no contribution from torus failure.

The conclusion from these results is that failure of the CRD removal hatch predominates late
failures. It is also clear that this leakage will be induced as the drywell temperature rises
following vessel failure even without any increase in drywell pressure.

Based on this study, two failure modes are thus relevant for the HCGS containment undergoing
quasi-static pressurization. The first is the drywell head flange. This mode of failure may
occur if pressures in the containment during the early phase or an accident exceed 73 to 78 psig
(i.e., the pressure at which there is high confidence of a low probability of failure (HCLPF) in
the 200 to 400 F range). The median failure pressure is in the range from 107 to 120 psig. It
is postulated that if failure occurs at this elevated pressure, the "O"-Ring seals in the head
flange will be rapidly eroded. Erosion of the seals will enlarge the leakage area to the point

.

that rapid depressurization of the containment would be expected. It is thus assumed that I

this failure mode will have characteristics similar to a rupture of the containment.

The dominant late failure mode is leakage from the CRD removal hatch. Leak areas due to

(^ this failure mode are so small that the containrnent pressure increase would likely continue.
'

If the pressure is not relieved by this mode, the drywell head flange failure mode would also
be induced. As discussed above, this failure would rapidly reduce containment pressure.
However, once the pressure is reduced, the containment leaks would maintain the intemal
pressure at approximately the failure level (15 to 40 psig). In essence, steam and non-
condensible gases would leak from the containment as they were generated by the severe
accident. This failure mode is classified as a leak in the CET.

.

l
1

4.4.2 HmaSs and Isolation Fallure Potenth! ;

- A thorough investigation of potential bypass and isolation failures was conducted. As part of
the Level I analysis, PSE&G undertook a complete, separate, and independent assessment of
the potential for primary system failure through an interfacing system. The results of this
study lead to the conclusion that the frequency of such events is negligible for the HCGS, As
part of the back-end analysis, a thorough review of all containment penetrations was
conducted. Penetrations were identified based on the HCGS Final Safety Analysis Report

,

(FSAR). Lines connecting to the primary system received special attention since the potential
for bypass existed. It was concluded that the probability of either containment bypass or
containment isolation failure for HCGS was sufficiently small that sequences involving either
one had frequencies below the NUREG-1335 screening criteria. This conclusion is consistent
with that in the NUREG-1150 assessment of Peach Bottom.

C
(
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4.4.3 Containment Resoonse to Severe Accident Loah

Temperatures and pressures beyond the containment design basis may accompany postulated
severe accidents. The MAAP code was the principal tool used to predict pressure and
temperature histories within the containment. These predictions were used in conjunction with
the capacity assessments to predict the timing and location of containment. failure. Available
information from NRC contractor studies of the Peach Bottom and Browns Ferry plants was
als) considered as part of the assessment of uncertainty in the results obtained based on the
MAAP predictions. Imads due to high pressure melt ejection (which are not modeled in the

BWR version of MAAP) were also assessed on the basis of NRC contractor studies. The
basis for quantifying the probability of containment failure is discussed more completely in
Section 4.6. Included in this section is the treatment of the probability of containment failure
due to direct contact between the core debns and the drywell shell.

An assessment of the potential for containment leakage through the seals on electrical
penetrations was made. The principal conclusion from that assessment was that the electrical
penetrations had significantly higher leak resistance at elevated temperatures than either the
CRD removal hatch or the drywell head access hatch. Therefore, electrical penetration failure
was not included as a distinct failure mode.

Response to the dynamic loading that has been postulated as a possible consequence of fuel-
coolant interaction (FCI) within the reactor vessel and on the drywell floor was not explicitly g
examined. Assessment of the cructural capacity of the containment to this phenomena, which
involves substantial uncertainty, was considered to be outside the scope of the IPE.
Containment failure probabilities for FCI used in the analysis of Peach Bottom for
NUREG-1150 were adopted for this study. Since the core and primary containment designs

,

for HCGS and Peach Bottom are essentially similar, this approach was judged to be adequate.

Containment failure due to upward motion of the vessel during blowdown was not considered,
,

| since it was judged that vessel thrust forces would be inadequate to cause the vessel to impact
I the drywell shell. Structural failure of the pedestalleading to tearout of containment
'

, penetrations was also not considered in the HCGS CET. This containment failure mode was

( neglected since lateral spreading of the core debris in the drywell will limit the debris depth in
| the pedestal, and the extent oflateral concrete erosion. Therefore, it is unlikely that there

would be sufficient crosion of the pedestal wall to cause it to collapse.

4.4.4 Containment Response to Other Thermal Loah

The steel drywell shell can fail thermally due to direct contact with the core debris. Though

I this mode of containment failure is often referred to as drywell shell melt-through, melting of
the shell is not a necessary requirement for failure. The shell may also fail structurally when
its temperature increases above 1000 to 1200 K.

Two modes of drywell shell failure are considered to be plausible for HCGS. One mode
involves containment failure near the surface of the ex-pedestal floor. Failure of the drywell at

4.4-4
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this location is possible if molten core material flows out of the personnel access doorway in the
pedestal, flows across the drywell floor, and directly contacts the drywell shell. Eventually, i

heat transfer from the core material to the shell may be sufficient to either melt the shell or to !

increase its temperature to the point where creep rupture can occur. Drywell failure may also
occur in the portion of the shell buried in the concrete embedment. This is most likely to occur

,

below the ex-pedestal sump just outside the pedestal access doorway. This sump is likely to fill
with molten core material, and ablation of the concrete lining the sump is likely to occur.
Since, the bottom of this sump is only 7.4 inches from the drywell shell, direct contact between . ,

the core debris and the shell is likely after a relatively short period of concrete ablation.
Once contact occurs, thermal failure of the drywell shell is possible from either melting or
creep rupture.

4.4.5 Secondary Containment Response to Severe Accident Loads

The Reactor Building at HCGS, as in other Mark I containments, is not designed to withstand
high pressure loads. MAAP analyses performed by PSE&G staff have shown that the Reactor
Building is likely to fail a few hours after primary containment failure, usually as a result of
the pressure increase caused by flammable gas combustion in one or more of the Reactor
Building compartments. Failure occurs when one or more of the louvered blowout panels in,

the Reactor Building (e.g., in the steam vent, or in the steam tunnel) open under differential
pressures exceeding 1.5 psid. The blowout panels open to the environment. The FRVS at

4 HCGS will delay or could even prevent the time to Reactor Building failure, if it is fully
operational during the accidents.

4.4.6 References

4.4-1. PSE&G Engineering Evaluation No. H-1-GS-MEE-0809, " Hope Creek Generating
Station Containment Fragility Analysis," Revision 0.
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4.5 HOPE CREEK CONTAINMENT EVENT TREE

The containment performance logic model for the Hope Creek Generating Station (HCGS) has i

been developed in the form oflinked event trees. In this context, the term " linked" means that
there are common events among the event trees that have been developed to reflect each aspect
of containment response. The dependencies between the event trees that represent the different
phenomena considered are fully treated. This is consistent with the EPRI Generic Methodology.
However, unlike the EPRI methodology, the fault tree models for the CET top events have been
replaced with event tree models. The CETs consider all the relevant events and phenomena
included in the EPRI Generic Methodology. The events and phenomena included in the EPRI
methodology were identified based on an in-depth review of the analysis of Peach Bottom Unit 2
PRA performed in support of the first draft on NUREG-1150. This includes the phenomena
listed in Table 2.2 of NUREG-1335 pertinent to BWRs with Mark I containments. An event
tree format has been used to display the logic. There are two motivations for this approach: (1)
event trees have historically been applied to back-end analysis and are more amenable to review
and (2) the event trees are more flexible and powerful tools for modeling Level II accident
sequences in that success paths and dependent probability assignments are more readily handled.
The discussion that follows provides a brief summary of the basis for the CETs employed.

4.5.1 hfethodolony

1

g The HCGS CET differs slightly from that appearing in the EPRI Generic Methodology.
( Thirteen subtrees, one supporting the quantification of each CET top event node have been '

'
developed. Some of the subtrees have sub-subtrees for specific phenomena. These provide |

the basis for the evaluation of specific top events in the subtrees. The linked subtrees (and
sub-subtrees) are solved simultaneously using the EVNTRE software. Graphical display of the |
results has been provided by reformatting the output of EVNTRE and loading the results into |
event tree editing software. The event tree figures provided in this document were produced
in this manner.

Branch points in the CET are each evaluated based on the subtree model results. The

. probability assigned to a branch is simply the sum of the probabilities of the subtree end states
that correspond to the indicated outcome. A few top events in the subtrees are evaluated in the !
same manner using sub-subtrces. Branch points in the sub-subtrees, and those in the subtrees I

not evaluated with sub-subtrees, are evaluated din:ctly by the analyst. These are referred to as
basic events in order to emphasize the similarity between this approach and the fault tree linking
approach used for the Level I. Evaluation of the basic events is discussed in Section 4.6.

The same CET is applied for each plant damage state (PDS) identified in the Level 2 binning
process. The evaluation of the split fractions varies based on the subtree and sub-subtree logic I

structure. Basic events that reflect the characteristics of all Level 2 PDSs are incorporated
directly into the subtrees and sub-subtrees. When these are evaluated as either zero, unity, or a
split fraction that has been determined based on the Level I results, the subtree structure is |

f altered. (Assignment of zero or unity to a basic event eliminates the branch point and indicates
\ success or failure, respectively, for the corresponding top event.) This alteration of the subtree

4.5-1
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structure changes the end state probabilities. The corresponding CET top event probabilities
are thus adjusted based on the PDS characteristics. This approach i.; similar to that used in
NUREG-1150 since there is in fact only one CET and the quantification is varied based on the
PDS definition. Table 4.5-1 indicates the basic events that reflect the Level 2 PDS
characteristics.

4.5.2 Containment Event Tree Structure

Figures 4.5-1 A(B, C, D & E) depict the HCGS CETs for each of the level II initiators. A
description is provided below. A summary of the top events considered in the supporting
subtrees is then provided.

Containment Event Tree Description

The HCGS CET was developed based on consideration of events that have the potential to affect
the source term. Both timing as well as magnitude of a release contribute to the source term.

Five initiating events (or more appropriately, accident classes) were identified from the Level
2 binning process. These included: long-term station blackout (LT-SBO), medium to large
loss of coolant accidents (LOCA), transients (Trans), Transients with total loss of decay heat
removal (TW) and anticipated transients without scram (ATWS). There were no short term
station blackouts or small break LOCAs that met the 1.E-7 screening criterion applied during
the Ixvel 2 screening processs. Each initiating event is identified by a branch label
corresponding to the definitions in Table 4.5-1.

Event 1: Vessel Depressurized (DP)

The question asked in this top event identifies depressurization of the RPV prior to vessel
breach. Success in this branch implies that RPV pressure is reduced either through the
capability of the operator to depressurize the reactor or through a phenomenological condition
that induces RPV depressurization. Conversely, transient accident sequences in which the RPV

. is at low pressure (through opening the SRVs) may be repressurized if the ADS valves cannot be
maintained open. This event node is considered to indicate a potential recovery or mitigating
condition during core melt but prior to vessel breach.

For accident sequences with the RPV at high pressure (and low pressure coolant injection
initially unable to deliver makeup to the vessel due to the high pressure in the vessel),
depressurization of the RPV can mean either of the following:

The condition that precludes low pressure coolant injection is ' 'noved, and coolant*

makeup is likely to occur; or

High RPV pressure that could exacerbate containment challenges at vessel breach (sucha

as high pressure melt ejection) is removed.

4.5-2
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n
!j This event node directly impacts the likelihood of the subsequent CET event nodes related to in-
\

vessel recovery and earl; containment challenge. The downward branch in the CET (/DP)
represents high pressure sequences while the upward branch (DP) represents low pressure i
sequences.

Event 2: Injection Recovered In-Vessel (INJ)

The question asked in this top event is related to recovery of coolant injection after core
degradation and prior to vessel breach. This event addresses the vessel injection recovery
measures that have the potential for arresting core melting and subsequent thermal failure of
the reactor vessel. It considers high-pressure injection systems, the possibility of low pressure
injection systems working once the RPV is depressurized, and the recovery of injection
systems given AC power recovery in station blackout scenarios.

For sequences where the containment is initially intact and the RPV is at pressure, core damage
might be induced by lack of coolant makeup due to failure of the high pressure injection
systems. However, the low pressure injection systems may be available, but coolant injection is
prevented by conditions that preclude pump operation (i.e., RPV pressure exceeding the shut-off
head). Once the high pressure condition is removed (as modeled in the previous event node,
DP), coolant injection would most likely be recovered. This event considers the possibility of
human intervention along with successful recovery of alternative systems that may have failed

n prior to core damage, but could potentially succeed given additional time for operator action.

() Success at this branch facilitates core recovery in-vessel, implies fission product scrubbing, and
may prevent ultimate containment failure. For sequences invciving low RPV pressure (i.e., |

large LOCAs with failure to provide adequate coolant makeup), success at this event node is not
likely, as implied by the accident sequence definition.

This event node directly affects the subsequent event node relative to arrcsting core melting
and precluding thermal failure of the vessel bottom head. The downward branch in the CET
(/INJ) represents failure to recover injection in-vessel while the upward branch (INJ)
represents successful injection recovery.

.

Event 3: Vessel Failure (VI9

The question raised in this event addresses recovery of a degraded core within the vessel, which
prevents vessel lower head thermal attack. Core melt recovery within the vessel is considered
only to the extent that coolant makeup has been successful in the previous event node (INJ).
This requires that core cooling be recovered prior to core blocking (MAAP model) or relocation
of molten debris to the lower plenum and thermal attack of vessel head. Therefore, the primary
consideration for successful in-vesset recovery is the time available from incipient core
degradation to the point of non-recovery.

The outcome of this event node directly affects the total fission product release fraction and

O- significantly influences the subsequent accident progression. The downward branch in the CET
V represents no vessel failure while the upward branch represents vessel failure.

4.5-3
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Event 4: Early Containment Failure (CFE)

The question asked at this event node addresses containment failure at or prior to vessel failure.
Intentional venting of the containment is included in this event. While venting constitutes a
failure of the containment function, it is not a failure of the structure as could be implied. The
CET does include a venting event which distinguishes between containment venting and
containment failure. This in turn is used to evaluate various fission product decontamination
mechanisms an' a fractional release of fission products from the primary to the secondary
containment.

Early containment structural failure can be induced by the phenomena accompanying vessel
failure. These phenomena are addressed specifically in the subtree. Containment leakage
(failure size sufficient to prevent further long-term pressure increase and lead to reduction to
atmospheric pressure over a period longer than ten to twelve hours) and containment rupture
(failure size sufficient to reduce containment pressure to atmospheric within half an hour) are
distinctly treated by the fission product retention (FPR) event. This distinction significantly
impacts the environmental source term.

Event 5: Early Release to Pool (EPOOL)

The EPOOL event orly considers complete suppression pool bypass. (1.e . releases to the
drywell with wetwell-to-drywell vacuum breakers stuck open.) Under these conditions, fission
product releases from the vessel during core damage are n'ot subject to surpression pool
scrubbing. E nts that change the fission product transport pathways (as indicated in the
EPOOL subtree) occur either prior to core damage or at vessel failure. The outcome of the
l2te Release to Pool (LPOOL) event is used to determine fission prodhet scrubbing for
releases occurring subsequent to vessel failure. This approach is slightly conservative (i.e.,
tends to overestimate releases) but is far more defensible than assuming the early release
transport pathway pertains at vessel breach. The downward branch in the CET represents pool
bypass (/EPOOL) while the upward branch (EPOOL) represents pool scrubbing of early
fission product releases.

.

Event 6: Drywell Sprays Operate (DWSpry)

The question asked at this event addresses the function of the drywell sprays after vessel failure.
Drywell sprays provide significant aerosol fission product removal, containment heat removal,
containment pressure suppression (given loss of pool pressure suppression function), and a

| source of water to potentially cool ex-vessel debris. This event considers the effect of severe
accident phenomena (such as draining of the suppression pool and supporting equipment failure
in harsh environments) and late AC power recovery on drywell spray function. Successful
actuation of drywell sprays will reduce the containment loads and mitigate the fission product
release. The downward branch (LnDWSPry) in the CET represents no late drywell spray
actuation while the upward branch (L-DWSpry) represents successful spray function.

1

1
|
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qy Event 7: Injection Provided to Debris Following Vessel Failure (I INJ)

This event asks if coolant injection is provided to the debris following vessel failure. Late
coolant injection influences the potential for revolatilization of fission products deposited in-
vessel, the coolability of ex-vessel debris, and fission product removal by creating an overlying
pool of water. This event considers the availability ofinjection systems, AC power, the
actuation probability given AC power recovery after vessel failure, and RPV pressure. Late
injection actuation is likely provided either of the following: (1) the availability of injection
systems and late AC power recovery in station blackout scenarios, or (2) the availability of low
pressure injection systems and RPV failure at high pressure. For example, for sequences where
the low pressure injection systems were previously unable to inject due to high RPV pressure,
these systems would likely start to deliver coolant when the vessel is breached. Coolant
injection could potentially quench the debris. This event significantly affects the subsequent
accident progression. Successful late injection will eliminate or reduce the revolatilization
fission product release fraction and will likely cool an ex-vessel debris bed, precluding late
releases from core-concrete interactions. The downward branch (nWATER) in the CET
repreents no water being supplied to the debris late while the upward branch (WATER)
represents water being supplied to the debris late.

(Note that the availability of the diesel-driven fire system is not modeled in the base case

CET.)
A
V Event 8: Coolable Debris Forms Ex-Vessel (DCOOL)

This event is included in the CET to signify the termination of the core melt progression
subsequent to vessel breach. The success branch at the CET node means that a coolable debris
bed is formed, terminating concrete attack, and thus precluding ex-vessel fission product releases
from core-concrete interactions. Following the success branch also implies that containment
overpressure challenges from non-condensable gas generation is precluded, thus containment
integrity may be maintained in the long term if heat removal or sufficient makeup is available.

. Failure at this branch implies that concrete attack occurs in the sumps on the drywell floor.
Sparging of the concrete decomposition products through the melt releases the less volatile
fission products to the containment atmosphere. This condition is considered to be more likely
if a deep core debris bed is formed in the pedestal and, absent coolant addition, the debris is
not able to effectively dissipate the & cay heat to the surroundings. Should an impervious
crust form, coolant addition would not likely terminate concrete attack, although the released
fission product aerosols would be scrubbed by the overlying water pool.

Event 9: Late Containment Failure (CFL)

This event is included in the event tree to address the potential loss of containment integrity in
the long term, after vessel breach and core-concrete interactions. Event CFL includes such
events as overpressure failure of the primary containment, containment penetration failure due

C to high temperatures, and basemat penetration (a less probable condition). The success path
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here depends strongly on the recovery of systems that establish successful heat transfer from
the core debris to the ultimate heat sink. One of the most important considerations is related to
the potential for overpressure failure due to the relatively smaller containment volume of the
Mark I containment.

'
Successful late containment function will retain fission product releases (early or late),
substantially reducing the total environmental release. Given a late containment failure, the
location and size of that failure also significantly influences fission product retention. The
downward branch in the CET (CFL) represents loss of late containment function while the
upward branch (/CFL) represents successful late containment function.

Event 10: Late Release to Pool (LPOOL)

This event is similar to event EPOOL. It addresses the importance of suppression pool
scrubbing in mitigating the magnitude of fission products released from the debris. The success
branch at this event node implies that the fission product transport path subsequent to late
containment failure is through the suppression pool and the wetwell airspace. The suppression
pool is not bypassed (i.e., given late containment failure, the location is in the wetwell airspace
and the pool water is not drained); fission products released during core-concrete interaction
(ex-vessel releases) and revolatilization from vessel surfaces are scrubbed by the pool. The
dependency of LPOOL on failure in EPOOL is noted in the CET. The downward branch in the
CET (/LPOOL) represents bypass of the pool and no scrubbing of ex-vessel fission product g
releases. The upward branch (LPOOL) represents successful scrubbing of releases.

Event 11: Fission Product Retention (FPR)

To quantify this event, the generic framework considers the effects of drywell spray, water on
the drywell floor, and containment integrity on fission product retention within the containment.
Consideration of whether containment failure occurs through a leak or a rupture and the location
of that failure is also included. Leak-size failures enhance fission product retention by
increasing the extent of deposition within containment. This increase results from the greater

. residence time for fission products when the rate of egress is slowed by a small failure. The
added retention afforded by a leak-size failure is comparable to that afforded by water scrubbing'

of core-concrete interaction releases or deposition of airborne materials due to drywell spray
operation in the Mark I configuration.

Event 12: Secondary Containinent Retention (RB)

This event is included in the CET to characterize the impact of mitigation afforded by the
secondary containment following containment failure. The magnitude of fission products
released from the primary containment can be significantly reduced in the secondary
containment through removal mechanisms within the Reactor Building provided the residence
time is significant. This event considers the type of containment failure (i.e., vent, size, and
location), whether or not a Reactor Building burn occurs, and the availability of active fission
product removal by the FRVS.
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Following primary containment loss of integrity, the Reactor Building provides another barrier
J for mitigating release of radioactive materials to the environment since the secondary

completely surrounds the primary containment. While its ability to withstand the pressure
loads resulting from containment failure is small, the secondary containment does present
substantial deposition sites for aerosol removal and could significantly mitigate fission products
releaLH from the primary containment.

Event 13: Vent

The VENT event is a summary event that gives the model the capability to differentiate
between containment failure and intentional venting. This avoids including containment
venting as a form of containment failure. The model can identify those sequences in which
venting occurs but the containment does not fail. Sequences where venting is successful at
preventing either early or late containment failure have a significantly lower environmental
fission product release than sequences where the containment structurally fails. Venting
through the installed hard pipe system assures that all releases are scrubbed by the suppression
pool and results in a relatively long containment retention time (i.e., similar to a leak
containment failure). These provide for substantial fission product decontamination. In
addition, this event facilitates modeling a fractional release from the primary containment to
the Reactor Building. This would be appropriate if it could be assumed that the vent would
ultimately be closed and remain closed.

O
V 4.5.3 Subtree Stmeture

Having described the events that comprise the main CET, the remainder of this section
describes the structure for the logic trees that support the quantification of the CET top events.

CET Event 1: Vessel Depressurized (DP) |

An example of the HCGS DP Subtree is shown in Figure 4.5-2. The first six events in the
subtree reflect plant damage state (PDS) characteristics and are designated as PDS basic events

_ in the logic model. Events seven through nine each represent at least one unique basic event.

Event 1: I-Event - Initiating Event

Event 2: SORY - Represents a PDS-dependent basic event indicating a stuck open relief
|

valve if an SRV is stuck open, it is assumed that the RPV will be i

depressurized.

Event 3: OP-SRV - Operable Safety / Relief Valve. For the plant to be at low pressure,
the relief valves must first be operational. If not, then the plant will remain at '

pressure. This event is dependent on the PDS being quantified.

(] Event 4: DC - DC power available. DC power is required to operate the SRVs and
V depressurize the RPV, and it is also used for venting. It is dependent only on
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AC power being restored. If no DC power is available, then the relief valves
are considered to be noneperational and the reactor will stay at pressure. (No
ST-SBO

Event 5: OPR-DP - Automatic or operator depressurization prior to core damage. This
top event determines if the operator had depressurizeu 2.e plant prior to core
damage occurring. As such, it is dependent on the PDS being quantified.

Event 6: ECP - PDS-dependent basic event with success indicating that the containment
pressure prior to core damage was below the level at which the SRVs are
operable in relief mode.

Event 7: PCD-Vnt - This PDS-dependent basic event represents venting of the
containment prior to core damage. Prior to core damage venting could lower
the containment pressure, facilitating RPV depressurization by opening the
SRVs.

Event 8: AC - This event represents either the AC power recovery frequency or the
availability of AC power for non-blackout PDSs.

Event 9: OPDP - RPV depressurization by operator after core damage. This event
considers the inability of the operator to depressurize due to high containment
pressure preventing normal SRV operation. If the containment is vented under
these conditions, SRV function will return and the RPV can be depressurized.
This event also considers operator failure to depressurize prior to CD.

Event 10: DP (Outcome) - System may either remain at High Pressure (HP) or it may be
depressurized [ low Pressure (LP)].

CET Event 2: Injection Recovered In-Vessel (INJ)

. An example of the HCGS INJ Subtree is shown in Figure 4.5-3.

Event 1: I-Event - Initiating Event.

Event 2: AC - Same as Event 8 in the DP subtree.

Event 3: CRD-ADQ - Adequacy of CRD flow to arrest in-vessel core-melt progression is
addressed by this event. This basic event reflects the analysts' level of
confidence that CRD alone could arrest core damage.

Event 4: a CRD - PDS-dependent basic event representing the availability of the CRD
system.
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O Event 5: E CRD - This event determines whether the operator maintains or recovers
CRD flow.

Event 6: HP - Result of DP subtree that indicates whether the vessel is depressurized
prior to breach.

Event 7: a ECCS - PDS-dependent basic event repre.,enting the availability of low-
pressure emergency core cooling.

Event 8: a ALTinj - PDS basic event representing the availability of alternative low-
pressure injection systems (e.g., condensate or service water).

Event 9: E_ECCS - This event determines if ECCS flow is recovered once all conditions
necessary to permit it are met.

Event 10: E_ALTI - This event determines if alternate injection sources are aligned and
initiated, injecting coolant to the RPV.

Event 11: INJ (Outcome) - Injection restored during the core damage process.

CET Event 3: Vessel Failure (VF)

An example of the HCGS VF Subtree is 3.hown in Figure 4.5-4.

Event 1: INJ - Result of the INJ subtree indicating the restoration of injection during core
damage process. If injection is not recovered, it is assumed that the vessel will
fail.

Event 2: < 26%_CM - This event represents the frequency with which injection would
be recovered prior to the fraction of the fuel that has melted attaining the
26 percent level. It is assumed that recovery (i.e., termination of core melt

. progression) is virtually assured before this point.

Event 3: SLUMP - This event represents the subjective probability that the core will
collapse en masse once more than 26 percent of the fuel has melted.

Event 4: VF - Represents the subjective probability that injection will not arrest core melt
progression. Also determines the outcome for this subtree.

CET Event 4: Early Containment Failure (CFE)

4

An example of the HCGS CFE Subtree is shown in Figure 4.5-5. Containment failure due to
overpressurization resulting from vessel blowdown is treated by looking at the sum of the
pressure rise in containment resulting from vessel blowdown and the pressure in containment
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when the vessel fails. Both the pressure rise and the base pressure have been subdivided into
low, medium, and high ranges. The numerical values for pressure corresponding to these
ranges were established during CET quantification.

Event 1: PCD-Vnt - Same as Event 7 in the DP subtree.

Event 2: BLOW - Hi-Pressure rise in containment due to vessel blowdown at failure in
the high range. This pressure rise is determined based on the vessel blowdown
Glowdown) Sub-subtree.

Event 3. CP-Hi - Base pressure in the containment immediately prior to vessel breach in
the high range. This base pressure is determined based on the containment
pruure rise (CPRISE) Sub-subtree.

Event 4: BLOW-Md - Pressure rise in containment due to vessel blowdown at failure in
the medium range given that it was not in the high range. BLOW Sub-subtree
outcome.

Event 5: CP-Mod Base pressure in the containment immediately prior to vessel breach
in the moderate range given that it was not in the high range. CPRISE Sub-
subtree outcome.

Event 6: CF-FCI - Indicates the occurrence of an FCI that produces containment failure.
The FCI sub-subtree is used to determine the outcome of this event.

Event 7: CF-MLT - Indicates the occurrence of drywell shell melt-through due to either
debris impingement or spreading. The MELT Sub-subtree is used to determine
the outcome of this event.

Event 8: CFE (Outcome) - Indicates the occurrence of early containment failure.

. CET Event 5: Early Release to Pool (EPOOL)

An example of the HCGS EPOOL subtree is shown in Figure 4.5-6. This subtree considers

| sequences where there is an early release of fission products to the drywell, and those fission
products either escape the containment prior to being scrubbed by the suppression pool or

'

bypass the pool altogether.

Event 1: LOCA - PDS-dependent basic event. A LOCA initiator results in early fission

|
product releases to the drywell.

Event 2: SORV - PDS-dependent basic event. Same as Event 2 in the DP subtree.

Event 3: SO_TVB - Represents the frequency for a SRV tailpipe vacuum breaker failing
' to reclose. A S0-TVB results in early fission product releases to the drywell.
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- Event 4: E-Vnt - This event determines if the containment is vented early (either prior to
or during core damage).

Event 5: DWVENT - Given that the containment was vented early, this event determines
if operator error results in venting from the drywell rather than the wetwell
airspace. Drywell venting produces a release pathway for fission products that
bypass the suppression pool.

Event 6: C-DWVB - This event determines if one or more wetwell-to-drywell vacuum
breakers fails to reclose.

Event 7: EPOOL (Outcome) - This summary event determines if early fission product
releases are scrubbed by the suppression pool or bypass the pool.

CET Event 6: Late Drywell Sprays Operate (L_ SPRY)

An example of the HCGS L-SPRY subtree is shown in Figure 4.5-7. Late drywell spray
function is assessed based on the availability of the system and AC power.

Event 1: a_ SPRY - This PDS-dependent basic event determines the availability of the
drywell spray system.

Event 2: SBO - This PDS-dependent event identifies if the sequence being evaluated is a
station blackout.

Event 3: EAC - This event determines if AC power was available or recovered during the
in-vessel phase of the accident.

Event 4: E_ SPRY - This event determines if the drywell sprays were functioning during
the in-vessel phase of the accident.

. Event 5: L-AC - This event determines if AC power is available following vessel failure.
This event includes the probability of recovering AC power following vessel ,

failure.

Event 6- L-SPRY - This event determines if the drywell sprays are functioning following
vessel failure. This event includes the probability of supporting hardware
failures due to severe environments in the Reactor Building.

CET Event 7: Water Supplied to the Debris Late (L-INJ or LT-WTR)

An example of the HCGS L-INJ subtree is shown in Figure 4.5-8. Water being supplied to
the debris following vessel failure is assessed by identifying all sources of late injection and

O late sprays. This event considers the probability of supporting system hardware failure due to ;

severe environments in the Reactor Building and loss of coolant inventory resulting from I

wetwell containment failure and subsequent draining of the suppression pool.

:
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Event 1: SBO - Same as Event 2 in the L_ SPRY subtree.

Event 2: L_AC - Same as Event 5 in the L_ SPRY subtree.

Event 3: LaECCS - This event determines if ECCS systems are available to supply water
to the debris late. This event includes the probability of supporting system
hardware failure due to severe environments in the Reactor Building from an
early containment failure, and early draining of the suppression pool precluding
late ECCS operation.

Event 4: L_ECCS - This event determines if ECCS systems are supplying water to the
debris following vessel failure. -

Event 5: LaAINJ - This event determines if alternate injection systems are available to
supply water to the debris late. This event includes the probability that severe
environments in the Reactor Building from an early containment failure may
preclude alternate injection systems from operating.

Event 6: L_ ALT _FL - This event determines if alternate injection systems are supplying
water to the debris late.

Event 7: CRD-AVL - This event determines if the CRD system is available to supply
water to the debris late. This event includes the probability that severe
environments in the Reactor Building from an early containment failure may
preclude the CRD system from operating.

Event 8: L_CRD - This event determines if CRD flow supplies water to the debris late.

Event 9: SPRY - Outcome of the L_ SPRY subtree.

Event 10: WATER - This summary event determines if ECCS flow, alternate injection

.
flow, or drywell sprays are supplying water to the debris late: outcome of the
water sub-subtree.

Event 11: CFL - Outcome of the CFL subtree.

Event 12: LT-WTR - This event determines if water is being supplied to the debris late.
This event includes the probability that severe environments in the Reactor
Building from late containment failures or late draining of the suppression pool
may preclude injection systems from operating.

CET Event 8: Coolable Debris Forms Ex-Vessel (LT-DC)

An example of the HCGS DCOOL Subtree is shown in Figure 4.5-9. Coolability is assessed
separately in the subtree for nine different possible conditions. The subtree involves
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( significant decomposition in determining coolability. Tne probability of coolability is different
if the debris falls into water at ves:;el failure instead of water being added to the top aflfI
vessel failure.

Event 1: VF - Outcome of the VF Subtree.

Event 2: INJ - Outcome of the INJ Subtree.

Event 3: SPRAY - Represents the probability of operating the drywell sprays prior to

vessel breach. Same as Event 4 in the L_ SPRY subtree.

Event 4: WATER - Represents the late addition of water to the debris based on the
WATER Sub-subtree.

Event 5: DSPRS - Represents the dispersion of core debris by an energetic event
associated with vessel breach. Dispersal is based on the DISPERSE Sub-
subtree.

Event 6: SLUMP - Event 3 in the VF subtree.

Event 7: DCOOL - Represents the coolability of core debris.
A
V Event 8: LT-WTR - Outcome of the L-INJ subtree.

Event 9: LT-DC (Outcome) - Represents the long-term coolability of core debris.

CET Event 9: Late Containment Failure (CFL)

An example of the HCGS CFL Subtree is shown in Figure 4.5-10. The principal failure
mechanisms considered are failure due to noncondensable gas generation and thermal failure of
seals. Hydrogen burn is assumed not to contribute to late containment failure. This

. assumption is believed to be valid for a Mark I containment, independent of nitrogen inerting.

Event 1: CFE - Outcome of the CFE Subtree.

Event 2: WATER - Represents the late addition of water to the debris based on the
WATER Sub-subtree.

Event 3: DCOOL - Outcome of the DCOOL Subtree.

Event 4: TEMP-F - Represents the probability of thermal failure of the drywell hatch or
electrical penetration seals.

Event 5: SUMP-F - Represents CCI ablation of the drywell sumps followed by failure of j
the drywell shell below the drywell floor. '
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9IEvent 6: CRD-ONLY - This event determines if the only supply of water to the debris
late is from the CRD system.

Event 7: CFL (Outcome) - Indicates the occurrence of late containment failure.

CET Event 10: Late Release to Pool (LPOOL)

An example of the HCGS LPOOL Subtree is shown in Figure 4.5-11.

Event 1: VF - Outcome of the VF subtree.

Event 2: CFE - Outcome of the CFE Subtree.

Event 3: CFL - Outcome of the CFL Subtree.

Event 4: TEMP-F - Same event as Event 4 in the CFL Subtree.

Event 5: WW Fail - This event determines if containment failure occurred in the
_

wetwell.

Event 6: C-DWVB - This event determines if one or more wetwell-drywell vacuum
breakers fail to reclose.

Event 7: POOL - Represents the probability of loss of suppression pool level (early or

late) below the downcomer due to containment failure in the torus.

Event 8: LPOOL (Outcome) - Indicates the occurrence of late pool bypass.

CET Event 11: Fission Product Retention (FPR)

An example of the HCGS FPR Subtree is shown in Figure 4.5-12.
-

Event 1: VF - Outcome of the VF Subtree

Event 2: INJ - Outcome of the 'NJ Subtree.

Event 3: WATER - Outcome of the Water Sub-subtree.

Event 4: SEV-F - This event determines if severe environments in the Reactor Building
due to either early or late containment failures result in failure of systems
supporting coolant injection to the primary containment.

Event 5: CFE - Outcome of the CFE Subtree.

Event 6: CFL - Outcome of the CFL Subtree.
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Event 7: TEMP-F - Same event as Event 4 in the CFL Subtree.r

Event 8: SUMP-F - Same event as Event 5 in the CFL Subtree.

Event 9: LEAK - This event determines if a containment failure area is a leak or
a rupture.

Event 10: FPR (Outcome) - Represents the outcome of fission product retention.

CET Event 12: Secondary Containment Retention (NAT-DEP or RB)

An example of the HCGS NAT-DEP Subtree is shown in Figure 4.5-13. Ascertaining the
likely residence time for fission products in the secondary containment based on the established
accident progression is the principal focus.

Event 1: CF - Summary outcome of the CFE and CFL Subtrees.

P,ent 2: RB-Ry - Represents whether the containment failure was due to venting using a
pathway tnai bypasses the Reactor Building.

Event 3: BURN - Represents two different probabilities relative to determination of
whether hydrogen combustion occurs in the Reactor Building. These are:

(a) With sufficient hydrogen and containment leak.

(b) With sufficient hydrogen and containment rupture.

Event 4: FRVS - This event represents the operation of the filtration, recirculation and
ventilation system.

Event 5: SUMP-F - Same event as Event 5 in CFL Subtree.
.

Event 6: LEAK - Same as Event 9 in the FPR subtree.

Event 7: Nat _Dep - Represents the determination of whether the Reactor Building would
provide significant fission product retention by natural deposition mechardsms.

CET Event 13: VENT

An example of the HCGS VENT subtrc: is shown in Figure 4.5-14. It is used to determine
the occurrence of containment venting given that containment structural failure does not occur.

Event 1: CF - Same as Event 1 in the NAT-DEP subtree.

O Event 2: aVnt - PDS-dependent basic event.
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Event 3: PCD-Vnt - PDS-dependent basic event (prior to core damage venting).

Event 4: E-AC - Same event as Event 8 in the DP Subtree.
I

Event 5: ECP - PDS-dependent basic event.

Event 6: E-Vat - This event determines if venting started during the phase of the accident
and at or prior to vessel failure.

Event 7: L-AC - Same as Event 5 in the L_ SPRY subtree.

Event 8: DCOOL - Outcome of the DCOOL Subtree.-

Event 9: L-Vnt - This event determines if containment is vented late given that no leak
has occurred, AC power is available, and the pressure continues to rise.

Event 10: VENT (Outcome) - This event represents the outcome of containment venting.

4.5.4 Sub-Subtrees

The sub-subtrees are the representation of the logic used to quantify some of the top events
in the subtrees. There are five sub-subtrees. These trees are made up of basic events,
phenomenological events, human actions, pre-existing conditions, and previous subtrees.
The individual sub-subtrees are described below.

CPRISE

This sub-subtree determines the containment pressure rise resulting from the hydrogen
production during core damage. It is dependent on the initial containment pressure, whether
or not the containt:ent is vented, and injection sources. An example of the HCGS CPRISE
tree is graphically represented in Figure 4.5-15. The seven top events associated with this

. tree are described below:

ECP- This event determines if the containment was at an elevated pressure prior to the
generation of hydrogen during core damage. It is a plant damage state specific
event. The downward branch denotes no elevated pressure. The upper branch i

denotes elevated pressure.
|

INJ - This event determines if there is injection to the core. If so, then the probability |

,

of hydrogen production must be adjusted. The downward branch denotes no

| vessel injection. The upper branch denotes injection.

f CRD - If the injection is from the CRD system, then a different probability of
hydrogen production is quantified. The downward branch denotes no CRD j'

| flow established. The upper branch denotes CRD flow. <
|

l
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O HP- The pressure of the vessel has an impact on the amount of hydrogen produced.
V Therefore, this question is asked to determine vessel pressure. The downward

branch denotes large amounts of hydrogen produced. The upper branch denotes
moderate or low amounts produced.

H2HI- This question, determines high hydrogen production. It has the same
dependencies as the previous question. The downward branch denotes high
amounts of hydrogen produced. The upper branch denotes low amounts
produced.

H2MED - This question, determines moderate hydrogen production. It has the same
dependencies as the HP question. The downward branch denotes low amounts
of hydrogen produced. The upper branch denotes moderate amounts produced.

CPRISE - This question uses the previous questions to determine which probability to
assign this event. The probabilities of having either a high, moderate, or low
pressure rise are dependent on the path that is taken through this tree.

BLOWDOWN

An example of the HCGS BLOWDOWN sub-subtree is shown in Figure 4.5-16. It is used to

q determine the pressure rise in containment resulting from the b;owdown of a pressurized vessel

v into the containment when breach occurs. The tree determines whether the pressure rise is high,
medium, or low. The events for the tree are as follows:

HP- This event determines if the vessel is at high pressure or not. It is assumed that
a failure of a depressurized vessel will not lead to a significant containment
pressure rise due to the blowdown process. The downward branch denotes
vessel at iow pressure. The upper branch denotes vessel at high pressure.

V-RUPT - This event represents the probability that the reactor vessel ruptures. The
- downward branch denotes rupture. The upper branch denotes no rupture.

VF- This event indicates whether or not a vessel breach occurs. If the vessel does
not fail, there will be no pressure rise in the containment due to blowdown.
The downward branch denotes vessel failure. The upper branch denotes vessel
intact.

SLUMP - This event represents the probability that the postulated phenomena of core
slumping occurs. It is assumed that slump is required for direct containment
heating to occur. The downward branch denotes SLUMP occurs. The upper
branch denotes no SLUMP.

HPME- This event represents the probability that a high pressure melt ejection occurs.(' This is a phenomena that would result in direct containment heating that would,,
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in turn, lead to a high pressure rise. The downward branch denotes high
'

pressure melt ejection. The upper branch denotes na high pressure melt
ejection.

WET - This event represents the condition of water being on the drywell floor. If
present, then there is a likelihood that the core material will cause it to flash to

i
steam, causing a rapid pressure rise. The downward branch denotes the drywell
floor is dry. The upper branch denotes it is wet. |

HI-RISE - This event represents the probability that the pressure rise will be high given the
preceding sequence of events. The HI-RISE denotes a high containmen;
pressure rise. The /HI-RISE denotes no high pressure rise.

MD-RISE - This event represents the probability that the pressure rise will be moderate
given the preceding sequence of events. The MD-RISE denotes a moderate
containment pressure rise. The /MD-RISE denotes a low pressure rise.

BLOW (Outcome) - This event summarize l the two previous top events.

MELTTHROUGH

An example of the HCGS liner meltthrough sub-subtree is shown in Figure 4.5-17. It is used to
determine the failure of the containment due to either direct impingement of debris on the
drywell wall or contact between debris and the wall due to spreading across the floor. The
description of the events for this tree are as follows:

VF- This event represents whether or not the vessel failed. If the vessel remains
intact, there will be no ablation of the drywell shell by molten core debris. The
downward branch denotes vessel failure. The upper branch denotes vessel
intact.,

- SLUMP - This event represents the probability that the postulated phenomena of core
slumping occurs. It is assumed that slump would increase the likelihood of
drywell shell failure since more debris, at a higher temperature, would exit the
vessel at vessel breach. The downward branch denotes a SLUMP occurs. The
upper branch denotes no SLUMP.

HPME- This event represents that a high pressure melt ejection occurs. The probability
that melt is ejected in sufficient quantity to cause shell melt-through by
impingement is viewed as dependent on whether or not slump occurs. The
downward branch denotes a high pressure melt ejection occurs. The upper
branch denotes no high pressure melt occurs.

DSPRS - This event represents that the core material is dispersed when it leaves the
vessel. Dispersal has a direct impact on the coolable geometry of the debris
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G and, therefore, impacts the melt-through probability for the drywell liner. The(d downward branch denotes fuel dispersal. The upper branch denotes no fuel
dispersal.

WET - This event represents whether or not the drywell floor is wet. If wet then there
is a probability ths the debris will be cooled sufficiently to prevent ablation of
the liner. The downward branch denotes no water on the drywell floor. The
upper branch denotes the floor is wet.

MELT - This event represents the probability of a liner meltthrough given the preceding
sequence of events. The downward branch denotes the drywell liner melts
through. The upper branch denotes it does not.

FCI

An example o GS FCI sub-subtree is shown in Figure 4.5-18. It is used to determine
the occurrence of fuel-coolant interaction and the outcome of this event relative to a
containment failure.

SLUMP - This event represents the probability that the postulated phenomena of core
slumping occurs. It is assumed that slump would increase the likelihood of an
FCI and, given that FCI occurs, would lead to a more energetic interaction.m

h Therefore, it is assumed that a slump is required for an in-vessel FCI to occui
The downward branch denotes a SLUMP has occurred. The upper branch
denotes no SLUMP.

IV-FCI - This event represents the probability that an FCI occurs in the vessel. This is
dependent on a slump occurring. The downward branch denotes an in-vessel
fuel coolant interaction occurs. The upper branch denotes it has not occurred.

V-RUPT - This event represents the probability that, given an FCI occurs in the vessel, it
is sufficiently energetic to result in vessel rupture. The downward branch
denotes the reactor vessel has ruptured. The upper branch denotes it has not
ruptured.

VF- This event represents the occurrence of a vessel failure. If there is no failure,
then an ex-vessel FCI is precluded. The downward branch denotes the reactor
vessel has failed. The upper branch denotes it has not failed.

HPME - This event determined whether or not a high pressure melt ejection occurs. If a
HPME occurs, it is assumed that an ex-vessel FCI is not possible. The
downward branch denotes a high pressure melt ejection has occurred. The
upper branch denotes it has not occurred.

WET - This event determines if the drywell floor is wet. If the drywell floor is dry,
then there is no water available to interact with the debris. This precludes an
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ex-vessel FCI. The downward branch denotes the drywell floor is dry. The g
upper branch denotes it is wet. W

EX-FCI - This event represents the probability that, given the drywell floor is wet, a fuel
coolant interaction occurs. The downward branch denotes an ex-vessel fuel
coolant interaction occurs. The upper branch denotes it does not occur.

FCI-CF - This event represents the probability that an FCI results in containment failure.
Again, it is noted that, if the drywell floor is dry at the time of vessel breach, it
is assumed that the containment cannot fail from the effects of FCI. The
downward branch denotes the containment fails from an FCI if it occurs.
The upper branch denotes that a fuel coolant interaction does not fail the
containment.

DSPRS

An example of the HCGS DSPRS, or disperse, sub-subtree is shown in Figure 4.5-19. It is
used to determine the dispersion of core debris by an energetic event associated with vessel
breach. The events used in this tree are described below:

VF- This event represents whether or not a vessel failure has occurred. If the vessel
remains intact, then a dispersion of the fuel is precluded. The downward
branch denotes the reactor vessel has failed. The upper branch denotes no h
vessel failure.

V-RUPT - This event represents the probability that, given an FCI occurs in the vessel, it
is sufficiently energetic to result in vessel rupture. The downward branch
denotes the reactor vessel has ruptured. The upper branch denotes no rupture.

HP- This event represents a sequence dependent event indicating whether or not the
vessel is depressurized prior to core damage. Vessel depressurization prevents
HPME. The downward branch denotes that the vessel is not at high pressure.

The upper branch denotes it is at high pressure.

HPME- This event represents high pressure melt ejection. This contributes directly to
the probability of fuel dispersal. The downward branch denotes high pressure
melt ejection occurs. The upper branch denotes it does not.

EX-FCI - This event represents the probability that, given that the drywell floor is wet,
fuel coolant interaction occurs. the downward branch denotes an ex-vessel fuel
coolant interaction occurs. The upper branch denotes it does not occur.

DSPRS (Outcome) - This event summarizes the preceding events.

O
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f''N TABLE 4.5-1Q
PDS BASIC EVENTS

Page 1 of 2

Event Outcomes Definition
I-Event S-LOCA* Small LOCA. Vessel depressurization required

to prevent core damage if high pressure make-up
is unavailable.

M-LOCA* Medium LOCA. Vessel depressurization
sufficiently rapid for low pressure make-up
systems to prevent core damage if they are
operable.

L-LOCA* Large LOCA. Vessel depressurization
sufficiently rapid for low pressure make-up
systems to prevent core damage if they are
operable.

ST-SB* Short term station blackout. Total loss of AC
power and turbine-driven make-up systems (i.e.,
HPCI and RCIC).

LT-SB* Long term station blackout. Total loss of AC
power. Turbine-driven make-up supplied until
battery depletion results in failure.

Trans* Any transient leading to reactor scram without
leakage from the RPV and AC power available to
at least one emergency bus, i

ATWS* Anticipated transient without scram. AC power |
O(/ available to at least one emergency bus. Both j

SLC pumps are assumed to be needed to prevent
core damage.

TW* Transients with total loss of decay heat removal
capability. Unavailability of the RHR system is
the main contributor to such events.

SORV SORV One or rnore SRVs stuck open

nSORV SRVs reclose and rescat

OP-SRV op-SRV At least one SRV operates in relief mode

' nop-SRV No SRV operable in relief made due to hardware
failure

DC DC DC power available on at least one bus

nDC No DC power

The HCGS CET is constructed such that eight different types ofinitiating events can be modeled in it.*

''owever, only TW, ATWS, Trans, LT-SBO and L-LOCA were necessary for the finalized CET. The
Medium and large LOCA initiators were combined into one Large LOCA initiator, since they have similar
effects on reactor vessel and containment (i.e., both are assumed to lead to early - prior to core damage -
vessel depressurization).

k
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hTABLE 4.5-1

PDS BASIC EVEN"I'S (CONTINUED)
Page 2 of 2

Event Outcomes Def" itionm
DP SRV-DP RPV depressurized using SRVs prior to core

damage

nSRV-DP SRVs not used to depressurize RPV prior to core
damage

ECP ECP-Lo Containment pressure at onset of core damage
does not force SRV reclosure

ECP-Hi Contamment pressure at core damage prevents
SRV operation in relief mode

Vent PCD-Vnt Containment vented prior to core damage

PCDnVnt Containment not vented prior to core damage

CRDADQ CRD-ADQ CRD flow is adequate to terminate core damage

CRD flow is not adequate to terminate core
CRDnADQ damage

CRD aCRD CRD bydraulic system make-up available if AC
power available

fCRD CRD failed
ECCS aECCS LPCI and/or LPCS available if AC power

available

fECCS LPCI and LPCS failed
ALT aALTINJ Condensate and/or service water available for

water make-up if AC power available

fALTINJ Both condensate and service water failed
SPRAY aSPR Drywell sprays available if AC power available

,
fSPR Drywell spray failed

Vntag aVntag Containment venting is available

fVntng Containment venting has failed
DWVB SODWVB At least one wetwell-to-drywell vacuum breaker

is stuck open.

nSODWVB Wetwell-to-drywell vacuum breakers close and
reseat

FRVS aFRVS FRVS is available

fFRVS FRVS has failed

O
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Figure 4.5-13. Secondary Containment Retention Subtree
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4.6 ACCIDENT PROGRESSION AND CET OUANTIFICATION

This section summarizes the results of the MAAP 3.0B (Reference 4.6-1) analyses performed
to support the HCGS IPE, and provides a description of the methods used in the quantification
of the basic event probabilities used in the HCGS CET. Quantification of basic events
associated with containment performance and equipment survivability are highlighted.

4.6.1 Accident Proeression Analyses

A substantial amount of information for the CET quantification was derived from the results of
the HCGS MAAP calculations. The MAAP calculations were used to determine event timing
(e.g., times of vessel failure and containment failure), magnitude of in-vessel and ex-vessel
hydrogen generttion, containment pressure loads, mechanism and location of containment
failure, radionuclie release fractions, and radionuclide decontamination factors. When
possible, the MAAP results were supplemented with published results obtained using other
accident analyses codes.

The following discussion briefly summarizes the key results of the MAAP analyses. Only
those results relevant to the quantification of the CET are discussed here. MAAP results used
in the quantification of the source term algorithm parameters are discussed in Section 4.7. A
more detailed discussion of the MAAP results and their use in the quantification of the CET is
provided in Reference 4.6-2.

O
4.6.1.1 Event Timine

The MAAP calculations were used to provide information on the timing of core uncovery,
vessel failure, containment failure, and Reactor Building failure. These times were needed for
the analysis of human error basic events and also for basic events associated with AC power
recovery.

4.6.1.2 Flammable Gas Production and Combustion
,

1

.

Since the HCGS primary containment is inerted, flammable gas (i.e., hydrogen and carbon
monoxide) combustion in the primary containment is not considered in the HCGS CET.
However, flammable gas combustion can occur in the Reactor Building, and may lead to
Reactor Building failure. In addition to failing the Reactor Building, combustion increases gas
flow and radionuclide transport from the Reactor Building to the environment. |

;

To assess the potential for combustion in the Reactor Building, it is necessary to determine the
magnitude of hydrogen production during core degradation, and the magnitude of hydrogen
and carbon monoxide producf.fon during core-concrete interactions. Base case MAAP !

calculations were run with the " nodal blockage" option set. Depending on the accident
sequence being calculated, bet'veen approximately 5 and 20 percent of the available zircaloy

O was calculated to oxidize during core degradation. Additional calculations were performed 1

using the "no blockage" option to determine an upper bound to the in-vessel hydrogen I
1
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production. These calculations showed as much as 45 percent in-vessel oxidation of the
zircaloy. Both sets of results were used in the quantification of the HCGS CET; however, the
nodal blociq,e results were considered to be more realistic, and were therefore weighted more
heavily.

MAAP always predicts ex-vessel debris coolability whenever sufficient water is available to
cover the core debris. Because this resuk has not been accepted by the NRC, the MAAP
calculations were performed without late coolant injectiva. As a result, a core-concrete
interaction always occurred, resulting in substantial generation of hydrogen and carbon
monoxide. Subsequently, when containment failure was calculated, flammable gas combustion
was nearly always predicted to occur in the secondary containment within the first hours
following containment failure, unless the FRVS was operable. Multiple burns were calculated
in some of the accident simulations. The MAAP results indicated that in absence of the
FRVS, flammable gas combustion in the secondary containment is highly likely whether the
containment failure is a leak or a rupture. The FRVS exhaust the hydrogen to the atmosphere,
hence reducing its concentration and thereby minimizing the possibility of combustion within
the secondary containment.

4.6.1.3 Contninment Pressure and Tfmperature

The MAAP results formed much of the basis for the quantification of early and late
containment failure due to high pressures or temperatures. The MAAP calculations provide
predictions of the containment pressure rise during core damage, at vessel breach, and after
vessel breach. The pressures calculated by MAAP were used along with the pressure rise
results calculated in other BWR Mark I accident analyses to produce a range of possible
containment pressures before and after vessel breach.

Because the failure pressures of the various hatches and other penetrations in the containment
are very sensitive to the temperature of the containment, MAAP predictions of the containment
temperature were also used in the CET quantification. The MAAP results were again
supplcmented with published results from other BWR Mark I severe accident analyses.

-

4.6.1.4 Containment Failure Mechanism and Location

The HCGS MAA P model included a simulation of all of important containment failure modes
identified in Reference 4.6-3. Failure criteria for each failure mode were specified as a
function of temperature and pressure. The failure location and failure size were also modeled
in the MAAP input file. The failure size was specified as a function of pressure and
temperature in accordance with the analysis presented in Reference 4.6-3, and described in
Section 4.4.

When the failure criteria were exceeded during a time step, MAAP indicated that the ;

containment had failed by sending an appropriate event message to the output files. This
message identified the time of the failure, and the failure mode. If the containment failure size 3

was insufficient to prevent further pressurization, subsequent containment failures at other
locations were sometimes calculated to occur.

l
1
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A Most late containment failures were calculated to occur at the CRD hatch or the drywell head.

U These failures generally occurred when the containment temperature increased above 600 F,
and the pressure capacity of the CRD hatch or drywell head fell to 21 psi. Based in part on
the MAAP predictions of containment pressure and temperature after vessel failure, it was
concluded that late containment failure is most likely to be caused by failure (i.e., loss of
resiliency) of the seal material in the variour hatches or the drywell head, and that the failure
is likely to be a leak rather than a rupture.

|

Two MAAP calculations were performed to examine early failure due to drywell liner melt-
through. In these calculations, the failure size was either 0.9 or 7.32 ft These calculations )2

were performed primarily to investigate secondary containment response and fission product !

transport following early drywell liner failure. |
I

Other than the two liner melt-through simulations, no MAAP calculations showed early I

containment failure. This is not surprising since at the relatively low containment temperatures I

calculated by MAAP during the early phase of the accident, overpressure failure of the
containment is lilely only at very high containment pressures.

4.6.2 CET Onantincation

4.6.2.1 Ouantification Methods

The probabilities assigned to the basic events used in the CET were quantified using several
different approaches depending on whether the basic events were specific to the Hope Creek
Generating Station, whether they were generic to Mark I BWRs, or whether they involved
human or system reliability. The following discussion outlines the methodology used for the
quantification of each of these CET basic event classes. Table 4.6-1 provides a list of each
basic event in the CET, along with a brief description of its meaning, the method used in the
quantification, and the value assigned in the CET. ]

Many of the plant-specific CET basic events were evaluated based on the results of computer
code calculations. These are shown as Class 2 basic events in Table 4.6-1. The primary source
for these results was the set of calculations performed by PSE&G staff using the MAAP 3.0B
code (Reference 4.6-1). For some basic events, published results calculated using other
computer codes such as MELCOR (Reference 4.6-4) and CONTAIN (Reference 4.6-5)
were used to supplement the MAAP results. For example, basic events associated with the
magnitude of in-vessel hydrogen production or containment pressure rise were quantified by i

tabulating the calculated results and defining ranges (i.e., high, moderate, and low) for specific
values. Basic event probabilities were then assigned to these ranges based on the relative
number of code predictions falling in the range of interest. In some cases, the code calculations
were further supplemented by results taken from NUREG/CR-4551 (Reference 4.6-6).

Other plant specific variables were not available from computer code calculations, but could be
(q) determined by comparison to analyses performed for similar plants. These basic events are

shown as Class 3 in Table 4.6-1. An important example of this class of basic event is the

4.6-3
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probability of drywell shell melt-through. An analysis of drywell shell failure for a plant
similar to HCGS has been published by Theofanous as NUREG/CR-5423 [4.6-7]. In assessing
the probabilities of drywell shell failure under a variety of accident conditions, the results in
NUREG/CR-5423 were used where possible. For cases not considered in the referenced
analysis, values were taken from NUREG/CR-4551. These values were determined by expert
clicitation, rather than on a detailed analysis.

Generic CET basic events correspond to probabilities for which specific features of the HCGS
plant are not important or in which the uncertainties in the relevant phenomena are far greater
than the potential impact of specific plant features. These basic events are shown as Class 1 in
Table 4.6-1. For these basic events, CET values were taken from generic analyses or from
other PRAs. Prime examples of basic events in this class are the probabilities of an in-vessel
steam explosion, or of vessel failure given an in-vessel steam explosion. In both of these
examples, probabilities were taken from the NUREG-1150 analysis of the Peach Bottom plant,
which is documented in NUREG/CR-4551 (Reference 4.6-6).

Human reliability analyses (HRA) (i.e., Class 4 in Table 4.6-1) were performed for CET basic
events associated with operator actions. The HRA used in the CET quantification considered
the human error associated with the failure to diagnose a problem, and the human error
associated with performing the corrective action. The human error probabilities (HEPs)
associated with diagnosis and action are functions of the time available for the operator to act,
the level of stress the operator is under, whether step-by-step procedures are available to guide
the operator, and whether technical oversight is provided (e.g., by a senior reactor operator h
(SRO), or by the technical support center (TSC)).

! For the basic events quantified in the CET, the time available for the operator to act is so long
(typically on the order of one hour or more) that the diagnosis HEP becomes very small.
Consequently, the majority of the HEP is associated with the failure of the operator to perform
the correct actions. Here, the potential for technical oversight and correction of initially
incorrect actions can be important. In the CET quantification, we have assumed that all

i

l actions performed in the control room by the operator will be guided by the SRO or TSC.
Since only actions governed by existing emergency operating procedures (EOPs) are

| considered in the CET, all operator actions were assumed to have associated procedures for the
I operator to follow. The HEP analysis assumed that the operators would be under high stress

during the back-end (Level II) portion of the accident.

System reliability analyses were performed for CET basic events concerned with functionality

| (i.e., availability) of equipment that could potentially mitigate the accident. These basic events
are shown as Class 5 in Table 4.6-1. If a similar analysis was performed as part of the front-'

end (Level I) assessment, those results were used, but were modified to account for conditions
)

! present during the back-end (Level II) portion of the accident.

A detailed analysis of AC power recovery was beyond the scope of the Level II portion of the
IPE. For this reason, the AC power non-recovery tables derived in NUREG/CR-4550 [4.6-8] g
were used in the CET quantification.

4.6-4
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The following two sections provide more detail on the quantification of basic events related to
containment failure, and basic events related to equipment survivability in the harsh
environments that would exist in the secondary containment following containment failure.

4.6.2.2 .Crntainment iLoads and Containment Failure

This section discusses quantification of the containment loads and containment failure
mechanisms considered in the HCGS CET. The containment failure mechanisms discussed
below include: static overpressurization of the containment, containment failures induced by
in-vessel and ex-vessel steam explosions, drywell shell failure due to direct contact with core
debris, and thermal failure due to high drywell temperatures.

Static Overpressurization and Thermal Failure

Phenomena that affect overpressurization of the containment include: pressure rise during core
degradation, pressure rise at vessel breach, high pressure melt ejection, and rapid steam
generation when core debris pours into water on the drywell floor (i.e., steam spike). All of
these phenomena were considered in the quantification of the probability of overpressure
failure of the containment.

First, the MAAP calculations were reviewed in order to tabulate the pressure rise during core

n damage, and the pressure rise at vessel breach for all of the HCGS plant damage states. Other

V BWR Mark I analyses for similar accident sequences were also tabulated. The values for
pressure rise prior to vessel breach were then grouped with respect to suppression pool
temperature (subcooled or saturated), and magnitude of in-vessel hydrogen production. The
values for pressure rise at vessel breach were similarly grouped; however, here the
considerations were vessel pressure (high or low) at the time of vessel breach, occurrence of a
high pressure melt ejection (HPME), presence of water on the drywell floor, and suppression ;
pool temperature. (Note: since MAAP does not calculate the effects of HPME, the HPME !

pressure rise used in NUREG/CR-4551 (Reference 4.66) was used. This pressure rise was
added to the base pressure determined from the MAAP analyses to determine the total pressure

, rise at vessel breach given that HPME occurs.)

With the available information tabulated and grouped as described, probabilities associated
with three levels of pressure rise (e.g., high, moderate, and low) were then assigned based on
the technical support for each level. For example, if most of the accident analyses show i

containment pressures during core damage that are in the moderate range, a much higher I

probability would be assigned to the moderate pressure level. The CET split fractions are
assigned to each of the three levels of pressure rise during core damage, and three levels of
pressure rise at vessel breach.

The various combinations of high, moderate, and low pressure rise prior to and immediately
,

following vessel failure were then combined to determine the resulting total pressure levels in |
the containment following vessel failure. These pressures were then compared to the HCGS

d containment failure curves shown in Section 4.4 to determine the resulting probability of early

4.6-5
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containment failure. Combinations with similar containment failure probabilities were
considered together in the CET, with a characteristic average failure probability defined for

Ieach such grouping.

Late failure of the containment was treated somewhat differently from early failure due to the
sensitivity of the containment failure pressure to the temperature in the drywell. The MAAP
calculations indicate that containment failure at one of the drywell hatches or at the drywell
head is virtually assured at elevated drywell temperatures (i.e., at drywell temperatures greater j

than 500 F). These failures occur because the material comprising the seals in the hatches and
'

the drywell head flange assembly loses its resiliency at high temperatures. When this occurs,
the seals begin to degrade and leak. (This failure mode is referred to as " thermal failure" in
the HCGS CET.) The failure size and, consequently, the leakage rate depend on the existing
containment pressure. The MAAP calculations indicate that leakage through the seals is
sufficient to prevent structural failure of the torus or drywell at very high pressures.

If the temperature in the drywell remains well bclow 500 F, such as in cases with a saturated
steam environment in the drywell, thermal failure of the drywell is unlikely, but overpressure
failure is still possible. In the CET, late overpressure failure is assumed to be virtually assured
unless sufficient water is supplied to the ex-vessel core debris to maintain the overlying water
pool in a subcooled state. Without subcooling, the pressure buildup due to steam and non-
condensable gases from the concrete is assumed to be sufficient to eventually fail the
containment.

Contalmnent Failures Induced by Steam Explosions

The substantial uncertainty associated with steam explosion phenomena makes a detailed
assessment of steam-explosion-induced containment failures unwarranted. Consequently,
probabilities in the CET related to steam explosion phenomena were determined, supported by
the results used in NUREG/CR-4551 and the analysis provided in Reference 4.6-10.

The median probability of an in-vessel steam explosion was determined to be 0.05 based on
- consideration of the results provided in References 4.6-10 and 4.6-6. These references

indicated values for this probability that ranged from 0.002 to 0.2.

Given that an in-vessel steam explosion occurs, it was necessary to determine the probability
that the explosion was sufficient to rupture the reactor vessel. Assessment of this probability
was simplified by assuming that rupture of the reactor vessel results in containment failure.
Values for the probability of in-vessel steam explosion induced containment failure (commonly
referred to as the alpha mode failure probability) have been determined in several studies. The
value given in Reference 4.6-10 was used in the HCGS quantification. Since the vessel
rupture probability is conditional upon the occurrence of an in-vessel steam explosion, this
probability was determined by dividing the alpha mode failure probability given in the
reference (0.0001) by the probability of an in-vessel steam explosion. The resulting vessel
rupture probability is 0.002,

4.6-6
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The probability of an ex-vessel steam explosion was determined for two cases that differ only
by whether the core collapses en masse (i.e., a large mass of molten material is present).
Without a large mass of molten material present, an ex-vessel steam explosion was judged to l

be unlikely. This judgement is supported by the analysis provided in Reference 4.6-10. Based !
Ion this qualitative assessment, a probability of 0.1 was assigned. With a large mass of molten

material present, the probability of an ex-vessel steam explosion is much higher. 1

NUREG/CR-4551 (Reference 4.6-6) assumed a value of 0.85 for this probability, while j
analyses provided to support the MAAP model indicate that large ex-vessel steam explosions

'

are very unlikely (Reference 4.6-1). Based on these two widely divergent views, the ex-vessel
steam explosion probability was viewed to be indeterminate, and a value of 0.5 was assigned.

I

Given that an ex-vessel steam explosion occu s, a probability exists that the explosion will be
sufficient to fail the containment. Pressure relief off the free surface of the shallow water pool j

in the drywell should reduce the trtnsmitted pressure such that containment structures are
unlikely to be threatened. Based on engineerinr, judgement supported by the qualitative i

analysis provided in Reference 4.t 10, the probability of containment failure was determined I
1to be 0.1 given that a large mass of molten material is involved in the steam explosion, and

0.01 given that a large mass of molten material is not involved in the steam explosion.
|

Drywell Shell Fallure Caused by Direct Debris Contact
J

p Two modes of drywell shell failure were considered in the HCGS CET. One mode involves

V carly containment failure caused by contact of core debris with the ex-pedestal portion of the |
drywell shell. A second mode involves late drywell failure caused by contact of core debris

,

'

with the portion of the drywell in the concrete embedment.

The first mode of drywell shell failure is often referred to as drywell shell melt-through,
although melting of the shell is not a necessary requirement for failure. This mode of
containment failure was considered in the NUREG-1150 study of the Peach Bottom plant, and
has been widely studied in recent years. The most complete analysis of this failure mechanism
is presented in NUREG/CR-5423 (Reference 4.6-7). This document formed the basis for

. much of the quantification of containment failure by drywell shell melt-through.

Seven cifferent cases were considered in the HCGS CET. These cases represent different
combinations of (a) mass of molten material available at vessel breach, (b) extent of debris

,

dispersal at vessel breach, and (c) whether the drywell floor is flooded or not. Cases that were
addressed in the NUREG/CR-5423 analysis were assigned the same containment failure
probabilities as in that study. Cases not addressed in NUREG/CR-5423 were quantified using
probabilities taken from NUREG/CR-4551 (Reference 4.6-11). These values were determinexi
by experts elicitation. The resulting containment failure probabilities are shown in
Table 4.6-1.

Drywell shell failure in the concrete embedment can occur late in the accident if the concrete is

O eroded to a sufficient depth. If core debris collects in the sump just outside the personnel
V access doorway in the pedestal and a core-concrete interaction ensues, penetration of the

4.6-7
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drywell shell directly below the sump would appear likely since the drywell shell is
approximately 7 inches from the bottom of the sump. Because it is expected that the core
debris would flow through the doorway and into the sump, a high probability (0.9) was
assigned to this failure mode.

4.6.2.3 Survivability of Encineered Snfecunrds

Given the harsh environment that might exist in the secondary containment following
containment failure, the survivability (i.e., continued function) of engineered safeguards must
be considered. The HCGS CET considers survivability of alternate injection systems, ECCS
systems, and the CRD system following containment failure.

For the quantification of these basic events, the NUREG-1150 values determined for the Peach
Bottom plant (Reference 4.6-6) were used as a baseline. Upon reviewing differences between
the designs of the secondary containment in the HCGS and Peach Bottom plants, it was
concluded that, due to its more extensive compartmentalization, the HCGS design has distinct
advantages over the Peach Bottom design. Because the HCGS design is more
compartmentalized, harsh environments in one area of the secondary containment are less
likely to be communicated to other areas. In addition, some elements of the alternate injection
system (e.g., the condensate pumps) are in the turbine building rather than the reactor
building. Thus, there is a greater likelihood that some systems will survive a containment
failure. Since the Peach Bottom plant survivability values are used as the baseline for the
HCGS, the treatment of equipment survivability in the HCGS CET is believed to be
conservative.

Sensitivity analysis are performed on availability of the ECCS, alternate injection systems and
the FRVS to circumscribe all uncertainties regarding survivability of these systems.
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TABLE 4.6-1
CET BASIC EVENT QUANTIFICATION

Page 1 of 10

Basic Event Name Class Description Value
AC-PWR-EARLY-1 4,5 AC POWER IS NOT RESTORED EARLY GIVEN EVENT IS A ST-SDO: 0.305

Probability that AC Power is not restored early given that a short term station blackout has occurred.
AC-PWR-EARLY-2 4,5 AC POWER IS NOT RESTORED EARLY (LT-SBO) 0.605

Probability that AC Power is not restored early given that a long term station blackout has occurred.

AC-PWR-LATE-1 4,5 LATE AC POWER NOT RESTORED GIVEN EVENT IS A ST-SBO: 0.17
Probability that AC Power is not available late given that a short term station blackout has occurred and
AC Power is not restored early.

AC-PWR-LATE-2 4,5 LATE AC POWER NOT RESTORED GIVEN EVENT IS A LT-SBO: 0.50
Probability that AC Power is not available late given that a long term station blackout has occurred and
AC Power is not restored early.

ALT-FL-1 4 OPERATOR FAILS TO PROVIDE ALTERNATE COOLING TO DEBRIS: 0.052
Probability that the operator fails to provide flow from attemate systems after vessel failure, given that
there was no station blackout, low-pressure ECCS is not available and alternate injection systems are
available. Vessel was not depressurized prior to vessel breach, thus is the first opportunity to use alternate

A injection.
b ALT-FL-2 4 OPERATOR FAILS TO PROVIDE ALTERNATE COOLING TO DEBRIS: 1.0

Similar to ALT-FL-1, except that the vessel was previously depressurized. Operators have previously
failed to use alternate injection source as required.

ALT-FL-3 4 OPERATOR FAILS TO PROVIDE ALTERNATE COOLING TO DEBRIS: 0.052
Probability that the operator fails to provide flow from alternate systems, given a station blackout, but
with AC Power restored late. ECCS is not available.

ALT-FLOW-1 4 ALTERNATE FLOW NOT INITIATED: 1.0

Human error probability for failure to align alternate injection systems (condensate or service water)
during core damage given that at least one system is available, and because of a prior error of omission
was not previously restored.

ALT-FLOW-2 4 ALTERNATE FLOW NOT INITIATED: 0.052
Human error probability for failure to align alternate injection systems (condensate or service water)
during core damage given that at least one system is available, AC power is restored early, and ECCS is
not available.

BRN-LK-1 2 H, BURNS IN THE REACTOR BUILDING AFTER CONTAINMENT LEAK: 0.95
Probability of a Reactor Building H, burn, given leakage into the Reactor Building, coolable debris is
formed ex-vessel (i.e., no ex-vessel H, and in-vessel H, production is high.

BRN-LK-2 2 H, BURNS IN THE REACTOR BUILDING AFTER CONTAINMENT LEAK: 0.999
Probability of a Reactor Building H, burn, given leakage into the Reactor Building and ex-vessel debris is
not coolable (i.e., H, source is substantial).
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CET BASIC EVENT QUANTIFICATION (CONTINUED)
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Basic Event Name Class Description Value
BRN-RPTl 2 H, BURNS IN REACTOR BUILDING AFTER CONTAINMENT RUPTURE: 0.999

Probability of a Reactor Building H, bum, given that there is no reactor building bypass, cootable debris
is formed ex-vessel, in-vessel H, production is high, and containment mpture occurs.

BRN-RM2 2 H, BURNS IN REACTOR BUILDING AFTER CONTAINMENT RUPTURE: 1.0
Probability of a Reactor Building H, bum, given that there is no reactor building bypass, ex-vessel debris
is not coolable, and containment rupture occurs.

CD -> DP - 1 4 OPERATOR FAILS TO DEPRESSURIZE AFTER CORE DAMAG",: 1.0
Probability that the operator fails to depressurize the RPV after core damage, given that the SRVs are
operable in relief mode and DC Power is available (i.e., prior error of omission).

CD -> DP - 2 5 FAILURE TO DEPRESSURIZE AFTER CORE DAMAGE: 2.E-5
Operator depressurizes early but containment pressure recloses SRVs prior to core damage. Containment
is successfully vented (Containment venting is irrelevant for CD -> DP - 1). This event reflects the
failure of the SRVs to reopen in sufficient time to prevent core damage.

CD -> DP - 3 4 OPERATOR FAILURE TO DEPRESSURIZE AFTER CORE DAMAGE: 0.052

$ Probability that the operator fails to depressurize after core damage given that the SRVs are operable in

y relief mode but DC Power was previously unavailable and AC Power is then restored.

CFE-HI-HI/MD 2 CONTAINMENT FAILS EARLY DUE TO OVERPRESSURIZATION: '195
Probability that the containment fails early due to high pressure rise during vessel breach.

CFE-MD-HI 2 CONTAINMENT FAILS EARLY DUE TO OVERPRESSURIZATION: 0.75
Probability that the containment fails early due to high pressore during core damage and moderate pressure
rise during vessel breach.

CFE-MD-MD 2 CONTAINMENT FAILS EARLY DUE TO OVERPRESSURIZATION: 0.3
Probability that the containment fails early due to moderate pressure during core damage and moderate
pressure rise during vessel breach.

CM > 26 % 2,4 GREATER THAN 26% CORE MELT: 0.5
Probability that >26 % of the core melts prior to low-pressure injection recovery.

COOL-1 3 DEBRIS NOT COOLED: 0.1
Probability that debris is not cooled given that vessel breach occurs, water is present on the drywell floor
at vessel breach due to either spray operation or recovery of injection prior to vessel breach, debris is not
dispersed at vessel failure, and the core does not collapse en-masse.
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Basic Event Name Class Description Value

COOL-2 3 DEBRIS NOT COOLED: 0.5
Same as COOL-1, except core collapses en-masse (SLUMPS).

COOL-3 3 DEBRIS NOT COOLED: 0.05
Same as COOL-1, except that debris is dispersed at vessel failure.

COOL-4 3 DEBRIS NOT COOLED: 0.5
Probability that debris is not cooled given that vessel breach occurs, there is no water on drywell floor at
vessel breach, but water addition to the containment is restored following vessel failure. Debris is not
dispersed at vessel failure and the core does not collapse en-masse.

COOL-5 3 DEBRIS NOT COOLED: 0.9
Same as COOL-4, except core collapses en-masse (SLUMPS).

COOL-6 3 DEBRIS NOT COOLED: 0.1
Same as COOL-4, except debris is dispersal at vessel failure.

COOL-7 3 DEBRIS NOT COOLED: 0.99
Probability that debris is not cooled given that the debris is dispersed at vessel breach, but that no water is

$ being added to the drywell.q

h CP-LO/MD 2 CONTAINMENT PRESSURE RISE IS LOW NOT MODERATE PRIOR TO VESSEL BREACH: 0.9
Probability that the containment pressure rise prior to vessel breach is low rather than moderate given
moderate hydrogen production in-vessel, and suppression pl temperature is subcooled.

CP-MD/Hl-1 2 CONTAINMENT PRESSURE RISE IS MODERATE NOT HIGH PRIOR TO VESSEL BREACH: 0.1
Probability that the containment pressure rise prior to vessel breach is moderate rather than high given
high hydrogen production in-vessel.

CP-MD/HI-2 2 CONTAINMENT PRESSURE RISE IS MODERATE NOT HIGH PRIOR TO VESSEL BREACH: 0.9
Prooability that the containment pressure rise prior to vessel breach is moderate rather than high given
moderate hydrogen production in-vessel, and suppression pool subcooled.

CP-MD/HI-3 2 CONTAINMENT PRESSURE RISE IS MODERATE NOT HIGH PRIOR TO VESSEL BREACH: 0.9
Probability that the containment pressure rise prior to vessel breach is low rather than moderate given
moderate hydrogen production in-vessel, and suppression pool temperature > 200 F.

CRD-FLOW 4 HUMAN ERROR FAILURE TO RESTORE CRD: 0.052
Probability that the operator fails to provide CRD flow to the vessel, given that AC Power is restored, and
control rod drive pumps are operable.

O O O
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Basic Event Name Class Description Value
CRD-L-1 4 OPERATOR FAILS TO PROVIDE CRD FLOW TO DEBRIS: 1.0

Prabability that the operator fails to provide CRD flow to the debris given t'.at there is not a station
blackout and CRD pumps are operable, This implies that operators had previously failed to restore CRD

,

'flow as required.

CRD-L-2 4 OPERATOR FAILS TO PROVIDE CRD FLOW TO DEBRIS: 0.052
Probability that the operator fails to provide CRD flow to the debris given a station blackout but with AC
Power restored late. CRD pumps are operable.

DEPOSITI 2 FISSION PRODUCT RETENTION IS LOW IN REACTOR BUILDING: 0.1
Probability that natural deposition does not occur given that conta' ment failure results in leakage thatm
does not bypass reactor building, no hydrogen combustion occurs in the building and standby gas
treatment fails.

DEPOSIT 2 2 FISSION PRODUCT RETENTION IS LOW IN REACTOR BUILDING: 0.95
Same as DEPOSIT 1, except containment rupture occurs.

DWF-E 2 CONTAINMENT FAILS EARLY IN DRYWELL: 0.9

$ Probability that the failure is in the drywell given that the containment fails early.

6 DWF-L 2 CONTAINMENT FAILS LATE IN DRYWELL: 0.95
Probability that containment fails late in drywell given that the containment does not fail early and thermal
failure is prevented late.

ECCS-FLOW 5 ECCS FLOW NOT RECOVERED PRIOR TO VESSEL FAILURE: 1.E-4
Probability that ECCS flow does not occur given that AC Power is restored prior to vessel breach, the
vessel is depressurized, and low-pressure ECCS is available.

ECCS-L-1 5 LATE ECCS FLOW NOT PROVIDED TO DEBRIS: 1.E-4
Probability that ECCS f;ow is not provided to the debris la;e given that there is no station blackout and
low-pressure ECCS is available. Vessel pressure was high prior to vessel breach and so ECCS was not
previously operable.

ECCS-L-2 5 LATE ECCS FLOW NOT PROVIDED TO DEBRIS: 1.E-4
Probability that ECCS flow is not provided to the debris late given a station blackout, but with the AC
Power restored late. Low-pressure ECCS was not available previously.

FCI-CF-1 1 FCI INDUCED CONTAINMENT FAILURE: 0.01
Probability of an FCI-induced containment failure given that an ex-vessel FCI occurs that does not involve
a large mass of molten material (i.e., SLUMP does not occur).

_ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Basic Event Name Class Description Value
FCI-CF-2 1 FCI INDUCED CONTAINMENT FAILURE: 0.1

Same as FCl-CF-1, except a large mass of molten material is involved.

FCl-EX-1 1 EX-VESSEL FUEL COOLANT INTERACTION: 0.1
Probability that ex-vessel fuel-coolant interaction occurs given that .:ither the core does not collapse en-
masse or core collapse induces an in-vessel FCI, in-vessel fuel coolant interaction is prevented, vessel
breach occurs, and there is water on the drywell floor.

FCI-EX-2 1 EX-VESSEL FUEL COOLANT INTERACTION: 0.5
Probability that ex-vessel fuel coolant interaction occurs given that the core collapses en-masse (SLUMP),
in-vessel fuel coolant interaction is prevented, vessel breach occurs, and there is water on the drywell
floor.

FCI-IN 1 IN-VESSEL FUEL COOLANT INTERACTION: 0.05
Probability of an in-vessel FCI given that the core collapses errmasse (SLUMPS).

FCI-VSLRPT 1 VESSEL RUPTURE WITH FCI AND SLUMP: 0.002
Probability that the vesse* ruptures given that the core does collapse en-masse (SLUMP) and in vessel FCI

g occurs.
,L H2MD-CRD 1,2 MODEMTE liYDROGEN PRODUCTION GIVEN CRD FLOW: 0.63
* Probability that hydrogen production it moderate (1000 lbm < H, < 2000 lbm) given that CRD flow

occurs dut*g core damage. No other injection is restored, and H, prtxiuction is not high.

H2MD-CRD-HP 2 MODER ATE HYDROGEN PRODUCTION GIVEN IllGH PRESSURE AND CRD RECOVERY: 0.85
Probabilty that hydrogen production is moderate (1000 lbm < H, < 2090 lbm) given that the vessel
remains at high pressure, CRD flow is restored, and H, production is not high.

H2MD-HP 2 MOPERATE HYDROGEN PRODUCTION GIVEN HIGH PRESSURE: 0.85
Probability that hydrogen production is moderate (1000 lbm < H, < 2000 lbm) given that the vessel
remains at high pressure, there is no CRD flow, and H, production is not high.

H2MD-INJ 2 MODERATE HYDROGEN PRODUCTION GIVEN INJECTION RECOVERY: 0.85
Probability that hydrogen production is moderate (1000 lbm < H, < 2000 lbm) given tbt injection is
restored during core damage and H, production is not high.

H2MD-LP 2 MODERATE HYDROGEN PRODUCTION GIVEN LOW PRESSURE: 0.63
Probability that hydrogen production is moderate (1000 lbm < H, < 2000 lbm) given that the vessel is
depressurized dur:ng core damage. There is not CRD flow, injection is not restored prior to vessel
breach, and H, production is not high.

O O O
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Basic Event Name Class Description Value

H2HI-CRD 2 HIGH HYDROGEN PRODUC1' ION GIVEN CRD FLOW: 0.05
Probability that hydrogen production is high (> 2000 lbm) given that CRD flow occurs during core
damage and no other injection is restored.

H2HI-CRD-HP 2 HIGH HYDROGEN PRODUCTION GIVEN CRD FLOW: 0.1
Probability that hydrogen production is high (> 1000 lbm) given that CRD flow occurs during core
damage and no other injection is restored.

H2HI-HP 2 HIGli IIYDROGEN PRODUCTION GIVEN HIGH PRESSURE AND CRD FLOW: 0.1
Probability that hydrogen production is high (> 2000 lbm) given that the vessel remains at high-pressure
during core damage and CRD flow is restored.

H2111-INJ 2 HIGH HYDROGEN PRODUCTION GIVEN INJECTION RECOVERY: 0.05
Probability that hydrogen production is high (> 2000 lbm) given that injection is restored during core
damage.

H2HI-LP 2 HIGH HYDROGEN PRODUCTION GIVEN LOW PRESSURE: 0.05
Probability that hydrogen production is high (> 2000 lbm) given that the vessel is depressurized during

,
- core damage. There is no CRD flow, and injection is not restored prior to vessel breach.p
t;; H P' vie 1 HIGH PRESSURE MELT EJECTION: 0.8

Probability of high-pressure melt ejection given that the vessel is at high-pressure when vessel breach
occurs and the core collapses en-masse (RLUMP).

LK-1 2 CONTAINMENT FAILURE EARLY RESULTS IN LEAK: 0.1
Containment leak is the consequence of early containment failure.

LK-2 2 CONTAINMENT FAILURE LATE RESULTS IN LEAK: 0.9
Probability of containment leak due to late over-pressure failure.

LK-3 2 CONTAINMENT FAILURE LATE RESULTS IN LEAK: 0.9
Probability of containment leak due to late thermal failure.

MELT-1 3 DRYWELL SHELL MELTS AT EMBEDMENT: 0.0001
Probability that the drywell shell melts at the embedment given that the core does not collapse en-masse
(no SLUMP), vessel breach occurs, debris does not disperse, and water covers the drywell floor.

MELT-2 3 DRYWELL SHELL MELTS AT EMBEDMENT: 0.63
Same as MELT-1 except water does not cover the drywell floor.

|
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Basic Event Name Class Description Value
MELT-3 3 DRYWELL SilELL MELTS AT EMBEDMENT: 0.51

Probability that the drywell shell melts at the embedment given that the core does not collapse en-masse
(no SLUMP), vessel breach occurs, and the debris disperses after vessel failure.

MELT-4 3 DRYWELL SHELL MELTS AT EMBEDMENT: 6.E-5
Probability that the drywell shell melts at the embedment given that the core collapses en-masse
(SLUMP), vessel breach occurs, high-pressure melt ejection is prevented, debris dispersal is prevented,
and water covers the drywell floor.

M ELT-5 3 DRYWELL SHELL MELTS AT EMBEDMENT: 0.999
Same as MELT-4 except water does not cover the drywell floor.

M ELT- 6 3 DRYWELL SHELL MELTS AT EMBEDMENT: 0.6
Probability that the drywell shell melts at the embedment given that the core collapses en-masse
(SLUMP), vessel breach occurs, high-pressure melt ejection is prevented, but debris dispersal occurs.

MELT-7 3 DRYWELL SHELL MELTS AT EMBEDMENT: 0.79
Probability that the drywell shell melts at the embedment given that the core collapses en-masse

[ (SLUMP), vessel breach occurs, and high-pressure melt ejection occurs.
.L NOAl-CF 1 NO ALTERNATE INJECTION SYSTEMS AVAILABLE DUE TO A CONTAINMENT FAILURE: 0.59

Loss of alternate injection capabilities due to harsh environments created by containment failure.

NOAl-CWF 1 NO ALTERNATE INJECTION SYSTEMS AVAILABLE DUE TO A CATASTROPHIC WETWELL 0.73
FAILURE:
Loss of alternate injection capabilities due to harsh environments created by containment failure.

NONI-CF 1 NO ECCS OR CRD SYSTEMS AVAILABLE DUE TO A CONTAINMENT FAILURE: 0.52
Loss of injection sources from inside the reactor building due to harsh environments created by
containment failure.

NONI-CWF 1 NO ECCS OR CRD SYSTEMS AVAILABLE DUE TO A CONTAINMENT FAILURE: 0.68
Loss of injection sources from inside the reactor building due to harsh environments created when the
wetwell fails, with a subsequent draining of the suppression pool.

POOL-1 3 SUPPRESSION POOL DRAINED GIVEN OVERPRESSURE FAILURE OF THE TORUS: 0.03
Probability that the suppression pool is drained given that containment fails and that failure is in the
torus..

POOL-2 3 SUPPRESSION POOL DRAINED: 0.01
Probability that the suppression pool is drained given that the containment is vented from the corus.

O O O
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Basic Event Name Class Description Value
RISE-HI-I 2 HIGH PRESSURE RISE IN CONTAINMENT AT VESSEL BREACH: 0.01

Probability that the containment pressure rise is high given that high-pressure melt ejection occurs.
RISE-M D-1 2 MODERATE PRESSURE RISE IN CONTAINMENT AT VESSEL BREACH: 0.99

Probability that the containment pressure rise is moderate given that high-pressure melt ejection occurs.
RISE-MD-2 2 MODERATE PRESSURE RISE IN CONTAINMENT AT VESSEL BREACH: 0.9

Probability that the containment pressure rise is moderate given that the reactor vessel is at high pressure,
high-pressure melt ejection does not occur, and the suppression pool temperature is > 200 F.

RISE-MD-3 2 MODERATE PRESSURE RISE IN CONTAINMENT AT VESSEL BREACH: 0.5
Same as RISE-MD-2 except that the suppression pool is subcooled.

SLUMP 1 CORE HAS COLLAPSED EN-M ASSE: 0.1
Probability that the core collapses en-masse.

SO-DWVB-BRK 5 STUCK OPEN DRYWELL VACUUM BREAKERS: 0.001
Probability that the drywell vacuum breakers are stuck open given challenge curing core damage. This
basic event a mlies to LOCAs.

$ SO-DWVB-TRN 5 STUCK OPEN DRYWELL VACUUM BREAKERS: 0.001

6 Probability that the drywell vacuum breakers are stuck open given challenge curing core damage. The
basic event applies to transients.

SO-TPVB 5 TAIL PIPE VACUUM BREAKERS FAIL OPEN: 0.255
Probability that a tail pipe vacuum breaker is stuck open given that a LOCA does not occur and there are
no SORVs.

SPRY-E 4 OPERATOR FAILURE TO ACTUATE SPRAYS EARLY TO DEPRESSURIZE CONTAINMENT: 0.052
Probability that operator fails to initiate drywell sprays early (as required) to depressurize the containment.

SPRY-L-1 4 OPERATOR FAILURE TO ACTUATE SPRAYS TO COOL DEBRIS: 1.0
Probability that operator fails to initiate drywell sprays to cool core debris given that the vessel has
breached and drywell sprays are available.

SPRY-L-2 4 OPERATOR FAILURE TO ACTUATE SPRAYS TO COOL DEBRIS: 1.0
Probability that operator fails to initiate drywell sprays to cool core debris after vessel failure given a
station blackout with AC Power restored early and sprays available.

SPRY-L-3 4 OPERATOR FAILURE TO ACTUATE SPRAYS TO COOL DEBRIS: 1.0
Probability that operator fails to initiate drywell sprays to cool core debris given vessel failure, station
blackout, and late restoration of AC Power. Spray system is available.
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Basic Event Name Class Description Value

SUMP 2 CONTAINMENT FAILURE INDUCED AT SUMP: 0.9
Probability that containment failure induced at sump bottom given no other failure mode has occurred and
t:a core debris is not coolable.

TEMP-1 2,3 TiiERMAL FAILURE OF CONTAINMENT OCCURS: 0.01

Probability of thermal failure of containment given that water is supplied to the drywell floor and the
debris is not cooled.

TEMP-2 2,3 TIIERMAL FAILURE OF CONTAINMENT OCCURS: 0.95
Probability of thermal failure of containment given that water is not supplied to the drywell floor and the
debris is not cooled.

TEMP-3 2,3 TliERM AL FAILURE OF CONT 'INMENT OCCURS: 1.0
Probability of thermal failure of et ainment given water is not supplied to the drywell floor and the
debris is cooled.

VB-CM <26 % 1,2 VESSEL FAILURE OCCURS WITli <26% CORE MELT AND INJECTION: 0.001
Probability that vessel breach occurs given that low-pressure injection is recovered and less than 26% of

-$ the core has melted.

y VB-CM > 26 % 1,2 VESSEL FAILURE OCCURS WITH >26% CORE MELT AND INJECTION: 0.3
Probability that vessel breach occurs given that low-pressure injection is recovered, greater than 26% of the
core melts and the core does not collapse en-masse (no SLUMP).

VENT-E/AC 4 OPERATOR Fall 3 TO VENT CONTAINMEM EARLY: 0.052
Probability that the operator fails to vent containment prior to vessel failure given that containment pressure is
sufficient to require venting, and AC Power and vent valves are available.

VENT-E!DW 4 OPERATOR VENTS CONTAINMEM EARLY TIIROUGH DRYWELL: 0.05
Probability that the operator vents containment early through the drywell and not dirough the wetwell, given
that the containment has been vented.

VENT-E/ MAN 4 OPERATOR FAILS TO VENT CONTAINMENT EARLY: 0.31

Probability that the operator fails to manually vent the containment early given that containment pressure is
elevated, AC Power is not available, and vent valves are available.

VENT-UAC 4 ' OPERATOR FAILS TO VENT CONTAINMENT LATE: 0.052

Probability that the operator fails to vent the containment late given that contaimnent pressure is sufficient to
require venting and AC Power is available.

O O O
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Basic Event Name Class Description Value
VENT-IJDW-INJ 4 OPERATOR VENTS CONTAINMENT LATE THROUGH DRYWELL: 0.95

Probability that the operator vents containment late through the drywell and not through the wetwell, given
that the containment has been vented, and injection systems are operating.

VENT-IJDW-DRY 4 OPERATOR VENTS CONTAINMENT LATE THROUGH DRYWELL: 0.05
Probability that the operator vents containment late through the drywell and not through the wetwell, given
that the containment has been vented, and injection systems are not operating.

VENT-IlMAN-L 4 OPERATOR FAILS TO VENT CONTAINMENT LATE: 0.31
Probability that the operator fails to manually vent the containment late given that containment pressure is
elevated, AC Power is not available, and vent valves are available. This basic event applies to long terms
SBO sequences.

VENT-11 MAN-S 4 OPERATOR FAILS TO VENT CONTAINMENT LATE: 0.31
Probability that the operator fails to manually vent the containment late given that containment pressure is
elevated AC Power is not available, and vent valves are available. This basic event applies to short term4

SBO sequences.

."
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Q 4.7 RADIONUCLIDE RELEASE CHARAC"tCRIZATION

The consequences of a reactor accident are determined to a large extent by the magnitude of
the radionuclide release to the environment. Thus, to complete the HCGS IPE, predictions of
the radionuclide source term are required. This section describes the development of a model
for source term evaluation, quantification of the source term model parameters, integration of
the source term model into the HCGS Containment Event Tree (CET), and, finally, the results
obtained from this analysis.

4.7.1 Method for Assessine Radionuclide Release

A wide variety of radioactive fission products build up in an operating reactor core. Different
fission product species would be expected to behave in very different ways during the course
of an accident. For example, noble gases (primarily krypton and xenon) evolve from the fuel
during the fuel degradation process while ruthenium stays within the fuel matrix until very
high temperatures are achieved during molten core-concrete interactions. Furthermore, some
species are readily decontaminated by pool scrubbing (e.g., cesium iodide and cesium
hydroxide), while others are unaffected by decontamination mechanisms (e.g., noble gases).
Because so many fission product isotopes exist and because many types ofisotopes behave
differently throughout the course of an accident, they are typically categorized into groups.

p Release is considered for each group of fission product elements. The element groups are

() defined based on similar chemical behavior. Nine groups have typically been considered.
These are shown in Table 4.7-1. In this analysis only the first five groups are included. This
simplification is made based on the results of NUREG/CR-4467 (Reference 4.7-1). The EPRI
Generic Methodology outlined in NSAC-159 (Reference 4.7-2) also suggests this simplification
for use in the IPEs.

The five radionuclide groups being evaluated in the HCGS IPE are (1) noble gases, (2) iodine,
(3) cesium, (4) tellurium, and (5) strontium. The IPE source term algorithm is designed to
calculate the fractional release of each of these radionuclide groups for each of the main

. accident sequences. The results of the source term evaluation is a list of release fractions,
representing the environmental release for each group.

The method applied for estimating source terms is based on NSAC-159 (Reference 4.7-2).
This method was derived from the rethodology used for NUREG-1150 (Reference 4.7-3) and
documented in NUREG/CR-4551 (Refsrence 4.7-4). It consists of a parametric model for the
magnitude of fission product release. The model is embodied in seven algebraic expressions.
Parameters in these expressions indicate the magnitude of release from the fuel and the extent
of retention by various plant features. |

4.7.1.1 The Source Term Aleorithm

Source terms for the HCGS IPE were calculated using a source term algorithm built into the
ik containment performance model. This was accomplished using an EVNTRE user function.

|
'
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As used here, the term " source term" refers to the fractional release to the environment of the
five key radionuclide groups defined above. The algorithm estimates source terms based upon
sequence-dependent radionuclide release fractions (RFs) and decontamination factors (DFs)
input and documented within the containment event tree input deck. The source term
algorithm applies RFs and DFs within correlations that calculate the net fractional radionuclide
release for the five radionuclide species for each sequence through the CET.

The source term algorithm for the HCGS IPE is comprised of correlations that relate release
fractions and decontamination factors in a self-consistent fashion to calculate environmental
release fractions. The release fractions and decontamination factors considered in the HCGS
source term algorithm are described below.

A release fraction is defined as the mass fraction of the available fission product group that is
released from the core debris and thus becomes available for release. Release fractions are
defined for three processes:

(1) In-vessel release from the fuel-RFrv(i);

(2) Ex-vessel release from core debris during interactions with structural concrete-
RFeci(i); and

(3) Revolatilization release of radionuclides that are initially released in-vessel but
are trapped on primary system surfaces-RFarv(i).

These RFs are determined for each of the five radionuclide groups.

A decontamination factor is defined as the ratio of the initial mass available for release from a
given volume to the mass that remains available after the decontamination mechanism has
taken effect. In simpler terms, a DF is defined as the mass entering a volume divided by the
mass leaving the volume. The decontamination considered in the HCGS CET are listed below:

- (1) Early suppression pool scrubbing-DFut(i)

(2) I2te suppression pool scrubbing-DFuoot(i)

(3) Primary system deposition-DFyst(i) ,

'

(4) Early containment deposition-DFocom(i)

(5) Early scrubbing by caatainment sprays-DF sn(i)t

(6) Early secondary containment deposition-DFm(i)

(7) Late containment deposition-DFwom(i)

(8) 12te scrubbing by containment sprays-DFosen(i)

(9) Late secondary containment deposition-DFm(i)

The source term algorithm applies the following decontamination factors to in-vessel releases:
(1) primary system natural deposition, (2) early pool scrubbing due to passage of fission
products through the "T"-quenchers, (3) early containment deposition, (4) early containment
spray wash-out, and (5) early secondary containment deposition. The following

.
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h decontamination factors are applied to both ex-vessel (i.e., CCI) releases and revolatilization
releases: (1) late pool scrubbing due to passage of fission products through the drywell vents,
(2) late containment deposition, (3) late containment spray wash-out, (4) late secondary
containment deposition.

The following rules and assumptions are applied throughout the source term algorithm to
provide consistency between the source term estimation and the current understanding of
radionuclide behavior:

(1) If the pool scrubbing DF is large (i.e., DFm(i) > 10), the effect of
containment sprays is neglected. This is done to prevent double counting for the
effect of water pool and spray decontamination, which each act to remove
aerosols in a similar size.

(2) All noble gas decontamination factors are unity.

The source term algorithm is embodied in a set of equations that calculate release to the
environment from in-vessel, ex-vessel, and revolatilization processes, and also the total
environmental release. These equations are discussed below.

Total Environmental Release

The total atmospheric release of a particular isotope group can be expressed as the sum of the
releases due to in-vessel, core-concrete interactions, and revolatilization releases for that group
and corrected for hold-up in the secondary containment. This relationship can be shown as:

e i e 3pV" p*
[Ruca(i) + Ruy(i)]x VRw(i)= R (i) x +3

DFnc(i)j DFuc(i)sty

where,

-

Rm(i) Total release from containment to atmosphere=

R(i) (Early) In-vessel release=
t

Ruca(i) Molten Core-concrete interaction release=

Ruv(i) In-vessel revolatilization release=

Fractional release of fission products from the containment to theFvent =

secondary containment. Values less than unity represent hold-up of
fission products within the containment. This may be considered
possible if the containment vent can be reclosed following complete
recovery from the accident.

DFosc(i) Secondary containment decontamination factor for early (in-vessel)=

releasesp
Secondary containment decontamination factor for late (ex-vessel andV DFuc(i) =

revolatilization) releases
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In-Vessel Release

The early release is calculated by dividing the in-vessel release fraction by the in-vessel
decontamination factor in the following relationship:

1

R (i) = RF (i) xs ry
DF (i)ry

where,

DF (i) = DFm(i) x DFv3t(i) x DF3com(i) x DFt3pg @ry

and

RFrv(i) In-vessel release fraction=

In-vessel decontamination factorDFrv(i) =

DFspoot(i) = Early pool scrubbing decontamination factor
DFv3t(i) Primary system decontamination factor=

DFecodi) = Containment decontamination factor for early (in-vessel) releases
DFespa(i) Containment sprays decontamination factor for early (in-vessel) releases=

MCCI Release

Similarly, the release from molten core-concrete interactions (MCCI) is found by multiplying
the fraction of the isotope group remaining after in-vessel releases times the MCCI release
fraction and dividing by the MCCI decontamination factor:

RF"CC'(i)Rucci(i) = (1- RFy(i)) xr
DFucct(i)

-

where,

DFucc1(i) = DFtpoot(i) x DFt3pg(i) x N cos7(i)t

and

RFucci(i) Core-concrete interaction release fraction=

Core-concrete interaction decontamination factorDFucci(i) =

DFopoot(i) = Late pool scrubbing decontamination factor
DF com(i) = Containment decontamination factor for late (ex-vessel andt

revolatilization) releases
Containment sprays decontamination factor for late (ex-vessel andDFura(i) =

revolatilization) releases

|
|
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Revolatilization Release

Release due to revolatilization is calculated by multiplying the fraction of radionuclides trapped
within the vessel times the revolatilization release fraction and divided by the revolatilization
decontamination factor:

-

< v
R v(i) = RF (i) x 1- x RFary(i)xan 3y

DFyst(i)g DFary(i)
, t

where,

DF,3y(i) = DF ,@ x Ntcour(i) x Nepoot(i)t3p

and

RFaev(i) Revolatilization release fraction=

Revolatilization decontamination factorDF,3v(i) =

The next section discusses quantification of the source term parameters used in the
HCGS CET.

O
O 4.7.1.2 Onantification of the HCGS Source Term Parameters

The values for the RFs and DFs used in the source term algorithm were determined from the
results of the HCGS MAAP 3.0B calculations. In some instances, the MAAP results were
supplemented by results taken from the NUREG-1150 expert elicitations documented in

NUREG-4551 (Reference 4.7-5).

Release fraction values were determined by dividing the mass released from the core debris by
the total mass available. The in-vessel release fraction is the fraction of the initial inventory of

- each radionuclide group that is released during core degradation. The release fraction from
core-concrete interactions is defm' ed as the fraction of the radionuclide inventory available for
ex-vessel release (i.e., not including the inventory released during core degradation) that is
released during core-concrete interactions. The revolatilization release fraction is the fraction
of radionuclides trapped initially in the primary system that are subsequently released when the
primary system surfaces heat up. The standard MAAP output file provides all of the

I information needed to calculate these release fractions.

It should be noted that due to the limitations of MAAP in modeling in-vessel release of
tellurium (see the discussion in Section 4.2), we did not rely on MAAP for predictions of the
in-vessel release fractions for tellurium. Instead, results from the NUREG-1150 expert
elicitations were used. The structure of the source term algorithm assured conseivation of
tellurium mass even with the adjustment of release timing.

4.7-5
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Decontamination factors were determined based on the calculated mass of fission products

entering and leaving a cell. Since MAAP provides detailed temporal information on the
,

location and form of radionuclides in the containment and secondary containment, most of the |
DFs were relatively easy to calculate. The exceptions to this were the early and late spray |

DFs, and the early secondary containment DF. The spray DFs were difficult to determine
because radionuclides scrubbed by the sprays eventually flow into the wetwell as the drywell
floods to the level of the vent pipe opening. Consequently, it is impossible to separate the
effect of the sprays from the effect of suppression pool scrubbing. Fmly secondary
containment DFs could not be determined since there were no MAAP calculations with
significant early release from the primary containment. The spray DFs and early secondary
containment DFs were taken from the NUREG-ll50 expert elicitation documented in

NUREG-4551 (Reference 4.7-5).

Table 4.7-2 presents the source term parameter values used in the HCGS CET. A brief
summary of the rationale for the choice of each parameter value is also provided in the table.
Note that some of the RFs and DFs are defined for specific radionuclides (e.g., NG = noble
gases, I = iodine, Cs = cesium, Te = tellurium, and Sr = strontium), while others are
defined for aerosols (Ae) in general. The radionuclide-specific values are those for which the
chemical behavior of the individual radionuclides is important. The aerosol-specific values are
those for which chemical phenomena are less important than the characteristics of the aerosol
particles.

4.7.2 Radionuclide Release for the Base Case Calculatiam

The calculations described in this section utilize the basic event probabilities shown in
Table 4.6-1. These calculations are referred to as the Base Case, to distinguish them from the

results of the sensitivity studies discussed in Section 4.7.3.

4.7.2.1 Definition of Release Cateeories

The discussion in this section focuses on radionuclide release to the environment. Accident
. progression events that influence radionuclide release (e.g., containment failure, suppression

pool bypass, core-concrete interactions, etc.) are examined in detail. Here, an attempt is made
to evaluate the relative importance of specific events in determining the magnitude of the
release to the environment. Events that influence the timing of the release are also important
to consider. Early containment failure or early venting (i.e., early release), and late
containment failure or late venting (i.e., late release).

To simplify the discussion of radionuclide release a list of nine " release categories" based on
the timing of the release and the magnitude of the release to the environment was developed.
As discussed below, these release categories can be qualitatively related to the relative risk and
consequences of a particular accident sequence or plant damage state.

The timing of the radionuclide release is assumed to determine the extent to which the
surrounding population can be evacuated before the release occurs. Two categories of
radionuclide release times are considered in the CET: early release and late release. An early

4.7-6
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O release is assumed to occur within two hours after vessel failure. This time interval is assumed
V to be too short for evacuation to be very effective. A late release is assumed to occur after a j

general emergency would have been declared and is therefore assumed to provide an |
opportunity for effective evacuation. Clearly, the highest risk to the surrounding population is l
associated with early releases.

It should be noted that an early release does not necessarily imply an early containment failure
since early venting also leads to a release to the environment. Early venting sequences
generally lead to small early releases of cesium and iodine since venting is nearly always from
the wetwell, and the releases are therefore scrubbed by the suppression pool. The sensitivity
of release to venting is considered in two of the sensitivity studies discussed in Section 4.7.3.
Early release could also occur prior to vessel failure; however, both the magnitude and
possibility of such release are negligible when compared to release after vessel failure.

The magnitude of radionuclide release is categorized in terms of five levels of release: high,
medium-high, medium, low, and low-low. These levels are designated by numbers 1 through
5, where 1 refers to a high level of release and 5 refers to a low-low level of release. Levels
are assigned based on the magnitude of the iodine and tellurium releases calculated for each
accident sequence. First, levels are individually assigned to the iodine and tellurium releases
according to the limits shown below:

Release Level Iodine Tellurium
High > 6% >6%
Medium 0.1 to 6 % 0.1 to 6 %

4Low 10-2 to 0.1 % 10 to 0.1 %
4Low-Low < 104 % < 10 %

The limits shown in this table were selected to ensure an adequate differentiation of releases.

Next, the release category levels are assigned by considering combinations of these iodine and
tellurium release levels. The "high" release category contains sll sequences that have both

- high iodine and high tellurium. The " medium-high" release category contains all sequences
that have either high iodine release and medium tellurium release, or high tellurium release
and medium iodine release. The " low" release category contains all sequences that have both
low iodine and low tellurium release. The " low-low" release catet,ory has sequences that have
both low-low iodine and low-low tellurium release. These are only sequences that have no
containment failure. The " medium" release category contains all sequences not included in the
other release categories.

An EVNTRE binner was written to bin the calculated accident sequence source terms into
these nine release categories. Figure 4.7-1 shows the HCGS tree that bins into release
categories. The tree first determines whether the release was early or late. The CF top event
shown in the figure considers both containment failure and venting, when determining the,

timing of release. Next, the levels of iodine and tellurium release are considered. Release
categories El through E4 are assigned to the Early-High through Early-Low combinations,
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while L1 through L4 are assigned to the Late-High through Late-Low combinations. The
Low-Low category is given the designation L5 although it does not actually involve
contamment failure or venting. The L5 release is due only to normalleakage from the i

containment. Figure 4.7-2 is identical to Figure 4.7-1; however, it sorts the release
categories based on the containment failure modes.

|

4.7.2.2 Summary of Base Case Results for Each Level II Initiating Event

The following discussion summarizes the accident sequence and radionuclide release results for
the six initiating events considered in the HCGS Level II IPE. Tables are provided for each j

initiating event showing the dominant accident sequences (i.e., in terms of sequence j

frequency). The characteristics of these dominant sequences are then summarized in terms of
the CET top events, which are deilned in Section 4.5. Tables are also provided showing the
dominant "high" and " medium-high" source term sequences for each initiating event. The|

cbaracteristics of these sequences that lead to higher radionuclide release are then discussed.

|

| 4.7.2.2.1 Results for the Level II LT-SBO Sequences (Initiating Event - 1) |
|

| The L'l-SBO initiating event contains all sequences which can be represented by a loss of off-
site power with the high pressure coolant injection, the reactor core isolation cooling, and
automatic depressurization systems available for four hours (i.e., battery depletion is assumed ;

to occur after four hours). This initiating event also contains unrecovered loss of HVAC,
'

since such an event eventually results in loss of the switchgear rooms and causes a station
blackout. Tables 4.7-3 and 4.7-4 show the most likely accident sequences and the highest
source term sequences for this type ofinitiator. In these and subsequent initiating event tables,
at least the top 10 sequences by frequency are included in the first table, while the highest
frequency medium-high and high source term sequences are presented in the second of the two
tables.

As shown in Table 4.7-2, a!! of the dominant sequences have vessel failure at high pressure
since the ADS system is unavailable after four hours. Nearly all of the sequences have no

. early coolant injection, and as a result, nearly all sequences lead to vessel failure. The
containment fails early in 5 of the 14 sequences shown in the table. These sequences comprise
approximately half of the total frequency. In addition, early venting occurs in one sequence.
Three of the sequences do not have either late or early containment failure, or early or late

,

containment venting. All of the dominant sequences have early suppression pool scrubbing
(i.e., EPOOL = Yes) and half of the sequences have early drywell spmys. Most of the
dominant sequences have late coolant injection and most have coolable ex-vessel debris (i.e.,
DCOOL = Yes). Six of the dominant sequences have late suppression pool scrubbing and
most have good fission product retention in the containment (i.e., FPR -- Yes). Only three of
the sequences have good fission product retention in the Reactor Building (i.e., RB = yes).
The results shown in Table 4.7-3 comprise over 90% of the significant accident progression
bins for the Level II LT-SBO categorized initiating events.

4.7-8
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Table 4.7-4 shows the dominant high and medium-high source term sequences for the LT-SBO
initiator. Greater than 97% of the high and medium-high sequence frequency is included in
this table, and 93% of this frequency is represented in the first four sequences.

As shown in the table, high and medium-high source term sequences comprise a substantial
portion of the total LT-SBO frequency (approximately 52%). About 24 percent of the total
sequence frequency is in the early high release category, with most of this total included in the
first sequence. The features of this sequence that lead to a high source term include: no early
injection, vessel failure, early containment failure, no late drywell :: prays, no late injection,
uncoolable debris, no late suppression pool scrubbing, poor fission product retention in the
containment, and poor retention in the Reactor Building. The second of the dominant source ;

term sequences leads to an early medium-high release. This sequence, which accounts for
nearly all of the early medium-high frequency, differs from the first sequence in that late
injection is available, and there is good radionuclide retention in the containment. The next
two dominant source term sequences involve late containment failure. The first of these leads
to a late high release and the next leads to a late medium-high release. The sequence with the
late high release has the following characteristics that lead to the high source term: no early
injection, vessel failure, no drywell sprays, no late injection, uncoolable debris, no late
suppression pool scrubbing, and poor retention in the Reactor Building. The sequence with the
late medium-high release has similar characteristics except that it has late coolant injection.

4.7.2.2.2 Results for the Level II Transient Sequences (Initiating Event-2)

For reporting purposes, we divided transient initiators into two classes: one containing .
sequences with loss of residual heat removal (RHR), and one containing all other transients.
Transients with RHR available are included in this section, while transients without RHR are
discussed in the following section.

The transients included here involve a wide spectrum of sequences including sequences with
and without stuck open relief valves (SORVs), sequences with and without automatic vessel
depressurizaton, and sequences with and without low pressure injection available. All relevant

. combinations of these events, and resulting system availabilities are modeled in the HCGS
CET. Tables 4.7-5 and 4.7-6 show the most likely accident sequences and the highest source
term sequences for this I2 vel II initiating event.

The sequences shown in Table 4.7-5 comprise 95% of the significant accident progression bins
for the I2 vel II transients with the RHR available. As shown in the table, vessel failure occurs
with high primary system pressure and low containment pressure in 75% of these transient
sequences, while in 16.67% of the dominant sequences, vessel failure is prevented.

As shown in Table 4.7-5,90% of the dominant sequences that lead to vessel failure have
vessel depressurization, and none of the sequences that lead to vessel failure have early coolant
injection. The containment fails early in 5 of the 10 sequences that lead to vessel failure.
These sequences comprise approximately 26% of the total frequency. Also, among sequences
that resulted in vessel failure, one resulted in early containment venting. This sequence

!

|
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comprised approximately nine percent of the total frequency. Only one of the sequences that
led to vessel failure did not lead to any containment venting or containment failure (neither
Early nor Late). However, this sequence comprises 31.4% of the total frequency. One !

sequence leads to late containment failure and two lead to late comainment venting. All of the
dominant sequences have early suppression pool scrubbing. Seventy five percent of the
sequonces have early or late drywell spray. All of the dominant sequences have late coolant i

injection, and 70% of the sequences that lead to vessel failure have coolable ex-vessel debris. |

Due to the high probability for hydrogen burns in the Reactor Building, most sequences have
poor fission product retention in the Reactor Building.

Table 4.7-6 shows the dominant high and medium-high tource term sequences Or the
transients with available decay heat removal. As shown in the table, the high ar d medium-
high source term sequences comprise only abount 1.7% af the totalinitiator frequency, with
nearly all of this total included in the first sequence. The frequency of high or medium-high
release is low because most sequences have late coolant injection, and as a result, most
sequences have coolable core debris (i.e., no releases from core-concrete interactions). The
source term for the first sequence is in the early medium-high release category. The features
of this sequence that lead to a high source term include: no early injection, vessel failure,
early containment failure, no late drywell sprays, uncoolable debris, no late suppression pool
scrubbing, and poor retention in the Reactor Building.

4.7,2.2.3 Results for the Level II TW Sequences (Initiating Event -3)

Discussed in this section are all transient sequences in which decay heat removal has been lost
(TW sequences). These include sequences with and without SORVs, sequences with and
without low pressure injection, and sequences with and without automatic vessel
depressurization. Tables 4.7-7 and 4.7-8 show the most likely accident sequences and the
highest source term sequences for this initiating event.

As shown in Table 4.7-7, three of the dominant sequences have vessel depressurization. Only
one of the sequences has early coolant injection, and that sequence has no vessel failure.

- Three of the sequences result in early containment failure, two result in early containment
venting and four sequences result in late containment failure. All of the dominant sequences
have early st.ppression pool scrubbing. None of the sequences have early or late drywell
sprays. Fifty percent of the dominant sequences have late coolant injection, ad,25% of have
coolable ex-vessel debris. About 92% of the dominar.t sequences have no late suppressior.
pool scrubbing, and 37% have poor fission product rettr/ ion in the containment. Due to the
high probability for hydrogen burns in the Reactor Building, most sequences have poor fission
product retention in the Reactor Buildig. The results shown in Table 4.7-7 comprise 94% of
the significant accident progression bins for the Level II TW categorized initiating events.

Table 4.7-8 shows the dominant high and medium-high source term sequences for the transient
initiators with loss of decay heat removal. As shown in the table, a substantial portion of the -

TW sequences lead to high or medium-high release (approximately 65%). Greater than 98% S
of these sequences are represented in the table, with 82% included in the first three sequences.

4.7 10
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( The first sequence comprises 44% of the high and medium-high release frequency. This |

sequence leads to an early high release, and is characterized by the following features common
to nearly all of the early high release sequences: no early injection, vessel failure, early
containment failure, no late drywell sprays, no late injection, uncoolable debris, no late
suppression pool scrubbing, poor fission product retention in the containment, and poor
retention in the Reactor Building. The second sequence in tne table leads to an early medium-
high release. This sequence differs from the first in that there is late injection, and good
fission product retention in the containment. The third sequence shown in the table leads to a
late high release. In addition to timing of containment failure, this sequence differs from the
first sequence in that it has good radionuclide retention in the containment. Good retention in I

the containment results from the predominant late containment failure mode - thermally |
induced leakage thragh the CRD hatch or drywell head assembly. Late injection of coolant !

into the reactor vessel greatly reduces the revolatilization release of the iodine and cesium
trapped on surfaces in the primary system. Since early releases of these radionuclides are
scrubbed by the suppression pool and late revolatilization is reduced, the total release of iodine
and cesium is calculated to be less than one percent.

;

4.7.2.2.4 Results for the Level II LOCA Sequences (Initiating Event-4)
'

The LOCA initiating events include both medium and large LOCA sequences. There were no
small break LOCA sequences that met the Level II screening criterion of 1.E-7. All large and
medium LOCAs are assumed to be sufficent to depressurize the reactor vessel. Tables 4.7-9

( and 4.7-10 show the most likely accident sequences and the highest source term sequences for
this initiating event.

As shown in Table 4.7-9, all the dominant sequences have vessel depressurization due to
medium and large LOCAs. Furthermore, all the dominant sequences have no early injection j

'

and as result all lead to vessel failure. However, in two of the 10 sequences shown in Table
4.7-9, the containment does not fail and there is no need for venting. These two sequences
comprise 34.2% of the dominant sequences. The containment fails early in only two
sequences, which comprise approximately seven percent of the dominant sequences. Early ;

.
containment venting takes place in two of the 10 dominant sequences. Also, one of the early

,

'

containment venting sequences lead to late containment failure. Ninety percent of the
dominant sequences have early suppression pool scrubbing,40% have debris coolability and
32% have late suppression pool scrubbing. Eight percent of the dominant sequences have poor
containment retention capability and 14% of them have poor Reactor Building retention
capability. The results shown in Table 4.7-9 comprise 93% of the significant accident
progression bins for the Level II LOCA categorized initiating events.

1

Table 4.7-10 shows the dominant high and medium-high source term sequences for the LOCA |
initiator. As shown in the table, high and medium-high source term sequences comprise only !
a small percentage of the total LOCA frequency (approximately 11%). Greater than 92% of !
the high and medium-high frequency is captured in the table, with more than 70% of this total

O in the first two sequences.
V

i
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O:The first two sequences lead to high release. Both sequences have all of the characteristics of
the high release sequences mentioned previously, including: no early injection, vessel failure,
early containment failure, no late drywell sprays, no late injection, uncoolable debris, no late
suppression pool scrubbing, poor fission product retention in the containment, and poor
retention in the Reactor Building.

4.7.2.2.5 Results for the Level U ATWS Sequences (Initiating Event - 5)

The ATWS initiating event comprises all the sequences in which the reactor is critical. It also
includes sequences in which the reactor is critical and the plant experiences a coincident station
blackout. However, the frequency of the ATWS-SBO sequence is only 8.91E-9, which by
itself would be below the 1.E-7 Level II screening criterion.- The ATWS-SBO sequence has
been maintained ir. the Izvel II for completeness, and because it was simple to combine it with
the other ATWS sequences. Tables 4.7-11 and 4.7-12 show the most likely accident
sequences and the highest source term sequences for this initiating event.

As shown in Table 4.7-11, only 12.3% of the sequences have a depressurized reactor vessel
and none has early injection. As a result, all sequences lead to vessel failure. Two of the
sequences do not lead to containment failure or venting. Twenty six percent of the sequences
lead to early containment failure and about seven percent lead to late containment failure.
Three sequences lead to early containment venting, of which one leads to late containment
failure, as well. Also, two sequences lead to late containment venting. All sequences have g
early suppression pool scrubbing, and, with the exception of the ATWS-SBO sequence, all
have late injection. Thirteen of the 16 sequences have late drywell sprays and 10 have ex-
vessel debris coolability. With the exception of the ATWS-SBO sequence, all sequences have
good containment fission product retention, while about half of the sequences have good
Reactor Building retention. The results shown in Table 4.7-11 comprise approximately 92%
of the significant accident progression bins for the Level II ATWS initiating events.

Table 4.7-12 shows the dominant high and medium-high source term sequences for the ATWS
initiator. As shown in the table, the contribution from the ATWS initiator to the high and

. medium-high release frequency is extremely small, with most of the ATWS contribution
coming from the ATWS sequences with coincident SBO (total frequency of 1.2E-8). The low
ATWS contribution is due to the high availability of containment sprays. In most ATWS
sequences, except those with SBO, containment sprays are available and are used early. Spray
usage reduces early failures by reducing the shell meltthrough frequency. Sprays also increase
the probability of debris coolability, and provide for good radionuclide removal.

4.7.2.3 Aerrecation of All Base Case Results

Tables 4.7-13 through 4.7-21 provide a summary of the key base case results for all five
accident initiators. Tables 4.7-13 through 4.7-18 show the frequency of occurrence for several
top events important to the assessment of the source term, while Tables 4.7-19 through 4.7-21
summarize the radionuclide release results in terms of release category.

,
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( Table 4.7-13 shows the frequency of top events associated with containment failure (CFE and
CFL), containment venting (CFE-Vnt and CFL-Vnt), suppression pool scrubbing (EPOOL and"

LPOOL), and debris coolability (LT-DC). The table shows that early containment failure is
calculated to occur in approximately one-half of the accident sequences leading to core
damage, while early containment venting occurs in only about 6 percent of these sequences.
Also, late containment failure occurs in approximately 18 percent of the sequences, while late
containment venting occurs in 10 percent. Subtracting these contributions from unity leaves a
probability of no containment failure or venting of approximately 12 percent. The table also
shows that early pool scrubbing occurs in nearly all of the sequences, while late pool scrubbing
occurs in approximately one-fourth of all sequences. Ex-vessel core debris is coolable in
approximately half of the sequences, and core-concrete interactions are therefore prevented.
The table shows that these results are particularly influenced by the results for the LT-SBO
sequence (which comprises greater than three-fourths of the total core damage frequency).
The LT-SBO sequence includes 88% of the early containment failures, and 74% of the late ;

containment failures. Much of the remaining early and late containment failure frequency I

comes from the TW sequence (7% of the early failures, and 6% of the late failures). The
LOCA sequences contribute significantly to the frequency oflate containment failure (18% of
the total). Table 4.7-14 is similar to Table 4.7-13, with this difference that it shows the
resultant conditional probability of containment failure for each initiating event category.

Tables 4.7-15 and 4.7-16 show the dominant early and late containment failure modes,

p respectively. Table 4.7-15 shows that 47 percent of the total early containment failure

( probability of 56 percent is due to drywell shell meltthrough, while approximately 9 percent is
due to overpressurization. As expected, early containment failures from steam explosions
contribute little to the early containment failure probability. Table 4.7-16 shows that late
containment failure is primarily from thermally induced seal leakage (10 percent out of
18 percent), with sump failure second in importance (7.5 percent) and pressure failure last in
importance (< 1 percent). The high probability of late thermal failure results from the low
probability for late coolant injection. Without late coolant injection, the temperature in the
containment will increase to the temperature at which the seal material in the various hatches
or drywell head assembly begin to degrade and leak. Tables 4.7-17 and 4.7-18 are similar to

. Tables 4.7-15 and 4.7-16, respectively, with this difference that they illustrate the resultant
conditional probability of early and late containment failure modes.

Tables 4.7-19,4.7-20 and 4.7-21 summarize the radionuclide release results from the base
case CET evaluation. The discussion below focuses on the radionuclide release results of
greatest significance with respect to public risk. These include the early high (E1), early
medium-high (E2), late high (L1), and late medium-high (L2) release categories.

Table 4.7-19 shows the aggregate source term results for the five accident initiators evaluated
in the HCGS IPE. The results are presented in terms of the overall frequency of occurrence
for each release category. Table 4.7-20 shows the aggregate source term results presented in
terms of fregrencies conditional upon the given initiator. In other words, the results shown in

(] the table are the fraction of initiator frequency in each release category (i.e., summing over
V all release categories for a given initiator yields a value of 1.0). The discussion that follows

refers to results in both tables.
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The tables show that the highest frequencies for the early high (E1) release category, on a
percentage basis, are associated with the LT-SBO and TW initiators. The early high release
category makes up approximatcly 24 to 37 percent of the total sequence frequency for these
initiators. The initiator with the next highest frequencies of early high release is the LOCA
initiator, in which the El release category is approximately 4 percent of the total sequence
frequency. If the early high and early medium-high release categories (El and E2) are taken
together, the LT-SBO and TW sequences are again found to have the highest frequency, on a
percentage basis. The LT-SBO sequences have 40% of the sequence frequency in these release
categories, while the TW sequences have 54%. The next highest contributor is the LOCA
initiator, which has only 6% ofits frequency in the El and E2 release categories. The same
general trends hold for the late high (L1) or late medium-high (L2) release categories.

The last row in Table 4.7-19 presents the aggregate source term results for all of the accident
initiators. The release category values shown in the table are obtained by dividing the total
frequency of each release category by the total Level II frequency. These results are also
presented graphically in Figure 4.7-3. Table 4.7-21 ranks the release categories with respect
to their frequencies and conditional probabilities.

As the table and figure show, the early high (E1) release category comprises 21 percent
of the total frequency, while the early medium-high (E2) release category is approximately
14 percent of the total. The contributions from the late high (L1) and late medium-high (L2)
release categories are 7% and 2.5%, respectively. The total percentage of high and medium-
high release categories is approximately 44.5%.

At the other end of the spectrum are the low and low-low release categories. The table and
figure show that 23 percent of the radionuclide release results fall into the late low (L4) and
late low-low (L5) release categories. These two release categories would be expected to
produce little or no risk to the public because they involve both low and late release. The
early low (E4) release category contributes 12%, so that the total percentage in the low and
low-low release categories is approximately 35%. The remaining 20% of the total sequence
frequency falls in the early or late medium release category.

.

The contributions of each initiator to the total frequency of the early high and early medium-
high release categories are shown in Figure 4.7-4. Figure 4.7-4 shows that the LT-SBO and
TW initiators are by far the largest contributors to the frequency of an early high release, with
the LT-SBO sequences comprising about 89% of the total El frequency and the TW sequences
comprising 9.4% of the remainder. A similar trend holds when both the early high and early
medium-high release categories are considered: the LT-SBO sequences include 90% of the
total, while TW sequences include 8.2% of the remainder.

4.7.3 Summary of Results from the HCGS Sensitivity Study

This section describes the results from the HCGS sensitivity studies. These sensitivity studies
examined parameters in the HCGS CET that were felt to be uncertain and were thought to
have a potentially significant impact on the calculated radionuclide release. The next section
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discusses the rationale for the selection of the sensitivity study parameters. The subsequent
sections discuss the results from the sensitivity study and summarize the insights gained from
these results. )

4.7.3.1 Sglection of Sensitivity Study Parameters

This section provides the rationale for the selection of the basic events included in the
sensitivity analysis for the level II portion of the HCGS IPE. These basic events were chosen
based in part on the experience gained in previous analyses of BWRs with Mark I
containments. Consideration was also given to the guidance provided by the NRC in the IPE

Submittal Guidance (NUREG-1335).

The primary objective of the IPE Back-End Analysis is the examination of containment
response to postulated severe accidents. In this context, containment integrity is the key
measurement of performance. Sensitivity of containment performance measures to important
parameters (i.e., basic event probabilities) in the CET was therefore the main focus of the
sensitivity assessment. Consideration was given to parameters that might affect either early or
late containment failure.

The probability of an early containment failure is often used as a key measure for containment
*

performance. Early failure is assumed to mean failure within two hours after vessel failure.

g Conversely, late failure is assumed to refer to any failure that would occur after there has been

( sufficient time to begin the evacuation. Providing adequate time for evacuation is one of the
primary issues in the assessment of containment performance.

Ability to retain radionuclides within the plant structures is another important consideration.
|Clearly, if containment integrity is maintained, radionuclide release will be minimal. Natural

deposition mechanisms will also limit radionuclide release if there is sufficient time between
release from the fuel and release to the environment. Thus, the containment failure time also
affects the magnitude of the release. The mode of containment failure (i.e., slow leak versus
rapid depressurization through a sizable breach) affects fission product retention by !

determining the length of time that radionuclides remain suspended in the containment,

atmosphere. The longer the time period before release (i.e., the lower the leakage rate), the
~

greater the opportunity for natural deposition on structures in the containment. Consideration
of the timing, and mode of containment failure were the principal factors in choosing
parameters to be examined in the sensitivity study. )

l

Engineered safeguards can also play an important role in radionuclide retention. In a Mark I ;

containment, the suppression pool, the injection systems, and the drywell sprays play a key
role in radionuclide retention. A hard pipe vent was added at HCGS and was considered in
the CET. The hard pipe venting system provides a robust means for venting the containment ;

from the wetwell. Venting through the wetwell (rather than the drywell) causes all |
radionuclides released through the vent path to be scrubbed by the simpression pool. Thus, I

wetwell venting greatly reduces the probability for suppression pool bypass, while also l
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reducing the containment pressure and the likelihood for overpressure failure of the
containment. The basic events that characterize the performance of these engineered
safeguards are important candidates for the sensitivity investigation.

The FRVS system at HCGS can also function to increase radionuclide retention. First,
radionuclides can be trapped on the FRVS filter media. The trapping efficiency of the FRVS
filters is greater than 99%, so that less than one percent of the radionuclides would escape to
the environment. Operation of the FRVS also has been shown to prevent Reactor Building
failure by preventing pressure buildup in the Reactor . uilding and eliminating the potential forB

large hydrogen deflagrations. Consequently, measures of FRVS effectiveness and availability
are good candidates for the sensitivity study.

With the above considerations in mind, we selected the list of basic events shown in Table
4.7-22 for assessment in the HCGS Level 2 sensitivity studies. The table lists the issue being
investigated, the value or values changed in the sensitivity study, and the basis for these
choices. A more detailed discussion of this rationale is provided in the sections that follow.
Note that limiting values were assigned to the individual basic event probabilities in order to
assess their maximum effect. Consequently, the results of the sensitivity study should not be
regarded as an assessment of uncertainty.

The results of the sensitivity study are summarized in Table 4.7-23 and in Figure 4.7-5. A
brief discussion of each sensitivity is provided in Sections 4.7.3.2 through 4.7.3.17.

4.7.3.2 Sensitivity Studv 1 - Sorays Always Available

Even in accident scenarios in which the equipment required for containment spray operation
has failed, containment sprays can be made available if the operators align the service water
system to allow injection through the drywell spray system. Alignment of the service water
system could be especially important for scenarios involving loss of decay heat removal, since
the sprays have been determined to be unavailable under these conditions. Use of the sprays is
also important in sequences without coolant injection, since the sprays provide a means to

. introduce water into the containment to cool the ex-vessel core debris.

To examine the effect of this potential operator action, the availability of drywell sprays was
set equal to unity for all plant damage states. Table 4.7-23 shows the results of this change on
the calculated release category frequencies.

As shown in the table, the availability of sprays has a relatively minor impact on the calculated
radionuclide release and containment failure probability. This is largely due to the dominance
of the LT-SBO sequences. Since spray operation requires AC power, only LT-SBO sequences
in which AC power is recovered will be affected by spray availability. Also, the CET assumes
that sprays are not used late even if AC power is recovered since conditions in the drywell
would preclude spray operation (according to the EOPs).

O
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/Ng Early sprays provide a source of coolant to the ex-vessel core debris, which reduces the
probability of drywell shell meltthrough. This appears as a general reduction in the frequency
of early release from about 62 to 57% of the total sequence frequency. The sprays also reduce
the magnitude of the calculated release, with some of the frequency of the El, E2, and E3
release categories shifted into the early low category, E4. The total frequency of early high
(El) and early medium-high (E2) release is reduced from approximately 34% to about 26%.

The sprays also have an impact on late containment failure and late release. The sprays are
assumed to provide a continuous source of subcooled coolant to the ex-vessel core debris.

'

This source of coolant keeps the core debris coolable in a larger percentage of the sequences,
and therefore prevents late overpressurization of the containment by noncondensable gases
from core-concrete interactions. The subcooled coolant also prevents steam pressurization by
condensing steam before it can be released to the containment atmosphere. As a result of these
effects, the freo,uency of the L5 release category (no containment failure) increases from
approximately 12% to 18% of the total. The sprays also reduce the late high, medium-high,
and medium release categories from a combined 14% to roughly 9%.

4.7.3.3 S_ensitivity Studv 2 - Operntors Always Use Sorays Late If Available

i
The HCGS CET currently assumes that the conditions in the containment after vessel failure |

will be outside the temperature-pressure range for which spray operation would be allowed by
lq the Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs). This assumption is based on MAAP

V calculations performed by the PSE&G staff.

The EOP limits for spray operation are derived based on the assumption that the pressurization
in the containment is primarily due to saturated steam (e.g., following a large-break LOCA).
Under these conditions, sudden condensation of steam following spray initiation could cause
the pressure in the containment to fall below the pressure outside the containment. If this
negative pressure difference is large enough, the containment could collapse. The EOPs
attempt to prevent this situation by proscribing spray operation for conditions of high steam
partial pressure. Since the partial pressure of steam is not measured directly, the EOP limits

. correspond to a range of containment temperatures and pressures.

Following vessel failure, much of the containment pressurization is likely to be due to
noncondensable gases from core-concrete interactions rather than steam. Under these
conditions, spray initiation is unlikely to cause a negative pressure that would threaten
containment integrity. Realizing this, the operators may initiate sprays even though the
conditions in the containment are outside the EOP limits. This is especially likely if the
Technical Support Center (TSC) is available to provide guidance to the operators.

To examine the effect of late spray operation, the probability of late spray initiation by the
operators was set equal to unity. This probability applies only for sequences in which the
sprays are available, and were not used earlier. The results from this sensitivity study are
shown in Table 4.7-23.

4.7-17
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As shown in the table, late spray operation has little effect on the overall results since the
dominant accident sequence, LT-SBO, has sprays available only half of the time, and then, of
course, sprays would only be used if AC power were recovered. Consequently, there was no
significant change in the frequency of an early high release, while the frequency of the
medium-high release category decreased from 14% to 9%. There was little or no effect on the
overall frequency of an early release. The effect on the late release categories was also
insignificant.

4.7.3.4 Sensitivity Study 3 - Sprays Always Available and Always Used Late

This sensitivity combines the effects of the preceding two sensitivity studies. The effect of this
combination was to reduce the frequency of early high release from 21 to 18% of the total
frequency, and to reduce the frequency of an early medium-high release from 14% to almost
zero. The change to the early high release category is relatively small since most of these
sequences have no AC power recovery either early or late. The availability and use of sprays
is irrelevant in sequences without AC power recovery.

The dramatic change in the early medium-high release category results from late spray
operation in those sequences with AC power recovery. With late releases in these sequences
reduced by more than an order of magnitude due to the sprays, the release category frequency
shifts from the early medium-high and medium release categories to the early medium and
early low release categories, respectively. This shift is evident in Figure 4.7-5.

4.7.3.5 Sensitivity Study 4 - No Drywell Shell Meltthrouch

Early containment failure in the HCGS CET can result from:

(1) In-vessel or ex-vessel steam explosion that rupture the containment,

(2) Meltthrough of the drywell shell when molten core debris spreads across the drywell
floor and contacts the steel shell at the edge of the concrete, and

.

(3) Quasi-static pressure rise resulting from pressurization before vessel failure, and
additional pressure rise at vessel failure.

Drywell meltthrough was found to be the dominant early containment failure mode in the Base
Case results (see Table 4.7-15). However, because there is still substantial uncertainty
associated with drywell shell meltthrough phenomena, the drywell shell meltthrough
probability was considered in a sensitivity study. For this study, the drywell shell meltthrough
probability was set equal to zero. This was done to illustrate the contribution of drywell shell
meltthrough, and to show how the radionuclide release characteristics of the HCGS plant
might change if drywell shell meltthrough could be prevented. The results of this sensitivity
study are shown in Table 4.7-23.

|
1
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(] Without drywell shell meltthrough, there are much fewer early containment failures and,
therefore, far fewer early releases. The total frequency of early release decreases from about
62% to 29% of the total sequence frequency. This has the general effect of decreasing the
frequency of all of the early release categories. Most importantly, the frequency of an early
high release decreases from 21 % to approximately 8% of the sequences, while the frequency
of an early medium-high release decreases from approximately 14% to less than 4%.

Without early failures by drywell shell meltthrough, the late containment failure frequency
increases. The overall frequency oflate releases increases from 20% to 53%. Late failures
provide greater opportunity for evacuation of the surrounding population, and would therefore
result in greatly reduced consequences.

4.7.3.6 Sensitivity Study 5 - No Early AC Power Recovery

Since many engineered safeguards require AC power, power recovery provides the only
possibility for mitigating the effects of a station blackout accident. Both extremes of the AC
power non-recovery probability were considered in the HCGS sensitivity study. The
sensitivity study discussed in this section addresses the effect of no early AC power recovery
(i.e., early non-recovery probability equal to unity), while the sensitivity study discussed in the
next section considers the effect of certain AC power recovery both early and late. The results
for this sensitivity study are shown in Table 4.7-23.

,

o
Q Without early AC power recovery, the probability of early containment fai'ure is higher in the

long-term station blackout sequences (early containment failure increases from 69% to 75%),
while the early high release frequency increases from 24 to 38% of the LT-SBO frequency.
Since the LT-SBO sequences comprise 78% of the total core damage frequency, the overall
frequency of an early high release increases from 21% to 32% of the total frequency.

4.7.3.7 Sensitivity Study 6 - AC Power Always Recovered Early and Late

This sensitivity study represents the other extreme from the sensitivity study discussed in the
. preceding section. Here it is assumed that AC power is always recovered early and late.

Again, this change affects only the long-term station blackout sequence. The results for this
sensitivity study are presented in Table 4.7-23.

With AC power recovered, the operators can use all available engineered safety systems to
mitigate the accide". As stated previously, use of coolant injection and containment sprays
greatly reduces the frequency and magnitude of early release. The frequency of an early high
release decreases from 24% to 2.5% for th: LT-SBO sequences. The total frequency of early
release also decreases to 59% from 69% for the LT-SBO sequences, with nearly all (83%) of
the early releases in the early low release category.

With the LT-SBO sequences comprising 78% of the total core damage frequency, the overall
effect on the release category frequencies is substantial. The early high release category

' frequency decreases from 21% to 4% of the total frequency, while the early medium-high
release category frequency decreases from 14% to 13%.

|
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4.7.3.8 Sensitivity Study 7 - Ex-Vessel Core Debris Not Coolable

Ex-vessel core-comte 3nteractions (CCI) contribute to both late containment failure and the
magnitude of radionucliae release to the environment should the containment fail. In the HCGS
CET, CCI is assumed to lead to eventual containment failure since the Mark I containment has
insufficient volume to retain the non-condensable gases that are released from the concrete
without overpressurization. Coolability of core debris is thus a key determinant in the evaluation
of long-term containment integrity. Core-concrete interactions also lead to release of
radionuclides such as tellurium and strontium that are not released to a significant extent during
in-vessel core degradation. Thus, for an accident sequence to lead to radionuclide release in the
high release category (El or L1), core-concrete interactions must occur.

There is si aificant uncertainty associated with the phenomena of ex-vessel debris coolability.b
This is particularly true for Mark I BWRs since there is substantial drywell floor over which
the core debrh may spread. Spreading of the core debris over the available floor area could
enhance the potential for coolability.

To examine the effect of ex-vessel core debris coolability on the calculated results, the debris
coolability probability was varied from zero to one under all accident conditions. This section
discusses the result from setting the probability of coolability to zero. The results of this
sensitivity study are shown in Table 4.7-23.

OEx-vessel core-concrete interactions are assumed in the HCGS source term algorithm to lead to
significant release of tellurium and strontium. Since most early releases of these radionuclides
are scrubbed by the suppression pool, and late revolatilization is assumed to be negligible, CCI
is the only mechanism for significant release of tellurium and strontium.

As shown in Table 4.7-23, increasing the likelihood of CCI more than doubles the frequency
of an early medium-high release, while reducing the frequency of the early medium and early
low release categories. This result indicates that some sequences with low releases of
tellurium and strontium (i.e., coolable core debris) now have high or medium releases (i.e.,

. uncoolable debris). The table also shows that the early high release category is almost
unchanged. The reason for this is explained below.

Sequences with high iodine release almost always have no late coolant injection.. This is true
since early iodine releases are usually scrubbed by the suppression pool and are therefore
small; consequently, high iodine release is usually associated with late revolatilization. High
revolatilization releases of iodine are only significant if there is no coolant injection since
coolant injection cools the primary system surfaces and prevents revolatilization. Without
coolant injection, the HCGS CET assumes that the ex-vessel core debris is nearly always j

uncoolable. Similarly, base case sequences with coolable core debris probably have late
coolant injection and small iodine rele.ase from revolatilization.

Table 4.7-23 also shows that the frequencies of early and late release do not change
significantly since ex-vessel debris coolability only affects late containment behavior. Note,

i
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t j however, that since the core debris is always imcoolable, the containment fails or is vented in

all but 2% of the sequences.

4.7.3.9 Sensitivity Study 8 - Ex-Vessel Core Debris Always Coolable

To consider the converse to the preceding study, the effect of assuming that ex-vessel core
debris is always coolable if water is present and/or the debris is dispersed such as by high
pressure melt ejection (HPME) or energetic fuel coolant interactions (FCIs) was examined.
Given that the probability of HPME or a large FCI is small, the important dependency is the
presence of a water source.

Since most sequences leading to early or late high release have no source of water to cool the
core debris, these release categories are not affected by debris coolability assumptions. Note,
however, that assuming coolability and therefore no CCI release when water is present leads to
the almost complete elimination of the early and late medium-high release categories. The
early :nedium-high releace category sequences now fall into the early medium or low release
categories, while the late medium-high release category sequences now fall into the late
medium, low, or low-low release categories. The latter release category, which corresponds
to no containment failure, increased from 12 to 16% of the total frequency.

4.7.3.10 Sensitivity Study 9 - IJdection Systems Never Fall Due to Harsh Environments !

Coolant injection systems are important to the long-term coolability of the core debris, and
long-term heat removal from the containment. If the containment fails, injection systems that I

are available and operating may subsequently fail due to the harsh environment in the Reactor
.

Building (e.g., due to hydrogen combustion). The HCGS CET checks for failure of the
injection systems following containment failure, and assumes that a core-concrete interaction i
eventually occurs if coolant injection is lost.

1

The harsh environment failure probabilities for HCGS were taken from the NUREG-ll50
study of the Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station. These probabilities were felt to be

. conservative for HCGS since the Reactor Building is more compartmentalized at HCGS than at
Peach Bottom, so harsh environments in one area are less easily communicated to other areas
of the Reactor Building. In addition, some of the vital alternate injection equipment (such as !

the condensate pumps) is located in the turbine building rather than the Reactor Building.
Thus, there should be a much higher probability that at least one injection system will survive.

To examine the effect of injection system failures due to harsh environments, the HCGS CET
calculations were repeated assuming that the low pressure ECCS and alternate injection )
systems never fail due to harsh environments. The results from this sensitivity study are j
shown in Table 4.7-23. '

As shown in the table, the calculated results are not very sensitive to the probability of
injection failure due to harsh environments. This is true because most sequences with injection
have no containment failure. Consequently, few sequences are affected by the probability of'

injection failure following containment failure.
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4.7.3.11 Sensitivity Study 10 - Alternate Iniection Systems Never Fail Due to Harsh
Environments

This sensitivity considered a subset of the sensitivities examined in the preceding study. Here,
only the alternate injection systems were considered to survive in all cases following
containment failure. The probabilities for failure of the low pressure ECCS systems were reset
to their base case values. Given that the calculated results were not affected by assuming that
neither injection system fails, the results were not sensitive to the survivability of the alternate
injection systems.

4.7.3.12 Sensitivity Study 11 - Venting Always from the Drywell

PSE&G has installed a hardened vent at HCGS to provide a durable and controlled venting
path from the wetwell. This system vents from the wetwell to the environment, and releases
are therefore scrubbed by the suppression pool. This sensitivih .ucy was performed to
examine the benefit of wetwell venting through the hardened vent. To do this, the probability
of drywell venting was set to one for all sequences with venting. The results from this
sensitivity study are presented in Table 4.7-23.

Venting is effective only if there are no containment failures. Most early and late containment
failures require hot core debris. This is true, for example, of containment failures by drywell
shell meltthrough (the dominant early failure mechanism) and containment feilures by g
thermally induced seal leakage (the dominant late failure mechanism). Since these sequences
generally have uncoolable debris, they usually result in high and medium-high releases. As a
result, wetwell venting is important only for sequences with venting (10% of the total
frequency), and then only for sequences leading to the medium and low release categories.
Table 4.7-23 and Figure 4.7-5 show a slight shift from the low to the medium release
categories when venting is from the drywell rather than the wetwell.

4.7.3.13 Sensitivity Studv 12 - FRVS Efficientiv Retains Radionuclides

. The HCGS CET assumes that the FRVS has an effective aerosol removal efficiency of 90%
(i.e., a DF of 10). The actual efficiency of the FRVS filters is probably greater than 99%,
which would lead to a DF of greater than 100. At this level, less than 1 % of the radionuclides
that reached the filters would pass through and potentially escape to the environment. We
adopted a conservative approach in the CET because of uncertainty in the survivability of the
FRVS when subjected to the gas temperatures and aerosol loadings typical of a severe
accident.

Recent MAAP analyses performed by the PSE&G staff have shown, however, that the aerosol
loadings and gas temperatures may not be as severe as was thought. For this reason, a
sensitivity study was performed that considered a Reactor Building DF of 100 whenever the
FRVS was operating. The results from this study are shown in Table 4.7-23 and Figure 4.7-5.

|

|
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V) The FRVS requires AC power to operate and it therefore can operate only in those LT-SBO(

sequences with early or late AC power recovery. In addition, the FRVS is assumed to fail
whenever a containment rupture occurs. Since the dominant early containment failure mode,
drywell shell meltthrough, is treated as a rupture, FRVS is assumed to fail in a large fraction
of the sequences with AC power recoverv. Early and late overpressure failures are also
assumed to lead to ruptures 90% of the time. All other failure modes are predominantly leaks,
and will therefore have a functioning FRVS if AC power is available and the FRVS has not
failed.

As shown in Table 4.7-23, the effect of increasing the FRVS DF is very small. This can be
explained by considering that the FRVS functions only when the following are true: FRVS is
available, AC power is available, and the containment failure is a leak. The probability of all
three conditions being true is low. This is especially true because the dominant accident
initiator at HCGS is a long-term station blackout.

4.7.3.14 Sensitivity Study 13 - FRVS Always Available

This sensitivity study examines the effect of assuming that the FRVS is always available. As
noted above, this is one of the three conditions necessary assumed in the CET in order for the
FRVS to function.

p As shown in Table 4.7-23, the effect of FRVS availability on the early high and medium-high
tj release categories is small since most sequences leading to these release categories involve

either containment ruptures or unavailable AC power or both. There is a slight reduction in
the frequency oflate high or medium-high releases since most late containment failures involve
seal leakage rather than containment ruptures.

4.7.3.15 Sensitivity Study 14 - FRVS Always Fails

This sensitivity study examines the converse of the preceding study: FRVS is always assumed
to fail. As in the preceding study, FRVS availability has little affect on the early high or

. medium-high release categories since these release categories generally occur when the
containment ruptures or AC power is unavailable. There is a slight effect on late release
categories since late release usually result from containment leaks. With the FRVS failed in
all late containment failure sequences, the frequency of the late high and late medium-high
release categories increased slightly.

l
4.7.3.16 Sensitivity Study 15 - Use of Fire System to Ensure Late Snray Availability )

|
Sensitivity studies 1 through 3 considered alternate assumptions regarding drywell spray I

availability and late spray usage. Each of these sensitvities required that AC power be
available in order to use the sprays. Because LT-SBO sequences are the dominant contributors
to the HCGS core damage frequency, and late AC power is unavailable in a significant

f] fraction of these sequences, the radionuclide release results were found to be relatively
i

\~ / insensitive to the spray availability and usage assumptions considered in these sensitivity
'
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studies. The FPS is independent of AC power; however, using it for drywell spray requires
some valve alignments. Remote valve alignment is dependent on AC and DC power. This
sensitivity study assumes that the drywell spray valves are open and its purpose is just to show
the effect of adding water to drywell through a non-AC dependent injection source.

In this sensitivity study, we consider an alternate means for ensuring spray availability that
does not rely on AC power; namely, alignment of the FPS to inject through the drywell
sprays. Since alignment of the FPS requires several manual operator actions, we consider it
only for late spray usage (i.e, when the vessel ha Ltiled). Another reason for assuming late
spray usage is that no specific calculation is performed to determine the flow rate of the Fire
pumps, when injecting through the drywell sprays. Besides, as long as the vessel is not failed,
the operators will align the Fire system to the reactor vessel. For this study, sprays are always
assumed to be available and to operate late. Implicit in this assumption is that the operators
would be directed by the TSC to use the sprays even though the EOPs would preclude their
use. The results from this study are shown in Table 4.7-23.

Not surprisingly, the release category results were very sensitive to late spray usage. Since all
sequences have drywell sprays on late in the accident (" late" as used here refers to after vessel
failure, but before containment failure), all releases are scrubbed by the sprays. Since the
spray DF is assumed to be 10, this results in at least an order of magnitude reduction in all
calculated source terms. Late releases are generally reduced more since, in many sequences,
the ex-vessel core debris will be coolable and there will be no release from core-concrete
interactions.

The net effect of the sprays is to completely eliminate the high and early medium-high release
categories since all previously high iodine or tellurium releases are now medium or low
releases. Note the early containment failure frequency is the same as in the base case since the
sprays were assumed to be used too late to prevent early containment failure. This is a

|
conservative assumption since the drywell sprays vroulo improve the probability that the
drywell shell would survive (recall that drywell shell meltthrough is the dominant early
containment failure mode). Note also that there is a higher frequency of no containment

, failures since the higher probability for ex-vessel debris coolability leads to a reduced
probability for late containment failures due to temperature, pressure, or melt-through of the
drywell shell below the sumps.

4.7.3.17 Sensitivity Study 16 -Early Openine of the Torus Hard Pine Vent

The HCGS is equipped with a 12" hard pipe vent that can be opened locally, independent of
any power. No sensitivity analysis was done to determine the advantage of opening this vent
prior to vessel failure, when the containment pressure is low. However, based on engineering
judgement it is believed that opening of the vent prior to vessel failure will reduce the
magnitude of the high early releases. This is true, since a good portion of the released fission
products will go to the torus via the SRVs. Furthermore, after the vesselis failed the fission
products will go to torus through the eight torus to drywell vent pipes. Any fission product

|
|
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/7 released to the torus will be scrubbed to some degree, prior to being released to the
V environment. Hence, the magnitude and timing of the source terms, specially the high early

releases, is expected to be reduced substantially..

4.7.4 Summary of Results from the HCGS Level H IPE

The following is a brief summary of the results from the Level II portion of the HCGS IPE.

Summary of Base Case Results

The HCGS core damage frequency is dominated by long-term station blackout (LT-SBO)*

sequences. LT-SBO sequences constitute 77.7% of the total CDF. The LT-SBO
sequences lead to a high frequency of early containment failures, and generally higher
releases. This is because AC power is not available in many sequences to operate the
engineered safety features such as low pressure ECCS, alternate coolant injection, and
drywell sprays.

Of the other sequences, transients without decay heat removal (TW) are also important*

because they often lead to early containment failure and high release. However, TW
sequences make up only about 5% of the total CDF.

fq The early containment failure frequency for the base case is driven by the unavailability ofe

(,,e coolant injection in many sequences. Early containment failure is predicted to occur in
55.7% of the sequence frequency. Approximately 84% of these cases have containment
failure by drywell shell meltthrough. The high probability of shell meltthrough is again
due to the lack of coolant injection. Injected coolant would provide a means of heat ,

Iremoval for the shell, which increases the probability that the shell will survive. Similarly,
coolant on the drywell floor improves the probability that the ex-vessel core debris will be
coolable and core-concrete interactions will not occur.

Drywell shell meltthrough is treated in the CET as a large containment failure (i.e., a*

rupture). Under these conditions, radionuclide retention in the primary containment and
the RB is assumed to 'oe small. Since the drywell is failed, radionuclides also bypass the
suppression pool. Finally, the FRVS is assumed to fail following a containment rupture.
All of these conditions favor high radionuclide release.

Due to the high frequency of drywell shell meltthrough and the radionuclide retention*

characteristics of this failure mode, radionuclide releast.s are relatively high in a |
significant fraction of the accident sequences. The frequency of an early high release is
21% of the total CDF, and the frequency of an early medium-cagh release is an additional 1

I

14 %.

Late containment failure occurs in an additional 18% of the sequences. The containmente *

h does not fail in approximately 20% of the cases, with venting taking place in
approximately half of these cases. Venting is almost always from the wetwell, and ti rough
the hardened venting system installed at HCGS.

4.7-25
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Summary of Sensitivity Study Results ,

i

Due to the dominance of the LT-SBO sequences, the sensitivity study showed very little |e

sensitivity to most of the parameters considered. This was especially true of those !

sensitivities to engineered safety system availability since AC power is unavailable in many
of the SBO sequences.

The results were found to be very sensitive to AC power recovery assumptions. If AC*

power is always recovered early, the early high release frequency decreases from 21 % to
4% of the total CDF, while the late high release category decreases from 7% to 1.4%. If,
on the other hand, early AC power recovery never occurs, the frequency of an early high
release increases to 32% of the CDF, while the frequency of a late high release increases to

11%.

The results were found to be relatively insensitive to the availability and use of drywell*

sprays. If sprays are always available (due to alignment with the service water system),
and are always used late (because the TSC directs the operators to use the sprays although
the EOPs would preclude their use), the frequency of the early high and medium-high
release categories decrease to 18% and 7.5% (from 19% and 14%), respectively. The
limited sensitivity to drywell spray operation is again because of the unavailability of AC
power in many sequences.

The results were found to be very sensitive to the availability and use of drywell sprays if h*

spray usage is not dependent on AC power. If the firewater system is aligned to inject into
the drywell spray system (without AC power), and the sprays are always used late, there
are no high and medium-high releases. This occurs because all early and late releases arei

reduced by at least an order of magnitude.

The results were found to be relatively insensitive to the availability and effectiveness of*

the FRVS. This is due to two conditions: the high frequency of early containment
ruptures (primarily due to drywell shell meltthrough) and the lack of AC power to operate
the system. The FRVS will not function if either condition occurs.

The results were found to be very sensitive to two uncertainties in ex-vessel phenomena:*

drywell shell meltthrough, and ex-vessel debris coolability. Both of these phenomena are
strong functions of the extent to which the core debris is cooled by overlying water. There
is significant uncertainty regarding heat transfer to the water.

If drywell shell meltthrough is assumed not to occur, the frequency of an early release*

(some of which are due to venting) decreases significantly from 62% to 29%.12te
containment failures undergo a consequent increase as there is a greater opportunit? for
either late overpressure, temperature, or sump failure. In addition, the frequency of an
early high and early medium-high release decreases to 8% and 4% (from 21% and 14%). O
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If the ex-vessel core debris is assumed to be coolable whenever water is present, the*

frequency of an early or late medium-high release goes almost to zero as sequences with~

uncoolable core debris and water present, now have coolable debris and no releases from
core-concrete interaction. These sequences are shifted primarily into the early or late low
release category. The early high and late high release categories are almost unaffected by
debris coolability assumptions because these high releases occur primarily in sequences
without water injection.

No sensitivity analysis was performed on use of torus hard pipe vent prior to vessel failure.*

However, this practice is expected to improve the magnitude and timing of relcases,
specially the high early ones.
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TABLE 4.7-1

ISOTOPES IN EACII RADIONUCLIDE RELEASE GROUP

Release Group Isotopes Included

1. Inert Gases Kr-85, Kr-85M, Kr-87, Kr-88, Xe-133, Xe-135

2. Iodine I-131, I-132, I-33,1-134, I-135

3. Cesium Rb-86, Cs-134, Cs-136, Cs-137

$ 4. Tellurium Sb-127, Sb-129, Te-127, Te-127M, Te-129, Te-129M, Te-131M,
'd Te-132

5. Strontium Sr-89, Sr-90, Sr-91, Sr-92

6. Ruthenium Co-58, Co-60, Mo-99, Tc-99M, Ru-193, Ru-105, Ru-106, Rh-105

7. Lanthanum Y-90, Y-91, Y-92, Y-93, Zr-95, 7r-97, Nb-95, La-140, La-141,
La-142, Pr-143, Nd-147, Am-241, Cm-242, Cm-244

8. Cerium Ce-141, Ce-143, Ce-144, Np-239, Pu-238, Pu-239, Pu-240, Pu-241

9. Barium Ba .39, Ba-140

.
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Table 4.7-2

Quantification of the Source Term Parameters
Page 1 of 4

Source Term Value Parameter Description
Parameter Assigned Rationale for Parameter Value

RFIV(NG)_VF 1 In-vessel release fractions MAAP 3.0B calculations were used to provide release fractions for |

with vessel failure cases with vessel failure. Except for Te, all release fr P,s
calculated by MAAP are greater than those used in
NUREG/CR-4551. The Te release fraction in NUREG/CR-4551 was

j 0.15, whereas MAAP calculates essentially no releese in-vessel. The
MAAP value for Te release is below the median values of any of the
experts elicited, and below predictions of NRC codes. The
NUREG/CR-4551 value for Te release isjudged to be more.

reasonable.

RFIV(I) VF 0.99

RFIV(Cs) VF 0.99

RFIV(Te) VF 0.15i

p RFIV(Sr) VF 0.001

y RFIV(NG)_nVF 0.99 In-vessel release fractions MAAP 3.0B analyses were used to provide release fractions for cases
c without vessel failure without vessel failure. MAAP predicts high releases of NG, Cs, and I

unless injection is added within the first half-hour following core
;

damage. MAAP predicts no Te release, which is not consistent with ,

; values used in NUREG/CR-4551. - Te release for no vessel failure was
scaled down from the value chosen for release with vessel failure.

RFIV(1) nVF 0.9

RFIV(Cs) nVF 0.9

RFIV(Te) nVF 0.01

RFIV(Sr) nVF 0.0

DFVSL(Cs)_VF 2.0 Primary system DF with MAAP 3.0B calculations provide the basis for these parameter valuts.
vessel failure MAAP predicts values from 1.3 to 5.0, with most values clustered

(

DFVSL(Ae) VF 3.0,

'

6

i
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Table 4.7-2

Quantification of the Source Term Parameters (continued)
Page 2 of 4

Source Term Value Parameter Description
Parameter Assigned R.2tionale for Parameter Value

DFVSL(Cs)_nVF 10.0 Primary system DF for cases No MAAP calculations were run with core damage and no vessel

with no vessel failure failure. Given that vessel failure is prevented only by coolant
addition, the prima.ry system surfaces should be cooler than for the
cases with vessel failure. In addition, without vessel failure, the
holdup time for fission products will be higher. Retention should
therefore be higher. NUREG/CR-4551 had primary system DFs of
greater than 10 (approximately 12 for 1, and 30 for other fission
products) for cases in which the holdup time was assumed to be long.
The NUREG/CR-4551 values are used.

DFVSL(Ae) nVF 30.0

DFEPOOL(Ae) 1000.0 DF for early suppression pool MAAP predicts T-quencher DFs of approximately 120 to 3000. The
:;crubbing M A AP model is based on the SUPRA code, which predicts values

significantly higher than current NRC codes. Recent analyses [4.7-6] |

$ have shown that the NRC codes probably underestimate pool

g scrubbing. Thus, the MAAP values are used.

DFESPR(Ae) 10.0 DF for early sprays It is difficult to extract spray DFs from MAAP output, so MAAP-
based values were not used. NUREG/CR-4551 elicited experts and
obtained values of 11 for early spray DF and 17 for late spray DF.
Spray DFs could be much higher or lower than these values
depending on the length of time the sprays are operating. To be
conservative, values of 10 for late and early sprays are used.

DFISPR(Ae) 10.0 DF for late sprays

!
t
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Table 4.7-2

Quantification of the Source Terrn Parameters (continued)
Page 3 of 4

Source Term Value Parameter Description
Parameter Assigned Rationale for Parameter Value

RFREV(NG)_nWTR 1.00 Release fractions for Values were obtained from MAAP calculations. NUREG/CR-4551
revolatilization from the values for I and Cs are much smaller-0.115 for I, and 0.051 for Cs.
primary system given no late MAAP predicts high primary system surface temperatures in the
coolant injection accidents analyzed by PSE&G. This leads to high release by

revolatilization. Though the MAAP values may be very conservative,
they were used.

RFREV(1) nWTR 0.7

RFREV(Cs) nWTR 0.7

RFREV(Te) nWIR 0.0

RFREV(Sr) nWTR 0.0

RFREV(NG) WTR 1.0 Release fractions for No MAAP calculations were run with late coolant injection. Values
revolatilization from the were taken from NUREG/CR-4551.

p primary system given late
? coolant injection
d RFREV(I) WTR 0.03

RFREV(Cs) WTR 0.001

RFREV(Te) WTR 0.00

RFREV(Sr) WTR 0.00

RFMCCI(NG) 1.00 Release fractions for release These release fractions were obtained from MAAP 3.0B calculations.
during core-concrete Release fractions selected are in the upper range of MAAP results.
interactions. NUREG/CR-4551 values were 1.0 for NG, I, and Cs; 0.32 to 0.36 for

Te; and 0.052 for Sr. The M AAP values are comparable to the
NUREG/CR-4551 values except for Sr release. Lower values for Sr
release are justified based on the results from recent experiments at
ANL and SNL that appear to indicate much lower Sr than previously
thought.

RFMCCl(I) 0.95

RFMCCI(Cs) 0.95

RFMCCI(Te) 0.40

RFMCCI(Sr) 0.01

DFLPOOL(Ae) 100.0 Decontamination factor for MAAP values for vent DFs range from 25 to 900. The MAAP model
late release through drywell is based on the SUPRA code which tends to predict higher DFs than
vents. current NRC codes. Recent analyses (4.7-6] have shown that the

NRC codes probably underestimate water pool scrubbing.
Consequently, the MAAP values are used. An approximate median
value of 100 was selected.

-- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _
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Table 4.7-2

Quantification of the Source Term Parameters (continued)
Page 4 of 4

Source Term Value Parameter Description
Parameter Assigned Rationale for Parameter Value

DFECONT(Ae) FPR 3.5 Containment DFs for early Early containment DFs are not available from MAAP calculations
_

release---high retention since no runs were made with early releases to the primary

| containment. NUREG/CR-4551 values ranged from 1.3 to 3.5 for
'

early contain nent DFs. These values will be used.

DFECONT(Ae)_nFPR 1.3 Containment DFs for early
release---low retention

DFLCONT(Ae)_FPR 3.0 Containment DFs for late Late containment DFs are available from the MAAP results. The
release-high retention MAAP values range from 1.2 to greater than 10. These values are

somewhat lower than NUREG/CR-4551 values, which range from 15
to 24 for late containment failure. The large NUREG/CR.4551
values are due to the assumed long time to containment failure (i.e.,
long period for aerosol deposition). Containment failure times were
shorter in the MAAP calculations, so smaller DFs are justified.,

y DFLCONT(Ae)_nFPR 1.4 Containment DFs for late

M release-low retention

DFERB(Ae)_nDEP 1.5 Reactor building DFs for No MAAP calculations were performed with early release to the
early release-low deposition reactor building. Values used for the early reactor building DF were

assumed to be the same as for the late reactor building DF (discussed

below).

DFERB(Ae)_DEP 10.0 Reactor building DFs for
early release-high
deposition

DFLRB(Ae) nDEP 1.5 Reactor building DFs for late Results from MAAP calculations were used to determine these DFs.
_

release-low deposition Calculated values ranged from just above 1.0 to around 20. In the
group with high DF values,10 was representative of the lower portion
of the range.
NUREG/CR-4551 values ranged from 1.35 to 4.02. All values were
obtained assuming reactor building failure. These values are
comparable to the low deposition M AAP cases. A value of 1.5 will
be used for the low deposition cases, while a value of 10 will be used
for the high deposition cases. Iligh DFs are assigned for cases with
leakage failure of the containment and no hydrogen burns in the
reactor building. These scenarios provide the greatest opportunity for
radionuclide deposition.

DFLRB_DEP 10.0 Reactor building DFs for late
release-high deposition

O O O
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Table 4.7-3. Summary of Significant Accident Progression Bins for LT-SBO Initiating Events

Initiating Event - LT-SBO - i

;

' Moderate to Iligh Source Term Sequences
,

i

Seq. Freq. DP INJ VF CFE EPOOL L-DWSpry L-INJ DCOOL CFL LFOOL FPR RB VENT !

7.72E-06 - NO NO YES YES YES NO NO NO NO NO NO NO IRR
5.75E-06 NO NO- YES YES YES NO YES YES NO NO YES NO IRR
5.33E-06 NO NO YES YES YES NO YES NO NO NO YES NO IRR

$ 2.46E-06 NO NO YES NO YES NO NO NO YES NO YES NO IRR !
:

!
O 2.37E-06 NO NO YES NO YES YES YES YES VENT YES YES NO YES

| 1.85E-% NO NO YES YES YES YES YES YES NO NO YES NO IRR
[

1.20E-06 NO NO YES NO YES NO- YES YES NO YES IRR IRR NO
1.10E-06 NO NO YES NO YES NO YES NO YES NO YES NO IRR

' 8.04E-07 NO NO YES NO YES NO YES YES VENT- YES YES NO YES
7.41E-07 NO NO YES NO YES YES YES YES NO YES ' IRR IRR NO +

6.45E-07 NO NO YES NO YES NO YES NO YES NO YES YES IRR
6.13E-07 NO NO YES VENT YES YES YES YES NO YES YES NO YES

'

3.51E-07 NO NO YES VENT YES NO NO NO YES NO' YES NO IRR
3.32E-07 NO NO YES YES YES NO YES YES NO NO YES YES IRR' ,

.

3.31E-07 - NO NO YES NO YES YES YES NO NO YES YES YES IRR ,

; Sum of LT-SBO Sequence Frequencies shown: 3.16E-5
,

Total LT-SBO Frequency: 3.46E-5
Note: IRR = Irrelevant

:

.a -- .--------,L. ---------.---a---._--.-----,---.---------------.x- .,-_--s----- , - - - - _ = - _ - - , - - - _ _ - - - - - - - _ - - - _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - _ _ _ - _ - - . - - --a _ - . - _ - - , - - - - - - - - _ - -------_-__ _-- - _ --
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TABLE 4.7-4

SUMMARY OF DOMINANT RELEASE CATEGORIES FOR LT-SBO INITIATING EVENTS
,

Initiating Event-Long Term Station Blackout

Moderate to IIigh Source Term Sequences

Seq. Freq. DP INJ VF CFE E M M)I, DWSprv I INJ DCOOL CFI. LNM)L FPR RR RC

7.72E-6 No No Yes Yes Yes No No No No No No No Elp

Z 5.33E-6 No No Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No No Yes No E2
^

2.46E-6 No No Yes No Yes No No No Yes No Yes No L1

1.10E-6 No No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No L2
3.51E-7 No No Yes Vent Yes No No No Yes No Yes No El
2.59E-7 No No Yes No Yes No No No Yes No No No L1

l .96E-7 Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No No No No No No El'

1.86E-7 No No Yes Vent Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No E2

1.09E-7 Yes No Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes No No Yes No E2

O O O
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Table 4.7-5. Summary of Significant Accident Progression Bins for Transient Initiating Events ,

:

.

Initiating Event - Transients (Other than TW) j
< 1

Moderate to Iligh Source Term Sequences

Seg. Freg. DP INJ VF CFE EPOOL L-DWSpry L-INJ DCOOL CFL LPOOL FTR RB VENT l
1.31E-06 NO NO YES NO YES YES YES YES NO YES IRR IRR NO

$ 6.44E-07 NO NO YES NO YES YES YES YES VENT YES YES NO YES
N 3.63E-07 YES YES NO NO YES NO YES IRR NO YES IRR IRR NO i

5.06E-08 YES YES NO VENT YES YES YES IRR NO YES IRR NO YES
1.42E-07 NO NO YES NO YES YES YES YES VENT NO YES NO YES
2.03E-07 YES NO YES NO YES YES YES NO YES NO YES YES IRR
7.53E-08 NO NO YES YES YES YES YES YES NO NO YES YES IRR
7.50E-07 NO NO YES .YES YES YES YES YES NO NO YES NO IRR
6.18E-08 NO NO YES YES YES YES YES NO NO NO YES NO IRR
1.09E-07 NO NO YES YES YES NO YES YES NO- NO YES NO IRR
7.08E-08 NO NO YES YES YES NO YES NO NO NO YES NO IRR ;

3.93E-07 NO NO YES VENT YES YES YES YES NO YES YES NO | YES .

Sum of Transient Sequence Frequencies shown: 4.17E-6
,

Total Transient Frequency: 3.46E-5
i Note: IRR = Irrelevant
|

|
i

b

--a-___.n_-_--_-_..--._--_-_ _ _ _ ,,- - , r- - ,- -- - -
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TABLE 4.7-6

SUMMARY OF DOMINANT RELEASE CATEGORIES FOR LT-SBO TRANSIENTS (OTIIER TIIAN TH)

I

!
Initiating Event-Transient (Other Than TW)

Moderate to IIigh Source Term Sequences

Seq. Freq. DP INJ VF CFE EM)OL DWSpry I INJ DCOOL CFL LPOOL FPR Ril RC

|
7.08 E-8 No No Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No No Yes No E2

1 8.16E-10 No No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No L2
1

4.64E-10 No No Yes Yes Yes No No No No No No No El; p
y 3.22E-10 No No Yes No Yes No Yes No Vent No Yes No L2

' l.51E-10 No No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes No No Yes No E2
1.47E-10 No No Yes Vent Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No E2
8.99E-Il No No Yes Yes No No Yes No No No Yes No El
7.71E-I l No No Yes Vent No No Yes No No No Yes No E2;

| 6.83E-Il No No Yes No Yes No No No Yes No Yes No L1

O O O
- - -
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j Table 4.7-7. Summary of Significant Accident Progression Bins for TW Initiating Events

1 i

__

Initiating Event - TW
i

i

Moderate to Iligh Source Term Sequences ;

Seq. Freg. DP INJ VF CFE EPOOL L-DWSpry L-INJ DCOOL CFL LPOOL FPR RB VFNI'
6.73E-07 NO NO YES YES YES NO NO NO NO NO NO NO IRR -

$ 4.09E-07 NO NO YES YES YES NO YES YES NO NO YES NO IRR |

b 3.84E-07 NO NO YES YES YES NO YES NO NO NO YES NO IRR
~

2.10E-07 NO NO YES NO YES NO NO NO YES NO YES NO IRR
1.52E-07 YES NO YES YES YES NO NO NO NO NO NO NO IRR
1:33E-07 NO NO- YES NO YES NO YES NO YES NO YES YES IRR
9.77E-08 NO NO YES NO YES NO YES YES NO YES IRR IRR NO
5.48E-08 NO NO YES NO YES NO YES YES VENT YES YES NO YES

4.13E-08 NO NO YES VENT YES NO NO NO YES NO YES NO IRR i

4.08E-08 YES YES NO NO YES NO YES IRR NO YES IRR IRR NO

f4.04E-08 YES NO YES VENT YES NO NO NO YES NO YES YES IRR
i Sum of TW Sequence Frequencies shown: 1.56E-6 [

'
Total TW Frequency: 2.37E-6

,

Note: IRR = Irrelevant
-

i
,

,

-
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Table 4.7-8. Summary of Dominant Release Categories for TW Initiating Events

Initiating Event-Transient With Loss of RIIR (TW)

Moderate to IIigh Source Term Sequences

_ Seq.Freq. DP INJ VF CFE EPOOL DWSpry I INJ DCOOL CFI, I.POOI, FI'R RB RC

g 6.73E-7 No No Yes Yes Yes No No No No No No No El

g 3.84E-7 No No Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No No Yes No E2

2.10E-7 No No Yes No Yes No No No Yes No Yes No L1

1.52E-7 Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No No No No No No El
4.13E-8 No No Yes Vent Yes No No No Yes No Yes No El
2.31 E-8 Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No No No No No No El
2.20E-8 No No Yes No Yes No No No Yes No No No L1

1

O O O
--
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Table 4.7-9. Summary of Significant Accident Progression Bins for ATWS Initiating Events
,

!

Initiating Event - LOCA
.

Moderate to Ifigh Source Term Sequences

Seq. Freq. DP INJ VF CFE EPOOL L-DWSpry L-INJ DCOOL CFL LPOOL FPR RB VENT i

9.26E-07 YES NO YES NO YES NO NO NO YES NO YES YES IRR

$ 6.83E-07 YES NO YES NO YES YES YES YES NO YES IRR IRR NO
6! 1.25E-07 YES NO YES NO NO NO YES YES NO NO IRR IRR NO

; 1.llE-07 YES NO YES NO NO NO YES NO YES NO YES YES IRR
LOOE-07 YES NO YES VENT YES NO NO NO YES NO YES YES IRR *

9.80E-08 YES NO YES NO YES NO NO NO YES NO NO NO IRR
9.70E-08 YES NO YES YES YES NO NO NO NO NO NO NO IRR
8.33E-08 YES NO YES NO YES YES YES NO YES NO YES RB IRR
7.34E-08 YES NO YES VENT YES YES YES YES NO YES YES NO YES

I6.56E-08 YES NO YES YES YES YES YES YES NO NO YES NO IRR
Sum of LOCA Sequence Frequencies shown: 2.36E-6 -

Total LOCA Frequency: 2.54E-6
Note: IRR = Irrelevant

!

!

- _ _ . . - _ _ _ _ - . . _ _ _ _ - . _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ . , .
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Table 4.7-10. Sununary of Dominant Release Categories for LOCA Initiating Events

.

Initiating Event-Large or Medium LOCA

Moderate to IIigh Source Term Sequences

Sec.Freq. DP INJ VF CFE EPOOL DWSpry IANJ DCOOL CFI, LPOOL FPR RB RC

9.80E-8 Yes No Yes No Yes No No No Yes No No No L1p

{ 9.70E-8 Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No No No No No No El
1.96E-8 Yes No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes No No Yes No E2

1.43E-8 Yes No Yes Vent No No Yes Yes No No Yes No E2

1.14E-8 Yes No Yes No No No Yes No Vent No Yes No L1

1.06E-8 Yes No Yes Vent Yes No No No Yes No No No El

O O O
-
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Table 4.7-11. Summary of Significant Accident Progression Bins for ATWS Initiating Events
,

1

Initiating Event- ATWS

IModerate to Iligh Source Term Sequences
,

i Seg. Freg. DP INJ VF CFE EPOOL L-DWSpry L-INJ DCOOL CFL LPOOL FPR RB VENT
1.75E-07 NO NO YES NO YES YES YES YES NO YES IRR IRR NO
9.96E-08 - NO NO YES YES' YES YES YES YES NO NO YES NO IRR
9.90E-08 NO NO YES NO YES YES YES YES VENT YES YES NO YES
5.51E-08 YES- NO YES NO YES YES YES YES NO YES IRR IRR NO

$ 5.27E-08 NO NO YES VENT YES YES YES YES NO YES YES NO YES'

b 2.81 E-08 NO NO YES NO YES YES YES NO YES NO YES YES IRR
'

1 1.42E-08 NO NO YES YES YES NO YES YES NO NO ' YES NO IRR
9.78E-09 NO NO YES YES YES YES YES YES NO NO YES YES IRR

I9.12E-09 NO NO YES- YES YES NO YES NO. NO NO YES NO IRR
8.91E-09* NO NO YES YES YES NO NO NO NO NO NO NO IRR i;

7.96E-09 NO NO YES YES YES YES YES NO NO NO YES NO IRR- [
6.49E-09 YES NO YES NO YES YES YES NO YES NO YES YES IRR4

I '

6.21E-09 NO NO YES NO YES YES YES YES VENT NO YES NO' YES
5.89E-09 'YES NO YES' VENT YES YES YES YES NO YES YES NO YES
5.38E-09 NO NO. YES VENT YES YES YES NO YES NO YES YES IRR
5.08E-09 YES : NO YES YES YES YES YES YES NO NO- YES NO IRR
Sum of ATWS Sequence Frequencies shown: 5.90E-7
Total ATWS Frequency: 6.42-7E

; Note: IRR = Irrelevant 4

!
!

'
.

,

_ _ . _ _ . _ _. . _ . . _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __________m __u _ _ _ _ _ ---
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I Table 4.7-12. Summary of Dominant Release Categories for ATWS Initiating Events

i

Initiating Event-ATWS With and Without SBO

Moderate to IIigh Source Term Sequences

Seq. Freq. | DP INJ VF CFE EPOOL DWSpry 1rINJ DCOOI, CFL LM)OL FPR RR RC

g 9.12E-9 No No Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No No Yes No E2

h 8.91E-9* No No Yes Yes Yes No No No No No No No El
2.92 E-9 * No No Yes No Yes No No No Yes No Yes No L1 .
2.19E-lo* No No Yes No Yes No No No Yes No No No L1 |

* Sequences with station blackout

O O O
---
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Table 4.7-13. Frequencies for Key Containment Failure Top Events

!

I

Frequency of Occurrence for Initiator ,

| 'i
Initiator CFE CFF Vnt CFL CFL-Vat EPOOL LPOOL LT.DC Total Frequency i

LT-SBO 2.19E-5 1.83E-6 5.68E-6 3.60E-6 3.45E-5 6.34E-6 1.50E-5 3.46e-5 |4

i TW l.65E-6 1.10E-7 4.94E-7 7.19E-8 2.36E-6 1.74E-7 6.38E-7 2.38e-6 |
i Other 1.09E-6 5.27E-7 2.79E-7 8.20E-7 4.37E-6 2.40E-6 3.93E-6 4.39e-6

Transients i

O LOCA 1.98E-7 2.39E-7 2.66E-8 2.66E-8 2.22E-6 7.96E-7 1.02E 6 2.54e-6 !

b ATWS - 1.60E-7 6.99E-8 1.13E-7 1.13E-7 6.12E-7 3.%E-7 5.33E-7 6.24e-7 ;
"

Total 2.48E-5 - 2.78E-6 7.89E-6 4.63E-6 4.41E-5 1.01E-5 2.11E-5
j - (Fraction of (0.557) (0.062) (0.177) (0.104) (0.991) (0.227) (0.475) 4.46e-5 t

Total CDF) !

i

,

e

b

t

-

i

;

)
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Table 4.7-14. Resultant Conditional Probabilities for Key Containment Failure Top Events

Frequency of Occurrence for Initiator

Initiator CFE CFE-Vnt CFL CFL-Vnt EPOOL LPOOL LT-DC TotalInitiator
Frequency

LT-SBO 6.33E-1 5.29E-2 1.642E-1 1.04E-1 9.97E-1 1.832E-1 4.34E-1 3.46e-5
TW 6.93E-1 4.62E-2 2.076E-1 3.02E-2 9.92E-1 7.31E-02 2.68E-01 2.38e-6
Other 2.48E-1 1.20E-1 6.36E-2 1.87E-1 9.95E-1 5.47E-1 8.95E-1 4.39e-6

.$ Transients

k LOCA 7.8E-2 9.41E-2 1.05E-2 1.05E-2 8.74E-1 3.13E-1 4.02E-1 2.54e-6
ATWS 2.56E-1 1.12E-1 1.81E-1 1.81 E-1 9.81E-1 6.35E-1 8.54E-1 6.24e-7

O O O
- --- _
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Table 4.7-15. Frequencies of Early Containment Failure Modes :

"

.!
@

l

Frequency of CFE Mode

Initiator CFE-DW Melt CFE-FCI CFE-Press

LT-SBO 1.85E-5 1.14E-8 3.27E-6
TW l.52E-6 0.00' 1.37E-7 :

Other Transients 5.55E-7 5.74E-9 5.25E-7
LOCA I.81E-7 1.34 L-d 3.57E-9

u ,
,

y ATWS 8.89E-8 8.02E-10 6.99E-8 [
i

j Total 2.09E-5 3.13E-8 4.01E-6 ;"

(Fraction of (0.469) (0.0w7) (0.09) :
,

1 Total CDF) ,

|
t

,

I
-6

I

!

I
>

|

!
'

|

.

'b

i

|

_-__. _ - - - - . _ - - _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - _ . _ _ _ _ . _ - - - _ - _ _ _ _ _ - - - . - _ _ _- _ _ _ - - _ _ _ - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
.
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Table 4.7-16. Frequencies of Late Containment Failure Modes

Frequency of CFL Mode

Initiator CFL-Press CFL-Temp CFL-Sump

LT-SBO 1.54E-8 3.09E-6 2.57E-6
TW l.71E-9 3.39E-7 1.53E-7

Other Transients 1.12E-9 2.78E-9 2.76E-7
LOCA 1.30E-9 1.10E-6 2.86E-7p
ATWS 2.58E-10 3.33E-9 4.42E-8{ Total 1.98E-8 4.53E-6 3.33E-6

(Fraction of (0.0004) (0.102) (0.075)
Total CDF)

O O O-

- - -
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Tabic 4.7-17. Conditional Probabilities of Early Containment Failure Modes

Frequency of CFE Mode

Initiator CFE-DW Melt CFFeFCI CFE-Press

LT-SBO 5.35E-1 3.29E-4 9.45E-2
TW 6.39E-1 0.00 5.75E-2

Other Transients 2.33E-1 2.41 E-3 2.21 E-1

LOCA 7.13E-2 5.28E-3 1.41 E-3.
ATWS 1.42E-1 1.29E-3 1.12E-1

.

e

>

__..__m ____ . ..__..___.m.-___ _,m._m._._ .___.__._________________.m___ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ __ m ____ _.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _<-
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Table 4.7-18. Conditional Probabilities of Late Containment Failure Modes
;

Frequency of CFL Mode

Initiator CFirPress CFL-Temp CFIrSump
LT-SBO 4.45E-4 8.93E-2 7.43E-2

TW 7.18E-4 1.42E-1 6.43E-2
Other Transients 2.55E-4 1.17E-3 1.16E-1

.* LOCA 5.12E-4 4.33E-1 1.13E-1

{ ATWS 4.13E-4 5.34E-3 7.10E-2

;

|

9 9 9
- -- - - _
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Table 4.7-19 Base Case Release Category Frequencies for Each Accident Initiator

Initiator Frequency Release Category Frequencies for Each Accident Initiator

El E2 E3 E4 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5
'

LT-SBO 3.46e-05 8.41e4 5.64e-06 6.16e-06 3.53e-06 2.81e-06 1.13e-06 7.25e-07 3.87e-06 2.32e-06

TW 2.37e-06 8.85e-G / 3.84e-07 4.61e-07 3.21e-08 2.57e-07 8.82e-10 1.39e-07 6.78e-08 1.39e-07

u
44

h Trans. 4.38e-06 5.54e-10 7.12e-08 1.90e-07 1.35e-06 6.83e-Il 1.14e-09 3.52e-08 1.02e4 1.71e-06

LOCA 2.54e-06 1.13e-07 3.44e-08 1.34e-07 1.55e-07 1.14e-07 8.86e-Il 1.06e 4 9.77e-08 8.30e-07

ATWS 6.14e-07 9.04e-9 1.05e-08 2.55e-08 1.85e-07 3.14e-09 0.00 3.63e-09 1.47e-07 2.30e-07

Total 4.45e-05 9.42e-06 6.14e4 6.97e-06 5.25e-06 3.18e 4 1.13e 4 1.96e 4 5.20e4 5.23e4
. ,

Fraction 2.12e-01 1.38e-01 1.57e-01 1.18e-01 7.16e-02 2.54e-02 4.41e-02 1.17e-01 1.18e-01

of CDF

.

|

,

._..m.. _ _ _ . _ __.___m.____.__.__._ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ + _ .__m _ _ _ _ _ _ __ -- _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Table 4.7-20 Base Case Release Category Frequencies (Fraction in Each Release Category)

Fraction of Total Initiator Frequency in Each Release Category

PDS PDS El E2 E3 E4 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5
Name Freq.

LT-SBO 3.46e-05 2.43e-01 1.63e-01 1.78e-01 1.02e-01 8.12e-02 3.27e-02 2.10e-02 1.12e-01 6.71e-02

TW 2.37e-06 3.74e-01 1.62e-01 1.95e-01 1.36e-02 1.09e-01 3.73e-04 5.88e-02 2.87e-02 5.88e-02
w

$
Trans. 4.38e-06 1.27e-04 1.63e-02 4.34e-02 3.08e-01 1.56e-05 2.60e-04 8.04e-03 2.33e-01 3.91e-01

LOCA 2.54e-06 4.45e-02 1.36e-02 5.28e-02 6.lle-02 4.49e-02 3.49e-05 4.18e-01 3.85e-02 3.27e-01

| ATWS 5.14e-07 1.47e-02 1.71e-02 4.15e-02 3.01e-01 5. I 1e-03 0.00 5.91e-03 2.39e-01 3.75e-01

Total 4.45e-05

| e e e
,

. - . _ _ . _ _ . - . _ _ _ - . _ _ _ _ ___ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Table 4.7-21

Release Categories Ranked With Respect to

Frequency and Conditional Probability

Release Category Release Category
Type of Release Ranking With Respect to Ranking with Respect to

Frequency Coditional Probability

El 9.42E-06 21.17 %

E3 6.97E-06 15.70 %
,

E2 6.14E-06 13.80 %

E4 5.25E-06 11.8 %

L5 5.23E-% 11.75 %

L4 5.20E-06 11.69 %

L1 3.18E-06 7.15 %

L3 1.96E-06 4.40 %

L2 1.13E46 2.54 %

.

Cm.~)
:

4.7-51
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TABLE 4.7-22
SENSITIVITY EVALUATIONS

Page 1 of 2

Case ISSUE EVALUATION BASIS

1 Use of the Service Water Set the probability of drywell Show the effect of aligning
System for Drywell spray availability to unity, the service water system to
Sprays allow injection into the

drywell spray system.

2 Operator Initiates Sprays Set operator failure Technical Support Center
Late probability to zero. (TSC) may direct operators

to initiate sprays late even
though they may be
precluded by the EOPs.

3 Late drywell spray Set availability of late sprays Show effect of ensuring
usage. to unity and operator failure spray operation late due to

to use sprays to zero. use of the service water
system and TSC direction.

4 Drywell Shell Set probability of occurrence Illustrate contribution to
Meltthrough to zero in all cases. early containment failure.

5 AC Power Non- Set to unity early Show effect of recovery
Recovery assumptions on overall

results.

6 AC Power Non- Set to zero early and late Show effect of recovery
Recovery assumptions on overall

results.

~

Core Debris Coolability Set probability of failure to Precluding coolability is7

cool to unity. consistent with previous
NRC position for the HCGS
geometry.

8 Core Debris Coolability Set probability of failure to Assuming coolability is
cool to zero, consistent with industry

position for HCGS
geometry.

9 Injection System Set failure probability for Base case probabilities are
Survivability Following low pressure ECCS and NRC values (NUREG-1150)
Containment Failure alternate injection to zero. survivability probably

higher.

4.7-52
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1[- TABI.E 4.7-22
U SENSITIVITY EVALUATIONS

Page 2 of 2

Case ISSUE EVALUATION BASIS i

10 Alternate injection Set failure probability Base case probabilities are
System Survivability alternate injection to zero. NRC values (NUREG-1150)
Following Containment survivability probably
Failure higher.

I1 Containment Venting Set drywell venting Show significance of wetwell
probability to unity. venting.

,

'

12 FRVS Effectiveness Set reactor building DF to MAAP calculations show
100 when FRVS is that the FRVS is likely to
operating. survive. The FRVS DF is at

least 100. >

13 FRVS Availability Set FRVS availability to Fxamine the importance of
unity. FRVS in reducing

radionuclide release and
preventing reactor building
failure.

(
14 FRVS Availability Set FRVS availability to Examine the importance of

zero. FRVS in reducing
radionuclide release and
preventing reactor building
failure.

15 Use of Fire Sprays to Set late spray usage to unity. Examine the importance of
Ensure Late Spray using fire sprays to provide a
Availability source of water to drywell

-

sprays that is independent of
AC power.

16 Open Torus Hard Pipe Discuss it using Engineering Discuss the effect of
Vent Prior to Vessel Judgement. complete or partial torus
Failure. water scrubbing or. source

term releases.

p
d

4.7-53
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Table 4.7-23. Summary of Sensitivity Study Results
_

Fraction of Total Frequency in Each Release Category
Case

El E2 E3 E4 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5

Base 2.12e-01 1.38e-01 1.57e-01 1.18e-01 7.16e-02 2.54e-02 4.41e-02 1.17e-01 1.18e-01

1 1.86e-01 8.40e-02 1. l De-01 1.87e-01 6.00e-02 2.20e-04 3.42e-02 1.78e-01 1.60e-01

2 2.12e-01 9.13e-02 1.52e-01 1.70e-01 7.16e-02 2.53e-02 2.77e-02 1.33e-01 1.18e-01

3 1.80e-01 7.46e-04 1.04e-01 2.83e-01 5.94e-02 0.00 2.96e-03 2.08e-01 1.61e-01

4 8.24e-02 4.11e-02 5.58e-02 1.12e-01 1.99e-01 7.21e-02 8.27e-02 1.78e-01 1.76e-01

0 5 3.23e-01 1.40e-01 1.55e-01 5.32e-02 1.09e-01 1.90e-02 5.24e-02 5.34e-02 9.44e-02
&
"

6 4.21e-02 1.34e-01 1.59e-01 2.18e-01 1.38e-02 3.53e-02 3.13e-02 2.14e-01 1.53e-01

7 2.13e-01 2.92e-01 8.27e-02 3.74e-02 7.19e-02 5.25e-02 6.88e-02 1.65e-01 1.70e-02

8 2.10e-01 1.78e-03 2.76e-01 1.37e-01 6.92e-02 0.00 2.54e-02 1.22e-01 1.59e-01

9 2.12e-01 1.38e-01 1.57e-01 1.18e-01 7.16e-02 2.55e-02 4.40e-02 1.17e-01 1.17e-01

10 2.12e-01 1.38e-01 1.57e-01 1.18e-01 7.16e-02 2.55e-02 4.40e-02 1.17e-01 1.17e-01

11 2.17e-01 1.40e-01 1.70e-01 9.80e-02 7.20e-02 2.97e-02 6.51e-02 9.14e-02 1.17e-01

12 2.12e-01 1.38e-01 1.54e-01 1.21e-01 7.16e-02 2.55e-02 2.51e-02 1.36e-01 1.17e-01

13 2.10e-01 1.33e-01 1.63e-01 1.18e-01 6.28e-02 3.22e-04 7.78e-02 1.17e-01 1.17e-01

14 2.15e-01 1.41e-01 1.53e-01 1.15e-01 9.49e-02 4.44e-02 1.64e-02 1.02e-01 1.17e-01

15 0.00 0.00 2.44e-01 3.80e-01 0.00 0.00 6.00e-02 1.61e-01 1.54e-01

O O O
-- -- - - - - -
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Figure 4.7-1 IICGS Event Tree Used for Binning into Release Categories
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Figure 4.7-3. Fraction in Each Release Category
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Figure 4.7-4. Percentage Contribution by
Initiator - Base Case
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Figure 4.7-5. Release Category Results for the HCGS Sensitivity Study
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O 5.0 INDEPENDENT REVIEWU
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The independent review team completed its review of the front end (Level 1) internal events
and the back end (Level 2) containment analysis portions of the Hope Creek Generating

Station (HCGS) Individual Plant Examination (IPE) submittal and its associated documentation
which includes:

certain sections of Probabilistic Risk Assessment
system notebooks
Emergency Operating Procedures
Human Reliability Analysis

In particular, the team reviewed the following:

IPE process
initiating events
event trees
system modeling (fault trees)
human factors
walkdownsn

() data
internal flooding
intersystem LOCA
computer codes

residual heat removal evaluation (USI-A45)
uncertainty, sensitivity, and importance measures
results and conclusions

This independent review team report also covers:

.

Ixvel 2 (back end) containment response

This independent review team report does not cover:

IPE external events (IPEEE) such as seismic events and fire

These will be included in separate review reports later. The first IPE submittal to the NRC
will address only internal events. A separate and updated IPEEE study will be completed,
reviewed, and submitted at a later date.

The latest revision of the IPE is dated March 1994, and is based on the unit configurations as
of July 1993. The review team believes that the document is up to date. A complete and up-,
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to-date PRA is not yet available for review or as a supporting document, although certain
additional information (such as fault trees, cutsets, and HRA documentation) is available. !
The review team is composed of members with extensive experience in PRA, emergency and |
normal operating procedures, systems engineering, safety analysis and review, reliability and l

performance, and licensing. In particular, one review team member has senior reactor |
operator (SRO) certification, and he was further supported by other SROs.

The team reviewed the IPE modeling, which includes initiating events, event trees, system
dependency matrices, success criteria, model assumptions, system fault trees, and other special
topics as indicated above.

It should be noted that the IPE independent review does not certify the bottom-line core
damage frequency by performing an independent or parallel calculation. Neither does it
certify the accuracy of special analyses such as containment ultimate pressure capability, room
heatup calculations, or adequacy or behavior of certain hydraulic systems. Rather, by
combining the PRA expertise of an outside consultant and the utility knowledge and experience
of PSE&G personnel knowledgeable in system configurations, operating practices, and design
and technical specification requirements, the IPE was reviewed for correctness, completeness,
compliance, consistency, and reasonableness.

Based on the review, the team found that, overall, the IPE submittal document and the
associated documentation meets the intent of Generic Letter 88-20 and its related supplements.
This conclusion is based on the following:

1. The IPE is complete in scope with regard to Generic Letter 88-20 requirements.
!

2. The IPE process used at Hope Creek is sound and conforms to normal industry
practices. It is capable ofidentifying plant-specific vulnerabilities to severe accidents.

3. The system model and data conform acceptably well to the actual analyzed plant
configuration and experience.

.

4. The conclusions drawn from the study are consistent with the analysis.

5. The submittal document format conforms to the NUREG-1335 requirements.

6. PSE&G personnel participated extensively in the IPE study as part of the NRC
requirements.

The independent review team noted that the calculated core damage frequency appears to be
reasonable and the dominant contributors are those expected, based on the findings of similar
PRAs. Therefore, it is concluded that Hope Creek is not an outlier with respect to similar
plants and that no immediate safety concem exists. However, certain specific suggestions -W
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p from the review team are included in the main body of the report. The sensitivity and ;

V uncertainty studies are particularly noted.

A summary of the review team's suggestions is given in Table 5-1. A list of the components
that most contribute to the core damage frequency (CDF) may be found in Table 3.4-5 of the
IPE. The total CDF is 4.58E-5 per year for internal events. Additionally, internal flooding
contributes 0.05E-5 per year to the CDF. The frequency of a large, early release is 9.7E-6
per year.

5.1 Background

The NRC issued Generic Letter 88-20 on November 23,1988, (Reference 5.5.1) which
promulgated the IPE requirements. On August 29,1989, the NRC issued the final version of
NUREG-1335 (Reference 5.5.2) to establish format and content guidelines for sebmitting the
IPE results. The Generic Letter requests that each utility conduct "... an independent in-house
review to ensure the accuracy of the documentation packages and to validate both the IPE
process and its results." In NUREG-1335, it is stated (Reference 5.3.2, page C-28) that "it
might be prudent to have an outside contractor review the submittal ..." It also states
(Reference 5.5.2, Section 2.4) that the IPE submittal "should contain, as a minimum, a
description of the internal review performed, the results of the review team's evaluation, and a
list of the review team members."

A
Q This Section is to fulfill the independent review requirement.

5.2 Review ofIlone Creek's Level 1 Internal Events Analysis

This section documents the independent review team's examination of the Level 1 (front end)
portion of the Hope Creek IPE. The Level 2 (containment analysis) portion is in Section 5.3.

5.2.1 Documents and Review Process

|
! The independent review team examined the latest version of the IPE, dated March

1994. The system models were developed based on the unit configurations as of July
1993. Plant data collection originally covered the years 1986 through 1989, but was
updated through July 1993.

The review team believes that the model configuration and data are reasonably up to
date. The review team provided preliminary and informal comments to an earlier
(1992-1993) version of the draft IPE. These comments were resolved and incorporated
into the March 1994, version as a result of a Recovery Plan to improve the old version.

f

f The independent review team examined the following key documents:

!o
,
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Hope Creek Level 1 IPE internal event submittal document to the NRC
portions of the Hope Creek PRA (incomplete and not issued)
PRA system notebooks
Emergency operating procedures
Human Reliability Assessment

The review team used a general approach and a plant-specific approach to review the
documents. In the general approach, the emphasis was placed on completeness of
scope, correctness in methodology, reasonableness in depth and assumptions,
compliance to NRC submittal guidelines, and comparison to industry practices and
findings, using the knowledge and experience of the PRA consultant and the utility
personnel. In the plant-specific approach, systems critical to the CDF were checked
for modeling accuracy of the IPE analytical process. Such checking included a fairly
detailed review of the system fault tree modeling.

The review team had periodic meetings and question and answer sessions among team
members and with the PRA group members.

The review team also collected information by the following means:

Informal individual discussions with the PRA group members*

Written requests (and responses) for information h*

Presentations by the PRA group members on specific areas ofinterest*

j (e.g., SACS adequacy, Level 2 analysis)
Meetings with upper management for information and feedback.*

I

The review team found that there was excellent HCGS staff participation in the IPE
study. Over 200 questions were asked by the review team. The team is convinced that
the PRA Group has a good understanding of the plant model and the IPE process.

5.2.2 Initiating Events

The IPE analysis is basically a small event tree and large fault tree model. There are
25 initiating event categories, including 6 transients,10 special initiators, 7 LOCAs,
and 2 interfacing system LOCAs (IPE Table 3.1.1-1). The review team compared the
list of 25 event categories to similar lists generated in other IPEs/PRAs and agreed that
the methodology used in grouping those events is a commonly accepted method, and
the list of event categories is complete.

5.2.3 Initiatine Event Frecuency Ouantification (IPE Section 3.1.1.3)

The methodology used to arrive at the initiating event frequency is reasonable and
generally acceptable. The use of single-stage Bayesian update to industry-wide generic h
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O; frequencies is appropriate. It may be of interest to note the treatment of special
V initiating events as " rare events" and "the special transients were quantified on a case-

by-case basis by quantifying the fault trees for these systems (SW, SACS, etc.)
characteristic of a year's exposure time to obtain a yearly frequency estimate." The
review team found that the initiating event frequencies are in the expected range and

order (IPE Table 3.1.1-4).

5.2.4 Event Trees And Seauences

There are 17 event trees (IPE Section 3.1 figures) including 5 transients (LOOP /SBO
included),3 LOCAs,2 ATWS,3 ISLOCA, and 4 specialinitiators.

A discussion is given for each of the event trees. The discussion includes initiating
event category description, accident sequence characterization, success criteria, event
tree construction, accident sequence discussion, and potential recovery actions. The
review team found that the selection of the event trees is complete and the discussions
are appropriate and reasonably detailed and inclusive.

There are 4412 minimal cutsets with frequencies greater than 1E-10/yr. These cutsets
comprise 81 core damage sequences (IPE Table 3.4-1). The review team believes that
the 4412 cutsets are sufficient to give a good representation of the risk profile of
HCGS.s

x
5.2.5 Fault Trees

To support the 17 event trees, fault trees were developed based on 24 systems (IPE
Sections 3.2-1 through 3.2-24). The review team found the 24 systems which include
10 front line systems and 14 support systems to be sufficient for a good plant model.

" Guidelines" are given (IPE Table 2.5) for the fault tree modeling of various
components. The review team found that these guidelines are reasonable.

.

For each of the 24 systems, the system function, system description, system operation,
system interfaces, and system fault tree are described. These are further supported by
separate system notebooks. Dependency matrices between front line system and
support systems (and among support systems themselves) are also given (IPE Tables
3.2-3 and 3.2-4). A simplified diagram is given for each system (IPE Figures 3.2-1
through 3.2-24), showing the components modeled in the system fault trees. The
review team found that the information provided is clear and useful. The team also
found that the fault tree modeling is reasonable and contains the appropriate details.

5.2.6 System Notebooks

O A member of the review team visited the offices of the PRA group and examined
\ representative system notebooks. It was found that the group did not produce a
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O4separate system document to integrate information. Rather, there were binders, labeled
by systems, that contained information such as copies from the system training manual,
FSAR, fault trees, etc. In other words, various references were collected. However, it
was evident that many of the references were out of date, and since there was not a
single, dated system notebook to document the different revisions of the reference
materials, it was virtually impossible to determine if the PRA model was indeed based
on the latest available information in 1993 as claimed. However, certain comments on
the systems from the HCGS operation staff were included in the collection and they
appeared to be very recent. The review team suggests that in a future revision of the
PRA, a dated system document for each of the systems be produced referencing the
latest available information. It is noted that Section 3.2 of the IPE contains system-
related information, but some of the information required for fault tree modeling is
missing. For example, it is not clear how one can get from the system notebook
information concerning which MCC powers a certain pump and which load distributing
center supplies power to the MCC.

5.2.7 Walkdowns

It is required (Reference 5.5.2) to perform plant walkdowns. Walkdowns are a viable
process that the PRA analysts use to look for spatial interactions and to confirm that the
PRA represents the as-built, as operated plant, with no obvious errors of omission.
The review team found that the compliance to the walkdown requirements is marginal.
The PRA group had a significant change of personnel within the last four years and
documentation on previous walkdowns was minimal. There is no documentation that
the current group has walked down the most critical components as indicated by the
IPE study. The PRA Group stated that plant walkdowns were performed by the PRA
analyst assigned to the individual system in all cases. When information from various
data .ources, such as drawings and specifications, was not available nor adequate, it
was supplemented or confirmed by plant SROs, system engineers or other cognizant
engineering personnel. It is suggested that a focused post analysis confirmatory
walkdown be performed and documented. Seismic and fire related walkdowns can be

. done separately with the IPEEE effort, but those walkdowns will be performed with
special and focused interests in mind.

5.2.8 Human Reliability Analysis (IPE Section 3.3.3)

The HRA for Hope Creek is straight forward and conventional. It is documented in a
separate report. It models two types of errors:

(a) pre-accident human error (THERP model, Technique for Human Error Rate
Prediction, NUREG/CR-1278):

miscalibration (3E-3/ calibration)*

failure to restore (5E-3/ test)*

1
I
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(b) . human errors during an accident (SHARP model, Systematic Human Action
-

Reliability Procedure, EPRI-NP-3583. Also, NUREG/CR-3010): ,

quantified on skill-based, rule-based, or knowledge-based errors*

failure to start / align components*

failure in recovery actions* ,

|
time dependent*

.

and the modeling takes two steps:

(a) initial screening analysis j
'

(b) detailed reevaluation of dominant sequences

Dependent failure probabilities for a particular calibrating procedure may be as low as ,

2.7E-5 (IPE Table 3.3.3-6). The review team noted that the PRA group considered it |

appropriate to use such low and calculated " screening" values. Otherwise, screening |
values used, particularly when multiple human actions are involved, are quite j

appropriate and would not unduly truncate out sequences of intemst.

Operator errors modeled in the system fault trees are provided (IPE Tables 3.3.3-6 and
3.3.3-7). Key operator recovery actions are also provided (IPE Table 3.4-7). They
are useful for operator training purposes.

O The sequences screened out due to recovery actions are given (IPE Table 3.4-6). The
review team found that the presentation was adequate.

The review team found that the HRA methodology is reasonable and acceptable,

although in some areas a more conservative approach may be applied and may,
therefore, be easier to defend. For example, by using somewhat higher screening ;

values, one may be sure that no important cutsets are lost prematurely by truncation j
during the screening analysis, and the analyst may' gain additional confidence in
reevaluating in detail certain sequences that " survive" the truncation.

The review team also believes that key operator actions that were modeled are covered .

by officially issued plant procedures. Generally, credit should not be taken for non-
proceduralized actions. If procedures are provided to the operators to perform these
actions as part of the emergency operating procedures, credit can then be confidently
taken and the drop in the corresponding CDF will be assured. In one instance, the IPE
identified the ncal for a loss of HVAC abnormal procedure. The IPE team assisted
station operators in the development of the procedure and took credit for it in the IPE
analysis, with the understanding that the procedure would be implemented prior to

!
submittal of theIPE.

The review team noted a very interesting section on " simulator observations" in the
IPE (Section 3.3.3.5). To seek and to have that kind ofinsight and emphasis is to
accomplish one of the major goals of the IPE.

5-7
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5.2.9 Internal Floodine (IPFJPRA Section 3.3.9)

While internal flooding is usually considered an external event, it is included here
because it is required by GL88-20 and NUREG-1335. The study considered the

following:

equipment submergence
water spray
steam flooding

pipe whip
inadvertent actuation of fire sprinkler systems

The review team noted the following:

(a) There is no mention of passageways and tunnels between buildings and how

they are treated.

(b) It is not clear what analyf cal model is used to calculate " pipe rupture"
probability. It is not clear if the model is sensitive to only pipe length, or does
t also consider weld joints, as in the " Thomas Correlation."

(c) It is not clear if the analysis considers damage to electrical cabinets critical to
plant shutdown, and it is not clear if all the related circuits that are associated
with these cabinets were fully considered.

f (d) For external event anal esis, which includes fire, it is necessary to consider the
effect of flooding due tv nre protection system malfunction. However, for this!

internal event analysis, internal flooding is included and the flooding due to fire
protection system malfunction is also included. In other words, the scope
exceeds the minimum requirements. However, it is not clear if the effects of
inadvertent actuation of fire sprinklers on electrical equipment is considered.

(e) It was assumed that "all floods can be isolated within 30 minutes of the
detection of a flooding event." While this appears reasonable, it is not clear

what happens if the flood is not detected.

With the ;eption of the comments above, other assumptions were generally
reasonab4c and the detail of the analysis was at a level expected.

It is noted that the internal flooding analysis used a sequence truncation cutoff of IE-7.
The review team finds ^.at to be acceptable.

|

O
|

l
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/ 5.2.10 Intersystem LOCA

Little information on ISLOCA is available in the IPE. As in other BWRs, the
ISLOCA contribution is from the RHR discharge or return line and from the core spray
discharge line (IPE Table 3.1.1-1 and Figures 3.1.3.3-1 and 3.1.3.3-2). The
contribution to the CDF is only 1.7E-9 events / year and is below the " cutoff." It is not
even considered in the Level 2 analysis. The review team found this to be acceptable.

5.2.11 Data (IPE Section 3.3)

The component failure / unavailability data used in the IPE consists of generic and
certain plant-specific data. The review team had the following comments:

(a) Certain plant-specific data on the following were collected for various periods
up to July,1993:

core spray motor driven pumps
Emergency diesel generators
HPCI turbine-driven pump
RCIC turbine-driven pump
RHR motor-driven pumps

p SACS motor-driven pumps

V SSWS motor-driven pumps

and unavailability data were collected on the following systems:

AC power EDG SSWS
DC power HPCI ADS
PCIG RCIC SLC
SACS RHR

The review team found this to be a very good list. However, it would be
desirable to have some data on a few critical MOVs, such as those in the HPCI

' and RCIC suction lines and in the inlet steam lines to the HPCI and RCIC
turbine.

(b) NPRDS data was used. The data is dependent on the technicians who input
them. Very often, it is not clear what is a failure and the input may not be
accurate. In other words, the NPRDS failure definition does not match that of
the PRA. In addition, the review team notes that NPRDS records failures, but
not demands. Therefore, it is not useful for standby safety systems.

fg (c) The INPO methodology on modified time-related inoperable hours was used.

V That methodology is questionable. The PRA recognizes that fact (see IPE
,

! Section 3.3.2.2), but the methodology was used anyway.

5-9 5
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Except for the concerns noted above, it appears that the handling of input data was
appropriate. The use of one-stage Bayesian update of generic failure rates is
acceptable. A rather extensive listing of basic event failure / unavailability data was
provided. That should help make the IPE/PRA more useful as an application tool.
It is suggested that after the critical components are identified (see paragraph 5.2.15
below), the data be looked at again more closely and refined as appropriate.

5.2.12 Ouantification of Core Damace Frequency CDF (IPE Section 3.4)

The CDF quantification process used in the PRA study was logical and routine.
It involved four major steps:

accident sequence cut set generation
cut set modification
recovery analysis
analysis of results

Fault tree linking was used to solve for sequence-level cut sets. The quantification
was performed with a "PRA Workstation" which contained an event tree module, fault
tree module, data module, cutset analysis module, results module, and
importance/ uncertainty module, etc. The workstation was used with a cut set
truncation limit of IE-10/yr. The cutset modification step involved the removal of
illegal combinations of testing and maintenance outage events and operationally
impossible cutsets in order to eliminate mutually exclusive cutsets and those that
contain technical specification violations. Appropriate recovery events were added
n each remaining cut set. The review team considered that truncation limit as
canservative and acceptable. It was found that there are 4412 minimal cutsets that have
frequencies greater than 1E-10/yr. These cutsets comprise 81 core damage sequences.

The review team noted that these surviving events are usually very important for BWRs
similar to Hope Creek and also noted and agreed that support system failures could be
the main cause of CDF. While the review team did not attempt to duplicate the
quantification process, it concluded that the process is acceptable, judging from the
reasonableness of the results, and consistent with the input.

Regarding the removal of " operationally impossible" cutsets, such as those containing
failures to start in both trains of a constant running system (e.g. SACS), it must be
noted that for a LOP initiating event, when a component (e.g. pump) loses normal
offsite power and be loaded onto emergency power, failures to start of both trains are

|

f
not " operationally impossible." Therefore, those cutsets should not be removed. The
review team looked into this and understood that the PRA Group handled it properly.

|
!

O
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.2.13 Results5

!Of the 81 core damage sequences from the 4412 cutsets that survived the operator
|

recovery actions and the IE-10/ year truncation limit, (IPE Table 3.4-1), the following
table is obtained:

# of Sequences Frequency Range % CDF CDF

1 1E-5 to 1E-6 71.4 % 3.268E-5

4 1E-6 to 1E-7 12.8 % 0.587E-5

12 1E-7 w 1E-8 13.1 % 0.602E-5

64 1E-8 to 1E-10 2.7% 0.123E-5
'!Total = 81 above IE-10 100.0 % 4.58E-5

:

The overall CDF is 4.58E-5 per year, excluding internal flooding.
1

By initiating events, the top contributors are:

% CDFInitiating Events
73.7Station blackout, (SBO)

Transient with loss of FW, high pressure injection, and 11.7

failure to depressurize, (TQUX)
6.7LOCAs

Others (special initiators, ATWS, TW, TQUV, TP, etc.) 7.9

Total 100.0 %

The review team found these risk profiles to be reasonable.

Part lists of critical components and operator non-recovery actions that contribute most
to the CDF may be found in Tables 3.4-4 and 3.4-5 of the IPE, These lists are very
important to plant operation and maintenance. They are also useful in conjunction with
the Maintenance Rule, with the understanding that these lists come from an integrated

plant model and not just by systems. The lists contribute to the understanding of the
plant. The review team agreed with how the lists are obtained, but believed the list
presented in the 1PE should have been more extensive in order to provide additional
insights.

i

The review team found human recovery actions (Tables 3.4-6 and 3.4-7) to be

adequately covered.

Judging from a comparison with other BWRs (IPE Table 3.4-11) and from the HCGS
plant-specific results, the review team agreed that HCGS is not an " outlier" and that it
has no obvious " vulnerability."

O
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It was clear that the dependency and success criteria of the 4 diesels to the 4 SAC
After a

pumps are the most important assumptions impacting the HCGS risk profile.
recommendation by the review team, a special study was done to evaluate the true
capability of the SACS. However, that study was not available to the review team.
The review team considered it acceptable for the IPE study to use the "conservate"
assumption, but understands th: a realistic assumption will be used in a future revision
of the PRA.

5.2.14 Uncertninty and Sensitivity (IPE Section 3.4.1.4)

I. lincertainty Analysis

The overall uncertainty in the IPE results is a combination of uncertainty in data,
uncertainty in the consideratior and completeness of all events and failures, and
uncertainty in the method of arwysis. The TEMAC computer code developed by
Sandia National Laboratory was used in the uncertainty analysis. An internal events
uncertainty analysis was performed on the "most dominant 180 cutsets" (See Section
3.4.1.4.1 and Figure 3.C .

The review team noted that:

(a) There is no discussion of confidence leve. In other words, there is no
assurance on how repeatable the computer run(s) are. There is also no mention
of how many " sampled trials" were used in the TEMAC Monte Carlo analysis.

(b) A probability density function curve would be very helpful in the understanding
of what was analyzed. For example, it is not clear if the curve is " log-normal."

(c) Because of the limited numbers of cutsets utilized in the uncertainty analysis,

there is a significant difference between the mean and nominal values of the
CDF ' distribution. The uncertainty analysis presentation is limited.

II. Sensitivity Analysis

Three censitivity cases were presented. These cases (decrease EDG mission time, loss
of a AC bus, loss of a DC bus) were appropriate. The review team believed that
additional cases, such as reduction of unavailability due to test / maintenance outage by a
factor of 5, would offer insight to the risk characteristics of the plant.

It was reported in many places that with operator intervention, each SACS loop can
function with only one pump, which may potentially reduce the SBO contribution by as
much as 50%. That assumption should be more fully reported in the form of a

sensitivity study.

The dependency of a new HVAC recovery procedure to mitigate certain HVAC failuresh
based on room heatup calculations was reported. Without crediting this procedure, it

5-t2
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was reported that it might more than double the HCGS CDF prior to recovery. Again,
'

that assumption should be more fully reported in the form of a sensitivity study.

Even with these comments, the review team believed that the PRA Group had learned
to put emphasis on important items and less on insensitive items.

It is noted that certain human factors have designated values of 0.1 and a " range
factor" of 10 (see PRA Table 3.11-1). That means the 95th value is 1.0. In other
words, 5% of the probabilistic " log-normal" distribution is for probability larger than
1.0. Presumably, the impact of that is minimal. (It should be pointed out that this
does not impact the mean value calculation of the CDF.)

5.2.15 Imnortance (IPE Section 3.4.1.2)

Three types of importance measures were calculated for the basic events in the core
damage sequence cut sets. They are:

partial derivative
risk reduction (modified Fussell-Vesely)
risk increase

q The analysis was performed on the 745 highest frequency cutsets, which represent 90%

Q of the HCGS IPE results. From these "importance" studies, one obtains the list of
cornponents that contribute most to the CDF (IPE Tables 3.4-4 and 3.4-5, each with 30
items). As stated in Section 5.2.13 above, the review team felt that the lists should
have been more extensive.

5.2.16 RHR Evaluation. USI-A45 (IPE Section 3.4.4)

The review team found that the presentation was appropriate. The statement was made
in the IPE that "if one SACS pump fails, the cooling of the diesel generators is not

, affected, because HCGS procedures would direct the cross-tie of SACS cooling to the
diesels such that all four diesels could be cooled by the operating SACS pumps." It is
noted that the IPE insights led to the consideration of the cross-tie.

5.2.17 Comouter Codes

The IPE study used a "PRA Workstation" for fault tree modeling and other analyses.
Other computer codes were used in thermal hydraulic calculations such as success
criteria and time dependent room heatup calculations. The independent review team
did an1 perform a verification and validation task on the computer codes, particularly
the one used in the SACS hydraulic analysis. It is suggested that a complete listing and
a brief description for each of the computer codes used be added, at least for reference

( purposes. Perhaps that can be done in the PRA rather than in the IPE.
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5.3 Review ofI2 vel 2 Containment Analyses (IPE Section 4)

The Level 2 analysis was performed by PSE&G using a rather common methodology
(NSAC-159, dated June 1991). It appeared to be a routine linked event trees analysis of a
Mark I containment, with expected results. The review team had the following comments,
focusing on the unusual features, assumptions, methodologies, and results, when compared
with other Mark I BWRs.

5.3.1 It is noted that a cross-connect is provided to allow connection of the Salem Nuclear
Plant Fire system to the Hope Creek Fire Protection system. However, the review
team believed that this addition of yet another level of mitigation would not
significantly affect the Level 2 analysis.

5.3.2 Four drain sumps are located in the drywell floor, including two in the RPV niestalI
floor. It is reported (IPE Section 4.1.1) that "these sumps plays a significant role in
the possible progression of severe accidents." In addition, it is understood that these
two sumps are larger (totaling 210 cu. ft.) than normal and therefore may delay the
accident progression. However, the review team believed that this would not
significantly affect the Level 2 analysis.

5.3.3 The review team has no comment on the containment structural analysis, including
both the potential failure locations and the fragility curves for the dominant failure
modes.

5.3.4 The containment event tree (CET) has 13 subtrees. The linked subtrees were solved
using the EVNTRE software. Five accident classes (initiators) were identified from
the Level 2 binning process. The Level I cutsets were grouped into characteristic
sequences based on the initiating events and system functional availabilities.
Seventeen such sequences were developed covering 95% of the total CDF and all
sequences with greater than a 1E-7 frequency. There are 100 " basic events" in the
CET (IPE Table 4.6-1) The review team found these to be appropriate and inclusive. !

- |

5.3.5 MAAP 3.0B was used in the accident progression analysis. The review team did not
,

certify the validity of the software, but recognized that the code is used extensively in i
the industry. The timing, locations, and nature of containment failures under various !

accident conditions were not surprising, in accordance with the current state of I
knowledge of the accident progression phenomena.

5.3.6 Five radionuclide groups were used to obtain release fractions instead of nine groups.
The review group found that to be acceptable.

|

5.3.7 The decontamination factors considered included suppression pool scrubbmg,
containment sprays, and containment deposition. The review team found that to be |
appropriate. |
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(m) 5.3.8 The nine " release categories" were based on the timing of the release and the i

magnitude of the release. An early release was assumed to occur within two hours I

after vessel failure. This was found to be reasonable.

5.3.9 The five release levels were " selected to ensure that a significant portion of the total
frequency would fall into each release category." Specifically, levels are assigned to
the iodine and tellurium releases as shown below: |

Release Level Iodine Tellurium
High >6% >6% I

Medium 0.1 to 6% 0.1 to 6%
Low 0.001 to 0.1 % 10-7 to 0.1 %

Low-Low < 0.001 % < 10-7%

The review team noted that these " selections" were arbitrary and implicitly defined
"large release," a term tnat the industry has yet to reach agreement on. However, the
" selections" were judged to be reasonable by the review team.

5.3.10 It was found (IPE Table 4.7-16) that the frequency of an early high release is 21.2%
of the total CDF, and the frequency of an early medium-high release is an additional
13.8%. Using only the 21.2% and the CDF of 4.58E-5/yr, an early "large release"

( ; frequency of 9.7E-6/yr is calculated. This is 10 times higher than the IE-6/yr l",
" guideline for regulatory implementation" (See Reference 5.5.3) However, the j
review team believed that the results are acceptable since the " selection" of release
levels is arbitrary (see paragraph above) and the definition of "large release" has not j
been agreed to by the industry. -

i

5.3.11 The sensitivity study on the Level 2 analysis has 16 cases. The review team found
that to be appropriate and was impressed by the discussions and insights offered by

'

the Level 2 analysts.

~

5.3.12 The Level 2 analysis did not include an uncertainty analysis. The review team
recognized the dominating nature of the SBO sequence at HCGS and believed that
the biggest uncertainty in the Level 2 analysis is in the assumed accident progression
phenomenology. Considering the state of knowledge in the industry, an uncertainty
analysis in not meaningful. Therefore, the review team found it acceptable to not
have an uncertainty analysis. !

l

Overall, the independent review team found the analytical process, methodology, scope, and
results as standard, complete, reasonable, and expected.

5.4 Conclusions i

rh
V Based on the review, the team concluded the following:
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5.4.1 Overall, the IPE submittal document and the associated documentation meet the
intent of Generic Letter 88-20 and NUREG-1150.

5.4.2 The IPE is complete in scope with regard to Generic Letter 88-20 requirements.

5.4.3 The IPE process used at Hope Creek is sound and conforms to normal industry
practices. It is capable of identifying plant-specific vulnerabilities to severe
accidents.

5.4.4 The system model and data appear to conform well to the actual analyzed plant
configuration and experience.

5.4.5 The conclusions drawn from the study are consistent with the analysis.

5.4.6 The submittal document format conforms to the NUREG-1335 requirements.

5.4.7 The PSE&G personnel participated extensively in the IPE/PRA study and that should
be sufficient to meet NRC requirements.

5.4.8 The calculated core damage frequency appears to be reasonable and the dominant
contributors are those expected, based on the findings of similar PRAs.

O
5.4.9 Therefore, it is concluded that Hope Cree.k is not an outlier with respect to similar

i plants and that no immediate safety concern exists.

5.4.10 However, certain specific suggestions from the review team are included in the main
body of the report. A summary of the review team's suggestions is given in Table 5-1.

5.5 References

5.5.1 NRC Generic letter 88-20
l

.

5.5.2 NRC, IPE Submittal Guidance, NUREG-1335, final report, August 1989.

| 5.5.3 Federal Register, Vol. 51, No.162, August 21,1986, Pages 30028 - 30033, on

| Safety Goals, particularly page 30031.
|

5.6 Description of Indenendent Review Team Members

5.6.1 Dr. Allen Ho

The independent review team is under the project management of Dr. Ho. He is a
Nuclear Technical Consultant at the Nuclear Department of PSE&G. Prior to joining

i PSE&G in 1988, Dr. Ho was with Westinghouse and he is the author of the
'

Westinghouse reactor core thermal-hydraulic design & analysis code (WESTER). He
specializes in NSSS system analysis for both PWRs and BWRs.
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(] 5.6.2 Dr. Wang Lau

|

The independent review team is under the technical lead of Dr. Lau, a consultant from
Reliability And Performance Associates (RAPA). Dr. I2u spent 19 years at TVA and
was a Branch Chief of tl'e System Engineering Branch and a Head Engineer of the
safety analysis, severe accident, and PRA groups. He is the author of a nuclear reactor
engineering textbook and 'vas an invited speaker (by the NRC) at the First IPE
Workshop at Fort Worth. He was also a member of the Industry Degraded Core j

(IDCOR) Program's Technical Advisory Group. Dr. Lau is a principal partner of
RAPA. In addition to being an independent reviewer of the IPEs for Salem, Hope 1

Creek, and Surry, he has been involved with the PRAs of Browns Ferry, Sequoyah, j
Watts Bar, Bellefonte, and River Bend. He is currently a reviewer / analyst of the {
NRC's accident sequence precursor program. l

5.6.3 Ms. Lisa Castagna

Ms. Castagna is a member of the independent review team representing the Licensing
and Regulations Department. After completing her Bachelors Degree in Mechanical
Engineering at the University of Delaware in 1990, she began work for PSE&G in the
Technical Department for Hope Creek. She successfully completed the Hope Creek
System Engineering Training Program and is a qualified System Engineer. Ms. Castagna

g remained a member of the Hope Creek Technical department for approximately three

() years before accepting an ergineering position in the Licensing and Regulations Group in
June of 1993. As a Licensmg Engineer, Ms. Castagna attended Nuclear Licensing for
Operating Reactors Training. Presently Ms. Castagna is enrolled in the MBA program at
the University of Delaware.

5.6.4 Mr. Scott G. Gillespie

Mr. Gillespie is a Principal Engineer in the Nuclear Safety Review Department's Offsite
Safety Review Group. His staff is responsible for the independent review of facility

. changes made under 10CFR50.59, the oversight of Technical Specification required
audits, and for conducting independent investigations and assessments of issues involving
nuclear safety. Mr. Gillespie has been with PSE&G in the Nuclear Safety Review
Department since 1986. Prior to that, he worked at Pacific Gas and Electric Company
(1972-1978), where he participated in the Diablo Canyon Seismic Risk Study; and
Portland General Electric Company (1978-1986), where he was responsible for following
PRA-related issues applicable to the Trojan Nuclear Plant. He also has extensive
experience in licensing, radiological engineering and emergency preparedness. He has a
Bachelors Degree in Engineering Physics (1970) and Masters Degree in Nuclear
Engineering (1972) and Mechanical Engineering (1978) from the University of California
at Berkeley. He holds Professional Engineer Licenses in the states of California and
Oregon.

O
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5.6.5 Afr. Richard Murray

Mr. Murray is a Principal Engineer of Reliability assigned to the Maintenance Rule i

Implementation Project team in the Nuclear D partment of PSE&G. Prior to joining
PSE&G in 1985, Mr. Murray served the General Electric Nuclear Energy Business
Operation in reliability, risk and thermal hydraulics analyses and project engineering
capacities for nearly 20 years. During that period he directed the first PRA attempted on
a light water reactor configuration during the 1970-1971 time frame. The paper, " Loss
of Coolant Accident, A Probabilistic View," delivered at the ASME 1972 Winter
Meeting was the result of a portion of this work. In addition to Boiling Water Reactors,
Mr. Murray has examined Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor safety configurations. At
PSE&G, Mr. Murray served on a number- of PRA-related BWR Owners Group
Subcommittees. Mr. Murray is an alumnus of the Catholic University of America with a
Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering (BME) Degree.

5.6.6 Mr. Philip A. Onsal

Mr. Opsal graduated from the Georgia Institute of Technology in 1979 with a Bachelors
of Chemical Engineering. As a Navy Headquarters engineer from June 1979 through
December 1984, Mr. Opsal was assigned responsibility for 1) numerous research and
development programs involving improved primary nuclear plant components and 2)
operating Nuclear Powered ship / land based prototype plant maintenance. In December
1984 Mr. Opsal joined PSE&G as a construction engineer responsible for the proper
construction of Hope Creek's Nuclear Steam Supply Systems (NSSS). Mr. Opsal has
been in various positions such as Milestone Manager, lead Senior NSSS system engineer,
and Hope Creek Mechanical Engineering Supervisor. In February 1989 Mr. Opsal
successfully completed Senior Reactor Operator (SRO) Class and received a SRO
certification. He was then selected to serve as the Senior Operations Technical
Supervisor, where his responsibilities included development and enhancement of Hope
Creek's Operating Procedures and oversight of the effort to upgrade Hope Creek's
Emergency Operating Procedures. Mr. Opsal is currently the NSSS Technical Engineer

, for Hope Creek and holds Professional Engineer Licenses in the states of Virginia and
New Jersey.

|

|

|

1
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( TABLE 5-1

SUMMARY OF REVIEW TEAM SUGGESTIONS

Reference
Paragraph #

1 Dated system notebooks should be produced to support future 5.2.6
revisions of PRA.

2 Perform focused post analysis confirmatory walkdown for spatial 5.2.7
interactions.

3 Make sure that the HVAC " recovery procedure" is issued. 5.2.8

4 Internal flooding needs better documentation in the PRA. 5.2.9

|5 Have a longer " critical" component list via an expanded 5.2.13
importance study. 5.2.15

!

l

6 The Level 1 uncertainty analysis should be improved. The 5.2.14
Level 1 sensitivity study should be expanded.

1

l

7 Provide a complete listing and a brief description for each of the 5.2.17
computer codes used.

Ov
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6.0 SAFETY FEATURES AND RISK REDUCTION SUGGESTIONS
(

6.1 Summary Of Maior Findines

The Internal Events Core Damage Frequency for the HCGS is 4.58E-5/yr. This is
approximately one order of magnitude higher than the reported CDFs for the NUREG-1150 I

studies for Peach Bottom and Grand Gulf. Major differences are attributable to the plant-
specific data utilized in the HCGS study and the detailed analysis of HCGS support systems.
Loss of offsite power sequences contribute 73.8% to the CDF, while the contribution to the
Peach Bottom CDF was 46.6%. The notable difference in results derives from the
conservatism in the HCGS IPE analysis with respect to the design of the SSW/ SACS systems.
A plan to re-evaluate this conservatism is discussed in Section 6,4. Transients account for a
greater contribution to HCGS CDF than the Peach Bottom CDF, although this contribution is
a relatively small 14.8%. Differences are attributable to the detailed modeling of HCGS
support systems such as HVAC. The ATWS contribution of only 1.6% is notably smaller than
the Peach Bottom contribution of 42.6%. This is attributed to HCGS's automatic Standby
Liquid Control System. Special Initiators are minor contributors in both studies. Unresolved )

; Safety Issue A-45, Decay Heat Removal Due to Internal Events, is not a concern at HCGS as
evidenced by the low contribution of Loss of Decay Heat Removal sequences of 1.2% to the
total HCGS Internal Events CDF. The resolution of USI A-45 is presented in Section 3.4.3.

Interfacing System Loss of Coolant Accidents (ISLOCA) contribute only 1.7E-9 cvents/ year to
,

the HCGS CDP. This is over 4 orders of magnitude less than the internal events CDF,
emphasizing its low importance. Internal flooding only contributes 5.5E-7 events / year or
1.2% of the total internal events plus internal flooding CDF.

;

Finally, the containment analysis indicated the capability of the HCGS containment was typical
of the Mark I design, with no unique vulnerabilities.

6.2 Front-End Analysis

The following safety features and vulnerabilities were identified by the Hope Creek Front-End
Analysis:

Numerous room hectup calculations have demonstrated that only a few electrical* -

equipment rooms are susceptible to HVAC system failures. Of the 52 rooms studied,
only 12 were found to be susceptible to risk important failures. Heatup time ranged |
from 5 to 24 hours. |

'

Operator simulator observations highlighted excellent human per# cmance reliability*

and PSE&G's effective operator training program.

HCGS design substantially limits the CDF due to internal floodis to a negligible.

*

level, 5.5E-7/yr.
.
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The contribution to the HCGS CDF due to ISLOCA sequences is nearly four orders of*

magnitude lower than the imernal events CDF. Results of a plant-specific ISLOCA
study indicate that overpressurizations of low pressure systems outside containment are
primarily dominated by hardware failures.

The automatic operation of the Standby Liquid Control (SLC) system limits the ATWS*

contribution to only 1.6% of the internal events CDF.

The availability of the hard pipe vent system improves HCGS's ability to remove decay*

heat during severe accidents. This vent can be manually operated in the absence of any
support systems.

Special initiators (such as a loss of SSWS/ SACS or the loss of Instrument Air System)*

contribute slightly over 3% to the internal events CDF. This contribution is minimized
5y the high level of redundancy and separation designed into support systems at HCGS.

The largest contribution to the internal events was over 70% from station blackout*

events. This results from conservative heat sink models which require two out of two
SACS and SSW pumps per subsystem for successful heat removal to allow for diesel
generator operation. A plan to address this conservatism is suggested in Section 6.4.

The only vulnerability identified at the HCGS was the inability to supply long-term*

cooling to critical rooms upon HVAC system failures. A risk-based procedure has
been developed to address this item and is credited in the IPE analysis.

6.3 Back-End Analysis

The following findings were made based on the Level H PRA:

Due to the dominance of the long-term Station Blackout (LT-SBO) sequences, the*
I

sensitivity study showed little variation to most of the parameters considered. This was
especially true of changes to engineered safety system availability. The frequency of
high early and medium early releases are 9.42E-6/yr and 6.14E-6/yr, respectively.

The results were found to be very sensitive to AC power recovt.ry assumptions. If AC |*

power is always recovered early, the early high release frequency decreases from 21 %
to 4% of the total CDF, while the late high release category decreases from 7% to 1.4%.
If, on the other hand, early AC power recovery never occurs, the frequency of an early
high release increases to 32% of the CDF, while the frequency of a late high release )
increases to 11%. |

|

The results were found to be relatively insensitive to the availability and use of drywell*

sprays. If sprays are always available and are used late, the frequency of the early high
and medium-high release categories decrease to 18% and 7.5% (from 19% and 14%), h,
respectively. Again, the drywell sprays are not very important bxause of the
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,

|
1

unavailability of AC power in many sequences. If the CDF were not dominated by
SBO sequences, the sprays would be more important. However, a sensitivity analysis
indicated that if the fire pumps were used for containment spray, the early high and
medium high release frequencies would be significantly reduced.

The FRVS is a system unique to the HCGS which will circulate air and filter*

radionuclides with high efficiency. However, the results were found to be relatively
insensitive to the availability and effectiveness of the FRVS. This is due to two
reasons: the high frequency of early containment ruptures (DW shell melt-through)
and the lack of AC power to operate the system. The FRVS will not function if either
condition occurs.

The results were found to be sensitive to two uncertainties in ex-vessel phenomena:*

drywell shell melt-through and debris coolability. Both of these are related to
uncertainties in the rate of heat loss from the core debris to an overlying water pool.
There is significant uncertainty regarding heat transfer to the water:

- If drywell shell melt-through is assumed not to occur, the frequency of an early
release decreases significantly from 62% (some of these are early releases
during venting) to 29%. Late containment failures increase as there is a greater
opportunity for either late overpressure, temperature, or sump failure. In
addition, the frequency of an early high and early medium-high release

( decreases to 8% and 4% (from 21% and 14%, respectively).

- If the ex-vessel core debris is assumed to be coolable whenever water is present,
the frequency of an early or late medium-high release goes almost to zero since
sequences with uncoolable core debris and water present now have coolable
debris and no releases from core-concrete interaction. These sequences are
shifted primarily into the early or late low release category. The early high and
late high release categories are almost unaffected by debris coolability
assumptions because these high releases occur primarily in sequences without
water injection.,

The core damage frequency and radionuclide release characteristics of the HCGS is*

expected to be improved by reducing the frequency of LT-SBO and/or increasing the
probability of AC power recovery. These sequences currently dominate the CDF, the
containn;ent failure frequency, and the early high release frequency.

6.4 SUGGESTIONS FOR PLANT mfPROVEMENT

PSE&G will review and finalize the SACS and SSW system analysis to remove modeling
conservatisms. The most notable contributors to the HCGS CDF are Loss of Offsite Power
sequences ultimately leading to loss of all AC power. These sequences contribute over 70% to
the CDF. In fact, the reason for this is highlighted in the Importance Results provided in
Section 3.4.1.2. As presently modeled SACS and SSW system failures result in diesel
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generator failures. The IPE utilizes a conservative success criteria of two-out-of-two SSW and
SACS subsystems being required for successful operation of the respective loop. However,
yet unverified calculations indicate this underestimates the ability of these systems. To fully
understand the amount of design margin in the SACS and SSW systems, PSE&G has
developed a detailed model for the operation of these systems. Preliminary results indicate
that, with operator intervention, each SACS loop can function with only one pump. This may
potentially reduce the Station Blackout contribution by as much as 50%. Therefore, PSE&G
intends to complete evaluations to define the operational margins of these support systems.
PSE&G will also consider developing procedures for operating the SACS system for severe
accidents (beyond design basis). Once these revisions are completed, the HCGS PRA models
'will be adjusted to reflect actual conditions.

O

.

Oh
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o 7.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND FINDINGS
b

This section provides the combined results from both the I2 vel I and II PRA analyses in one
place. It is extracted from Sections 3.4 and 4.7 and is provided for convenience of review and
for quick reference.

7.1 Front-End Results And Screenine Process

The total core damage frequency (CDF) for the HCGS is 4.58E-5/yr. There are 4412 minimal
cutsets which have frequencies greater than 1.0E-10/yr. These 4412 cutsets comprise 81 core
damage sequences.

Table 7.1-1 presents the 81 accident sequences ranked by frequency, and Table 7.1-2 presents
the same list of list of sequences alphabetically. Table 7.1-3 presents the CDF broken down
by sequence type, and Figure 7.1-1 presents a breakdown of the CDF by initiating event
category.

The following sections provide the details of the results and screening process of the front end
analysis of the HCGS IPE.

7.1.1 Anolication of Generic Ixtter Screenine Criteria

/~N
( The quantification of the HCGS IPE resulted in 81 core damage sequences with cut sets

greater than 1.0E-10/yr. This includes only those sequences initiated by internal events,
excluding internal flooding. The results of the internal flooding analysis are presented in
Section 3.3.9. Also excluded from this assessment are those core damage sequences initiated
by external events such as seismic events, tornadoes, external floods, and fire. The external
events analysis is being performed as part of the IPEEE.

The overall result (4.58E-5/yr) of the quantitative assessment of core damage frequency for the
HCGS was based on best-estimate, mean calculations of the frequencies of postulated accidents
which could occur at the HCGS.

Section 2.1.6 of NUREG-1335 provides the criteria for reporting potentially important
systematic core damage sequences. These core damage systematic sequence criteria are
as follows:

"Any systemic sequence whose frequency is greater than IE-7 per year."

"All systemic sequences within the top 95 % of the total core damage frequency."

"All systemic sequences within the top 95% of the total containment failure
frequency."o

b
" Any containment bypass systemic sequence whose frequency is greater than IE-8 per
year."
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"Any other systemic sequences judged to be important contributors to either core
dama;e or poor containment performance."

"The total number of systemic sequences should not exceed 100."

Appendix 2 of NRC Generic Letter No. 88-20 provides similar guidance with regard to
functional sequences. These are similar to those described above, but the cutoff frequencies
for the first and fourth items above are increased by a factor of 10. Because the HCGS Izvel I
analysis uses the linked fault tree approach rather than the large event tree approach, the Level
I core damage accident scenarios are more correctly considered as functional sequences rather
than systemic [ sic] sequences. However, because some of the sequences may be described as
" mixed," (part functional, part systemic [ sic]) according to the guidance provided in
NUREG-1335, the systemic [ sic] criteria was conservatively used for reporting purposes.

After screening, there remains 17 core damage sequences. These 17 sequences comprise
97.3% of the total CDF, and are presented in Table 7.1-1 (the top 17 sequences in the table).
Note that there are not containment bypass sequences with a frequency greater than 1E-8.

7.1.1.1 Dominant Accident Seauences

Five accident sequences have a CDF greater than 1.0E-6/yr. These five sequences contribute
approximately 84.2% of the total CDF at the HCGS. Six additional sequences contribute at
least 1% each to the total CDF. Together, these 11 dominant accident sequences represent h
94.0% of the total CDF at the HCGS. A description of these dominant accident sequences
follows.

1) TeEDG

The CDF of this accident sequence is 3.27E-5/yr, comprising 71.4% of the total CDF.
TeEDG is a Imss of Offsite Power (LOP) with the failure of all of the diesel generators (D/Gs),
resulting in a Station Blackout (SBO). For the first four hours of this sequence, water injection
to the vessel is accomplished with the turbine-driven HPCI and or RCIC pumps. Four hours
after the LOP initiating event, the DC batteries are depleted, causing the HPCI and RCIC
injection to the vessel to be terminated. In another two hours, neither onsite nor offsite power
have been recovered, and enough water has boiled out of the RPV to cause fuel damage.

The failure of all four D/Gs is dominated by a combination of two failures in the D/G system,
the Station Service Water System (SSWS), and/or the Safety Auxiliaries Cooling System
(SACS) which cause the failure of the cooling water to all four D/Gs, resulting in a loss of all
four D/Gs. For example, a LOP and the failure of the C and D SSWS pumps results in a
SBO. The failure of SSWS pump C results in inadequate cooling of SACS Imop A, which
results in inadequate cooling of D/Gs A and C, causing the loss of D/Gs A and C. Similarly,
the failure of SSWS pump D results in the loss of D/Gs B and D. Therefore, the LOP with
only two failures has caused an SBO.
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2) TfU1U2X

The CDF of this sequence is 2.76E-6/yr, comprising 6.0% of the total CDF. TfU1U2X is a
total loss of feedwater followed by a failure of both HPCI and RCIC to inject and a failure to
depressurize the RPV. Fuel damage occurs in about one hour, since there is no injection of
water to the RPV from the time of the initiating event.

The dominant failures in this sequence are split between a total loss of DC power and the
hardware failure of HPCI and RCIC combined with a failure to depressurize the RPV.

3) TmUX

The CDF of this sequence is 1.05E-6/yr, comprising 2.3% of the total CDF. TmUX is a
sequence initiated by the closure of all of the MSIVs, followed by a failure of both HPCI and
RCIC to inject and a failure to depressurize the RPV. Fuel damage occurs in about one hour,
since there is no injection of water to the RPV from the time of the initiating event.

The dominant failures in this sequence are split between a total loss of DC power and the
hardware failure d FFCI and RCIC combined with a failure to depressurize the RPV.

4) SlWUv
l
'

/3Q This sequence has a frequency of 1.04E-6/yr, contributing 2.3% of the total CDF. S1WUV is
a medium LOCA with a loss of decay heat removal. Containment venting is successful, but
long term make-up is unsuccessful.

1

The dominant failures in this sequence are combinations of two SSWS and SACS failures
(similar to TeEDG above) and the failure to use the core spray system in the long term.

5) TtOUX

. The CDF of this sequence is 1.03E-6/yr, comprising 2.3% of the total CDF. TtQUX is a |
turbine trip initiating event followed by a failure of feedwater, a failure of both HPCI and j

RCIC to inject and a failure to depressurize the RPV. Fuel damage occurs in about one hour, |
since there is no injection of water to the RPV from the time of the initiating event.

The dominant failures in this sequence are feedwater failures combined with either a total
loss of DC power or the hardware failure of HPCI and RCIC combined with a failure to
depressurize the RPV.

6) SlUlX

This sequence has a frequency of 9.96E-7/yr, contributing 2.2% of the total CDF. SlUlX is
a medium LOCA with the failure of HPCI and the failure to depressurize the RPV.
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The dominant failures in this sequence are HPCI hardware failures combined with a failure
to depressurize.

1
i7) Ihv

This sequence has a frequency of 9.87E-7/yr and contributes 2.2% to the total CDP. Thy is
a loss of HVAC to either the Panel Room or to the Switchgear Room and a failure to recover |

!
the HVAC before those rooms overheat and equipment fails.

8) TeEDGP

This sequence has a frequency of 9.67E-7/yr and contributes 2.1% of the total CDF.
TeEDGP is a SBO identical to TeEDG above, except that in addition to the SBO, there is
a stuck-open Safety Relief Valve (SRV).

9) Tf0RWWlUv

This sequence has a frequency of 5.30E-7/yr, and contributes 1.2% of the total CDF.
TfQRWW1Uv is a total loss of feedwater with a failure to recover feedwater, a failure of
containment heat removal, a failure of containment venting and a failure of long term make-up.

The cutsets which dominate this sequence involve service water failures (as described in
TeEDG above) combined with a failure to initiate containment venting. Since HPCI and RCIC
are successful in this sequence, the time to core damage in this sequence is at least 24 hours.

10) TiOUX

This sequence has a frequency of 5.29E-7/yr, and contributes 1.2% of the total CDF. TiQUX
is initiated by an Inadvertent Opening of a SRV (IORV) which is followed by a failure of
feedwater, of HPCI and RCIC, and a failure to depressurize the RPV. Other than the IORV
initiating event, this sequence is similar to TfU1U2X above.

~

11) TatC2

This sequence has a frequency of 5.07E-7/yr, and contributes 1.1% of the total CDF. TatC2
is a turbine trip initiating event with a mechanical failure of the control rods to insert (such that
ARI or any other alternate method of control rod insertion will not be successful) and a failure
of Standby Liquid Control (SLC) to inject sufficient boron into the core to prevent core
damage.

,

1

7.1.1.2 Il_asic Event Importance

An importance analysis was performed on the 745 highest frequency cutsets, including 393
basic events, which represent 90% of the HCGS IPE results. The importance ranking
measures used are the partial derivative, risk reduction and risk increase, which are the built-in

1
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) ranking capabilities of the PRA workstation used by PSE&G. Complete listing ofimportance
ranking of all the 393 basic events was prepared and the most important 30 individual basic
events (hardware or human failures) are presented in Tables 3.4-4 and 3.4-5.

Risk reduction reflects the improvement (decrease) in the expected CDF achieved by making a
perfect basic event (zero probability to fail). Risk increase reflects the degradation (increase)
in the expected CDF from arbitrarily failing a basic event (probability of one to fail).

The basic event failures shown in Table 3.4-4 were sorted by the risk increase measure. The
miscalibration events, safety / relief valves (SRVs), DC buses, reactor protection (scram) and
HPCI/RCIC are the most important basic events, based on the risk increase importance
measure.

The basic event failures shown in Table 3.4-5 were sorted by the risk reduction ranking
measure. The operator recovery of offsite power, operator recovery of diesel generators,
test / maintenance of SSW and SACS loops, failure to depressurize and failure of the diesel
generators are the most important basic events, based on the risk reduction importance
measure.

By a review of Tables 3.4-4 and 3.4-5, the following events were observed to be important
based on both risk increase and risk decrease importance measures: the diesel generator

p failures, HPCI/RCIC failures, station service water system failures, and failure to provide

V alternate ventilation to the Class 1E Panel Room within 12 hours after a loss of HVAC. 1

It should be noted that the 30 highest ranked basic events, have similar importance measures
either by the risk increase or by the partial derivative (Birnbaum) ranking methods.

|
7.1.1.3 Seonences Screened Out by Recovery Actions

Section 2.1,6 of NUREG-1335 (Reference 7.1-1) requires the reporting of any core damage
sequence whose frequency was reduced by more than an order of magnitude to below the

, screening cutoff due to the application of human recovery aedon(s). Since the sequence
frequency used as a cutoff was IE-7/yr (as described in Section 3.4.1), it is appropriate to
report here any sequence whose frequency is greater than IE-6 (before recoveries) and was not
reported in Section 3.4.1.1.

Table 7.1-6 presents each of the core damage sequences whose frequency was greater than or
equal to IE-6/yr before recovery actions were applied, but were screened out in Section
3.4.1.1 after the application of recoveries. This table presents the core damage sequence, its
frequency before and after the recoveries were applied, and the actual recovery actions
applied. A brief description of the sequences in Table 7.1-6 is provided below.

,

4

The first two sequences (TtQWW1Uv and TmWW1Uv) are transients with the loss of decay

} heat removal (DHR), and the time to core damage occurring after 24 hours. The recovery
actions applied in each sequence were NR-PCS-24, NR-RHR-INIT, NR-WWl-SWP-20,>
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and NR-VENT-5. Note that a maximum of three recoveries were applied to any one cutset,
and when multiple recoveries were applied to one cutset, the rules detailed in Section 3.3.3
were followed. Section 3.3.3 also details the quantification of the probability of the human
recovery actions applied. All of the human recovery actions quantified in Section 3.3.3 are
summarized in Table 7.1-7.

The third sequence (TeWW1Uv) is a LOP with a loss of DHR. The time to core damage
would be at least 24 hours. The recovery actions applied in this sequence are NR-LOSP-24,
NR-RHR-INIT, and NR-VENT-5.

The fourth sequence (TmPP2WUv) is a transient initiated by an MSIV closure with two stuck
open relief valves (SORVs) and a loss of DHR. The time to core damage for this sequence is
at least 24 hours. The recovery actions applied to this sequence are NR-PCS-24,
NR-RHR-INIT, and NR-WWl-SWP-20.

The fifth sequence (SIWWlUv) is a medium LOCA with a loss of DHR. The time to
core damage for this sequence is at least 24 hours. The recovery acdons applied are
NR-RHR-INIT and NR-VENT-5.

The sixth sequence (TtPP2WWlUv) is a turbine trip with two SORVs and a loss of DHR.
The time to core damage for this sequence is at least 24 hours. The recovery actions applied

gare NR-RHR-INIT, NR-WWl-SWP-20 and NR-VENT-5.

The seventh sequence (AWWlUv) is a large LOCA with a loss of DHR. The time to core
damage for this sequence is at least 24 hours. The recovery actions applied are NR-RHR-INIT
and NR-VENT-5.

The eighth sequence (TmPP2WWlUv) is similar to the fourth sequence except that there
is an additional failure to vent the containment. Therefore, the recovery actions applied are
NR-PCS-24, NR-WWl-SWP-20, NR-RHR-INIT and NR-VENT-5.

. The ninth sequence (TiaWWlUv) is a loss of the Instrument Air System (IAS) and a loss of
DHR. The time to core damage for this sequence is at least 24 hours. The recovery actions
applied are NR-RHR-INIT, NR-WW1-SWP-20 and NR-VENT-5.

The tenth sequence (S2S3IsoQUX) is a recirculation pump seal LOCA with a loss of
Feedwater (FW), a loss of HPCI and RCIC and a failure to depressurize the Reactor Pressure
Vessel (RPV). The time to core damage in this sequence is 40 minutes. The recovery actions
applied are NR-SLEAK-ISO-15M and NR-UlX-DEP-40M.

The eleventh sequence (ThvP) is a loss of HVAC with a SORV. The time to recover from
the loss of HVAC is either 12 or 24 hours (depending on the cutset), but the 12 hour time
period was conservatively assumed for the entire sequence. The recovery action applied
is NR-HVC-PNRM-12.
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f~'T The twelfth sequence (TtPQUX) is a turbine trip with a SORV, loss of FW, loss of HPCI and
d RCIC and a failure to depressurize the RPV. The time to core damage for this sequence is 40

minutes. The recovery actions applied are NR-PCS-40M, NR-UlX-DEP-40M and
NR-Q-FWLVH-4M.

The thirteenth sequence (TraPP2WUv) is a loss of RACS with two SORVs and a loss of DHR.
The time to core damage for this sequence is at least 24 hours. The recovery actions applied
are NR-WW1-SWP-20 and NR-SPL-LVLL-4.

The fourteenth sequence (TfU1U2V) is a loss of feedwater with a failure of all injection to the
RPV. The time to core damage for this sequence is I hour. The recovery actions applied are
NR-UV-WTLVL-20M and NR-UV-ECCS-1.

The fifteenth sequence (TeUX) is a LOP with a failure of HPCI and RCIC and a failure to
depressurize the RPV. The time to core damage for this sequence is I hour. The recovery
actions applied are NR-LOSP-60M and NR-UlX-DEP-60M.

The sixteenth sequence (S2QUX) is a small LOCA with a failure of FW, HPCI and RCIC, and
a failure to depressurize the RPV. The time to core damage for this sequence is 40 minutes. ;

'

The recovery actions applied are NR-UlX-DEP-40M and NR-Q-FWLVL-24M.

q The seventeenth sequence (TraQUX) is a loss of RACS with a failure of FW, HPCI and I

b RCIC, and a failure to depressurize the RPV. The time to core damage for this sequence
is one hour. The recovery actions applied are NR-UlX-DEP-60M, NR-Q-FWLVH-4M
and NR-WW1-SWP-1.

The eighteenth sequence (TmUV) is an MSIV closure with a failure of all injection to the i

RPV. The time to core damage for this sequence is one hour. The recovery actions applied
are NR-PCS-1, NR-UV-ECCS-1 and NR-UV-WTLVL-20M. ;

The nineteenth sequence (TfPU1U2X) is a loss of FW with a SORV, failure of HPCI and
'

RCIC, and a failure to depressurize the RPV. The time to core damage for this sequence
is 40 minutes. The recovery action applied is NR-UlX-DEP-40M.

The twentieth sequence (S1U1WW1Uv) is a medium LOCA with a failure of HPCI
and a loss of DHR. The time to core damage for this sequence is at least 24 hours. The
recovery actions applied are NR-RHR-INIT and NR-VENT-5.

The twenty-first sequence (TePWW1Uv) is a LOP with a SORV and a loss of DHR. The time
to core damage for this sequence is at least 24 hours. The recovery actions applied are
NR-LOSP-24, NR-RHR-INIT and NR-VENT-5.

The twenty-second sequence (TmPUX) is an MSIV closure with a SORV, failure of HPCI,

L and a failure to depressurize the RPV. The time to core damage for this sequence is 40
minutes. The recovery action applied is NR-UlX-DEP-40M.
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The twenty-third sequence (TatQUlX) is an MSIV-closure ATWS (mechanical failure of the
control rods) with a failure of feedwater, HPCI and a failure to depressurize the RPV. Core
damage for this sequence would occur in a few minutes. The recovery actions applied are
NR-ATWS-HPCI and NR-ATWS-DEP.

The twenty-fourth sequence (TraPP2WW1Uv) is a loss of RACS with two SORVs and a
loss of DHR. The time to core damage for this sequence is at least 24 hours. The recovery
actions applied are NR-WW1-SWP-20, NR-RHR-INIT and NR-VENT-5.

The twenty-fifth sequence (TiaPP2WUv) is a loss of IAS with two SORVs and a loss of DHR.
The time to core damage for this sequence is at least 24 hours. The recovery actions applied

are NR-WW1-SWP-20 and NR-SPL-LVLL-4.

The twenty-sixth sequence (ThvPP2) is a loss of HVAC with two SORVs. The time to
recover from the loss of HVAC is either 12 or 24 hours (depending on the cutset), but the
12-hour time period was conservatively assumed for the entire sequence. The recovery action
applied is NR-HVC-PNRM-12.

The twenty-seventh sequence (ThvU) is a loss of HVAC with a failure of HPCI and RCIC.
The time to recover from the loss of HVAC is either 12 or 24 hours (depending on the cutset),
but the 12 hour time period was conservatively assumed for the entire sequence. The recovery
action applied is NR-HVC-PNRM-12.

The twenty-eighth sequence (TiQUV) is an inadvertent opening of a SRV with a failure of FW
.".d all other injection to the RPV. The time to core damage for this sequence is 40 minutes.
The recovery actions applied are NR-UV-WTLVL-20M and NR-UV-ECCS-40M.

The twenty-ninth sequence (TeEDGU) is a LOP with a failure of onsite AC power (a station
blackout) and a failure of HPCI and RCIC. The time to core damage for this sequence is one
hour. The recovery actions applied are NR-LOSP-1, NR-UV-ECCS-1 and
NR-UV-WTLVL-20M.

The thirtieth sequence (TtQWUv) is a turbine trip with a failure of feedwater and a loss of
DHR. The time to core damal,e for this sequence is at least 24 hours. The recovery action

applied is NR-PCS-24.

7.1.1.4 il_ncertainti ami Sensitivity of the Core Damage Freouency

I
7.1.1.4.1 Uncertainty of the Core Damage Frequency

The occurrence probabilities of the basic events of the Hope Creek PRA are best estimate point
values. However, uncertainty boundaries are assigned for each type of basic event, in the
form of a lognormal distribution. These uncertainty boundaries are based on those used

! generically in the industry. Utilizing these uncertainty boundaries, a probability density h
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function of the total core damage frequency of the most dominant 180 cutsets was estimated by
a calculation using the computer code TEMAC (Reference 3.4-3). The calculated distribution
of the total core damage frequency is shown in Figure 3.4-2.

Due to memory and computation time limitations, the TEMAC code is not able to calculate the
uncertainty distribution of the complete set of 4412 cutsets that comprise the CDF of the Hope
Creek IPE. Therefore, the number of cutsets used in the uncertainty analysis was reduced until i

TEMAC was capable of performing the calculations. This occurred when the number of core
damage cutsets was reduced to the top 180. For a given set of cutsets, TEMAC calculates the
number of sample trials that it is capable of performing. For the 180 cutsets, TEMAC used
221 sample trials. The deviation between the mean and nominal values of the CDF results ;

from the limitations of the TEMAC estimation technique. For a smaller number of cutsets, this
deviation could be reduced, but then a larger percentage of the core damage frequency would
have been ignored.

7.1.1.4.2 fie_nsitivity Analyses

Three sensitivity cases were quantitatively analyzed by manipulating the baseline HCGS IPE
results in the RESULTS MODULE of the PRA WORKSTATION software. The first ;

sensitivity case is an assessment of the impact of a less conservative assumption about the
'

mission time of the Emergency Diesel Generators (EDGs) (i.e. decreasing the mission time
from 24 hours to six hours). The second and third sensitivity cases are estimates of the core
damage frequency (CDF) that would have been calculated had the Loss of an AC bus and the
Loss of a DC bus (respectively) been included as special initiating events. It is appropriate to
note that the importance analysis of Section 7.1.1.2 is a form of sensitivity study at the basic
event level.

Further sensitivity studies were not performed because of the high degree of HCGS support
and the development of the PRA models. For example, the sensitivity of post-accident
operator errors may be studied by adjusting the HEP values upward or downward. This was
not performed because HEPs were based on actual simulator training, and would not likely i

. change. Similarly, because most plant models were developed with support from the HCGS |

Technical and Operations Departments, few uncertainties or variabilities are believed to exist.
Finally vst and maintenance unavailabilities are based on plant-specific data, as opposed to
generic values; therefore, it was unnecessary to perform a sensitivity study of variations in
that data. ;

7.1.1.4.2.1 Decrease EDG Mission Time From 24 Hours To Six Hours

The mission time of the diesel generators was modeled as 24 hours in the diesel generator fault
Itrees (described in Section 3.2.1.10). This is a conservative assumption, since it is unlikely

that offsite power would not be recovered within 24 hours. The offsite power recovery curve l
used (which was derived from NUREG-1032, Reference 7.1-5) predicts a 95 % probability of
offsite power recovery within six hours. Therefore, this sensitivity case is an analysis of the
impact of a change in the EDG mission time from 24 hours to six hours.

|
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Table 7.1-8 shows the results of this sensitivity analysis. The only core damage sequences
(with a frequency greater than or equal to 1E-10) which are affected are the five Station
Blackout (SBO) sequences shown. There is a reduction in the total CDF from 4.58E-5 to
3.94E-5, or a reduction of 14.0%. Although this is not a negligible reduction in the total
CDF, the contribution of SBO sequences to the total CDP would still be 69.5 %. When this
SBO contribution is compared to the 73.7% calculated in the baseline results, it is clear that
the assumption of a 24 hour mission time for the EDGs does not have any impact on the
overall conclusions of the HCGS IPE.

7.1.1.4.2.2 Loss Of A 1E AC Vital Bus Special Initiating Event

The loss of a 1E AC vital bus was not considered as a special initiating event in the HCGS
IPE, since it was not found to cause a reactor trip. However, as was mentioned in Section
3.1, this sensitivity analysis will approximate what me core damage frequency would have
been, had the loss of a 1E AC vital bus been considered as an initiating event.

If the loss of a 1E AC vital bus were to cause a reactor trip, the accident sequence is assumed
to be identical to a turbine trip initiating event (see Section 3.1.2 for a discussion of a turbine
trip initiating event), except that one 1E AC vital bus would be unavailable. Therefore, to
perform this sensitivity analysis, the following steps were executed:

1. Establish a frequency for the loss of a 1E AC vital bus initiating event.

2. In the baseline results of the IPE, assign a probability of 1.0 to an event which
represents the unavailability of one 4.16kV AC vital bus. Note that this is done on
the cutset level in a way which is applied across all of the cutsets which contain that
IE AC vital bus failure.

3. Examine the new CDF of each of the turbine trip core damage sequences. Since
these were calculated with the turbine trip initiating event frequency (4/ year), this ,

frequency is divided out of the cutsets, and they are then multiplied by the frequency |
. of the loss of a Class 1E AC vital bus initiating event. The resulting cutsets show the

frequency of core damage resulting from a Class 1E AC vital bus failure which in some j

way caused a reactor trip.

For the first step, as an estimate of the initiating event frequency of the loss of a Class 1E AC |
vital bus, the frequency from NUREG-4550 was used. This frequency was 5.0E-3/yr, and it
is given the designation " Tac."

For the second step, the unavailability of the Class 1E 4.16kV bus 10A401 was set to 1.0.
Division A of power was chosen for this sensitivity.

For the third step, the resulting core damage sequences were multiplied by 5.0E-3/yr and
divided by 4.0/yr to give the core damage frequency due to the loss of a Class 1E AC vital bus ;

initiating event. An example of this third step is provided below for a cutset transferred from !
sequence "TtQUX" to "TacQUX":
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O/ Original cutset: Turbine trip (4/yr) * 10A401 unavailable (1.41E-3)
* HPCI/RCIC depen fail (1.35E-4) * Fail to depress RPV (4.6E-3)
* Fall to recover PCS w/i 1 hour (0.6)
= 2.10E-9/yr

Revised cutset: Loss of AC bus (5.0E-3/yr) * 10A401 um:vailable (1.0)
* HPCI/RCIC depen fail (1.35E-4) * Fail to depress RPV (4.6E-3)'

* Fail to recover PCS w/i 1 hour (0.6)
= 1.86E-9/yr

The result of this sensitivity analysis is a total CDF from the loss of an AC bus initiating event
of 1.04E-8/yr. The three Tac core damage sequences with a frequency greater than 1E-10/yr
are shown in Table 7.1-9.

7.1.1.4.2.3 Loss Of A DC Bus Special Initiating Event

The loss of a DC bus was not considered as a special initiating event in the HCGS IPE, since it
was not found to cause a reactor trip. However, as was mentioned in Section 3.1, this
sensitivity analysis will approximate what the core damage frequency would have been, had
the loss of a DC bus been considered as a special initiating event,

g This sensitivity analysis is identical to the previous sensitivity analysis (the loss of a Class 1E

t]~ AC vital bus), except that instead of assigning a 1.0 unavailability to a 4.16kV AC bus, the
1.0 unavailability was assigned to the 125VDC bus 10D410. Similar to Tac, the frequency of
the loss of a DC bus was taken from NUREG-4550. It is designated "Tdc" and its frequency
is 5.0E-3/yr.

The result of this sensitivity analysis is a total CDF from the loss of a DC bus of 1.99E-8/yr.
The three Tde core damage sequences with a frequency greater than Class lE-10 are shown in
Table 7.1-10. I

*

,
7.1.1.5 Comparison With Other Studies

I

Table 3.4-11 presents a comparison of the HCGS Level I results with those from the NUREG- |

1150 Reference Plant similar to HCGS (Peach Bottom), and the IPE Submittals of other BWRs
with Mark I Containments. The Internal Events Core Damage Frequency (CDF) for the
HCGS (4.58E-5/yr) is approximately one order of magnitude higher than the NUREG-1150
results for Peach Bottom (Reference 3.4-6). A review of the NUREG-1150 study has shown
that many support system dependencies were not reviewed with the depth of detail used in the
HCGS IPE. The HCGS CDF compares reasonably with the results from the other BWR IPEs.

ITable 3.4-11 also details the percentage distributions for the separate studies. Loss of Power
sequences account for a higher percentage of the CDF at Hope Creek (73.8%) than at Peach

(~' Bottom, but the HCGS results are comparable to most of the other BWR IPEs. As discussed
'

in Section 3.4.2, conservative design assumptions with respect to the SACS and SSW systems
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at HCGS contribute significantly to the LOP results. Transients account for a greater
contribution to the HCGS IPE than the Peach Bottom NUREG-1150 study, although the
contribution is relatively small (14.8%), and lower than most of the other BWR IPEs. This is
likely due to the amount of detail in the HCGS IPE, and the relatively large contribution of
ATWS to the Peach Bottom results. LOCAs are generally minor contributors in all of the
studies. ATWS is a notably small contributor (1.6%) at the HCGS. This is generally due to
automatic operation of the SLC system. Special initiators also contribute very little to the
Internal Events CDF in all casts. Finally, the Internal Flooding results at HCGS were
comparable to the published BWR IPE results.

7.1.2 Vulnerability Screening

Neither GL88-20 nor NUREG-1335 strictly define " vulnerability." Words which appear'

in relation to vulnerability include " weakness" and " outlier." The first implies an absolute
relationship, while the second implies a relative relationship. Therefore, for a sequence or
event to be considered indicative of a vulnerability, it had to pass the screening criteria defined
in Section 7.1.1 and contribute inordinately to the HCGS Core Damage Frequency with
respect to either (1) other HCGS core damage sequences or contributing events, or (2) in
comparison to similar sequences or events for other nuclear power plants as determined from
published risk assessment results.

As described in Section 7.1.1, after screening,17 sequences remained comprising 97.3%
of the Total Internal Events and Internal Flooding CDF. Five core damage sequences have
frequencies greater than 1.0E-6/ year. These five sequences contribute approximately 84.2%
to the total CDF. Six additional sequences each contribute at least 1% to the total CDF. The
remaining six each contribute less than 1% to the total CDF. As described in Section 7.1.1.1,
a single sequence, TeEDG, contributes 71.4% to the CDF.

During the recovery analysis portion of the HCGS IPE quantification, transients were
identified which, when they involved certain HVAC failures based on room heatup
calculations, led to core damage. The greatest contributor of these was a loss of Switchgear or

- Class 1E Panel Room HVAC with a frequency of 3.29E-3/yr prior to recovery. Clearly this
sequence inordinately contributed to the CDF. It was immediately laoeled a " vulnerability"
and reported to the HCGS. A recovery procedure (Reference 7.1-9) was developed by the
HCGS to supply alternate ventilation to prioritized rooms as determined from the IPE's Room
Heatup Calculations. (The quantification of recovery actions is described in Section 3.3.3.)
The new procedure eliminated the " vulnerability."

With elimination of the loss of HVAC sequences described above, the principal contributors to
the intemal events CDF are sequences involving station blackout (SBO). The five SBO
sequences contribute 73.7% of the total CDF of 4.58E-5/yr. However, it was determined that j

SBO does not represent a vulnerability at the HCGS, for the following reasons: |

1. A comparison of Hope Creek with other BWRs with Mark I Containments shows SBO
to be a significant contributor to CDF in all cases, and the highest single contributor in

most cases (See Section 3.4.1.5).
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2. The total CDF for Hope Creek, including the SBO sequences, is reasonable when

compared to other BWRs.

3. The principal reason for the large contribution of SBO sequences to overall CDF is the ,

conservative design assumptions used for SACS and the SSW systems in the analysis of
Loss of Offsite Power sequences. A more detailed thermo-hydraulic evaluation of
these systems is underway, which may result in as much as a 50% reduction in the SBO
contribution to total CDF.

Based on the above discussion, the loss of HVAC was determined to be the only vulnerability
at the HCGS, and it was addressed in a new HVAC recovery procedure. ,

'

7.1.3 Unresolved and Generic Issues
,

By the way of participation in the Individual Plant Examination, as evidenced by this submittal
report, PSE&G has resolved GSI 105, "Intersystem LOCA Outside Containment," as well as
USI A-45, " Decay Heat Removal" for the HCGS. Specific details of the ISLOCA analysis
appear in Section 3.1.3.5 and Reference 3.1.3-1. It is notable that due to the low frequency of
core damage resulting from ISLOCAs,1.7E-9/yr., these sequences fell below the screening
criteria for inclusion in the back-end analysis. U'il A-45 is subsequently discussed in Section

7.1.4.

7.1.4 Decay Heat Removal Evaluation

This section defines the concerns of the Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-45 (Reference 7.1-8)

in regard to decay heat removal and describes how the HCGS IPE addressed the issue.

Unresolved Safety Issue A-45 concerns the performance of the decay heat removal function, to
ensure heat transfer from the reactor coolant system to an ultimate heat sink after reactor
shutdown. The decay heat removal function is similar to other safety related functions in the
plant because it includes a number of alternative, redundant systems, that are controlled by the
reactor protection system, under the supervision of operators. The redundant systems which
are primarily responsible for the decay heat removal depend on various support systems, such
as AC and DC electrical power, ventilation and cooling, air systems, etc.

A total loss of the decay heat removal function would cause a steady increase of the
containment temperature and pressure. This concern is valid, but for the HCGS it is a -
resolved issue for the following reasons:

The contribution of TW (loss of decay heat removal) sequences to the total core*

damage frequency (CDF) at the HCGS is only 5.45E-7 per year, or 1.2% of the total
CDF.

. At the HCGS, the residual heat removal system (RHR) is a very robust system, withp *

V high redundancy (two loops, two heat exchangers, and complete electrical separation
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between various trains). In addition to this, the HCGS has a hard pipe containment
venting system which has the capability to remove decay heat in the unlikely situation
that the RHR system fails.

The coincidental failure of the 125 VDC batteries with a loss of offsite power and*

failure to start all the diesel generators has a very low frequency of occurrence. This
sequence was below the screening cutoff discussed in Fection 7.1.1.

The USI A-45 NRC BWR case studies identified a potential weakness in that each*

diesel generator had only one cooling pump, and failure of that pump would cause
failure of the diesel generato: e HCGS diesels are cooled by SACS, which is a

highb ~:dundant system (2 lo n two pumps in each loop). If one S ACS pump fails,
the ca.ung of the diesel generators is not affected, because HCGS procedures would
direct the cross-tie of SACS cooling to the diesels such that all four diesels could be

cooled by the operating SACS pumps.

The USI A-45 NRC BWR case studies identified a potential weakness in that following*

a loss of offsite power, diesel gene ator failures are dominant contributors to core
damage frequency, in the range of 1.0E-4/yr. At the HCGS, the total core damage
frequency is lower (approximately 4.58E-5/yr).

The USI A-45 NRC BWR case studies identified a potential weakncu in that failure of*

MOVs in the reactor building closed cooling system could isolate cooling water to the
ECCS room coolers, or divert cooling water to non-critical loads. At the HCGS, the
Safety Auxiliaries Cooling System (SACS), with its two redundare loops and two
pumps in each loop, provides cooling to the RHR pump seal coole: and motor bearing
cooler and to all ECCS room coolers. All of the SACS valves used to provide cooling
to the ECCS are pneumatically controlled, with the exception of the motor-operated
SACS Heat Exchanger Inlet Valves. These MOVs are part of PSE&G GL89-10
program and will be statically and dynamically tested to ensure their capability to
perform their intended function under design basis conditions.

In view of all these arguments, loss of decay heat removal at the HCGS is considered a

resolved issue.

7.4 Back-End Analysis Results

The back-end analysis provided the following results:

The frequency of high ear and medium early releases are 9.42E-6/yr and 6.14E-6/yr,*

respectively.

The CDF is dominated by long-term station blackout (LT-SBO) sequences - 77% of*

the total CDF. This leads to a high frequency of early containment failures, and higher
releases because AC power is not available in many sequences to operate the

engineered safety features at HCGS.
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(D Of the other sequences, transients without decay heat removal (TW) are also important+

because they often lead to early containment failure and high release. However, the
TW sequences make up only about 5% of the total CDF.

The early containment failuce frequency for the base case is driven by the unavailability*

of coolant injection in many sequences. Early containment failure is predicted to occur
55.7% of the time. Eighty-four percent (84%) of these cases have containment failure
by drywell shell melt-through. The high probability of shell melt-through is due again
to the lack of coolant injection to cool the shell and the ex vessel core debris. Drywell
shell melt-through is treated in the CET as a large containment failure (i.e., a rupture).
Under these conditions, radionuclide retention in the primary containment and the RB
is assumed to be small. Since the drywell is failed, radionuclides also bypass the
suppression pool. Note also that the FRVS is assumed to fail following a containment
rupture.

Due to the high frequency of drywell shell melt-through and the radionuclide retention*

characteristics of this failure mode, radionuclide releases are relatively high in a
significant number of cases. The frequency of an early high release is 21% of the
total CDF, and the frequency of an early medium-high release is an additional 14%.

Late containment failure occurs in 17.7% of the sequences. The containment does not*

p fail in approximately 20% of the cases, with venting taking place in approximately half

d of these cases. Venting is almost always from the wetwell. ;

;
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TABLE 7.1 1

CORE DAMAGE SEQUENCES SORTED BY FREQUENCY

Seouence Freauency Seouence Freauency

1 TeEDG 3.2679E-005 42 TtPQUX 1.4829E-008
2 TfU1U2X 2.7566E-006 43 AVI 1.4793E-008 |

3 TmUX 1.0470E-006 44 TtCmQUlX 1.4499E-008
4 S1WUv 1.0359E-006 45 TtQWW1Uv 1.3989E-008

5 TtQUX 1.0343E-006 46 SIUlWUv 1.2977E-008
6 S1UlX 9.9570E-007 47 TtM 1.2000E-008
7 Thy 9.8736E-007 48 SIU1VI 1.1806E-008
8 TeEDGP 9.6715E-007 49 TmPP2V 1.0562E-008

9 TfQRWW1Uv 5.2%4E-007 50 Ta2CeScrRpt 9.8200E-009

10 TiQUX 5.2884E-007 51 TaCmRpt 9.8200E-009
11 TatC2 5.0747E-007 52 TeEDGPU 9.2219E-009

12 TtQUV 3.9697E-007 53 S2D 7.9800E-009
13 SID 3.0000E-007 54 S2QUX 7.5906E-009
14 TsaWlUv 2.9846E-007 55 AEEdg 7.3930E-009
15 AWUv 2.0736E-007 56 TiaUV1 4.8502E-009
16 TtPP2WUv 1.7924E-007 57 TraPP2WUv 4.1177E-009
17 TaCmC2 1.1898E-007 58 TiQUV 3.5993E-009
18 S2C 7.9912E-008 59 TiaUX 3.1425E-009
19 TfPU1U2X 7.8040E-008 60 S2S31 sod 2.4616E-009

r' 20 AD 7.0000E-008 61 TtPP2WWlUv 2.2821E-009 i

I, 21 TeEDGU 5.8460E-008 62 TraPQUX 1.8091E-009
'

22 TeEDGPP2 5.8396E-008 63 TtCmMsvUlX 1.7033E-009
23 SIEEdg 5.2409E-008 64 TfM 1.6500E-009

24 S2S31soQUX 5.0521E-008 65 TePUX 1.6412E-009
25 TmPUX 5.0183E-008 66 SIWWlUv 1.6200E-009
26 TeUX 4.9568E-008 67 TsaPP2W1Uv 1.3419E-009
27 SIV1 4.9315E-008 68 TalScrKMsvUlX 1.2139E-009
28 TtPP2V 4.6004E-008 69 ThvPP2 1.0890E-009
29 TfU1U2V 4.5486E-008 70 TmM 1.0800E-009

30 TraQUX 4.2972E-008 71 TiaWW1Uv 1.0337E-009

31 S2S3IsoQV 4.2650E-008 72 AWW1Uv 8.8192E-010
- 32 TtCeScrRpt 4.0000E-008 73 TsaUsVs 8.0111E-010

33 TtCmRpt 4.0000E-008 74 TtQWUv 7.2670E-010
34 TsaPP2Uv 3.5464E-008 75 TtPQWUv 6.0102E-010
35 SIC 3.0000E-008 76 TaCmUlX 5.5233E-010
36 S2S31 soc 2.4616E-008 77 S1EUlX 4.0808E-010
37 HvP 2.1780E-008 78 SIED 3.0000E-010
38 AC 2.1000E-008 79 TsaUsX 2.7669E410
39 TraQUV 1.9694E-008 80 TmPP2WUv 2.6049E-010
40 TmUV 1.7863E-008 81 TraPP2V 2.4658E-010
41 TfPU1U2V 1.5867E-008

TOTAL CDF = 4.58E-5

f)V
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TABLE 7.12

CORE DAMAGE SEQUENCES SORTED ALPHABETICALLY

Sequence Frecuency S.gquence Freauency

1 AC 2.1000E-008 42 TfM 1.6500E-009

2 AD 7.0000E-008 43 TfPU1U2V 1.5867E-008

3 AEEdg 7.3930E-009 44 TfPU1U2X 7.8040E-008

4 AV1 1.4793E-008 45 TfQRWW1Uv 5.2964E-007

5 AWUv 2.0736E-007 46 TfU1U2V 4.5486E-008

6 AWW1Uv 8.8192E-010 47 TfUlU2X 2.7566E-006

7 SIC 3.0000E-008 48 Thy 9.8736E-007

8 SID 3.0000E-007 49 ThvP 2.1780E-008

9 SIED 3.0000E-010 50 TbvPP2 1.0890E-009

10 SIEEdg 5.2409E-008 51 TiaUV1 4.8502E-009

11 SIEUlX 4.0808E-010 52 TiaUX 3.1425E-009

12 SIU1VI 1.1806E-008 53 TiaWW1Uv 1.0337E-009

13 S1U1WUv 1.2977E-008 54 TiQUV 3.5993E-009

14 SIUlX 9.9570E-007 55 TiQUX 5.2884E407
15 SIV1 4.9315E 008 56 TmM 1.0800E-009

16 SIWUv !.0359E-006 57 TmPP2V 1.0562E-008

17 S1WW1Uv 1.6200E-009 58 TmPP2WUv 2.6049E-010

18 S2C 7.9912E-008 59 TmPUX 5.0183E-008

19 S2D 7.9800E-009 60 TmUV 1.7863E-008

20 S2QUX 7.5906E-009 61 TmUX 1.0470E-006

21 S2S31 soc 2.4616E-008 62 TraPP2V 2.4658E-010

22 S2S31 sod 2.4616E-009 63 TraPP2WUv 4.1177E-009

23 S2S31soQUX 5.0521E408 64 TraPQUX 1.8091E-009

24 S2S31soQV 4.2650E-008 65 TraQUV 1.9694E-008

25 TalScrKMsvUlX 1.2139E-009 66 TraQUX 4.2972E-008

26 TalScrRpt 4.0000E-008 67 TsaPP2Uv 3.5464E-008

27 Ta2CeScrRpt 9.8200E 009 68 TsaPP2W1Uv 1.3419E409
28 TaCmC2 1.1898E-007 69 TsaUsVs 8.0111E-010

29 TaCmRpt 9.8200E-009 70 TsaUsX 2.7669E-010

30 TaCmUlX 5.5233E-010 71 TsaW1Uv 2.9846E-007
31 TatC2 5.0747E-007 72 TtM 1.2000E-008

32 TatMsvUlX 1.7033E-009 73 TtPP2V 4.6004E-008-

33 TatQUlX l.4499E-008 74 TtPP2WUv 1.7924E-007

34 TatRpt 4.0000E-008 75 TtPP2WW1Uv 2.2821E-009

35 TeEDG 3.2679E-005 76 TtPQUX 1.4829E-008

36 TeEDGP 9.6715E-007 77 TtPQWUv 6.0102E-010

37 TeEDGPP2 5.8396E-008 78 TtQUV 3.9697E-007

38 TeEDGPU 9.2219E-009 79 TtQUX 1.0343E-006

39 TeEDGU 5.8460E-008 80 TtQWUv 7.2670E-010

40 TePUX 1.6412E-009 81 TtQWW1UvAAA 1.3989E-008

41 TeUX 4.9568E-008
TOTAL CDF = 4.58E-5

6
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TABLE 7.1-3
CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION

O
SEQUENCE FREQUENCY % OF TOTAL

Station Blackout (SBO) 3.38E-05 73.7 %

Transient with loss of FW, HPCI/RCIC, 5.41E-06 11.7 %

& failure to depressurize (TQUX)

LOCAs 3.07E-06 6.7%

Special Initiators 1.42E-06 3.1 %

ATWS 7.45E-07 1.6%

Loss of decay heat removal (TW) 5.45E-07 1.2%

Transient with loss of all high pressure 4.64E-07 1.0%

& low pressure injection (TQUV)

Stuck-open Safety Relief Valve ('118) 3.98E-07 0.9 %

Loss of Offsite Power (D/Gs operate) 5.12E-08 0.1 %

Total CDF from internal events: 4.58E-5 / year 100.0 %

O

.

,
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Table 7,1-4

The Most Important 30 Basic Event Failures Sorted by the Risk Increase Measure

Easic Event Descriotion

1. SRV-13-FTO-CCF Common cause failure to open 13 SRVs.

2. DCP-BDC-VF-DF03 Common cause failure of 125VDC buses 10D410,20, & 40,

3. DCP-BDC-VF-DF01 Common cause failure of 125VDC buses 10D410, 20, 30 &40.

4. CM RPS mechanical failure prevents scram.

5. ESF-XHE-MC-DF02 Miscalibration of alllevel transmitters.

6. DCP-BDC-VF-DF10 Common cause failure of 125VDC BUSES 10D420 AND D440.

7. ESF-XHE-MC-DF01 Miscalibration of all pressure transmitters.

8. HAR-TDP-FS-DPF01 Common cause failure to start of HPCI and RCIC turbine driven pumps.

9. HAR-TDP-FR-DPF01 Common cause failure to run of HPCI and RCIC turbine driven pumps.

10. VAP-SUP-SY-FAILS Vapor suppression (breakers) fail during large or intermediate LOCA.

11. NR-HVC-PNRM-12 Failure to provide alternate ventilation to the Panel Room within 12 hours

after a loss of HVAC.

12. DCP-BDC-VF-DF06 Common cause failure of 125VDC buses 10D410 and 10D420,

13. CE RPS electrical failure prevents scram.

14. SWS-MOV-CC-DF01 Dependent failures of 2198 C and D VALVES

15. SWS-MDP-FS-DF04 Dependent failures to start SWS-TWSs.

16. SWS-MDP-FR-DFM Dependent failures to run SWS-TWSs.

17. SWS-TWS-FR-DF01 Dependent failures to run ALL 4 TWSs.

18. SWS-MDP-FR-DF03 Dependent failures to run ALL SWS pumps.

19. SAC-MDP-FR-DF07 ALL 4 SACS pumps fail to mn.

20. SWS-MOV-CC-DF03 Dependent failures of strainer MOVs HV-2197.
~

21. SWS-MOV-CC-DF02 Dependent failures of all 4 MOV-2225 VALVES

22. SAC-MDP-FS-DF07 ALL 4 SACS pumps fail to start.

23. DGS-DGN-FS-DF02 Dependent failure to start SDG'S A, B, & C.

24. DGS-DGN-FS-DF03 Dependent failun: to start SDG'S A, B, & D.

25. DGS-DON-FS-DFN Dependent failure to start SDG'S A, C, & D.

26. DGS-DGN-FS-DF05 Dependent failure to start SDG'S B, C, & D.

27. SAC-MDP-FR-DF02 Dependent failure to run pumps AP & DP-210.

28. SAC-MDP-FR-DF01 Dependent failure to run pumps AP & BP-210.

29. SAC-MDP-FR-DF03 Dependent failure to run pumps BP & CP-210.

| 30. SWS-STR-FS-DF01 Dependent failure to start ALL SWS STR motors.

1

i

|

|
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O Table 7.1-5d
The Most Important Basic Event Failures Sorted by the Risk Reduction Measure.

Basic Event Description

1. NR-LOSP-6 Failure to restore offsite power in 6 hours

2. NR-DG-6 Failure to recover EDGs within 6 hours of independent failures of EDGs.

3. SWS-MDP-TM-TRAND Due to TM SWS train-D is unavailable.

4. SWS-MDP-TM-TRANC Due to TM SWS train-C is unavailable.

5. SAC-MDP-TM PSB06 Due to TM SACS loop B path PS-B06 is unavailable.

6. NR-DG-DF-6 Failure to recover EDGs within 6 hours of common cause failures of EDGs.

7. ADS-XHE-FO-DEPRE Operator fails to depressurize.

8. ADS-XHE-OK-INHIB ADS fails at level I due to INH 1 BIT by operator.

9. NR-UlX-DEP-60M Failure to manually depressurize the RPV within 60 minutes.

10. NR-PCS-1 Failure to restore the PCS within I hour.

11. DGS-DGN-FR-CG400 Division C diesel ICG400 fails to run.

12. DGS-DGN-FR-AG400 Division A diesel 1 AG400 fails to run.

13. DGS-DGN-FS-CG400 Division C diesel ICG400 fails to start.

14. DGS-DGN-FS-AG400 Division A diesel I AG400 fails to start.

15. HPI-TDP-TM-OP2M HPCI turbine driven pump is inavailable due to TM.

16. SWS-XHE-FO-ISOL Operator fails to isolate SWS flow diversion.

17. DGS-DGN-FR-DG400 Division D diesel IDG400 fails to run.

18. DGS-DGN FR-BG400 Division B diesel IBG400 fails to run.

19. SWS-MDP-FS-CP502 Failure to start SWS pump CP-502.

20. CST-XHE-FO-ALIGN Operator fails to align condensate storage tank.

21. DGS-DGN-FS-BG400 Division B diesel 1BG400 fails to start.
'

22. DGS-DGN-FS-DG400 Division D diesel IDG400 fails to start.

23. NR-HVC-PNRM-12 Failure to provide alternate ventilation to the Panel Room within 12 hours
after a loss of HVAC.

24. SWS-MDP-FS-AP502 SWS pump AP-502 fails to start.

25. RCI-TDP-TM-OP203 RCIC turbine driven pump is inavailable due to TM.

26. NR-SPL-LLVL-4-03 Failure to align core spray to the CST for long-term injection (without
decay heat removal).

27. HAR-TDP-FS-DPF01 Common cause failure of HPCI and RCIC turbine driven pumps to start.

28. NR-UlX-DEP-30M Failure to manually depressurize the RPV within 30 minutes.

29. HPI-TDP-FS-OP2M HPCI turbine driven pump fails to start.

30. SWS-MDP-FS-DP502 SWS pump DP-502 fails to start.
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Table 7.1-6
Sequences Screened Out Due To Recovery Actions

FREQUENCY:
before recovery after recovery Recovery Actions Applied

1 TtQWWlUv 2.08E + 00 1.40E-08 NR-PCS-24, NR-RHR-INIT, NR-WWl-SWP-20, NR-VENT-5

2 TmWWlUv 1.43E-01 < IE-10 NR-PCS-24, NR-RHR-INIT, NR-WWl-SWP-20, NR-VENT-5

3 TeWW1Uv 6.39E-03 < IE-10 NR-LOSP-24, NR-RHR-INIT, NR-VENT-5

4 TmPP2WUv 1.87E-03 2.60E-10 NR-PCS-24, NR-RHR-INIT, NR-WW1-SWP-20

5 SIWWlUv 1.10E-03 1.62E-09 NR-RHR-INIT, NR-VENT-5

6 TtPP2WWlUv 1.09E-03 2.28E-09 NR-RHR-INIT, NR-WWl-SWP-20, NR-VENT-5

7 AWWlUv 3.16E-04 8.82E-10 NR RHR INIT, NR-VENT-5

8 TmPP2WWlUv 3.01E-04 < I E-10 NR-PCS-24, NR-WWl-SWP-20, NR-RHR-INIT, NR-VENT-5

9 TiaWW1Uv 2.05E-04 1.03E-09 NR-RHR-INIT, NR-WWi-SWP-20, NR-VENT-5

10 S2S31soQUX 9.58E-05 5.05E-08 NR-SLEAK-ISO-15M, NR-UlX-DEP-40M

11 ThvP 7.26E-05 2.18E-08 NR-HVC-PNRM-12

12 TtPQUX 7.06E-05 1.48E-08 NR-PCS-40M, NR-UlX-DEP-40M, NR-Q-FWLVH-4M

13 TraPP2WUv 3.65E-05 4.12E-09 NR-WWl-SWP-20, NR-SPL-LVLL-4

14 TfUlU2V 2.71E-05 4.55E.08 NR-UV-WTLVL-20M, NR-UV-ECCS-1

15 TeUX 2.17E-05 4.96E-08 NR-LOSP-60M, NR-UlX-DEP-60M

16 S2QUX 2.08 E-05 4.94E-08 NR-UlX-DEP-40M, NR-Q-FWLVL-24M
17 TraQUX 1.89E-05 4.30E-08 NR-UlX DEP-60M, NR-Q-FWLVH-4M, NR-WW1-SWP-1

18 TmUV 1.78E-05 1.79E-08 NR-PCS-1, NR-UV-ECCS-1, NR-UV-WTLVL-20M

19 TfPUlU2X 1.04E-05 7.80E-08 NR-UlX-DEP-40M
20 SIUlWWlUv 9.79E-06 <IE-10 NR-RHR-INIT, NR-VENT-5

21 TePWWlUv 8.26E-06 < IE-10 NR-LOSP-24, NR-RHR-INIT, NR-VENT-5

22 TmPUX 6.72E-06 5.02E 08 NR-UlX-DEP-40M
23 TatQUlX 5.19E-06 1.45E-08 NR-ATWS-HPCI, NR-ATWS-DEP

24 TraPP2WWlUv 4.40E-06 < IE-10 NR-WW1-SWP-20, NR-RHR-INIT, NR-VENT-5

25 TiaPP2WUv 3.65E-06 < IE-10 NR-WWl-SWP-20, NR-SPL-LVLL-4

26 ThvPP2 3.63E-06 1.09E-09 NR-HVC-PNRM-12
27 "IlvU l .61E-06 < IE-10 NR-HVC-PNRM-12

28 TiQUV 1.25 E-06 3.60E-09 NR-UV-WTLVL-20M, NR-UV-ECCS-40M

29 TeEDGU l .22E-06 5. 85E-08 NR-LOSP-1, NR-UV-ECCS-1, NR-UV-WTLVL-20M

30 TtQWUv 1.N E-06 7.27E-10 NR-PCS-24

-

!
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TABLE 7.1-7

DESCRIPTION OF HUMAN RECOVERY ACTIONS APPLIED

Recoverv Description Value

1- NR-AIR-24 Fciture to recover the IAS within 24 hours 5.7E-3

2 NR ATWS-ADS-INH Failure to inhibit ADS during an ATWS 7.5E-2

3 NR-ATWS-ARI Failure to manually initiate ARI 1.4E-2

4 NR-ATWS-DEP Failure to manually depressurized the RPV during . 5.6E-2
an ATWS

5 NR-ATWS-HPCI-30M Failure to initiate HPCI during an ATWS 5.0E-2

6 NR-ATWS-HPCI-CS Failure to isolate HPCI injection through the Core 2.4E-1
Spray piping during an ATWS

7 NR-ATWS-LCNTL-LO Failure to control RPV water level with LPCI during 4.7E-1
an ATWS

8 NR-COND-5 Failure to restart condensate pumps after other injection 3.7E-2
systems fail

9 NR-DG-6 Failure to recover D/Gs within 6 hours (independent 7.0E-1

failures of D/Gs)

10 NR-DG-DF-6 Failure to recover D/Gs within 6 hours (common cause 6.0E 1

failures of D/Gs)

11 NR-HPCI-LCNT-HIE Failure to control RPV water level using HPCI during 4.6E-2 -

an ATWS to prevent core damage

12 NR-HVC-PNRM-12 Failure to provide alternate ventilation to the Panel 3.0E-4
Room within 12 hours after a loss of HVAC

13 NR-HVC-SWGR-24 Failure to provide alternate ventilation to the Switchgear 1.6E-4
Room within 24 hrs after loss of HVAC

14 NR-IGS-24 Failure to restart the EIAC after RACS cooling has 3.8E-3
been restored followed a LOCA isolation

15 NR-LOSP-24 Failure to restore offsite power within 24 hours 2.2E-3
-

16 NR-LOSP-12 Failure to restore offsite power within 12 hours 1.5E-2

17 NR-LOSP-6 Failure to restore offsite power within 6 hours 5.0E-2 ;

18 NR-LOSP-5 Failure to restore offsite power within 5 hours 7.0E-2 -|
19 NR-LOSP-1 Failure to restore offsite power within 1 hour 4.0E-1

20 NR-LOSP-40M Failure to restore offsite power within 40 minutes 5.5E-1

21 NR-LOSP-30M - Failure to restore offsite power within 30 minutes 6.0E-1

22 NR-PCS-24 Failure to restore the PCS within 24 hours following e ' 7.0E-4-

turbine trip or MSIV closure initiating event

23 NR-PCS-1 Failure to restore the PCS within 1 bour 6.0E-1

24 NR-PCS-40M Failure to restore the PCS within 40 minutes 9.0E 1
$

25 NR-Q-FWLVH-4M Failure to prevent a level 8 trip of feedwater during a 1.4E-2

transient

7-23
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Table 7.17 (Lontinued) |

Recovery Descrintion Value

26 NR-Q-FWLVL-24M Failure to prevent a level 8 trip of feedwater during a 4.9E-3
small LOCA

27 NR-RACS-24 Failure to restore the RACS after a LOCA isolation 3.8E-3

28 NR-RHR-INIT Failure to initiate RHR for decay heat removal within 5.0E-5
24 hours

29 NR-SLEAK-ISO-15M Failure to isolate recirculation pump seal LOCA 8.2E-2
Failure to align core spray to the CST for long-term 1.1E-130 NR-SPL-LVLL-4
mjection (without decay heat removal)

31 NR-UlX-DEP-30M Failure to manually depressurize f.he RPV within 7.5E-3

30 minutes

32 NR-UlX-DEP-40M Failure to manually depressurize the RPV within 5.2E-3

40 minutes

33 NR-UlX-DEP-60M Failure to manually depressurize the RPV within 1 bour 4.6E-3

34 NR-UV-ECCS-1 Failure to manually initiate ECCS within 1 bour 3.9E-2

35 NR-UV-%TLVL-20M Failure to control RPV water level with high pressure 4.3 E-2

injection systems (not during ATWS)

36 NR-VENT-5 Failure to initiate containment venting 2.0E-3

37 NR-WW1-SWP-1 Failure to manually start SSWS or SACS pumps within 1.2E-2

1 hour

38 NR-WWl-SWP-12 Failure to manually start SSWS or SACS pumps within 1.9E-4

12 hours

39 NR-WW1-SWP-20 Failure to manually start SSWS or SACS pumps within 7.4E-5

20 hours

40 NR-WWi-SWP-40M Failure to manually start SSWS or SACS pumps within 1.6E-2

40 minutes

-

O
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[ )\ TABLE 7.1-8
%

RESULTS OF DECRFASING EDG MISSION TIME
FROM 24 IiOURS TO 6 HOURS

CDF WITII 24-HOUR CDF WITH 6-HOUR
SEOUENCE MISSION TIME MISSION TIME

1. TeEdg 3.27E-5 2.64E-5

2. TeEdgU 5.85E-8 5.07E-8

3. TeEdgP 9.67E-7 7.79E-7

4. TeEdgPU 9.22E-9 9.22E-9

5. TeEdgPP2 5.84E-8 4.34E-8

TOTAL: 3.38E-5 2.74E-5

Total CDF Fromgs
d All Seouences: 4.58E-5 3.94E-5

SBO % of
Total CDF: 73.7 % 69.5 %

'
I
|
1

!
!
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TABLE 7.1-9

1

1

RESULTS OF SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF CDF IF TIIE LOSS OF
AN AC BUS WERE CONSIDERED AS A SPECIAL INITIATING EVENT

SEOUENCE FREOUENCY

1. TacQUV 4.96E-10

2. TacQUX 9.71E-9

3. TacPP2WUv 2.24E-10

TOTAL: 1.04E-8/yr

O

.

O
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TABLE 7.1-10

RESULTS OF SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF CDF IF THE LOSS OF
A DC BUS WERE CONSIDERED AS A SPECIAL INITLATING EVENT

SEOUENCE FREOUENCY

1. TdcQUV 4.96E-10

2. TdcQUX 1.92E-8

3. TdcPP2WUv 2.24E-10

TOTAL: 1.99E-8/yr

O

;

|

.

O
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TABLE 7.1-11
, CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY COMPARISON
|

IIOPE CREEK PEACil BOTTOM PEACil BOTTOM MILLSTONE 1 | DRESDEN
IPE NUREG-1150 IPE IPE IPE

INITIATOR CDF % CDF | % CDF % CDF % CDF | %
! LOSS OF OFFSITE POWER 3.39E-05 73.8 2.10E-06 46.6 1.85E-06 34.3 8.07E-06 73.4 4.98E-06 26.8

o Diesel Generator Unavailable 3.38E-05
_

o Diesel Generator Available 5.12E-08

TRANSIENTS 6.79E-06 14.8 2.30E-07 5.1 1.50E-06 27.8 1.09E-06 9.9 4.47E-07 2.4

o TurbineTrip 1.70E-06

o MSIV Closure / Loss of Cond. Vac. 1.13E-06
_

o Loss of Feedwater 3.42E-06

o inadvertant Open Relief Valve 5.33E-07

LOCAs 3.07E-06 6.7 2.60E-07 5.8 5.95E-07 11.0 5.91E-07 5.4 1.42E-06 7.6

o Vessel Rupture Negl.

y o Large LOCA 3.2 IE-07
" o Intermediate LOCA 2.49E-06

o SmallLOCA 2 5SE-07

o ISLOCA 1.70E-09

ATWS 7.45E-07 1.6 1.92E-06 42.6 1.44E-06 26.7 1.06E-06 9.6 5.34E-07 2.9
o TurbineTrip 6.05E-07
o AllOthers 1.39E-07

SPECIAL INITIATORS 1.42E-06 3.1 - 0.0 7.00E-09 0.1 2.17E-06 IU l .12E-05 60.3
o Loss of SACS 3.36E-07

o Loss of RACS 6.89E-08

o Loss ofIAS 9.02E-09

o Loss of HVAC 1.0IE-06

Total Internal Events 4.59E-05 100.0 4.51 E-06 100.0 5.39E-06 100.0 1.10E-05 100.0 1.86E-05 100.0

Internal Flooding 5.50E-07 1.47E-07 -

Total Internal Events + Flooding 4.65E-05 5.54E-06 1.10E-05

O O O
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TABLE 7.1-11

CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY COMPARISON (Continued)

BROWNS FERRY BRUNSWICK DUANE ARNOLD VERMONT YANKEE MONTICELLO *

IPE IPE IPE IPE IPE
INITIATOR CDF % CDF % CDF | % CDF | % CDF %

LOSS OF OFFSITE POWER 3.30E-05 76.2 1.80E-05 65.4 2.57E4 33.0 8.60E-07 20.0 1.20E-05 62.5

o Diesel Generator Unavailable
o Diesel Generator Available

,

TRANSIENTS !.60E-06 17.6 8.61E-06 31.3 3.20E-06 41.0 2.30E-06 54.0 3.50E4 18.2

o TurbineTrip
o MSIV Closure / Loss of Cond. Vac.
o Loss of Feedwater
o inadvertant Open Relief Valve

LOCAs 7.50E-07 1.7 1.98E-07 0.7 1.56E-07 2.0 2.60E-07 6.0 1.20E-06 6.3

o Vessel Rupture
_

y o Large LOCA2

'*
i o Intermediate LOCA

o Small LOCA
o ISLOCA

ATWS 1.30E-06 3.0 7.00E-07 2.5 1.87E-06 24.0 8.20E-07 20.0 2 50E4 13.0
!o TurbineTrip

o AllOthers
,

! SPECIAL INITIATORS 6.60E-07 1.5 - 0.0 - 0.0 - 0.0 3.10E-08 0.2 '

o Loss of SACS
o Loss ofRACS
o LossofIAS
o Loss ofIIVAC

Total Internal Events 4.33E-05 100.0 2.75E-05 100.0 7.80E-06 100.0 4.30E-06 100.0 1.92E-05 100.0

Internal Flooding 4.70E-06 6.80E-06
Total Internal Events + Flooding 4.80E-05 2.60E-05

,
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TABLE 7.1-11

CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY COMPARISON (Continued)

COOPER
IPE

INITIATOR CDF | %
LOSS OF OFFSITE POWER 2.77E-05 34.8

o Diesel Generator Unavailable
o Diesel Generator Available

TRANSIENTS 3.87E-05 48.5

o Turbine Trip
o MSIV Closure /Lcss of Cond. Vac.
o Loss of Feedw2ter
o inadvertant Open Relief Valve

LOCAs 7.17E-07 0.9

o Vessel Rupture
y o Large LOCA

o Intermediate LOCA e

o Small LOCA
o ISLOCA

ATWS 3.91E-06 4.9

o TurbineTrip
o AllOthers

SPECIAL INITIATORS 8.69E-06 10.9

o Loss of SACS
o Loss of RACS
o Loss ofIAS
o Loss of HVAC

Total Internal Events 7.97E-05 100.0

Internal Flooding
Total Internal Events + Flooding

G G e
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Figure 7.1-1
CDF BREAKDOWN BY INITIATING EVENT
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